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SITTING OF MONDAY, 11. APRIL 1983
Contents
1.
2.
3.
Resamption of tbe session
Approoal of the minates:
Mr Prooan
Agenda:
Mr Puntis; Mr Pranchire; Mr Enrigbt; Mr
Pflinlin; Mr Hord; Mr Kellett-Boatman; Mr
Saby; Mr Aigner; Mr Konrad Scbtin; Mr
Glinne; Mrs Kellen-Bo@man; Mrs Scrioe-
ner; Mrs Boserup; Mr de la Maline; Mr
Lange; Mr Nyborg; Mr Deleaa; Mrs Clwyd;
Mr Andriessen (Commission); Mr tohnson
Statement by the Presidcnt
Action taken on tbe opinions of Parliament:
Mr Alaoanos; Mr Pranchire; Mr Andriessen
(Commission); Mr Martin; Mr Andriessen;
Mr Hopper; Mr And,iessen; Mr Hopper; Mr
Andiessen; Mr Boyes; Mr Hord; Mr Gau-
tier; Mr Hopper; Mr Puntis; Mr Daoignon
2
7
(Commission)
6. Aid to Wetnam 
- 
Vote on the request for
retr4?"tl to committee of the report (Doc.
1-1270/82 by Mr Deniau:
Mr Habsbarg; Mr Deniau; Mr Glinne
IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT
President
(The sitting was opened at 5 p.m.)
l. Resumption of the session
President. 
- 
I declare resumed the part-session of the
European Parliament, which was adjourned on
11 March 1983.
7. Breastmilh 
- 
Report (Doc. 1-962/82) by Mrs
Castellina:
Oral question utith debate (Doc. I-1142/82)
by Mrs Maij-lVeggen and others, to tbe Com-
rnission and oral qaestion aitb debate (Doc.
1-40/83) by Mrs Krouwel-Vlam and others,
to the Commission:
Mrs Castellina; Mrs Dury; Mrs Rabbethge;
Mr C. tackson; Mrs Poiier; Mr Sabl6; Mrs
Krouwel-Vlam; Mr Vergeer; Mr Narjes
(Commission)
8. Flag for tbe European Community 
- 
Report
(Doc. 1-1194/82) by Mr oon Hassel:
Mr aon Hassel; Mr Glinne; Mr L Fiedich;
Mr Bogb; Mr C. Jackson; Mr Tarner; Mr
Narjes (Commission); Mr C. Jackson 17
Energy 
- 
Report (Doc. 1-1345/82) by Mr
Parois:
Mr Puntis; Mr Notenboom; Mr Daoignon
(Comnission)
Annexes:
Mrs Hammeich; Mrs Pantazi; Mr G. Fuchs; Mr
Alaoanos; Mr Brsndlund Niehen; Mrs Boserup;
Mrs Seibel-Emmerling; Mr Ephremidis; Mr Prag;
Mrs Gredal; Mrs Tooe Nielsen; Mr Abens
2. Approztal of the minutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of the sitting of Friday,
11 March 1983 have been disributed.
Are there any comments?
Mr Provan (ED). 
- 
Mr President, when we were
voting on the Mouchel proposals on the price package
last session, I raised the matter of the indenm that were
being voted upon and whether in fact they had any
10
9.
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validity as the legal basis for the document. Mr Presi-
dent, you said you would refer that matter to the
Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions,
following an intervention from Lady Elles. I under-
stand that that resolution has been retabled. Have I
tot an assurance from you that what you, in fact, said
at that time will take place, namely that it will be
referred to the Committee on the Rules of Procedure
and Petitions and that no further action will be taken
on Mr Davern's resolution until the committee has
delivered im opinion?
President. Vhat precise document of Mr
Mouchel's are you referring to, Mr Provan? Is it the
one on agricultural prices?
Mr Provan (ED).- Mr President, it was the founh
indent of the Mouchel report on agricultural prices.
President. 
- 
And what is the relation between it and
the minutes?
Mr Provan (ED).- Mr President, my point concerns
the 'Rainbow' which reports what took place during
the debate. I am asking for an assurance from you that
in fact that will continue to be the case.
President. 
- 
!7e have asked the Committee on the
Rules of Procedure and Petitions to rule on the mat-
ter. As long as it is under consideration in committee
the situation will remain as I said during the plenary in
March.
(Parliament approoed tbe minutes)t
3. Agenda
President. 
- 
At its meeting of 9 March 1983, the
enlarged Bureau drew up the draft agenda, which has
been distributed.
At the meeting this morning, the chairmen of the pol-
itical groups instructed me to propose a number of
amendments.
In respect of Taesday.
After the Statement by the Council and the Commis-
sion on the European Council in Brussels, the Com-
mission will give a brief expose on the new monetary
parities.
Next, the repon by Lord Bethell on human rights in
the USSR entered as No 36 is withdrawn from the
agenda together with the Oral Question by Mr Schall
and others which was included in the debate on this
report. I hope we can discuss that repon at the May
part-session, but proposals m this effect will be sub-
mitted to you later.
After the Oral Question on measures relating to the
petition concerning 21 Uruguyan prisoners, the Coun-
cil with make a satement on the outcome of the
founh EEC/ASEAN session.
Next, the last item to be entered on the agenda for
Tuesday is the joint debate on the report by Mr
Purvis, on behalf of the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs on the rerycling of petrodollars and
the Oral Question with debate by Mr Bismarck and
others to the Commission on the world monetary sys-
tem.
The debate on the Purvis repon and on the related
Oral Question can continue on \Tednesday morning
until 10 a.m. at the latest.
Mr Purvis (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I would just like m
ask you when the deadline for submitting amendments
is on the repon for petrodollars.
President. 
- 
I would have come to that at the end of
my intervention on rhe agenda. It will be this evening
at 8 p.m.
Mr PranchCre (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, you
have just said that the Commission will make a shon
statement on the monetary realignment. Do you not
think it desirable to have a debate, even if only a shon
one, either in rhe form of statements or of questions to
the Commission?
President. 
- 
Mr Pranchdre, I made room for this
matter in the debate on the statement on the results of
the European Council in Brussels. In other words, the
political groups are perfectly free ro debate this expose
within the framework of the debare on rhe sraremenr
on the European Council, since the issue is closely
related.
Mr Enright (S).- Mr President, you said that Lord
Bethell's repon had been wirhdrawn. In fact we have
recieved this repon and for a change we have had
ample time to consider it. So ir seems ro me that there
is no good or pressing reason why it should be wirh-
drawn.
t Membership of Parliament 
- 
Membership of commirtees
- 
Application of the Rules of Procedure 
- 
Motions for
resolutions (Rule 49) 
- 
Petidons 
- 
Transfer of appro-
priations 
- 
Referral to Committee 
- 
Documents
received 
- 
Texts of treades forwarded by the Council:
see Minurcs.
l,
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President. 
- 
Mr Enright, I cannot communicate the
exact reason. I can only say it is not because Lord
Bethell cannot be herc for personal reasons that he
cannot introduce the report. It would be wise there-
fore to link the report to the repon by Mr Israel,
which is also on human rights, during the May pan-
session.
Mr Pflimlin (PPE). 
- 
Mr President, when will Mr
Croux's report, scheduled for tomorrow, actually be
taken?
Presidcnt. 
- 
At the same time as the debate on the
smrcment on the resulff of the European Council, Mr
Pflimlin.
As regards lVednesday:
- 
I would point out, first, that the report by Mr
Schon on the discharge for the 1981 financial
year, which is entered on the agenda as
No 41, is the subject of two separate docu-
men6, one on the European Parliament, the
other on the second and third EDF.
The report by Mr Saby on the administrative expendi-
ture of the European Parliament for the 1982 financial
year, Item No 46 on the agenda, could be taken with-
out debate, but I have received from Mr Fonh and
nine other signatories, a request that there should be a
debate.
I would point out, for the benefit of those who want a
debate that, in line with a corrigendum which has yet
to be distributed, the motion for a resolution set out in
this report has been amended and the resolution that
has been distributed does not include paragraphs 8
and 9. Therefore, if the request for a debate is based
on paragraphs 8 and 9 of the resolution, I must insist
that it be withdrawn.
Mr Hord (ED).- Mr President, Mr Forth is unable
to be with us today and being one of the other signa-
tories, I would like the House to know that Mr Fonh
and the other signatories felt that this was an impor-
tant issue 
- 
the question of Parliament's own budget
to be the subject of debate, not to be swept under the
carpet and regarded as a proposal which did not war-
rant debate. It is not in regard to the subsance of par-
agraphs 8 and 9, it was a question of principle.
President. 
- 
Mr Hord, I do not think it is necessaqy
to have any further debate because the ten Members in
question are fully entitled under the rules to ask for a
debate on this report. So I would ask the others who
have asked to intervene not to do so because I think it
is superfluous.
Mr Edward Kellctt-Bowman (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I
think it would be wholly inappropriate to have 1982
accounts as part of a debate on the discharge for 1981.
So since now it is decided that we shall have a debate
on Mr Saby's repon, I think it would be better if you
could so arrange matters that it be a separate debate
from the 1981 discharge because paragraphs 41 to45
in fact all concern the 1981 discharge.
President. 
- 
Mr Kellett-Bowman, if ten Members ask
for p debate on whatever question they have the right
to do so and there is a debate.
Mr Edward Kellett-Bowman (ED). 
- 
I am not chal-
lenging the procedural matter under Rule 34. Vhat I
am srying is that since it is now decided to have a
debate, it should be separate from discussions on the
1981 discharge. Can you not close your bracket off
after Item 45 and have a small debate on Item 46
separate from the others.
President. 
- 
That is possible, that does not create any
problems.
Mr Saby (S).- (FR) Mr President, I should simply
like rc add that we had suggested there be no debate
after we had received an opinion from the Committee
on Budgetary Control which was adopted unani-
mously, it being understood that this debate would be
held when funher information was available. That
simply to clarify matters, Mr President.
Mr Aigner (PPE), Chaimran of the Committee on
Badgetary Control. 
- 
(DE).Mr President, I would
like to ask the signarcries not to insist on requesting a
debate at the present time. There is no question about
the need for a debate, and the Committee on Budget-
ary Control has resolved 
- 
un4nirnetrsly, I believe 
-to hold one. Ve felt that we ought to clarify various
matters with the President and administration of Par-
liament first bifore putting the matter to debate. I
would therefore like to second Mr Kellett-Bowman's
request. 'S7e cannot simply discuss the figures, nor
would there be any point in that, since we have to
comply with the budget regulations and submit the
requisite documents to the Commission. !7e wanted to
wait until May and then debate the whole complex. I
would therefore like to call on the signatories again to
concur with the majority vote of the Committee on
Budgetary Control.
President. 
- 
I think the best thing would be for you
to get in touch with the authors of the request, but it is
your absolute right to call for a debate when you have
ten signatures, and those you have.
Mr Konrad Schiin (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, in
my capaciq as rapporteur I would like to mention that
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the Committee on Budgeary Control was of the
unanimous opinion that the Saby repon is only an
interim one. It merely presents the figures, for the
reason that Dr. Aigner has explained, I, too, therefore
appeal m the signatories not to disrupt the procedure
approved by the Committee on Budgemry Conrol,
but to conduct the necessary 
- 
and I emphasize
necessary 
- 
debate in May, when Mr Saby's work has
been completed.
President. 
- 
Here we are dealing with a formal
request. All you can do, therefore, is to ask those who
have tabled it to wirhdraw ir.
Mr Glinne (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, irrespective of
the decision on the debate on Mr Saby's reporr, I
should like to say that the dme allotted to the political
troups is very short. I should now like to propose, fol-
lowing the procedure recommended for Thursday,
that the speaking time for rapporr.eurs and rhe repre-
senadve of the Commission be halved.
As far as my group is concerned, if rhe rapponeurs on
the subjects of the joint debate use rheir ten minures
and if the representative of the Commission does like-
wise, then the Socialist group will have a total of
twenty-nine minutes to speak on the reporrs by Mr
Mihr, Mr Deleau and Mr Arndt, which is really too
shon. \flould it be at all possible to adopt for'Sfednes-
day the procedure of reducing speaking time which
has already been decided on for Thursday?
President. 
- 
I have then a proposal from the Socialist
Group to reduce by half the speaking time of rappor-
teurs presenting reporr,s in joinr debate.
Are there any objections?
(Parliament approoed the proposal of tbe Socialist
Group)
The speaking time of rapporteurs will thus be halved. I
find it more difficult rc apply your proposal to the
Commission since ir does nor have a fixed speaking
time. I think that rhe Commission appreciates rhar we
have a tight schedule and will make allowances. But I
do not want ro put the Commission in a strait jacket,
since this would nor be in the inreresr of the subjects
dealt with.
Mrs Elaine Kellett-Bowman (ED). 
- 
Mr President,
taking on board the point thar Mr Aigner has made
that there will of course, and very properly, be a
debate in this Parliamen[ on the Saby report, may I
enquire exactly what is happening under Rule 34(2)?
As I understand it, if then Members object we do notjust have a debate, even apan from the grouping. In
fact it goes back to commirtee and that is what is puz-
zling me.
President. 
- 
No, Mrs Kellem-Bowman, if then Mem-
bers ask for a debate, there is a debate, nothing else.
Mrs Elaine Kellett-Bowman (ED). 
- 
Rule 3a(2). On
the final three lines, Mr President.
President. 
- 
Yes, if the Committee on Budgetary
Control insists that there can be no debate, rhen the
proposal goes back to the committee in question but if
the Committee on Budgeary Control accepts thar
there is a debate, then there is a debate. Otherwise it
goes back to the committee.
Mrs Scrivener (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I should
like rc ask for confirmation on this business of the dis-
charge. If I have correctly understood, it has been div-
ided into two for the 1981 financial year. And che part
which I would call 'Commission' has been withdrawn
from the agenda, in view of what you have just said; I
am of course referring to the report. But the part deal-
ing with the European Parliament's accounrs for 1981,
which incidentally has been adopted by the Committee
on Budgetary Control, will be taken in this pan-
session, if I have correcrly understood you.
\7ould you be good enough m confirm this?
President. 
- 
That is indeed rhe case, Mrs Scrivener,
this item of the agenda has been retained.
Mrs Boserup (COM). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I hate
to inconvenience you with rhis marter but, from a pro-
cedural point of view, I musr say rhat some highly-
esteemed members of the Committee on Budgetary
Control are suffering from a serious lapse of memory
when they claim that the decision to take the Saby
repon without a debate was unanimous. I protested,
and I voted against the Saby report. I cannot under-
sand how these honourable collegues of mine can
make such a srange interpretadon of the facts.
Mr de la Mdine (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I
have been instructed by my group ro request the with-
drawal from the agenda of Mr Arndr's interim repon,
for four reasons.
The first concerns the procedure followed by the
Committee on Budgets. The Commitree on Budgets
was requested to draw up an own-initiative report on
the financing of the Community; we have now been
presented with a reporr on rhe 'communication from
the Commission of the European Communities on rhe
future financing of the Communiq/. Vhat should
therefore have been an own-initiative repon has
become a reporr on a Commission documenl That is
the first procedural deviation.
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The second procedural deviation is that we have a
document which the Commission has released infor-
mally; one day this paper will undoubtedly become a
document for the Council, but we are dealing with it
before it has been submitted to the Council.
The third point is that the Committee on Agriculture,
which is first and foremost concerned because the
Commission in its thinking draws the whole of the
CAP into question, has not been consulted and has not
expressed an opinion.
The founh point is that this interim report ends with
questions put to the Commission. So we have a report
on an unofficial document from the Commission end-
ing with unanswered questions.
\flell, I think that on an issue of such importance
today for the future of the Community as the financ-
ing of the Community, the financing of the common
agriculturdl poliry, we do not consider the procedure
followed to be satisfactory and wdrthy of the subject
matter.
That is why we wish this item to be withdrawn from
the agenda for the time being in order to return to the
proper procedure as laid down in the Rules of Proce-
dure.
(Applause from the right)
President. 
- 
Before putting Mr de la Maldne's request
ro the vote, I have to hear one speaker for and one
speaker against.
I call Mr Lange, Chairmann of the Committee on
Budgets, as speaker against, I suppose.
Mr Lange, Chairman of the Committee on Badgets. 
-(DE) You presume correctly, Mr President. I do not
rhink rhe arguments used by Mr de la Maldne to sup-
port his request are tenable. The President of the
Commission in effect submitted this so-called green
book prepared by the Commission to Parliament, ask-
ing for an opinion. The Committee on Budgets has
reviewed it, but since there are so many questions it
does not settle the Committee has not commented on
it or on the Commission's proposals. Instead, the
Committee has asked the Commission in this interim
report to supply further information on cenain ques-
tions and to provide some calculation examples for
proposals put forward by the Commission so that Par-
Iiament can come to a definitive decision on these pro-
posals. As the green book stands at present, Parliament
cannot reasonably pass definitive judgment on it 
-unless a member considers it so unsatisfactory and
obscure as to be worthy only of rejection or thinks the
Commission should be given a chance of clarifying the
points which we find so unsatisfactory and obscure.
Parliament should consequently not let this opponun-
ity slip of discussing the interim report. It can then call
upon the Commission to amend the green book in
such a way as to enable us to deal with the questions
relating to the financing of the Communiry tho-
roughly and to the satisfaction of all the committees. I
am therefore in favour of leaving the interim report on
the agenda.
Mr Nyborg (DEP). 
- 
(DA) Mr Presidenq I feel I
must just make a comment, because Mr Lange says
that we have been asked to reach a decision. Yes, but
how can we in Parliament presume to take a decision
on something on which the Commission itself has not
come to a decision? It is not after all a Commission
proposal which has been sent to us. The Commission
itself states quite clearly that it is putting some ideas to
us. The Commission is entitled to have ideas. But it
must take them funher and concretize them in propo-
sals. Since when have we had to decide on something
as volatile as the Commission's ideas in a matter of
such imponance as the future of the Community as a
whole, the fate of the European agricultural policy 
-which is what this is all about? I am therefore 1000/o in
support of Mr de la Maldne's proposal that we decline
to deal with this question at the present time, that it be
presented by the Commission in more concrete form
and that it be properly debated in the normal and
natural way.
( Par li amen t rej e ct e d t h e re que s t fo r wi t h draan I )
Mr Deleau (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the repon which I am to present to you on
pharmaceutical products has been put on the order
paper for \flednesday morning. But as you and many
of our colleagues know, Mr President, on \Tednesday
morning we are expectint representatives from the ten
Community countries for a meeting of the European
Committee for small and medium-sized undertakings.
I have two duties to perform 
- 
chairing the European
Committee and presenting my report to the House 
-and my job would be greatly facilimted if my report
could be held over until the beginning of l7ednesday
afternoon. Ladies and gentlemen, thank you for your
understanding.
President. 
- 
Mr Deleau, I cannot agree to the begin-
ning of the afrcrnoon, but what I could do is change
the items around so that we would take the debare on
the Arndt report first and then the debate on your
report, which could start at the end of the morning,
but more probably at the beginning of the afternoon.
Mr Deleau (DEP). 
- 
(FR) I should be much obliged
to you, Mr President, if that could be arranged.
(Tbe Hoase adopted the President\ proposal)
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President. 
- 
As regards Thursday:
- 
the repon by Mr Ceravolo, on lead conrained
in petrol, Item No 53, was not adoprcd in
committee and has therefore been withdrawn
the agenda.
Mrs Clvyd (S). 
- 
Mr President, with regard to Item
48 on Thursday's agenda, I have an oral question with
debate on the social and economic integration of the
disabled. This is in fact a motion of censure on the
Commission for failing to carry out the recommenda-
tions made by this Parliament in 198 1.
Now I am concerned that there should be a proper
debate on this panicular question, Mr President, and I
would like to know precisely how much time is going
to be set aside for it because it has been squeezed
down at the bottom of the page and a lot of my col-
leagues with an interest in this panicular question were
not even aware that this debate was taking place. So
perhaps you could make the situation clear. Other-
wise, if proper time is not allowed for this particular
quesdon, then I shall withdraw it and seek to put it in
during the special debate on employmenr, since, as
you know, the main point I wish to make with this
oral question is the lack of an employment policy for
disabled people.
President. 
- 
Mrs Clwyd, I can only say that your oral
question is included in the debarc under No 48 and so
falls within the general allotment of speaking time for
the Thursday, apart from the topical and urgent
debate. Therefore how much speaking time is available
for it depends on the priority political groups give to
the subject.
Mrs Clvyd (S).- Mr President, rhere is one other
point I would like to make.
In other oral questions with debate recently in this
Parliament, the Commission has made its comment ar
the end of the debarc. Now thar, I find, is an unsaris-
faaory procedure, because very often we vrant to
know what the Commission has ro say before rhe
debate akes place.
In this situation, I wonder whether you could rule rhat
on this panicular oral question the Commission makes
its statement before the debate takes place. Othervrise,
we shall not be able to make a comment on rhe Com-
mission's explanation for its lack of action.
President. 
- 
Mrs Clwyd, I cannor rule againsr the
Rules. The Commission speaks at its request. I think
politically it will be possible ro come ro an agreemenr
with the Commission that it speaks in due time. But I
cannot rule against the rules, as I said.
Mr Andriessen, Member of the Commission. 
-(NL) Mr President, to facilitate the parliamentary
debate, the Commission is quite willing to State its
viewpoint at the outser.
(Tbe President read oat the changes to Fiday\ agenda)t
President. 
- 
I would inform you that the Council has
requested urgent procedure, under Rule 57 of the
Rules of Procedure, on the decision empowering the
Commission to contract loans granted under the New
Community Instrument. The Commission suppons
this request. The Council letter does nor ser out any
particular reason for this requesr. Ir merely says: 'In
oieat ofthe character ofurgenq atuching to thk propo-
sal, tbe Council woald greatly appreciate it if Parliament
could delioer iu opinion at tbe Apil part-session.'
I shall consult Parliament on rhis requesr tomorrow.
On 11 March last, Parliament referred to commitree
the repon by Miss Hooper, on behalf of the Com-
mittee on the Environment, Public Health and Con-
sumer Protection on conrainers of liquids for human
consumption and decided that the Committee would
repon back within a monrh. The commirtee stated it
could not meet this time limir and asked if it might
repon back at a later date.
Mr Johnson (ED). 
- 
Mr President, could we be
clear, then, that the later date would be May at the
latesr?
President. 
- 
I will communicare rhat to the Com-
mittee on the Environment, Public Health and Con-
sumer Protection.
Mr Johnson (ED). 
- 
Mr President, as I understand
the Rules, it says under Rule 35(3):
If the committee responsible is unable to meer rhe
deadline, it shall request referral back to com-
mittee. . . If necessary, Parliament may fix a new
deadline. ..
I am suggesting thar this Parliament fixes rhe deadline
of May.
President. 
- 
Mr Johnson, we cannor do that because
we first have to have a repon before we can fix a
deadline. As long as we do not have a reporr from the
Committee on rhe Environment, Public Healrh and
Consumer Protection, it is impossible ro fix a new
date.2
(Parliament adopted the agenda thus amended)
I See Minutes.2 D_eadline for tabling amendments 
- 
Speaking time: see
Minutes.
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4. Sutement by tbe President
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, without wishing
to prejudge any political initiatives that might be taken
this week, I should like to make a brief statement.
The process of bringing about a peaceful solution to
the problems in the Middle East has suffered major
setbacks over the weekend.
However, whereas political setbacks may well be
recovered later, the loss of human lives cannot. It is
therefore with profound emotion that we learned yes-
terday of the brutal assassination of Dr. Issam Sanawi,
a man who for many years devoted himself with great
courage to the quest for a peaceful, negotiated solu-
tion to the problems of the peoples of the Middle East.
'!7e in the European Parliament have always strongly
condemned any terrorist action whenever and wher-
ever this has occured. In our recent debate on the situ-
adon in the Middle East this sentiment was again
loudly reiterated.
As President of the European Parliament I pay tribute
to Dr Issam Sanawi for his quest for a peaceful solu-
tion.
(Applause)
5. Action tahen on the opinions of Parliament
President. 
- 
The next ircm is the communication
from the Commission on action taken on the opinions
and resolutions of the European Parliament.l
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) I want to put a short
question to the Commission. After a topical and
urgent debate during the last part-session we adopted
a motion for a resolution tabled by Mr von Hassel and
others concerning the death sentences inflicted on
members of the Baha'i faith in Iran. The Members
who belong to the Communist Party of Greece abled
an amendment to that motion calling on the Commis-
sion to express concern over the fate of Nureddin
Kianouri, the general secretary of the Tudeh, and this
was adopted. In view of the fact that Nureddin Kian-
ouri is still being held in prison, and is now perhaps in
even greater danger, I would like to ask the Commis-
sion precisely what representations it has made to the
government of Iran about this matter and what action
has been taken by the Council and by Member State
governments?
President. 
- 
Mr Alavanos, we have decided in princi-
ple to link questions connected with the Commission
communication with questions concerning consul-
tation. Here we are dealing with an urgency. It is very
difficult for the Commission to prepare for all possible
questions. This evening, at meetings with the chairmen
of parliamentary committees we shall be rying to
work out procedures more satisfactory than the exist-
ing procedures. But I must ask you not to press this
point because the Commissioner is absolutely unable
rc meet your wish.
Mr Pranchlre (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the
Council of Ministers of Agriculture has postponed fix-
ing the 1983/84 agricultural prices by four weeks. I
should like rc ask the Commission a question: has it
decided rc take steps to compensate the loss sustained
by milk producers and sheep and cattle farmers due to
this delay? Has it decided rc use this additional time to
submit new proposals to the Council on the basis of
the resolution passed by the European Parliament on
10 March, in particular a 70/o price increase, a refusal
to extend the coresponsibility levy and something
which has now become very urgent, a plan to disman-
tle MCAs?
Mr Andriessen, Member of tbe Commission. '-
(NZ) During the previous pan-session on the firirrg of
agricultural prices the Commission made known its
viewpoint quite clearly concerning the proposals
before the House prior to the vote taking. No changes
have been made to our views on Parliament's recom-
mendations in the interval. The fact that the Council
has postponed a decision on agricultural prices beyond
the date originally set is of itself little cause for the
Commission to revise its proposals. Naturally I cannot
predict the outcome of the discussions which have yet
to mke place. Otherwise the Commission hopes that
the Council will be able to mke the necessary steps,
sometime in April, so that the interim measures to
which the Honourable Member refers will not be
necessary.
Concerning the phasing-out of the monetary compen-
satory amounts the previous arrantement still applies;
a serious effon is being made to, phase out these
amounts but, naturally, within the timetable set for its
accomplishment.
Mr M. Martin (COM). 
- 
(FR) During the last part-
session the European Parliament passed Mrs Sylvie Le
Roux's report on the fishing agreement with Guinea-
Bissau. I should like rc ask the Commission if it is pre-
pared to answer the quesdons asked in this report, and
when, panicularly the questions on fishermen of the
Member States exercising their fishing rights under the
agreemenm reached with the developing countries, on
coordinating fishery matters with the European
Development Fund, and on financing training centres
in African countries. In more general terms, is the
Commission prepared to draw up and submit rc thist See Annex IL
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House a detailed documenr on relations between the
EEC and the developing countries on fisheries?
Mr An&iessen, Member of the Commission.(NL) On the last quesrion from the Honourable
Member, namely whether the Commission is prepared
to make a full repon ro rhe House commirree and, if
necessary, to Parliament in plenary sitting on the pro-
gress of these discussions and negoriarions I can give
an affirmative answer. As to Mrs [r Roux's repofl rhe
Commission made known its views clearly on the var-
ious suggestions during the previous parr-session's
debate and has norhing further to add at this point in
' time.
Mr Hopper (ED).- Mr President, I rise to speak on
two subjects. Firsr of all, in the report which Mr
Andriessen has kindly given us it is possible that under
the heading C I the English version has omitted a few
words. I wonder if the Commissioner would kindly
confirm to us rhar it is rhe Commission's intention to
make the study referred to in the second paragraph.
I have a question on a separare subject. Shall I ask it
now or aftercrards?
President. 
- 
Mr Andriessen is, I think, prepared to
answer the first question.
Mr Andriessen, Member of the Commission.(NL) Mr President, the answer to this question is yes.
Mr Hopper (ED). 
- 
On my second point, I under-
stand that rhe Commission has decided to reject Par-
liament's opinion on cigaretre-tax harmonization and
that a letrer has been written to you, Mr Presidenr, ro
this effect. This is a marrer of considerable constitu-
tional interest to this Parliamenr. I realize that the
conventions governing this item do not allow us to dis-
cuss the matter here, but I wonder if the relevanr
Commissioner could make a statement later this week
explaining the Commission's reasons.
Mr Andriessen, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(NL) I
agree with the Honourable Member that rhe Commis-
sion, in feeling itself justified in proceeding with a pro-
posal on which Parliamenr has issued a negative opi-
nion 
- 
even where it is prepared to bring Parliament's
considerations ro rhe arrcnrion of the Council 
- 
is
indeed a marrer of institutional interest. And I fully
a;ipreciate the Honourable Member seeing in the
Commission's course of action a matter which ought
to be broughr ro the anention of the House. As to
whether I would be prepared to elaborate on the con-
tenm of the letter in question or, alrernarively, whether
the Commission would be prepared to make a srare-
ment to the House in the course of this week, I can
assure the Honourable Member that, while not being
at libeny to make commirmenm on behalf of the Com-
missioner directly responsible, I shall, neverrheless,
bring his requesr to Commissioner Tggendhar's amen-
tion with my recommendation, for it is always useful
to have an exchange of ideas on institutional aspects
with Parliament in plenary session.
That being the case, Mr President, I feel it can serve
little purpose to go into the marter at lengrh under this
point on the agenda. Ler us rather leave it in the hands
of those who intend to participate in that debate. I
rust that my answer to the Honourable Member's
second suggesrion will suffice.
President. 
- 
I would mereley poinr out thar the
agenda for rhis week has already been drawn up. I
think therefore that this matter will have to be dealt
with at a later dare.
Mr Boyes (S).- Mr President, in the current issue of
the journal European Report there is an item to the
effect that later this month a conference is being
organized by a non-EEC body on rhe so-called Vre-
deling repon. As you are aware, whether one is for
this repon or against it, it did arouse a great deal of
interest in this Parliament. The Commission is taking
pan in that conference and being represented, accord-
ing to this item, by Mr Ivor Richard's Chef de cabinet.
I would like an assurance by rhe spokesman.for the
Commission today that, if any information is to be
given at that conference other than what has already
been reponed to Parliament, Parliamenr will later this
week get a full repon.
You might ask why I am so concerned. The reason is
that in order to attend this conference individuals have
to pay a fee of i 145. Now I don'r think it is appro-
priate that information should be given to people who
are obviously going to be representatives of multina-
tional companies, because rhey are the only people
who could afford to pay g 145 to listen to the Chef de
cabinet of Mr Ivor Richard. That being so, ir seems
totally inappropriate rhat information can be bought
that has not already been given to rhis Parliameni. I
would like an assurance from the Commission repre-
senrarive that nothing new will be stared there, in
other words that people are vasring their g 145 unless,
of course, the Commission is prepared m tell parlia-
ment in advance.
Prcsident. 
- 
Mr Boyes, I agree rhar this is a very
interesting quesrion, but in the conrex[ of the item we
are dealing with right now it is a little bit out of order.
Perhaps later you can raise it again with the Commis-
sion but nor now.
Mr Hord (ED). 
- 
Mr Presidenr, during the last
month rhe Commission has decided to abandon the
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tendering system in respect of bumer and other exporrs
rc the USSR and other destinations. I would like the
Commissioner to tell rhis House how such acrion
squares with the sratemenrs made by Mr Dalsager to
Parliament on 19 February last year and on many
bther occasions when he insisted that rhe tendering
system would be maintained if for no orher purpose
than to ensure adequate budgetary conrol.
President. 
- 
Mr Hord, this is also one of the items
which we can only deal with in a satisfactory way with
a different system of communication between the
Commission and Parliament. '$tre will discuss it with
the parliamentary committee this afternoon in order, I
hope, to ensure that this kind of dialogue can take
place with the relevant Commissioner, because it is
impossible for a Commissioner to know all the details
you mention.
'SZe 
agreed that we would only discuss the consulta-
tions listed in the Commission's paper.
Mr Hord (ED). 
- 
Mr Presidenr, I thank you for that
ruling. May I just say that this is an action taken by the
Commission within the last month. That was the pur-
pose of raising it at this stage.
President. 
- 
Yes, but it is not a consularion Mr
Hord. That is the problem.
Mr Gautier (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, when you
discuss this matter with the President of the Commis-
sion I would like to point our rhat thi's action of the
Commission's was announced earlier in the Com-
mittee on Agriculture, which debated ir and informed
the Commission and hence also the committee respon-
sible.
President. 
- 
Ve cannot discuss this at this stage.
Mr Hopper (ED).- On a point of order, Mr Presi-
dent. Commissioner Andriessen kindly agreed ro urge
his colleague, Mr Tugendhat, ro speak to us on rhe
subject of cigarette-tax harmonization. I believe I then
heard you say, Mr President, that gince the agenda
was agreed this could not happen during this pan-
session. My understanding of the Rules is that the
Commissioners may address us at any time. I under-
stand that under Rule 66(5) ir would be in order for
Commissioner Tugendhat to speak to us.
Prcsident. 
- 
Mr Hopper, Commissioners may indeed
address us at any time on subjects entered on the
agenda. That is not the case with the subject you men-
tioned.
Mr Purvis (ED). 
- 
Mr President, you may remember
that last month I asked the Commissioner a quesdon
on Mr Jackson's report on the energy projects under
the 1983 supplementary budget. He could nor rhen
give an answer. However, as Mr Davignon is wander-
ing around the Chamber at this moment, I wonder if
perhaps he could now answer the question as to what
is happening with the list of energy projects in Ger-
many and the United Kingdom under the 1983 supple-
mentary budget.
Mr Davignon, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(FR) A report on these two subjects is in the course of
being trasmitted rc the Parliament, especially, as I had
promised on behalf of the Commission, to rhe Com-
mittee on Energy and Research. It contains deailed
information on the use of these sums. I think this
document will be disributed in the next few days.
6. Aid to Vietnarn
President. 
- 
The next irem is the vote on the requesr
for return to committee of the report by Mr Deniau,
on behalf of the Committee on Development and
Cooperation, on granting emergency aid to Vietnam
(Doc. l-1270/82).
The request to adjourn the debate has been with-
drawn.
Does Mr Habsburg, who made the request for rerurn
to committee, which has already been presented in
plenary, uphold his request?
Mr Habsburg (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Yes, Mr President.
President. 
- 
I must then, before putting the request to
the vote, hear one speaker for and one against.
Mr Deniau (DEP), rdpporteilr. 
- 
(FR) Mr President,
first of all I wish to confirm rhat the request to adjourn
the debate, made by Mr Bord on behalf of my group,
has been withdraurn, and this to facilirate the request
for referral to committee made by Mr Habsburg which
he has just confirmed.
\fle thought, and I in my capacity as rapponeur of the
Committee on Development and Cooperation agree,
that it would be unwise in the present circumstances ro
open a debate on the subject matrer of my report. The
Political Affairs Commitree has admittedly presented
an opinion but its opinion is based on an earlier report
different from the presenr one. That means rhar we do
not have ar the moment an opinion from the Political
Affairs Committee on rhe presenr reporr submitted by
the Committee on Development and Cooperarion. To
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avoid any confusion, I would like the Political Affairs
Committee to study the present report which is very
different from the one on which it has given an opi-
nion.
Funhermore, there is the question of timing. In view
of the present international situation and the fighting
on the frontiers of Cambodia and Thailand I do not
think it wise to examine this report at the moment.
And finally, the Vietnamese government does not
appear so far to have taken the humanitarian measures
which we think desirable. I really believe, Mr Presi-
dent, that the time will come when we will have to
re-establish direct links bercreen the Community and
the Vietnamese people, and this will be to the pani-
cular benefit of the Vietnamese and other peoples of
Indochina, those of Laos and Cambodia, as it will to
the people of our Community. But I am convinced
that the time is not ripe for a debate on my repon, for
the reasons I have just explained. I would like Mr
Habsburg's request for referral to committee to be
accepted by the House.
Mr Glinne (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, first of all on a
procedural point, I should like to say that Mr Deniau's
repon should have been put on the agenda even if
someone, on behalf of the Committee on Develop-
ment and Cooperation, then requests its adjournment.
On the substance and very briefly, I should like to say
that our group refuses to treat aid, especially food aid,
as a political weapon. !7e believe the debarc should be
held now rather than be adjourned.
(Parliament adopted tbe requestfor referral to committee)
7. Breastmilk
President. 
- 
The next item is the report by Mrs Cas-
tellina, on behalf of the Committee on Development
and Cooperation, on the International Code of Mar-
keting of Breastmilk Substirurcs (Doc. l -962 / 82).
Also included in the debate are the following two oral
questions with debate rc the Commission:
- 
by Mrs Maij-Veggen and others (Doc.
l-1142/82), on behalf of the Group of the
European People's Parry (Christian-Demo-
cratic Group):
Subject: Action taken on the resolutions of the
European Parliament on the International Code
of Marketing of Breastmilk Subsdturcs adopted by
the !7orld Health Assembly (Doc.l-541/ 81) and
on the expon of baby food to the developing
countries (Doc. l-658 /79)
- 
\7hereas, at its meeting of 16 October 1981,
Parliament very clearly advocated a Com-
muniry directive on the uniform implementa-
tion of the VHO Code-on the expon of baby
food and the sale of baby food in the develop-
ing counries;
- 
whereas the Commission agreed, in the
course of the debate, to present a directive;
- 
whereas this directive has not yet been sub-
micted to Council or Parliament;
- 
whereas a recent I.B.F.A.N. survey shows that
the \7HO voluntary code is not being prop-
erly adhered to, since in its first year of exist-
ence 2 250 infringements by 54 undenakings
from 37 countries 
- 
including a number of
Communiry Member States 
- 
were reponedl
- 
whereas, at a recent VHO meeting, it was
admitted that governments and undenakings
hardly ever implement the code;
The Commission is requested:
l. to give its opinion on the resulr to date of the
voluntary code;
2. to give its opinion on the extent to which
European undertakings are involved in the
infringements;
3. ro state what measures it has taken to per-
suade European undenakings of the necessity
to duly implement the code;
4. to state when a direcdve on the implementa-
tion of the \fHO code will be forwarded to
, Council and Parliament; by Mrs Krouwel-
Vlam and others (Doc. l-40/83):
Subject: \fHO Code of Marketing of Breastmilk
Substitutes
Can the Commission guarantee that a proposal for
a directive on the implementation of the \7HO
Code of Marketing of Breastmilk Subsdtutes will
be submimed to the Council by 1 October 1983 at
the latest in accordance with the resolution
adopted by the European Parliament on 15 Octo-
ber 1981?
Mrs Castellina (CDI), tutpporteur. 
- 
(17) Mr Presi-
dent, we are obliged to raise the question of baby food
once again, despirc the resolution adopted by a large
majority in this Parliament a year and a half ago. In
this resolution the Commission was requested to lose
no time in drawing up a directive to ensure the uni-
form application of the code on the markedng of
breastmilk substitutes. This code was approved by I 18
Bovernments, including those of the European Com-
munity, in the assembly of the \7orld Health Organ-
izarion held in Geneva in May of tggt.
If we are here discussing this matter again, it is not
only because the Commission has failed rc produce so
much as a rough draft of this directive. It is also
,l
t)
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because the Commission has recently begun to assert
that no directive is needed, since (a) another similar
directive is theoretically in preparation; that is to say, a
directive on food ingredients and certain matrcrs
related to labelling and packaging; and (b) a voluntary
code is to be formulated in the meantime by the prod-
ucing companies.
I would like to answer these two arguments briefly.
Concerning the first: it is true that a direcdve on baby
food is being prepared, but it is not the directive
requested by this Parliament, for it does not regulate
the advertising, promotion, and marketing of products
for infants in the manner called for in the \7HO code,
which idendfied precisely these areas as potentially the
most dangerous ones. '$7e can feel nothing but amaze-
ment at the idea that a directive is superfluous because
the producer companies are to work out their own
voluntary code of conduct. Mr Devine, as is apparent
from transcript number 19 of the minutes of the meet-
ing of the \fHO Executive Committee held on
24 January, has supported this view as the official opi-
nion of the Commission, and we find this very disturb-
ing. If the Vorld Health Organization, after years of
discussion, decided in May 1981 that cenain principles
of conduct should be embodied in the form of a
recommendation, it is precisely because the voluntary
code had proved totally useless. Moreover, the recom-
mendation itself was considered a minimum require-
ment; a binding regulation would have been better.
This position has been reaffirmed quite recently 
- 
in
May of 1982 
- 
by a new assembly of the \forld
Health Organizadon. It is perfectly natural that a vol-
untary code should not suffice for, as tbe Lancet, an
authoritative British medical journal, pointed out a
few weeks ago, no code would be needed if the com-
panies had voluntarily refrained from engaging in
questionable practices. It is disturbing that the Com-
mission, instead of using all this time to ensure that the
.VHO 
code is properly applied, has yielded to the
companies by embarking with them on a series of
negotiations aimed at depriving the code of its most
incisive features. This objective is clearly apparenr
when we compare the companies' proposals with those
of the !7orld Health Organization. Such a comparison
has been made by the Consumers Consultative Com-
mittee, which is an advisory body connected with the
Commission itself.
For brevity's sake, I will give only two examples:
according to the volunary code supponed by the
companies, they can advertise to mothers directly, dis-
tribute free samples, and so on. The companies have a
legitimate right to draw up their own voluntary codes;
the Commission, however, is not equally justified in
accepting such codes as the basis of its own directive,
without taking into account the opinions qf those
representing the interests of other parties involved.
This is exacdy what the VHO code does.
For this reason, neither the directive being prepared by
the Commission nor the companies' voluntary code
can take the place of the directive we have requested;
a directive made even more necessary by the growing
number of infringements of the VHO code, which is
unfortunately only a voluntary one. I will quote only
rwo figures: those provided by the European office of
the Consumers LJnion, which, in the course of a
small-scale investigation carried out together with the
non-governmental organization \Var on Vant,
encounrered 454 serious violations, all of them in
Europe; and those furnished by IBFAN, which circs
14 985 160 serious violations recorded in 50 countries
and involving 83 companies.
In conclusion, Mr President, and without going any
funher inrc the merits of a quesdon which was studied
so extensively in our committee, the Committe on
Development and Cooperation holds that, in order to
be consistent with the vote cast [wo years ago by the
Community representative in the assembly of the
Vorld Health Organization and with the resolution
adopted by this Parliament in October of 1982, we
must call upon the Commission to honour its commit-
ment to present a draft directive to ensure the uniform
and comprehensive application of the \[HO code.
(Applause)
IN THE CHAIR: MRESTGEN
Vice-President
Mrs Dury (D). 
- 
(FR) I should like to remind you
that this new debate has been initiated by the Social-
ists. \(hat we are asking from the Commission is
straightforward and has been explained by Mrs Castel-
lina; we want a directive to ensure that che Member
States respect the \[HO code on marketing.
I shall supplement Mrs Castellina's statement by
recalling the harm done by anificial milk in developing
countries. The number of new-born babies in the third
world who have died as a result of not being fed on
breast milk is put at one million. The death rate of bot-
tle-fed babies is three times as high as those breast fed.
And whereas enteritis is the second cause of death in
populations where babies are breasr fed, ir is the firsr
cause in those where anificial milk has been intro-
duced.
Furthermore, anificial milk is ill-adapted, over-diluted
for economic reasons 
- 
it costs too much 
- 
and
hence encourages malnutrition, often with long-lasting
and irreversible effects. Monality, malnutrition, dis-
eases, infections 
- 
those are the sad corollaries of this
food abuse.
Vhy such devastation? 670/o of. the inhabitants of the
third world do not have access to drinking water; this
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method of feeding is inadequate for them as it requires
drinking water, hygiene and the sterilising of bottles
and teats.
Despite all these ill effects, described in numerous
records, especially those of 'Frdres des Hommes',
many firms still keep on advenising these unsuitable,
and hence harmful and deadly, producm in the third
world. Posters, radio advenising, free samples, labels
with chubby-cheeked healthy babies, these are the
methods still used. These are the excessive practices
ve must put an end to. And this brings us to the aims
of the code proposed by the \7HO which we recom-
mend to the Commission.
But I should also like to draw your attention to
another aspect of the results of anificial milk; it makes
the developing countries more dependent on the out-
side. It increases their dependence on multinationals, it
adds to the causes of their external deficit, too often
entailing economic difficulties.
This House has laid down food-aid strategies to com-
bat humger in the world. The Commission must be
consistentl it has an anti-hunger programme, it should
also incorporate into that programme a directive on
the VHO code on marketing. The director of UNI-
CEF said that the advantages of breast milk over the
bottle could even amount to the difference between
life and death. I hope that this Parliament will not hes-
itate between the life and health of children in the
third world and the interests of the multinationals, all
too often defended here, and that it will ask the Com-
mission to respect its commitments.
Mrs Rabbethge (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, the ancient Babylonian Epic of Gilga-
mesh says 'may God give you a generous hean and
truthful speech'. I am sure everyone here is big-
heaned towards mothers and children in Third Vorld
countries, but the real problem is illiterary. People
who can read will use breastmilk substitutes as
directed. Our real ask is thus to improve educational
standards in the countries concerned, as I have told
this House before.
Now for truthful speech. Here I must refer to the cur-
ren[ legal position. Negotiations have been in progress
for some time between the Commission and the manu-
facturers, and these will continue in the next few
weeks. This shows that the Commission is taking some
action. Briefly, the legal position today is as follows:
The EEC has never adopted the \[HO code unres-
ervedly. \7hy not? The VHO code includes among
other things a total ban on advenising. It would be
very hard to introduce a ban of this kind in, say, the
Federal Republic of Germany because it would con-
travene at least four anicles of the German Basic Law
by restricting: (a) free enterprise; (b) parents' right of
choice, for example, which is incidenrally guaranteed
in every European counrry; (c) free speech and adver-
tising; and (d) it would also infringe EEC law. The
latter may not be codified but certain fundamental
rights have been declared valid and applicable in rul-
ings of the European Court ofJustice.
Any legal restriction must observe a sense of propor-
tion between the means and the end. A voluntary code
would definitely be preferable. Christian Democrats
have traditionally given prioriry to voluntary action
and individual responsibility before calling for official
reguladons. A legal ban on advertising will not prevent
misleading advenising and cenainly will not eliminate
illiteracy. To paraphrase a well-known saying: an
ounce of individual responsibiliry is worth a pound of
bureaucrary.
(Apphusefrom tbe centre of the House)
Mr C. Jackson (ED). 
- 
I would like to congratulate
Mrs Castellina, who has done a very good job as rap-
POrteur.
My group previously took the view that we should try
voluntary control first, only proceeding to legislation
if voluntary control proved inadequate.
Vell, complaints of infringements of rhe \7HO code
have continued and give rise to considerable problems,
not least because cenain definitions in the\7HO code
are capable of different interpretations.
Ve have, therefore, come to the view thar it would be
right to have a directive as quickly as possible to clear
up the confusion that exim. 'S7e shall, therefore, sup-
port the renewed call for a directive. I trust that rhe
Commission will note that Parliament will now, I
believe, support. this more suongly. A directive will
facilitate the task of the national authorities responsi-
ble for enforcing it, and it will assist in clearing up the
ambiguities of which I spoke.
Mr President, there has been much excitement amont
the charities and consumer bodies about the so-called
IDACE code 
- 
the code from the manufacturers. It
reflecm a responsible view, but a one-sided view of the
argument, and that alone is not enough. 'lZhat we
want to see for the three or more years which it may
take to get a directive in place, is clear guidance on the
application of the code. A compromise it will have to
be, but clear guidance, quickly agreed by the Commis-
sion, with all the interested parties. Guidance which
can cut through the fog of ambiguity and mistrust of
which I spoke. So I hope that the rapponeur and this
House will suppon this imponant addition ro rhe reso-
lution which I have tabled in the form of an amend-
ment.
Finally, I want to refer to my committee's major con-
cern. An EEC directive cannor solve Third \7orld
infant monality problems. It cannot solve the problems
of polluted water in Third \7orld countriesl it cannor
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improve sanitation, it cannot improve educational
standards there and general health sandards. In shon,
it cannot eliminate the terrible effects of poverty.
'$/e want to eliminate the harmful effects of bad mar-
keting practices wherever they exist. But let us not for-
get that the poorest communities of all, where com-
mercial baby milk is unknown and where breast-feed-
ing is universally practised, have extraordinarily high
infant mortality. \7hat more can we do for these com-
munities?
So I hope, Mr President, that this House will again
call for i directive but also that it will return to rhese
other fundamental issues. Issues which are not a ma[-
ter for one debate alone, but which lie at the heart of
our whole approach to helping the Third \7orld.
Mrs Poirier (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the ques-
tion under discussion should be an excellent opportun-
ity for the Commission to give specific help to the
developing countries. It bears a direct influence on the
problem of hunger in the world and can have an
immediate effect on the health and even the life of mil-
lions of children in the third world. And we do not
believe, Mrs Rabbethge, that there are any so-called
libenies of traders to offset the freedom to life for mil-
lions of children.
(Applause)
For the past tw'o years the Commission has promised
to draft a directive to ensure the application of the
'!fHO code on trading in breast milk substitutes. '!7'e
know that the developing countries want something
along these lines. Not keeping a promise made to
them, Mr President, has an important political signif-
icance; it is an intolerable form of pressure on these
peoples's feeding habits, as has just been said.
But I should like to be convinced that this Commission
acdon has nothing to do with the fact that a few big
multinational firms control the trade in breast milk
substitutes. Do we all realise that a firm like Nestl6
makes 250lo of its turnover in the third world? Fantas-
dc profits are made in agricultural and food trade with
the developing countries !
It is high time that the Commission releases its pres-
sure and implements its commitments. At a time when
everyone is happy to discuss the broad outlines of the
Communiry's future development poliry we believe
that a specific decision can be taken here which will
give more weight to the commitments the EEC will
enter into in the next few years. Incidentally, I do
regret that Commissioner Pisani is not here today to
reply to this debate.
Ve shall support the Castellina resolution, Mr Presi-
dent, in order to force the Commission to follow the
VHO code as it has promised, even although we too
would prefer more binding measures. But at any rate
the VHO code is really the minimum that can be
done for the health of these millions of young children
who are suffering from hunger in the world.
(Applausefrom the lefi)
Mr Sabl6 (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, Commissioner,
ladies and gentlemen, some 120 million children are
born in the world each year. In the developing coun-
tries 100 million of them are exposed to the ravages of
malnuuitiogr, most often from before binh. More than
20 million babies are born under weight. More than 10
million die each year as a direct or indirect result of
insufficient calories, proteins and vitamins. On the
whole infant monaliry is ten times higher in the third
world than in industrialized countries, and even thiny
dmes higher for children aged one to four years.
I have quoted these frightening figures with the cold-
ness of statistics when we are talking about human
lives in order to stress that this debate, a repetirion
indeed of one in October 1981, must not be distorted
by any political or ideological motives. Infantile mor-
tality seems in fact to be on the increase in many coun-
tries. There are maty contributory factors, one of
which seems to be the progressive decline in breast
feeding. Some \7HO experts maintain that children
who are breast fed for less than six months or nor
breast fed at all are five to rcn times more likely to die
in their second six months of life than children breast
fed for longer than six months. The reasons for this
are easy to determine. The cost for a family in the
third world of breast milk subsdtutes is 230lo of the
minimum salary in Peru, 350/o in India, 530/o in Eg1pr,
compared with 3% in Great Britain. In addition to
that, the mothers over-dilute the milk powder and use
water which is most probably not sterile, so rha[ rhe
children suffer from intestinal infection, frequently
resulting in dehydradon and death. The botde-fed
new-born baby is also deprived of the essential ele-
ments in breast milk such as cenain anti-bodies which
are essential for survival in such an environment of
constant exposure to bacteria.
Over the past few yea:.s a cenain number of govern-
ments have tried to halt this disastrous disregard for
breast feeding, by imposing a medical prescription for
the distribudon of baby food as in Papua-New Gui-
nea, or banning all advertising for breast milk substi-
tutes as in Sri Lanka, or nationalizing local branches
of multinationals as in Algeria.
'!flhile these facts may lead us ro condemn cenain abu-
sive marketing practices, we do not wish nonetheless
to ban the use of breast milk subsritutes. \tre know 
-and other experm confirm this 
- 
that mothers in the
poorest areas must supplement their own milk with
suitable food before four to six months so as no[ ro
retard growth. !7hen a child is under fed at binh it is
highly improbable that breast feeding alone will be
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sufficient for the first four months of life. If the Euro-
pean Communiry really wants to help developing
countries provide adequate and healthy feeding for
new-born babies, it must do everything possible rc
make these substitutes available to the mothers via the
appropriate channels, such as hospitals, social centres
and under the supervision of a qualified person.
As a member of the Liberal and Democratic Group I
do not intend to disavow the principle of free enter-
prise and oppose perfectly legitimate trade activities.
But this is not a reason for releasing firms which
expoft baby food from their duty to respect the stan-
dards approved in May 1981 by the Assembly of the
Vorld Health Organisation, for what is at stake is
very imponant, namely public health.
On that occasion the Communiry declared its suppon
of the aims of the international code on marketing
breast milk substitutes. This code of conduct has
admittedly not been legally binding on the firms in
question so far. But it was drawn up [o serrr'e as a
model for legislators. It is first of all up to the govern-
ments of the third world to take national srcps to
develop educational programmes in their own coun-
tries and force exponers to conform to the principles
and aims of commerce.
It is also up to the Community to set an example. This
is what this House called for in October 1981 and it is
not right that such little action has been taken. Simply
harmonizing labels on baby food is not enough. Ve
want to see the \7orld Health Organization code uni-
formly applied in all the Community countries. For all
these reasons, ladies and gentlemen, my group will
vote in favour of Mrs Castellina's report reminding the
Commission of its commitment given to us in 1981 to
draft a proposal for a directive. I am happy to see that
today's debate has confirmed the majority opinion
expressed at that dme.
Ms Krouwel-Ylam (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, Mrs
Castellina's report nov/ before us represents the
second time within a short period rhat the House is
dealing with the same subject matter, for her first
repon was also devoted rc this theme. Not that I have
any objection to this report, quite the contrary. Nor
do I have the slightest objection to its subjecr-matter
either. This subject cannot be brought often enough to
the attention of those who, by vinue of the functions
they occupy, are in a position to take active steps to
alleviate the most serious hardship in the world. My
complaint is levelled at the Commission. It is to blame
for this Parliament having once more to devote a lot of
time, energy and paper to a matter which could have
been resolved quite some time ago if only there had
been the necessary political will and drive. Back in
1981 the Commission gave Parliament an undenaking
that it would draw up a proposal for a directive on the
uniform application throughout the Member States of
the !7HO code of conduct. Vhat good reasons does
the Commission have for not complying with its
undenaking? As far as I can see, none.
On the occasion of the 34th annual conference of the
\7HO the code was adopted by an overwhelming
majority which included the Community Member
Sates, a fact which ought to expedite the elaboration
of a Communiry directive. At various symposia, con-
ferences, and through personal meednts representa-
tives of the baby-food industry conveyed their readi-
ness to collaborate on an implemenation of the code.
I say an implementation advisedly. I have my doubts
concerning such readiness to collaborate, given the
considerable number of abuses catalogued during the
code's first year of operation.
Mr President, let us take a look at the realiry: the goal
of the baby-food industry is more one of increasing
turnover chan of promoting infant health. The large-
scale publicity campaigns of this industry are nothing
shon of disastrous for the health of the babies in ques-
tion. Health care is something we consider normal and
is universally accepted as a necessity of life. But, when
it comes to extending such care to our fellow men, and
more particularly to our little ones, ure go about it
none too well, and commercial interests seen to count
more than effective health care for large groups of the
world's population who suffer enough already.
Recommendations and voluntary codes have not had
the desired effect. For these reasons Parliament is once
again urging the Commission to draw up a draft direc-
tive on the implementation of the VHO code without
funher delay. Vithout further delay is rather vague so
I think we could usefully say by I October 1983. A
directive is the best way to ensure uniform application
of the code and to provide for penalties where it is
transgressed. Commission, get moving! Don't just lend
an ear to industry; come out squarely on the side of
the most vulnerable group in our sociery 
- 
infants!
(Appkuse)
Mr Vergeer (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the Cas-
tellina repon has a long history. fu far back as 1980
the matter was raised by 
-y group. This resulted in
the first Castellina report, adopted by a large majority.
During the 1981 debate on this reporr we were pro-
mised a directive by the Commission representative. Its
failure to materialize resulted in the tabling of a new
resolution by Mr Collins, culminating now in the
second Castellina report..
Reports are still reaching us concerning the abuse of
breastmilk subsdtutes. In the report by UNICEF (the
UN children's organization) it is claimed that one mil-
lion children could be saved by 1990 if only mothers
could be persuaded to give up breastmilk subsritutes
and go over to breastfeeding. Funhermore rhe report'
catalogues the sharp decrease in breastfeeding in
recent years. Thus in Singapore in 1951 eight out of
ten babies were breastfed. The figure has now fallen to
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one in ten. In Mexico between 1960 and 1966 the
figures fell from 950/o to 400/0. In Chile the relevant
figures were 950/o in 1955 and 200/o by 1983. UNICEF
ascribes the cause to the baby-food industry which,
faced with declining turnover in the industrialized
world, turned their attention to the Third Vorld
countries with their high population growth. This had,
according to UNICEF, disastrous consequences. I
shall let the events catalogued therein speak for them-
selves.
The annual conference of VHO recently turned its
attendon to the code which has now been in operation
on a voluntary basis in \7HO member states for
almost a year. It found shoncomings in the code's
implementation. I consider the need for a directive to
be as justified as ever. In this respect some of the mem-
bers of my Broup have tabled an oral question with
debate.
The second Castellina report upholds the views
expressed by the House with respect rc her first report.
Have any new facm come to light in the interval which
would justify altering that point of view? I think not.
Commissioner Narjes's letter to our Committee on
Development and Cooperation as well as the delibera-
tions within that committee bring into sharp focus
aspects arising from the extra-rcrritorial implementa-
tion of the code. I fully agree that we must make be
very careful about the use of extra-territoriality in
Community legal instruments, just as we expect the
same of third countries, I also feel that the !flHO's
deliberations and the regulations expected to result
therefrom are not in themselves sufficient reasons for
opposition to the introduction of legal obligations, no[
even where exports are concerned. Furthermore, were
the baby-food industry itself to draw up a regulation
conforming to health norms it would still not exclude
the desirability of enshrining such voluntary regulation
in public law, on the grounds of fair compedtive rela-
tions. )
Be that as it may, one is forced to conclude that the
export of breastmilk substiutes is still giving grounds
for concern. There are various reasons for this, includ-
ing the circumstances surrounding the use of such
producr. I am thinking here of illiteracy, polluted
water etc.'!7'e are endeavouring to improve these cir-
cumstances through development cooperation. The
circumsances being what they are, we should also try
to control our exports in such a way as to eliminate as
much as possible the negative effects they give rise to.
This could conceivably be achieved through voluntary
adherence to the !7HO code, but we have not got that
far yet. However, because of the competition consi-
derations I mentioned earlier we cannot rule out a
public-law approach and indeed I personally would be
inclined to favour it.
Mr President, my group is not of one mind on this
matter. I personally will be voting for the resolution
and against all amendments aimed at diluting it.
Mr Narjes, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(DE) I am
grateful to the House for giving me an opportuniry to
present the Commission's views on some imponant
and controversial issues relating to breastmilk substi-
tutes and the interpretation of the \flHO code. I
would like to concenrarc on the two oral questions
raised by Mrs Maij-\Teggen and Mrs Krouwel-Vlam.
This debate has again revealed the complexity of the
problems which have given rise to misinterpretations
before. Although I have explained the situation both in
a letter to the committee responsible and in my answer
to an oral question raised by Mr Griffiths, Mrs Castel-
lina's repon makes too little mention of these two
interventions. I would therefore like to summarize our
point of view once more.
Let me s[ate at the outset that the Commission is just
as concerned about the day-to-day misery and misfor-
tune afflicting infants and toddlers throughout the
Third \7orld and is just as committed to improving
their lot as the Members of this House. Our problem is
simply deciding on the most effective measures to
combat this misery and misfortune.
Our point of depanure is the '!7HO code, which
defines its goal as being the safe and adequate nour-
ishment of infants by prorccting and encouraging
natural breastfeeding. To the extent that breastmilk
substitutes are necessary they should be used correctly.
The Communiry and im Member States have declared
their unanimous agreement with this goal and we
naturally abide by it.
The \7HO code goes on to recommend a number of
bans and restrictions which the Community and its
Member States have said must be seen in the context
of constitutional and general legal problems as well as
social structures. Our position on this is also unaltered.
In other words, we cannot take any action that would
conflict with the law, particularly constitutional law.
Furthermore, any action we do take must be necessary
for the achievement of the goal and must observe a
sense of proponion.
Now what about the directive on ensuring the applica-
tion of the VHO code in Member States called for by
the motion for a resolution? I repeat, we are seeking
the most suitable and expedient approach. Our atti-
tude is no less constructive than that of all the other
speakers and questioners in the House. But the point
is, our hesitanry in this matter is due entirely to our
belief that no directive could implement the funda-
mental objectives of the \7HO code on its own.
Firstly, a directive would be less effective in non-EEC
countries than an export undenaking by manufactur-
ers based on a voluntary agreement.
Secondly, a directive could be enforced less stringently
under the provisions of competitiom and advenising
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law within the Community than a voluntary agreement
among producers.
.Thirdly, a voluntary producers' agreement would have
a greater impact, arid an impact more in kepping with
the VHO code's objectives, on relations becween
patients and hospitals than any Communiry directive.
These were our reasons for hesitating. Voluntary con-
trol would be the best solution, in our view, with a
directive as second best. Some kind of combination of
the rwo would be a third but highly complex alterna-
tive.
Proceeding from this conclusion we wondered what
the substance of such a directive could be, what it
could be expected to achieve, and where the difficul-
ties lay. And because a Community directive has these
weaknesses as a legisladve instrument, a drak volun-
tary agreement on marketing practices has been drawn
up by the manufacturers themselves. Ve have dis-
cussed this draft once with the representatives of the
Member States and will hear the opinion of the Advi-
sory Committee on Foodstuffs next week. The matter
has also been referred to the Consumers' Consultative
Committee.
Unfortunately these three bodies 
- 
the Member
States and the rwo advisory committees 
- 
have not
yet completed their consultations. \Tithout wishing to
anticipate the result, I would not hesitate to state that,
should these three bodies and Parliament recommend
or vote for the second best soludon rather than the
best one, their decision would carry considerable
weight with us.
Let me return to the problem of the effects ourcide the
Communiry and repeat in essence what I said in Octo-
ber 1981. The Community has shown solidarity at an
international level and especially at the Vorld Health
Assembly by expressly supponing the developing
countries' request for a worldwide code 
- 
unlike
some members of the \fHO. '!7'e were undoubrcdly
instrumental in getting the code drawn up in the first
place. Now each country 
- 
including non-EEC coun-
tries 
- 
must decide for itself how and to what extent
to implement and enforce the code. This is entirely up
to them, and is no concern of ours, in particular since
the \7HO code is merely a recommendation and as
such leaves the organization's members considerable
discretionary scope. Ve must not bring pressure to
bear on other coirntries in an attempt to influence their
sovereign decisions. That would be paternalistic and
an anachronism.
I must add that the situation would be differenr if a
non-EEC country were to approach us directly and
ask us to take action against unacceptable practices on
the pan of, say, Communiry-based enterprises. '!(i'e
would not, of course, refuse such a requesr, if there
was any way in which we could be of assistance. Vhat
we must not do, however, is intervene unasked in the
independent decisions of non-EEC counrries and try
to decide on their behalf what is good for them and
what is not.
This means that we have reservations with regard to
Section 2 of the motion for a resolution. !7e would
have to review what the substance of such a direcrive
could be. Now let me comment on the applicability of
the provisions of the \7HO code within the Com-
muniry itself.
First of all there are the \7HO code ."qrir...nrc o.,
information and education with respect to infant feed-
ing and this is a field in which the Member States are
exceptionally active.
It is recommended that rhe manufacturers' practice of
distributing free samples and equipment to medical
institutions be curtailed, but I regard this restriction as
unacceptable in the case of medical institutions such as
private hospitals which depend on receiving regular
supplies of free samples, since their scope of action
would be severely limited.
I consequently doubt whether vre can accept this com-
plex en bloc. Ve must rely on the corrective influence
of the respective national authorities, and this is a mat-
ter for which a directive is in any case the besr instru-
ment.
An absolute ban on advenising as envisaged by rhe
VHO code would be unconstirutional in some Mem-
ber States. This is something w'e cannor ignore. More-
over, such a ban would not reflect a sense of propor-
tion, since 
- 
at least in the Community 
- 
advenising
and promotion are not. geared exclusively to influenc-
ing mothers' breastfeeding behaviour. The problems
involved should not be oversimplified. Breastfeeding
declined in Europe, to cite a concrete case, during the
1950s, but since then it has increased steadily and is
apparently as widespread in the Federal Republic of
Germany, for instance, today as it was immediately
after the Second Vorld'!Var when no substitutes were
available. Similar trends have been noted in non-Com-
munity European countries.
Advenising thus cannot be quite so damaging as it is
sometimes sweepingly made out to be, the exception
being aggressive promotion techniques which tend to
idealize breastmilk substitutes, and on this point we
are in agreement with most of the speakers. Such
advenising would normally be described as misleading
and would therefore be prohibited in any case by the
existing directive No 12/79 on the labelling, presenra-
tion and advenising of foodstuffs. A voluntary agree-
ment of the type I am advocating would help to con-
rol these abuses as well as clarifying the legal position.
The same applies to the distribution of free samples.
Let me turn ro the subject of medical institutions,
post-natal clinics and their staff. Here we find a very
varied situation in rhe Community. Some Member
States operate a public health system only, while
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others run a mainly private system, but where there are
private institutions these are naturally subject to con-
trol and supervision by the authorities and this in itself
Buarantees that the necessary educational and discipli-
nary measures are taken without the Community
necessarily having to issue a directive.
As to qualiry and designation, there can be no ques-
tion that these are matters for the respective national
Bovernments. The Commission is working on a propo-
sal for a directive on the composition and labelling of
baby foods, and this, incidentally, is what the much-
quoted statement of October 1981 referred to. The
Sciendfic Committee for Food has been asked to sub-
mit a report, and as soon as that is available 
- 
which
will be this summer 
- 
the proposal will be finalized
and the usual consultations held.
As regards the application of the !flHO code, I would
like to point out that the Commission is already pre-
paring its preliminary report to the lforld Health
Assembly. It then has to pass through the usual con-
sultative procedures with the Member States.
Let me summarize the position. The Commission
regards voluntary control for Community-based prod-
ucers operating outside the EEC, an advenising ban
and a restriction on other activities which could not be
prohibited by a Communiry directive as the most
appropriate solution. If a voluntary agreement cannot
be reached, or cannot be reached in time, we will of
course immediately issue a directive, making it as
extensive as possible and more comprehensive than the
labelling provision mentioned above. 'Sfle shall not
postpone these decisions much longer. \7e expect to
have by May all the information we need to assess
whether voluntary control has any prospecrc of success
or whether a voluntary arrangement can be found
which is confined to areas that are beyond the scope of
a directive.
Ve hpve been asked to submit reports, and although
*. ,rJ always willing to do so, indeed we are pr.prrld
to repon more comprehensively than to the \7HO, it
appears that those who tabled the motion may want
more detailed information on breastfeeding than actu-
ally exists in the Member States. I would therefore like
to discuss the nature of these reporting obligations in
detail in committee on the basis of the material avail-
able. This is not, however, an essential point.
'S7e consider request No 1 acceptable, request No 2
acceptable in substance, and requests Nos. 3 and 4
acceptable. Requests Nos. 5 and 6 are acceptable in
principle.
(Appkuse)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Votel
8. Flagfor the European Connunity
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon by Mr von
Hassel, on behalf of the Political Affairs Committee,
on the adopdon of a flag for the European Com-
munity. (Doc. 1-1194 / 82).
Mr vbn Hassel (PPE), rapportear. 
- 
(DE) Mr Presi-
dent, Ladies and Gentlemen, a motion for a resolution
on the adoption of a European flag was tabled at the
beginning of the first session of this directly elected
Parliament which proposed that the flag of the Coun-
cil of Europe 
- 
twelve gold stars on a blue field 
- 
be
used.
The history of this flag is nearly as long as that of the
Council of Europe itself. The question was considered
from 1949 to 1955, and then the Parliamentary
Assembly and the Committee of Ministers decided
unanimously to adopt this flag.
Experts, heraldry specialists and politicians were all
involved in the discussions. The symbolic aspect
played an important part in the debate, and no disa-
Breements arose. The reasons for adopting this pani-
cular flag vere entirely convincing. An emblem was
wanted to represent European unity that could be used
by the offical institutions and displayed by organiza-
tions and private individuals as well.
The number of stars was discussed, some suggesting
six, that being the number of member countries at the
time, others proposing twelve. The possibility was
talked about of the flag incorporating the same num-
ber of stars as there would eventually be Member
States. The outcome qras that rwelve stars were chosen
because twelve symbolizes a whole. Six does not have
this connotation. If the flag had twelve stars there
could be no suggestion of adding new stars should rhe
Community one day number more than twelve mem-
ber states.'Twelve has a symbolic value: the twelve
signs of the zodiac stand for the whole year and the
whole universe. The twelve months symbolize the
whole year, and rwo periods of twelve hours the whole
day. The circle of twelve stars on a blue field would
represent completeness and diversity, ir was said, and
thus embody Europe. The number of stars cras semled
once and for all, and there have been no funher dis-
putes about it.
This decision was reached 25 years ago, and 25 years
ago the blue flag with the twelve stars was adoprcd. It
was the flag of the Council of Europe, but at the time
there was no other institution that could have been
I See Annex L
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consulted. The Council of Europe stood for Europe
then, and its flag has attained far greater popularity
than the organization itself. It appears in numerous
publications, for example those of the European
Council of Towns and many European organizations.
All rwinned European towns display it at their boun-
daries. It signifies much more rcday than just the
emblem of the Council of Europe.
The Consuladve Assembly and subsequently the
Committee of Ministers expressly encouraged other
European institutions looking for an emblem to adopt
rhis one. There was general agreement that Europe
should be given a symbol with which its peoples could
identify. Let me repeat.: the Parliamentary fusembly
stressed the importance of adopting a common symbol
to represent European complementariry, solidarity and
a sense of uniry. Separate symbols would jeopardize
European unity, solidariry and complementarity.
Another question was whether European institutions
should be allowed to insen additional symbols in the
circle of stars, e.B. an 'E' for Europe or'EPPE' for the
European Parliament, or inidals symbolizing the Com-
mission, the Council, the European Coun of Justice or
the European Audit Office. The issue was deliberated
at length by the Political Affairs Committee and a
motion to this effect was rejected by a large majoriry.
To create closer unity between the European peoples
clear, plain and above all uniform symbols are
required; not a blue flag with rwelve gold stars repre-
senting one organization, a blue flag incorporating a
gold laurel wreath and 4 initials representing another,
or a magnificent design of a bull representing yet
another. Other suggestions were a treen flag with a
whirc 'E', known as the flag of Churchill's underpants,
and the flag of ancient Macedonia, which has
appeared from time to time. Such an abundance and
variery of flags would be detrimental to the process of
European unification.
I would like to comment on rwo of the ten requests
abled for an amendment. Both of these propose hold-
ing a competition to design a new flag, awarding
prizes and choosing a winner. To my mind this would
be the end of the idea of European uniry. The Parlia-
menmry Assembly decided, as I said, unanimously in
favour of this flag, and so did theCommitteeof Minis-
ters. Other European institutions were expressly
encouraged to adopt it with the deliberate and valid
intention of fostering unity.
As I said just now, there are several thousand town
twinships. Each of these towns displays the blue flag
with twelve gold stars proposed by the Political Affairs
Committee. I therefore propose adopting it as the
European flag. Since we cannot decide this matter on
our own, I have talked about it to the other party con-
cerned, the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of
Europe whose retiring president, Mr de Areilza, and
Secretary General, Mr Karasek, are both overwhelm-
ingly in favour of it. I received the same response from
.the president of the committee to which this question
has been referred, the French Senator Mr Jung. I
would thus appreciate it if you would vote for the
repon and reject the rcn requests for an amendment.
(Apphuse)
Mr Glinne (S).- (FR) Mr President, ladies and gen-
tlemen, we in the European Parliament welcome this
opportunity of debating the subject of a flag for the
European Communiry. l7ithout wishing too much
official decorum we nonetheless believe this could be a
useful and imponant symbol for democratic and plur-
alistic countries in their joint attempts at European
integration.
Ve do not consider it wise, however, to take over,
however indirectly or craftily, the flag of the Council
of Europe. \7e think that we should avoid confusing
the institutions which claim to represent the European
ideal and that the European Communiry should have a
specific identity. !fl'e are therefore unable to accept the
initial resolution in the terms proposed.
Ve feel, on the contrary, that we should seize the
opponuniry presented by this proposal of consulting
the European public on the future of Europe, that we
should give this more publicity and more chances for
the public to panicipate, for example by organising a
competition in the ten countries of the Communiry 
-and I mean the Ten, not another number, and the
Communiry, not the Council of Europe which is
aheady taken care of in this respect.
That is why, Mr President, we would have preferred
this afternoon to see this subject referred back to com-
mittee for funher, more detailed study. But after hav-
ing examined the amendments abled by many Mem-
bers, we no longer intend m move referral to com-
mittee, as we believe the amendments, and strangely
enough those amendments tabled by Messrs Segr6 and
De Pasquale and Mr Jackson, fit the bill. \7e shall sup-
pofl these amendments in the hope that the vote later
in this House will enable the Communiry 
- 
and not
the hazy Europe where everything is all mixed up 
-to have a dignified official symbol.
Mr I. Fricdrich (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, the European Community is always
having trouble with its image. To date we have no
president, no prime minister and no coat of arms, and
added to this there is confusion between the European
Council, the Council of Europe, the European Parlia-
ment, [he EEC Commission, etc. This was one of the
reasons why some friends of mine and I came to the
conclusion that what we need is a common symbol.
Symbols have emotional appeal, and the European
Community must lose im appearance of being merely a
common statistical entiry.
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blue
ten
the
ated competition procedure. The result cannot
be
a
improvement on the present flag, and we need
symbol.
It wou be a mistake for the European Community to
a new rymbol. Ve need European unity and
that is I am asking you, also on behalf of the rap-
', to vote for this blue flag with twelve gold
stars. yes to the von Hassel repon and reject all
Friedrich
A European flag would not, of course, solve all the
major froblems currently waiting for attendon, but it
would ibe another joint move against national egoism
and th{ individual pursuit of selfish ends. To quote Mr
hove-Kalergi, we Europeans need European
and a community of interests.
which could have belonged to the Community of Ten
but did not wish to join. !7'e know in the case of one
of them 
- 
Norway 
- 
that its population in a referen-
dum said a clear 'No' to the Communiry's message.
'!7e should therefore refrain from the confusion of
symbols which is planned here. It would be just as arti-
ficial as all the other symbolic devices which are
intended to show that the EEC wants to be a state.
The Communiry driving licence, the Communiry pos-
mge stamp, the Community passpon etc. Let us have
respect enough for symbols not to go creating them, as
if they were heraldic devices, and using them for pro-
paganda purposes, as is the idea in this case.
Mr C. Jackson (ED). 
- 
Mr President, Mr von Hassel
asks us to scrap our flag and adopt the Council of
Europe flag. I respect Mr von Hassel very much
indeed, but I think his resolution leads us sadly astray.
The European Community is both more important
and more unircd than the Council of Europe, but it is
also perhaps fatally weak in its human dimension.
From time immemorial, a flag has been a rallying sym-
bol and the European Community needs such a sym-
bol 
- 
something appealing more to the imagination
than, with all respect to the Commission, a picture of
the Berlaymont or something like that. The Com-
munity needs its own symbol, not simply that of other
countries from Turkey to Sweden. So I ask your sup-
pon for a competition to choose a flag 
- 
perhaps
incorporating the circle of sars, but our flag which
could be flown by any Community citizen, a flag in
recognition of our unique aspiration to European
Union, a flag which can be flown in recognition of the
fact that we have an elected Parliament.
Mr Turner (ED).- Mr President, I must say that I
agree entirely with what Mr Glinne said, that we want
something which represents the 10 Member States, not
something else. Mr von Hassel's proposal for the flag
of the Council of Europe is, I think, inadequate. It is
perfectly satisfactory as a basis for a European flag for
us, but it is, in itself, not sufficient for the EEC. In his
report, it is specifically said that the Council of
Europe, when it adopted this flag, took the view that
other institutions would wish to differentiate them-
selves by setting something in the centre of the ring of
stars, and I believe that is what we should do. I think it
would be foolish simply to have the flag that they
have. I have therefore proposed Amendments Nos. 9
and 10, which, I am sorry ro say, were distributed
rather late. These propose that we adopt the Council
of Europe flag as the basis, but that we have a compe-
tition for a specific symbol to be placed in the centre
of it. In my own case, I have had four years' experi-
ence using a flag in my own constituenry which'has, in
the centre of the ring of sars, a map of the 10 Member
States, and I must tell you that every time anybody
sees it, they say, that is the EEC. That flag has done
what flags are meant rc do: it has told people what it
stands for. I do not say that we should all have my
to you to retain this common symbol of the
with twelve gold stars and not to opt for a
, since they would only water down
passed from the high command to the general
field was legitimized by the fitting together of
halves of a broken staff, one of which was in
of the high command and the other
the general in the field. Only when the two
planes had legitimized themselves by fitting
could the message be passed on.
is therefore something which corresponds to
plane, and that fracture plane, in the case of
showing the twelve sars, is a fracture plane
is in the possession of the real European com-
, namely the 21 Member States which make up
ization of such size that it really can be said
Europe. But it cannot be taken over with-
Mr (CDD. 
- 
@A) Mr President, there is
much lk in the von Hassel report of the need to have
a for the European Communiry. But it seems
to me we are confusing heraldry and symbolism.
things
Ding
devices can be created, but symbols are not
can bring into being simply by saying 'so ein
wir auch haben' (that's something we
must ve too). They are not at all something which
simply taken over from another organization,can
which what is at issue here. Symbols come into being
', when there is a message which seeks to
take a form. Symbols are a vehicle to convey things
which cannot be expressed in words.
Is like to dwell a little on what the word 'sym-
bol' .lly means. It comes from the Greek verb
, which means to put two things together. It
in the practice of Greek warfare, in which
an
in
the
the
held
an
to
ffles
itself
A syr
a f.ra
the I
whic
out nher ado by a bloc of Vestern European coun-
rrhich on rhetorical occasions is pleased to call
Europe'. For the message of the 10 nadons is not
adcally'the message of the 21 nations. The
of Europe has not the EEC's fracture plane in
rts ion and vice versa. Ve know that there are
coun amont the 2l in the Council of Europe
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flag, although I like it. I think there should be a com-
petition for the most appropriate central symbol in the
middle of the Council of Europe's flag and we should
not setde for Mr von Hassel's inadequate proposal.
Mr Narjes, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(DE) Mr
President, the Commission thanks Mr von Hassel for
his report and the renewed stimulus he has given to
discussion on the matter. The Commission welcomes
the European Parliament's initiative in seeking a flag
for the Community.
The citizens of Europe have a legitimate need to give
outward expression to their membership of a major
European organization by identifying with symbols. A
common flag has special significance, especially rc the
extent that it reflects a broad spectrum of political
agreement among Europeans and European institu-
tions.
The Commission regards contacts between the Presi-
dent of the European Parliament and the President of
the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe
as valuable and useful. It awaits the results with
interest. In the light thereof and of the motion adopted
by this House the Commission will be pleased ro pres-
ent suitable proposals for a formal resolution of the
Community organs on the adoption of a common flag.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Vote 1
Afier the rejection ofAmendment No 2
Mr C. Jackson (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I wonder if we
could check the quorum, please.
(Tbe request for a quorum u)as not supported by nine
other Members)
9. Energy
President. 
- 
The next item is the report by Mr Purvis,
on behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research,
on
The proposal from the Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities to the Council (Doc. 1-773/82
- 
COM(82) 357 final) for a regulation on the
payment of financial incentives in support of cate-
gories of investment in the rational use of energy
(Doc. t-1345/82).
Mr Purvis (EDl, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, the
Committee on Energy and Research suppons the
Commission's proposals to promote the rational use of
energ'y. This follows up the Parliament's position in its
previous resolution of 14 June 1982 and our voring of
1 million ECU in the 1983 main budget and a further
35 million ECU in the 1983 supplementary budger
On this occasion, however, we are asked to look at the
detail of'what in many ways is the centre-piece of the
Commission's energy poliry, i.e. the means of achiev-
ing the objectives agreed and repeatedly enunciated by
the Member State Governmenrs, also as pan of the
Venice atreement with the Americans and others.
To refresh memories, the objectives are broadly: to
use the energy sources available as wisely and as spar-
ingly as possible; to replace imported energies, espe-
cially oil, with indigenous supplies wherever this can
be economically justified; rc promore research,
development and use of renewable sources of energy
in place of finite sources. A major concern is to reduce
the drag on economic growth caused by insecurity of
energy supply and sudden dramatic upsurges in energy
costs.
Undoubtedly, economic pricing has been, is and will
be a primary incentive towards achieving these objec-
tives. But it is also, in our view, legitimate to mobilize
financial resources for use as incentives towards the
necessary investmentsl and given that the Com-
muniry's resources for this purpose are ridiculously
limircd, it is imponant to find a means by which such
funds have the maximum effect. The Commission has,
therefore, decided to apply its resources to interest-
rate subsidies of 30lo and to limit administrative expen-
ses as much as possible by using the existing machinery
of the Investment Bank and the European Coal and
Steel Community lending arrangemenrs.
It is hardly the Commission's fault if the resources are
inadequate. Indeed, criticism from some Member State
Governments that the impact will be minimal sits badly
wich their unreadiness to provide more adequate
resources. Except for the Parliament's dogged insist-
ence, there would have been nothing in rhe main 1983
budget, and we are forcunate that the supplementary
budget provides a more significant fund. Vith this
money available, it is imponant that the proposal now
proceeds through the Parliament to the Energy Coun-
cil for approval at its April meeting. Ir was, therefore,
our prime concern in the committee to improve the
proposal, to meet as many as possible of the criticisms
that the Member States had made as well as other
interested parries.
I hope, therefore, the Commission will accepr rhar our
amendments are made in rhe most positive spirit and
that they will not, by refusing ro accepr rhem, force us,
very unwillingly, m delay it.
One criticism which we have rried ro meel is that 30lo
off interest rates is going ro make little difference toI See Annex L
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investment decisions when the undertakings con-
cerned are strapped by overriding cashflow consraints
and when survival in the short term is more imponant
than longer-term profitabiliry by saving energy costs.
To meet this, we have added the option, where appro-
priate in the view of the Commission and the Invest-
ment Bank, to capimlize the interest-rate rebate in the
form of a postponement of initial payments of interest
in principle. This upfront financial abatement could be
a very significant incentive to undenake desirable
investmenm.
Another criticism comes from those Member States
with lower-than-average domestic interest rates. To
meet this valid point, we have added a clause permit-
ting the interest-rate subsidies to be applied to loans
raised from sources other than the European Invest-
ment Bank and the Coal and Steel Community.
The project's practicality would still have to meet the
Commission's criteria. The lending institutions permit-
ted to make such loans would have to be themselves
acceptable to the European Investment Bank, which
already has a list of banks acting as its agents, a list
which could be expanded to include all prime banks
with a proven record of credit appraisal.
fu for the complaint of administrative cost, the com-
mittee preferred the argument that indeed administra-
tive costs could well be less with much of the responsi-
bility for administering of the loans delegated to out-
side institutions. 'Sf'e did, however, accept on balance
the Commission's argument that it was administra-
tively simpler to have a standard rebate of. 30/o.
Frankly, we should like them to have another look at
this point as suggested in paragraph 4 of the resolu-
tion. Obviously,3o/o off a 50/o rate of interest is a
much greater incentive than 30/o off an 180/o rate of
interest. It would seem much fairer and not insupera-
bly complicated to find a way round this problem.
May I suggest a formula such as 250/o of the gross rate
of interest charged on the loan?
Inevitably, the aspect of this proposal which excites
greatest activity and interest is the list of categories.
The committee accepts that this list must be restricted
because of limited funds and because too scattered an
approach might mean lack of effectiveness. For this
reason, we decided against the Transport Committee's
proposals for an all-embracing scheme in the transpon
sector. The reasons are detailed in paragraph 10 of the
explanatory statement. Energy saving in transpon has
been discussed and should be discussed as a separate
subject in its own right. There would be an undue dis-
persion of resources and transpon is not absolutely
excluded from the proposed new fifth category.
Having said this, the committee did consider that the
list of categories should be broad enough to give the
scheme as a whole a chance to show its full potential
and so justify continuation and expansion. \7ith these
consideradons fully in mind, we felt it essential to have
an additional category in the energy-saving fields.
Unlike the four categories proposed by the Commis-
sion, this carcgory concerns itself with energy con-
sumption rather than supply. Secondly, it would be of
interest to the generaliry of industry including small-
and medium-sized enterprises in this European year of
the small- and medium-sized enterprise. Thirdly, it
does not exclude what is perhaps the biggest of all
potendal areas 
- 
housing. Fourthly, it provides an
opponunity to use the global loan agent bank route as
a way of applying such finance.
Most of our other amendments to the Commission
proposal are necessary m bring it into line with these
more major changes. In category 1, however, we have
added combined heat and power to district heating to
try and use some of the criminal waste of heat from
existing power stations and industrial plants. In cate-
gories 2 and 3, we have broadened the scope from
being just coal to solid fuels in general, thus including
coal, lignite and peat. In Article 5, we have insisted
that these financial incentives will be additional to
other financial measures provided.
The motion for a resolution backs up these amend-
ments and in addition suggests the importance of using
independent advisers and expens in the selection pro-
cedure. Ve also ask the Commission to report back in
12 months so that q/e can adjust and, we hope, expand
and broaden the scheme if it seems so desirable.
Mr President, the Committee on Energy and Research
recommends this repon to the Parliament 
- 
a report
and list of amendments to the proposal which were
accepted unanimously in the Energy Committee. I
hope that the Commission, too, will feel able to sup-
port our approach to amend its proposal. The chances
of persuading the Council of Ministers to approve the
proposal rapidly, so that we can get going with this
promising and very imponant project, would then be
that much better.
Mr Notenboom (PPE), drafisman of an opinionfor tbe
Committee on Budgets. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the
Committee on Budgets has just completed its perusal
of the main features of the Commission proposal and
the Purvis report. On behalf of the Committee on
Budges I can state that we heartily welcome and sup-
pon the Commission proposals. They are in line with
the 1984 budget guidelines contained in the Scrivener
report. Quite modest resources from a small Com-
munity budget can be put to very good effect by
means of interest-rate subsidies since they exert a lev-
erage effect via the loan capacity accruing from other
factors which in turn strengthens and improves them.
This also is in line with our committee's thinking.
However, Commissioner, we deeply regret the
absence of an accompanying financial note. I would
urge the Commission not to neglect this side of things
since it makes our work a lot easier. Directives of the
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t)?e now under consideration should always be
accompanied by a financial note since it greatly facili-
tarcs an overall appraisal. The Committee on Budgets
regrets its absence in this case. This in no ways
detracts from the fact that we can gladly support the
broad outlines of the Commission proposal.
I should like m raise rwo points on behalf of the Com-
mittee on Budgets. Firstly we are somewhat chary
about the proposed fifth category which rhe Com-
mittee on Energy and Research would like to add.
You will apprpciate the reasons for this. S7'e are not
concerned with energy aspects, but rather with budg-
etary considerations. In the absence of an esrimarc of
the proposed expenditure vre musr conrinue to remain
somewhat chary but we shall be following Commis-
sioner Davignon's comments on this with great
interest later on.
Finally, our grearcst reservation concerns amendment
No 10, tabled by Mr Purvis. It may be a matrcr of mis-
translation. The Purvis amendment says 'will be addi-
tional', while the Commission rexr says 'may be addi-
tional'. If Committee on Energy and Research amend-
ment means that these subsidies will only be granted in
the context of national subsidies we would find it
unacceptable. It would be going against the line
adopted by this House, namely a less national and a
more Communiry approach. If, however, rhe amend-
ment merely refers to a subsdtutive or additional char-
acter, we would have less to object rc. This is there-
fore another matter on which we would like to have
the Commissioner's commen6, and once these matters
have been cleared up the proposal can remain unal-
tered.
Mr Davignon, Wce-President of the Commission. 
-(FR) Mr President, I appreciate the opponuniry of
speaking in the debate this evening as I wished to reply
personally on behalf of the Commission to the various
quesdons.
First of all I should like to thank the Committee on
Energy and Research for its suppon of our proposal,
as the present situation of the general economy and
enerry market force us more than ever before to pro-
vide ourselves with the means of achieving our energ'y
aims. It is quite clear rhar if there is no incenrive to
invest there will be no incentive ro use energy rarion-
ally.
Mr President, let us take the questions asked rhis eve-
ning in order.
Firstly, the question of the sysrcm we have proposed,
or the system favoured by the Committee on Energy
and Research, of extending rebarcs ro narional loans
or national systems; I think that here we musr under-
stand clearly what is involved. Our sysrem and the
Committee on Research and Energy's sysrem 
- 
and
this answers Mr Notenboom's last quesrion 
- 
do not
necessarily entail state inrervention. There is quite
clearly flexibiliry here, and no obligations. Here the
notion of additionaliry is not a condidon of Com-
munity aid. Indeed we thought it would be wrong to
make that a condition; it would open up a whole series
of awkward discussions again.
Secondly, can the sysrcm be applied ro narional aids or
loans? Here we have a problem of modalities which I
promise to study, because our money is the European
Investment Bank. !7e mus[ ar least ensure that the
European Investment Bank's agents are the usual ones
for this kind of Eansacrion, otherwise we shall be
faced with a wide complexiry of agencies and institu-
dons which will make different analyses for us.
This must be srudied carefully bgether wirh the Euro-
pean Investment Bank and I promise to do so.
And then there is a whole series of amendments and
proposals from the Committee on Energy and
Research which are perfectly acceptable to the Com-
mission, whether they refer to solid fuels or whether
they make specific references to examples in gasifica-
tion, and so on. That does not create any problems.
Then we have the question as to whether we should at
this stage introduce a carcgory 5 defined in fairly
broad terms in the investments reserved for energy
saving measures. On rhis I should like to say to Mr
Notenboom that I am sorry rhere is no accompanying
financial statemenr. I have had this checked; rhe state-
ment has not been made. A technical slip-up. I shall
make sure this does not happen again.
Ve obviously must have a clear picture of the budget-
ary situation. The Council has refused to write in any
amount at all for interest rebates for 1983, for rhe
amounts which appear in the 1983 budget were pur
there on Parliament's initiative. '!7e had wanred rwelve
million for the first year of the scheme. There are six
million instead of rwelve million. So I do not think it a
good idea ro write in the fifth category as of 1983. On
the other hand, and I think thar this ought to please
the Committee on Energy and Research and the Com-
mittee on Budgets 
-.and I promise to propose this onbehalf of the Commission during the Energy Council
meetint on 21 April 
- 
we intend to widen the appli-
cation of these rebates ro energy saving sectors and
activities as proposed in Parliament's amendmenr, ro
make an addition to the regulation in its present form
and to introduce it when we submit our budgenry
requirements for 1984. Thus Parliament will also be
consulted on the modalities. The management proce-
dure must be correcr. The very heading iategory No 5
raises a cenain number of questions as to the manage-
ment and granting of these rebates. I think that the
Committee on Energy and Research will agree. So we
must be operarional from I January 1984 through an
addition 
-co 
the regulation and a suitable budgeary
formula for the increase in expenditure required by the
widening of the scope of the regulation. I think rhat
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under these circumstances the Committees on Energy
and Research, the Commitrce on Budgets and there-
fore Parliament will be satisfied. This is how we can
settle matters specifically.
To sum up, Mr President, I should like to thank you
for having called me to speak this evening. Ve are
very grateful to the Committee on Energy and
Reiearch and to Parliament which incorporated
energy expenditure into its priorities for the 1984
budgit.'S7e accept all the amendments tabled by that
Committee.
As regards category No 5, I would ask Mr Purvis to
accept a promise on behalf of the Commission to
introduce a fifth category, to inform the Council on
21 April, to define the specific modalities of it together
with the Committee on Energy and Research, to Put
figures on it in budgetary terms so that in the 1984
budget we can pursue the policy of interest rebates for
the four existing categories. That would be round
about 30 to 40 million EUAs after the first year, plus
the additional money earmarked for the fifth category'
I think that this is the proper way to Pursue our alms
and respect the various concertation procedures with
Parliament whose support is indispensable. Indeed, the
House knows that full well; without Parliament's sup-
port in the energy poliry, we would make no headway
whatsoever with the Council which apan from some
declarations of principle remains extremely reticent
when it comes to taking specific action.
(Appkase)
President. 
- 
In view of the lateness of the hour we
shall break off the debate here and resume tomorrow'l
(Tbe siuing was closed at 8.10 P.n.)
1 For agenda of next sitting see Minutes
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10. Votes
This Annex records the opinion of the rapporteur on the various amendments
together with explanations of vote. For details of voting please refer to the Minutes.
CASTELLINA REPORT (Doc. t-962/82'Breast milk ): ADOPTED
The rapponeur was:
- 
AGAINST all amendments
Explanations ofoote
Mrs Hemmerich (CDI). 
- 
(DA) The whole practice surrounding the sale of breast milk
substitutes is a matter of grave concern and is a crime against *o-., and children in rhe
developing countries. Condemnation alone is not enough, there is a need for legal rules.
Firms which earn money from these selling methods do not heed appeals and ,ec"ommerr-
dations.
lod.ay we voted $ai1s9 rhe amendment supponing a voluntary code on a proposal from
the big firms in IDACE. For the Community to adopt the IDACE p.opor"l would be to
boycott the \7HO code. This affair demonstrares rhe ill-advisabiliiy of sitting down to
wait for the Community to do anything effective in controlling the multinatiinals. The
Community has dragged im feet and has allowed itself to be guided by the interesrc of the
producers, not the consumers. Denmark should take rhe liad in fbilowing the \rHo
code, for we are number four in the EEC in the expon of breast milk subsiirutes ro the
derreloping countries.'The Danish firm Dumex is itringing the code. But Denmark has
frittered away the time and waited for the Community 
- 
.-uen when in 1979 the Scandi-
navian countries decided to take joint action. Denmark did nothing to make the codebf$ing,.but a. grear deal has been done in Sweden, where a code-has been produced
which is broadly in line with thar of the IZHO.
The breast milk substitutes affair is a textbook example of the way in which EEC member-
ship dissipates political responsibility, hives us off fiom Scandinavian action and prevenrs
us from honouring our responsibility to the UN. !7e do nor want rc wair for rlie EEC.
Along with other popular organizations in Denmark, we want to take concrerc action ro
secure the implemenation of the VHO code by our government. \7e call on all others to
do the same.
Mrs Pantazi (S). 
- 
(GR) Mrs Castellina's repon deals very rightly with the application
of the code of marketing of breast milk substitutes. '!7'e *ish irTanis to have ..'"i pr"*
tion against the nuritional deficienry, disease and higher mortaliry rates which occur
when breast milk subsdtutes are marketed for use in uniuitable circumstances, and there-
fore we believe that the. Communiry should have no reservations about iniroducing a
directive to ensure compliance with the \7HO code.
\fle Greek Socialism agree completely with this repon and we shall vote for ir. Moreover,
our country has accepted the code and will shonly be giving effect to its main provisions.
'We want to. use this opponunity to castigate the Commission for its reprehensible failure
thus far.to.dray/up a.proposal for a direCcive to ensure uniform applicaiion ofthe code in
line with the undenaking it gavg to Parliament on 15 Ocrober tfdr. anything short of a
directive yill 
_only serve to benefit the financial interests of cenain baby ftod ,i"rufr.ru.-
ers in the EEC.
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Mr G. Fuchs (S). 
- 
(FR) I should like to ask the following quesdon: \7ho should actu-
ally make Community poliry? Is it the governmenm and the people's elected representa-
tives, as qre are, or is it the company bosses?
Commissioner Narjes spoke ironically, although I think involuntarily so, of an 'excellent
agreement' proposed by the manufacurers themselves of baby food. But if we had
believed in the voluntary commitment of company bosses to limit working time, how long
would European employees sdll be working today? If we had believed in the voluntary
commitment of company bosses to fix a decent minimum wage, would European workers
today still be able to feed themselves decently? If we had believed in the voluntary &m-
mitment of company bosses to ban substances dangerous to the consumer, what surprises
would we not still be having in our hospitals? So how can we sdll believe today in a 'vol-
untary commitment' of the food manufacturing multinationals to limit spontaneously their
profits from the sale of baby foods? Ve live in a society governed by law and it is only the
law, in other words for us Members of the European Parliament, it is only a directive
which can advance our society. As the amendments to Mrs Castellina's proposal for a
resolution have been rejected, I shall be happy to vore in favour of this resolution.
(Applaase)
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) First of all I want to express sadness at the position taken
by the Commission concerning the matter under debate. Vith its vague promises about
so-called voluntary agreement by the manufacturers, about dispelling ignorance and about
initiatives by the countries concerned, it has effectively espoused the view that universally
important matrers such as the growh of infants and children 
- 
chiefly in the developing
countries 
- 
should be subordinate to the rush by the muldnationals ro maximize profits.
Those of us who belong to the Communisr Parry of Greece will be voring in suppon of
Mrs Castellina's motion for a resolution. On a more general note we wish to say thar ir is
important that effective measures be taken to curb the lack of accountabiliry enjoyed by
the multinationals, especially by the baby food multinationals, with regard to both quality
and pricing. Let us not forget that these multinationals exploit with impuniry not only the
developing countries, but also the markem within the Communiry, such as the Greek
market.
(Applause)
Mr Brsndlund Nielsen (L).- (DA) On a point of order, Mr President. Mrs Hammerich
has given an explanation of vote without explaining how Mrs Hammerich inrcnded to
vote, and I find that rather suange. But I think I can conclude from Mrs Hammerich's
pronouncemenm that Mrs Hammerich will vote for this repon. It is a repon which shows
that Parliament has sensible views. If however it is not sufficiently effective in Mrs Ham-
merich's opinion, then Parliament must have more influence, and I assume that is some-
thing Mrs Hammerich will work for.
President. 
- 
Mr Nielsen, I am not very clear abour which rule you are invoking, but in
strict logic you may be right. However, I believe I know how Mrs Hammerich will be
votint. You can find out for yourself by reading it in the Minutes since I have received
from the Socialist Group a request for a roll-call vorc on the motion for a resolution as a
whole. o
Mrs Boserup (COM), in witing. 
- 
(DA) The matter itself wirh which this report is con-
cerned is panicularly grave and has wide-ranging health consequences, especially as far as
the nutrition of young babies in a number of developing countries is concerned. At the
same time the unscrupulous selling methods of a number of multinational corporations in
the matter of breast milk substitutes are so hair-raising and have patently had such appall-
ing consequences that action on an international basis became absolutely essenrial.
The \7HO code, which has gained the suppon of all Member States of the Community, is
a recommendation which must and shall be followed with action at the national level.
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But, that said, it must be emphasized firstly that it cannot be the Commission's task to
police the Member States in matters regarding which all rcn countries have acceded to
inrcrnational convendons, however meaningful or otherwise those conventions may be,
and secondly that some of the firms concerned engaging in the production of breast milk
substitutes are outside the Communiry. It is therefore not for the European Parliament to
call on the Commission to work out proposals for a special legal instrument. On the con-
trary it should serve as a forum to call on rhe Member St4tes and all States which have
accepted the VHO code to follow up words with action on this serious issue.
Mrs Seibel-Emmerling (S), in a uritten stdtement. 
- 
(DE) I shall vote for Mrs Castel-
lina's repon.
I am doing so in the anticipation that the Commission will respect Parlia-errtt manifest
wish and soon submit to the Council a proposal for a directive.
I disagree intensely with Mr Narjes. It is reckless, to say the least, to rely on voluntary
control on the part of manufacturers, too many of whom have aheady demonstrated that
they rate profits more highly than the health and welfare of children in both Community
and non-Communiry counries.
Nor can we take the argument seriously that private hospitals are often dependent on free
samples and ought to be allowed to receive them, regardless of the consequences for
patients' health.
I shall follow the reactions of the Commission and Council to Parliament's vote with great
interest.
VON HASSEL REPORT (Doc. 1-1194 lt2'Flagfor the Communiqy') : ADOPTED
The rapponeur was:
- 
AGAINST all amendments
Explanations ofoote
Mr Ephremidis (COM). 
- 
(GR) \7ith all this alk of symbols and symbolism it struck
me as perhaps symbolic that this subject should follow right on the heels of the debate
about baby milk. I do not wish rc be so harsh as to say that Parliament is fooling around.
Really, at a time when the Community is beset by a host of complex crises that it cannot
solve, here y/e are deliberating over whether it is to have its own symbol. The intention is
obvious. The majority 
- 
or as many as vote for the motion 
- 
wish to use it as a means of
deceiving the people, of distracting their attention from the problems that really concern
them and of which the Communiry itself is the very cause. This is funher demonstrated by
the lack of ideas about what it is that 12 stars on a blue field should symbolize. There are
10 of you, but you want 12 stars in anticipation of the accession of two other countries.
And if others join, or some leave, what history, what present, what future will this symbol
have?
Mr President, I do not think it ilenough for one to say that one intends to vore againsr
the motion. One has to express sorrow that so many honourable colleagues are occupying
themselves here and now with this matter instead of having dismissed it at the very outset
in favour of matters that are of genuin€ concern to the peoples of Europe 
- 
rather than
devices designed to pull the wool over their eyes.
Mr Prag (ED). 
- 
Let me make it quite clear from the stan that I am in favour of a Euro-
pean flag. European unity and the development of the Community are historic develop-
ments and, for European civilization, perhaps the most significant developments of the
second half of the 20th century. I agree that we lack symbols: uiithout symbols we shall
nor have that solidaritd de fait of which Robert Schuman spoke.
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Nor have I anything against the filching of the Council of Europe flag, since they have
21 Members and we have 12, which is equal to the number of stars: that is a very happy
coincidence in our favour, Mr President; but I cannot accept the notion that other flags
- 
panicularly our own European Parliament fl"g 
- 
have to be abolished. I just cannot
see any sense in rhat. Ve do not ban other flags in our own country: our Parliament can
have its own flag, if it wants to, alongside the Union Jack. So by all means then let us have
our symbols and let them mean something to our people-s; but let 1s h.ave no exclusiviry,
no auromauc suppresslon of the European Parliament's flag or anybody else's! Vhatever
flag we adopt should be able to fly alongside the European Parliament flag. Then we
should have not only a symbol of unity but the symbol of democrary alongside it.
That is why, because of that unfoftunate, dicmtorial and authoritarian paragraph which
should never have been in the repon, I am afraid, Mr President, I shall vote against it.
Mrs Gredal (S).- (DA) I think that the sparse attendance of the Socialist Group shows
rhat we do not consider this point to be of central importance, rather the contrary. In fact
I had not intended to be here myself but, when our esteemed chairman, Ernest Glinne,
began to use the 'royal we', I felt bound to say a few words. For the Socialist Group is
anything but unanimous on this issue.
One of the speakers said that Europe has difficulry in presenting itself 
- 
one can only say
'aye' to that 
- 
and it will continue to have difficulry, if we take such proposals seriously.
It annoys me rhar the Comrpunity idea, which I also support, is negated by our willingness
to devote time to a debate on a Communiry flag. I think we should use speaking time and
dme in general for something more meaningful, and the time we spend on these things is
taken away from rhe meaningful subjects, and none of our constituents can begin to
understand us. I must say that a large number of the Group would have voted against the
proposal, if they had been here.
Mrs Tove Nielsen (L). 
- 
(DA) I do not doubt the good will and genuine intentions
which lie behind the work done in the committee and in the political Broups, which I fully
respect,. It is my personal view that what the citizens of Europe, of our Community, need
- 
nor least in these years in which our countries are afflicted by economic crisis 
- 
is to
see some definite concrere results from the work we do. I have nothing at all against sym-
bols; I also think that we may need symbols, but I think that we are making the wrong
approach to our work by getting involved with symbols and forgetting to show some con-
crite action.'Vhen we go out to our.vorcrs and tell them about our work, they will want
to see concrete results. I am convinced that, once we have put forward some concrete
resul6, when we are able, for example, to solve the economic crisis we are in, when we are
able to get the large numbers of unemployed back to work 
- 
there are many other exam-
ples 
- 
the symbol for the Community, which will definitely enjoy my respect, will present
itself of its own accord. It is thus from a positive position, Mr President, that I must
declare that I cannot personally vote for this proposal.
Mr Abens (S). 
- 
(FR) I shall abstain because the Council of Europe, to which this
emblem belongs, has apparently not even been asked for its opinion, and I find that rather
extraordinary.
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ANNEX II
COMMISYON ACNON ON EUROPEAN PARLUMENT OPINIONS ON
COMMISSION PROPOSALS DELIVERED AT 77TE FEBRUARY AND MARCH
1983 PART-SESSIONS
This is an account, as arranged with the Bureau of Parliamenr, of the action taken by the
Commission in respect of amendmenrc proposed at the February ard March 1983 pan-
sessions in the framework of parliamentary consulation, and of disaster aid granted.
A. Commission proposah to afiicb Parliament proposed amendments that tbe Comnission
has accepted in whole or in part (February and March 1983 pan-sessions)
l. Repon by Mr Veronesi closing the parliamentary consultation procedure on the
EC Commission proposal to the Council for a directive on saving crude oil by
using substitute fuel and on Community rules concerning the use of alcohol in
petrol
The Commission will be altering its proposal so as to incorporate the amendment
requested by Parliament at the plenary sitting on 1l March 1983 in the directive
on saving crude oil by using fuel substitute. Parliament will be kept informed.
2. Repon by Mr Moreland closing the parliamentary consultarion procedure on rhe
EC Commission proposal to the Council for a recommendation concerning the
manner in which natural gas prices and rates are set in the Community
The Commission is in the process of altering irc proposal so as ro include rhe
amendments adopted by the European Parliament at the March 1983 plenary sit-
ting. The amended proposal will be sent to the Council in April and the European
Parliament informed.
3. Repon by Mrs Theobald-Paoli closing the parliamentary consultation procedure
on the EC Commission proposal to the Council for a decision concerning a plan
for ransnational development of infrastructure to funher technological lnnora-
tion and rhe transfer of technologies (1983-85)
The Commission will be putting an amended proposal before rhe Council that
takes into account the amendments adopted by Parliament. The procedure is
under way and Parliament will be informed in due course.
B. Commission proposak to which Parliament proposed amendments that the Commission
has notfeh able to accept
Report by Mrs Schleicher closing the parliamentary consultarion procedure on rhe
EC Commission proposal to the Council for a directive on the approximarion of the
laws of the Member States relating to the labelling, presenmrio; and advertising of
foodstuffs for sale ro the ultimare consumer
At the debate on 10 March 1983 the Commission stared clearly that it was not
going to withdraw its original proposal and did not intend to delay its adoprion
by the Council. It promised, however, that there would be no inconsistencies
between this proposal and the proposal for a directive on misleading and unfair
advertising currently under discussion at the Council.
C. Commission proposals in respect of atbich Parliament delioered favourable opinions or
did not requestformal amendment
1. Repon by Mr Hopper closing the parliamentary consultation procedure on rhe
EC Commission proposal to the Council for a decision authorizing rhe French
Republic, in derogation from Article 95 of the Treary, m apply in its overseas
depan-ments and mainland France a lower rate of revenue tax on the consump-
tion of 'raditional' rum prodtrced in those depanments
In its resoludon Parliament asked the Commission ro examine orher ways of sup-
poning the economy of the French overseas depanments and to presenr proposds
based on this study before the end of 1983. The study will enable the Commission
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to determine whether it will be possible, as Parliament requests in item 4 of its
resoludon, not to apply the reduced rarc of tax on the consumption of traditional
rum produced in the overseas depanments beyond 31 December 1985.
2. Report by Mr Ormesson closing the parliamentary consultation procedure on the
EC Commission proposal to the Council for a regulation laying down certain
measures for the conservation and management of fishery resources to apply in
respect of vessels flying the flag of cenain third countries in the 200-mile zone off
the coasm of French Guiana
In the report the Commission was asked to inform Parliament what progress was
being achieved in arriving at fuller cooperation in the Caribbean on fishing and
what aid could be granted to develop the fishing industry in this area. A mission is
to visit some of the third countries in the area in April 1983. The Commission will
not be able rc report to Parliament until the outcome of this mission is known.
D. Disaster aid prooided since the last part-session
l. Emergenq aid uitbin tbe Comrnanity
No remarks
II. Emergency aidfor third counties
(a) Financial aid
300 000 ECU to the Sudan for Ugandan refugees
2 500 000 ECU for victims of hurricane Oscar in the Fiji Islands
100 000 ECU for flood victims in Peru
200 000 ECU for flood victims in Ecuador
Z 387 500 ECU for Poland
(b) Food aid
1 000 t sugar
I 000 t vegetable oil
100 t sugar
100 t vegetable oil
for Ecuador
for the Comoro Islands
(victims of hurricane Elizabeth)
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SITTING OF
Approoal of tbe minutes:
Lord Bethell; Mr Kellett-Bowman
Application of the Rules of Procedare:
Mrs Vayssadc; Mr oon der Ving .
Decision on urgenq;
Mr t. Moreaa
European Council 
- 
Drafi European Act 
-Statements by tbe Co*ncil an"d tbe Commis-
sion and Report (Doc. 1-1328/82) by Mr
Croux:
Mr Genscher (Council); Mr Thom (Com-
mission); Mr Croax; Mr Genscher; Mr
Glinne; Mr Barbi; Mr Fergusson; Mrs De
Marcb; Mr Bangemann; Mr Cbambeiron;
Mr Bangemann; Mr Baillot; Mr Bange-
mann; Mr dc k Maline; Mrs Hammerich;
Mr Moller; Mr De Goede; Mr Ortoli (Com-
mission); Mr Colombo (Italian Minister for
Foreign Afairs); Mr Phskooitis; Mr Pflin-
lin; Mr \Vekh; Mr De Pasquale; Mr Deloro-
zoy; Mr Isradl; Mr Capanna; Mr Pesmazo-
glou; Mr Htinsch; Mr Jonker; Sir tames
Scou-Hophins; Mr Ephremidis; Mr Romu-
aldi; Mr Blumenfeld; Mrs Gredal; Mr
Pranchire; Mr Prag; Mr Alexiadis; Mr
Megalry; Mr Brok; Miss Brookes; Mr
Scharnche; Mrs Boserup; Mr OMahony;
Mr Genscber
Petition No 25/81 
- 
Oral question with
debate (Doc. 1-31/83) by the Committee on
the Rules of Procedure and Petitions, to tbe
Foreign Ministers:
Mr Van Minnen; Mrs Van den Heaoel; Mr
Alaoanos; Mr Genscher (Foreign Affairs
Minister); Mr Van Minnen; Mr Genscber
EEC-ASEAN 
- 
Statement by the Council:
Mr Genscher (Foreign Afairs Minister); Sir
Fred Wamer; Mr Genscher
Energy (Doc. 1-1345/82) (contd.):
Mr K. Facbs; I(r Seligman
TUESDAY, 12
Contents
APRIL 19E3
Votes:
Mr Puntis; Mr Daoignon (Commission); Mr
Puntis
Recycling of petrodollars 
- 
\Vorld monetdly
procedure 
- 
Report (Doc. 1-1197/82) and
oral qaestion with dcbate (Doc. 1-1375/82)
by Mr oon Bismarck and, otbers, to the
Commission:
Mr Puntis
Question Time (Doc. 1-116/83)
o Questions to the Council:
Mr Alaoanos
o Qaestion No 1 by Mr Morekn"d: Com-
munity coal poliq:
Mr Genscher (Council); Mr Moreknd;
Mr Genscher; Mr Boyes; Mr Genscber;
Mr Seligman; Mr. Genscher; Mr
Rogalk; Mr Genscher; Mr Giffths; Mr
Genscber
o Question No a by Mr Flanagan: Earo-
pean Monetary Fund:
Mr Genscher; Mr Flanagan; Mr
Genscher; Mr Rogalla; Mr Genscher; Mr
Pantis; Mr Genscher; Mr Bonde; Mr
Gmscber; Mr Delorozoy; Mr Genscher
o Question No 5 by Mrs Euting: Common
fisheries policy negotiations :
Mr Genscber; Mrs Eaing; Mr Genscber;
Mr Harris; Mr Genscher; Mr Maffre-
Baag6; Mr Genscher; Mr Miiller-Her-
mann; Mr Genscher; Mr oon der Ving;
Mr ,Genscber; Mr Bauersby; Mr
Genscher
o Qaestion No 7 by Mr Schinzel: Euro-
Pean pdssport:
Mr Genscber; Mr Schinzel; Mr
Genscher; Mr Sherlock; Mr Genscber;
Mr Rogalla; Mr Genscher
c Q*estion No 8 by Mr Rogalla: Border
controls and the mooetnent of persons
and goods:
Mr Genscher; Mr Rogalla; Mr Genscher;
Mr Bonde; Mr Genscber; Mrs lVeber;
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Mr Genscber; Mr Patterson; Mr
Genscber; Mr Eisma; Mr Genscher
Question No 9 by Mr Httton: Imple-
mentation of resolutions on institutional
questions:
Mr Genscher; Mr Hilton; Mr Genscber;
Mr Bangemann; Mr Genscher; Mr Isradl;
Mr Genscher; Mr Bonde; Mr Genscher
Qaestion No 12 by Mrs Van Hemel-
Mr Genscher; Mrs Van Hemeldonch; Mr
Genscber; Mr Paisley; Mr Genscher;
Miss Quin; Mr Genscher; Mr t. D. Tay-
lor; Mr Genscber; Mrs De Marcb; Mr
Genscher; Mr Miiller-Herrnann; Mr
Genscher; Mr oon dcr Ving; Mr
Genscher
Question No 14 by Mr Lomas: Luxem-
bourg Compromise:
Mr Genscher; Mr Lomas; Mr Genscber;
Mr Isradl; Mr Genscher; Mr Alaoanos;
Mr Genscher; Mr Antoniozzi; Mr
Genscher; Mr Cabom; Mr Genscher; Mr
Rogers
o Qaestions to the Foreign Ministers:
IN THE CFIAIR: MR DANKERT
President
(Tbe sitting utas opened at 9 a.m.)
l. Approoal of minutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of yesterday's sitting have
been distributed.
Are there any comments?
Lord Bethell (ED). 
- 
Mr Presidenq you will have
observed, I am sure, that this is the first sitting after
the anniversary of Afghanistan Day, the day that was
proclaimed by the European Parliament on 21 March
1982.I wonder whether any reference to this anniver-
sary was made by you or by the European Parliament.
I looked for it in yesterday's proceedings, but saw no
reference to Afghanistan Day. May I ask you, Mr
President, whether you have taken any action con-
cerning this first anniversary of Afghanistan Day
o Question No 31 by Mrs Ewing: Reduc-
tion in Commanity trade with South
Atrica:
Mr Genscber (Foreign Affairs Minister);
Mrs Ewing; Mr Genscher; Mr Boyes; Mr
Genscher; Mr Miiller-Hefinann; Mr
Genscher
o Question No 32 by Mr Albers: Relations
with Israel:
Mr Genscber; Mr Albers; Mr Genscher;
Mr Van Minnen; Mr Genscher; Mr Ala-
oanos; Mr Genscher; Mr Seligman; Mr
Genscber; Mr Blumenfeld; Mr Gensclter
o Qaestion No 34 by Sir Fred 'lVamer:
South East Asia:
Mr Genscher; Sir Fred tVamer; Mr
Genscber; Mr Prag; Mr Genscher
c Question No 35 by Mr Kyrkos: Missiles
and nuclear ateapons in Europe:
Mr Genscher; Mr Kyrhos; Mr Genscber;
Mr Alaoanos; Mr Genscher
Annexes:
Mr Fergusson; Mrs Spaah; Mr Coust6; Mr kradl;
Mr Petersen; Mr Pesmazoglou; Mr Kyr*os; Mr
Alaoanos; Mr Eisma; Mr Damette
which was adopted by the European Parliament and
also taken up by various other parliamentary institu-
tions, including the United States Congress?
President. 
- 
Lord Bethell I think I did make a state-
ment concerning Afghanistan Day on 21 March. !7e
could include that declaration in today's Report of
Proceedings if there are no objections.l
Mr Kellett-Bowman (ED). 
- 
Mr President, may I
point out to the House that the English version of the
agenda for Vednesday indicates that the Gabert
repon has been deleted from the 
.ioint debate whereas
it was agreed by the House yesterday that the Saby
repon should be removed. I have checked the French
version and it indicates that the Saby report has been
delercd from the joint debate. I think it is only the
English version that is wrong.
President. 
- 
There is an error in the English version.
( Parliament approzted the minutes)
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I See Annex II.
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2. Application of the Rules of Procedure
Mrs Vayssade (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, on behalf of
the Socialist Group, I should like to object to the
Committee on the Rules of Procedure's interpreration
of Rule 85, whereby when referral to committee is
requested, a vote is taken immediately.
\7e think that referral ro commimee is an imponant
political step, with considerable conesequences, as it
sets the procedure in motion again and delays Parlia-
ment's final decision by several months 
- 
and it can
bring about profound changes in the texts that emerge
from a committee discussion.
The Socialist Group feels that such a decision cannor
be taken by a chance majority according to what
Members happen to be in the House. The Members
should be here, cenainly, but we have had to introd-
uce voting times to enable them to be there at rhe right
time.
So the Socialist Group considers that the vote on
requests for referral to committee should be taken at a
dme fixed by the President, so as to respecr the right
to vote of all Members. This could be achieved by
announcing that the vote would take place at, say, [he
beginning of the next sitting. I should like us ro vore
on this problem.
President. 
- 
I think the problem is simple. The Com-
mittee on the Rules of Procedure and Petirions has
given an interpretation of this Rule. !7e shall put it to
the vote and if it is rejected the marter will be referred
back to the committee.
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, should
we no[ rather vote on whether to accepr the alternative
interpretation of the Rules of Procedure which was
proposed here or that of the Committee on rhe Rules
of Procedure and Petitions?
Our suggestion is that the question on which we
should is: Does the House accepr the interpretation
proposed by the Socialist Group?
President. 
- 
Mr von der Vring, I feel ir is berter to
vote on the interpretation of the Commitree on rhe
Rules of Procedure and Petitions. If ic is not accepted
the committee must decide on a new interpretarion.
This interpretation may possibly be that of the Social-
ist Group but in that case we shall have ir in wriring,
but that is not yet the case. I believe that the only
course at the moment is to vore on the proposal of the
Commirtee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions.
(Parliament referred the interpretation of Rule 85 of tbe
Rales of Procedare back to the Committee on tbe Rules
of Procedure and Petitions)t
3. Decision ofl ilrgency
President. 
- 
The next irem is a decision on urgency
requests by the Council:
on the proposal from the Commission to rhe
Council for a decision implementing the Decision
authorizing rhe Commission to conrrac loans
under the New Communiry Instrument in order
to promorc investmenr in the Community. (COM
(83)85 final).
Mr J. Moreau (S), cbairman of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs. 
- 
(FR) Mr President,
in view of the opinion of our Committee, I should like
the Council to explain why it asked for urgenry.
If ir does this and then fails to atrend the sitting, that
shows just how serious its request is!
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I am in a rather difficult position, Mr
Moreau, since this prevenrs the debate from proceed-
lng.
Mr J. Moreau (S), chairman of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Afairs. 
- 
(FR) Mr President,
I can explain the position of the Commitree on Econo-
mic and Monetary Affairs here, but I should like you
to put our case to the President of the Council and tell
him we should have liked him to be here 
- 
parricu-
larly since the Council knows what our position is.
The Commission asked this question to be considered
as a matter of urgenry and I understand the Council
has done the same.
I should like to tell Parliament that there will be a con-
ciliation meetint on this subjecr in Luxembourg on
18 April berween rhe Council of Ministers for Econ-
omy and Finance and a Parliamenr delegarion. One
argument in favour of rapidity is that NCI II has been
exhausted and the Commission wants a fast decision
- 
as does the Council.
But I should like to explain why we do not want Par-
liament to comply with the Council's requesr.
If there is one institution rhat is attached to the NCI, it
is the European Parliament, because Members in all
parts of this House have been insistent about their
interest in both the new Communiry insrrumenr 
- 
we
shall return to this later on 
- 
and im permanenry. But
what do we find? That the Council has been slow over
the decision, because the famous 3 OOO OOO OOO NCI
was mentioned at the summit in London! The decision
was only taken a few months ago. It is not the Euro-
pean Parliament's fault if there is a break berweenI Topical and urgent debate (Announcement): see Minures.
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NCI II and NCI III. It is the Council's fault. And now
it wants us to act contrary to the procedure to which
we are attached 
- 
the conciliation procedure. So the
Council seems to attach litde imponance to the conci-
liation procedure, while we, the Parliament, think it is
by no means negligeable. \(ithout wishing to impeach
its motives, I think that the Council's request for
urgenry is something of a problem in that the concilia-
tion meeting is being held three days after our sitting
comes to an end.
Mr President, I shall ask all Members to reject this
request for urgency because we shall be dealing with
conciliation and the implementing regulation for the
first pan of NCI III during our May sitting.
(Parliament rejected tbe request for urgenq)
4. European Council 
- 
Drafi European Act
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint discussion on:
- 
the statement by the Council and the Com-
mission following the European Council's
meeting of 21 and 22 March 1983 in Brussels.
- 
the repon (Doc. l-1328/82) by Mr Croux, on
behalf of the Political Affairs Committee, on
the draft European Act submitted by the Gov-
ernments of the Federal Republic of Germany
and the Italian Republic.
Mr Genscher, I warmly welcome you as chairman of
the Council of Ministers.
(Applaase)
As I understand it you will speak first about the meet-
ing of the European Council and later on quesdons
relating to the European Act.
Mr Gensche r, President-in-Off.ce if the Coancil. 
-(DE) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the 25th
European Council meeting held in Brussels on 21 and
22 March 1983 gave the Heads of State and of
Government the opponunity, mid-way berween
Copenhagen (3 and 4 December 1982) and Stuttgan
(6 and TJune 1983), to take stock and to lay down
operational guidelines for future Community activities.
The European Council in Brussels was strongly influ-
enced by the agreement on the adjustment of the cen-
tral rates in the EMS reached only after difficult nego-
tiations on the morning of 21 March. As you know, a
considerable common effort was needed in order to
find a solution acceptable to all parties. Not only the
EMS but also the Community as such survived this
challenge to the solidarity of all the Member States
with flying colours. An amalgam of financial, econo-
mic, foreign and security poliry considerations culmi-
nated in the outcome of which you are aware, and
which, as the panicipants expect, represents a signifi-
cant step towards greater convergence of economic
policies and a strengthening of the economic situation
on a basis conducive to sability. The whole process
once again underlines the fact that difficult times call
not for individualistic national measures, but for soli-
darity and cooperation.
In December of last year, the European Council,
meeting in Copenhagen, agreed on a series of priority
goals for the economic policy of the Community and
its Member Sates. On that occasion it drew up an
extensive programme of work together with deadlines
for the Council and asked for a progress report to be
made to the Brussels meeting of the European Coun-
cil. So that the Heads of State and of Government
could devote the time it deserved rc discussing this
report, the individual Member States forewent the
usual detailed presentation of their national economic
situation on this occasion. The European Council was
thus able to hold a more detailed exchange of views on
the most imponant problems of substance under the
general heading of 'the economic and social situarion
in the Community'.
During this discussion it paid particular attention to
the action agreed upon at its Copenhagen meeting ro
improve the employment situation for young people.
The imponance the European Council attributes to
this action is stressed yet again by the fact that the
Ministers responsible for Labour and Educarion are ro
hold a joint Council meering before the nexr European
Council meeting in an effort to conclude rhe review of
the Social Fund with a view to increased encourage-
ment for the young and to adopting a Council Resolu-
tion on the basic orientation of vocational raining
policies in the 1980s. In the light roo of the specific
proposals for effective measures for the employment
of young people which the Commission is shonly to
submit, the Council will then be in a position to submit
a substantial report to the European Council on pro-
gress at Member State and Communiry levels.
Funher essential issues discussed were the restoration
of economic stabiliry, the promotion of productive
activity, the stimulation of overall demand in the
domestic economy without forcing prices up funher,
the creation of permanent jobs and the quesrion of
working time.
In this connection I should mention that the Council
complied with the request made by the European
Council in Copenhagen to reach agreemenr before rhe
Brussels meeting on che expansion of the New Com-
munity Instrument by a funher 300 000 000 ECU.
However, the Council has not yer been able rc adopt
the relevant decision since Parliamenr has in the mean-
time called for a conciliation meeting which is sched-
uled for l8 April. The Council now hopes tht it will be
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able to report to the European Council in June that it
has carried out its instructions.
The European Council was able rc establish that the
initiative it had taken in Copenhagen to speed up the
decision-making process regarding the 'priority mea-
sures' proposed by the Commission to reinforce the
internal market had borne its first fruit. The special
Council meeting on internal market questions con-
vened m this end managed to reach agreement on var-
ious projects which had been under examination for
some considerable time.
I am referring in particular to the introduction of an
information procedure in the field of technical stan-
dards. It also proved possible rc decide on various sim-
plifications of frontier formalities, e.g. on the directive
concerning the simplification of impon arrangements
for personal propeny of individuals and the rcmporary
import of motor vehicles, as well as the increase to
200 I in the amount of fuel admitted duty-free in the
mnks of commercial motor vehicles, the urgent need
for which the European Parliament has also repeatedly
stressed.
'!7e all retlize that much has still to be done, however,
in this field. In panicular, it has not yet proved possi-
ble rc reach agreement on the important question of
the treatment of third country products in the har-
monization of technical conditions for certification.
This is affected by marked differences of opinion over
fundamental Community trade poliry issues con-
cerned with the question of protection against the out-
side world 
- 
a question with far-reaching implica-
tions.
Despite the considerable difficulties remaining, the
Presidency is making every effort to resolve this prob-
lem mo in the coming months. The Presidenry is con-
fident that progress will be made with a series of fur-
ther projects from the quantity of proposals already on
the table for the reinforcement of the internal market.
That includes the field of freedom to provide services,
panicularly in the insurance sphere.
In the area of commercial poliry, the European Coun-
cil emphasized the imponance of mainmining and fur-
ther developing world trade so as to strengthen econo-
mic activity and control infladon. At the same time, it
instructed the General Affairs Council to examine,
before the next European Council meetinB in June, the
proposals submiwed by the Commission for streng-
thening the instruments of common external trade
policy. These proposals should, in the Commission's
view, allow the Community to put a stop more effec-
tively in future to unfair rade practices by third coun-
tries which are harmful to the Community.
The European Council also discussed the serious
problems currently affecting trade relations with the
United Sutes. In this context it stressed the need for
genuine dialogue between the two sides.
Such a dialogue would only be successful if it were
conducted in compliance with earlier agreements, in
particular those reached following the Tokyo Round.
On this basis every effort should be made to find a bal-
ance of interests between the EEC and the USA. Here
I should like rc stress that this is not simply a trade and
agricultural policy problem. It is also a question of
considerable importance to trans-Atlantic relations as
a whole.
As regards energy policy. I should like to point to the
agreement reached, after difficult negotiations, to con-
dnue the programme of demonstration projects in the
current financial year. Although this is only a panial
solution 
- 
as no agreement could be reached on the
allocation of funds for the next 4 years of this pro-
gramme, which spans a total of 5 years 
- 
it is now
cenain that the current programme can continue
smoothly.
However, a multinannual arrangement remains a mat-
rcr of priority. In the near future we shall be address-
ing ourselves funher to the important topic of the
common coal policy, to which considerable import-
ance should be attached in the framework of the Com-
munity's overall energ'y policy strategy. It will be
brought to the fore at the Energy Council meering on
21 April 1983.
As regards research policy, a large measure of agree-
ment already exists within the Council on the Com-
mission's programme proposals for'common action to
develop the scientific and rcchnical porcndal of the
European Community' and 'forecasting and assess-
ment in the field of Science and Technology (FAST)'.
The Presidency counts on the European Parliament to
deliver its opinions on these proposals in time for the
Council to adopt the programmes formally in July
1983.
In accordance with working instructions from the
Council, the Commission will be submitting a supple-
mentary communication on its proposal for a 1984-
1987 framwork programme on science and technology
to the Council in April. The Commission proposal, the
supplementary communication and a further Commis-
sion proposal for improving the decision-making pro-
cedure in the sphere of Community research and tech-
nology poliry should then come up for final discussion
at a Council meeting on 28 June 1983. In this connec-
tion as well, the Presidency is counting on the Euro-
pean Parliament to deliver its opinion in time. The aim
of the framework programme is, of course, to intro-
duce medium-term planning and financial forecasting
for Community research and technology policy and to
increase the percenrage of R Er D spending in the
Communiry budget.
The European Council also confirmed its opinion that
the development of the productive capacity of Euro-
pean industry under conditions of international com-
petitiveness is of essential imponance for the Com-
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munity. In a communicarion on'Communiry industrial
strategy' which it submitted to the European Council
the Commission ser our its ideas on rhis subject in gen-
eral terms for the dme being and announced that it
would be making more specific proposals in the near
future. The European Council took note of the fact
that these proposals would be chiefly concerned with
biotechnology and communications technology as the
driving forces of progress. This provides a new and
welcome impecus which should concentrate Com-
muniry discussion on industrial policy on priority mea-
sures which can be jointly implemented in this sector.
At the Presidency's suggesdon, the European Council
studied the matter of the mutual recognition of diplo-
mas and periods of study. This was in response to the
proposals put to us here during Parliament's Question
Time. The Education Ministers meeting on 2 June
were asked to speed up their discussion on this ques-
tion, which is so imponant for student mobility in the
Community. This also applies to the Council's so far
largely unsuccessful attempts to adopt Directives on
the right of establishment for architects and engineers.
At Germany's suggestion, the Heads of State and
Government discussed the problem of air pollution,
panicularly through sulphur dioxide. It was agreed
that the damage caused to forests by acid rain made
effective transfrontier measures urgently necessary.
The European Council expressed the hope thar the
proposals which the Commission had announced for a
basic directive on the prevention of air pollution and a
directive on large furnaces with emission limits would
be examined speedily and in a receptive spirir.
The European Council also expects a posirive joint ini-
tiative by the Member States in rhe framework of the
ECE Convention on the Prevention of Air Pollution,
the executive body of which will meer in Geneva on
7 June to discuss European measures on the limitation
of emissions. This is a serious environmental problem,
which is causing our citizens deep concern; the only
chance of success in combating it is offered by trans-
boundary measures within the Community and
between East and Vest.
The Heads of Sute and of Government requested the
Council to speed up its work on the development of a
common ffansport poliry. The abolition of frontier
formalities deserves panicular attention in this respect.
As shown by the special Transport Council on 23 Feb-
ruary 1983, the Member States are agreed on the need
m make substantial progress in this area. The nexr
Transport Council at the beginning of June should be
an opponunity to provide concrete proof of this.
The European Council held an exchange of views on
the topics for discussion ar rhe economic summit due
to take place in \Tilliamsburg from 28 to 30 May 1983
at the invitation of the USA. In this connection it dis-
cussed the general world economic situation, and in
pardcular the consequences of falling oil prices. Ir was
agreed that this development would have positive
results provided that it and its consequences were kept
under control. It is now important, in the final phase
of preparation for che summit meering, to work out
common positions on the various individual quesrions
which will be discussed under the general heading of
'State of the world economy', so rhat the Europeans
can speak with a single voice at the summit. The Euro-
pean Council attached particular imponance to the
fact that the Council should take the necessary care in
this connection.
The European Council was panicularly insistent in
urging that progress be made in the negotiations with
Ponugal and Spain for che enlargement of the Com-
munity. As it had previously done in Copenhagen, the
European Council emphasized the need for decisions
to be taken, when adjusting the rules for cenain Medi-
terranean products, in order to make progress in the
negotiations with the aim of achieving a harmonious
enlargement of the Communiry.
The European Qouncil reached agreemenr on cenain
guidelines for the further proceedings of the Council
of Ministers for Agriculture. The Agriculture Minis-
ters indicated in their repon that the market arrange-
ments for olive oil would give rise to considerable
additional expenditure in the event of enlargement.
The long transitional period now proposed by the
European Council, within which the new Member
States have m adopt the Community arrangements for
vegeable oils other than olive oil, is a contribution to
resolving the problem. In order ro overcome the dif-
ferences of opinion which still exist, the interests of
the olive oil producers will have to be reconciled with
the need for an appropriate limitation of expenditure.
As regards further discussions on rhe adjustment of
the market organization for fruit and vegetables, rhe
European Council advocated compromises based on
the following criteria: further discussions are to be
based on the proposals of the European Commission;
raditional trade flows with third countries and the
free movement of goods should continue to be guar-
anteed.
It is to be very much appreciated that the Heads of
State and of Government examined the problems of
accession so intensely. They were all united in the pol-
itical resolve not to disappoinr the democracies on the
Iberian Peninsula and to bring rhe negoriarions ro a
successful conclusion as soon as possible. Only if rhe
Member States respond rc rhe appeal of the European
Council and everyone is ready to take a step in the
direction of the other will an overall compromise be
possible in the difficulr and, as regards the accession
negotiations, key area of the adaptarion of marker
rules for cenain Mediterranean products. The Council
was requested by the European Council to repon sub-
stantial progress before June.
Another imponant item for discussion ar rhe European
Council was the financing of the European Com-
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munity. On the basis of a report, by the President of
the Council on the discussion of the Commission's
'green book' in the General Affairs Council and
against the background of the imminent exhaustion of
the Communiq/s own resources, the Heads of State or
of Government took cognizance of the Commission's
intention of submitting specific proposals as soon as
possible. They hoped that those proposals would take
into account the development of Community policies,
enlargement to the south and inequalities in the Com-
muniry budget as well as the need for stricter budget-
ary rules. They requested the General ,A.ffairs Council
to discuss the Commission's proposals and to submit a
report on its conclusions at Stuttgart.
This repon should also contain conclusions on the
so-called subsequent solution regarding compensation
for the United Kingdom. I should like to emphasize
here that the Council continues to share with Parlia-
ment the aim of a Community solution.
In the area of foreign poliry, the European Council
examined the progress with the follow-up conference
to the Conference on Security and Cooperation in
Europe in Madrid, the situation in the Middle East
and the conflict between Iran and Iraq. The Presi-
denry also submitted a report on the discussions on
the Germano-Italian initiative regarding European
union. In discussing the CSCE topic the Ten reaf-
firmed their wish for the prompt adoption of a sub-
stantial and balanced final document. The Ten hope
that the new proposal by the neutral and non-aligned
States for a suitable basis for drawing up such a final
document can be developed funher.
This must contain a specific mandate for a conference
on disarmament in Europe, as well as make provision
for further progress on the humanitarian aspects of the
Helsinki Final Act.
The European Council summarized the demiled
debate on the situation in the Middle East in its con-
clusions. The main poinm of these conclusions are the
demand by the Ten for the withdrawal of all foreign
forces from Lebanon, the conclusion of the negotia-
tions and the restoration of Lebanese sovereignty and
jurisdiction and the demand fo'r a resumption of nego-
tiations with a view to a comprehensive peace settle-
menr in the Middle East. The Ten see a solution only
in recognition of the righm of those concerned, and
particularly Israel's right to exist and the right of the
Palestinian people to self-determination.
The Ten agreed that the time is ripe to go beyond
declarations of intent and find ways and means of har-
monizing the peace proposals of American's President
Reagan with the Fez Plan and translating them into
practical policies.
The Ten welcomed the talks which were aking place
at the rime between Jordan and the PLO. The Palesti-
nian people and the PLO ought at the earliest oppor-
tunity to advocate peace negotiations. Israel must
show that it is ready for genuine negotiations on the
basis of Securiry Council Resolutions 242 and 338,
first and foremost by desisting from expanding exist-
ing setdements and founding new ones. The settle-
ments violate international law and constitute a signifi-
cant and growing impediment to the efforts to achieve
peace. I take this opportunity of expressing our horror
and shock that a fresh act of slaughter has intervened
in the efforts to find a solution rc the conflict in the
Near East. The European Council and the Council are
convinced that only genuine and peaceful political
efforu will bring about a lasting, overall, just and
peaceful solution rc this conflict which weighs so
heavily on us all.
The European Council observed the development of
the conflict between Iran and Iraq with growing con-
cern and took the view that this conflict represents a
serious threat for the security and stabiliry of the entire
region. The Ten called for a cease-fire, the cessation
of all military activity and the withdrawal of all com-
bat forces to internadonally recognized borders, as
well as for a just and honourable settlement, worked
out in accordance with the Resolutions of the UN
Security Council and acceptable the both sides.
After the report by the Presidency on the Germano-
Italian initiative on European Union, the European
Council instructed the Foreign Affairs Minisrcrs to
tackle the problems still unresolved so that this could
soon be ratified by the European Council.
Measured against the magnitude of the challenge
which the current economic situation represents for
us, the record of the meeting of the European Council
is, as Chancellor Kohl subsequently put it, acceptable.
As we all know, the task of the European Council is
not so much to take decisions of far-reaching import-
ance for European integration or to cut Gordian
knots, i.e. to assume the role of the Council of Minis-
ters, but above all to point the way for future action by
the Council. The European Council did justice to this
task, a panicularly useful one midway through a Presi-
dency, as you can see from the intensive plan of work
which it has drawn up for the remaining three months
of our Presidenry.
That this was possible ov/es nor a little 
- 
as I have
already indicated 
- 
to the fact that the monetary
policy quesdons vere resolved in the run up to the
meeting. In a way, agreements on adjustment of the
central rates was perhaps facilitated by a cenain pres-
sure exened by the imminence of the European Coun-
cil meeting.
But apan from that there were other practical achieve-
ments to place before the Heads of State or Govern-
ment. Here I would just single out the agreemenr on
the common fisheries poliry, the 1982 budget rebarc
for the United Kingdom, the New Communiry Insrru-
ment and the directive on seals. The European Coun-
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cil's conclusions on the Middle East also deserve
special mention. In the decisive phase which the Mid-
dle East is now going through they are of great
imponance.
The way is now clear for the European Council in
Stuttgan. Busy weeks lie ahead of us, since preparu-
tion must be made for tangible results on a series of
imponant questions on which the Heads of Sdrc or
Government want to take decisions or to hear progress
reports in June. You may count on the German Presi-
denry. The Federal Republic's contribution will be
equal to that of its panners. Let us all help to see to it
that the high expectations which the citizens of our
countries have of us are not disappointed.
(Applause)
Mr Tiorn, President of the Commission. 
- 
(FR) Mr
President, Honorable Members, the President of the
European Council has given you a detailed account of
rhe conclusions reached by the March meeting. For
my part 
- 
and ffue to tradition 
- 
I simply wish to
make one or two remarks on the way this meeting
went and on its results and the prospects offered by
the European Council of Stuttgan.
The three days' monetary negotiations that preceded
the European Council changed its character. I shall
leave my colleague Mr Onoli to tell you about these
days in detail, but I should like to say a few words on
the subject, by way of introducdon.
In particular, I should like m emphasize the essential
political implications of confirming 
- 
in circum-
stances that many people have described as dramatic
- 
that the eight countries involved in the European
monetary system were committed to it. Here, it is very
important to realize the general desire to respect
European discipline and see that the exchange rates
are now discussed and decided together and not left,
arbitrarily, to unilateral initiative. In short, and going
beyond the technical aspects, this was a specifically
European act for some people, a European choice. At
the same time, we cannot but regret that the Council is
unable to prevent this monetary disturbance by proper
coordination of our economic policies. The EMS
should not and cannot be a son of registration cham-
ber where the ministers make concerted changes in
parity at fairly regular intervals so as to even out the
dispariry in economic situations that the governments
have allowed to occur. Dealing with the effects with-
out tackling the causes is displaying a singular lack of
logic and courage. So we think it is important for the
EMS to perform its second dury, that of ensuring
greater convergence of the economic policies, better
than it has done so far. As to the measures that go with
this, our Commission for one has followed the policies
very vigilantly. Vith Italy and Ireland, for example, it
felt that devaluation of the pound and the lire was
soundly backed up by the economic policies the two
governments had already introduced. And in the case
of France, the Commission's global judgement of the
programme of action the French government adoprcd
on 25 March last was positive.
After this monetary introduction, I shall move on to
the European Council proper.
To be frank, ladies and gentlemen, and I hope I am
not upsetting my friend the President of the Council
here, its results were disappointing. Obviously it has to
be realized that the context 
- 
and the monetary one I
have just mentioned first and foremost 
- 
had some-
thing to do with it. The heads of government, let us
not forget, met at the very time the agreement of the
finance ministers was announced and they were
affected by it, if you like, with a very understandable
feeling of relief 
- 
of concern, some people would say
- 
and, above all, a desire not to open the discussion
again. Then there was the political context. For two of
the participants at least, there was the problem of con-
stituting or restructuring a government.
So a well-infor;ned politician will understand that the
discussions of this European Council took place in an
atmosphere that was somewhat disincarnate. But these
exceptional circumstances showed 
- 
and this is what I
want to stress 
- 
the fragility of the system and the
shoncomings of the way it operated. The European
Council was designed as a body which, with serenity
and continuity, would not jusr take decisions, as Presi-
dent Genscher reminded us, but would lay down the
main lines of the Communiry's future and it can no
longer ignore curren[ events, of whatever order. Vhat
will happen, ladies and gentlemen, tomorrow, when
there are not ten but cwelve Member States ?
To my mind, there is one thing we should be thinking
about today 
- 
and I don't mean [he existence of the
Council; I can leave that to its adversaries. I mean the
operation of the Council and above all the way it fits
into the Communiry machinery. It is up to you and it
is up to us to reflecc on this and to do so within the
framework of the process akeady begun and the meet-
ings already fixed.
The President of the Council will be alking about the
draft European Act. I am also thinking about the work
of your committee on Institutional Affairs that the
Commission is to meet tomorroy/. In view of what I
have just mentioned, no-one will be surprised at some-
what slender results, but there are positive elements, of
course, starting with the renewed commitment to
implement the whole of the Copenhagen programme
on strengthening the internal market. Mr Genscher
has talked about this, so I shall not return to it. Two
special Council meedngs are aheady scheduled so as
to obtain these results before our Stuttgan Council
and the importance of the next step we have to take
has been underlined. Mr President, you can count on
the vigilance of the Commission. It will maintain the
political pressure on the Council and make a full con-
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tribution to the quest for acceptable, practical solu-
tions.
In the energy sector, the passage on the price of oil
seems [o me to be a substantial one. It outlines a policy
that is largely in conformity with the one the Commis-
sion planned on in its Strasbourg declaration on
9 March last 
- 
i.e. to avoid oil prices getting out of
control, continuing the policy of energy-saving and of
developing other sources of energy. This is one of the
fields where the Commission intends keeping iu initia-
tive, in accordance with the actions I submirted ro you
rwo months ago. On the other hand, how is it possible
not to be disappoinrcd in the inadequate conclusions
on enlargement and, in panicular, on the Com-
munity's achievements. The European Council 
- 
and
I am sorry to have to say this 
- 
and the Council of
agriculture ministers have been pufting the ball in each
other's coun since Copenhagen. And the victims of
rhis rather silly game are our relations with Spain and
Portugal. And worse than that is the credibility of the
Community institutions. Our Commission asked for
substantial conclusions that would enable us to remove
the polidcal obsmcles in the Mediterranean product
issue. Ve had rc be content with a minimalist conclu-
sion that was further reduced during the final discus-
sions. That, I fear, will not be enough to get us moving
on an issue that has been held up for nearly ayear.
Now in the matter of the financing of the Community,
the accent has been put on the new own resources and
on the urgency of examining the fonhcoming propo-
sals from the Commission, which will be aimed at
ensuring the long-rcrm financing of the Community
and helping with a final solution for the British prob-
Iem. For the Commission 
- 
and this is something I
wanted to underline 
- 
it is only within the framework
of this long-term solution that we can, at the right
time, place the discussion of the short and medium-
term solutions. The Commission is adh'ering stricdy to
the commitments it made on this subject in its declara-
don of 8 February and this is why it has stayed outside
the provisions included in the part of the communiqu6
on the later solution.
In the conclusion to that same February speech, I
spoke on behalf of the Commission, stressing the
imponance of the Stuttgan European Council when it
came [o making protress with some of the problems
that are vital to the Community. At that stage, we
hoped that the first decisions could be taken at rhe
March meeting. But in spite of everything the German
President did, this did not prove possible. The Stutr-
Bar[ programme is even heavier as a result and now we
have to see things as they are. The risks of failure are
all the greater 
- 
in spite of the wise precaution
Dr Kohl and Mr Genscher took of asking their col-
leagues to spend two full days on their work.
Ladies and gentlemen, frankly, this sort of failure
would make for a serious crisis in the life of the Com-
munity because we have reached the point where a
whole series of essential and interdependent problems
have to be solved without delay. On none of these
problems 
- 
coping with the crisis, reversing industrial
decline, enlargement, Mediterranean products, the
Community's own resources, the British issue or the
development of new common policies 
- 
can the
Commission, or indeed I think, this House, resign
itself to failure. !7e cannot add, this summer, a Com-
muniry crisis to the serious economic crisis that is
undermining our strength. !7e all have to strive to
ensure that Stuttgan is the signal for people to realize
what is happening, to sit up and have the will to do
something about it. The Commission intends making
greater use than ever of its powers of initiative to be a
driving force in the groundwork for this Council.
Now, within the framework of the commitments taken
in February, I should like to remind you that the Com-
mission adopted its general report. on rhe integrated
Mediterranean protrammes plus a detailed description
of each of the programmes for Greece, Italy and
France and transmitted them to the Council and rc
Parliament in early March. This commitmenr has rhus
been honoured.
Other pans of the Community are experiencing'prob-
lems that are just as serious as those of the Mediterra-
nean regions and a similar display of solidarity is
called for here too. This is why the Commission, with
a view to a special scheme for Northern Ireland, has
made a proposal for the urban renovation of Belfast.
This proposal, I would remind you, is in line with
requests made to this House. The Medirerranean pro-
Bramme for Greece meets a number of requests that
the Greek government made to the Communiry in its
memorandum of March 1982. ln recent. weels, the
Commission has also adoprcd and transmitted to Par-
liament and the Council its overall report on rhe
Greek memorandum which proposes various other
specific measures. I should add that the Commission
has also made the promised proposals on tho other
important questions. First, in the matter of our rela-
tions with the developing counrries, it has given its
guidelines for a further ACP-EEC convention ro rhe
Council. Second, in the matter of enlargement, ir has
made a whole series of proposals on pre-accession {is-
cipline, financial intervention and, most imporrant,
institutional aspec6, fisheries and tariff quesdons.
'!/ork on the rest of our pre-Sturrgan programme has
progressed considerably, above all with the financing
of the Community. After the Council discussion of
14 March and this House's debate romorrow, rhe
Commission will make its proposals, as we promised,
at the beginning of May. I shall leave the strengthen-
ing of the monetary system to my colleague Mr Onoli.
So, as you can see, ladies and gentlemen, the basis for
discussions at the Stuttgan Council will be the dossiers
prepared at great length in recent months 
- 
streng-
thening the internal market and enlargement of the
Community, that is to say 
- 
and various new propo-
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sals aimed at extending Community policies and new
financing of the Community. So the heads of govern-
ment will thus be in a position to give the Communiry
the vital stimulus in June, in only six or seven weeks.
Let us hope that, this time, being aware of the cata-
strophic consequences of failure, they will find the
necessary political will rc succeed. Before this June
meeting, the Commission will come to your May sit-
dng and say what has been accomplished thus far.
No doubq Mr President, this House will then want to
give its warnings and even make im exPress recom-
mendations to the heads of state and government. A[ a
time that is decisive for Europe, each institution and
each government has to shoulder its responsibilides
fully. The Commission, I can promise you, will have
done its work. It will go to Stuttgart and defend the
need for more Europe, for a better organized Europe
and for greater solidarity, certain of the fact that, in so
doing, it is respecting the will of this House.
(Apphuse)
Mr Croux (PPE), rdpporte,.tr. 
- 
(NL) Mr President,
Mr Minister, fellow Members, during the discussions
in the Polidcal Affairs Committee on the final report
concerning the first version of the Draft European Act
one of our members jokingly commented: 'it isn't easy
to be the rappofleur of this one for its a moving tar-
get'. And indeed the regular feedback of information
from the ad hocworkingperry revealed a constant flux
in the proceedings. I would go so far as rc qualify it as
a moving target in a changing landscape in an evolving
external and internal environment. It will suffice to
quore key words to illustrate the point: the worsening
cnsls, lncreasrng unemployment, the degeneration in
the Community's relations with the United States, the
various conflicts in the world arena, the peace and
security problem area. lt is a landscape in perpetual
motion. It therefore comes as no surprise that Parlia-
ment is losing its patience over the decision-making
concerning the initiative drawn up by the Foreign
Ministers of the Federal Republic of Germany and the
Republic of Italy. Time considerations preclude fur-
ther examination of this aspect.
I shall endeavour to resume very rapidly the contents
of our motion for a resolution, closing with a few
comments on what we consider the strong and weak
points of the Draft European Act. On the positive side
we remain supporters of your initiative. It represents
an attempt to break new ground and that is something
on which we must continue to put the accent. 'S/e con-
tinue to welcome the new objectives and means, the
extension of cooperation on security matters and some
of the political and economic aspects pertaining to
such fields as security, culture and legal harmoniza-
tion, in respect of which w'e are curious to know the
present state of affairs in the fight against international
crime. The more the working paper proceeds, the less
trace there appears rc be of this last-named aspect. Ve
also applaud the fact that the original annex to the act
concerning Community economic poliry has been
incorporated, in the Commission's working paper.
But, as has often been said, we would reiterate that it
is not sufficient to formulate objectives, one must Pro-
'ceed to the discussion stage. The credibility of the
Draft European Act depends, among othenhings, on
how the Stuttgart Summit will deal with the various
issues which have just been r6sum6d by President
Thorn and concerning which decisions have to be
taken. Only then will your efforts become credible.
'We also welcome the attempt to give a more precise
definition to the role of the European Council. But we
have learnt to tread very warily on this issue. Ve con-
sider that the function of the European Council is in
itself difficult to define, but it must be seen in the over-
all context of the Community institutions. On this
point too President Thorn has just made some valua-
ble comments.
On the negative side there are three poinm which are
giving us great cause for concern and they are all cru-
cial aspects of the Draft European Act. The first of
these is the decision-making procedure in the Council.
Under no circumstances whatever can Parliament
accept a step backwards. By this I mean essentially that
every allusion to the so-called 'Luxembourg Com-
promise' must remain excluded from the Act. It would
be unacceptable that a ceremonious declaration from
the European Council should revive memories of
something out of date the legal validity of which has
always been disputed, in particular by this House.
Thus the Political Affairs Committee wishes to draw
attention to the fact that there can be no deviation
from the Treaties' stipulations on decision-making.
Ve appreciate that they provide for unanimity in spe-
cifically imponant cases. Article 235 defines this very
clearly, but Parliament intends to make a series of
recommendations in this area with a view to encourag-
ing respect for the Treaties. I do not intend to elabor-
ate at this stage but they have been incorporated into
the text of the motion for a resolution. I should like to
point out that the measures should be considered as an
interlocking whole aimed at facilirating the decision-
making.
The second imponant point concerns the role of Par-
liament. !(/e believe that there is neither a legal nor
political justification for the European Council to
assume the right and the authority to recount things to
Parliament which do not comply with our new ligiti-
macy, that is to say with the common law situation
that has already come into operation. In this respect
we are asking for three things. Firstly the determina-
tion and confirmation of this newly-found legitimacy,
in conformity with the terms of your own Draft Act.
Secondly, specifying what can be enunciated at the
European Council. I am thinking of Council taking
account of resolutions adoprcd by this House in such
areas as foreign poliry and European Political Coop-
eration (EPC). Thirdly, and this is of crucial impon-
ance, we intend to see to it that, in the light of the
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resolutions drawn up by this House in 1980, 1981 and
1982 on inter-institutional relations, and of the dia-
logue which was initiated on 23 lanuary last wirh you,Mr Minister, as President-in-Office of the Council,
the dialogue with Parliamenr remains open, rhar the
discussions take on definite shape leading to declara-
tions which embody resolutions emanaring from rhis
House in rhe area of legislative comperence, rhe ratifi-
cation of treaties, more widespread reson to and
improvement of concenation and with regard to pani-
cipation in the formation and deliberations of the
Commission.
A third point of considerable imponance to us is the
possibility of a new treaty. You are aware of the work
currently being undertaken by Parliament's Com-
mittee on Institutional Affairs. \7e would find it unac-
ceptable that the definitive text of an evenrual Euro-
pean Act should contain conclusions which failed ro
take account of the efforts made by this House and
consequendy we would'urge you to proceed with the '
greatest of caution.
Those, Mr President, are our commenm and our reser-
vations. !7e hope that the Sturtgan European Council
will manage to complete the European Acr, or should
I say the high sounding declaration, which it has no
doubt become in the interval. I trust thar it can become
a showpiece to [he willingness of both European
Council and Council of Ministers to make real pro-
gress. 'Stre hope that this moving rarger in a changing
landscape spanning the whole earth and which affecm
all mankind, all citizens and all peoples of rhe world
will crystallize for a momenr in the form of a newly
discovered political witrl in a practical framework of
new measures.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Before calling the Presidenr-in-Office of
the Council, Mr Genscher, I should like rc welcome
Mr Colombo, Italian Foreign Affairs Minister and for-
mer President of this Parliamenr.
(Appkuse)
Mr Gensche4 President-in-Offce of the Council. 
-(DE) Mr President, ladies and genrlemen, I should
first like [o express my thanks ro rhe House for the
support it has so far given to the German-Italian initia-
tive. My particular thanls go to rhe rapponeur, Mr
Croux, for the creditable way in which he has
approached this initiative.
I should like rc say a grear deal more, because I agree
wholeheanedly with everything you have said, Mr
Croux. But I shall novr conrinue as President of the
Council.
I am panicularly pleased thar the Political Affairs
Committee should again express its suppon in the
motion for resolution by calling, for example, for rhe
adoption of the draft Solemn Declararion on Euro-
pean Union, this being the new title agreed by the
Ten, without delay and in a constructive manner as a
new and imponant stage in progress towards Euro-
pean Union.
Before I go into detail, I have anorher general remark
to make. In some respects, the motion for a resolution
and the explanarory sracemenr still refer ro rhe stare of
negotiations reached last summer. It has not been pos-
sible for the repon to take account of the considerable
progress that has been made since that rime. I rhere-
' fore feel it would be appropriate for me to summarize
the most important results of the negotiations ro date,
without discussing the details of the repon. There is
agreement on all bur a very few aspecrs of the text of
the declaration. The question is, rhen, what have we
achieved so far? Ve have laid one of rhe foundation
stones for the further, dynamic development of the
Community within EPC towards European Union.
The European Communiry and EPC, which have hith-
eno existed side by side, will now be bracketed
together. This means not only the involvement of the
European Council as the guiding body in both areas
but also the determination of ways in which the Euro-
pean Parliament and the Commission can parricipate
in EPC. The European Communities are ro be streng-
thened and extended.
'!flhat the German-Italian draft had to say on a decla-
ration on questions of economic integration has now
become a full chapter of the declaration, seming our
the most imponant aims for the European Communi-
des in the nexr few years.
In the area of EPC roo, we go beyond the London
repon by placing greater emphasis on rhe prepararion
and adoption ofjoint positions and a joint approach in
foreign policy, including im economic and political
asPects.
European cooperarion is rc be achieved through closer
cultural cooperation and through the approximation
of certain areas of Member Srates' legislation. To
ensure that the process initiated by the declaration
remains dynamic, the concluding clauses provide for
the declaradon to be generally reviewed after five
years, one object being ro see whether protress
achieved should be made the subject of a reaty on
European Union.
One Member State still has reseffarions about the
prospect of a veaty following the review of progress
made towards European Union after five years and the
passage relating to the progressive development of a
common poliry in ever more areas of foreign policy,
and there are still differences of opinion on rwo
imponant aspects 
- 
the decision-making procedure
and the chapter on the European Parliament.
As regards the decision-making procedure, the Mem-
ber States agree in principle that the application of rhe
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procedures laid down in the Treaties for the taking cf
decisions is of crucial imponance if the Communiry's
ability to take action is rc be improved. They are
therefore in favour of seizing any opportunity of faci -
itating decision-making, with abstentions, for exampl,:.
They do not, however, agree on any wording which
goes funher than this. Some Member States want an
explicit reference to the Luxembourg conclusions of
January 1966, while others reject this idea.
Ve are continuing the search for acceptable solutiors.
But, in my capacity as President of the Council ar,d
also as one of the people behind this initiative, I feel I
must say this: it cannot be the task of this Europerrn
Act, the object of which is, of course, to bring .rs
closer to European Union, to get us to commit, our-
selves in writing ro something which conflicm with t re
Treaties. That would be a step backwards. I now corne
to the chapter of panicular interest to us all, the chap-
rcr on the European Parliament. The Member Sta.es
agree on the following points:
The European Parliament has an important role to
play in the development of European Union. The
European Parliament will for the first time have rhe
right to discuss any aspect of European Union, inchrd-
ing European Political Cooperadon. It is also con-
firmed for the first time that all questions put by :he
European Parliament must be answered by the Corrn-
cil and the members of the Commission even if tlrey
concern subjects not covered by the Treaties.
In addition, the Council, the Foreign Ministers mtet-
ing in European Political Cooperation and the Com-
mission for the first time undertake to react to resr,lu-
tions on subjecm of major importance and gen:ral
significance in which Parliament asks for their com-
ments. The programmes the Council Presi<,ent
announces at the beginning of his rcrm of office and
his stocktaking at the end of that period will be as "irm
fixtures as the information regularly given to the
European Parliament on EPC subjects and the an rual
EPC progress report.
The consultation of the European Parliament is t,r be
extended to include imponant international agree-
ments and accessions. The Luns-lTesterterp procelure
for informing Parliament on current negotiations will
also apply m all international agreements of any sig-
nificance.
It should also be noted that the European Counci will
report to the European Parliament after each me:ting
and submit an annual written progress report on l,uro-
pean Union. Greater account is to be taken of the con-
ribution the European Parliament makes 1.o a
coordinated foreign policy of the Ten. The Eurcpean
Parliament is also named in the revision clause. It is to
be asked for its opinion when the declarati,rn is
re.,ie'ved five years after its adopdon.
The Ten are, then, agreed on many aspects cf the
provisions which concern the European Parliament. I
should add, however, that one Member State has
reservations about obtaining the opinion of the Euro-
pean Parliament's enlarged Bureau before the Com-
mission is appointed and about the improvement and
extension of the conciliation procedure.
As regards the European Parliament's debate and vote
on the Commission's programme, we hope we can
soon overcome the reservations expressed by three
Member States. All in all, the provisions relating to the
European Parliament confirm rights which have sim-
ply been acquired through practice and also grant
some new or rncreased powers. The progress thus
made will not, of course, come up to the European
Parliament's expectations in every respect, but it does
mean a real improvement in its status. On 19 Novem-
ber 1981 I said to the House thatwe had not postu-
lated the desirable but tried to formulate the attaina-
ble.
The difficult negotiations on the final text underline
the need for an approach that is as resolute as it is
realistic. \7e will not get anywhere if we adopt the
principle of 'all or nothing'. Our initiative is an impor-
tant intermediate stage on the road to European
Union, but it not the final suge. This is especially true
of the relationship berween the Council and the Euro-
pean Parliament. A great deal remains rc be done if we
are to have the interinstitutional agreemenrc that are
needed if relations are to assume more concrete shape
and to be improved.
I must refer to the importance attached to the perma-
nent dialogue with the European Parliament to which
the German-Italian initiative has given rise. Minister
Colombo and I described the basic ideas behind the
initiative here even before we explained them to our
national parliaments. '$7'e continued this dialogue on
14 October 1982, when we went into some deail. On
7 July and 15 December 1982 the Danish Presidenry
reponed on the protress made, and in the speech I
made on the German Presidenry's programme on
llJanuary of this year I oudined the Presidency's
objectives in this respect. The dialogue with the Euro-
pean Parliament has also begun, through the talks the
enlarged Bureau and the Foreign Ministers have had
and informal consultations with the President of the
European Parliament. Ve shall continue this dialogue.
Our common goal, European Union, can be achieved
only if we press ahead step by step with the political
unification of Europe. This will require a policy with
good staying power. I should not like to leave anyone
in any doubt here: my friend Emilio Colombo and I
have this staying power. !7e shall not cease to use our
combined srength to achieve progress. The Solemn
Declaration represents major progress. Neither you
nor either of us think it goes far enough. '!/e should
nevenheless take the steps that can be taken nov, even
if they do not go as far we would personally like,
because any step on the road to European Union is a
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step on the road to success. Vhat we achieve today
will form the basis of further progress tomorrow.
The Foreign Ministers will be considering the few
points still outstanding on 14 and 15 May. The Presi-
dency still vrants to see the Solemn Declaration
adopted during the first six months of tgal.
I would again appeal ro you, the Members of the
European Parliament, who I believe have a central role
to play in the work of European unification, to con-
tinue giving this initiative your support.
'S7hen we Foreign Ministers get together and wrestle
over wording and agreements, I know that many of
my colleagues think as I do, but they also have prob-
lems in their own governments. You represent the
European public, and I believe that at this decision-
making stage we must together rally public suppon for
this imponant work.
(Apphuse)
Mr Gli"ne (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, Mr President
of the Council, Honourable Members, although I canjoin with my colleagues in the socialist group and
rejoice in the monetary agreement reached in the
Cduncil of finance ministers, something which enabled
us to avoid disaster and overcome the tensions that
had appeared in the European monetary system, we
cannot say the same for the latest European Council in
Brussels on 21 and 22March.
It was in fact another transitional Council, as usual,
pending the forthcoming Stutqan meeting and look-
ing as though it expected it to produce a miracle just
as they usually expect the next Council to do.
Not only uras the declaration on European union put
off until June, but 
- 
and this, we feel, is much more
serious 
- 
the problems of the economy and employ-
ment were only very superficially dealt with. Ve
aheady deplored this on the occasion of the European
Council in Copenhagen and vre can only deplore it
now, with increasing insisance, as far as the European
Council of Brussels is concerned.
Vith millions of unemployed and more constantly
joining them, it is high dme Europe uckled the prob-
lem of under-employment seriously at last.
So we are daring to hope that the Council will be par-
ticularly careful about the debate in the extraordinary
sitting on unemployment to be held at the European
Parliamenr's instigation 
- 
and I repeat, ar rhe Euro-
pean Parliament's instigation 
- 
in Brussels on 27 and
28 April.
Practical measures rc ackle unemployment in Europe
must be aken without delay.
Mr President, everything or almost everything 
- 
the
economic issue, unemployment and enlargement 
-has been put off until the European Council in June
and the Council is hinting, with the tacit agreement of
the Commission, at a r,ew dd boc 
- 
and I mean ad hoc
- 
solution to the British problem. On the one hand
the United Kingdom has obtained confirmation of the
fact that it will get budget compensation for 1984 and,
on the other, the conclusions on own resources and
budgeary matters only confirm that the Council will
be deliberating on the basis of formal proposals to be
made by the Commission in early May and dealt with
in depth by the heads of government in June.
You will understand that some people are rather tired
of seeing the Council fail to take a final decision in
this matter.
And what about the desire of the governments of rhe
Ten at last to implement the new policies that we hear
so much about but see so little of in practice?
Vhile on this subject 
- 
and because of the ambiguity
of certain comments in the press and in statements
about the European Council in Brussels 
- 
I should
like to tell you the socialist group's position on own
resources very clearly once more. In order to remove
all possible doubt, I shall quote from rhe proposal
made by Mr Jaquet et al. on behalf of the socialist
group on relaunching Europe (l-926/82 rev). I have
aheady referred to this during orher debates.
Mr President, I quote Anicle 23 of this motion for a
resolution:'... examine the consequences on the EEC
budget of introducing the proposed new Community
policies, in panicular as regards recourse to new own
resources, exceeding the ceiling of 1o/o of VAT not
excluded, provided the development to be expected
from this drive to relaunch is clearly justified'.
As far as we are concerned, there is a link between
exceeding the 1% ceiling and the development of new
common policies.
Vhen it colmes to Parliament's powers over the
budgeq I should like to emphasize the fact that there is
no question of the socialists (those here) casting doubt
on the present powers 
- 
nor on the future powers 
-of a Parliamenr elected by universal suffrage.
Here again I shall quote from the resolution mbled by
Mr Jaquet et al. on behalf of the socialist group and
panicularly from paragraph 13, which mentions con-
tinuing to clarify the respective powers of Parliament
and the Council over [he budger, in panicular as
regards the classification of expenditure and the role
of each 
- 
each 
- 
of these institutions, so as ro define
the righm of a directly elected Parliament as far as the
Council is concerned. End of quorarion. So the posi-
tion of oui group on this issue could nor be clearer.
Mr President, it is impossible for me to avoid alking
about the problem of relations between the EEC and
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the USA that Mr Genscher dealt with. I shall pay
panicular attention to the field of agricultural exports.
The American fJovernment is developing a huge com-
mercial campaign. On a recent trip to the Middle East,
Mr Brock, the American agriculture minister, once
again offered a number of countries 
- 
not just Egypt,
but Tunisia and Saudi Arabia, among others, too 
-more favourable conditions for the sale of agricultural
produce and the granting of loans on what are tradi-
tionally Community markets. This could well harm
European agriculture, of course. The Council should
deal with this as a matter of priority within the frame-
work of the negotiations currently being held with the
USA 
- 
and, I admit, in the spirit which Mr Genscher
has described.
Now as to the situation in the Middle East 
- 
the
problem has got worse over the past few days with the
failure of the mlks between Yasser Arafat and Jordan
and with the killing of Mr Sanaoui, the PLO repre-
sentative, at the Congress of the Socialist International
- 
I should like first to congratulate the Council on
the positive terms of ir declaration, which has been
favourably greeted in many Arab countries. This is a
first declaration since the Venice one. It expresses a
sronger and more determined atti[ude on the part of
the European governments. It is true that a solution to
the problem of the Middle East depends on four
things.
First, stopping the creation of settlements on the occu-
pied !7est Bank. Second, recognizing the right of the
Palestinian people to self-determination. Third, with-
drawing all foreign troops 
- 
Israelis, Syrians and
what remains of the Palestinian armed forces 
- 
from
Lebanon. Fourth, harmonizing the Reagan plan and
the position adopted by Arab leaders in Fez last
autumn.
\7e agree with these four principles. The recent tragic
events after the Brussels declaration do, however,
underline the irnportance and the urgency of specific
European pressure in favour of the outlined solutions,
panicularly the first point (on which all the others
depend) on sto,pping the settlement of large colonies
on the '$7est liank at the instigation of the Israeli
government, which, our information suggests, wants
ro increase the number of Israeli inhabitants by a fac-
tor of 20 over the next two years.
Ve think that the answer rc the problem of the Mid-
dle East has to be based on recognition of the right of
all the parties to existence 
- 
which means that the
Palestinian people has rc have the right to self-deter-
mination and that Israel has to have sure, recognized
but not extensible boundaries.
'!7e strongly urge the Council both to continue and to
step up its drive to negotiate and achieve a peaceful
solution via the mutual recognition of Israelis and
Palestinians. Ve condemn all forms of state and indi-
vidual terrorism in this pan of the world 
- 
as we
indeed do throughout the world 
- 
and we call on the
Council not to overlook any practical contribution it
can make to improving the tragic situation in which
the people in the Middle East are livihg.
Mr President, I repeat that we insist on the vital point
of calling a halt to the programme of settlement on the
'\7est Bank. If King Hussein has ultimately declined
the offers made to him to participarc, on behalf of Jor-
dan and Palestine as well, in a direct dialogue with
Israel, it is perhaps 
- 
and to a very large extent as far
as we are concerned 
- 
[ss4n56 of the absolutely
shocking determination of some aspects of the Israeli
government's pursuit of its settlement policy, which is
totally incompatible with self-determination for the
\7est Bank, with or without Jordan's agreement,.
I should also like to emphasize that there are possibili-
ties of getting people to agree on this. At last week's
Congress of the Socialist International in Portugal,
which was marked by a tagic, reprehensible and
shocking event, I noticed that there was a cenain con-
census between the Israeli progressives and the
Lebanese progressive socialist party 
- 
which proves
that there are possibilities of accord. It is rue, in spite
of the tragic event I mentioned, that agreement is also
possible between serious-minded and reasonable
Israeli left-wing progressives and those Palestinians in
favour of political solutions.
Mr President, my general conclusion is that it is time,
in our building of Europe, to stop taking small, some-
times very small steps, time to stop our fine words and
prerty statements of inrcntion and propose concrete
measures, starting with those that are acceptable to all
the workers of Europe and to all the democrats of our
part of the continent, in economic and social affairs
and in political affairs as well.
IN THE CHAIR: MR ESTGEN
Vice-President
Mr Barbi (PPE). 
- 
(17) The President-in-Office of
the Council began his report this morning by saying
that the Brussels summit was considerably influenced
by the agreement, concluded only on the morning of
21 March, on the issues related to the EMS.
Indeed, more than one of us parliamentarians had the
impression that the tovernments represented at the
highest level at the European Council in Brussels this
March were nearly stunned by what had taken place in
the Council of Economic and Finance Ministers
during the preceding two days. It even seemed to us
that after the effon put fonh by the Economic and
Finance Ministers to preven[ the collapse of the EMS,
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that is, after the concrete demonstration 
- 
featuring
the acceptance of devaluations and revaluations at first
opposed with equal vehemence by the various parties
involved 
- 
that the motives which keep us united are
stronter and more valid than those which tend rc div-
ide us; after the demonstration of a resolve to prevent
futile considerations of government prestige or under-
standable exigencies of domestic policy from destroy-
ing the Community structures we have so far been able
to create 
- 
after this great and praisewonhy effort,
the highest authorities of our countries seemed to be
exhausted. They apparently flinched in dismay from
the growing economic and social problems affecting
our peoples, problems which call for effective solu-
tions in a context of ongoing Community develop-
ment. A breathing space was necessary. Everything
u/as postponed until the June meedng of the European
Council in Stuttgart, which has been announced so
often that it has become almost legendary. Let us hope
that the enormous expectations aroused by this meet-
ing will not be disappointed.
Indeed, the Council's communique of z2March is
nothing but an uninterrupted series of posrponemenm
ih the guise of conclusions. The sole exception was the
statement on the Middle East, and this deserves amen-
tion because it demonstrates rhar the European Coun-
cil finds it more difficult to deal with the Community
as such than to work in the context of political cooper-
ation. Such cooperation is not properly a Community
activiry, even rhough we consider ir extremely impor-
tant and would like to see it officially included among
Communiry goals and functions as the seed of a true,
unitary European foreign policy. On the Middle East
quesdon, then 
- 
as Mr Glinne mentioned a moment
ago 
- 
the European Council left nothing to be settled
in Stuttgan; it arrived at real conclusions which are
fully supponed by my political pany.
There were no conclusions from the Council, how-
ever, on the economic and social issues, on enlarge-
ment, and on the financial resources necessary for the
Communiry. The communiqu6 was entitled 'Conclu-
sions of the Presidency on the proceedings of the
Council.' And the Presidenry 
- 
as qre understand
very well, Mr Genscher 
- 
could do no more than
inform us of the decision... not to decide, and to
postpone everything until June.
Nevertheless, the European Council 
- 
given the intel-
lectual, political and moral make-up of its members 
-cannot help but be aware of the tasks which could be
entrusted to the Communiry to the general advantage
of all its peoples: restoring economic stabiliry, encour-
aging production, fostering the conditions for market
expansion without increasing inflation, crearing steady
jobs, reducing working time. These are no[ my own
guidelines; they are the opening words of rhe Coun-
cil's statement.
But then. .. there follow only a few referenss5 
- 
1sl-
rcrated today by President Genscher 
- 
ro what we
can expect from the Commission in the field of new
information technology, rclecommunications, biotech-
nology; a few referrals to the various Councils for the
development of the Communiry's internal market and
foreign trade poliry, for the promotion of investmenrs,
for a common transport poliry. And all postponed
undl decisions can be made in June, in Stuttgan. The
question of the accession of Spain and Ponugal shared
the same fate, as did 
- 
naturally and in particular 
-the decisions concerning the financial resources with
which to confront both the development of Com-
munity policies and the problems connected with
enlargement.
All this is not new. It would also be understandable; I
could say that it would also be acceptable, especially
considering 
- 
as I said before 
- 
the difficult and in a
cenain sense dramatic events resulting in the revalua-
don of the mark and the devaluation of the franc. All
this would have been nothing new, alas, and it would
not have surprised or worried us unduly if this official
information had not been accompanied by alarming
rumours which shed an ominous light on the future of
the Communiry.
'S/e have heard that the European Council paid consi-
derable attention to the problem of unemployment.
This seems logical and obvious. In the official state-
ment mention is made of the intention to pursue an
employment strategy and to contribute toward a con-
structive dialogue with our Parliament on this ques-
tion. Ve are gratified by this. On our pan, we are
making serious preparations: the competent commit-
tees are drawing up the posirions and proposals soon
rc be submitted to the Assembly in Brussels. If I may, I
would like to take this opponunity to express the hope
that all political parties of this Parliamenr will contri-
bute towards the developement of concrete and con-
structive proposals on this quesrion. 'S7e musr avoid
resorting to absractions and demagogy; a member
may be able rc 'save his soul' with an ideologically
perfect minority report, but this will not help us to find
effective solutions for the dramatic problem repre-
sented by our 12 million unemployed 
- 
a human and
social problem even more than an economic and polit-
ical one.
To get back m the Council, however, we have heard it
said that in order to deal with this problem of unem-
ployment the French President has proposed the crea-
tion of European 'agencies' financed through direct
contributions from the individual States, and therefore
not included in the Communiry budget and not subject
to concrol by the European Parliament. I find it vir-
tually impossible to believe such a thing. If it were
true, it would signal a readiness to create bodies
depending solely from the Council and beyond any
kind of democratic conrrol, and this in order to avoid
increasing the powers of this Parliament 
- 
irself rhe
victim of incredible and totally groundless accusations
provoked by absolute misinformation.
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I refuse to believe that in this free and progressive
Europe there are those who would reverse the trend
towards greater Community democretization begun
with the direct election of this Parliament and advo-
care an even grearer concentration of power in the
hands of the executive. The Council already has rco
much power, especially in the legislative area! !flhat is
the purpose of denying Parliament even an 'opinion'
on cenain legislative decisions, and above all of cur-
tailing the only true power we possess: the budgetary
power, with its implication of co-responsibility in the
management of financial resources?
Ve trust that ttris will not occur. \[e trust that the
democratic nature of our Vestern European society
will prevail, along with the conviction that the chal-
lenges we face in today's world can best be met
through greeLer unity. Ve trust that the Council,
which has already indicated the policies needed to
amain this objective, will be able to embody these poli-
cies in precise regulations and provide them with the
necessary financial support.
Permit me to nnake one more observation before I
conclude. In the Council's communiqu6 of 22March
there is only one decision: precisely that one which the
Council cannot make on its own, but must share with
Parliament: the decision affecting the budget for 1984.
In fact, the closing lines of the communiqu6 mention
the commitment made by the foreign ministers on
25May and 26 October 1982 on financial compensa-
tion for the United Kingdom, and they declare tersely
that 'the relevant figures for 1983 will be included in
the 1984 draft budget'.
Mr President of the Council, if it is true that the
Council has the right to prepare the draft budget
according to its own lights, it is equally true that the
Council has a ,:luty to respect the decisions of the
other budget authority 
- 
Parliament 
- 
which, in
February of this year, two months ago, clearly
expressed its position on this question (compensation
for the United Kingdom) as follows: the Eu4opean
Parliament does not deny the existence of the British
question, but it holds that this cannot be resolved
through measures of financial compensation; for this it
is necessary to restructure Communiry policies and
thereby bring about an improvement in the budget
equilibrium. In shon, you must carry out the mandate
- 
your mandate 
- 
of 30 May!
The Council should take this into account when it
launches its draft budget for 1984.
The Commission too should bear this in mind.
Mr Thorn, if the Commission were to come forward
with projects for compensation of a purely financial
nature, betraying the spirit of the mandate and failing
to propose the new policies this now-famous docu-
ment has always implied, Parliament would find such
conduct totally unacceptable. Say this clearly to Com-
missioner Tugendhat!
In this 
^rea - 
the area of new Community policies
and the working relationship with Parliament 
-agreement and harmony between Parliament and the
Council should be sought, not conflict, not confronta-
tion. Ve, the members of the European Parliament,
wish rc sress the fact that, even before our election by
universal suffrage, the ten Member States transferred
only two powers from the national to the Communiry
level: the customs system and the system of budgetary
financing through own resources. This is the only
trace of authentic supranational sovereignty to see the
light of day, and we want to preserve it, to make it
grow and prosper.'!7e have done this in the preceding
years and months. Ve will continue to do it in the
future. The Council knows this, and must take our
determination into account.
Finally, we have noted that no mention is made of the
Genscher-Colombo Act in the communiqu6 of
22 March. I should not discuss this question here. It
will be gone over in detail by the colleagues who are to
speak on the Croux report and on the speech just
made by President Genscher. But I would like to make
somethinB clear as of now: for us Christian Demo-
crats, if this Act is to represent 
- 
as we have heard it
said 
- 
a step backward in respect to the Treaty of
Rome on an essential question like that of the institu-
tionalization of the so-called 'Luxembourg comprom-
ise' 
-and President Genscher has just given us anassurance in this regard, which we believe 
- 
if this
should be the case, for us Christian Democrats it
would be better if the Act vere ro be dropped without
further ado.
Obviously, on institutional questions the Council is
not yet capable of promoting the European union for
which, back in 1972, it solemnly declared its support.
For this reason we are strengthened in our conviction
that from now on in order to make any progress it will
be necessary to turn directly to public opinion, to the
political and social forces, [o rhe national parliaments.
Nevertheless, we hope that these rumours are
unfounded and that, at least in the restricted context
of the Act, the Community can continue its process of
unification. Ve wish you success in your endeavour,
Mr Genscher. Ve have great faith in the German pres-
idenry, in its 'European' declaration of faith, in its
awareness of the need for unity, in its capacity to ini-
tiate, to guide, and to persuade.
Mr Genscher: you have 
- 
or to be more precise, we
have 
- 
little more than two months to prepare for the
meeting in Stuttgan so that we will be able ro rake
decisions and avoid funher postponements and new
crises. Ve are awarc of the serious problems you face.
\fle are sure, however, that you will not be frightened
or demoralized by them.
\7e hope that you will be able to overcome these prob-
lems, leading the Community to favourable solutions.
Lead us out of this discouraging immobiliry, this func-
tional paralysis affecting our Communiry! The great
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majority of the European Parliament is ready to urge
you on with its encouragement and suppon.
(Applause)
Mr Fergusson (ED). 
- 
Mr President, my remarks
follow naturally on what Mr Barbi has said so admira-
bly and from what Mr Glinne himself has said. Each
meeting of the European Council that fails to make
progress on two or three of the vital issues before it,
concerning both internal Community poliry and coop-
erative external poliry, emphasizes more certainly than
the last the continuing and growing need for the Com-
munity to become not just a reactive but a positive, ini-
tiadve, political-force in the world. Every move among
the Member States towards disunity, every display of
incoherence or incohesion postpones that day. \[ith-
out naming names, I would be a little more specific
and say that every time a Member State puts national
interests before the common interest, however under-
standably, the external authority of the Communiry is
diminished. Every time we move into internal crisis 
-although, as I have said before, internal crisis seems to
be the prerequisirc of progress 
- 
the self-confidence
of the Communiry ircelf sinks as popular doubt and
rynicism rise. That is not to speak ill of what has
recently been done and achieved. Internally, the com-
mon fisheries poliry is no mean achievement. On a
world scale, it would be unthinkable for the \flilliams-
burg Summit next month to hold any serious decisions
without the joint presence of the Community, such an
economic power have we become and such is our abil-
ity now, at last, to speak more often with one voice.
Yet we remain a defective econqmic power. Mr Thorn
in his very thoughtful speech, commenrcd on our latest
internal currency realignments, which again bring into
question the stabilizing power of a common monetary
system 
- 
still, unfonunately, without Sterling 
-unsupponed by common financial and economic poli-
cies. Members are cenainly reflecting today on a form
of economic cooperation which apparendy permiff
one Member State to cut shon the tourist trade of all
the rest unilaterally, notwithstanding that it is under-
standable, but with all the consequences and implica-
tions for the future of frontier formalities which the
President spoke about.
I have this to say about the budget problem and our
own financial resources, which Mr Barbi inroduced a
little while ago. Although the Council's communiqui of
22March is full of hope for the future as usual, such
hope has been going the rounds for a terribly long
time. The precipice of a new crisis 
- 
a bigger and ber-
rcr crisis than anything we have known in this Parlia-
ment 
- 
is getting very close. I both fear and am glad
that the Parliament will not shrink from forcing this
issue again if the issue is fudged again. The Parliament
stresses, what everyone else knows, that the so called
British bugetary problem is, in reality, a Community
problem which happens to manifest itself mainly in
one area.
Hardly less critical, but even more so from a psycho-
logical point of view, is the issue of agricultural poliry
reform. I think we have heard this one before. The
latest menace: a mountain of dead chickens, about to
grip the popular imagination hardly less forcibly than
it is gripped by the idea of a mountain of old butter in
a starving world.
'I7'e cannot move forward. The Croux repon on the
Genscher-Colombo plan is mere fancy until these fun-
damental and old problems are sorted out once and
for all. Beside them, such imponant problems as acid
rain, common transport policy, energy policy, the
recognition of diplomas and all the other things the
Council spoke about in March, look extremely small.
Yet we must move forward, because nothing could
better illustrate the need for political initiative by the
Community than the latest developments in the Mid-
dle East that Mr Glinne referred to. The assassination
of another Arab who dared to preach peace; the Israeli
Government's proposals for a new batch of !7est Bank
settlemenrc; and the collapse of King Hussein's own
effons to find a compromise. 'S[e view with scarcely
less concern events in Latin America, Thailand,
Assam, and different parts of Africa and the Middle
East again.
\7e must move forward internally too, and that must
be the message for Stuttgan; but until the fundamental
problems that prevent convergence are agreed, how
can we go on to the completion of the internal market,
the elimination of all the trade barriers torn down and
re-erected with such regularity between ourselves, and
therefore to ackling together economic renewal and
establishing the new kind of common industrial policy
which we all talk about and which alone, in time, can
provide the genuine new employment throughout the
Community which we all call for, for young and old
alike?
Mr President, not only my group but the whole Par-
liament encourages the Council, the European Coun-
cil and the Commission in their hopes. Ve would like
to see a grearcr number of these hopes become reality
faster 
- 
much faster.
(Applaase)
Mrs De March (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the
communist group feels that the European Council has
taken a positive step in making employment for young
people and employment in general one of irc priorities,
in an economic climate that favourizes productive
acdviry and the expansion of markets. These ideas
were set out in the conclusions of that Council. Simi-
larly, the European Council was right, to our way of
thinking, to invite the Ten to make a substantial con-
ribution to the campaign for economic recovery at the
s/estern summit in Villiamsburg nexr May.
\7e think that, simultaneously, strucrural campaigns
have to be waged against unemploymenr 
- 
which
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means making an effort to bring back growth 
- 
and
schemes have to be run to help balance and economic
stability 
- 
which also means making an effon against
inflation and for a balance of trade.
Europe clearly has a role to play here.
The recent readjustment of monetary parities also
shows just what this role should be. The Community
has to help the Ten run schemes and coordinate their
efforts to encourage a relaunch of the economy,
growth and employment. It is, above all, the crisis and
the search for financial profiability of investments
alone, to the detriment of growth and employment,
which have led to stagnation, to tension and to econo-
mic dispariry in the Community. And for the same rea-
sons, monetary speculation, that unacceptable waste of
finances, has precipitated the readjustment of the
European Monetary System by affecting the mark to
the detriment of the franc.
Consequently, and if we hope to see disparity and rcn-
sion wane, particularly as far as inflation is concerned,
convergent efforts must be made with growth, using
criteria that encourage employment, training, voca-
donal qualifications and the reduction of working
time.
Ve are not sure, moreover, that the Commission's
proposals on productive investments really do reflect
this need, as economic revival depends largely on the
type of indusrial policy applied and on the criteria
chosen for this poliry. Let us take an example. The
iron and steel poliry, with its system of quotas, contri-
butes to stagnation in the sector and, overall, it fails to
encourage growth because it leads to depression. But
we will have the opponunity to say what we think
about these basic issues in debates other than this one,
in particular during the special session that Parliament
will be holding in Brussels on employment.
Mr President, the European Council has also men-
tioned the political question of the Middle East. Vhat
v/e want to do first of all is repeat our strongest con-
demnation of the cowardly assassination of Issam Sar-
taoui. This killing is not just a crime against a human
being, a cause and a people. It is an anack on peace,
because it is aimed at preventing dialogue and any
hope of .solution. It is clear that today there is genuine
urgency, even if the problem has remained unsolved
for several years. Ve support the Ten's demand for
withdrawal of all foreign troops from Lebanon, for the
conclusion of the negotiations and for the reestablish-
ment of the full of sovereignty of Lebanon.
The colonization of the occupied territories is advanc-
ing in leaps and bounds and making the chances of
reaching a positive global solution 
- 
which could
only be based on the creation of a Palestinian state 
-more and more unlikely. In spite of the efforts of the
PLO, there is nothing to show that Israel is ready to
drop its territorial claims and respect the legitimate
righm of the Palestinian people. This is why we shall
approve any construcrive contributions that could lead
the various parties now in conflict to the negotiating
nble for a lasting solution rc the problem.
The European Council's declaration is more or less
positive in this respect. It does in fact echo the content
of the Franco-Egyptian declaration in favour of the
Palestinian people having the right to self-determina-
tion 
- 
with all that implies. This is of course, we feel,
recognition of the rights of the people involved and,
therefore of the existence of a Palestinian state.
The Ten should make their presence and their influ-
ence felt more strongly, so as to get Israel to withdraw
from Lebanon, to stop all colonization of occupied
territories and to agree to negodate. Resolutions Nos
242 and 348 of rhe Security Council, which you men-
tioned, Mr President, should therefore be respected.
Ve also hope that a conference on disarmament in
Europe will be held as soon as possible.
The President of the Council and the President of the
Commission today confirm in the matter of enlarge-
ment, the foreseeable handicaps that hampered the
Copenhagen Council. The adaptation of market sys-
tems means a reduction in production and in jobs in
agriculture and industry. \Vhat is this logic and what is
this political desire that are based on further sacrifices
by the populations of this Europe of ours and on com-
promising the economic future of whole regions?
Lastly, Mr President, I should like to express the opi-
nion of the French members of the communist and
allies group on the Genscher-Colombo report and on
[he comments which our rappofleur, Mr Croux,
attached rc it.'!7hat we are seeing today, I think, is the
institutions really running away from the issue.
The Community is faced with unemployment, disin-
dusuialization, a crisis and American attacks on the
principles of the common market. Do you really
believe that an institutional project of whatever sort
will provide an answer rc this challenge? Do you really
believe that our Assembly will get a better hearing if it
wants to make things move at. a pace that national situ-
ations rule out? It this House wants to play a positive
part, it still has to act in all fields, in both budgetary
and institutional affairs, in such a way as to back up
the effons of those States that have decided to equip
themselves with the means of fighting the crisis prop-
erly. Throwing ourselves headfirst into a wide range
of institutional projects will not be of the slighrcst help
with overcoming unemployment in the Member States.
And I say so all the more strongly because the people
of my country want to see France apply, with no out-
side interference, the economic and social poliry the
majority voted for and which they know will help
counter the crisis via an economic relaunch.
Following those who advocate dropping the unanimity
rule would be refusing the people of the Member
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States the right to make their own political and econo-
mic choices. European cooperation must be based on
this voluntary approach and not on economic and
institutional pressure. This is the framework in which
this House can play a posidve pan, proposing and
controlling the activiry of the Commission. There is no
doubt a great deal m do in this field, associating all the
citizens concerned, the trade unions and agricultural
and other organizations with the groundwork for the
decisions. The people in our countries are not calling
for another Treaty of Rome. They want the crisis to
be fought with the instruments of the present treaty.
Let us not be misled. It is not the instrumenff rhar
should be changed, but the political will to get the
economy of Europe and the whole world off the
ground again.
Mr Bangema., (L). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, one of
Hans Andersen's beautiful fairy tales is called 'The
Emperor's New Clothes'. I ask myself whether the
European Council is naked or half-dressed, or is it
wearing fine clothes and we do not have the courage
to tell the truth? In so saying, I am addressing first and
foremost the Members who have already spoken. It is
not for this Parliament to attest to somebody's political
good will. I know that those who now sit before us,
my friend Hans-Dierich Genscher and someone we
all know, Emilio Colombo, have the political will to
bring Europe closer to unification.
If we accept that they have the political will, but still
find that progress is not being made as we would like,
we must try rc find out why this is so. I shall nor now
pay any compliments to either Mr Genscher or Mr
Colombo, although I should cenainly very much like
to, and I shall not pay arry compliments to Mr Glinne,
Mrs de March, Mr Barbi or anyone else: I shall simply
try to establish why we are in this situation.
One of the basic reasons, which we should discuss one
day and which we must also submit to a down-to-
earth, public examination, is in my opinion that there
are different conceprc of Europe. The first thing that
Mrs de March said in the speech she made on behalf
of the Communist and Allies Group 
- 
I do not know
if she was speaking on behalf of the whole group:
when I consider my friend Guido Fanti, I doubt ir 
-was: ''S7'e do not really need any institutional progress,
because what we have is enough. All we need are a few
new social and job creation policies to convince rhe
citizens of Europe.' If I have not misunderstood
Ernest Glinne, he takes vinually the same view. They
say that this renewed European upswing will in itself
carry us forward.
Should Ernest Glinne, as chairman of the Socialist
Group, not be taking to hean what they say in French
- 
French is a wonderfully clear language 
- 
'il faut
nornmer a chat un cbat'?The present French Govern-
ment, dear Ernest, is surely fundamenrally at variance
with the fine political convictions of rhe European
Parliament's Socialist Group. But does this benefit
Europe? Does it benefit Europe if the pan of the
Socialist family that is represented in the European
Parliament and by a large majority proposes fine
European projects, but utters not one word of criti-
cism when the French President 
- 
certainly a not
completely unknown Socialist 
- 
wanls to cunail the
European Parliament's budgetary powers and calls this
progress for the Community? Or is it any good saying,
for example, as Mrs de March did, that the exchange
rates had to be realigned because of currency specula-
tion? Other members of the French Governmen[ have
even said that the poliry of the right wing in the Fed-
eral Republic forced them to realign the exchange
rates.
Is this true? Is there any good in saying this? Does it
get us any funher? I am not disputing the right of the
French Government and the French Parliament, which
have a clear majoriry for the purpose, ro pursue a
policy which results in a reduction of working hours
without losses of wages, which results in an increase in
other social righm, which results in the narionalization
of undenakings and so increases production cosrs.
It is not only the French language that makes this
clear. All we need is some simple arithmetic: if the
price of a car produced in this way in France rises by
100/0, if the French franc loses 100/o of its value
because the labour force is producing less for more
money, the result is simply a devaluation of the French
franc. That is the truth, Mrs de March. It is not sinis-
ter currency speculators or the German righr wing that
are to blame for this. Your Prime Minister, Pierre
Mauroy, said before the French Parliament that rhe
opposition could not stand the thought of the Govern-
ment getting the inflation rate down to single figures.
But in the same breath he criticized the German
Government's efforts to achieve the same goal. One
c/ay or the other: they cannot both be righl Either this
poliry is a policy of the sinister right-wing forces,
which makes Mr Mauroy a capitalist, or it is a reason-
able poliry, but if it is, you should nor blame others for
your inability to keep your own house in order.
Mr Chambeiron (COM). 
- 
(icR) This isn't rhe
National Assembly, you know!
Mr Bangemann (L). 
- 
(FR) This is nor rhe National
Assembly, Sir. Vhat I say is right and I should not
have mentioned these things if the French governmenr
had not started it. I am not speaking as a German here
today, but as President of the Liberal and Democratic
Group and the liberals are in the opposition in France
at the moment, bur all that will change. . .
Mr Baillot (COM). 
- 
(FR) This is electioneering!
'I7e are not waiting for you to come and change the
situation in France!
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- 
(FR) If the new French
Government commits an act againsr Europe, I shall
criticize iq just as I have criticized the German
Government even when it included political friends of
mine. I shall criticize any governmenr in the Com-
muniry which acts against Europe, whatever its nation-
ality.
(Apphuse)
(DE) On the quesdon of European development there
are, in my view, two wrong conceptions and only one
that can be right. It must be wrong to say rhar rhe
addition of a new policy is enough rc put everything in
order, and it must be equally wrong to confine our-
selves entirely to institutional reforms. The two go
together, and this can be demonstrated with the very
simple example of something that happened in the
past. The inability, born of institutional weakness, ro
find a solution in the fisheries dispute led to a loss of
jobs. In other words, a new poliry, one which we add
on the basis of new institutional powers, can also help
to combat the unemployment problem.
Let me give you a recent example. It is incredible how
Members of the European Parliament are attacked
these days: last weekend I was lucky ro escape from a
meeting with my life because of the Seveso wasre
quesrion. I was asked why the Commission and the
European Parliament had not made sure that every-
thing was controlled more carefully, why it was not
known how this waste was disposed of so that a
recurrence of such incidents might be prevented.
I appeal rc the French Members of rhis House, and
particularly those who belong to the Communist and
Allies Group, to give this Communiry new powers, ro
give the Commission rhe power to issue these authori-
zations, to check fansport operations, to ensure that
waste of this kind is deposited in a dump for all such
dangerous substances. Then we will have every right
to attack the Community if it fails to take acrion, but
today everyone attacks the Communiry when in fact
the Member States alone have the necessary powers.
The Community is criticized for the weaknesses, omis-
sions and negligence of various national authorities,
and there is absolutely no justification for this. My
group therefore believes that we shall not be aking
refuge in attack if we now try to carry out institurional
ProSress.
The proposals made by Mr Genscher und Mr Col-
ombo were cenainly nor 
- 
as we all know and as they
themselves know best of all 
- 
what a convinced Euro-
pean imagines to be the final goal, but they are a step
in the right direction, and they still have our supporr.
The outcome of the Stuttgart summit musr. nor signify
a withdrawal to positions we have already achieved,
but I would add something else, which we shall
undoubrcdly be considering in the nexr few monrhs: I
believe that in one respecr the present method has
produced results. I am nor disputing that rhe fisheries
policy and many other policies we have introduced are
and in a few months the transpon policy and various
other things may become acquis communautaires.That
is true, but I seriously wonder whether this method of
taking small srcps has not led us into a situation which
has destroyed a great deal of European will, panicu-
larly among those who would have liked to see rhe
Community making more rapid progress.
I also seriously wonder wherher it would nor be berter
for those Member States that want rapid progress ro
dedicate themselves to such progress more openly,
more courageously and perhaps more sincerely 
-despite the danger that one or other Member State
may not be able to keep pace. At the moment, we have
seven Member States making progress to a greater or
lesser extent and three that do not wan[ to press ahead
with this institutional process, and so far I have always
accepted this, telling myself 
- 
as we have all done 
-that in the end we can carry the hesitanr ones, in the
end we can achieve something even if we proceed step
by step, as it were. But when I consider the mood in
my own country, which is certainly not one of the hes-
itant Member States, I see a decline in European
avareness that is frightening and alarming.
I also regard this decline with panicular suspicion
because it is associarcd with other conceptions, v/hich
are not only anti-European bur also directed against a
'!7'estern community based on the freedoms and ideas
that we defend rogether with America and our other
pafiners. A political atritude is growing which may
spell danger not only for the European Community
but also for the future of freedom in Vestern Europe,
and if that is so, we must do more, and doing more
means that we musr tell our friends in the more hesi-
tant countries that we understand. Ve would even
accept various conditions if we felt they would then go
along with us. But we have the feeling that they are
adopting this attitude simply to srop us making pro-
gress. \7e should therefore keep these rwo things quite
separate: what we have already achieved and the grea-
ter political Community, the Political Union which
must just push ahead with those who are prepared to
,oln ln.
\7e are sdll in the process of discussing this. Parlia-
ment will be putting forward a proposal on rhe sub-ject: I believe that the proposal for a procedure rhar
will lead us to political union, ro this neqr treaty, and
the determination with which we call for results will be
decisive for this Parliament, for the nexr direcr elec-
tions and, in my opinion, for the future of the Euro-
pean Community.
'S7'e cannot go on as we have done. \7e must all realize
in a spirit of friendliness rhar v/e 
- 
that is to say, the
hesitant and those who want [o Bet on 
- 
are nor
doing each other a favouq. Ve are pulling the hesitant
along much funher than rhey wanr ro go, and they are
holding back rhose who want to ger on far more than
they would like. That is why, ladies and genrlemen, I
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have chosen to speak so bluntly. Not out of a lack of
couflesy, as the President-in-Office of the Council
knows, and cenainly not because I question his politi-
cal commitment. Nor am I taking refuge in attack. I
stand here as the chairman of a group which is deeply
committed to Europe. There is no one in my group
who is opposed to this development towards Political
Union. But there are many in my group who are con-
cerned about the present state of the Communiry,
because we are convinced that we show far too much
consideration for those who do wanc Europe tg have
this future, and we must stop being so considerate. '$7'e
must be frank, clear and friendly, but the words we
use must be such that those who want the Community
can sdll see where the future lies.
(Apphuse)
Mr de la Maltne (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, Mr
President of the Council, the last European Council,
as we all know, did nothing. As we all know, eyes
were focused elsewhere, in panicular on the economic
and monetary crisis. And while on the subject, let us
retret the initial thream and the blustering that in cer-
tain cases accompanied the managing of this crisis.
Nothing was decided in the Council, so Stuttgart was
fixed. !7e are expecting a lot of Stuttgan. No doubt
also because after Stuttgan, there is Athens, and some
people fear that the present socialist government in
Greece is more concerned with its own memorandum
than with the Genscher-Colombo plan or the financ-
ing of the Community. Meanwhile, we console our-
selves as best we can, saying that the Community, in
spite of the economic crisis and the threats from such
and such a quarter and the pre-election commitments,
has held firm. The Community continues, but failure
in the Council is now a matter of roudne. No-one has
left. Everyone, is still there 
- 
except Greenland, of
course, but no-one is very worried about that.
So much the better if the Community continues. !7e
are glad. But it is worth nodng, neveftheless, that
there is a good deal less enthusiasm. Lasting is a good
thing, but perhaps things are not what they seem.
There are two ways of declining 
- 
externally and
internally. By continually failing to take decisions, are
we nor declining internally by giving in to the recrimi-
nations of some and the threats of others? Are we not
running the risk of gradually seeing our institutions,
our Community, become an empty shell?
'S7'e are seeing our economies get wider and wider
apart. \7e are seeing devaluation after devaluation.
France has beaten all records in this field 
- 
three in
two years. This has dramatic consequences for the
Community 
- 
positive and negative monetary com-
pensatory amounts which undermine the reality of the
common market and, in particular, the agricultural
common market.
The common agricultural poliry has been undermined
for several years now, for financial reasons first of all
and perhaps also because of surpluses and bad man-
agement. And another threat from inside is this idea of
fair returns or net balance, which is just as fatal for the
Communiry ideal. The United Kingdom was the first
to bring it up and Germany followed. And some of the
less rich countries think that their GDP is such that
they too should be taken into account. That too is
undermining the Community from the inside. Then
there was the Commission's green paper with agricul-
tural indicators tha[ cannot fail to worry us. And this
was made worse by a curious repon from our col-
league, Mr Arndt.
And there is another, more recent threat. People are
talking about a kind of i la carte Europe. But if many
things are done i la carte, there will not be much
Communiry left.
\7e can also see the undermining of the democratic
control that once operated come what may in our Par-
liament. All this will be put right at Stuttgart, vre are
told. The financial problem will be at the centre of the
discussions at Stuttgaft, we are told. I do not know
whether, in a period of crisis, it is a good idea to deal
with the problem of the construction of Europe from
the financial angle first and foremost. \(e would have
preferred 
- 
and we say as much 
- 
a more political
approach rc this strictly financial approach. Never
mind. At all events, it will not be our fault.
I should now like to reassert one or two of our group's
positions on this issue.
\[ith the common agricultural policy, enlargement,
the relaunching of Europe and the striking of a new
financial balance 
- 
the last two are forcibly linked 
-we are willing to go beyond the 1% of VAT. \7e
agree with finding new financing for the CAP because
we are great believers in striking a fresh balance with
new common agricultural policies, but we say that,
fundamentalll, policies must always precede revenue
and we shall never agree with raising revenue in the
absence of a poliry. And lastly, we say that a response
to the current threat is to ensure that we maintain the
democratic control that has begun to operate in our
Communiry.
Mr President, we are not fanatical about the institu-
tions or institutional matters. \7e have always looked
upon the institutions as a means and not an end in
themselves. But Europe will never progress unless the
feeling of belonging to rhe Communiry progresses too.
So even if there are good points to a technocratic
Communiry, an industrial Community of multination-
als and an i la carte Community, they do nothing for
the feeling of belonging. Something else is required.
'lVhat is needed is panicipation and democrary. Com-
mon policies create parricipation. The farmers know
what Europe means. It is only the Communiry, ir
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institudons and our Parliament which create democ-
racy and make it work at European level.
'S7'e are anxious for the Stumgan Council to be con-
cerned with more than financial questions. It must also
take these factors into account.
Mrs Hammerich (CDI). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, when
we rise to speak on the Croux repon on the
Genscher-Colombo Plan, it is not only on behalf of
the majoriry of the Danish population, who are
opposed rc the EEC. \7e also speak for a much larger
majoriry who are opposed to the idea of a union with
a common foreign poliry and who do not want the
Community to acquire more power at the expense of
the national government. There are very few people in
Denmark who want union 
- 
10 per cent at the most.
That is the reality. Most EEC supporters in Denmark
are against any reduction whatsoever in the right of
veto. That's the way it is. Mr Croux writes: 'funher
delays in the process of European integration cannot
be justified to the peoples and citizens of Europe'. You
can leave the Danes out of this; we do not want more
European centralizacion, and you will be expected to
resPefi rhat.
The Croux report is in fact an insult to our way of
thinking in Denmark. Not only our desire for self-
determination has been set aside, but also our form of
government. Our Constitution is treated as though it
did not exist. For Mr Croux and those who think like
him our Constitution is just regrettable deail, for us it
is the backbone of democraq. Let me repeat calmly
and deliberately: our Constitution does not allow our
Government to transfer sovereignty to foreigners. Sov-
ereignry can only be Eansferred within a clearly
defined framework, and it requires a five sixths major-
ity in our Folketing or a referendum. It is a wofth-
while provision which secures the nation against arbi-
tary.acts on the pan of the Government. The Com-
munity institutions must understand that they are
dealing with a Member State which really does have
democratic control over changes of substance in the
system of government, and we will not compromise on
this point.
It is also offensive to read the reproaches meted out in
the repon to the Danish Presidenry under former for-
eign minisrcr Kjeld Olesen. Vhat have you got against
Kjeld Olesen's policies? The man who three times
allowed external policy measures to be implemented
under Article 113 of the Treety of Rome in violation
of the Constitution. The man who did not think it ser-
ious that the right of veto was violated at the agricul-
ture meedng in May 1982. The man who associated
himself with the London declaration of October 1981,
who associated the Commission with cooperation in
foreign poliry matters and included security policy!
How much more do you expect of a Danish minister?
How much uncritical submissiveness do you require of
a Danish minister?
In the context of the Croux repon, we now ask the
Danish politicians sitting'here: what are you going to
do? How are you going to respect the wishes of the
majority of Danes, who do not want union, and abide
by the fact that the Constitution forbids it? How far
are the Vensre pany and the conservatives prepared
to go in the face of the situation obtaining in Den-
mark? How far will you accommodate yourselves to
the pressure you are exposed to down here? \7e eag-
erly await your reaction.
There are Danish politicians who say that the
Genscher-Colombo Plan will not come to anything; it
is only a collection of overblown words, and it has
already been watered down. It is not wonh fighdng
against. '$7hat guarantee have we of that? In the days
following the meeting of the Council of Ministers in
March, you could read in the Danish papers that Den-
mark had blocked the Genscher-Colombo Plan, but
that was not true. The discussions continue, and for-
eign minister Uffe Ellemann-Jensen had not 
- 
as it
was claimed 
- 
clearly dissociated himself from the
Process.
If the Danish Government has serious intentions, it
musl say so now. A few vague remarks do not reassure
Danish public opinion. Ve call on the Danish Govern-
ment to take Denmark out of the negotiations on the
Genscher-Colombo Plan. It would be a gesture which
would show us that we can rely on the government.
Take Denmark out of the negotiating group. Respect
the wishes of the majority of the Danish people and
abide by the provisions of the Constitution.
Mr Msller (ED). 
- 
(DA) On a point of order, Mr
President. Mrs Hammerich spoke as though she was
speaking on behalf of the Danish people. I would like
to point out that Mrs Hammerich has the suppon of
about one quarter of the Danish people. The rest of
the Danish people are on the other side. She put some
questions to me but, at rhis rime, I am not entitled m
ansver them.
Mr President. 
- 
Mr Moller, that is not a point of
order.
Mr De Goede (ND. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, previous
summits have frequently given rise to scepticism and
criticism in this House because of their failure to
achieve tangible results. Nor is the European Council,
held towards the end of March, likely to be an excep-
tion given the absence, once more, of any tangible
measures. That summit even failed to set out general
Community directives on ways of injecting new life
into the Community enterprise.
Granted, the circumstances were not particularly
favourable. On the one hand a considerable degree of
uncertainty with regard to the Federal Republic of
Germany's political course had been removed in the
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wake of the parliamentary eldctions to the Lower
House but one had to set against that the complex
situation in France not only as a result of the regional
elections but panicularly to the economic situation in
France. The monetary realignments on the eve of the
European Council reflect better than anything else the
extent of the problems but also, and happily, I might
add, the political will for Communiry progress. The
quesdon is, what consti[utes the Communiry spirit. It
is not, I believe, based on coordinated economic and
monetary policies of the Member States for it has just
gone awry because of the absence of such coordina-
tion. At the very most it is a question of carrying out
repairs, patching up lop-sided relationships which are
the result of resorting to national policies which prac-
tically every Member State continues to pursue in the
economic sphere.
It is to be hoped that the German Presidency will be
successful in introducing a greate:, degree of converg-
ence into Member State policies before the next Euro-
pean Council in June, for therein lies the heart of the
problem. Despite high unemployment the Federal
Republic of Germany, the United Kingdom and my
own country, the Netherlands, are returning to a rela-
tively favourable position. Inflation and interest rates
have fallen considerably, and the balance of payments
positions are looking very healthy. Does this then
imply that there is room for a strong injection to stoke
up the economies and get us out of the doldrums? The
example of France is far from encouraging. And yet I
am convinced that the June European Council will
have to take up this matter. The time would now
appear to be ripe, not just for a Community approach
but also for a judiciously elaborated plan of selective
injections in growth sectors of Community vade and
industry. \7hile aligning our economies to those of the
United States and Japan cannot be totally discounted,
the other extreme of becoming totally dependenr on
them would be equally unacceptable.
The Copenhagen European Council set deadlines for
the presentation of reports at this new European
Council concerning investment plans, reallocation of
employment and the functioning of the Communiry
internal market.
I would be interested to know how matters now stand
for a detailed answer can be delayed no longer, not
least in view of Parliament's special pan-session on the
subject this month.
I should also like to know what will be the Com-
munity's reaction to the new siruation in the energy
sector s[emming from the considerable fall in oil
prices. A Commission paper on the marter is long
overdue, and for thar matter, a coordinated energy
poliry by the Member States even more so. A problem,
such as acid rain, provides a good example of this. It
was one of the subjects on the European Council's
agenda but neither the procedural aspects with regard
rc this subject nor its precise role in rhe overall Com-
munity energ'y poliry context have been defined. !7hat
is clear, for me et any rate, is the close relationship
between environment and economy, nature and
energy.
Finally, Mr President, a few comments on the Croux
repon on the progress made on the Draft European
Act. The contents reveal a pratmaric and realistic atti-
tude on the part of the rapponeur who has tried to
make a constructive contribution to the eventual
enactment of the European Act, criticising it where
necessary and expressing approval where possible. His
criticisms are especially directed at thar parr of the Act
covering relations with Parliament. \7e agree with the
rapporteufs commenr on the matter. His realism is
panicularly evident on the matter of the voting proce-
dure in the Council where he is prepared to consider
depanures from what w'e too consider the only correct
interpretation of the Treaty's provisions in this marter,
in cases where unanimity can be achieved. But that is
as far as we are prepared to go.
Mr President, I have just spoken on the enactment of
'a' European Act. It goes without saying that we can-
not welcome every European Act which sees the light
of day. That is why I welcome rhe way Parliament has
dealt with it now. Ve feel the time has now come for
Parliament to specify the minimal conditions to be met
by such a European Act so as to prevenr it becoming
the focal point of division within the Community
rather than a step towards European unificadon. The
Croux repon's motion for a resolution achieves this, in
our opinion. The psychological effect of a European
Act upon Member State governments and citizens
alike could be paralysing if its contents were only ro
point up the divisions. If, however, the latter can be
overcome the effect could be a new impulse for the
Community. The Croux report and morion for a reso-
ludon represent a wofthy contriburion in this respect.
They will have our supporr.
Mr Ortoli, Wce-President of tbe Commission. 
-(FR) Mr Presidenr, after every monerary realignment,
the Commission traditionally presents the work of the
ministers of finance. The fact thar Parliament decided
that this communication should be given on rhe
occasion of the debate on the European Council is all
the more justified by the realignmenr having preceded
that Council meeting by barely rwo hours.
Since the beginning of 1983, there has been consrant
pressure on the currency markets. Two currencies 
-the Belgian/Luxembourg franc and the Irish pound 
-have often reached their bilateral limit as far as the
Deutschmark is concerned. During almost the whole
of February, the Belgian franc was beyond the lower
limit and the French franc was under pressure roo,
although it remained in the centre of the flucuation
band because of maintenance of pariry between the
mark and the franc. The root cause of this rension is ro
be sought in international monetary Eends and, to an
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even greater extent, in the insufficiently convergent
trends of the European economies, with the mainte-
nance of considerable inflation differentials and the
continuing gap between the balances of external trade.
In addition, the fact that the European economies are
not moving at the same rate has contributed to the
internal rcnsion of the system.
After the French and German elections, the wait for
realignment triggered off tension that involved all the
currencies in the rystem, the mark being under the
greatest pressure to rise and the French and the Bel-
gian francs, above all, being under greatest pressure to
drop. The Banque de France reacted by a considerable
increase in the interest rate on the Euro-franc, allow-
ing the franc to return to the bottom of its band of
fluctuation. The Banque nationale de Belgique, for its
part, raised the bank rate by two and a half points and
took a series of rcchnical measures to make external
foreign ransactions more costly. Interest rates on the
Irish money market were also increased by two and a
half points. Countries with currencies at the top of the
range reduced their interest rates. There was a one-
point drop in Germany on 17 March and a half point
drop in the Netherlands on 1 March, followed by a
further half-point drop on 17 March.
In the weeks preceding realignment, the situation had
polarized, the Deutsch mark and the Dutch florin
being in constant opposition to the other currencies in
the EMS in the band of fluctuation. The 21 March
realignment occurred after the meetings of the Mone-
tary Committee and the finance ministers 
- 
which
were not requested by a Member State but by the
president, bearing in mind the very tense situation on
the money market.
On 21 March, after more than two days of negotia-
tion, the ministers and the governors of the central
banks in the Member States of the Community
decided, by mutual agreement, that, following a jont
procedure in which the Commission was involved and
after consulting the Monetary Committee, they would
adjust the pivot rates in the EMS. Ve know what
these changes were. They vary between * 5.50/o for
the mark to 
- 
3.50/o for the Irish pound and, in
accordance with the standard procedure, the pound
sterling was brought back within the bilateral limits of
the EMS on the basis of its rate against the florin on
Friday 17 March.
It is wonh noting that, unlike past realignment, all the
currencies actually involved in the EMS altered their
exchange rates against their partners' currencies, three
of them putting them down and five putting them up.
\Tithin this range (- 3.50/o to * 5.50/o), the position
of several currencies was fixed by seeking a point
which reflected the importance of trade with the other
Member States.
The changes in the pivot rates fixed on 21 March, the
extent of which is by no means negligible, first of all
made it possible to bring back order to the money
market. A reversal in fact occurred, bringing the
French franc and the Irish pound up to their ceiling
against the mark and leading the Bundesbank to step
in to suppon its currency. This, moreover, has led to
the change in the rate of the mark against these cur-
rencies being lower today than was anticipated in the
changes in parity.
Vith the other currencies, there was no major change
in rates from those recorded on 18 March, just before
realignment. These reactions, which were favourable
in the main, were also panly due to the srenBth of the
dollar, which rose against the European currencies,
panicularly the mark.
The agreement on changes in parity made it possible
to achieve a satisfacrcry reflection of the relative val-
ues of the currencies. It reflects economic reality and
makes for a sounder future for our system. This agree-
ment is strengthened by the accompanying measures
that cenain countries have already adopted and that
are in line with what we are trying to achieve together.
On the eve of realignment, both Germany and the
Netherlands made their monetary policies more flexi-
ble by cutting their interest rates by a substantial
amount.
France gave details of the measures it announced
during discussion on realignment a few days later.
Their main aim is gradually to reduce the rate of infla-
tion and e\minate the trade deficit in two years.
Belgium and Denmark are dercrmined to pursue their
poliry of austerity.
In spite of the problems and the tension, the EMS has
once again proved that it is a thriving, useful and
imponant pan of the economic poliry of the Member
States. These problems and this tension also show the
urgency of developing our joint monetary action along
the lines discussed here 
- 
which you have supported
and the Commission will be taking up and expanding.
The aim is to avoid the system being weakened by
over-frequent modificadon.
The ECU promotion system has to be sffengthened
technically. Mr Thorn mentioned this at the February
meeting. The Commission will shortly be presenting a
proposal on the status of the ECU, so that it really is
accepted as a currenry in all our countries. And today,
I hope, ir will be adopting an important communica-
tion on financial inrcgration, rhe main theme of which
will be how, with better and more liberal organization
of the financial markets, Communiry savings can be
better channelled into European development.
\7e have to have greater convergence. This is a central
issue.'Ve in fact made it a ma.ior aspect of our propo-
sals for a funher stage in the EMS. \7e are determined
to pursue and develop our action along these lines.
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Lastly, we need stronger organization of the interna-
tional monetary organization in which the Communiry
has to play an active role and speak with ens ysiss 
-as Mr Thorn also told you in February.
The Commission will get the support of Parliament
here 
- 
either as such or via the Committee on Econo-
mic and Monetary Affairs, to which I intend giving
greater details of matters relating to the EMS. Our
aim, I should like you to realize, is to develop the
EMS, to consolidate it, to expand it and to sran rhe
second phase which will confirm its institutional exist-
ence as soon as possible.
Mr Colombo, Itdlidn Minister of foreign affairs. 
-(17) Mr President, Mr President of the Council, hon-
ourable members of Parliament: the President-in-Off-
ice of the Council, Minister Genscher, has already
described the fine work carried out in recent monrhs
to develop the definitive form of the Act, or, as it is
beginning to be called, the Solemn European Declara-
tron.
An evaluation of the results of our iniriative cannor be
unaccompaniedby a reflection on rhe situation of the
Communiry. This Parliamenr, in irs debates, is contin-
ually and rightly calling attention to the difficulties
and the shoncomings which characterize this situa-
tion. If we want to accomplish a grearer European
integration, we must'devote all our srengrh and all
our efforts to this end.
The agreement reached a few weeks ago on rhe
realignment of currencies within the European Mone-
tary System demonstrated the scope and the serious-
ness of the problems we have ro face, but it also sup-
plied 
- 
at the end of difficulr negoriarions 
- 
the
confirmation that, in the last analysis, rhere prevails a
reluctance to undo what has been done; that our inter-
ests, not to mention our ideals, should lead us ro pres-
erve what has been created in the course of more than
25 years. Perhaps this is the irreversibility on which so
many have pinned their hopes: in my opinion, how-
ever, we would be imprudent ro count on this; we
should rather devote our energies to consolidating the
Community edifice.
The problems posed by differences in the rate of
economic trowth, by the effects of unemployment and
inflation, by sometimes conflicring political and
economic choices, must be added to the ever more
imminent prospect of enlargement. Although undoubt-
edly significan[ from a political standpoint, enlarge-
ment crearcs complex problems on the economic level,
and makes it doubly necessary to give painstaking
thought to the future of European i4tegration.
Our Communiry is currently involved in searching for
solutions to cenain immediate problems, including 
-to mention only a few 
- 
the fixing of new prices for
the 1983-84 agricultural season, the improvement of
Community regulations on Mediterranean agriculture,
adjustments in the iron and steel sector, new research
projects.
I am sure that we will eventually find solutions which
will encourage the tendenry toward an overall adjust-
ment of the Communiry economy without occasioning
useless social costs.
Nevenheless, I am most concerned at the long-term
oudook. The Community now finds itself ar a cross-
roads: either it must choose to pursue new goals and
further development, or 
- 
as it has unfonunately
always done in the past 
- 
ir must conr.inue the daily
search for the panial and temporary solutions which,
taken all together, have led it into a morass of difficul-
ties.
I do not believe it is necessary for me to analyze the
current problems.
Action is what we need, if this unfavourable situadon
is to be reversed. This is above all the responsibility of
the Council, which has access ro many studies as well
as cenain proposals presented by the European Parlia-
ment.
The European Council scheduled ro meer in Sruttgart
this coming June will give us a valuable opportuniry to
take concrete and meaningful decisions. The adoption
of the European Act will certainly be an issue, but so
too will be cenain prioriry problems related rc the
development of economic integration. In my view,
these problems should include the following:
Above all, that of own resources. The new resources
have become a necessiry if we are to attain the objec-
tives contained in the guidelines established by rhe
Heads of State or of Government, i.e.: to maintain
what we have accomplished up to rhis point in the area
of European integration; ro develop new common pol-
icies capable of stimulating rhe recovery of the Euro-
pean economy and of resroring im competitiveness on
the world level; to bring wirhin acceptable limits any
eventual nadonal imbalances in regard ro the Com-
munity budger; finally, ro ensure that rhe third
enlargement of the Community will have posirive pol-
icical and economic results.
Refusing to increase Community resources would be
tantamount m halting funher Community develop-
ment. Certainly, we must work m improve control of
Communiry expenditure in those areas where it can be
considered excessive, including the Common Agricul-
tural Poliry. It is a question of applying criteria' of
good resource manatement 
- 
criteria which are more
necessary now than ever 
- 
without either compromis-
ing the principles and mechanisms on which the com-
mon policies are based or penalizing rhe caregories or
sectors of production which need the Community sys-
tem most.
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Another priority problem concerns the definition of a
Community industrial sffategy. Communiry indusry is
losing its competitiveness for a number of reasons, but
the eisendal one is that at the Present time ten differ-
ent nadonal indusrial policies are being pursued, some
of them conflicting and some simply inadequate.
The problem remains, therefore, that of coordinating
the national industrial policies and of transferring a
certain number of operations to the Communiry level
in order to make them less costly and more efficient.
The recent proposals of Commissioner Davignon con-
cerning cenain advanced sectors appear to me to be a
good beginning and to deserve our suPPort.
Appropriate and parallel decisions on the gradual real-
i;io; of the Community internal market and a for-
eign trade policy consistent with the European indus-
trial choices are the natural corollaries of these indus-
trial measures.
\(e must also work to ensure that the enlargement of
the Community to include Spain and Ponugal does
not result in the penalization of Mediterranean agri-
cultural production. The application of the three gen-
eral printiples of the agricultural policy (prices, prefer-
ence, financial solidarity) m this type of production
should on the contrary be seconded by the new mea-
sures projected in the context of the 'integrated pro-
grammes'.
An advanged industrial sffategy and a poliry of agri-
cultural rebalancing should allow us to make signifi-
cant progress in bringing the economies of the Mem-
ber States into alignment, thus making it possible to
move on to the second phase of the European Mone-
tary System.
It is against this complex Community background that
we rnust view the Italo-German initiative for the Euro-
pean Act. From the beginning this initiative- was closely
linked both to the outstanding problems of the current
Community situation and to the expectations and
readiness which do indeed exist 
- 
in regard to funher
European integration. These expectations and this
readiness do not always coincide in the individual
Member States, but this is all the more reason for
coordinating and encouraging them.
The document drawn up over the preceding months
again stresses the real need to speed up the process of
European integration. The imponance of a renewed
commitment to European Union 
- 
evident in the
document 
- 
should not be underestimated: in the
present Communiry situadon, this can 
.become an
i.portrnt driving factor when joined with the vastly
significant hisrcrical prosPect of unification. If, in the
80's, the Community of Ten were to update its com-
mitment to union, this would in my opinion have a
favourable influence on the behaviour of the polidcal
forces in making their operative choices. It could also
prepare the ground for the political and institutional
iefor- which this Parliament has been pursuing with
rcnaciry and foresight.
There is another equally important observation to be
made. !7e must overcome the habit of considering
European developments as our own panicular con-
cern, without viewing them in relation to events taking
place in the rest of the world. In reality th-e European
undertaking, although inadequate if seen from inside,
represenm in the world atlarge one of the most impor-
t"nt n.* political facts of recent decades. Seen in the
context of the world balance of power, it may be the
most important fact, even though it has been but par-
tially accomplished.
Therefore, in a year as crucial for Europe as this year
of 1983, in ayei;ar when very delicate issues, affecting
the security and thereby the very political future of our
Communiiy, are at sake, I believe that a dignified if
panial reaffirmation of our desire for union is any-
ihing but meaningless. Ve have seen in recent weeks
how important the preservation, or rather the strenS-
thening, of solidarity among pur countries really is,
and how productive it can be especially in the'l7estern
context, where the voice of a united Europe can be
effecdvely added to that of America. I feel, therefore,
that a reaffirmation of our desire for union is timely
and important, and that this should include an exten-
sion of Polidcal Cooperation to cover problems of
security. A similar emphasis should be placed on the
review clause, which has always been an objective of
the European undenaking and which constitutes a
commitment to gradual but dynamic development.
Mr Genscher has already mentioned the most impor-
tant parts of the European declaration.
Above all, I wish rc thank the rapPofl.eur, Mr Croux,
for his work and for the suppon he gave to this decla-
ration.
I would also like to say that I fully agree with the
views Mr Genscher presented a moment ago, with all
his habitual competence and clarity. I wish only to add
several general observations on the speiific issue at
hand.
The negotiations on the project in question confirmed
what we already knew. At present, there are Sovern-
ments representing political forces and supponed by a
climate of public opinion which would not hesitate at
the prospect of European Union; this is the case of
Italy and Germany, among others. But there are also
governments which approach the matter much more
cautiously and gradually, influenced in a different way
by their electors and by the political and cultural
forces in their countries. \7e have been familiar with
this reality for many years, at least since the process of
European integration began thirry years ago. It is a
reality which has not prevented considerable Progress,
and this because different viewpoints have successfully
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been kept from polarizing in a sterile confrontarion of
diverging'philosophical' positions.
For this reason, I believe we acted wisely in atempting
to avoid confrontation in the course of the negotia-
tions on the Declaration for European Union. \[e
devoted our effons to the search for a compromise
which would be acceptable to all. !7e must not gloss
over the fact that in many cases [his has meant adapt-
ing our sreps ro the slowesr-paced among us.
Mr Bangemann, who spoke wirh such vehemence,
made the suggesrion that in marrers of this son those
who can should go ahead, while those who cannol
should stay behind. This is a weighty political decision,
and the time will come when Europe will have to deal
with it; for the present, however, we musr all work
together m accomplish as much as possible.
Displeasing as it may be, I believe rhat if we view the
situasion realistically c/e must be willing ro move for-
ward slowly, one small srep ar a rime, if it is clearly
impossible to do berter. It would hardly be in the gen-
eral interest to refuse the progress that is possible, rais-
ing difficulties and initiating polemics against the
wishes of some governments.
I believe the imponant thing is to see reality as it is; we
must not delude ourselves, and we must not attemp[ [o
delude others about the results obained with- the
European declaration; nor should we allow prejudice
to minimize them. These resul* are not mean[ ro
satisfy us completely; rarher they are inrended rc pro-
vide a broader basis for our continuing efforts ro
achieve European integration.
In my opinion, the weeks which separate us from the
Council meering in Sturtgan should be devoted to
supplementing the results obtained through the Euro-
pean Declaration with progress in the two areas which
have up ro now been the most difficult: the decision-
making process and the role of the European Parlia-
ment.
I would like rc dwell for a moment on these two
points.
The first 
- 
as Mr Genscher has also pointed our 
-involves the use of the majoriry vore within the Coun-
cil in cases where this is laid down in the treades.
There,are those who are reluctant ro reverse the rend
tolrards unanimiry, which they see as a consequence
of the Luxembourg compromise of 1956. From this
they have laboriously deduced the exisrence of a son
of 'veto poyer', in the sense that a vote can be post-
poned indefinitely whenever a Member State invokes
its 'vital inrerests'. For others, who have not accepted
such a compromise, only the literal application of the
treades in the area of majority decisions can have any
claim to validity. However, everyone agrees thar it
would be well to refrain from abusing the iveto, and to
have more frequent recourse to [he vote, at least when
vital nadonal interests are not at smke.
In consequence, we have planned to strengthen the
Council's decision-making capaciry, regulating the
means of postponing the vote in a manner to ensure
that a decision will eventually be reached. I think that
this. purpose can be accomplished by enhancing the
leadership role of the President-in-Office, so rhat the
Presidenry will be led to pur inro pracrice the principle
of recourse ro rhe vore. This should become itandard
procedure if the Council is to regain its necessary abil-
iry to acr.
I must assure Mr Barbi that the Declaration on Euro-
pean Union will cenainly conain nothing which can
be interpreted 
- 
I will nor say as a srep backward 
-but as a contradiction of the treary. It will perhaps be
necessary to acknowledge rhe various developmental
aspects, but this can never represent a step backward.
Such a proceeding would be senseless, and it in no
way corresponds to the intentions of those who have
proposed this document.
In regard to the role and the funcrions of the Euro-
pean Parliament, all through the negodadons 
- 
and
at the present time, as well 
- 
we have asserted the
need fully to include Parliament in the politico-econo-
mic dimension acquired by the Community in recent
years. It is panicularly desirable m enhance im supervi-
sory function and to increase its participation in for-
mulating common positions. Opponenm argue that the
vanous provisions suggested in order ro grant new.
powers to this Assembly would alter the existing insti-
tutional balance and in fact modify the treades. To
these formal objections we reply that there exists a
fundamental political need 
- 
particularly after the
election of rhe European Parliamenr 
- 
ro reinforce
the democratic element embodied by this Assembly in
the institutional balance of the Community.
The dme is ripe for establishing an effective joint deci-
sion-making power to be exercised by rhe European
Parliament.
At this point I would like to reaffirm the commitmenr
we made in presenting the Italo-German initiative on
19 November 1981, when we declared our intention to
respond ro rhe expecarions expressed by this Assem-
blv'
Vhat has already been agreed upon in the Declaration
concerning the European Parliament leads me ro
underline rhe imponance of the sysrematic definition
worked out in regard to the rights of parliament.
Panicular anenrion has bcen paid to the fusembly,s
role in the development of European Union and to lts
relationship with rhe other Community institurions. I
feel that these provisions will allow Parliament to play
a_ greater role and give it a wider margin for manever:
the development of the conciliation procedure; rhe
increase of the supervisory function (general comper-
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ence on European issues, the right of recommenda-
tion, a precise commitment to keep Parliament punc-
tually informed); the broadening of the consultative
function to include decisions on Communiry enlarge-
ment and on international treaties; the projected pani-
cipation of rhis Assembly in the general review to
decide on the treary on European Union 
- 
all these
elements represent significant progress.
\7e will continue our work in the weeks ro come, sri-
mulated by your encouragement and your criticism,
attempdng improvements where we can, on the basis
of your indications.
Certain questions are still unresolved. Ve believe it
will be possible to reach an aBreemenr on the provi-
sions concerning the relationship with the Commis-
sion, an issue which has often focused rhe attention of
this Assembly.'!7e are rrying for an undersunding on
the principle of full parliamentary consulhrion prior ro
the designation of the President of the Commission,
and we have proposed rhe institutionalization of rhe
debate on the programme of the new Commission,
also in view of the precedenr ser here in 1980. \7e
believe that this debate could and should be concluded
with a vote of confidence. I believe, considering the
matter from the developmental standpoint, that the
uldmate result should be a consultadon intended ro
ensure full agreement between Parliament and the
governments concerning the composition of the Com-
mission, and an in-depth political debate for the
approval of its programme.
This contact with the European Parliament is a prob-
lem which is of panicular concern to us. I would like
to remind you that Mr Genscher and I, ever since the
Icalo-German initiative was first presented in the fall
of 1981, have encouraged a continuous and productive
consultation with this Assembly at each stage in rhe
preparation of the Declaration on European Union.
Ve panicipated directly in the debate in Plenary
Session, and successive Presidents-in-Office conrinued
rc keep Parliament informed. This dialogue was fur-
ther developed through informal conracm between the
Presidents of the Council, the Commission, and Par-
liament, contacts which stemmed from the meeting of
your Bureau with the Foreign Ministers of the Ten,
held on 24 lanuary. Ve intend to maintain this dia-
logue and to preserre all forms of conact in order to
coordinate the funher developments of our initiative
more effectively. Ve believe that rhis working method
should be adopted on a general basis, especially for
decisions affecting the fundamental issue of European
integration.
I remember what I said in this Assembly when the
draft Act vas presenrcd: that is, that we would have
been happy to hear protesrc against rhe modesry of our
proposals; instead, we were disappoinrcd to learn that
they were aheady considered to be rather ambitious.
This made the path of the European declaration a dif-
ficult one. The course of this discussion, however,
strengthens our conviction that we cannot move for-
ward with great strides. At this point we should direct
our common efforts toward making it possible rc take
a small but important step in the area of institutional
problems.
In the project of the consrrucrion of a united Europe
there are no decisive or outsmnding momen6. \7e are
involved in a long and complex process which musr be
monitored, encouraged and directed rhrough the con-
tinuous interaction of the Communiry institutions,
both among themselves and with European public opi-
nion. The European enterprise is made up of this real-
ism, this patience, and this slow but positive evolution.
At little more than a year from the second European
eleccions by universal suffrage, it is cenainly necessary
to promote and in every way facilitate the search for
new advances in the process of unification with gov-
erns our common desdny as Europeans. I am nor
thinking of Urcpia, but rarher of a legitimate ideal
which has its own skength, from a political viewpoint
as well. It is no coincidence that the men who guided
Europe's first steps toward uniry were people of cour-
age and faith.
I believe I can say that Parliamenr's new drafr resolu-
tion on our initiative shows that it has understood our
effort to mobilize the forces of solidariry and increase
our ability rc build a united Europe. The Europe of
our many and age-old cultures is sdll a significanr
presence in the world. Bur in Europe, along with
numerous other problems, there is a growing tendency
rc say that nothing works any more, rhal norhing 
-economy, politics, society, culture 
- 
can be salvaged.
I do not believe in blind oprimism, but neither do I
believe in superficial pessimism of this kind. It is true
that our societies are suffering from a crisis involving
both values and fundamental change. However, rhese
societies are still vital, rhey are expanding in many
ways, and they are open ro the world. The peoples of
Europe understand that they can solve their common
problems only if they work bgerher. For this reason
we believe that our initiarive will play an important
role in convincing public opinion thar we are not giv-
ing up on Europe, and rhat in a time of rouble we are
holding fast to the objective of European Union, in
order to provide more security and stabiliry for our-
selves and for the world.
(Applaase)
IN THE CHAIR: MR MULLER
Wce-President
Mr Plaskovitis (S).- (GR) Mr President, the Croux
repon is yet another atrcmpt to exen pressure on
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Council to proceed with the scrutiny of the so-called
European Act, and for the latter to be finally approved
within the review of the Communiry's treaties. A
review that is being conducted in spite of the fact that
the exacerbated socio-economic problems 
- 
unem-
ployment, inflation, huge differences in the standard
of living besween the Nonh and the South 
- 
continue
to remain unsolved and without the possibility of any
substantial approach having emerged so far.
In our opinion this constitutes an indefinite postpone-
ment of the task of facing up to these urgent problems,
and a diversion in the direction of a utopian vision
called European unity. A uniry that would only exist
on paper, colleagues, since it would be confined to
instituiional reorganizations while lacking' any true
foundations. First of all, we take issue with the title of
the repon and with its repeated use of the rcrm 'Euro-
pean Act' in the sense of any kind of legal obligation.
A more correct term would be 'official declaration for
European unity'.
As for its content, one of the most basic points made
by the repon is its proposals for the abolition of the
common right concerning the need for unanimiry in
the taking of decisions concerning matters that are
vital for the Member States. But since the conditions
under which the Community functions have already
been modified by the very clear impositions of the
nonhern countries on its economic and political
course, and by the exreme competitive abilities of the
industrial and commercial forces in those countries,
the negation of the right of a small Mediterranean
country such as Greece to disagree with the taking of
decisions that might bring about new and adverse con-
sequences in matters vital to its interests would imply
an a priori resignation and abandonment of its people
to the will of stronger third parties.
The Greek Socialism of PASOK cannot possibly
accept any such solution. The common right in ques-
tion has existed and has been exercised, following the
Luxembourg compromise, since 1965 and has been
associated with the interpretation of the Treaties in
such a way as to constitute a parallel legal institution
subject to the validity of which the veqy accession of
Greece took place. As for the rest, Mr President, we
would not object to the stage-by-stage progress of
effons towards a more closely interlinked Europe for
working people and towards a more logical disribu-
tion of power and authority within the Community,
though always within the bounds of the possible and
without premature and ill-founded aspirations that
might in the long run bring about the opposite results.
'$7e have submitted amendments to that end and in
that spirit, and if these are not adopted we should feel
obliged [o vote against the Croux report.
Mr Pflimlin (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, Honoura-
ble Members, I shall simply speak about Mr Croux's
excellent repon on the Genscher-Colombo proposal. I
am happy to be able to remind you, before the swo
authors of this proposal, that it was very favourably
received by this House. At the time, I did not even
notice the reservations which, if I understand him
aright, Mr Colombo mentioned just now. Certainly
the proposal fell far shon of the ambitions of those of
us who are hoping to see our institutions develop
along federal lines. \7e gave shape rc this desire when
we created an institutional committee to draw up a
new draft treaty. This committee, of which I am only a
humble subsdtute member, undenook this difficult
task. But is it possible to imagine that a treary on
European union can be concluded by the governments
of the Member States and ratified by the national par-
liaments before the elections in May 1984? It seems to
me to be highly unlikely.
Al{ we can hope is that next year's elections will mark
the firm desire of our people to make great progress
towards integration 
- 
which the governments and
parliaments would obviously then have to take into
account. But it is not possible to wait for this optimistic
hypothesis to be confirmed. The economic and politi-
cal situation means that we have to make a cenain
amount of progress, within the framework of the
existing ffeaties, immediately. This, I think, is the aim
of the Genscher-Colombo proposal. It reflects what is
sometimes disdainfully called the poliry of small steps.
I have always thought this was a reasonable policy 
-and some governmenrc think the proposed steps are
still too big.
!fle do not know exactly how the draft developed over
the 18 months following the first presentation in Nov-
ember 1980. Just now, Mr Genscher pointed out to
our rapporteur, Mr Croux, that he was working on an
out-of-date text. The two ministers here today were
also kind enough to give us one or two details about
this developmenr I should like to say, by the way, that
it is rather odd that we should only know about these
developments and the successive texts through (albeit
innocent) indiscretion and that no official communica-
tions have been made on the subject (to, for example,
our Political Affairs Committee) so that we can bring
the discussion up to date.
However, we feel 
- 
and I have to say here that the
details Mr Genscher and Mr Colombo gave vere nol
entirely convincing 
- 
that the draft has been watered
down and reduced in scope.
I should like to confine my remarks to three essential
points.
First, the extension of Community schemes and politi-
cal cooperation to fresh fields, particularly security.
Second the strengthening of the Council's decision-
making powers by a return to the procedure laid down
in the treaties. And third, the extension of the powers
of the European Parliament.
Given the present state of Europe and of the world,
the concern with security, external security, is one of
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che main worries of the people we represent. The
policy of d6tente, which should cenainly not be writ-
ten off for good, no longer masks the dangers to
which we are exposed 
- 
and which the pacifist and
neutralist illusion, in our eyes, only serves to exacer-
bate. The very people who sometimes object to Ameri-
can hegemony should be the firsr to demand that,
within NATO, a European defence poliry capable of
balancing the alliance and enabling Europe to take
part, on an equal footing, in all the decisions on which
our survival depends, should be implemented. But it
would appear that the European Council is only envis-
aging the possibility of conciliation on rhe economic
and political aspecm of security. The question of a
common defence policy no longer arises and even the
minimalist idea I just menrioned failed to obtain unan-
imous support.
The second point is the decision-making powers. This
has already been discussed, so I shall only rerurn to it
briefly. Here we have a vital problem which has often
come up in our debates 
- 
rhe infamous Luxembourg
compromise. !(/e well know, Mr Colombo, that if you
were involved, it was because you were in circum-
stances such that the compromise was the only way
out of a situation that could nor be allowed ro con-
tinue. But the veto 
- 
because this in fact (if not in
law) is what the Luxembourg compromise means if
there is a question of the vital interest of a Member
State 
- 
has been extended to vinually all the issues
and decision-making powers have been considerably
weakened as a result.
The danger of this compromise was perhaps underesti-
mated in 1965 when we were in a period of economic
expansion. But today, the weakness of the Council is a
dramatic contrast to an economic and social situation
calling for bold decisions on problems thar can be
solved if we tackle them rogerher.
In his excellent report, Mr Croux makes a proposal
which, without ignoring the notion of vital inrcrest,
would make it possible to avoid permanen[ impasse in
the case of the Council's failure to take decisions
within six months. Conciliation would be organized
between the Council, Parliament and rhe Commission.
This is the point below which we could not go without
encouraging the institution alization 
- 
for that is what
it is 
- 
of a violation of the treaties which govern us.
And on this point, I can only refer to what Mr Barbi,
the chairman of our group, said energetically just now.
My third point is the power of Parliament. Our House
has made a whole series of proposals which are
summed up in the modon for a resolution presented by
Mr Croux. \7hat is the point of calling for an exren-
sion of our poy/ers or, more precisely, our influence?
It is not vainglorious. Ve are no doubt more intelli-
gent or more competent than men in governmeht 
-some of whom, and not the least of them, have been
members of this Parliamenr. One of them, who is here
today, has not forgotten that he was once our distin-
guished president! But for the men in government 
- 
I
am speaking from experience here, as I was in my
count{F's government for seven years 
- 
the prime
concern is to defend narional interests. In dmes of cri-
sis, when the national economy is seriously weakened
and social tension appears, this concern can easily
become exclusive and there is a resurgence of national
egoism, leading to a temprarion to be prorectionisr.
The dynamic European movemenr, it has to be admit-
ted, rarely appears in the Council of ministers or the
European Council now. Cenainly it exists in cenain
members of these august institutions, but what we
heard this morning clearly showed that the European
spirit is not evenly spread among all the members of
these bodies. If this movemenr does exist, it can be
nowhere else but in this Parliamenr 
- 
nor because of
our abilities or our personal qualides but because we
are the spokesmen for millions of Europeans who, in
spite of all the setbacls, conrinue to believe that only a
united Europe can find a way our of the crisis and give
them greater social justice in a situation where free-
dom is better assured. Perhaps roo our discussions will
enable us to understand each other berter and to be
more aware of the solidarity that must unire us for bet-
ter or for worse 
- 
in spite of the diversity of nadonal
interests and in spite of our differences of opinion.
Honourable Members, in taking parr in this debate, I
am not wishing to hide the fact rhat I am uneasy about
this, very anxious even, and I have to say thar what
Gaston Thorn said abour disaster if rhe many prob-
lems he listed were not solved ar Stutrgan was not cal-
culated to make me more optimistic. Vhat would be
very dangerous would be an accenruation of rhe diver-
gence of opinion between our governments and the
European Parliament. In a year's time, we shall be
going back to the.voters. There is no poinr in hiding
the fact that public opinion is not favourably disposed
towards us at the momenr. $fl'e are not well viewed by
a French paper thar is supposed to be serious, because
a recent article on the European Parliament was called
'A quaner century of non-existence'.
In fact, I think our cause is a good one. Ve can
demonstrate 
- 
and we shall demonstrare when the
time is ripe 
- 
rhat the European Parliamenq which
was elected by universal suffrage, after difficult begin-
nings and staying stricrly within its prescribed limits,
has increased the very serious initiarives and proposals
produced by its commirtees, with the help of all the
political groups, in many fields so as to make for more
effective Communiry acrion in the fields of the econ-
omy, social justice, energ'y, transport and many more.
But it would be disastrous for our defence to do
nothing more than blame the governments which
failed rc accep[ our proposals.
Let us make no mistake 
- 
Parliament will not be the
only one to be undermined next year in rhe eyes of the
public. It is the European Community as a whole, the
European idea itself. Ve are all in the same boat. If
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this House were to be condemned by massive absten-
tion, the Bovernments of the member countries would
be as much in the line of fire.
In his very remarkable speech, Mr Bangemann
referred to the possibility of no agreement being
reached. He had an idea which was reminiscent of the
two-speed Europe. Honourable Members, that takes
me back more than 30years, to Strasbourg, in 1950,
when some people proposed that anyone who wanted
to take integration funher should lead the way 
- 
and
that is what they did. And this was the stan of the first
Community according to the Schuman plan.
I hope that we do not move towards the two-speed
Europe. But, once again, there is no time to lose.
Under the German presidency, which has given us
great hopes, the European Council will be meeting in
Stuttgan and I hope that, on the basis of the
Genscher-Colombo proposal, the heads of state and
government will overcome their fears and their reser-
vations and manage to take, on essential points at
least, decisions which are geared to the future Euro-
pean union and will immediately give our citizens
good, solid reasons for thinking that Europe is once
more forging ahead.
(Applause)
Mr Velsh (ED). 
- 
Mr President, others of my col-
leagues will be addressing themselves to the high
ground of this debate, as represented by the very inter-
esting report by Mr Croux and the fascinating ani-
madversions of Mr Columbo; I alas have to confine
myself to the low ground of currency parities.
The EMS is possibly more imponant for what it repre-
sen6 than for what it actually is. Vhat it represents is
the remarkable degree of cooperation that has been
esablished within the Finance Council. The fact that
we have not suffered from a series of competitive
devaluations is very largely because the Finance Minis-
ters of the Ten have managed, not only to get along
with each other, but actually rc keep out of each
other's way, and it is the EMS that gives them the
framework for doing this. It was therefore with an icy
shiver down the spines of many of us that we realized
that the system was in severe danger of breaking
down. I think that one should pay a genuine tribute to
the statesmanship of the French Government because
when one looks at the balance of payments deficit that
the French are suffering at the moment and one real-
izes the pressures that they must be under, even from
their own coalition partners, I think it was a remarka-
ble act of courage that they did not turn their backs on
Europe, or on convergence but decided to stay in the
system. Now I am not a Socialist but I think that one
should give credit where it is due and rather than
attacking the French Government for not being Com-
muniry-minded I think one should praise them for
having accomplished a singularly Community-minded
ecl.
I should also say, and it needs to be said, that the
majority of members of my group continue to urge
our government to join the European Monetary Sys-
tem. '!7e lose no opponuniry to present that advice
and we shall continue to do so. It has always struck us
as a great piry that the British have not been able to
make their full contribution. I have also to say that I
would be deluding you if I suggested that I thought
that advice was about to be taken, but we shall
nonetheless continue to urge it.
But when looking at the future of the system, we also
have to have a cenain amount of realism and the fact
is that, as I recall, this is actually the seventh major
realignment of currencies that has taken place since
1978.
The EMS is, if I may say so, like a weather-hardened
ship which has battled through a succession of storms.
Each storm threatens the ship's existence a litde more.
This time it was not a storm, it was a hurricane, and
we should all be very glad that the old vessel manged
to limp through. However, it is no use nov Admiral
Stoltenberg and Captain Ortoli and the rest of the
crew saying, well, we can now heave a sigh of relief
and go drifting on over this ocean until we tet to the
next storm; somebody has to do something to put the
ship in a reasonable degree of repair, so that when the
next siorm comes she will in fact be able to cope with
it.'$7e cannot assume that for ever and a day somehow
or other we shall surmount these crises.
'!7e would like to stop thinking of the survival of the
system as an end in tiself and start looking towards its
development. Perhaps the time has come to think
more deeply about currenry alignments. At the
moment we w'aste most of our energy treating the
symptoms, which means making pariry adjustments,
and we pay for too little attention to the underlying
causes which make these adjustments necessary. I
wonder whether the time has not come to extend our
view of convergence to include discipline in our man-
agement of the European monetary base 
- 
in other
words, ro extend the admirable cooperation that exists
in the Finance Council to considering the relative sizes
of the monetary bases in the different countries. If that
were done, then the pressures of expansion could be
matched by prudence and the threat of inflationary
consequences might be held by concerted action. It
seems to us, Mr President, that it is that sort of radical
thinking that we must look for from Vice-President
Ortoli. Such a development would do a greaL deal to
establish genuine currency stability and would, of
course, greatly strenBthen the Communiq/s hand in
dealing with the United Sates and the Japanese to
secure some sort of world agreement on parities. A
great Frenchman once said: 'De l'audace, encore de
I'audace, toujours de I'audace!).' I think the time has
come for us to be a little more radical and a little more
brave.
Mr De Pasquale (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr President, we
Italian Communism are in favour of the Genscher-
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Colombo proposal because it moves in the direction of
greater European integration. Nevertheless, we have
at the same time poinrcd out the dangers inherent in
such an anomalous procedure: two ministers who
come here with great fanfare to explain their project,
while the Council, the body which bears collegiate res-
ponsibiliry, says nothing at all.
Now you, President Genscher, are finally here as a
legitimate spokesman, as President of the Council. Ve
also appreciate the fact that Mr Colombo is here. \7e
are always pleased to see Mr Colombo in this Cham-
ber, even though we do not perfectly understand in
what capacity he spoke.
In any event, we expected to learn something more,
but we were disappointed. !fle acknowledge the state-
ment made concerning the need to avoid compromises
which would create problems in respect to the ffeaty,
but this statement already demonstrates that we are in
danger of ending up with a grotesque paradox: the
Council would actually be aggravating the existing
situation, prolonging its own institutional paralysis
and failing to resolve the question of parliamentary
powers. If this were to be the result; if you are unable
to obtain support at least for the original proposals,
you would do better to abandon your project rather
than jeopardize the prospects created by rhe elections
by universal suffrage.
Mr President of the Council, the Council should not
hinder the effon being made in Parliament's institu-
tional committee to establish a new equilibrium within
the Community 
- 
an order more rational, more valid,
and better suited to the dme we live in. Nor should it
oppose the proposals drawn up by Parliament through
its Committee on Political Affairs ro improve the situa-
don within the context of the treaties. For this reason
we ask that no decision be taken behind Parliament's
back, panicularly in matters which concern it directly.
Gentlemen, you have come here three times, rclling us
less on each occasion. But you, Mr President of the
Council, and you, Mr Minister Colombo, should
make the effort to come a founh time, the right time.
This means that you should come before a decision
has been made, before the decisive meetings, to
explain this declaration, this European Act clearly to
us, so that Parliament can evaluate a rext which is both
valid and reliable.
The second elections are drawing near and the attacks
on the European Parliament are becoming more vehe-
ment. To these unfounded atmcks we answer unequi-
vocally that the Europedn Parliament, although
affected by the inevitable tensions and contradictions
characteristic of every democratic body, has wonhily
fulfilled its function. It has demonstrated a great sense
of responsibility in exercising the few powers it pos-
sesses; it has presented a wide variety of proposals in
all areas, which, if taken together, form a valid basis
for a possible development of Community Europe.
The governments of the Member States, together with
the Commission, should accept all this as an integral
pan of Community action. They should give it serious
consideration, responding adequately to every stimu-
lus received from the European Parliamenr. This has
never been the case. Total deafness has been the rule.
And as for the results of the Brussels summiq I will
only repeat the view expressed by an Italian politician
far removed from us, the chairman of the Committee
on Foreign Affairs of the Chamber of Deputies, Giu-
lio Andreotti: the results of the summit were nor w'oflh
the petrol wasted in getting there.
In realiry everything has been immobilized, postponed.
Solutions are only found when ve are about to go
down for the third time, and as solutions they are tem-
porary, inadequate, or simply unacceptable. I will give
only one example, which has for that matter already
been mentioned: if, in the 1984 budget, the refunds
for the United Kingdom were to be proposed again in
the terms that were used last year, without taking into
account the circumstances of the amending budget or
the position taken by Parliament, this would consrirute
a real provocation. I do not think anyone can cherish
any illusions concerning Parliament's probable reac-
tions to this sort of thing, and the Commission 
-Commissioner Onoli 
- 
should take care no[ to repeat
proposals which contradict Parliament's decisions. In
so doing, the Commission would be rendering itself
liable to censure.
In conclusion, Mr President, we Italian Communists,
totally committed in this decisive batde for European
unity, express the greatest alarm at an immobility
which is being prolonged indefinircly and which
diminishes the already limited possibilities of recovery.
The pressing need for peace, for derenre, for the revi-
talization of employment and the economy, demand a
new and broader political and institutional arena. The
Communiry as it is today, in the condition to which it
has been reduced, is being penned in a corner, and will
find no relief until it escapes.
President. 
- 
You stated that you did nor see in what
capacity Mr Colombo is present in the Chamber. I
should like to poinr out that any Member of the
Council has the right rc attend the proceedings here
and to speak in the Chamber, and Mr Colombo is a
Member of the Council. I believe that we all appre-
ciate the fact that Mr Colombo is here today. Ve
should be pleased if Members of the Council made
greater use of their right to be here.
(Applause)
Mr Delorozoy (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, President
Bangemann, the spokesman for our group, stressed
this morning what we think about rhe results of .the
latest rneetings held last month. In a few minutes, I
should simply like to go back to the agreemenr on the
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new EMS parities, which was only reached after dis-
cussions that were even more tense and difficult than
those on previous rectification. And I believe it is right
to emphasize the danger 
- 
given the ,frequency of
these readjustments and the problems of re-esablish-
ing fundamennl balance in some countries of the
Community 
- 
of the European Monetary System
going wider and wider off the mark of its objectives,
the main one of which has been, ever since the start in
1969, to reflect a desire for cohesion amongst the
European currencies so as to counter the consant
disorganization of che international monetary system
with its anarchic variations and a high rate of inflation.
The European Council of Bremen, in July 1978, set up
the European Monetary System and gave it the task of
establishing greater monetary stabiliry in the Com-
muniry and faciliating higher growth within this sta-
biliry, gradually returning to full employment and
reducing dispariry within the Community. Four years
Iater, our constant objective reveals that we are far
from having convergent economic, financial and social
policies in the Member States. Can monetary solidarity
go on if it is used almost systematically to rectify
errors of management 
- 
while the strengthening of
the Communiry's internal market still remains, from
many points of view, something that only appears in
speeches and good inrcntions? The latest readjustment
of parities on 21 March did not bring about perfect
balance, in spite of laudable effons on the pan of the
Commission. The parities are still unequal to the reali-
ties of the economic and financial situations of cenain
countries 
- 
primarily their inflation, their debt or
their revaluation without proper economic justifica-
tion. To put it mildly, there is no margin safery and
everyone knows it is mechanically and materially
impossible, without a certain delay, to obtain positive
results from an attempt to return to a state of proper
balance.
So, we are not masking the truth. The European
Monetary System has worked again, it is true, but it is
likely to collapse if we do not rapidly see a genuine
political desire for European cooperation in the essen-
tial fields mentioned this morning by the President of
rhe Commission. It is obvious. Dealing with the effects
and not touching the causes deteriorates the system
funher at each readjustment and brings us funher
away from the next stages we have to accomplish.
Mr IsraEl (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, Honourable
Members, reflection on the institutional order of the
Community is a consant concern of the European
Parliament. This House, whose role is not always
properly understood by the observers, has a dury to
intervene whenever there is a plan to alter its relations
with the Commission, the Council and the European
Council. The polidcal group to which I have the hon-
our to belong intends giving active support, to the pro-
posal originally defined by Mr Genscher and Mr Col-
ombo.
Vhy? Firsr of all, we are pleased to see that the
independence of Europe is a strong obligation in the
terms of this Act. All this would have been inconceiva-
ble without the Community's assenion of its desire to
defend the higher interests of the European peoples 
-with respect for alliances and a concern with solidariry
with the peoples of the Third \7orld. Ve feel it is
essendal for questions on European security to be
included in the Communiq/s general scope as long as
we are under constant threat on our continenr and it is
a good thing for this draft European Act to give ade-
quate coverage of this essential requirement of the
people of Europe. It seems very wise for the
Genscher-Colombo proposal to specify that there is a
central role for the European Parliament, which, in
addition to expressing what the people of Europe feel
and fulfilling irs job of controlling European policies
- 
not to mention its powers over the budget 
- 
will,
in the authors' eyes, have a special, legitimate paru to
play in the development of fundamental human rights.
At our next sitting, after all, the European Parliament
will be getting the opponunity to adopt a general
report on the situation of human rights in the world
today. This is a premidre. No national parliament
dares state the truth about human rights in certain
countries with which normal and sometimes friendly
relations are maintained. !7e at Srasbourg, I hope,
will do so.
If we are to achieve these objectives, it would seem
reasonable to propose one or two alterations of an
institutional nature 
- 
to which the DEP group will
willingly agree. The European Council, hitherto only
a college with all too often an Olympian oudook, will
now be part of the Community order 
- 
that is to say
it will be supremely responsible for Community affairs
and therefore forced to answer for its decisions before
the representatives of the European peoples. Certainly,
relations berween the European Council and this
House will have to involve a cenain amount of prud-
ence. Although democracy is essential for us all, it
sometimes looks as though the heads of government
prefer to act on their own. But the idea of establishing
these reladons between the European Council and
Parliament seems to us to be useful.
\7e also feel that a search for a common foreign
policy, which will be on an equal footing wirh the
other common policies, has become a necessity. Politi-
cal cooperation, as it operates today, is a succiss, cer-
tainly, but because it is a success, we ought ro go a
srcp funher and establish genuine external solidariry, a
power of intervention on [he international scene thar
can express the reality of a Communiry of 230 million
men and women anxious for peace and security. Our
Parliament would thus have the possibiliry of making
its voice heard in diplomatic relations between the
countries, which is far from being a bad thing, and the
Commission itself would also have powers in rhese
fields.
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I shall also mention the Fouchet plan in which General
de Gaulle in fact suggested that the Community
introduce a common foreign poliry with the power of
intervention and set up a proper European political
commission along the lines of the European Commis-
sion in Brussels. This unification of Europe around a
common foreign policy is a real Gaullist idea, one of
the most authentic ones in a world where the voice of
isolated countries, however, prestigious they may be,
is often counted as a negligible quantity. The
Genscher-Colombo plan, by providing for a common
cultural poliry and a campaign against international
crime and, naturally, referring to social justice, seems
to us to be very useful in this respect.
There remain questions of procedure which have to be
examined closely and on which, I think, the Council
has to take its reflection funher. It is important, for
example, for the notion of viml interest that a sate can
invoke in opposition to a quasi-unanimous Council
decision to be precisely defined in specifically legal
terms, with no consideration of advisibiliry. But it is
also imponant that 
- 
what the authors of the draft
call for a revision of the CAP, with rationalization of
the budget structure should be examined closely. It
would be vrong for the Arendt report, for example, to
get us to approve a profound reorganization of the
CAP on the sly, without 
- 
and this is a paradox 
-the Committee on Agriculture giving its opinion. Mr
de la Maldne has told you of our surprise, our discon-
tentment and even our anger.
It would also be wrong for budgetary procedure to
lead Parliament 'off the rails'. The Political Affairs
Committee invited Mr Croux, our colleague, to give
the European Parliament's point of view on the
Genscher-Colombo plan. Mr Croux's first repon got
the suppon of the DEP group. However, we fear that
the resolution before us today is too overloaded, that
Mr Crou4 and the Political Affairs Committee have
succumbed to the temptation to put too much in. And
the boat could well sink. In order to respect the logic
of the Genscher-Colombo plan and to signify our
acceptance of this principle, our group will not be vot-
ing for the Croux report. But it wishes to make
known, through me, that it reaffirms that the institu-
tional progress aimed at by Germany and Italy is an
imponant factor in the life of our Community and it
invites the Council to speed up its work so that adop-
tion can take place soon, bearing in mind the elements
highlighted by this debate, for the greater good of the
Communiry and the people who make it up.
Mr Capanna (CDI). 
- 
(17) Mr President, in listen-
ing attentively rc the reports of Messrs Genscher, Col-
ombo and Thorn, one receives the impression that
Europe now resembles a defective steam locomotive:
steam comes out of the smoke stack, but the wheels do
not turn. In the same way, Europe is sanding still, if
not actually moving backwards.
I will give three examples.
First: for weeks, if not months, 14 barrels of dioxin
(originally in Seveso), a highly toxic substance, have
been ravelling around the Community, and no Com-
munity authority seems to know where they have fin-
ally been deposited.
Public opinion in at least five, if not six Member States
of the Community is greatly alarmed by.this affair. In
my opinion, primary responsibility belongs to the
government authorities in my own country, Italy; but
Italy is certainly not alone in bearing this responsibil-
iry. For example, the Commission, responding to a
question of mine, made it apparent that ic is not exer-
cising the powers granted to it in directive No 19 of
1978.
Ve therefore find ourselves faced with a mysrcry fos-
tered by a powerful multinational like Hoffman-Lar-
oche. Ve can then legitimately ask ourselves: what
European Act? The Act that panicipates in a conspir-
acy of silence with the multinationals? The European
Act of intrigue and mysrcry?
Second example: we have 12 million unemployed in
the Community, but Europe is pursuing a Reagan-
inspired policy of deflation which increases unemploy-
ment, also by reason of its uncontested subjection to
the dollar. This is the origin of the monetary tensions
which are causing such upheavals in Europe. European
policy seems to be based on the principle: more unem-
ployment, more arms, more destruction of productive
capacities 
- 
that is, the opposite of a true policy for
employment.
Again I ask: is this the European Act now in prepara-
tion?
This annoying question of England! England would
have the right to be heard if, for example, it stopped
buying butter from New Zealand, if it accepted the
position expressed by this Parliament on Afghanisan,
and if it ceased its occupation of that Afghanistan in
miniature, situated in the hean of Europe, which is
Ulster.
Third example: the Middle East. Europe stammers
along, saying nothing to the need to create an inde-
pendent Palestinian state in the territories constituted
by the '!7est Bank and the Gaza Strip, now occupied
by Israel.
I was recently myself in Israel, where I had ample con-
tact with the political and progressive Israeli groups 
-Zionist and non-Zionist 
- 
and I was able to see that
in that country, especially in regard rc the Palestinian
population, illegality is the rule. I became aware of the
continuous practice, contrary to every international
law, of confiscating land which has been the legitimate
property of the Palestinians for decades; I was able to
speak with dozens of citizens who had been arrested
without ever having been told of the nature of the
accusation against them.
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It is necessary for Europe to trant true recognition to
the PLO as the legitimate representative of the Palesti-
nian people, and not only as such: as an entity it
should have the right to create a sovereign and inde-
pendent state in the occupied territories represented by
the \fest Bank and the Gaza Strip. On the basis of
these considerations I hope for the sake of Messrs
Genscher, Colombo and Thorn that they will not go
down in history as the protagonists of a great losr
opportunity.
(Appkase from oaious qaarters)
Mr Pesmazoglou (NI). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, the
meeting of the European Council in Brussels about a
month aBo produced the impression of a serious politi-
cal inadequacy of the European Communiry in the
face of the grave European and worldwide problems.
Mr President, I wish to insist that a majority within
the European Parliament believes that measures to
overcome unemployment, inflation and the economic
crisis can only prove effective if there is concened act-
ion by the European Communiry. Consequently, the
reorganization and the necessary reinforcement of the
European Communiry go hand in hand with facing the
present-day problems of the European peoples.
The perspective of Stuttgart does not conceal the vac-
uum of Brussels, and since M. de la MalCne has
exressed concern over the Greek presidenry during
the second six months of 1983, I feel obliged to
answer that the exercise of the presidenry should be
on behalf of the Communiry as a whole, including the
people in the country that is carrying out that func-
tion. I would like to believe that in this v/ay, the Greek
government too will exercise its presidency during the
second half of the year, bearing in mind that: a) the
vast majority of the Greek people support, our coun-
ry's membership of the EEC and the progress of the
procedures involved in uniting European people
within the framework of a European Community, and
b) there is a statutory obligation for our counrry to
take pan in all the functions of the European Com-
munity, in accordance with che Treaties in force.
I would like to comment that the problems we are fac-
ing today are almost ripe for a solution. But I want to
stress tv/o problems of capiral importance, which were
largely neglected in the deliberations of the European
Council in Brussels.
The first is that of monetary and credir coordinadon.
It is not sufficient for the European Monetary System
to concern itself only wirh monerary crises and the
readjustment of currenry exchange rates. The Euro-
pean Monetary System must participate continuously
and effectively in the monetary and credit develop-
ments of each country. The Vice-President, Mr.
Onoli, said that in a few days we will hear an
announcement concerning monerary unification and
about measures to promote the convergence of the
economies. Unless these are accompanied by increased
political support, I think the result will again be unsa-
tisfactory.
The other imponant matter also neglected by the
European Council in Brussels is the promotion of the
Mediterranean programmes. These programmes con-
cern the entire Mediterranean South of the Com-
muniry, but not just the Mediterranean South. They
concern the Community as a whole, and the acdvation
of Europe's economy.
In connection with the European Act and the Croux
report, I would like to commenr straight away, Mr.
President, that the matter is not unconnected with the
Community's activities and initiatives in the economic
and monetary sectors. Unless there is some progress
towards the uniry of our peoples and towards the defi-
nition of a common foreign and defence poliry, we
shall not be able to progress towards decisive coordi-
native measures in matters of the economy. The Euro-
pean Act and the coordination of foreign policy are
implicit in the logic and the principles of the Treaties
in force rcday. Consequently, progress towards Euro-
pean political cooperation is a vital necessity. I disa-
gree categorically, Mr. President, with the logic and
assertions made a little while ago by my compatriot
and colleague Mr. Plaskovitis on behalf of PASOK.
However Mr. President, I would like to say rwo
things: first, European political cooperation cannor
conceivably be brought about in a spirit of two-rare
develophent, and concerning this I do not at all think
that I can agree with some of the comments made by
the Minister, Mr Colombo. My other comment, which
I also consider imponant, is that if there is to be a true
European political cooperation it is both necessary and
obvious that the self-evidently vital interests of each
country, such as rcrritorial inrcgriry and rights of sov-
ereignry according rc International law and Treaties in
force, as well as a balanced social and economic
development of our peoples, will be the responsibiliry
of the European Community and of the European pol-
itical cooperation in quesrion. This should be made
explicit in the European Act. My impression is that on
this basis it should be possible to modify the rules con-
cerning the taking of decisions favourable-to vhar was
envisaled in the founding Treaty of th\u European
Communiry.
(Appkuse)
Mr Hiinsch (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should like to say straight away that the
great majoriry of the Socialisr Group will be voting for
Mr Croux's repon because we believe ir provides a
funher impulse thar is needed if the Council is at last
to finalize the Joint Declaradon.
In this debate, which is the second of ir kind in six
months, I feel 
- 
as, I believe, do quite a few of my
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colleagues 
- 
like a priest in church who is addressing
Mr Genscher and Mr Colombo, but does not really
mean rhem and is in fact criticizing those who are not
sitting here but out there in other governments and
other panies.
Let me summarize what I have to say in perhaps three
or four sentences:
Firstly, what you, Mr Genscher and Mr Colombo,
intend to do in the Council is 
- 
as you yourselves
know 
- 
at best endorse what already exists, what is
now being done. And the Community must be in a
poor way if this is regarded as progress, to judge by
statements by the French President reponed in the
newspaper Le Monde. Ve are really in a poor way if
we have to see the endorsement of what already exists
as ProSress.
Secondly, we are basing ourselves here on somethinB
and Mr Croux's repon is based on something which
no longer exists. \7e are no more than summarily
informed of the progress 
- 
or, I should perhaps say,
setbacks 
- 
in the Council's negotiations. After all, if
we look closely, everything that seems to go on in the
Council is a step or funher steps away from the Act in
the form originally proposed, steps away from the ori-
ginal draft, and we of the Socialist Group find this
regrettable.
Thirdly, we know that the items that are coming off
worst in these negotiations are those that concern the
European Parliament. Vhat appears to be left of the
original text is not, to be absolutely frank, enough in
our eyes, nor can it be enough for a directly elected
parliament. I implore you: if this is the way things are
- 
and we all want to be realistic, of course 
- 
then at
least prevent the inclusion in this declaration of words
which will leave things at their present minimum level
for all time.
Founhly and finally, I see here 
- 
and this declaration
will not prevent it either 
- 
an insidious process of
movement away from parliamentary practice and so
from democracy not only in the European Community
but in the Member States themselves. I am not disput-
ing that the Council is a legitimate democratic body.
Its members have, of course, been delegated by demo-
cratically elected parliaments. But, in a way that is
unique and questionable for a democratic organ-
ization, the Council is both the executive and the leg-
islature.
\7hen we realize that the Council is the only legisla-
tive body in the \7esrcrn world to meet behind closed
doors and to give itself laws many of which it then
enforces through the national governmenm which it
represents, we can see something of the insidious Pro-
cess of movement away from democrary that is going
on in the Member States of the European Communiry.
All of this might be acceptable if what went on in the
Council was subject to the control of the national par-
liaments. Ve could then say that, although we of the
European Parliament are not responsible for the
democratic control that is needed and are not involved
in the democratic process, at least the national parlia-
men$ are. But we find that this is not the case and, in
view of the vast number of regulations and laws that
are now being adopted and enacted in Europe, it
probably cannot be so. I once worked it out, taking
the German Bundestag as an example, but the result
generally applies to all the other parliaments in the
European Community. In the eighteen months from
the beginning of tlaO until mid-1981, some 1800
regulations and directives were forwarded rc the Bun-
destag.You might think that a parliament checks what
the Council does.
Do you know how many of these I 800 directives and
regulations appeared as a Bundestag paper? A mere
109, or fewer than 6 0/0. And of these 109 over 60 had
already been published in the Official Journal of the
European Communities and had thus entered into
force before they could be considered by the national
parliament. I call that an insidious movement away
from democracy, not only in the Communiry but also
in the Member States.
\7hen will you 
- 
not you personally, but the Council
- 
realize that this Communiry can only afford an
election, the direct election of the Members of this
Parliament, if it actually means something to the elec-
tors in Europe. The way things are at the moment, this
election will not mean anything. \7e cannot fail rc
realize this if we stop evading the issues in speeches
from the soap-box. Vhen will we begin to realize that
a lower turn-out at next year's elections will mean
more than the loss of this Parliament's reputation and
legitimacy? Unless there is a major change, unless we
- 
you in the Council, we in Parliament 
- 
make a
new breakthrough, the whole of the Community will
be put to the vote next May. And not only the Com-
mission and Parliament but the Council and the gov-
ernments of the Member Sates too have reason to fear
this vote.
(The sitting uas suspended at 1 p.m. and resumed at 3
P.m.)
IN THE CFIAIR: MR NIKOI"\OU
Vice-President
Mr Jonker (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, considera-
ble mention has been made in the course of this morn-
ing's debate of how little now remains of the original
Genscher-Colombo Draft European Act. At every
stage of the proceedings,'whether official or at minis-
terial or secretary of state level, the efforts of ministers
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Genscher and Colombo were further eroded. Lauda-
ble efforts, for their objectives were those of translat-
ing the political will of their sponsors to give the Com-
munity more form, into tangible deeds. The considera-
ble lack of any uniformity of opinion in the Council is
now apparent, as was also confirmed in the interven-
tions of both ministers this morning. From being a
Communiry institution the Council has become a
forum for the defence of national interests. If I have
understood correctly there is no consensus in the
Council on the voting procedure, on relations between
Council and European Parliament, on defining Com-
muniry foreign poliry, on the extension of Community
areas of inrcrest, nor on the investiture debate on the
selection of a new Commission. The list is by no
means exhaustive but there is little point in devoting all
my speaking time to the innumerable subjecm on
which we failed to reach an agreemenr.
The question now facing us is: 'Vhat are we going to
do about it?' '\7'hat now?' The whole procedure we
are now going through with regard to European
Union reminds me of that famous book'Snakes in Ice-
land'; it had but one chapter, entitled: 'There are no
snakes in Iceland'. I am afraid the same must regretta-
bly be said of the book we have been writing since
1975 on European Union. Up to now it has acquired
only one chapter, that of the disappointments and fail-
ures of the European Union, after the European Act
and the European Declaration. Nevenheless the book
mus[ be completed. For the Communiry's citizens
there is no alternative to cooperation and consolida-
tion.
Mr Croux's first-rate report 
- 
a sentiment which has
as also been echoed rcday 
- 
is, for us Christian
Democrats, essentially a minimum. Events have, how-
ever, already ovenaken it. 'S7e no longer have an Act
but a Declaration and I would like to ask the Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council: '\flhat is the aim of the
declaration?' I would like rc put the same quesrion ro
the Commission but it is conspicuous by its absence.
Vill the declaration involve a written undertaking on
the part of its adherents or will ir be ceremoniously
radfied by the Council president at a larer date?
Should the declaration ultimately turn out to be as
bare as it appears today I see little poinr in having it
signed by the ten Member States.
I would reiterate my question, in panicular to the
Commission, as to how it sands on the matter: signa-
tures or a ceremonious declaration? In the relevant
deliberations of 15 October 1982 I commented ar the
time 
- 
that as the events surrounding the Genscher-
Colombo initiative began to unravel, its sponsors were,
to my mind, in danger of becoming emperors without
clothing and to my regret I have to admit that my quip
was not so far-fetched after all. It looks as if funher
progress on the essential points has now been jeopar-
dized. And I should consider it the height of folly to
merely catalogue, at a European Council or in a Euro-
pean Declaration, the powers which have akeady
accrued to Parliament. If the Council can find nothing
better on which to concentrate its energies then it
might just as well forget about the Parliament. 'Ve
must define the attainable', says Minister Genscher.
The last section of the Act is so bare that I have to
profess my astonishment at the statement by two min-
isters of foreign affairs to the effect that they would
never counrenance something which runs counter [o
the Treary. This is just too much to take. Declarations
such as these are superfluous.
The Draft Act is divided on decision making in the
Council. There is essentially but one solution 
- 
a
return to the Treaties's stipulations. The Luxemburg
Agreement, or better still, disagreement, is not yet
dead. It is still alive and kicking and here we are
akeady taking up the issue of the .Council and its
members. That is a Erave state of affairs for such dis-
cussions are designed to merely refurbish narional
inrcrests. In this respect I should like to inquire as to
whether, in cases where a Member State invokes its
vital interesrc and requests a vote on it by the Council,
the Commission may be called in to rule on rhe valid-
ity or otherwise of such request.
I understand that the Community ministers of foreign
affairs intend to deliberate the Genscher-Colombo
plan this coming 14 and I 5 May, in the absence of civil
serr'ants. My own very personal advice is that, in the
event of no substantial progress being reached at the
meeting, you, Ministei Genscher, should have the
Brace to withdraw your plan. You deserve betrer than
a project eroded to the extent that yours has now
become for you must, I feel, surely recognize that a
declaration such as that now before us, is in danger of
blocking all further Communiry progress, and not just
institutional. It formalizes the absence of any Com-
muniry progress at this point in time. In this respect I
can only echo Mr Hensch's sentimenrc of this morning
on Community democratization, ro rhe effect that
national parliaments are being srripped of powers
which are not in turn being recouped by the European
Parliament. Minister Genscher, ro conrinue along this
course is, in my opinion, not jusr perilous, both for the
Community as such, and for Parliament, for the simple
reason that ve are having ro assist at the annihilation
of the initiatives on which this House is currently
working. The Council *ill hrr. its alibi ar hand whicl
will consist in their in effect sraring: this was the
attainable and we have given it our stamp of approval.
Ve now have a respite for the next five years during
which we can ser our sights elsewhere.
I believe this sets a dangerous precedent and I would
therefore urge the minister, in the absence of any not-
iceable improvement ro simply say: 'Look, we've
decided to withdraw the plan, for it is much better to
keep all options open concerning Parliament/Council
relations and to let rhe former conrinue the struggle'.
Such a solution is infinitely preferable to a formal dec-
laration thar an impasse has been reached.
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Vhile there can be no doubting my esteem for minis-
ter Genscher's effons the withdrawal of his plan
should not be allowed to leave his European creden-
tials untarnished.
This in no way implies that funher initiatives cannot
be undertaken. Mr Bangemann and others have
already evoked the need for a new Messina rcp-level
government conference to see which Member States
are prepared to commit themselves to funher Com-
munity progress. I should like to add: let both minis-
ters, if they would be so'kind, have a glance at the
PPE's (Christian Democratic Group) resolution on
this subject, the Communiry of two diverging speeds,
and in so doing, they would be in good company.
Sir James Scott-Hopki"s (ED). 
- 
First of all I must
congratulate Mr Croux on the very serious piece of
work which he has put before us in his repon, for all
the hard work he has done in getdng it through com-
mittee and, indeed, on presenting it here in a short and
powerful speech to this House.
I have been in European politics now since 1950,
Mr President, in various positions, posts and jobs, and
it seems to me that q/e are rather like a railway train:
we go in fim and starts. Now whether it is the engine
driver's fault or the signaller's fault, I do not know.
But most certainly we make advances, we leap for-
ward, and then we grind to a halt. And when we grind
to a halt everybody is filled with pessimism, as Mr Jon-
ker was just now. It was a very pessimistic speech that
he made. I think it is false to do that. It is equally false
rc be too optimistic. Nevertheless, I must congratulate
the President-in-Office for the successes that he has
had during the shon period of three months that he
has had in the presidency this panicular time, and the
achievements which have aken place during these
three months. It is a job well done so far, and I wish
him the greatest of success in the three months which
remain before the end of the presidency of the Federal
Republic of Germany.
One of the grear advantages, Mr President, of being a
back-bencher is that you can indulge in looking for-
ward and not necessarily dealing with the problems of
the moment. That is a job for a minister, and we have
had very heavy speeches from a lot of our leaders here.
Indeed, I would recommend to the House panicularly
the one by 
-y colleague, Mr Fergusson 
- 
41d,
indeed, others as welll
But if one looks forward to the future, what one is
trying to do is not to fantasize but to be pragmatic.
One of the things which I think is in shon supply
today is idealism about the European ideal and about
what we are trying to achieve. \7hat I am trying to
achieve, I will not see in my polidcal lifetime. I know
rhat full well. But I think most of us round this Cham-
ber, those of us cenainly who are more than 40 years
old, are trying to build something wonhwhile for the
future.
\7hat are we trying to do, and are we making any pro-
gress? The answer must be yes. But what do we want?
'![hat 
are we trying to build? I believe we are trying to
build a Europe within which future generations of the
21st century can, in point of fact, deal in a common
currency. \Tithout a common currency I do not
believe that the agricultural policy, which we have
spent so many wasted hours arguing about, could ever
be really equitable rc all the ten or twelve nations of
Europe because there is that inbuilt hostility, an inbuilt
imbalance in this awful dispariry between the curren-
cies; and the green currency, which was brought in to
equal things out, has made matters even worse. That is
just one of the things I believe we have got to aim at.
Maybe the instrument of doing that is the EMS. I do
not know; I think it probably is. If so, for God's sake,
Mr President-in-Office, make funher effons rc extend
and develop it.
And then again we want to see goods and people trav-
elling between our countries without let and hindr-
ance.
Fear is what has caused the greatest difficulty in the
Communiry over the past seven years: fear of what
will happen to one if one lets one's guard down. I have
seen it happen in the Federal Republic, I have seen it
happen in my country, and I have cenainly seen it
happen in the Republic of France. Ministers are frigh-
tened, the public and civil servants in particular are
frightened of what would happen if this matter was
allowed to go on. Up goes a barrier. Ve must protect
ourselves, they say.'!7e cannot do it by putting on a
levy; we cannot do it by customs duty; let us think of
some ingenious way of doing it. So they do it, and so
trade is inhibited.
Now Ministers have got an opportuniry to sweep that
away, amongst other things. I hope to goodness that in
the next four or five years they will all be swept away
- 
not all at once, I know that is impossible. But it can
be done, Mr President-in-Office. It must be done over
that period.
Then again, look at the interplay of people. Surely to
goodness we want, people to be able to move freely
between all our countries. I believe that can be done
too.
Then again, over the past seven years my Prime Minis-
rcr has said to me many times that she believes that
nobody in Europe understands the meaning of 'fair
play'; only the British understand it. I do not believe
that is true. I believe in point of fact that, given the
opportunity, everybody vants to see equity and fair-
ness between Member States. But we have got to do
away with the fear of what would happen if they do.
And we have got [o accept that we have a common
cultural background.
This is why I welcome in the Genscher-Colombo
repon panicularly the institutionalization 
- 
if you
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call it that 
- 
of a proper council, if it is led by imagin-
ative men and women'as I believe it will be. This is the
hope of building a future Europe for the 21st century
which I can wholly subscribe to. I, for my parr, will do
alllcanrchelp.
(Appkuse)
Mr Ephremidis (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I
would first like to make a general commenr. Reality is
implacable and one cannor easily misunderstand it by
disguising its elements. And the elements of reality in
the present contexr are thal the Community has been
passing through, is still passing through, and despite
the self-delusions of some, will conrinue ro pass
through a multi-faceted crisis whose cornersrones are
the tidal wave of unemployment, the decline of indus-
try, the stadc or even negative indices of industrial
development, and the impasse in the CAP. Alongside,
and over and above all this is the certainty that Europe
is pursuing a dangerous course and sooner or later
may well become the staning point of a Third Vorld
Var and at the same time the theatre of a nuclear
holocaust. Mr President, a situation like that, a crisis
like that is not to be overcome by any number of 'we
will this' or 'we will that', by a multitude of promises,
or by dramatic calls for the success of the summit talks
at Stuttgan about which we have heard so much from
the two Presidents of Council and of the Commission
and from other colleagues. If this crisis is ro be over-
come, what is needed is a different policy. However,
for any such different policy to be applied, it is a vital
precondition that the Communiry, the members that
make it up, and in panicular those who direct its life
should have the will to break free from a double tyr-
anny, the tyranny of monopolistic profircering, which
is the source of the many-sided crisis, and the ryranny
of American cold-war policy.
Mr President, this will is lacking and that is why there
is no solution, since the ffue cause of the crisis is not
being faced.
Instead, the Presidents, our other colleagues who have
spoken, and the rapporteur Mr Croux advocate pro-
gress towards European capitalistic integration within
the framework of so-called European Union.
Mr President, rhis is no panacea, it is a propagandistic
myth that disguises the rrurh that rhis Community,
which is a union to do with cusroms tarifs and an
economic organization, is likely to develop into a pol-
itical and military organization with the result that the
existing conflicts and crisis will be exacerbared. From
this standpoint, Mr President, we are against what the
two Presidents said, and of course we also oppose the
repon and resolution presented by Mr Croux, and will
vote against it. \fle shall vote against it, in panicular,
because we disagree radically with this arrempr ro
extend the authority of the Communiry, especially by
accepting the notions of a common foreign policy and
of common action in foreign affairs, because we do
not wan[ our country rc be subject to any such poliry,
but to have its own independenr narional policy, which
serves its interests. Ve shall vote against for the addi-
tional reason thar there is now a sustained attempt to
do away with the system of the unanimous vore and ro
replace it by the wishes of the direcrorate, which
would be imposed even when this would endanger
vital interests of our own country, and we would no
longer have even the elementary guarantee embodied
in the Luxembourg compromise with the possibiliry of
applying a veto on behalf of the minority. Finally, we
shall vote against, Mr President, because as everyone
in this chamber and indeed everyone outside it knows,
our party, the Communist Pany of Greece, opposes
the accession of our country ro rhis monopolistic
organization because throughout the rqro years of our
membership the consequences have been consistently
negative.
President. 
- 
There is a problem for the Chair. The
Non-Inscribed Members have been allotted only-
one-and-a-half minutes and Mr Romualdi and
Mr Alexiadis wish to speak. How can rhe one and a
half minutes be divided? Either one speaker will have
to surrender his time to the other speaker or each will
speak for only a few seconds. However, Mr Romualdi
is first on the list and I give him the floor.
Mr Romualdi (NI). 
- 
(17) I wish only to say,
Mr President, that is improper to carry on a discussion
in this manner. I represent, although humbly enough,
the four Italian non-attached members, and I bear the
administrative responsibiliry for the one English non-
attached member, yer I have been granted only half a
minute in which ro speak. This I decline to do, and I
protest vigorously against this way of proceeding,
which is all the more blameworthy in the light of the
imponance of the problems dealt with in this morn-
ing's discussion.
Mr Blumenfeld (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I am,
of course, tempted to say a few words to'the President
of the Council on his opening speech this morning, for
example on questions concerning the Community's
political and rrade relations, panicularly wirh rhe
United States, and matters relating to the Middle East
policy. He will understand thar I refrain from doing so
because I have asked for and been given the floor to
discuss a completely different subject.
Nonetheless, I would say ro rhe President of rhe
Council in rhis context that the Council should amach
some imponance ro occasionally involving Parliament
as an institution in relations between the European
Community and rhe United States.
As the parliamentary body which represents the Amer-
ican people, the US Congress is a very powerful insti-
tution. This Parliament is not, but we do have direct
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relations with the Congress, which plays a major role
in opinion-forming and the formulation of objectives
in the United States, and from my many years of
experience I cannot help feeling that it would some-
times be a good thing for the European Parliament,
with its expertise and its personal connections, to be
involved in the process of avening or reducing tension
between the Communiry and the United States. You
may not have asked for this advice, but I give it all the
same, for you to pass on to your colleagues in the
Council.
As regards foreign policy, I have only one point to
make. Whatever you as President of the Council or we
of Parliament say about the Middle East, we are
always behind the times. \Vhat you told us this morn-
ing has, of course, been overtaken by events in the
Middle East in the last few days, the end, for the time
being at least, of a dialogue, of the effons to set in
motion a process which will bring peace to the whole
region.
Mr Genscher, you and Mr Colombo have today not
only made an extremely welcome gesture in discussing
questions connected with the European Act, a gesture
for which we have expressed our appreciation: you
have also expressed your views on the relationship
between the Council and Parliament.
Ve realize that, as President of the Council, you are
under somewhat greater pressure to find a common
denominator for the divergent opinons in the Council,
while Mr Colombo, the other member of the duo as
which you face us, if I may put it that way, had some-
thing far more pleasing to rcll us regarding the desire,
at least of the two Ministers from the Federal Republic
of Germany and Italy, to involve the European Parlia-
ment fully in the process of the formulation of political
objectives, in economic development and above all in
democratic conffol.
As Sjonke Jonker has just said, in many areas this
democratic control is not exercised by the national
parliaments, has been lost or has been transferred, but
not to us and quite obviously to no one else: that is the
only conclusion we can draw from developments in
recent years.
Ve are one of the three institutions. The Council, as
we have repeatedly pointed out, is overweight. It must
shed some of the fat of its authoriry. It must delegate
responsibility to this Parliament because, unless a par-
liament is given increasing responsibility and powers
of control, it cannot represent the citizens of Europe
or act responsibly in its dealings with the other Com-
munity institutions and in the fulfilment of im mandate
as a directly elected parliament.
But let me ask you a very specific question,
Mr Genscher. \7hy has it not been possible since
24 lanuary, when the delegation from Parliament met
the Council and you promised us that a Council deleg-
tion 
- 
COREPER 
- 
and a delegation from Parlia-
ment would meet, why has it not been possible rc
enlarge on, let alone adopt, the reports which Parlia-
ment adopted in 1981 and early 1982 and have been
awaiting a decision ever since?
In plain terms, is it your fault that you have not had
the opponunity, that you do not feel able to confront
Parliament with a Council delegation or to set a date
during your Presidenry 
- 
which has only another two
and a half months to run 
- 
or what is the reason? Is
Parliament perhaps to blame, for not yet expressing an
opinion? Ve need a clear ansu/er to this question.
Ve cannot be fobbed off with a satement from you
that the matter is in hand and we shall be hearing from
you shortly. Sfle want to adopt these resolutions' \(e
want to join with you in now taking these steps, which
may be small but are imponant for Parliament's res-
ponsibiliry and powers of conrol. If we fail to take
rhem 
- 
and in this I agree with Mr Hlnsch 
- 
the
whole of the Community and particularly the Council
of this Community will suffer a defeat when the direct
elections to the European Parliament are held in 1984.
Mrs Gredal (S). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, may I once
again put to the Council President the following ques-
tions: why are the Communiry's real problems being
disguised by this continued work on an extension of
the areas covered by the Community, for example, to
culture and indeed to the establishment of common
legal rules and to changes in the institutional struc-
ture? Ve have not yet convinced the people of Europe
of what is really wonhwhile in the Community. This
very important work is being crowded out by Propo-
sals of the kind we are dealing with today. Our popu-
lations want to see resul$. They want to see the Com-
munity do something, for example, about unemploy-
ment. They want to see results in a large number of
areas which are aheady covered by the Treaty of
Rome.
Fonunately the speech of the President-in-Office has
good things to say on a number of these things. Vhy
should we spend time today debating a European Act
which we know has already been blocked in the Coun-
cil and which no-one believes will receive any other
treatment in Stuttgart. It will not be possible in my
opinion to convince the Danish people that the pro-
posed changes should take place. But I am also con-
vinced that other countries besides Denmark do not
want the proposed measure as it stands in its entirery.
Perhaps they do not say so quite so categorically as the
Danes. My proposal is therefore: withdraw the plan
and get to grips with the many problems which need
rc be solved and must be solved.
The Danish social democrats must vote against the
Croux report, just as we voted against the flag proPo-
sal yesterday. Both items are equally unrealistic. Let us
have some results instead, but within the present
framework of the Treary of Rome.
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I think the Italian Foreign Minister, Mr Colombo, said
something panicularly apt and sensible this morning.
He said:'ler us nor foster any illusions, let us not go
around making grand declarar,ions'. I think that is
something the Council, rhe Commission and Parlia-
ment alike should abide by.
(Appkase)
Mr Pranchire (COM). 
- 
(FR) The monetary read-justment of 22 March means rhat urgent measures for
the dismantling of the MCM are called for ro pur an
end to the penalization of French agriculture, which is
feeling the full force of the rising price of imponed
raw materials and distorrions in competidon due to the
MCM.
I am surprised that Commissioner Onoli overlooked
the agro-monerary consequences of this readjustment
and failed rc include in his communication some more
practical proposals on dismantling the MCM 
- 
which
are as high now as they were in 1977. They are an
infernal machine which makes rhe French farmers
finance the development of their most direcr comperi-
tors. In particular, rhe French cattle and pig breeders
are the first to feel the negarive effecm. The MCM
mean rhar counrries with strong currencies are anifi-
cially overprotecred and get rco high prices which
favour the expansion of their agriculture and their
exPorts.
However, French agriculture is at a disadvanage. Our
exports are held back and our impons encouraged.
It is imperative for this distonion in compedtion to be
eliminated, both for agricultural incomes and our
trade balance. For the presenr, on behalf of rhe French
communisrs and allies, I call on the Council ro respecr
the commitments it made in 1979 when the European
Monetary System was brought in. The agricultural
price package for 1983-84 should, we feel, include a
plan for rapid, programmed dismantling bf the MCM
- 
i.e suppression of the negative MCM and disman-
tling of half the positive MCM in 1983, followed by
total suppression of all MCM in 1984.
This is whar should be done, Mr President, for if the
Commission cannot submit ro us a reform of rhe sys-
tem rapidly, so the principle of unity of prices in ihe
Community is re-established, the ill effects will be even
more dramatic as far as the French farmers are con-
cerned.
Mr.Prag (ED).- Mr President, Europe is once again
in danger, it seems [o me, of becoming bogged down
in a series of dialo€ues of the deaf. It is no use talking
about the lack of political will, because there is no
means, technical or institutional, of augmenting that
- 
at leasr none rhar I know of. If we complain about
the way rhe Communiry functions 
- 
and we are
always doing that and we all admit its defects 
- 
then
surely we have got to accep[ as a consequence that
changes in the decision-making procedures are indis-
pensable.
First, we have got to bring the European Council inrc
those decision-making procedures. It seems [o me rhar
we lack a proper framework ro ensure that things
which are strategically necessary are properly followed
up, and it is an absolute nonsense rhat European polit-
ical cooperation and the Communiry frameworks
should be separare. It is a nonsense and it is impossible
to justify it.
The second area where reform is indispensable 
- 
and
this is dealt with in the Croux reporr 
- 
is on the ques-
tion of majoriry vodng in the Council. The Countil is
the Communiry log jam area. There is no doubt about
it. Again it is no use simply saying, as the Croux repon
does, that we musr get back rc majority voting. \7e
may want to, but we know that the governments do
not and will nor. That is why the Genscher-Colombo
discussions have resulted in proposals for procedureal
methods of getting round that log jam or rarher of
breaking it. I do hope that when rhe final decisions are
made on Genscher-Colombo proposals, we will have
something sensible on majority voting and nor rhe old
platitudes and the old nonsense which has produced
no concrete results.
Finally, I should like to say a few words on the budg-
etary problem which lies ar rhe hearr of so many of t[e
Communiq/s difficulties ar the moment. It seems clear
to me that we will never solve the budgetary problem
unless we are prepared ro accept parallel progress
along three lines. First, we have gor ro find some
mechanism 
- 
and the Commission has already pro-
posed several 
- 
which will limit unreasonably high
contributions on rhe parr of any'Member State.'\7irh-
out tha[ we will not succeed.
Secondly, we have got to find some vay of limiting
the open-ended nature of support for-agriculturel
which means in effect supporr for the creation of ever
increasing surpluses of cenain products; that is a non-
sense and we all know it is a nonsense, and if it goes
on it will wreck the common agricultural poliry.
Thirdly, we have also 
- 
and I am sure rhis is an abso-
lutely.indispensable element 
- 
gor ro accepr that there
must be new and extended Communiry policies which
will really birc and which are bound to involve a lrans-
fer. of 
^spending from the national to che Communiryfield. Surely it is not beyond the wit of Commission
and Council, Mr Presidenr, to combine these rhree
indispensable elements, together in a sensible solution
for the development of rhe Community.
Any government which thinks it can ger one or more
of those three elemenrs ar rhe e*pensi of the orher is
mistaken. V.e have got to have goodwill and sincerity,
otherwise all our talk and all our professions of the
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need for political will will not succeed. They will not
succeed unless the governments are genuinely pre-
pared to accept a combination of all these three ele-
ments. And *i m.rst not let the Communty once again
become bogged down in another of these absurd dia-
logues of the deaf.
Mr Alexiadis (NI)' 
- 
(GR) Mr President, we aPPre-
ciarc ar face value the positive steps taken recently
along the road towards European- unification, and
concir.ring which the President of the Council of
Ministers ind the President of the Commission have
spoken, but we consider them to be inadequate. To
speed up the associated procedures it is- essential for
tire Co-muniry to cease presenting itself as primarily
an economic organization and only in a secondary
way as a political one. There is a need for its political
character'to be more strongly emphasized, and for the
Community rc present a united front in the face of the
two superpos/ers and the so-called non-aligned coun-
tries. However, if the European cooperation is to
acquire the necessary political initiative, it must first
strive for its defensive self-determination so that it may
offer greater resilience to the friendly pressures of the
UniteI States and ignore the extortions and thream of
others. It must cease to fear the nuclear warheads of
the SS 20, and must base its every hope on the Cruise
and Pershing missiles. The role of Parliament must
also be extended, but Parliament should also stop con-
cerning itself with the spectacular and the inessential,
with wishful thinking and recommendations, with
interminable speeches and amendments of amend-
ments. If it wants to rise in the esteem of the people
and the governments, it must put it weight behind
those matiers that really should concern this common
expression of the will of European citizens, a-nd those
that can contribute effectively to Europe's unification'
That is all I have to say, because the time allocated to
us is never enough.
Mr Megahy (S).- Mr President, I agree very largely
with thi points previously made by 
^y Danish col-league, Mrs Gredal. She asked the question *l,tyg
should be debating this at a time of failure of EEC
policies in the field of unemployment and many.other
areas such as regional policy, CAP, budget enlarge-
ment. One could go on. Of course the reason we are is
that it is one of the oldest polidcal devices known to
politicians.to distract.attention from their failures by
concentrating on institutional reform, as if reforming
the institutions could in some way solve the real
economic and social problems.
Of course the reaction from this Parliament is a com-
pletely expected reaction. It reminds me of a band of
ieligious 
'zealots 
who, when their religion is under
ch"llenge, will immediately retaliate that there is
nothing wrong with their religion: it has simply never
been tried. This is always the response one gets from
this House. There is nothing u/rong with EEC integra-
tion; let us have more of it. I wonder when Members
of this House will actually look at the reality, will look
at what is happening in the Council of Ministers and
why it is happening and stop mouthing the same old
plaiitudes about the drive towards European integra-
iion. It is only, in fact, in this House that you could
get the remarkable statement that seems to indicate
ihat the people of Europe are crying out for European
integratibn. This is an ivory tower mentaliry. Nonb of
the iteel workers nor the textile workers in my consti-
tuency are crying out for European integration.-They
are crying oui foi jobs. And that is what we are failing
to give them.
Therefore it seems to me that instead of looking at this
issue, we ought to be realistic. Ve ought to drop all
this nonsense about European federalism because we
know we are not going to get it. \7e are funher away
from it now that when the Treaty of Rome was signed.
Let us get down to looking at real, Practical European
cooperation between Member States, dealing with the
reai problems of this Community, dealing with the
regional imbalance, dealing with unemployment. Let
us try to cooPerate together in real meaningful things
and 
'stop all this European flag waving and this
so-called advance to a European federalism that
nobody in Europe in their right senses wants. The
Council of Ministers does not want it; they will kick it
into touch as they have done with everything else
along with a few nice flowery phrases, just to keep the
hopei of people here alive so they they can go on talk-
ing about this for the next 20 years-
Mr Brok (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should like briefly to refer to what the
frevious two Socialist speakers from Britain and Den-
mark have said. A democratic parliament must ensure
democratic control over political activities, and I feel
that somebody from Britain, the cradle of parliamen-
tary democracy, should understand this argument.
On the other hand, it is always being said that some-
thing must be done about unemployment, and that is
why we do not need to talk about institutions. But we
have achieved so little in Europe because the deci-
sion-making machinery of the institutions is not in
order, and io put it in order, we want to do something
so that we have an opportunity of combating unem-
ployment.
But allow me to say a few words on the subject about
which I really wanted to speak. I should like to thank
the Presideni of the Council for the commitment with
which the Federal Government has set out on its six
months of Presidency. But we must point out that
Breat store is undoubtedly set by the Stutqart summit
ind that the attitude of various national governments
will cause very serious difficulties. The public see
Europe as providing the freedom of movement that
allows the waste to be remorred from Seveso, salt and
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ocher chemicals ro be dumped in the Rhine and dam-
age to be caused by acid rain, while the people of the
European Community have no freedom of movement.
This is unacceptable, and somerhing musr. be done
about putting an end to freedom of movement of the
one kind and giving the people freedom of movement
of the orher kind.
This also means rha[ we musr rake a critical look at the
failure of Socialist policy in France, because the for-
eign exchange restrictions, which obstrucr ravel, con-
travene rhe Treaties by making it more difficult for
people [o come rogerher within the European Com-
munity. It makes no difference whether someone has
his passport taken away or has no money to travel.
The effect is the same, and we shall see thi resulr this
year in panicular, when many people from rwinned
towns will be meeting.
I should therefore like to ask the Commission if it has
already aken action in rhis serious marrer. Has it
already pur appropriace questions ro rhe French
Government? Is it preparing ro take legal acrion on the
grounds that the Treaties have been contravened? I
consider this to be a very dramaric development.
\7hat point is there talking about the removal of fron-
tier checks if any national government whose econo-
mic poliry fails can prevenr people in the European
Communiry from coming roterher. As a result, the
peoples of Europe no longer have any sense of living
in the Communiry, because surely we do not just want
meetings of parliamentarians or Councils of Ministers:
we want Europe ro become a meering place for its citi-
zens. Only then can we make a reality of rhe European
Communiry.
The Danish and British members of the Socialist
Group who have spoken here must realize that the
citizens of the European Community are not tired of
the idea of Europe because rco much is being done:
quite the cont':ary. If rhey are having difficulry gaining
the suppon of their people for rhese objectives, it ii
not because the European Community is a good or
bad thing, but because they do nor wanr to carwass for
the Community in their consriruencies. That is the
decisive polirical quesrion! In many respecrs, the issue
is simply avoided and we are told io-e-story or orher,
but this is not a really honest explanation.
That is why I feel decisive acrion musr be taken as
regards.checks on persons. Although rhe European
summit in Stuttgart will not be able to make any pro-
gress in many areas, because not everything ian be
achieved in six months, of course, so..thing ihould at
Ieast be set in motion in rhis area as a symbol for the
citizens of Europe, because that would mean the indi-
vidual citizen personally experiencing Europe in a pos-
rtlve way.
(Applause)
Miss Brookes (POl.- Mr President, ladies and gen-
tlemen, rhe draft European Act is a joint initiativi of
the Foreign Ministers of the Federal Republic of Ger-
many and Italy which seeks ro give fresh impetus to
the process of European integration. In oider to
achieve this goal of injecring new life into the integra-
tion process, the draft Act aims ar strengrhening Euro-
pean institutions, improving the decision-making pro-
cess and promoting political and cultural 
"oop.oiion.By developing polirical and culrural cooperation
between the Member States, the aurhors of the draft
Act hope ro develop a more comprehensive approach
to European integration based on a recognition of the
independence of rhe economic, social, political and
cultural elements of our sociery and on ihe principle
that any atempr ar integration which negleits rhese
two elemenrc will never be successful.
The. draft Act emphasizes [he need for cultural coop-
erarion to be rreated as a constiruent pan of the inte-
grarion process rarher rhan as a mere detail and calls
on the Member Stptes' Governmenr ro develop cul-
tural cooperation between themselves in ordir rc
strengthen rhe foundadons of European union.
The role which the aurhors of the draft European Act
envisage for cultural cooperation in the iniegration
process is one not only of complementing otheiCom-
muniry acion bur also of consolidating it. The Com-
mittee on Youth, Culture, Education, Informarion and
Spon fully endorses this view and wishes to emphasize
the imponance of the pan which cultural coopiration
is being called on to play in this process.
In panicular, Mr President, we would like to emphas-
ize the imponance of cultural cooperation as a means
rc developing borh an awareness of th. co--on cul-
tural heritage of the peoples of Europe and a better
understanding of the rich diversity of tLat cultural her-
itage. A betrer murual understanding coupled with a
greater-degree of participation on thi parrof the citi-
zens of Europe is essential, not only to funhering
internal Community policies but also io developing i
sense of solidariry in the prorection of common-intir-
ests at international level. This committee is anxious to
stress the fact that the draft European Act is not
intended to reduce rhe control of national and local
governmenm over internal culrural matters but rather
seeks to develop funher the institurional framework
fo.r.culrural cooperation between the Member States,
which has tradidonally been carried our ar inrcrna-
tional level, either under inter-governmental arrange-
men6 or pursuanr [o rhe provisions of the Trearfus,
and to develop this institutional framework within the
limits of exisring rrearies.
The Committee on Youth, Culrure, Education, Infor-
madon and.Spon welcomes whole-heanedly the pro-
posals for increased cultural cooperarion and looks
forward to playing an active pan in the work of par-
liament in this field.
(Applause)
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Mr Schwencke (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr Presidenr, ladies and
gentlemen, at the end of this debate we at last come to
culture. On behalf of the ma.ioriry of the Socialist
Group I should like to add a few commenrs on rhose
parts of the Draft European Act dealing with 'culrure'.
The European Council or rhe Heads of Sare or
Government have so far discussed cultural matters at
some length on three occasions: firsr in 1959, then in
1973 and finally in lgT6.ltremains to be seen whether
a profound debate on cultural poliry can take place at
the nexc summit in che contexr of the European Act.
The Socialist Group is sceptical about rhe results thar
may be achieved. \7ill the representatives of Denmark,
France or Greece agree that in future culture should
be one of the elements of the Communiry even though
the Treades have nothing clear-cut ro say on the sub-
ject, at least as regards a culrural policy in the nar-
rower sense? In the Socialisr Group and in this House
we wonder if it is really necessary to deal with 'cul-
ture'.
Do we need an independent Community cultural
poliry? The answers, as we have heard, are conflicting.
The directly elected European Parliament gave rhe
Council its answer long ago by serting up a Committee
on Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Sport
immediately after its constitution in 1979. The major-
iry of the Socialist Group and evidently the majority of
the House support this pan of the Genscher-Colombo
proposals for a European Act. The fact that it covers
not only security policy and the approximation of leg-
islation but also a common cultural policy in the form
of cultural cooperation is a new and important ele-
ment, and one rhat musr be followed up. I would add,
however, that rhis mus[ be done not in conflict but in
cooperation with the Council of Europe.
Vhy do we need a funher development of the exisring
cultural policy within the Community? Let me put ir in
simpler words: why can we nor afford not to have a
cultural poliry of our own or nor ro take any acrion in
the cultural sphere? Because, in my opinion, we would
be violating the spirit and the letter of the Treaties by
aligning our actions closely to political goals and, as
the European Community, breaking with the conrinu-
ity and tradition of Europe's culrural past. In other
words, as regards the economic side of the European
Community, is it possible, for example, to talk about
the sales prices of books in the same way as we talk
about the price of soap? Can film, as works of arr, be
geared rc competition in the same way as selling trac-
tors or, if the Communiry really inrends to develop
from a Community of traders into a Communiry of its
citizens, should ir nor encourage meerings of a cultural
nature, conferences, colloquies, festivals of the peo-
ples, etc. or where programmes for combating unem-
ployment are concerned, should we nor be worried
about the growing economic problems of creative
artists in the Communiry? Should we nor be thinking
about remedies for this situation?
Ve cannot but fully endorse the view expressed by the
Commission in its communication to the Council and
the European Parliament lasr year that in the cultural
sector the Community must assume the same econo-
mic and social responsibiliry as it has towards other
branches of the economy in accordance with the Trea-
ties. Economic and social measures taken by the Com-
munities in the cultural sector musr result in the EEC
Treaty and the Communiry's policies being applied to
economic and social situations in which cultural acdvi-
ties are pursued and which are by no means without
significance for their cultivation and development bur
have a decisive influence on rhem. The priority that
should be given to culture is evident from the resolu-
tions the European Parliament has adopted since 1980.
IJrgent action continues ro be needed in three areas:
the free exchange of cultural assers in the EEC, the
preservation of the architecural heritage and the
improvement of the living and working conditions of
creative artists. The Socialist Group reserves the right
to call on the Council and Commission during the life
of this Parliamenr ro submit an activity repoft on the
whole question of the social position of creative anists
in the Community.
If the Council also intends, ro quore Mr Genscher,
that the European Act should cover whar has so far
been achieved on the road to European unification
and that the opponunities it offers for funher develop-
ment should be fully exploited, there can be no doubt
this funher development must be supported and not
opposed by the European Parliament. Miss Brookes
has given details of the cultural sector in rhe opinion
she has drawn up on rhe Croux report for the Com-
mittee on Youth, Culture, Education, Information and
Spon. But at the new European foundarion ser up
without Parliament being consulted and despite the
views it may express it cannot be regarded as a conrri-
bution to the culture secror.
Ve want cooperation through which we are given a
genuine opportunity of making our cultural poliry
contribution. Ve do nor vant development conrrary
to the wishes and interests of rhis House, we wanr
Community, not bilareral msks in the cultural sector.
The Council of Europe has priority in the cultural sec-
tor. Ve have our own specific tasks. The Council, the
Commission and Parliamenr musr carry them out
together for the good of the citizens of Europe.
Mrs Boserup (COM). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, col-
leagues, as many of you as may be here! I have drawn
attention on past occasions to my constituents' implac-
able opposition to rhis Genscher-Colombo Plan in its
entirety, and that opposition is undiminished. I will
therefore limit myself on rhis occasion ro a few com-
ments on this European Act and to some requesr for
clarification which I very much need to have.
Firstly I would draw arrention to a poinr which I con-
sider importanr in the context of the discussion of this
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plan, namely that it is fraudulent to claim that the plan
can be implemented within the framwork of the exist-
ing treaties. To make the Council into the organ of
political control of both the European Community and
European political cooperation is simply not possible
and is an infringement of the basic provisions and trea-
ties. The same applies to the proposal that Parliament
should participate in the enactment of Community
legal instruments. I am sorry, but it does require an
amendment to the Eeaties to confer legislative powers
on this assembly.
The rules set out in the Genscher-Colombo-Plan for
changing the voting system in the Council are clearly
contrary to the Luxembourg compromise, and that
compromise was and continues to be an essential Pre-
condition for Danish membership of the European
Communiry. There's no getting away from it. I could
continue by drawing attention to law and culture and
education and I don't knowwhat. I have pointed these
things out before and I will not go into them again.
On the other hand I will take this opportuniry to put
two questions on section A of Mr Croux' motion for a
resolution. I should like to know whether the Presi-
dent of the Council can enlighten me on what kind of
unanimity was reached in the Council regarding cer-
tain political and economic aspects of security poliry
questions. The Danish foreign minister 
- 
both the
present one and his predecessor 
- 
have repeatedly
denied being part of any such unanimity, and I would
dearly like to know the truth of the matter. I am also
very interested to know where unanimiry existed in the
Council which dealt with the rapprochement between
the Council's various Community-related and political
functions. It is a wonderfully broad formulation, but it
would be very nice to have it clarified.
So I hope that the European Council, when it meets in
Stuttgart, will live up to its own bombastic utterances,
or at least those which appear in the European Act:
that they will be aware of the international responsibil-
ity devolving upon Europe by vinue of its level of civi-
lization (my God!), and that the same Council will be
civilized enough to call a spade a spade and a treaty
amendment a treaty amendment. The Genscher-Col-
ombo Plan is an attempt to put through treaty amend-
ments without ratification. And,that son of thing is
not on, for one of the factors in the Danish level of
civilization is respect for the Constitution, and the
Constitution is not amended in EEC assemblies but in
the Danish Folketing.
Mr O'Mahony (S). 
- 
Mr President, in the time avail-
able I can only make a number of shon, though I hope
practical, points. The Genscher-Colombo proposal for
draft European Act and the Croux repon on it are val-
uable insofar as they once again focus attention on the
need for political development in the Contmunity. I
would make two initial commenrc before indicating a
number of specific reservations.
On a practical level it is difficult to debate the matter
at all at this sage, since we are not fully aware of the
modifications already made to the draft Act by the
Foreign Minister's Council or its ad hoc advisory
group since October [ast. I suspect that substantial
modifications have been made in response m the div-
erging opinions of Member States. Indeed this has
already been said m us today.
On a more fundamental level it must be said that insti-
tutional reform within the Communiry is no substitute
for the development of policies to confront the real
problems which face our various peoples. Vhile insti-
tutional reform may sometimes assist the development
of more effective policies, it is not guaranteed to do
so. There is cenainly no evidence that these proposals
for institutional reforms, motivarcd to a considerable
degree by domestic political considerations, provide
the best basis for confronting the continuing economic
and social crises which beset the Communiry.
The draft European Act in its original form proposes
substantial diminution of sovereignty, panicularly in
the case of smaller Member States. It may be that in
the future funher diminution of national sovereignty
may be felt desirable, but that cannot be the case until
such time as the Community has demonstrated within
its present institutional legal framework the political
will to confront real problems such as unemployment,
low growth, low investment and continuing regional
and social inequalities. In shon, poliry measures which
deal with existing problems must precede major insti-
tutional and legal changes and not the other way
rounds if European political integration is to continue.
In this regard I cannot support the abandonment of
the Luxembourg compromise in favour of majoriry
voting in the Council at this stage. Vhile I believe
strongly that the national veto should be used only in
the most extreme cases, we cannot expect smaller
Member States, or indeed Socialist parties, to abandon
it, as proposed, in the absence of any sign of serious
intent to radicalize policies to confront the Com-
munity's economic and social crises.
In the area of political cooperation I would urge a
word of caution. Obviously there is room for greater
political cooperation, but this must be based on gen-
uine political principles and not on a desire to con-
struct, for example, a common securiry policy without
regard to principles. If Europe is to have a common
position on security in the future, it must be based not
on defence poliry, as originally proposed, but on an
active foreign policy which is committed to peace and
which confronts both US and USSR miliary adven-
turism in Europe and abroad. There can be no security
for Europe without international disarmament, and
our objectives must be to seek to bring that about
through agreed foreign rather than defence policy ini-
tiatives.
Mr Genscher, President-in-Office of the Council. 
-(DE) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I have lis-
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tened to your debate with great interest. I shall not
make it as easy for myself as some Members, who have
spoken of the Council as if it were some anonymous
body and have not named names. You know, of
course, that there are people in the Council who share
your views. Others are obstructing progress. If you
want to mobilize Europe, you will not impress rhe
public by speaking in metaphors that no one under-
stands. I will be quite frank: I was very pleased by
many of the speeches that have been made, and there
v/ere others I considered poor, but I would nor criti-
cize the European Parliament as such jusr because a
few Members say they are against the continued
development of the Community towards European
Union. I would say to these Members: unless you
define our security interests in Europe clearly, you will
find this Europe becoming the plaphing of inrerna-
tional politics. This is also an aspect of foreign policy.
(Applaase)
If you are not prepared to include cultural interests in
our joint efforts, you will be abandoning an essential
aspect of the European idendty. That too needs to be
made quite clear.
(Appkuse)
Ve are all aware that we do not want ro do anything
here that y/e can do in the Council of Europe. But we
must do more, because through our desire to act
[ogether we are, of course, more than the Council of
Europe. That is the essential point. You will not make
any of the urgendy needed protress in the fight
against unemployment or in the internal developmenr
of our Community unless you join with us within the
framework of this European Act in advocating an
improvement in the Council's decision-making machi-
nery. That is the major issue. You cannor, on rhe one
hand, say the Council has not taken any decisions and,
on the other, be opposed to progress in decision-mak-
ing which will rid us of the Luxembourg compromise
that we all criticize. In other words, we musr acr
together if we want to develop Europe funher. To
those who believe that we can leave things as they are
because their constituents oppose the Genscher-Col-
ombo Act or because they are worried about the sov-
ereignty of their national parliament, because they ask
if their Foreign Minister agreed ro our making pro-
gress towards European Union, I say leaving things as
they are is tanmmount to taking a step backwards.
This Community will break up unless we conrinue
with a dynamic process. Thar is why we support this
Act. And I will say this quite openly: I shall not come
to this Parliament with a joint product of the Council
of Ministers that is no longer worthy of being called a
srcp towards European Union. I would rather come
here and state far more frankly than in the past why
this project has failed. The European public will then
have to be rcld why we cannor take this essenrial step.
(Applause)
I askyou to use the weeks ahead to rally the Eur6pean
public to help those in the various Member States who
want to take a step towards European Union and to
encourage those who have their reservations in this
respect. In the talks the three Presidents have had
today it has been agreed that the next meering
between the Council and Parliament's delegation
should take place on 25 April and thus before the For-
eign Ministers have what I hope will be their final dis-
cussions on the European Act in Bonn in May. !7e
have also discussed the question of the other dialogue
structures today, and I told the President that I will try
to ensure that the Permanent Representatives Com-
mittee is available to attend these discussions on the
Council's behalf. It is for Parliament to decide who
does this. After this debate I have really only one
request to make of the House 
- 
with many of whose
criticisms I agree 
- 
and that is that in the crucial
weeks ahead it give us the suppon we need, in public
and elsewhere, so tha[ we may achieve what those who
are concerned about Europe wanr, a genuine step for-
wards on the road to European Union.
(Apphase)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting rime.
Petition No 26/81
President. 
- 
The next item is the Oral Question with
debate by the Committee on rhe Rules of Procedure
and Petitions (Doc. 1-31l83) to rhe Foreign Ministers
of the Ten Member States of the European Com-
munity meeting in political cooperarion.
Subject: Action taken on Petition No 25l81 con-
cerning 27 Urugtayan prisoners.
Can the Foreign Minisrers indicate by which pro-
cedure the matter of human rights in Uruguay is
being investigated in the contexp of European Pol-
itical Cooperation and which conclusions they
have so far arrived at?
Can the Foreign Ministers irldicate which action
has been or will be taken following Parliamenr's
resolution of 9 February 1981 on the violation of
human rights in Uruguay and the petition
No 25181 on the same subject?
Mr Van Minnen (S). 
- 
(NL) I am happy to observe
that the minister is rapidly arranging his papers. Nor, I
trust, does it come as any surprise to the capacity audi-
ence present in the House that we have finally got
round to treating this question. Finally, after one year
- 
and it's not your fault, Minister Genscher 
- 
the
question has come up for discussion and is, I feel, a
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living testimony both m the speed and, in a positive
manner, obstinary with which the mills grind around
here.
'!7e are dealing here, Minister Genscher, with a legary
from the Belgian presidenry. It is not unheard of to
inherit from unknown blood-relations but one would
not, for all that, wish to saddle you with the role of
rcsamentary executor alongside that of President-in-
Office of the Council for the subject-matter before us
has been, to say the very least, ovenaken by evenm.
The most unseemly response 
- 
and I trust the word
'unseemly' is just seemly enough to be included in the
parliamentary minutes 
- 
with which Mr Tindemans,
speaking for the Council on 9 March last year on the
fate of the Uruguayan prisoners, hoped to dispense
with the problem ought to shock us every bit as much
today as it did one year a1o.
The then president of the Council of Community for-
eign ministers informed us at that time that human
rights in Uruguay had been examined, but he did not
intend to recommend a Community initiative. On the
conrary, he added, 'it is left to the individual Member
States to take up the matter with the Uruguayan
authorities on a bilateral basis'. fu though the full col-
lecdve weight of the Community did not merit mobiliza-
tion on just such an issue as human rights. I must add
in passing that both the Committee on Petitions, to
whom the Uruguayan prisoners launched their appeal,
and the Political Affairs Committee, with whom we
quite naturally liaised, were deeply dismayed by such
an answer. This resulted in our decision to invoke the
procedure provided for in Article 42 of our Rules of
Procedure in going public by bringing this petition
before the plenary sitting of the House. Such a course
is, to some extent, a novelty, but no more so than min-
ister Tindeman's terminal answer last year. Had that
answer been no more than unsatisfactory no one
would have been any the wiser.
Our question to day is rwo-fold. It represents, on the
one hand, a funher attempt, at shedding light, this
dme before the House, on the way in which the Coun-
cil of Foreign Ministers intend to take up the issue of
the continuing human righr violations in Uruguay:
torture practices which have lost none of their grue-
someness, but have, rather, become the hallmark of
the innumerable human rights violations in the Latin
America rcday.
Secondly we are asking the Council of Foreign Minis-
ters what follow up they have undenaken concerning
the Van den Heuvel resolution adopted, one must
emphasize, by this House some f,wo years ago, urging
the Council to take appropriate action on the petitions
submiued and providing guidelines for such measures.
It highlights the diplomatic approach, the UN and the,
at the time, forthcoming conference of the Commis-
sion on Human Rights, in Geneva. Needless to say,
that conference is long since over.
!7hat action has been taken on this urgent request,
adopted by an overwhelming majority of this House?
Such is the main thrust of our question today. !7e
should also like to know what has become of our
equally pressing exhortation to Member State govern-
menm for an immediate embargo on the sale of arms
to the Uruguayan regime.
Uruguay is not a free agent. If it were, I should be
rcmpted to cry out with joy. It is today pan and parcel
of that hideous Latin American chronicle in which
human rights are sacrificed for a trifle. Such then is the
background to this, in itself, less than new, oral ques-
tion with debate. And we cannot any longer refrain
from addressing ourselves to this already long overdue
issue, not least in view of the fact that yet another in
the round of those memorable interparliamentary
Euro-Latin American conferences is scheduled to take
place shonly. '!7e must come out in favour of hypo-
crisy or clariry. Ve also hope that this shon debate
today will bring about a decisive posture from the
Council. That is the challenge our Committee is offer-
ing the minister.
Ms Van den Heuvel (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the
resolution of which I was the rapporteur, on human
rights violations in Uruguay, was adopted by an over-
whelming majoriry of this House on 9 February 1981.
Needless to say I found such support heanwarming.
As has been stated by my colleague, Mr Van Minnen,
the Council of Foreign Ministers were requested to
draw up suitable joint measures, and I would emphas-
ize the word 'joint' both diplomatically and in the UN
framework with a view to making a sffong protest to
the Uruguayan authorities at their violation of human
rights and to repeat such protest in the unlikely event
of funher abuses being allowed to come to our atten-
tion. The Council presidenry did not panicipate in the
debate but Commissioner Andriessen, on behalf of the
Commission, warmly endorsed the resolution. Parlia-
mentary pronouncements were, we felt, necessary in
such cases. Members of Parliament should lose no
occasion of bringing pressure to bear on those who are
liable rc be able m help in any way in order to capital-
ize on even such limited possibilities.
After the 1981 resolution and debate the European
Parliament had occasion, at various times, to address
itself to the theme of Uruguay. I shall pause for a
while for I see that the President-in-Office was other-
wise occupied . . . Thus we had the Barbi resolution on
the situadon of political parties in that country, on
11 March 1982. On 18 November of the same year the
House took up the Lezzi report which highlighted the
deteriorating political climate in that country. Need-
less to say the draft annual repon of this Parliament,
now in preparation, contains a reference to the situa-
tion in Uruguay, authored by the co-rapponeur, Mr
Gawronski.
The Communiry's citizens on whose behalf we are
speaking today may rest assured that this subject con-
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tinues to be a serious preoccupation of this Parliament.
But what are they to think of the Foreign Ministers of
their own Member States? Have these ministers given
.any serious consideration to the msk with which the
elected representatives of the Community's citizens
entrusted them? Mrs Antonelli's petition, before us
today, in which she draws attention to the plight of
21 political prisoners in Uruguay, provided the Com-
mittee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions with a
good opponunity to ake up the matter with the
Council. Mr Tindemans's answer of one year ago is
disconcerting. That may have eluded the President-
in-office, so for his benefit I shall repeat that I find Mr
Tindemans's answer last year to be disconcening. At
that time, Mr Leo Tindemans, a former Member of
the European Parliament, informed us that, whereas
the matter was being thoroughly investigated, he
nevefi.heless ruled out a Community initiative, leaving
it up to the individual Member States to raise the mat-
ter in bilateral discussions with the Uruguayan
authorities. In a word, the Ten remained silent. The
window-dressing at the end, to the effect that the
Member States would continue to observe develop-
ments with all due atrcntion in the framework of
European Polidcal Cooperation (EPC), may be con-
sidered a mere palliative. Experienced politicians like
ourselves recogoize this only too well. The Council
made no attempt to justify its failure to acr on Parlia-
ment's resolution. Such justification, it was obviously
felt, would be too much of a courtesy for a Parliament
whose election in May 1984 
- 
I can see it all now 
-will be the signal for a veritable outpour of laudable
statemenff and warm commendations from the same
heads of Sate and Government.
'!7e are all greatly preoccupied by these elections and
their relative failure to arouse interest among the
Community's citizens in the work of this Parliament.
But should it really be all that surprising? Is it not
striking that Parliament, as one of the few Community
institutions which endeavours to comply with the con-
cept of the Founding Fathers, runs the risk, by being
the only elecrcd body, of becoming the victim thereof?
My group is indebted rc the Committee on the Rules
of Procedure and Pedtions for raising this issue in the
form of an oral question with debarc at this plenary
sitting. The dismay caused by the less than helpful
behaviour of the Council of Foreign Ministers risks
obscuring the subject-matter, namely Mrs Antonelli's
appeal to the Council to intercede on behalf of
2lUruguayan prisoners who are being subjected to
untold suffering. It would be superfluous for me to
dwell on the torture methods practised by the Urug-
uayan authorities, for they have been evoked at length
during the debate on the occasion of the presentation
of my report to the House in February 1981. Suffice it
to say that human rights continue to be violated in
Uruguay. More than I 000 Uruguayan citizens are
currently being detained in totally unacceptable condi-
tions. One of them is Liber Seregni who has become a
symbol of unity and cooperation among Uruguayan
democratic forces and of resistance and the struggle
for democrary. It is still not too late for the Foreign
Ministers of the ten Communiry Member States m
ascribe a high priority to human rights and to take act-
ion. Allow me to reiterate my appeal to the currenr
President of the Council of Foreign Ministers to adopt
a more positive attitude than that of a previous Coun-
cil President to whom I have already referred.
Mr AJavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I agree
with what the colleagues who spoke earlier have said,
and I would like to add that defending the rights of
the Uruguayan people is particularly important, not
only because those rights are being suppressed in the
most brual way, but also because the people have
been heroic in their refusal to be subjugated, as they
showed by their attitude ro the referendum of 1980
and their mass condemnation of the governmental
candidates in the pseudo-elections held a few monrhs
ago, in November 1982. I therefore wish to take this
opportunity of raising the matter of defending human
rights in Uruguay, and to make a special plea on
behalf of General Liber Seregni, leader of Uruguay's
broad front, who is a political prisoner and who is
today perhaps the most eminent such prisoner in Ladn
America.
A second matter I would like to raise is the problem of
the United States of America. It is well known that the
United States are behind this brutal suppression of
human rights. Yesterday, the American network, ABC,
admitted for the first time rhat Americans are acrive
within the territory of Nicaragua. Similar interventions
by the United States are taking place in South Ameri-
can countries as we[. I would therefore like to ask
Mr Genscher, who has said that he does nor 'want
\flestern Europe to become the plaything of the rwo
superpowers, why he allows himself to be the play-
thing of the USA so far as Latin and Central American
are concerned? \f\y does he not give a firm 'no',
which would contribute to the isolation of the anti-
humanitarian, barbaric and criminal poliry of the
United Sares.
Mr Genscher, Presidenrin-Offce of the Foreign Minis-
ters. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and genrlemen,
when the last speaker referred to isolation and barbar-
ity, I thought at first he was talking about rhe Soviet
intervention in Afghanistan, but he did not say a word
about that.
As regards the oral question, the Foreign Minisrers of
the Ten share the concern felt by the Members of the
European Parliament about violations of human rights
in Uruguay and particularly the treatment of political
detainees. The condidons under which they are held
appear to be unacceprable. The concern felt by the
Ten has been expressed both in internarional bodies,
most recently at the 39th session of the UN Human
Rights Commission, and in bilateral conracm with the
Uruguayan Governmenr.
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I would add that we welcome Uruguay's cooperation
with the Human Rights Commission in Geneva. \7e
hope that account will be taken of the views expressed
in a number of individual cases by the Committee on
Human Rights under the Internadonal Pact on Civil
and Political Righm pursuant to its opdonal protocol. I
shall also sutgest to my colleagues that we again make
representations to the Uruguayan Government on the
basis of the information now available to trs andjointly, as the ten Member States of the European
Community.
IN THE CHAIR: MR KLEPSCH
Vce-President
Mr Van Minnen (S). 
- 
(NL) I had wanted to raise a
point of order, Minister Genscher, for I found your
last remark most encouraging albeit in contrast with
what Council Presidenc Tindemans said last year. But
exactly how do you intend rc keep us informed? Do
you envisage any new developments and, if so, within
the near future? If not, we are merely groping in the
dark.
Mr Genscher, President-in-Off.ce of tbe Foreign Minis-
ters. 
- 
(DE) \/hen we are able, we shall inform Par-
liament.
President. 
- 
In other words the Council itself will
raise this matter again.
The debate is closed.
5. EEC-ASEAN Session
President. 
- 
The next ircm is the statement by the
Council on rhe outcome of the Founh EEC/ASEAN
meeting.
Mr Genscher, President-in-Offce of the Foreign Minis-
ters. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the
Fourth EEC/ASEAN Foreign Ministers' Conference
was held in Bangkok on 24 and 25 March of this year.
Vith your permission, I shall begin by reponing on
the proceedings and outcome of this meeting and on
the state of EEC/ASEAN cooperation. I feel I should
take this opportunity to refer to the exemplary cooper-
ation between two regional associations of countries
- 
the European Communiry and the Association of
South-East Asian Nations. Ten years ago the Commis-
sion of the European Communities and rhe ambassa-
dors of the ASEAN countries began this interregional
cooperation with initial contacts in Brussels. The first
EEC/ASEAN Foreign Ministers' meeting in Brussels
in l978laid the foundations for close economic coop-
eration and a political dialogue between the two
regions. This formed the basis of the cooperation
agreements concluded in Kuala Lumpur in 1980.'The
interregional cooperation berween the European
Communiry and ASEAN is today seen as a model of
such cooperation. The imponance attached to the
exchange of views and cooperation with ASEAN was
evident from those who attended the Founh EEC/
ASEAN Foreign Ministers' Conference. All the Com-
munity countries were represented, seven by their For-
eign Ministers, and Vice-President Haferkamp
attended on the Commission's behalf. All five Foreign
Ministers of the ASEAN host countries attended the
conference. The Founh EEC/ASEAN Foreign Minis-
ters' Conference in Bangkok demonstrated the viabil-
iry and future prospects of this interregional coopera-
tion. The joint final communiqu6 adopted on the con-
clusion of the two days of talks in Bangkok emphas-
izes the large measure of agreement between the two
Communities in their appraisal of political and econo-
mic questions. I will pick out the most important
points. Firstly, on Indochina we reaffirmed our joint
position. Vietnam must withdraw all its troops from
Kampuchea.
The Kampuchean people must obtain their right to
self-determination through a political solution. The
recent Vietnamese offensive in the Kampuchean-Thai
border area gives this appeal for a political solution
particular poignanry.
The Ministers joindy condemned the attacks on a
refugee camp on the Thai frontier as a violation of
basic principles, of humanity and of the UN Chaner.
The situation of the refugees in the Kampuchean-Thai
frontier area was discussed at length. Thailand and the
international aid organizations were praised for their
efforts to alleviate the misery of the refugees. It is now
to be feared that the development work that has been
done by inrcrnational aid organizations will be undone
by the Vietnamese attacks on refugee camps.
Secondly, both sides agreed that the Afghanistan ques-
tion continues to place a serious strain on the situadon
in the region and on international relations. They
sressed their concern at the continuing stream of refu-
gees from Afghanistan. The Community's Foreign
Ministers referred to the European proposal of
3OJune 1981 for a comprehensive political solution.
The ASEAN Foreign Ministers declared their support
for this proposal.
Thirdly, on the question of the Middle East we
emphasized the urgent need for an early solution and
called on all concerned to seize the present opponuni-
ties for progress towards peace.
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Founhly, we agreed that the continuing difficult world
economic situation and the effects it is having on both
groups of countries can only be overcome in a spirit of
increased cooperation and that confrontation will not
solve the problems, and that we must not shrink from
making the necessary structural adjustments. Any
solution must be based on the strengthening of the
world uade system founded on GATT.'S7e intend to
cooperate in panicular within the framework of
UNCTAD fV, in the early resumption of the North-
South dialogue and the question of raw materials.
Fifthly, we fully agreed with our partners in the
ASEAN countries that cooperation under the present
agreement has been successful and has now reached a
satisfactory level of diversity and intensity, which must
be maintained and, if possible, increased. \7hen these
results are assessed, it must be remembered that the
political and economic climate in the world has
become tougher. The Fourth EEC/ASEAN Foreign
Ministers' Conference took.place against the back-
ground of a serious structural crisis in the world econ-
omy. The outcome of the conference shows that coop-
eration is not confined to periods when things are
going well. The problems both sides face have not
deracted from their desire for cooperation. They have
in fact made it clear how dependent the various coun-
tries are on each other. The outcome of the Bangkok
meeting underlines that in neither the political nor the
economic sphere will the l5 countries be adopdng the
course of national egoism that sometimes appears eas-
ier but is ultimately harmful. They will not yield to
pressure or indolence in their joint suppon of the
independence of Kampuchea and Afghanistan. They
will not succumb [o [he temptation of economic pro-
rcctionism. On the contrary, they have reaffirmed that
the two regions are committed to the principles of
freedom and the open market economy. This solidar-
iry forms a sound basis for increasing cooperation.
This economic and political cooperation between two
Communities has given cooperation a new dimension.
The outcome of the Foreign Ministers' Conference in
Bangkok shows that it has not taken long for this new
dimension to become a reality. Trade between the
regions has increased, industrial cooperation has
grown, development cooperation has been extended.
Together we are rying to develop a world economic
system that works. Coordinated effons are helping to
safeguard peace throughout the world. The voice of
15 countries, united in two regional groups, has
gained in international significance. !7hat makes it all
rhe more imponant is that these . countries include
industrialized counries and raw materials producers,
'V'estern and non-aligned States, countries with differ-
ent cuhures and religions. The discussions in Bangkok
indicated possible ways of increasing the breadth and
depth of cooperation.
I should like to stress one point at this stage: in the
joint communiqu6 the Ministers expressed their satis-
faction at the development of contacts between parlia-
mentarians from the wo regions following the visit by
ASEAN parliamentarians to the European Parliament
in November 1982. This recognition is an appeal to
the Members of this House to continue along this
road.
For the first time the discussion of political questions
in Bangkok covered not only regional subjecm but also
matters of global imponance. I have already men-
tioned the Middle East problem. The extension of the
discussions to include thls subject is imponant because
cenain ASEAN countries belong to the non-aligned
and the Islamic movement. This is a major develop-
ment in political cooperation between the two regions.
The discussion of world economic questions in Bang-
kok again made it clear that both sides are convinced
of the need for closer cooperation as partners, even in
regard to world economic matters. This cooperation
must be used to ensure the success of UNCTAD VI
and the resumption of the North-South dialogue. It
relates in panicular to raw materials questions. In this
area, the Community has in the past accommodated
ASEAN, which, being a major raw materials producer,
is especially interested in this sphere, by acceding to
international agreements. It has reaffirmed its desire to
continue doing this in the future and to cooperare
closely with ASEAN in increasing the effectiveness of
existing agreemenm and in concluding new ones where
they are needed. In our appraisal of the development
of cooperation between ASEAN and the European
Community since the agreement was concluded in
1980, we agreed that diversification and the growth of
cooperation had enabled this framework agreqment to
be filled with life in recent years. The on the whole
gratifying rate of growth in rade berween the rwo
groups of countries despite generally difficult world
economic conditions has been due, among other
things, to the continued development of the Com-
munity's Generalized Preferences System, which in
many ways encourages ASEAN exports ro the Com-
munity through exenrptions from or reductions of cus-
toms tariffs, and to a whole package of joindy agreed
trade promotional measures. Just one example here is
the recent joint sectoral industrial conference in Kuala
Lumpur, the object of which q/as to encourage indus-
rial undertakings on both sides to cooperate more
closely. An imponant factor in this cooperation will
also be the fonhcoming agreement between the
regional banking associations on rhe joint promotion
of such ventures and European investments in the
ASEAN region, which in the final analysis only rhe
private sector can make. \Tithout wishing to imply that
I have covered the whole range of the forms and areas
of cooperation that already exist, I should like to stress
that this cooperation has played a not inconsiderable
pan in helping the two groups of countries to absorb
the repercussions and overcome them better. \7e were
also agreed on this in Bangkok. The political signals
given at the Founh EEC/ASEAN Foreign Ministers'
Conference in Bangkok vere many and varied. They
called primarily on the Soviet Union and Vietnam to
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withdraw their troops from Afghanistan and Kampu-
chea and so eliminate trouble spots that threaten world
peace. They called on the countries involved in the
Middle East crisis to seize the present opportunities of
finding a solution. They called on the international
communiry rc resist protectionist tendencies and to
choose the course of coo-peration. The successful
cooperation between two regional communities is afrcr
all a sign to all countries that they can and should
make a contribution to political and economic stability
and so to world peace by forming regional associa-
tions. The regional cooperation among the ASEAN
countries is a model. It proves that national egoisms in
the political and economic spheres are counterbal-
anced within a community. As this example shows,
cooperation encourages the economic development of
the member countries. It has the effect of safeguarding
peace within the community and promoting it outside.
The links berween the European Communiry and
ASEAN are also an example of cooperation between
partners, of cooperation which is based on equal rights
but ensures that each side retains its independence and
respecm national, cultural and religious identities. Ve
of the European Communiry underline through this
pannership our willingness to support Third \7orld
countries in their effons to achieve independence and
in their right to self-determination.
(Applause)
Sir Fred Varner (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I would like
to thank and congratulate the President-in-Office of
the Council on the very full statement which he has
made to us about our relations with ASEAN. In fact
he spoke for 11 minutes and 34 seconds and we all
know that, as statements go in this Parliament, that
represents a very weighty statement. It is only right
that we should have such a weighry satement when
we are talking about six or seven of the countries on
the shores of the Pacific, for we have all come to real-
ize thet, just as the Mediterranean w'as the centre of
the world 2 000 years ago, indeed even I 000 years
ago, and just as the Atlantic was the centre of the
world 100 and 200 years ago, so today the Pacific has
become the centre of the world.
The Pacific carries more trade than the Atlantic now
and it is the centre of the fastest industrial develop-
ment in California, Japan and elsewhere so we have to
pay treaL attention to these matters. But when I look
at the actual substance of what was said I feel that
there is not a great deal of reality in it. \7e can speak
of cooperation with ASEAN, but what are we actually
doing? Our investment in the area is minimal com-
pared with that of Japan or of the United States. Our
influence in the area is not very great compared with
that of those two counffies and of more sinister coun-
tries. Vhat are vre really doing? Vhat flesh are we
putdng on the bones of economic cooperadon? It
seems to me that we are far behind. Then when we
look at the political aspecm of this case, what are the
Foreign Ministers rclling us? That they want to see
Vietnamese troops withdrawn from Cambodia?'!7hy
only from Cambodia? I[hy not from Laos as well?
Have we become illircrate in the politics of South-East
Asia? Have we forgotten what Vietnamese poliry is
about? It is about-establishing the hegemony of Hanoi
in the whole of former French Indo-China.
I would therefore beg the Foreign Ministers to take
these things in greater depth and when they talk about
cooperation to see what we are actually achieving as
compared with other countries. And when they talk
about politics, to remember the reality of life in
South-East Asia, which is not a temporary or acciden-
ml occupation of Cambodia but an attempt to
re-establish hegemony over the whole of Indo-China.
And what are the Foreign Ministers going to do about
thar?
Mr Genscheg Presidenrin-Offce of tbe Council. 
-(DE) | would first ask the honourable Member not to
underestimate such cooperation begween two com-
pletely independent groups of counries. If we com-
plain that international developments create problems
for small and medium-sized countries in their effons
to remain independent from spheres of influence, it
must be said that it is in the interests of these countries
to maintain and increase their independence by form-
ing regional associations.
On the other hand, cooperation between groups of
countries is very likely to conribute to stability in the
world. This is what is new about this cooperation, and
it is what other parts of the world find interesting.
Vhen I consider the reception the conference in
Bangkok received in the international press 
- 
and by
the international press I mean the press outside rather
than in the European Community, including the press
in the \farsaw Pact countries 
- 
I must say that we
have once again reached the point where less impon-
ance is attached to the European Community's activi-
ties at home than oumide its frontiers.
It may not necessarily be a disadvancage, of course, for
ouriders to recognize the imponance of these activi-
ties, but occasionally we ourselves should also realize
what is happening. I agree with you when you ask:
what must be done to increase invesrments by the
Community countries? That was an imponant poinr in
our discussions. '!7'e are at present working on a report
as a follow-up to the conference in Bangkok to see
how we can increase Community investments. This
will not only be in our interests but also clearly reflects
the obvious interest of the ASEAN countries in seeing
the countries of the European Community investing
more alongside the United States of America and
Japan. Our present share of the crade of the three most
imponant trading parmers in ASEAN is l1 .370, com-
pared with Japan's share of 28-30/o and the United
States' 18.6010.
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As regards political cooperation, our friends in the
ASEAN countries welcomed the fact that we are
working from the same principles as lhey in the Kam-
puchean and Afghanistan questions and that we sup-
port the positions they have adopted. This consensus
extends, of course, to other causes of concern we have
in this area, Laos being an example. This time we con-
sidered the topical and urgent question of a political
solution rc the Kampuchean problem. I believe it will
considerably increase our sphere of activities in the
United Nations, for example, if we of the European
Community, ten !?'estern countries, can cooperate
closely with the ASEAN countries, countries of the
Third \7orld, some of which belong m the non-
aligned movement, in important aspects of interna-
tional politics. I wish that some of those in Europe
who even in public display a liking for protectionist
day-dreaming could have heard the convincing pleas
from our counterparm in the ASEAN countries for
free world trade and against any form of protection-
lsm.
(Appkuse)
Here again, then, we have agreement on matters relat-
ing to the system. Through cooperation with groups
like ASEAN we must help to convince others that
there are not only natural conflicts of interest berween
industrialized countries such as ours and Third \7orld
countries but also common goals which q/e can pursue
rogether, because this is the only way in which every
country can be assured of the right to self-determina-
tion, in which we shall come to arrangements at world
economic level that comply with our ideas of a free
economy and do not force the world economy into
protectionism and economic controls.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Thank you for the additional comments.
The debate is closed.
7 . Energy (continaation)
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the continuation of the
debate on the repon (Doc. 1345/82) by Mr Purvis.l
Mr K. Fuchs (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, the fact
that so little speaking time has been set aside for a sub-
ject in which progress will be made highlights the way
in which this House organizes its proceedings. I
believe we should give this some thought.
Mr Purvis' report contains a number of good propo-
sals relating to the flexibility and effectiveness of the
regulation. Ve shall not, however, be able to give it
our approval if a new cate1ory is included. I do not
think this has yet reached the stage where it is ready
for approval. The arguments advanced by Commis-
sioner Davignon in this respect yesrcrday were, I felt,
convincing. Amendment No 10 is also questionable.
The wording remains the same in German and French,
but is changed in English. I am afraid that they will
not correspond in the end. At arly rate, the resolution
must continue to state that national and Community
assistance can, but need not, exist side by side.
Ve dpprove the amendment tabled by the Committee
on Transpon, although in our view it will overload the
programme, but the proposals make a worthwhile
conribution. However, we call on the Commission to
propose a separate regulation on this, so as to ease the
burden on the present regulation.
The energy poliry objectives, the reduction of depend-
ence on oil, the recycling of waste and the increased
use of indigenous sources of energy are now [o be
joined by the possibiliry of improving environmental
conditions with this programme. \7hen the change is
made from oil to coal, it must be ensured that the
assisted projects make provision for appropriate waste
gas treatment and desulphurization facilities. Half-
measures will not be enough.
I urge the Council to adopt this regulation without
delay. It will be killing two birds with one stone by so
doing: it will be serving a good cause and polishing up
its own image by taking a decision for a change.
Mr Seligman (ED).- Mr President, I am not sure
that we believe that Mr Fuchs's contribution is entirely
consistent with the group's poliry in committee. I
would like therefore to come to that point a little later
on.
Vhat I say is that the oil glut and the fall in oil prices
is the best news for the unemployed since 1973.
Energy saving and conservation has been one of the
main causes of the fall in oil prices. Energy saving is
the most rapid, cheap and job-creating method of
reducing Europe's dependence on imported oil.
Energy saving is regarded sometimes as the fifth fuel.
Energy saving and the recession have caused oil
impons into the EEC to fall from 500 million ronnes
in 1979 to 366 million tonnes in 1982. lt is an enor-
mous reduction. Therefore, the common energy policy
has succeeded in this area. However, energy saving is
a permanent structural reaction to the oil problem and
does not therefore depend on rhe recession. The reces-
sion also influences oil consumption, but rhar factor
will, of course, disappear when the revival starts again.
The problem with the Commission proposal is that it
only talks about rational use of energy and doesn't
really talk about energy saving. This is where I disa-
gree completely iith Mr Fuchs. He says that the addi-I See previous day's Debates,
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tion of energy saving as a fifth clause in Anicle 1 of
the proposal is not desirable. On the other hand, he
says that the addition of transpon to the repon is
desirable. My group feels exactly the reverse, and we
think that we are consistent with what was agreed in
committee. Energy saving means reducing the demand
for energy. Rational use means increasing the supply
of energy, and the repon is unbalanced if it talks only
about increasing the supply of energy in the form of
DHP, refuse rerycling, heat from refuse and similar
additional sources of energy. That is only one side of
the picture. It is energy saving that is really the quick,
cheap and important way of going about the problem.
That is why we have tabled our Amendment No 7 ask-
ing for an additional clausq in Anicle I of the propo-
sal. !7e call on the Commission to inroduce a fifth
carcEory into Anicle 1 which will provide financial aid
to domestic, industrial and public energy saving pro-
jects. That is our Amendment No 6. In this way we
can achieve major savings by reducing funher the
demand for energy, making industry more compedtive
and making the whole Communiry less dependent on
imponed oil.
If we follow Mr Fuchs's recommendations, we shall
only be going up a sffeet which has already been well
trodden. The whole question of reducing oil consump-
tion in motor cars, speed limits and the rationalization
of ranspon in Europe, has already been dealt with. If
we load that onto the top of this rational energy pro-
posal, it will only block it and slow it up. \7e should
therefore stick cleanly to the rational use of enerry
and energy saving as listed in the amendments we have
put forward.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting time.l
8.'Votes2
Purvis Repon (Doc. 1-1345 /82'energt')
Afier the aote on tbe amendments to the proposalfor a
reguktion.
Mr Purvis (EDI, rapporterr. 
- 
At this point I should
like to ask the Commission for its views on the amend-
men$ that have been voted. It has given its views in
the debate on all of them except the swo emanating
from the Committee on Transport which have now
been insened into the proposal. I would appreciate the
Commission's opinion on those.
Mr Davignon, Vce-President of tbe Commission. 
-(FR) Mr President, as I explained in the debate yes-
terday, we have here a resolution which, for the
moment, is ded to budgetary proposals drawn up
within the framework of the 1983 budget. I mentioned
that, in 1984, we would be willing to envisage a fur-
ther category 
- 
that covers paragraph 5 that you
voted 
- 
but that the Commission cannot, for the
momenr, take it over, as it is not possible, today, to
include the question of transpon in the problems of
productive investment. The question of transpon will
be dealt with in another contect.
Mr Purvis (ED), rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, in view
of the committee's position, which I think the Com-
missioner's statement would be in accordance with, I
would be prepared to proceed to a vote on the resolu-
tion. There is the possibility that this may be criticized
in that the House as a whole has voted for this extra
transport category and the Commissioner has expli-
citly said that this cannot. be accommodated. I there-
fore leave it to the Chairman of the Committee on
Energy and Research: if she disputes my position and
wishes to have the matter sent. back to committee for a
month on that point, so be it; I personally would inter-
pret my r6le as that of allowing the motion for a reso-
lution to proceed to the vote.
9. Reqcling of petrodolhrs 
- 
anorld monetary procedure
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on:
- 
the repon (Doc. l-1197/82) by Mr Purvis, on
behalf of the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs, on the recycling of petrodollars, and
- 
the Oral Question with debate (Doc. 1-1376/82)
by Mr von Bismarck and others, to the Commis-
slon:
Subject: Vorld Monetary Procedure
l. How critical is the indebtedness position of
cenain developing countries, state trading
counries and major multinational corpora-
tions and banks to the stability of the world
monetary system, and to Community econo-
mic prospects in panicular?
2. !7hat actions have been taken by the Com-
muniry and its Member States to meer rhese
risks, have they been adequarely effective and
what funher measures might be contem-
plated?
3. Has the role and acdvity of the supra-national
financial institutions (IMF, IBRD, IDA, etc.)
been sufficient and is there a discernible Com-
muniry position regarding their policy and
management?
t Topical and urgent debate (communication): See Minutes.2 See Annex I.
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4. Is there a need for a better monitoring of the
Euro-currency markets and the credit wonhi-
ness of panicipants, and is any Community
action envisaged in this regard?
5. !/hat pan could the EIB, the EQU and other
Community instruments be expected to play
in meeting the current world monetary sirua-
tion and also to assist the world economy out
of recession?
6. Is a new International Monetary System
desirable, how could this be construced and
what is the attitude of the likely participants?
Mr Purvis (EDI, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, some
will say that the petrodollar problem is over. It is
debatable whether or not perodollars persist, but cer-
ainly the effects of the petrodollar crisis are still very
much with us. Indeed, the repercussions are, if any-
thing, more pressing than ever. Unemployment contin-
ues to grow in the industrialized countries. Indebted-
ness, in many countries, has reached dangerous pro-
portions. The poorest countries continue to get poorer
and the very stability of the international financial
machinery is a cause for concern and merits our con-
stant attention.
So I think 
- 
and I hope the House will agree 
- 
that
the rcpic of this repon is very peninent to our presenr
condition, to the continuing questions of international
liquidity, renewing world economic growth, develop-
ment of the less-developed countries, reducing
dependence on non-renewable energy and the interna-
tional financial structure. For this reason, I have pro-
posed a more appropriate title for this subject. It
scands as an amendment in the name of Mr'\7elsh to
read: 'On world economic and monetary response in a
situation of unstable energy marke6'.
I am very pleased that the oral question with debare on
the international financial situation is linked with rhis
report. This broadens the debate beyond the perad-
venture into its full implications.
I wish that the Council of Ministers were able to res-
pond to this repon as well, as under the German presi-
dency they are going to represent the Community at
the OECD and Villiamsburg conferences, and I
would appreciate it if they would at leasr take into
account what comes out of this debate when they
attend these conferences.
I have therefore tried to avoid ideological solutions
and to concentrate on practical ones which have some
prospect of being implemented and thereby of ame-
liorating the situation for all of us, whether we are
oil-surplus counffies, indusrialized, newly industrial-
ized, or less developed countries.
I would first of all like to make cerain points of diag-
nosis. Maldisribution of vorld liquidity has caused
economic problems in the past. The slump of the 1930s
is often attributed to the sterilization of world liquidity
by the United States as an overwhelming creditor
nation in that sad era. Therefore one can see parallels
with the maldistribution of world liquidity which
resulted from the oil price-hikes, and rhe reflex actions
towardg protectionism and other measures that have
ensued all over the world.
Secondly, the oil price-hikes are often blamed for all
the subsequent problims. I am convinced in preparing
this report that it was the uncontrolled inflarion in the
indusuialized countries during the 1950's and panicu-
larly the Americans' deficit financing of that period,
not unconnected with the Vietnam Var, which forced
abandonment of the USA's commitment to purchase
and sell gold at a fixed price in 1971. This, in turn,
resulted in OPEC being forced into protecting its
interests and, therefore, I am constrained to be con-
trary to Mr Bonaccini's Amendment No 18, which
puts this process in the reverse order to actual fact.
Thirdly, the commercially available mechanisms, the
Eurocurrenry market, responded manfully ro rhe
problem 
- 
perhaps too eagerly in retrospect, but the
resources were quickly redeployed. After each price-
hike, the petrodollars were rerycled within about three
years.
But the repercussions have caused the real damage:
funher inflation, balance of payments difficuldes,
higher interests rates, borrowing shon and lending
long, poor and deteriorating credit risks, a check on
economic growth, all of which have squeezed the
less-developed countries especially, battered from all
sides by the higher energy costs, by rheir bigger debts,
by the higher interest rates and by lower export earn-
ings. Also the world banking sysrem has reeled from
these repercussions.
The industrialized countries have, therefore, managed
to adjust, albeit at a lower economic rhphm. But it is
the least-developed countries that have been reduced
to a state of insmbility and penury bordering, poren-
tially, on catastrophe. And the problems of the LDCs
affect us directly, as markets for our goods and bor-
rowers of our funds. So, my reporr, conceRtrates on
the solutions.
First of all, we must get our own economies on ro a
snble plain if we are going to have any hope of conrri-
buting to world economic revival. My assessment is
that this process has now, to a large extent, been
achieved 
- 
we have stability, but at a low-capacity
utilization.
Secondly, the greatest contribution we in Europe can
sdll make is to maximize rhe potential of the European
Community as a powerhouse for economic growrh.
'$fle must, therefore, complete the common market,
coordinate our economic and monemry policies, pur-
sue more determinedly the objecive of European
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monetary union and the ECU as a world currency of
comparable standing to the US dollar. This is a point
particularly stressed to me by OPEC who worry about
their dependence on the United States dollar and,
rherefore, political, economic and monetary domi-
nance by the USA. They identify Europe as having a
greater mutuality of concern with themselves.
Thirdly, with our own House in better order, we
should develop our relations with the oil-producing
countries. The committee decided against artificial
arrangements on fixed oil prices, guaranteed or
indexed bonds, or an oil-purchasing atency. They run
in the face of market forces, and market forces will
render them unworkable.
But we do see good reason, especially in the current
situadon where there is a mutualiry of interest between
the oil suppliers and ourselves, to set up some form of
formalized relationship with the oil-supplying coun-
tries, and perhaps with them and the less-developed
countries together. The objective would be to improve
mutual undersanding, cooperation in energy and
development matters, and to develop a concened
approach rc the problems of the less-developed coun-
tries and to mobilizing the world's financial and
human resources for renewed economic growth. I
would be naive, however, not to admit that this
involves a political dimension in our relations with the
oil-surplus countries.
Founhly, amont the proposals we consider should be
taken up in this context, is the formation of an affiliate
development bank, jointly owned by the European
Investment Bank and an equivalent Arab organization
to concentrate on energ'y-related investments and
other development projects in the Communiry, in the
Middle East and the developing world.
Fifthly, the IMF, the \Iorld Bank and the IDA have
played an important paru, and with the increased
resources now becoming available, have still a vital
role to play.
Resources of money, however, are not the be all and
end all. Their role as monitors and project assessors is
critical to mobilizing co-finance from other sources.
But the committee feels that the EEC Member States
have not exened their real strength and have not aken
a sufficiently concerted position in the management
and poliry making of these vital organizations.
A stronger European voice would be welcomed by the
surplus countries and the developing countries. I
think, and they think, that v'e have a different and
more measured view of development policy and of the
interdependence of industrialized and less-developed
countries. In particular, the EC Member States should
ensure in these bodies a better representation of the oil
surplus counries and newly industrialized counrries
commensurate with their capaciry to provide the
needed finance and their role in the world's economy.
I shall not go into the lism of development priorities
demiled in paragraphs ll, 12 and 13 of the motion for
a resolution. Suffice it to say that we support the new
realism which is showing in development poliry in the
case of less-developed countries, agriculture, adminis-
ration and management, small-scale indigenous
energy potendal. Ve also suess that the LDCs must
show willingness to do all they can to provide an
attracdve environment for investment in enterprise,
both from inside and from outside. 'S7e now have
many proposals as to how we might meet what is now
accepted as a world crisis. This report tries to thin
them down rc what the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs considers practicable.
fu Mr Bonaccini suggests, perhaps Villiamsburg is the
appropriate pretext. 'S7e have a world crisis on our
hands. I7e need world solutions. The prime lesson
must be of our inrcrdependence. No one country, not
even the USA or the EEC alone, can mount the rescue
operation, but we can provide example and leadership.
'!7'e must play our full part. !7e shall not be forgiven
for dragging our feet or finding excuses to justify plain
inaction.
IN THE CHAIR: LADY ELLES
Vice-President
President. 
- 
The debate is now adjourned and will be
resumed aL9 a.m. tomorrow.
10. Question Time
President. 
- 
The next item is the first part of Ques-
tion Time (Doc. 1-116183).
\7e begin with questions ro rhe Council and to the
Foreign Ministers meedng in political cooperarion.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Madam President, I
have a procedural question based on Rule 84 of the
Rules of Procedure relating to inadmissibility, and
Rule 44 (2) which says thar quesdons shall be submit-
ted in writint rc the President, who shall decide
whether they are admissible. The matter of inadmissi-
bility that I am raising relates to Question No 22 by
Mr Rumor, on the subject'Information concerning an
attempt [o contravene democratic legaliry in Greece.'
I would like to say that rhis submission is not mine
alone. It is known that there has been a public declara-
tion by the chairman of the Socialist and the Com-
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munist Groups, Mr Glinne and Mr'Fanti, who regard
Mr Rumor's question as an attempt to interfere in the
internal affairs of Greece, and relate it to activities
stemming from suspect sources.
I would also like to mention that this question was met
by the disapproval and public condemnation of the
Greek government. I would therefore like to ask rhe
Presidency why, when it was aware of the opposition
of a large majority among the Greek Members of the
European Parliament, the opposition of the chairmen
of two Groups in Parliament, and the opposition of
the Greek government, it still allowed Mr Rumor's
quesdon to be placed on the agenda? In suppon of
what I am saying, I refer to a question that our Group
submimed to the February part-session, which referred
n the Berufsoerbot in the Federal Republic of Ger-
many. At that time I was told that it was inadmissible
because it lay outside the jurisdiction of the Council.
Madam President, I would therefore like an answer
from you on this matter, and I should also sress that,
while being responsible for creating all this fuss,
Mr Rumor has not had the courage to appear at rhis
debate. So while all the mass media in Greece have
shown great concern over his question, Mr Rumor has
shunned the issue, and I fear that this mus[ counr
against him. t
President. 
- 
Mr Alavanos, I musr point out ro you
that Rule 84, which you invoked, refers to a debate on
a specific item. Vhat Mr Rumor has done is to table
an oral question without debate under Rule 43.
According to Rule a3 (1):
Any Member may put questions to the Commis-
sion, to the Council or rc the Foreign Ministers
meeting in political cooperation and ask that they
be placed on the agenda of Parliament and dealt
with by the procedure provided for under this
Rule.
Such questions shall be submitted in writing m the
President, who shall place them before the
enlarged Bureau at the next meeting held for rhe
purpose of drawing up the draft agenda.
I can only assume that the enlarged Bureau did accept
this question. Ifyou have any query as to the decision
of the enlarged Bureau, would you kindly write a pro-
test to the President in the terms in which you have
spoken and we will have the matter raised in the
Bureau, but it will be under Rule 43 and not under
Rule 84.
Question No 1, by Mr Moreland (H-68a/82):
Vhat steps is the Council taking to implement
Community coal poliry in the light of conclusions
reached at its meering of 16 December 1982 and
of the mandate of 30 May?
Mr Genscher, President-in-Offce of the Coancil. 
-(DE) On 14 February 1983 the Commission submitted
to the Council a programme of work on solid fuels
based on conclusions reached at the informal meeting
of Ministers held in Copenhagen on 16 December
1982. This programme is at present being examined by
the appropriate bodies in the Council. They will be
reponing to the Council at the next meeting held m
discuss energy questions.
The Council will continue to consider the proposals
already before it as part of its programme of work.
The Commission will shonly be submitting further
proposals, which the Council will then discuss without
delay. The Council is also considering a proposal from
the Commission concerning questions raised by the
Mandate of 30 May.
This proposal, which was received on lgJanuary
1983, concerns the adoption of a Council regulation
on specific measures of interest to the Community in
the area of the energy strarcgy.
Mr Moreland (ED). 
- 
Does not the President-in-
Office agree with me that the situation as regards the
coal industry in the Community at the moment is a
serious one, with levels of srccks now reaching some-
thing like 400/o of the annual output, and thar, there-
fore, it is vitally imponant for the Council to take
decisions on these matrcrs as soon as possible? After
all, the original Commission document that he is nlk-
ing about dates not from February bur from last year.
!7e have had a lot of discussions on coal, but we are
still waiting for some acion.
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) I must begin by repeating that
the Commission submitted a programme of work on
solid fuels on 14 February 1983. The Commission
based its proposal on the informal meeting of Minis-
rcrs of 16 December 1982.I appreciate the honourable
Member's concern and join with him in stressing the
need for urgent action.
Mr Boyes (S).- I would like to refer specifically to
coking-coal. A coking-coal plant in my consrituency ar
Fishburn is about to be closed, but I am aware rhar rhe
German Government is using pan of its EEC refund
rc help prop up the coking-coal indusrry while the
Commission is proposing new aids borh for the prod-
uction and marketing of coking-coal not only to
ensure that the coking-coal industry continues to exisr,
but also because they are concerned that impons from
third countries are increasing. \7ould the President-
in-Office agree that in view of the measures taken by
the Federal Republic and recommendations made by
the Commission it is irresponsible ar rhis time for
someone m be closing a coking-coal plant?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) I believe that we can fully
approve the communication which the Commission
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forwarded to the Council in February 1982 on the role
played by coal in the energy strategy and which also
refers, for example, to the promotion of investments in
the conversion of oil-fired boilers in public buildings
and district heating facilities to coal or coke. Ve await
with interest the European Parliament's opinion on the
proposal on the granting of financial incentives to
encourage certain investments in the rational use of
energy. Otherwise, I share the honourable Member's
reSret.
Mr Seligman (ED). 
- 
I understand that the Presi-
dent-in-Office has not yet received the specific propo-
sals from the Commission, but I hope he will insist that
the shon-term fall in oil prices will not be allowed to
interrupt this coal policy because it is a long-term
policy. I would like his assurance on that and also that
he will give help to closing uneconomic coal mines, to
opening new economic coal mines and to developing
underground gasification of coal, notably under the
Nonh Sea, which are all coal policies which should be
pursued.
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) I cannot give the honourable
Member any assurances with regard to his expecta-
tions in the latter respect because we have not yet
formed an opinion on this. I can, however, assure him
that the Council will certainly not allow its energy
suategy to be permanendy influenced by what may be
only a temporary fall in oil prices.
Mr Rogalla (S). 
- 
(DE) | should like to ask the
President-in-Office whether, in view of the serious
conflicts of interest between the coal-producing and
the coal-consuming Communiry countries, he shares
my view that additional financial facilities, like those
to be created with Pan III of the new Community
instrument, may help to speed up the investments
which are needed and to which he has referred.
Mr Genscher.- (DE) It is impossible to say at this
time whether the resources available will be sufficient.
Mr Griffiths (S).- Can Mr Genscher rcll the House
if he believes the Council will suppon some type of
Community strategy that will positively help the coal
industry by inroducing measures that will encourage
coal consumption, limit coal imports into the Com-
munity and link any closures of mines with the
development of new mines in those coal fields? This
Parliament has on tqro occasions positively supponed
such measures and we are nov/ looking to the Council
to make a serious attempt to develop the Community's
coal industry.
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) I could make things easy by
saying that I have only been asked if I can give an
answer. The answer is 'yes'. But I should like also like
to give an answer to the substance of the question and
point out to the honourable Members that the Council
of Energy Ministers will be considering the Commis-
sion's proposals and their place in the Communiry's
overall energy policy concept at its meeting of
21 April. As you will appreciate, I cannot anticipate
the outcome of these deliberations.
President. 
- 
As the authors are not present, Ques-
tions Nos 2 and 3 will be answered in writing.l
Question No 4, by Mr Flanagan (H-730/82):
Has the Council held any discussions aimed at
reviving the call for establishing the second stage
of the European Monetary System, namely a
European Monetary Fund which would have
some of the functions of a Euro-bank?
Mr Genscher, Presidenrin-Office of the Council. 
-(DE) The question of strengthening the European
Monetary System is at present being considered by the
appropriate Community bodies. The Council will be
discussing this problem as soon as sufficient progress
has been made with the preparatory work.
Mr Flanagan (DEP). 
- 
I do not really wish to ask
any supplementary question but merely to urge the
Council to press ahead, please.
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) The Council agrees with the
honourable Member that urgent action is needed.
Mr Rogalla (S). 
- 
(DE) I must say that I am rather
shocked by the globaliry of the answ'er given by the
President-in-Office of the Council, and I wish to ask
him why he does not think it appropriate for this prob-
lem rc be solved step by step, which might, for exam-
ple, lead to the solution of individual aspects of the
problem, including those which are obvious to the citi-
zen, perhaps though the issue of an initially provi-
sional European banknote in each currenry, having a
value of, say, a DM 20 note.
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) The President-in-Office of the
Council made his answer global to suit the quesdon.
The question you have just raised is one of the prob-
lems being considered by the appropriarc Community
bodies. I cannot and do not intend to anticipate the
opinion they form.
Mr Purvis (ED). 
- 
Mr President-in-Office of rhe
Council, one of the major steps which the Commission
1 See Annex of 13. 4. 1983.
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has been continually presiing, and this Parliament as
well, is that the acceptabiliry and free circulation of
the ECU should be encouraged throughout Europe.
'!7hat 
steps is the Council, and the German Govern-
ment in pardcular, aking to remove all legal impedi-
ments to the free circulation of ECUs throughout the
Community?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) I am not at this moment
empowered to speak for the Federal Republic of Ger-
many, but this question is also being considered by the
appropriate Communiry bodies.
Mr Bonde (CDI). 
- 
(DA) I should like to ask the
President-in-Office whether a Member State in his
opinion can, on its own initiative, side step a regula-
tion in the currenry sector, if it has resgn/ations simu-
lar to Denmark's Reservations on the question of
sanctions against the Soviet Union. Or, put another
way, can a regulation cease ro be applicable if an indi-
vidual Member State so decides?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) No, Sir.
Mr Delorozoy (L).- (FR) Does the Council think
that the conditions in which parities were readjusted
on 21 March were such as to compromise the second
stage of the European Monetary System?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) They are not likely to put this
at risk. But I believe we all have good reason 
- 
and
reference has, of course, been made to this during
today's debate 
- 
to recognize the connection with
monetary developments, with general economic devel-
opments and the nadonal economic and financial poli-
clts.
President. 
- 
Question No 5, by Mrs Ewing (H-732/
82):
Vill the President-in-Office comment on recent
progress made in the Common Fisheries Poliry
negotiations?
Mr Genscheq President-in-Ofice of the Council. 
-(DE) I would refer the honourable Member to the
statement I made during the European Parliament's
sirting of 8 February 1983 on the agreement reached in
the Council on 25 January 1983 regarding the com-
mon fisheries policy.
Mrs Ewing (DEP). 
- 
Does the Council think that
this industry is frozen in February and that there are
no stormy seas for the fishermen,still to sail on? Is the
President-in-Office not aware that since that date in
March, the Danes have exceeded their quota of mack-
erel in the west of Scotland and that there have been
instances of totally inadequate policing, and will he
not even give us a crumb of assurance on restructur-
ing, that not those countries which greatly reduced
their fleet and catching-capacity in ten years but
instead the countries which increased their catching-
capacity will be the ones to suffer the cuts?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) All the regulations and resolu-
tions that have been adopted were published in Offi-
cial Journal L24 of 27 January 1983. The Council has
also adoprcd a regulation permitting the continued
application of the additional total catch quantities and
quotas approved for 1982 until the new TAC and quo-
tas are fixed for 1983. This regulation was published in
Official Journal L 25 of 27 January 1983. The admin-
istration of justice has not therefore come to a stand-
sdll.
Mr Harris (ED). 
- 
As the success or failure of the
Common Fisheries Poliry will turn on the effectiveness
or otherwise of the enforcement measures agreed by
the Council, is the Council satisfied with the level of
staffing of the Commission inspectorate which will
carry out this enforcement? And if the President-in-
Office is satisfied with the staffing arrangements, is he
aware that there is very widespread concern, panicu-
larly in the Unite{ Kingdom, about the very small
number of inspectors who will have the job of policing
the Common Fisheries Poliry?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) If it turns out that the policing
measures are inadequate, additional precautions will
have to be taken. I am aware of the concern that has
been expressed in this context in the United Kingdom.
Mr Maffre-Baug6 (COM). 
- 
(FR) Is the Council
willing to complete the common fisheries poliry by
adding a section on social matters, so as to level up
social conditions as provided for in Anicle 117 of the
Treary?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) As far as I know, no such pro-
posal has been made.
Mr Miiller-HermAnn (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Can the Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council tell us something about
the state of the negotiations with the Canadian
Government on the authorization of catch quotas, and
can it be assumed that the Canadian Government will
not be very receptive to requests from the Communiry
now that Canada has had its knuckles rapped hard by
the Communiry over the expon of seal skins?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) Canada has called for compen-
sation for the fact that its sales of fish in the European
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Community in 1982 were lower than expected. This is
at presen[ being discussed by the Commission and
Council. That is how things sand. Canada has not
called for compensation for our adoption of a directive
on seals, and the Canadian Government has made it
quirc clear to me that it considers the two matters to
be unconnected. That is very reasonable and correct
and should not be doubted by us.
I am sometimes shocked to find views aken in the
European Communiry which it might at best be
assumed would be taken by the Canadians. In discus-
sions and negotiations of this kind we should not, as it
were, be putting argumenrc into the mouth of our
negotiating panner. Canada's appeal following its
disappointment at its sales of fish in the European
Communiry in 1982 is, then, at present being consid-
ered by the Commission and Council. The next Coun-
cil meedng on fisheries questions is scheduled for early
M"y.
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) The interpretation just
given by the President-in-Office of the Council is a
diplomatic one, but it is being shouted from the roof-
tops that the Canadian Government is pursuing a dif-
ferent objective. Is the President-in-Office personally
convinced that the two issues are completely separate
and that the Canadian Government is not linking
them?
Mr Gcnscher. 
- 
(DE) I am guided by the statements
of friendly governments and not by what it is sup-
posedly being shouted from the rooftops. I am con-
vinced that the two issues are separate and that they
are not being linked by the Canadian Government.
Mr Battersby (ED). 
- 
The Parliament intends rc
continue panicipating, as it has done in the past, to the
fullest possible extent in establishing and developing
the new common fisheries policy. In consolidating our
panicipation, we expect the full support of the Coun-
cil. Can the President-in-Office assure us that we shall
have at all times the Council's full suppon in achieving
our aims?
Mr Genscher.- (DE) Yes, Sir.
President. 
- 
Question No 6, by Mr Normanton, has
been postponed to the May part-session, at the
author's request.
Question No 7, by Mr Schinzel (H-753/82):
In the debate on Question H-545/821 by Mr
Schon, the President of the Council claimed that
the introduction of a European passpon would
facilitate border checks and reduce waiting times.
Members from all groups questioned the serious-
ness of this view.
Can the Council explain in detail how the intolerable
waiting times 
- 
especially at German border crossing-
points 
- 
can be shonened by means of the European
passport, without the passpon merely being an aid to
supra-national cooperation by surveillance agencies?
Mr Genscher, Presidenrin-Ofice of tbe Council. 
-(DE) The idea expressed by the President-in-Office
of the Council must be seen as part of the overall con-
cept of the passpon union, which the Commission
advocates in its proposal for a resolution on facilitat-
ing the conditions under which checks are carried out
on citizens of the Member States at the Community's
internal frontiers. The Commission proposes that a
systematic check should not be made where the rav-
eller presents either a European passport or an indenr-
iry card as evidence of his being a national of a Com-
munity Member State and that special passages for
nationals of the member States should be introduced
at sea and airpons
Mr Schinzel (S). 
- 
(DE) Does the President-in-Off-
ice of the Council not think that the public reaction to
the European passport. will in fact be very negarive
unless crossing frontiers is made genuinely easier in
practical terms?
Mr Genscher, 
- 
(DE) I completely agree with rhe
honourable member. As the House knows, I have
repeatedly advocated the abolition of this form of
check, although I also see the urgent need for a reduc-
tion in the objections on securiry grounds, which can-
not be simply ignored, through closer cooperation
among the national police aurhoriries in the European
Communiry. The proposals which Mr Colombo and I
have made in the European Act for the establishment
of a uniform European legal system are also designed
in the final analysis to ensure internal security without
the system of frontier checks, which is hardly compati-
ble with the idea of a Communiry, having to be main-
tained.
Mr Sherlock (ED).- Mr President-in-Office, I am
sure that you have already noticed thar rhis quesrion in
one form or another has appeared each rime you have
been present here. I can assure you thar it has also
occurred virtually every r.ime your predecessors-in-off-
ice have been in this Chamber. It is a source of con-
stant irritation. Can I ask you, therefore, in view of
your last declaration of your personal conviction and
interest, if you would direct your shafts henceforward
at your colleagues in the Council? I have recenrly, for
example, personally experienced catrle-like Eearment
both in Greece and at Marco Polo Airpon in Venice.I Verbatim repon of proceedings, sitdng of I l. 1. I 983.
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Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) Having heard what the hon-
ourable Member has to say, I find the situation all the
more regretable.
Mr Rogdla (S). 
- 
(DE) I would be interested to
hear how regularly the appropriate officials from the
national administrations meet to discuss the achieve-
ment of the goal to which the President of the Council
has referred and whether the appropriate Ministers
and possibly the President of the Council bring influ-
ence to bear to ensure that the examples of the USA,
the Nordic Union and Benelux are constantly held up
to these officials as goals wonh pursuing.
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) The honourable Member has
asked a number of questions, the first of which I am
unable to answer and the last of which I can answer
with an emphatic'yes'.
President. 
- 
Question No 8 by Mr Rogalla (H-760/
82):
Vhat discredonary powers do border control offi-
cials possess in the Member States with regard to
spot checks, etc. and what can the Council do rc
ensure that such powers are used to help speed the
flow of goods and passenger traffic between the
Member States?
Mr Genscher, President-in-Ofice of tbe Council. 
-(DE) Frontier checks are the responsibiliry of the
Member States with regard not only to those areas in
which the individual Member States retain authority
but also those areas which are governed by the Trea-
ties. Although these checks must be carried out in
accordance with the Treaties, it is for the Member
States to ensure that they are carried out effectively. In
these circumstances, the Council can only hope that
they are kept to a minimum and increasingly take the
form of spot checks in order to speed the flow of
traffic.
In this connection, the Council considered the Com-
mission's proposal for a directive rc facilitate the for-
malities and checks relating to the transpon of goods
berween Member States at its meeting of I March
1983. The European Parliament has delivered its opi-
nion on this proposal and has been consulted on the
proposal for a Council resoludon on faciliating
checks on nationals of the Member States travelling
within the Community. I would also refer to what I
have already said in answer to another question during
this Question Time.
Mr Rogalla (S). 
- 
(DE) Having heard this answer, I
should like to ask the President-in-Office of the
Council how often during his Presidency the Council
has expressed the hope rc which he has just referred
and whether, in view of the indecisive way in which
this question has been treated and the fact that a
Council which includes Mr Genscher as its President
and, among others, Foreign Ministers who were once
Members of this House, Mr Tindemans and Mr Col-
ombo, for example, has not made more, and more
practical, progress, there must be growing doubts
about the Council's credibiliry.
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) Credibiliry is always measured
by the afiliry to get things done. !7hat is actually
achieved is another matter. I assume that the honoura-
ble Member has himself had his positive and negative
experiences. I can also assure him that we shall be con-
sidering this question again at our next meeting.
Mr Bonde (CDI). 
- 
(DA) I should like to ask the
President-in-Office whether a Danish imponer today
can quite legally impon goods from the Soviet Union
to Denmark, even if the goods are included in the
boycott list of the EEC Regulation.
t
Mr Genscher, 
- 
(DE) I can only give a written
answer to this question.
Mrs Veber (S). 
- 
(DE) As the Council evidently
finds it easier to answer questions with 'yes' or 'no', I
will try to phrase my question in such a way that the
President-in-Office has only these two options. Does
he agree with me that, unlike the goods referred to in
rhe question, dangerous and poisonous waste, such as
that removed from Seveso, can be transported from
one Member State to another with great speed and
evidently unhindered by frontier checks? Does he not
think that it would be better and more appropriate for
frontier officials to be instructed to prevent the trans-
port of extremely dangerous waste materials, thus
creating jobs of a high qualiry for them?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) Much as I should like to
answer the honourable Member's question with a sim-
ple 'yes', and the way it has been phrased, I can do so.
I must add that it is less a question of creating high-
quality jobs than of our at last bringing the transfron-
tier transport of these poisonous subsances under
control. I believe that the European public can only
regard as a scandal the events now taking place before
their eyes, including the refusal by the undenakings
concerned to provide the authorities with the extensive
information they need. That is also my own opinion in
this matter.
Mr Patterson (ED). The President-in-Office
referred to previous questions and answers on this
topic. As he will be aware, over the years various ques-
tions to the Commission have revealed that Member
States, including my own, apply checks at borders
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which the Commission considers to be illegal: for
example, the filling in of forms for which no sanction
exists, controls on the amount of money which people
have, to name only rwo. \7ill the President-in-Office
give us an assurance that in those instances where
Member States apply controls either discreetly or
overtly that he will make sure that his colleagues in the
Council advise their governments to abolish these con-
trols fonhwith because they bring the Community inro
discredit?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) I cannot guarantee this. I can
only guarantee that I will ask my colleagues to do so.
Mr Eisma (NI).- (NZ) From answers provided by
the Netherlands' government to questions in the
Lower House of Parliament on 25 March last it would
eppear that the Benelux countries have recently
introduced a visa requirement for citizens of Morocco,
Tunisia and Senegal without prior consultation of the
other Communiry Member States. Does the Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council share the view that a
Communiry visa poliry is a prerequisite for the elimi-''
nation of checks on individuals at the Community's
internal frontiers, and what measures is the Council
considering with a view to achieving this?
Mr Genschcr. 
- 
(DE) The efforu to abolish frontier
checks within the Communiry do indeed mean that we
must coordinate policies on the issue of visas. This will
be a difficult area, and I therefore believe we should
for the moment concentrate all our effons on at least.
abolishing checks on the inhabitants of the European
Community.
President. 
- 
Question No 9, by Mr Hutton (H-784/
82):
'$7hen will the Council reply to those of the pro-
posals, contained in the resolutions on relations
berween the institutions adopted in July 1981,
December 1981 and February 1982, which are
neither covered by the letter of Mr de Keers-
maeker of 8 April 1982 to the President, nor by
the Genscher-Colombo Act, in view of the fact
that the Commission has already replied ro mosr
of those proposals which concern its reladons with
Parliament?
Mr Genscher, President-in-Offce of the Coancil. 
-(DE) Vhen the European Parliament's enlarged
Bureau and the Foreign Ministers of the Member
States met on 24 January 1983, the chairman of rhe
Political Affairs Committee, Mariano Rumor, pro-
posed a procedure for rhe determination and consider-
ation of the most imponant institutional quesrions.
The Presidents of the European Parliament and rhe
Council have consultarions at which rhey discuss the
European Parliament's or the Council's approach fol-
lowing the meeting of 24 lanuary.
I must now add that, as I poinrcd out earlier, when
winding up the debate and replying to a speech by Mr
Blumenfeld, a meeting concerning the Genscher-Col-
ombo Act is to take place berween the Council and a
delegation from the European Parliament on 25 April
so rhat the Council may again take note of the Euro-
pean Parliament's views on all rhe imponant aspects of
the European Act before the Council meets at Schloss
Gymnich to conclude its deliberations on this subject. I
have also informed the President of Parliament rcday
that in future other quesrions should be discussed by
Parliament and the Committee of Permanent Repre-
sentatives as Parliament has requesrcd.
Mr Hutton (ED). 
- 
I think perhaps ir would be fair
to exempt the present President-in-Office of the
Council from my feeling 
- 
though perhaps he would
agree with me 
- 
that the Council has been guilty of
appalliirg negligence in dealing wirh the Parliament
and in replying to these proposals. I am astonished,
however, that at the end of his response he should
suggest that we should deal with civil servants, and nor
ministers. \flould rhe President-in-Office nor agree
with me that this funher compounds the Council's
already cynical maneuvring over irs avoidance of
dealing with Parliament straighrforwardly on its pro-
posals?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) I have reponed on rwo differ-
ent matters, namely the consideration of the
Genscher-Colombo Act and the dialogue berween rhe
Council and Parliament. As I understood it, Parlia-
ment would welcome it if this mok place in the pres-
ence of the Commitree of Permanent Representatives.
If the honourable Member does nor agree with the
opinion thus expressed by Parliamenr or rhe Bureau 
-I do not know which 
- 
I feel he should clarify the
matter within Parliamenr.
Mr Bangemam (L). 
- 
(DE) My question relates to
the last answer given by the President-in-Office of the
Council. I wish to ask him if he finds rr intolerable for
the Council to do what Parliament wanrs.
Mr Genscher,- (DE) No, I consider rhar a panicu-
larly responsible atritude for the Council to ake.
Mr IsraEl (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President-in-Office of
the Council, we have just had a debate on the Croux
report in the European Parliament. During this
debate, I said that this repon was based on the Nov-
ember 19'81 version of the European Act.
Can you tell me, Mr President, whether rhe texr cur-
rently being srudied by the Council bears any reladon
to the November 1981 text?
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Mr Genscher.- (DE) Yes, Sir.
Mr Bonde (CDI). 
- 
(DA) I also have an institutional
question for the President-in-Office: is there any dif-
ference in the general applicability of the regulations
enacted in the currency seotor and those enacted
under the terms of Anicle 113 of the Treaty?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) No.
President. 
- 
At the request of the author, Question
No 10 has been postponed until the May part-session.
As the author is not present, Question No 11 will be
answered in writing.l
Question No 12 by Mrs Van Hemeldonck (H-827/
82)',
The Council decided3 to extend for two years the
provisions of Directive 8l/363/EECa on aid to
the European shipbuilding industry, while the
Commission had proposed a three year extension.
\7hy did the Cguncil decide to extend the period
of aid for mro years only and not for three years
as proposed by the Commission?
Mr Gensche4 President-in-Offce of the Council. 
-(DE) On 21 December 1982 the Council decided to
extend the fourth directive on aid to the shipbuilding
industry not, as the Commission had proposed, by
three years but by only two, for the following reason:
with a view to speeding up the achievement of the
objectives set in the directive 
- 
the restoration of the
competitiveness of the Community's shipbuildin!
industry and the cessation of aid to this industry 
- 
the
Council and Commission also undenook to make the
necessary preparations for drawing up a proposal for a
sixth directive and adopting it as quickly as possible,
perhaps even before this directive expires. A period of
[wo years seems sufficient for this purpose.
Mr Van Hemeldonck (S). 
- 
(NL) Can the Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council state when the sixth
directive, in one form or another, can be revealed to
Parliament?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) Certainly, but first the propo-
sal has to be put forward. I would say, without delay.
Mr Paisley (NI). 
- 
In view of the fact that the Belfast
shipyard yesterday had to lay off yet another 700
1 See Annex of 13. 4. 1983.2 Former oral question without debate (0-152/82) con-
verted into a Question for Question Time.3 OJ No L 371, 30. 12. 1982, p. 46.a OJ No L 137,23. 5. l98l,p. 39.
workers because of unfair competition from the Far
East, unfair competirion which affects all European
shipyards, could the President-in-Office of the Coun-
cil tell us what has happened in the Council rc the
scrap-and-build plan?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) I cannot answer this question
a[ the moment.
Miss Quin (S). 
- 
My own part of England faces
economic and social disaster if nothing is done to help
shipbuilding through the present crisis and, in parti-
cular, through the shon-term shortage of orders. On
what date is the Council next going to consider the
problems of shipbuilding, and what measures is it con-
sidering in order to tackle the problems of this indus-
try urgently and effectively?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) I must unfonunately say that
the concern the honourable Member expresses with
regard to the part of England in which she lives also
applies to other pans of the European Community.
For this reason the Council has said that it wants the
action needed for the drawing up of a proposal for a
sixth directive taken as quickly as possible, perhaps
even before the presenr directive expires. This shows
that the Council regards this as an urgent matter.
Mr J.D.Taylor (ED).- To the President-in-Office
I would like to say, as representing the largest ship-
building firm in the United Kingdom, which is the
Belfast shipyard of Harland and \7olff, that there are
many Members in this House who welcome the deci-
sion of the Council to reduce the present fifth directive
from a funher three years to two years. Many of us
believe that the fifth directive has outlived its useful-
ness. I welcome the reply by the President-in-Office
that they are going to consider a sixth directive and I
therefore would ask him if in consideration of that
sixth directive the Council would be prepared to con-
sider proposals for, firstly, a scrap-and-build scheme
which would cenainly assist the Greek fleet; and
secondly, whecher they would consider a provision for
credit to be given by shipbuilders to shipowners?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) Vithout wishing to anticipare
the outcome of these deliberations, I should like to say
that any suggestion Parliament cares ro make to the
Council will, of course, be considered by the Council.
Mrs De March (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I live
in a region 
- 
plsvsn6s-C6te d'Azur 
- 
where ship-
building is of concern to the workers, the families and
the communes. I myself represent a ship-building port.
The Council has just decided to maintain the regula-
tion in question for two years under the fifth directive
on aid to ship-building.
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Mr President, I should like to ask you about this
major concern of the citizens of our Community, then
about problems of employment and unemployment,
which have a direct influence on the life, the future
and the security of our families and our young people.
Don't you think, Mr President, that this aid should be
esnblished according to fresh criteria that reflect, for
all the countries of the Community, essential choices
such as the modernization of our shipyards, the
maintenance of employment, vocational training and
the relaunching of the economy 
- 
and not just reor-
ganization via aid that often results in'redundancies
and an attack on the production apparatus?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) This will cenainly be taken
into account when the sixth directive is being pre-
pared. I would, however, advise anyone against think-
ing that restructuring processes are feasible without
closures and the consequent. loss ofjobs.
Mr Miiller-Hermann (PPE). 
- 
(DE)'S7e in Europe
have grown accustomed to ascribing the undoubtedly
tiresome competition of the Far Eastern countries
solely to the fact that their shipyards are subsidized.
Do the Council and Commission have any conclusive
evidence that this is the case? Must we not unfortun-
arcly accept that there are in the Community a number
of countries where not only oven aids but also coven
subsidies are granted, and can anything be done to
stop this?
Mr Genschcr. 
- 
(DE) To answer the honourable
Member's first question, I will willingly forward to
him the evidence the Council and Commission has.
As regards his second point, there is absolutely no
doubt that concealed subsidies of this kind are granted
in the Community. The Commission is responsible for
ensuring that the Treaties and the provisions they con-
tain are observed.
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) ls the Council pre-
pared to accept that the Communiry's shipbuilding
industry is as urgent a matter as the steel poliry and
that the Community has a similar level of responsibil-
ity for this industry? Does the President-in-Office of
the Council a9ree thaL now that all the forecasm of
the world market trend have proved incorrect, the
situation in the European shipbuilding industry is an
emergency, and does he not think that it is essential
for the Community to take action this year and that
s/e cannot wait for a new directive any longer?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) My answer to your first rwo
questions is 'yes'. As for your third question, the deli-
beradons on the sixth direcdve will show wherher the
measures it envisages are enough or whether experi-
ence gained with the fifth directive suggest that addi-
tional steps are required.
President. 
- 
As the author is not present, Question
No 13 will be answered in writingl
Question No 14 by Mr Lomas (H-795/82):
Mr Gaston Thorn, the President of the Commis-
sion, in his address to the European Parliament on
8 February said it was time to turn our back on
the 'Luxembourt compromise' which gives a
Member State the right to vero a proposal if it is
against that country's vital interests.
Does the Council of Ministers agree with the
President of the Commission?
Mr Genscher, President-in-Offce of the Council. 
-(DE) ln the answer it gave to Question No H-411182
in November 1982 the Council pointed out thar ir can-
not comment on statemenr which are not made within
the framework of the Council.
If I were now oumide Parliament and not President of
the Council, my ansv/er would be that I fully agree
with Gaston Thorn.
(Laughter)
Mr Lomas (S). 
- 
I am very sorry ro hear thar, Mr
President-in-Office, although nor surprised. This
arose, as you know, when the Luxembourg comprom-
i-se was called into question when the UK's proposed
,l.to on farm prices'last year was refused. Vorid rh.
President-in-Office of the Council nor agree that it
really must be up to the country which is affected to
decide whether it is a vital interest or not, and not the
rest of the EEC countries who may not be so affected.
\Thilst a huge increase in food prices might nor be
thought a vial matter by the Council, I can assure him
it is by the unemployed pensioners and people on low
incomes in my country?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) It is my view that in the exam-
ple mentioned by the honourable Member, the fixing
of farm prices, the procedure adopted complied fully
with the existing Treaties. I would add that the ques-
don I have answered reads as follows: 'Mr Gaston
Thorn, the President of the Commission, in his
address to the European Parliament on 8 February
said it was time rc rurn our back on the 'Luxembourg
compromise', which gives a Member State the right to
veto a proposal if it is against thar country's.vital inter-
ests. Does the Council of Ministers agree with the
President of the Commission?'
I See Annex of 13. 4. 1983.
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I said that as President of the Council I cannot ansc/er
this question, but if I were outside this House, I would
say that I agree with Gaston Thorn. I should not like
to see the dynamism of the process of European unifi-
cation and the decision-making strength of the institu-
tions stifled in a labyrinth and accumulation of gen-
uine and supposed interests which in the end have the
same effect as a right of veto.
Mr IsraEl (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President-in-Office of
the Council, the Genscher-Colombo plan 
- 
the Nov-
ember 1981 version 
- 
provides for the Luxembourg
compromise to be amended. Mr President, can you rcll
us whether the rcxt of the Genscher-Colombo repon
currently being studied provides for the abolition of
the Luxembourg compromise? And more generally,
Mr President, I should like to know whether you
recognize your own brainchild in the text of the
Genscher-Colombo plan currently been discussed in
the Council?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) The child to which the hon-
ourable Member refers is growing in beauty and size
every day.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) I should like rc ask
the President-in-Office of the Council something con-
cerning the problem of the Luxembourg compromise
in relation to Greece. As we know, discussions have
commenced with the present Greek government, mk-
ing as their stafling point the submission of the memo-
randum concerning the conditions for Greece to
remain within the European Communiry.
The Greek people would like to know what sort of
thing this European Communiry is, and how it func-
tions? I would therefore like co ask Mr Genscher, as
President of the Council: \7ill he give us an assurance,
and through us, to all the people in our country, that
the Luxembourg compromise and the abiliry of any
country to apply the veto in the event that its vital
interests are at risk, are still in force and will remain so
for a long time within the Community?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) I have neither the power nor
the desire to say something here before the European
Parliament which does not comply with the European
Treaties.
(Appkuse)
Mr Antoniozzi (PPE). 
- 
(17) In my opinion the
President-in-Office of the Council is clearly also the
guardian of our rights and dudes.
However, I should like to ask what the legal basis of
the Luxembourg 'compromise' is. Can a compromise
change the provisions of the Treaties formerly
approved by the Governments and Parliaments?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) \7hat the honourable Member
calls a compromise was in fact the Luxembourg 'disa-
greement'. The word 'compromise' presupposes an
agreement, which did not at that time exist. It is the
Luxembourg Consensus, and it has no legal basis.
Mr Caborn (S).- Could I ask the President-in-Off-
ice for confirmation of the answer given to Mr Lomas
in which he interpreted Gaston Thorn's ansr/er to this
Parliament to the effect that the nine Member States
or a majority of the nine Member States actually
determine what is of vital interest for the tenth. Is that
a correct interpretation of what the President-in-Off-
ice has said?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) The question was: 'Mr Gaston
Thorn, the President of the Commission, in his
address to the European Parliament on 8 February
said it was time to turn our back on the 'Luxembourg
compromise', which gives a Member State the right to
veto a proposal if it is against that country's vital inter-
ests.' I said that, if I were not speaking here as Presi-
dent of the Council, I would agree with Gaston
Thorn.
This has absolutely nothing to do with the question of
who decides what is a vital interest and what is not:
Gaston Thorn opposed the granting of a right of veto.
If increasing use was made of the right of veto in the
decision-making processes, it could indeed preven[ the
Council from taking any decisions and put a perma-
nent end to the dynamism of the process of European
unification.
Mr Rogers (S).- ... I want to ask a supplementary
question.
President. 
- 
Ve have already had one speaker from
the English-speaking members of the Socialist Group
and we have been trying to follow this rule in order to
get on with the questions and have as many questions
answered as possible.
I am sorry to have to refuse your request as Mr
Caborn from your group has just put a question. That
is the procedure we have been trying to follow. It is
not a rule, I accept that. But it was an agreemen[ we
came to in the House in order to get as many ques-
tions answered as possible by the Council and by the
Commission.
Mr Rogers (S). 
- 
I accept your ruling, Madam Presi-
dent. I only wish that the President-in-Office would
answer the questions.
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President. 
- 
That is another matter, Mr Rogers.
'S7e turn now to the questions to the Foreign Minis-
ters.
Question No 31 by Mrs Euring (H-296/82):
In view of the fact over I 000 Communiry-based
companies operate in South Africa and that the
South African Government shows no signs of
abandoning the abhorrent policy of apartheid, will
the Foreign Ministers now recommend to national
governmenr and to such companies a reduction in
the Communiry's economic presence in South
Africa by withdrawing investments and seeking
alternative rade markets?
Mr Genscher, Presidenrin-Offce of the Foreign M,inis-
ters. 
- 
(DE) The ten Cor4munity Member Sates
have constantly reiterated their intention of continuing
their efforts to persuade the Republic of South Africa
to abolish the apanheid system and to establish a
social order based on peace and freedom for all. Vith
this objective in mind they are continuing to search for
ways of applying the full weight of the Community
behind this goa[. Both in the United Nations and other
forums individual Community Member States have
called insistently for economic sanctions, both general
and specific, against the Republic of South Africa.
On the matter of discrimination against black workers
in South Africa, I would draw the Honourable Mem-
ber's attention to the Code of Conduct applicable to
Communiry firms with subsidiaries, branches or repre-
sentatives in that country, adopted by the Council of
Foreign Ministers on 20 September 1977. The adher-
ence of these firms to che Code's guidelines has been
encouraging.
Mrs Ewing (DEP). 
- 
M"y I thank the President-in-
Office for his answer and ask in view of my question
and of the imminent depanure rc six African Srates of
the Front-Line States Mission with rhe blessing of this
House, along with that of the ACP, would it nor be a
good time for the Presidenr-in-Office rc make a prac-
tical suggestion namely, that the recommend to rhe
Member Sates a reduction in the Community's
economic presence in view of the fact that the Africans
cannot take us too seriously when the planes are
packed with businessmen leaving from every single
main airpon in the Communiry at all times.
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) One musr consider both
aspec$ of the political impact of specific measures and
constantly strive to identify the opportunities and
methods which besr lend rhemselves to rhe arminment
of the political goals I have just outlined. In this res-
pect breaking-off of Communiry relations including,
in particular, the economic ties, with the Republic of
South Africa would most cenainly reduce the Com-
muniry's ability to influence that country politically.
Moreover, I would point out that breaking off econo-
mic relations berween the Community and the
Republic of South Africa is also regarded as a means
of influencing the economic situation in that country. I
have no doubt that, as is always the case when econo-
mic difficulties arise, the very poorest are the first to
be affected i.e. those who are discriminared against by
the poliry of apartheid. I cannot believe thar the Com-
munity's policy should be to funher attravate rhe situ-
ation of the black citizens of South Africa through a
Community economic boycott.
Mr Boyes (S). 
- 
Could I welcome Mr Genscher's
statement of his abhorrence of the apanheid system,
although he could have cendemned it a little more
strongly in my opinion, and also pay triburc to Mrs
Ewing who continually puts questions on the problems
of apartheid in South Africa on the order paper.
My specific question is, are you personally aware of
the decision of the Government of Sweden in 1979 to
ban funher investment in South Africa, and funher
not to allow those already investing there to increase
the amount of investments? S7ould you agree that ir
would be in the interests of rhe people thar we are
most concerned about in South Africa if the Com-
muniry adoprcd a similar poliry and would the Presi-
dent consider meeting with the ministers in Sweden to
consider the effectiveness of that poliry?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) To begin wirh I would remind
the Honourable Member that by the ACP-EEC Asso-
ciation Agreement, the Communiry has made a sub-
stantial contribution m the development of the black
African states and is recognized and highly esteemed
by them.
As to the Swedish measures concerning the Republic
of South Africa I can only reiterate my convicrion thar
if every country followed Sweden's example, the first
to be seriously affected by these economic measures
would be those sections of the population which are
discriminated against by the apartheid system. Funh-
ermore it must not be forgotten thar a large number of
black African states have economic ties with the
Republic of South Africa.
Mr Miiller-Hermenn (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President-
in-Office of the Council, I assume thar we all, both in
this House and the Council, condemn the poliry of
apartheid practised by the Republic of South Africa.
To a cenain extent, however, we in Europe sometimes
form an opinion without knowing the real conditions
prevailing in cenain countries. This applies ro many
questions on South Africa and ro rhe question of
esrcemed fellow Member, Mrs Ewing.
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Can you therefore confirm that Community firms
which have invested and set up factories in South
Africa have in no way whatever pracdsed the policy of
apartheid but rather pursue a policy of full equality
and equal job opportunity for blacks, whites, col-
oureds and Indian people. Furthermore, can you con-
firm that this Community investment in South Africa is
a key factor iir the familiarization of the black popula-
rion with technology, affords them better living condi-
tions and better housing and educational opportunities
and that these developmenu will build up pressure for
political change, which the South African Government
will have co confront sooner or later?
Mr Genscher,- (DE) You will no doubt remember
that I was one of the foreign ministers who elaborated
the Community Code of Conduct for firms with subsi-
diaries, branches and representatives in South Africa
some years ago. Our aim was to get a clear idea of
working conditions in such enterprises and at the same
time, through the mandatory company report, to
create more egalitarian and non-racial working condi-
tions.
The result of the repon is very encouraging. Further-
more we feel that the industrial development of this
country helps to draw an increasing number of those
affected by apanheid into the work process, and
indeed into qualified positions, and that the activiry of
Communiry enterprises pursuing an equal rights policy
contributes rc a subsmntial degree of equal rights in
the workplace in a country in which apartheid is still
practised.
That is also the reason for the favourable assessment
of these effons by international trade union delega-
tions in South Africa. I fully subscribe to your opening
remarks and I would reiterate for the benefit of the
Member from the left of the House who put a ques-
tion to me that we condemn, in the strongest possible
terms, the policy of apartheid together with everything
it implies. At the same time we condemn other human
and civil rights violations in other pans of the world. I
believe the Community has wisely resisted the tempta-
tion to use economic cooperation as a lever in its for-
eign policy.
I would remind you that deliberations are currently
taking place on economic relations in the context of
the East-\7est negotiations in which considerations
analogous to those voiced here can also play a role for
different, but no less crucial, reasons so that a non-dis-
criminatory Communiry policy applicable to all parts
of the world will also promote the credibiliry of our
external trade policy. I feel we have reached responsi-
ble and balanced decisions and that we have not suc-
cumbed to the greatest danger confronting every poli-
tician, namely myopia.
President. 
- 
Question No 32 by Mr Albers (H-770/
82)
Does the President-in-Office of the Council of
Foreign Ministers feel that the Ten's disapproval
of Israel's settlement poliry in the occupied terri-
tories will cause the Israeli Government to change
this poliry and, if not, what measures does the
Council intend to mke in its reladons with Israel
in order to give more forcible expression to its
disapproval?
Mr Genscher, President-in-Offce of the Foreign Minis-
ters. 
- 
(DE) The Ten have consistently criticized
Israel's settlement poliry in the occupied rcrritories as
a serious obstacle to peace in the region and contrary
to international law. It is confident that the Israeli
Government can be persuaded not to allow its settle-
ment policy to thvart any overall solution for the
region. The fact that our concern is Shared by the US
Administration lends addidonal weight to our argu-
ments.
Mr Albers (S). 
- 
(NZ) Against the background of
last Sunday's tragic evenm, when Dr. Issam Sanawi, a
courageous advocate of a peaceful and just solution
for the Middle East, was assassinated in Ponugal, and
the breakdown of the discussions between King Hus-
sein and the PLO leader, Yasser Arafat, a report from
Jerusalem on the Israeli government's intention of
esablishing 57 new settlements on the \trest Bank has
caught our attention. Is it not high time for the Coun-
cil of Ministers to make a strong protest against this
policy of colonization and annexation of Arab-Palesti-
nian territory backed up by the reminder that such a
settlement policy will affect the EEC-Israel Associa-
tion Agreement?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) I would refer to ihe conclu-
sions of the European Council of zt/zz March 1983
which deal with Israel's setdement policy in unequivo-
cal terms. It condemns that policy as contrary to inter-
national law and as representing a significant and
increasing obstacle to peace initiatives. The longer the
settlement poliry is pursued and the more extensive it
becomes the question indeed arises as to what purpose
negotiations would have.
Mr Van Minnen (S).- (NZ,) Yes, and then the Com-
munity will do nothing while Israel does what it likes.
Mr Minister, our Community is constantly talking
about the need to be consistent whenever international
law is flouted in some pan of the globe. Indeed the
House condemns such fractice, 
", " 
,n.tt., of course
wherever they arise. Vhy then should Israel be singled
out for special treatment when it flouts international
law?
Mr Genscher, 
- 
(DE) I feel that the Community's
effons heretofore, in particular in supponing the
Reagan Initiative and the Fez Plan are the best way of
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bringing about a durable and overall Middle East solu-
tion; this would also enail an end to Israel's settle-
ment policy. Should the Honourable Member feel that
new opportunities have arisen or should he have fresh
ideas on this subject the Council would be happy to
consider them.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Although, if I have
understood them correctly,'the President-in-Office's
answers indicate that the Council is not prepared to
take meaningful measures against the Government of
Israel in respect of its colonization policy, they did
seem to indicate that he would not adopt a more
favourable attitude towards that country. In this con-
text I should like to ask the President-in-Office how
the Council regards the motion for a resolution on this
mpic adopted by the Political Affairs Committee of
the European Parliament, which is to be presented rc
the House and which calls on our country, Greece, to
establish diplomatic relations with Israel. In addition
to being an interference in the internal affairs of our
country it is tantamount to rewarding Israel, in view of
the fact that when our country joined the Community
under the right-wing New Democrary it did not even
then have full diplomatic relations with Israel.
For that reason I should like m know the President-
in-Office's views on the position adopted by the Politi-
cal Affairs Committee of Parliamenr
Mr Genscher,- (DE) Greece has indeed acceded to
the Community as a full Member with all the rights
and duties associated with that membership and there-
fore, in the framework of political cooperation panici-
pates in Community poliry, and indeed Community
external policy. You could have made it easier for me
to answer your first question by defining what you
meant by'measures'.
Mr Seligman (ED). 
- 
I speak on this subject with
some humiliry, but could the President-in-Office say
whether, on the withdrawal of King Hussein from this
mediation process, the Community, which has fairly
good relations with both sides, would be prepared to
step in in place of King Husein and offer rheir services
in that mediadon?
Mr Genscher.- (DE) I believe the task King Hussein
set himself was thar of guarantor of the rights of the
Palestinian people rather than that of mediator. Agree-
ment on this point with the PLO was not achieved. It
is scarcely imaginable that the PLO would make the
Community rather than King Hussein its mediator. I
would consider this wishful thinking but I am never-
theless very grateful to Mr Seligman for having modi-
fied the dates originally set for his visit to Amman in
order to discuss at first hand any new opponunities
which may arise as a result of the Jordanian King's
effons which have our blessing.
Mr Blumenfeld (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President-in-
Office of the Council, funher to Mr Seligman's ques-
tion could not the Community, i.e. the Foreign Minis-
ters devote the utmost priority henceforth to gefting
Israel and Jordan around the conference table just as
negotiations have been proceeding for some time now
berween Israel and Lebanon on the matrcr of troop
disengagement, if I may refer to it as such? Funher-
more 
- 
and this is my second question 
- 
would not
such negotiations bring the Israeli Government's ser-
tlement poliry into a new, legal and contractual con-
text?
Mr Genscher, President of tbe Council of Foreign Min-
isters. 
- 
(DE) For one thing, I do not believe .we can
draw a parallel berween the tasks and issues for discus-
sion between Israel and Lebanon, on the one hand,
and those between Israel and Jordan, on the orher.
The right to self-determination of the Palesdnian peo-
ple cannot be excluded from the latter. The Israeli
Government's settlement policy is being pursued in
clear violation of its commitments under the Cap
David Agreement and of its peace treary with Egypt.
Additional agreements will therefore serve little pur-
pose even assuming that they were possible. I believe
that what the Communicy starcd in its Venice Declara-
tion is correct namely that the panicipation of the
Palesdnian people is a vital constituent of any durable,
overall and just Middle East peace.
President. 
- 
As the author is not present Question
No 33 will be answered in writing.r
Question No 34, by Sir Fred Varner (H-793/82):
To ask the Foreign Ministers acting in political
cooperation what discussion took place during
their meeting wirh the Foreign Ministers of the
ASEAN counrries about a serdemenr for Cam-
bodia and Laos?
Mr Genscher, Presidenrin-Offce of the Foreign Minis-
ters. 
- 
(DE) As indicated in rhe joint declaration ar
the end of this fourth meeting of EEC-ASEAN
Foreign Ministers in Bangkok on 24 and 25 March
this year, agreement was reached on rhe call for res-
pect of the Unircd Nations Chaner and the U.N. reso-
lutions calling for the respecr of sovereign equality and
self-determination of peoples and non-intervention in
internal affairs. It was noted with regret that such
principles are being violated in many pans of the
world and that violence is being resoned to.
Ve strengthened our common srance on Vietnam in
Bangkok. Vietnam musr withdraw its forces from
Cambodia. The self-determinadon of the Cambodian
people must be restored in the framework of a just and
I SeeAnnex o113.4.1983.
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durable political solution on the basis of the UN reso-
lution on the Cambodian question.
This appeal takes on a special significance in the light
of the new offensive launched by the Vietnamese army
along the Thai-Cambodian border. Bangkok joint
declaration refers to the violation of basic humanitar-
ian principles and the UN chaner through attacks
launched by Vietnamese armoured units and artillery
on the Nokang refugee camp. The same applies to the
most recent Vietnamese attacks in Thai-Cambodian
border areas.
Sir Fred Varner (ED).- My question to the Presi-
dent-in-Office referred also to Laos and he has said
nothing whatsoever about Laos. Could he please
answer my question on that country?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) In these discussions we con-
centrated on the actual situation, the developments
and available options in Cambodia.
President. 
- 
Foreign Minister, does that mean that
you are not in a position then to answer on Laos?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
Yes.
Mr Prag (ED).- Is the President-in-Office in a posi-
tion to give us a categorical assurance that in view not
only of the long standing Vietnamese aggression in
Laos and Cambodia, but also in view of the latest
attack on Thai territory, the Foreign Ministers will not
countenance any aid, food aid, emertency aid or any
other kind of aid to Vietnam when the Vietnamese
Government could very well pay for any such aid itself
by ceasing im aggression in Laos and Cambodia?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) I cannot now say whether such
a matter lies within the Council's terms of reference
but without doubt there are good grounds for looking
into the matter.
President. 
- 
Question No 35, by Mr Kyrkos (H-
7e7 /82).
On the critical question of Euro-missiles, public
opinion in the Community countries has come out
clearly in favour of a solution which would lead to
mutual, balanced pull-back and desruction of
medium-range missiles and a radical agreement
which would make it impossible to turn Europe
into a theatre for nuclear confrontation.
Vhat is the view of the Foreign Ministers meeting
in political cooperation of the specific idea of
disengagement from Reagan's zero option and
looking for a compromise solution embracing
both the British and the French nuclear weapons,
and of the proposal that the Community countries
too should adopt the principles of not using
riuclear weapons first?
Mr Genscher, PresidenrofOfice of tbe Foreign Minis-
ters. 
- 
(DE) As you are no doubt aw'are, military
aspec$ of security policy lie oumide the scope of dis-
cussions within the framework of European political
cooperation and as such I am precluded from replying
to your question. Disarmament and international
security are, nonetheless, subjects which are under
constant discussion by the Foreign Ministers of the
Ten.
The Ten attach the utmost imponance to all effons
aimed at achieving substantial, balanced, verifiable
arms control and disarmament. 'Strith regard to the
intermediate range nuclear missile negotiations (INF)
in Geneva we hope to make progress towards the total
dismantlement of Soviet and American land-based
intermediate-range nuclear missiles. I would point out
that these American missiles have not yet been
deployed whereas '$Testern Europe is already under
the threat of Soviet medium-range land-based missiles
which are already in place.
A successful outcome to the INF talks between the
two sides would represent a crucial breakthrough in
che field of nuclear disarmament thereby fulfilling the
expectations of the international community. I believe
the so-called 'zero option', that is, the total dismantle-
ment of U.S. and Soviet land-bases intermediate-range
nuclear missiles, would be a boon to the peoples of
Europe, both East and \7est. I have not yet heard any
responsible, reasonable argument in favour of Vestern
non-deployment and Eastern status quo, in which as
stated earlier, the latter would still be in a position to
threaten us. I personally would be relucmnt m have
such a permanent Soviet land-based intermediate-
range threat hanging over me.
Mr Kyrkos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Parliament has agreed
rhat the political aspects of defence problems may be
discussed. Therefore the question before us is not
merely a military one but also includes political issues.
I would ask the President-in-Office, Mr Genscher, for
a more concrete answer. I feel that there were some
positive elements in his reply, nonetheless I have two
questions. As regards the first question, I should like
to say that we are not dealing with a merely abstract
zero option but with the concrete zero option pro-
posed by President Reagan which, I think it is gener-
ally agreed, does not provide a total solution.
My second question is whether the Community would
be prepared to state, as the Soviets have stated, that it
would never have recourse to a preemptive nuclear
srike.
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Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) It is well known that nine of
the ten Communiry Member States, who are also
members of NATO, have approved President
Reagan's proposal that borh the United States and the
Soviet Union should renounce land-based, inrerme-
diate-range nuclear missiles. I can repon this from
what I know as President-in-Office of the Council
from which it should not be inferred rhat we dealt wirh
the matter which lies, as you know, oumide our com-
Petence.
As rc the principle of 'no first use' of nuclear weapons,
my information is that at the NATO summit in Bonn
in 1982 nine of the ten Community Member States
approved the joint statement that the NATO weapons
would only be used in the event of an atrack on
NATO. That in my opinion is the best guarantee, for
we are in no doubt wharoever that the first use, not
only of nuclear weapons, but of any weapons, must be
avoided at all costs. The consequences of even a con-
ventional war in central Europe are terrible enough
and could very easily escalate into nuclear war.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) To begin with I
should like to query what Mr Genscher said concern-
ing a common position of the nine Member States who
are also members of NATO and to remind him of the
decision mken by the competent body of NATO a few
weeks ago which was not accepted by the Greek
Government but in fact openly expressed reseilarions
and...
(The President urged the speaher to put his question)
I should like to ask a question on the matter raised by
Mr Kyrkos' question concerning British and French
nuclear weapons. I put the question to Mr Genscher,
not as President-in-Office of the Foreign Ministers
meeting in political cooperation, but simply as a pri-
vate individual since earlier on he answered on his
own behalf a question concerning the Luxembourg
compromise.
I should like to ask him whether he believes that
French and British nuclear weapons could be directed
against the United States, the Federal Republic of
Germany or any NATO member counrry in order to
allay the fears of the Soviet Union that these weapons
belong to a hostile bloc.
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) This appears to be one of the
rare occasions when we share the same view.
(Laughter)
President. 
- 
The first pan of Question Time is
closedl , 2
(Tbe sitting utas closed at 7.35 p.tn.)
See Annex of 13.4.1983.
Agenda for the next sitting: see Minutes.
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ANNEX I
Votes
The Annex indicates rapporteurs' opinions on amendments and reproduces the texts
of explanations of votes. For further details of voting, the reader is referred to the
Minutes.
CROUX REPORT (Doc. 1-1328/82 'Draft European Act'): ADOPTED
The rapponeur was:
- 
IN FAVOUR of Amendments Nos I and 10;
- 
AGAINSTAmendments Nos2, 3,4,5,5,7,8,9,11,12, 13 and 14.
Exphnations ofoote
Mr Fergusson (ED). 
- 
I wish to exercise the privilege of giving an explanation of vote
not to make the usual extra political speech, but to explain precisely why I am suggesting
ro my group that rhey should absuin on this report, even though Parliament has been
good enough to accept several of our amendments. Our good will, of course, is
thoroughly behind the report. For that reason, we simply do not wish to vote against it.
But we still have grave doubts about the clauses concerning vital national interest.
How do we resolve those doubm far enough not to attempt to block this repon? !7ell we
have listened carefully to Mr Croux and his assurance that at the end of thq day, if concil-
iadon does nor remove the inability to reach a decision in the Council, a Member State, in
practice, cannor be forced into a measure which it regards as totally self-destructive.
Logic too tells us that if a genuinely vital interest is involved, and is infringed, then any
Member State, by definition, would take srcps to protect itself and might not necessarily
be deterred from the ultimate step of defying the Treary. But, for the present, we do not
think it is opportune to subscribe without reserve to what is being proposed, our own con-
srrucrive amendments on the matter of vital interests having failed. I7e wish the repon
well, but we cannot suppon it.
Mrs Spaak (NI). 
- 
(FR) I shall not be voting against the Croux report, the general
ideas of which make good sense. I shall be abstaining, for two reasons.
All the reporrs adoprcd by the European Parliament over the past few months have been
aimed at boosting the powers of Parliament, increasing the efficienry of the Commission
and improving relations between the three institutions. I think everything was said at that
stage and, if I can put it like this, the ball was in the Council's coun.
My second reason for abstaining was given rc me by Mr Colombo this morning. He
clearly asked the House to be more resolute in plrying its part as a spur and a stimulus for
a better integrated European construction. The Croux report, in my opinion, does not
reflect this.
Mr Coust6 (DEP). 
- 
(FR) This morning we heard the spokesmen for our group, Mr de
la Maldne and G6rard Israel, and we have just voted on the amendments.
\7e shall be abstaining. In spite of the fact that the Genscher-Colombo proposals are a
srep in the right direction, we cannot forget the monetary situation in Europe. And if we
mention the monetary readjustments of 21 March, it is to remind Members, very strongly
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and very solemnly, of our attachment to the European Monetary System. '$7e are con-
cerned about the rapid succession of monetary readjustments which do not, alas, seem
under control any longer and which rob the European Monetary System of a large part of
its value. Above all, we retret the appearance of new compensatory amounts which are
akeady a considerable impediment to agricultural trade in Europe and hamper rhe current
negotiations on farm prices.
So we should very much like to see the Commission, on the occasion of this readjusrmenr,
undertake an urgent scheme to bring about genuine economic coherence in Europe,
working towards economic union, as well as towards political independence.
\7e should also like to see the European Monetary System really involve the Ten, that is
to say we should like to see Greece and the United Kingdom join in totally and fully, for,
as far as we are concerned, the EMS is a fundamental element in building Europe and its
economic integration 
- 
as is the common agricultural policy. This is why we are calling
on the Council, bearing in mind the Genscher-Colombo proposals, ro speed up its work
with a view to rapid action on the economic strengthening of Europe and its political
independence
Mr Isra€l (DEP). 
- 
(FR) I, naturally, am going ro abstain and I should like to tell you
why. Mr croux has done a very good job 
- 
bur he worked on a documenr tha[ dares
back to November 198 I and is the refore completely outmoded !
I should like to tell the representative of the Council that it would have been honest to
stand up and say: 'Genrlemen, you are working on a rexr that is out of date.' If my infor-
mation is correct, the text currently being studied by the Council contains nothing on the
common foreign poliry or the increase in the powers of the European Parliamint or a
number of other things which made us take up the Croux repon with interest.
Today,_our Parliament is in a paradoxical situation. Ve have studied a rexr rhat is quire
out of date and, if I may, I shall ask the Council rc confirm my analysis of the situation.
Mr Petersen (sl.- (DA) Mrs Gredal has set forth the general grounds for rhe rejec-
tion by the Danish social democrats of the Genscher-Colombo Plan and the Croux reporr.
I will therefore merely add a point concerning the realities. The realities are that rhele is
not only one model 
- 
there are at least two models for rhe future development of the
Communiry. Mr Genscher and the majority in this Chamber take rhe liberry of establish-
ing what is to me an unaccepable monopoly for their own model, that of the federal
union. They thus speak freely 
- 
one might perhaps even say, with arrogan ce 
- 
of the
Eu.ropean idea, after the manner of Mr Brok and Miss Brookes when they criticized my
colleague, Mrs Gredal, for our point of view. There is however also a confederal modei,
in which we seek the continuation of inrcr-State cooperarion as the modve force in Com-
munity cooperation. It is the Hanseadc League and not the Holy Roman Empire which is
th9 ProtoD,pe of the confederal model. A confederal model is thus just as European as a
federal model. kt us therefore be spared any more untimely monopolization, such as we
have in the Genscher-Colombo Plan and in the Croux ripo.t. I-will accordingly vote
against the motion.
Mr Pesmazoglou (NI). 
- 
(GR) The resolution put by Mr Croux is a step in the righr
direction, but it is outdated and inadmissibly weak. Ir should have been much more fJly
integrated and categorical. In spite of this, and precisely because it aims in the right direc-
tion, I shall vote in favour of it though I would like to put on record one basic objection
that I have to the rcxt by Mr Croux, namely that it is unthinkable for European political
cooperation to exist in combination with the concept of a two-speed Europe. That is
unthinkable, and militates against any common foreign or defence poti"y.
Mr Kyrkos (coM). 
- 
(GR) In witing in connection with both rhe Genscher-col-
ombo proposals and the Croux report, the question of the need to change the Communiry
aflses.
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The Interior Communist Pany of Greece has long realized this need. The Communiry has
nor yet been able m offer solutions ro the current problems, it has not produced coqvinc-
ing replies to the various aspects of the economic crisis, rc unemployment, underemploy-
ment, inflation, and to the chasm between the Nonh and the South.
On the international scence, in spite of some steps aken, the Community has failed to
manifest any autonomous and independent personality of its own. The absence of the
European Community from the negotiations between the USA and the USSR, its unila-
teral position in relation to the siting of nuclear veapons of destruction on European soil,
are perhaps rhe mosr obvious examples of the Community's inabiliry to intervene, so that
matiers of such vital importance and such eminent relevance to Europe go by default of
the people of Europe.
\7e support any proposals that would permit the European Community to become more
effectivily active in facing up to the major problems or our times, and any proposal that
would foster more subsrantial democratic participation of the European people in shaping
their own farc.
Thus, we supporr rhe extension and consolidation of the powers of the European Parlia-
ment, while we oppose any return towards the concept of a two-speed Europe.
However, we think that even the most functional institutions and the most productive
organs will remain impotent unless there exists the political aill n face up to the current
proble-s in Europe, from the point of view of meeting the crisis by eliminating the
inequalities between the Member States and within our societies. This political will has not
so far been evidenr in the European Community, and we would like these matters to be
dealt with and safeguarded before we depan from the principle of unanimity.
These are the reasons that oblige us to abstain.
PURVIS REPORT (Doc. 1-1345 /82'Ewgt'): ADOPTED
The rapponeur was:
- 
IN FAVOUR OFAmendments Nos 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10 and 13;
- 
ACnINST Amendments Nos 1 I and 12.
Explanations ofoote
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) The European Parliament Members of the Communist
Pany of Greece will vote in favour of the report by the Committee on Energy and
Research. Of course, we consider the measures to be entirely inadequate, even those con-
cerned with subsidizing the burden of interest. However, we think that Amendment No 5
submitted by the Committee on Energy and Research is an imponant one, in that it
extends these measures beyond coal, to lignite and peat as well, a thing that is of particular
significance for our country. Of course, we are concerned about the degree to which these
-iasures will actually be realized by the Commission, also taking into account the fact
that the financing of Greek energy programmes by the loans granted by the European
Invesrment Bank is extremely limited, and moreover, subject to the interest rates of the
international money market.
In spite of all this, the amendmenr rhar makes panicular reference to lignite and peat is in
our view a positive point, allowing us to vote in favour of the proposed resolution in ques-
don.
Mr Eisma (NI). 
- 
(NZ) Allow me to state at the outset that I find Commissioner Davig-
non's absence during rhe explanation of vote somewhat sffange. I should have thought
this aspect too would have its imponance for the Commission.
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Notcrithstanding this we esteem very highly rhis amended version of the Commission's
prop-osal and we can also support the Purvis repoft in its present form. I would merely add
the following remark. A number of projects under considerarion concern the switch'from
oil to coal. They do not envisage any global energy saving but rather a ieduction in the
Community's oil impons. Although a wonhy goal in its own right, the inherent disadvan-
tage of coal remains, as ever, the environmental pollution occasioned by sulphur emission,
nitrogen dioxide and fly ash. Next week we on the Commitree on the Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protecdon will be holding a special hearing on acid rain in
th_e Community. And, as such, we shall be returning to this aspect at so-e future date.
The-Commission's explanatory statement made no more than i passing reference to the
need to ensure compliance with environmental prorection norms. '!7i consider this a
shoncoming..'!7'e rust that the Commission's subsidy evaluadon criteria will incorporate
stringent environmental protection conditions for all projects foreseen under these-head-
rn8s.
Ve also welcome Amendment No 7 which introduces a fifth heading, namely energy sav-
ing measures by public, indusrial and domestic consumers. 'I7e consider its incluiion a
subsantial contribution towards energy saving and we would reiterate our appreciation of
Commissioner Davignon's reacdon.
I must unfonunately conclude. I hope it is clear that, norwirhstanding the reservations
voiced, we shall be voting in favour of the motion for a resolution and thi directive.
Mr 
_Damette (coM), in witing. 
- 
(FR) The French communism will be abstaining on
the Purvis reporr. \7e think the proposal for a regulation is ambiguous.
Obviously, we are in favour of any measure that develops the coal market 
- 
provided we
know what coal it is. The proposed measures are highly likely to be additional incentives
to import American or South African coal, in which case we are not reducing our energ.y
dependence. S7'e are increasing it.
'S7e consider that the development of the coal market has to be designed within the frame-
work of an-overall poliry of development of coal production inlhe Community. This
means introducing at least tqro measures that are wantint so far:
- 
\7e need reasonable protection for the European marker, in accordance with
Anicle 72 of the ECSC Treary, which the commission persistenrly fails to apply.
- 
Ve need inrcrest rebates on productive investment that are higher than those on coal
consumPtion.
fu we do not have these measures, we are moving, under the guise of rationalization,
towards greater energy dependence.
'!7'e 
are still waiting for the Commission to bring out a proper coal poliry that will enable
production to be expanded again.
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ANNEX II
Ihe President of the European Parliament
urs;sect FoR AFGHANISTAN DAY 21 MARCH, 1983
The European Parliament condemns outright the continuing Soviet military occuPation of
Afghanistan. The presence of Soviet troops in Afghanistan deprives the Afghan people of
their basic rights of self-determination and constitutes a permanent affront to the princi-
ples of freed6m and democracy to which all members of the European Communiry sub-
icribe. In order to draw attention to the sufferings of the Afghan people and rc keep alive
the objectives of restoring the self-determination of Afghanistan, the European Parliament
has determined that the annual feast-day of the Afghan people, 21 March, shall be com-
memorated.
The European Parliament is deeply concerned at the loss of life and suffering.inflicted on
the Afghan people as a resulr of the persistent Soviet military operetions which are aimed
at supf.essing ill vestiges of Afghan resistance. It is particularly shocked by the forced
emigiation of refugees-to neighbouring countries where they remain cut off from their
lands and their rights, and are sub.iect to hunger and disease'
The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan was the result of an obsessive and excessive concern
for security. Yet it has served only to increase the instability in the region. Furthermore,
the Soviet occuparion has contributed to international tensions by causing a serious deter-
ioration in East-Vest relations. The occupation of Afghanistan seriously retarded Progress
in relations between Easr and \7est during a period when dialogue and communication
between the mro blocs is urgenrly required. The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan thus con-
srir,ures a permanent obstacle to the search for world peace and stability. It w-ill !9t b9
possible to restore relations between East and'!7est to a full and mutually beneficial level
undl Afghanisran is resrored to a position of genuine independence and non-alignment. It
is therefore vitally importanr than no effort is spared rc find a solution that will restore
freedom to the people of Afghanistan.
Nations, all over the world, must be allowed to exist free from foreign occupation. The
European Parliament's decision to commemorate 2l March as Afghanistat P"y.under-
lines its commirmenr to civil libeny, human rights and the territorial integrity of nations.
P. DANKERT
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President. 
- 
Mrs Maij-\7eggen, if I followed you
correctly, you were speaking of the amendments ro
the motions for resolutions to be dealt with in topical
and urgent debate. The deadline for tabling these
amendments was fixed for 5 p.m. roday, as indicated in
the agenda.
(Parliament approved the minutes) t
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- 
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(continuation)
President. 
- 
The nexr item is rhe continuadon of thejoint debate on rhe repon (Doc. 1-1197/82) by Mr
Purvis and the oral quesrion with debate (Doc.
l-1376/82) by Mr von Bismarck and others m the
Commission.2
I Documenm received: see Minutes.2 See Debates of 12.4.1983.
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IN THE CHAIR: MR ESTGEN
Vice-Presidcnt
(The sitting anas opened at 9 a.m.)
l. Approoal of the minutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of yesterday's sitting have
been distributed.
Are there any comments?
Mrs Maij-Veggen (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I
have a question with regard to the motions for resolu-
tions for topical and urgenr debate. Yesterday's
agenda set the deadline for tabling amendmenm ro
these resolutions at 6 p.m. yesterday. As I only
received various documents in my mailbox this morn-
ing, I would ask you to extend that deadline to 12
noon today. I intend m table amendments rc one of
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President
I wish to inform the House that the motion for a reso-
lution tabled by Mr Purvis and others, on behalf of the
European Democratic Group, pursuant to Rule 42 (5)
has since been withdrawn.
Mr Miiller-Herrnann (PPE), drafisman of an opinion
for the Committee on Energy and Research. 
- 
(DE) Mr
President, on behalf of my group I would like to
introduce the motion for a resolution on the world
monetary procedure and give my position on the
repon by Mr Purvis on the rerycling of petrodollars.
Ve are living in a dme of rapid change. A good three
years ago, when my political friends abled the motion
on the recycling of perodollars, the OPEC countries
had a foreign exchange surplus of about 130 000 mil-
lion dollars, while the industrialized countries and in
particular the developing countries were faced with
corresponding current account deficits. Today the
situation is quite different, but we must be prepared
for a recurrence of these events. I will come back to
this later.
No doubt there are many reasons why we are faced
with this change in the oil situation and therefore also
in the currency situation. \7hat is important is for us to
learn from this example that canels, like trees, do not
simply grow upwards but also provoke reactions. The
excessively high oil prices, in fact, led to vast world-
wide energy savings and to the development of alter-
native energy sources. All these factors brought a con-
siderable reduction in oil consumption, due also to the
overall world economic recession. So it is clear that
one cannot cheat the market, even by the cleverest
machinations. If market conditions are not observed,
counterforces develop.
As I said, times can change againl' a new satement by
the Energy Agency has just appeared, to the effect that
if the world economy really does revive, bringing with
it increased energy and oil consumption, we must
expect a similar situation to arise at the end of the
'eighdes as we saw a few years ago. In this siruation
there are really only two appeals we can make, firstly
to the OPEC countries to show moderation and keep
in mind their responsibiliry for the world economy,
secondly to the industrialized countries, and of course
also rc the developing countries, not to abandon their
effons to save energy and develop alternative enerry
sources but to pursue then consistently. At some stage
we may still have to consider whether the very sharp
fall in oil prices might not perhaps be puming these
endeavours and the development of alternative energy
sources at risk. That might be a very good thing, for
the alternative energy sources might no longer be
competitive if energy prices fall. But I think that what
we must still do in the Community and in the other
indusrialized countries is to ensure that we never
again face a situation in which we are, so to speak,
blackmailed by the OPEC countries.
The problem has not changed. At most it has shifted.
At the time when we abled our motion our main con-
sideration was: what can be done in this difficult situa-
tion, in particular for the Third \7orld, which suffered
most severely of all from the higher oil prices, given
the scale of its existing debts? Ve are facing the same
question today and must tackle the following problem
- 
I am addressing these words to the Commission
too: '!7hat can the industrialized countries, what can
the Community do rc mobilize the latent potendal
demand for goods and services in the poor pans of the
world in order to improve our employment situation
too? How can this be done? Is it possible to mobilize
what is basically an almost infinite demand, and to
prefinance it rationally, without destroying the inter-
national monetary system or endangering the first hes-
itant steps towards restoring stability? The problem is
there, and it is aggravated by the fact that many devel-
oping countries in panicular have lost their credirwor-
thiness because of their unusually high indebtedness.
The debts which have accumulated in Africa and Latin
America are a burden on the banks of the industrial-
ized countries, and not least on the American banks
too, with the logical consequence that no one is very
keen to throw new money after old just to mobilize
demand.
So the problem remains. How can we set in motion
the demand which exists worldwide but has not been
mobilized, without endangering the international
monetary system and the endeavours to restore stabil-
ity? I think that is also the question behind Mr Purvis'
motion for a resolution, which he tabled to back up his
own report. He is aiming at a new international stabil-
ity agreement. Vell, I think the time is simply not ripe
for that. However, we must discuss the problem ser-
iously.
That brings me to my final point. It concerns the
motion for a resolution by Mr von Bismarck and
others on the situation in the world moneary system.
'!7'e must put this question to the Commission too:
must we not make great effons, on our own responsi-
bility, to ensure that the world monetary system
remains viable, or are there any proposals or delibera-
tions under way about setting up a new' international
monetary system to replace the old one? I have seen
much in the way of deliberations, bu[ no practical
endeavours.
The fact is that the OPEC countries, which had long
since become creditor countries thanls to their oil
policy, are now gradually joining the ranks of the
debrcr countries because they can no longer market
their oil at the prices they consider appropriate and
must adapt to the nev/ market situation. The fall in
demand on [he part of the oil countries leads in turn to
a fall in demand for goods and services from the Euro-
pean Community too.
Yet there are positive ffends too, such as the debt
repayments by the developing countries and the fall in
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interest rates throughout the world. No doubt,
though, funher repayment problems will arise, and I
repeat my question to the Commission, a question
which is also raised in the motion for a resolution:
how can we Europeans support the endeavours of the
Vorld Bank, the International Monetary Fund and
the IDA with the financing instruments and economic
facilities at our disposal?
Ve have a special responsibility here, in that the Com-
muniry alone accoun* for 360/o of world trade; among
the indusrialized countries it accounts for some 430lo
of world trade. These figures alone show that it
depends largely on our attitude whether the world
monetary system works and whether it can be made
fully viable again.
Our question is as follows: what ideas are the Com-
mission, th'e Council and the European Investment
Bank consideringl Vhat part can they play, what part
can the ECU play in stabilizing the world markets and
stabilizing and funher developing the world economic
system? I would be pleased if Commissioner Onoli
could answer these quesdons. I know it is not very
easy and that much is still at an early stage of consid-
eradon. But I think we musr draw attention in time to
the special responsibility of the Community and be
prepared to accept this responsibility in Parliamenr, in
the Council and in panicular in the Commission.
(Applause)
Mrs Desouches (S), depaty rapporteur on the opinion of
the Committee on Developrnent and Cooperation. 
-(FR) Mr President, my dear colleagues, I trust that it
is understood that I am presenting the repon of Mr
Fuchs, who was the rapporrcur for this opinion.
It is difficult to take up a position on the report by Mr
Purvis. Some of the points that it contains I find satis-
faaory, others not. To my fellow members on rhe
Committee on Development and Cooperation, for
whom I am acting as rapporteur, I should like ro say
immediately that what I have to say now marks an
appreciable departure from the tenor of our discus-
sions. However, they will appreciate that there are rwo
good reasons for this.
The first is that my report was drafrcd before the
Purvis repon. The second is that, between the drafting
of these various texts in 1982 and our discussion of
them now, in spring 1983, the situation on the oil mar-
ket has changed dramatically.
I should like to begin with this lawer point. Having
seen the oil price at 34 dollars abarrelin 1982, u/e are
now nlking in terms of 30 or even 25 dollars. Does
this mark a happy return to past conditions and should
we be rejoicing at the news? I for my part see rhe
recent falls much less as the result of resolute energy
conservation policies 
- 
in which case rhey would be a
positive development 
- 
than as a reflection of the
deepening international economic crisis and the lack
of growth and investment that we have seen for several
years now. Moreover, having discovered the unpleas-
ant consequences of a sharp rise in the price of oil, we
are now beginning to appreciate the risks associated
with a fall: an end to the profitability of marginal oil-
fields such as those in Europe; a question mark over
the halting beginnings of energy conservation pro-
grammes and research on alternative and renewable
sources of energy; the risk that the international finan-
cial system will be brought to collapse in the evenr of
default by certain oil-producing Third \7orld coun-
tries with heavy debts; and the risk of a spectacular fall
in our own expofts of capital goods to the oil-produc-
ing countries, which would add a funher twist to the
downward spiral of recession to which I was referring
a moment ato.
Should we therefore draw the same conclusion as that
reached by cenain economists and politicians of a dis-
tinctly fickle disposition, who are now bemoaning the
materialization of the very thing that they were pray-
ing for until only recently?
The argument that I wish rc put forward here is more
subtle and, I believe, has greater depth. The real prob-
lem as I see it is not so much the level of the oil price
but the speed and unpredicmbility with which it
changes. This is not to suggest that the actual price is
unimportant. It is a major factor in the disribution of
income and wealth among the three groups of coun-
tries: the indusrialized countries, the non oil-produc-
ing developing countries and the oil-producing devel-
oping countries. But it is abrupt changes in prices, in
my submission, which represent the greater threat ro
the world economy as a whole. For us, they make it
impossible to calculate the cost-effectiveness of new
investment in energy projects, which as we all know
entail lead times running into several years. For the
developing countries, with or without oil resources,
they create uncertainty over [he level of revenues,
making it virtually impossible to plan any development
at all. The crux of the matter would therefore seem ro
be the problem of containing and smoothing oil price
fluctuations, and it is here that I find myself considera-
bly at odds with the Purvis report.
I do find it construcrive that the repon should have
taken up the proposal made in the opinion of the
Committee on Development and Cooperation for an
'energy affiliate' to be ser up jointly by the EIB and
various Arab Funds with the primary object of pro-
moting energy-related investment in non oil-produc-
ing developing countries, since this is central to the
problem of recycling. But whar is the meaning of the
praise for natural forces? It transpires later on that
these are the market forces which determine the price
of oil. Vhy is it that all the proposals aimed not at eli-
minating market movements but at containing exces-
sive fluctuations 
- 
which, I would menrion in passing,
are caused by clearly identified economic and political
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forces 
- 
are dismissed as anificial and probably
counter-productive mechanisms ?
It is in order to rectify this aspect of the approach
adopted in the Purvis report that I have tabled a num-
ber of amendmenm, out of concern for the future of
the non oil-producing developing countries, and for
our own as well, since I am convinced that their for-
tunes and ours are going to become increasingly inter-
dependent.
Mr Papantoniou (S). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, the
report by Mr Purvis on the recycling of perodollars
contains many positive ideas about the problem, parti-
cularly with regard to the financing of energy-related
investments in the less developed countries of the
Third \7orld.
On this I would like to say that we in the Socialist
Group agree entirely with the proposal for the estab-
lishment of an affiliate investment bank, owned jointly
by the European Investment Bank and an Arab equiva-
lent, for the financing of such schemes in Europe, the
Middle East and the less-developed counries.
Our main reservation about the Purvis repon is that it
does not give a sufficiently accurate and full definition
of the problem and is thus hesitant and timid in its
conclusions. The principal considerations to which it
should have given greater cognizance are as follows.
Firstly, due to the smbilization in oil prices and the
increased economic capacity of the producer countries
to absorb their oil revenues, petrodollar surpluses as
such no longer exist. There exist only petrodollar
reserves which have mainly been invested in the major
money markets of the !7est. As a consequence the
problem of recycling is of lesser magnitude than it was
a few years ago but is more intractable, because it pre-
supposes the transfer to other uses of existing petro-
dollars from the markets in which they are akeady
invested.
The crisis through which the world banking system is
passing does not provide the most favourable of condi-
tions for such a ransfer of capital, and for this reason
we object to the ouright rejection in paragraph 9 of
the Purvis repon of various mechanisms which have
been proposed from time to time 
- 
such as, for exam-
ple, the issue of index-linked Communiry guaranteed
bonds 
- 
as a means of facilindng the recycling of
petrodollars for the benefit, in panicular, of the less
developed countries.
The second point which should have been brought out
is that, contrary to what is assened in a Conservative
amendment, the petrodollar problem is not the cause
but rather an integral part of the more general prob-
lem of massive Third Vorld indebrcdness which is
conribudng in a major way to the prolongation of rhe
economic crisis and is putting the world banking sys-
tem in jeopardy. The high oil price which led rc the
appearance of petrodollars is only one of the reasons
for the widening current account. deficits of Third
\7orld countries.
The two other equally imponant reasons are the fall in
the prices of raw materials, which has occurred as a
result of the international recession, and exceptionally
high interest rates due to the dominance of monetar-
ism in many of the leading countries of the \flest.
I believe that it would be much more useful if the
repon were to include paragraphs on the need for a
lowering of interest rates, for the stabilization of raw
material prices and for deficit financing in the event of
a sharp fall in the export revenues of Third \7orld
countries, instead of the paragraph which refers yet
once more to the introduction of the ECU as a com-
mon currency for the Community.
In concluding, Mr President, I wish to state that the
Socialist Group will abstain from voting on the Purvis
rePort.
Sir Fred !/'arner (ED). 
- 
Mr President, the oral
question is about the world monetary system. That is a
big subject, and Mr Purvis' report, although it says it is
about the recycling of perodollars, is also about a very
large subject and big questions. It is hardly likely that
any of us will be able to answer all these quesdons in
the time available. !7hat I u/ant to look at is how this
Parliament is handling these vast problems. Are we
going the right way about it? I do not think so.
Firstly, are we being consistent? No. Ayear and a half
ago we had the Vieczorek-Zeul repon which made
very concrerc suggestions on the recycling of petro-
dollars. These suggestions have been set aside or con-
tradicted in the present report. The present report may
be more up to date and more correct, but what are the
Commission and the Council to make of these differ-
ent views coming from Parliament?
Secondly, are w'e going about it the right way? I think
not.'!(ie are doing too much. Ve have had the Viec-
zorek-Zeul report. \7e had the Catherwood initiative.
\fle have had Mr Purvis' report. \7e have got rhe oral
question with debate. '!7'e are waiting for the six chair-
men of the economic committees ro produce new
ideas. I have been asked to write a repon on world
financial instability. \7hat is all this about? Are we not
in danger of having our voices drowned by the sound
of our own waves. I do very strongly recommend that
in the short time left to this Parliamenr 
- 
in the year
that remains to us 
- 
we conclude the outstanding
business and do not inffoduce any more resolutions on
this subject.
Thirdly, how are we actually doing this? Are we being
practical? Again I am not sure how practical q/e are
being. If you look at the resolution on petrodollars, ir
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asks for the restoration of equilibrium in the European
economy. You might think that that is a major task in
itself. It asks for a reduction in energy consumption,
attainment of world monetary stability, the launching
of the ECU as a major world currency, establishing
adequate administrative machinery in the Third
\7orld. I have counted 25 other major requests. Now
these have been put to the Commission.
M. Onoli, nous avons pleine confiance en vous. Nous
vous croyons capable de tout. Mais mOme vous qui
faites des miracles, qu'allez-vous faire dans neuf mois
pour r6pondre e tourcs ces possibilit6s?
Vhat I personally feel is that, if you look at most of
these resolutions, we are asking for too much. I am
glad that the resolution on winding up the oral ques-
tion has been withdrawn, because it suggested that we
should call a world moneary conference. \7hy should
we do this? Is it not better to allow this to grow out of
the \Tilliamsburg process? !/here we do make specific
proposals 
- 
and there are very good ones in Mr
Purvis' report 
- 
ought we not make more use of
existing institutions rather than suggest new institu-
tions, new methods?
Mr President, the United Nations lost its repuration
by preferring reports and long debates and resolutions
to practical action. This has not been the failure of rhis
Parliament when it has stayed within its ow'n compet-
ence. Ve have enhanced our reputation on our home
ground of budgetary matters, of the internal market,
of improving Community legislation. \7e have dimin-
ished our reputation when we have passed unenforcea-
ble resolutions. I for my pan would like to see us
guided by three considerations in these monerary mat-
ters. One, let us finish our outstanding deliberations
on these matters within the year and set no fresh tasks.
Two, let us confine our resolutions to a few concrete
propositions only and third, let us make sure that our
proposals are within the competence of the Commis-
sion and the willing exercise of the Council.
Mr Ortoli, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(FR) Mr President, having listened both to the rap-
porteurs and to the other speakers, I agree rhat it is
asking a lot of us to deal with the problems of the gen-
eral economic trend, the European Monetary System,
indebtedness and energy policy in a matrcr of fony-
five minutes. I am inclined to be rather less critical
than Sir Fred, however, since I find that there is
indeed a very close link between the various aspects
included in this debate and because I believe that over
the coming period 
- 
we shall not manage this rcday,
that much I agree 
- 
we shall need to establish a suffi-
ciently clear understanding of the full range of prob-
lems confronting us and calmly but resolutely set
about the task of applying a coherent set of measures
to deal with them.
Vhen we presented the text which we submitted to the
European Council on the lTilliamsburg summit, we
were very cautious in our formulation of proposals (of
which there were too many), but very clear in our def-
inition of five major problems, three of which we have
under discussion today. These are concerned with:
international financial sabiliry which is not accompa-
nied by deflation, or in other words which does noc
result basically in a reduction in the volume of world
trade; an internationally organized effon of coopera-
tion to meet the problems of the monetary system; and
consideration of the implications of the oil price fall
for the ener5y poliry that we are pursuing.
Here we have three major topics. I agree that it would
be a mistake to attempt to cover all aspects of them
today, even looking ahead over a relatively short
period. It would also be mistaken to believe that we
have all the necessary means at our disposal. There are
various fields in which 
- 
even collectively as the
Community 
- 
we have no direct means of acdon; I
refer, for instance, to lhe monetary field and the field
of financial stability;
This said, Mr President, the texts before us contain
much of interest and I should like briefly to discuss
some of the points raised.
The first issue is the general problem of indebtedness
and ways and means of coping with the pressures of a
situation such as that seen during the course of last
year. It is true that the Community has no direct res-
ponsibility in this area. However, the Communiry as
such does have a role to perform. I should like m rcll
you that even before the Toronto summit, at the meet-
ing of finance ministers held in Denmark, we had
decided to mount a special drive, at Community level,
to tackle what are incorrectly referred ro as rhe prob-
lems of rerycling, which are in fact the general prob-
lems of financing the international economy in the
context of a very high level of indebtedness which, in
the case of the non oil-producing developing coun-
tries, is now running at more than 600 billion dollars.
Although having no legal powers in this field, the
Community has without a shadow of doubt been one
of the most energetic promoters of the action that has
been pursued since Toronro, and possibly the mosr
energetic. Through the Group of Ten, and rhen
through the Interim Committee, both chaired by
finance ministers of Community countries, we ser our-
selves the first objective of strengthening the interna-
donal financial system around the two key institutions:
the International Monetary Fund and the \7orld Bank.
That is what we have been doing, and this is not a new
idea, as a reference to the document [hat we had
drawn up on the medium-rerm problems will confirm,
since it was one of the priorities that the Commission
had proposed at the dme. But that was ruro years ago,
when the problem was not appreciated fully enough
for our proposals io be given the attention that they
deserved.
This said, we did what the situation demanded and
there is no question that it is because of the new col-
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lective awareness, the will to deal with the problems as
they arise, and also our examination over recent
months of ways and means of improving the efficiency
of international organization that we are noq/
embarked upon a course which I personally consider
to be a very positive one.
However, there are two further rypes of problem that
we have to face. First, it is not enough for the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund and even the \7orld Bank to
expand their activities; it is also necessary for us to be
in a position to maintain adequate financial flows to
the developing countries which do not have oil
resources, since, as we all know, it is in these countries
that the combined effects of the energy price rises, the
food supply difficulties and the rise in interest rates
and the dollar's exchange rate hive had the Breatest
impact. 'S7e must therefore play our part in the action
needed to keep these financial flows at the level
required to enable these countries to maintain econo-
mic activity and, in a number of cases, to survive.
However, this will not be achieved by means of regu-
lations or of resolutions, even European Parliament
resolutions. Vhat this action requires is, first, the
strengthening of the international financial institu-
tions, secondly, the maintenance and development of
official aid 'and, thirdly, adequate organization ena-
bling the banks to continue their operations, providing
these countries with the facilities that they need. This
is being done very largely through the IMF or large
consortia. The Community should be involved, and we
have called for it to accept the full implications of the
role that it has to play in monitoring and stimulating
these activities.
The second major problem is that of finding the more
fundamental solution to the difficulties confronting us.
It will not be found without the beginnings at least of
a recovery in the international economy. The best way
'to alleviate the debt burdens of the developing coun-
tries, many of which depend for their livelihood on a
limited range of commodities, is by increasing their
sales, at prices consolidated at a somewhat higher
level. \Vhat is required, therefore, is an international
recovery bringing improved terms of trade and higher
volumes of sales, and an international financial system
in which the level of interest rates can be brought
down, since this is one of the main sources of these
countries' difficulties.
Thus it is indeed an overall sffateg'y that is required,
but I do not believe that it is possible to reduce this
stratety to a list of formulas defined in great detail by
the Commission or the Parliament; it is a coherent set
of actions in which the political abiliry to observe what
one wishes to do and deployment of the various means
at our disposal (our panicipation in international act-
ion in panicular) are of fundamental importance. Ve
need to display a combination of lucidity, determina-
tion and practical application, and this is what the
Commission has said in various documents.
The third major problem touched upon here is the
international monetary system. I should like to say
sraight away that I share the opinion expressed, I
believe, by Sir Fred that there is nothing to be gained
at this stage from thinking in terms of a further con-
ference. A conference would confront us with the
usual problems of long meetings, probably ending with
contradictory comments, but it would not put us in a
position to undenake the gradual process of setting up
the means with which to remedy a situadon which in
my view has now become very serious. In the docu-
ment that we submitted to the European Council, we
vrote that it was remarkable that there should be such
a dichotomy between a cenain level of inrcrnational
interdependence and the realiry of international
organization. The gulf is widening all the time.'$7'e are
increasingly interdependent, American inrcres[ rates
are akey factor in determining our own development,
monetary trends and trends in our own economies, but
there has been a tremendous weakening and concrac-
tion in international organization in recent times. In
these circumstances, vrhat contribudon can we make?
Vithout doubt, our primary concribution is our own
ability to establish an island of monetary stability in a
world shaken by one ffemor after another, and I am
convinced that the task of developing the ECU along
the lines proposed deserves to be pursued.'S7e are tak-
ing action on this front, as our President, Mr Thorn,
confirmed in February, and the ECU is gradually
becoming a considerable if not yet formidable force on
financial marke6, and its imponance is growing all the
time.
Secondly, we believe that we must remove the obsta-
cles to use of the ECU within the Community, and I
had occasion yesrcrday to refer to the idea that we
should give the ECU full status as a currency, that it
should be possible rc use the ECU in our countries in
much the same way as the mark is used in France or
the dollar in the various countries of the Communiry,
that at least this aspiration of ours to begin to catalyse
our common will around a new monetary unit should
be translated into action by giving the ECU a status
consistent with the objective that we have ser our-
selves.
Mr Purvis' report mentions another problem rc which
I believe we should be giving thought, and that is the
desirability of speaking with a single voice. I subscribe
to this idea, since I believe that the Community 
-given that it claims m have a monetary unit in course
of formation 
- 
must also acquire the means of pursu-
ing its aims externally. This said, we have a fundamen-
tal difficulty in speaking with a single voice, pardcu-
larly in the international institutions. l7hereas it is
necessary to be a member of these organizations in
order to express a single view on behalf of all our
counries, the Community is nor a member of the
International Monetary Fund, where it has observer
satus only. Consequently, vre musr take much more
positive steps than hitheno in seeking the opportuniry
to speak with a single voice where this is possible and,
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at the very least, endeavour to be consisrent with one
another in what nr'e say, even if we do so with appar-
ently differertt voices, in all the inrcrnational institu-
tions. In practice, this will entail a more determined
effon not merely to coordinate policies but to define
common policies on international monetary issues, so
that what is said by each of us reflects what has been
decided upon collecdvely.
I should like rc return to another rcpic. I have said
that I do not believe that it would be possible at this
stage to call a major conference with a view to remo-
delling the international system. This will perhaps be
possible one day, but not before we have completed
the necessary phase of esablishing much closer and
much more rigorous moneary cooperation among the
key international monetary entiries. '!7e ar the Com-
mission have proposed this on many occasions. I7e
have said that it is not possible to mainain this smiling
indifference to movements in interest rates which have
been excessive in terms of real interest rates and too
volatile over the recent period, nor is it possible m
remain indifferent to exchange rates and their move-
ments. I have had occasion to say in this House that to
accept that a major currency can depart on a lasting
basis from what may be called the fundamental reali-
ties is in fact to accept very calmly 
- 
when the cur-
rency is undervalued 
- 
that a form of legal dumping
is taking place. \flhen a currency's exchange rate is
200lo below its true value, exporters enjoy an advan-
tage which is legal but of questionable validity in rhe
present world situation. This is a state of affairs which
could lead to protectionism, since conditions which
are regarded as abnormal in relation to economic real-
ities can trigger sronger defence mechanisms. By the
same token, if a major currency is overvalued, it is in a
sense competing with itself or, to put it anorher way, it
has a kind if customs dury imposed on it; the counrry
concerned will have difficulty in maintaining its export
performance. These are elementary facts, but if we do
not acknowledge that we have a problem here we shall
come to the rype of solution that we have seen in the
past, one which ignores the existence of the economic
problem undirlying the problem of exchange rare sra-
biliry and the diqparities between exchange rates and
economic realities, and is therefore tantamount to a
refusal to attempt to find the solutions. I believe that
we should be working together towards rhese solu-
tions, on the basis of pragmatic but energetic efforts to
achieve some stabilization of exchange rares on rhe
international market.
Mr President, I do not propose ro say any more on
this topic, since it would take a very long time ro ana-
lyse the various possibilities and refute cenain argu-
ments or advance others, but I am convinced that the
objective of monetary stabiliry is central to the issues
of economic development and our relations with the
developing countries. The Community should say so
and it should campaign actively for appropriare acrion,
especially at Villiamsburg.
The point with which I wish to conclude is concerned
with a series of mechanisms proposed by Mr Purvis in
his report with a view to solving the problems con-
fronting us today. The report contains an analysis
which, as has already been said, covers many aspects
of the situation in the developing counrries and the
various forms of action that should be taken. One
point made by Mr Purvis on which one cannor fail ro
agree with him I can set aside for the time being, and
that is the idea that srructural adjustment should aim
to deal with the real shoncomings in various counrries,
shoncomings in agriculrure, energ:y, and training, so
that our joint action should not be confined to rhe
energy sector alone. In other words, w'e must not con-
centrate exclusively on energ'y as our field of acdon;
'we must also make a derermined effon to tackle wider
problems. But here too we perhaps have the ability to
identify the real problems 
- 
and I hope that we have
the necessary vision 
- 
and to help rc mobilize the
resources required. I will say, however, that such acr-
ion is to a large extent outside the remit of rhe Com-
munity as such, a point which is in fact made in the
report when discussing action by the international
instirutions.
It is clear that the Community, which has been hir very
hard by economic developments and itself has bal-
ance-of-payments problems among a number of its
Member States, cannot take rhe rest of the world's
problems onto its shoulders, but ir can help rc solve
them. I am thinking primarily of the specific aspect
raised by Mr Purvis 
- 
the quality of projects 
- 
and
of our own action, whether through the international
institutions or through the resources that we make
available under the Lom6 machinery. The need to
spend this money as wisely as possible, defining those
projects which are most cost-effective in terms of
economic development and balance-of-payments posi-
tions is of fundamental importance, and I do not need
to stress this point any further.
On the subject of energy, I wonder about the idea of ajoint affiliate of Arab Funds and the European Invest-
ment Bank. I am not saying thar I do not believe that
action is necessary, but I personally have always
expressed the view 
- 
as has the Commission as a
whole 
- 
that rhe field of action should be as wide as
possible. The idea of a more broadly-based energy
affiliate 
- 
the one mooted for the Vorld Bank 
- 
in
which we would be very actively involved along wirh
the Arab countries was-therefoie very promising; we
were in favour of ir and did our best to promore it. I
should like rc make the poitrt in this connection that
when we are talking in terms of our own efforts exclu-
sively, that is in terms of the Lom6 Convention, vre are
increasingly channelling the various means of acrion at
our disposal into energy and agriculture. Turning now
to a major theme in Mr Purvis' argumenr, which is
concerned with energy and relations with the Arab
countries, I should like to say rhat I am entirely in
agreement with him. For three years now, we have
been quietly and unostentatiously developing very
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strong links with our major international financial
partners, not only with the Vorld Bank 
- 
which is
only to be expected 
- 
but also, over the past two or
three years, with the Arab Funds, organizing joint
meetings which have indeed covered a number of the
problems to which Mr Purvis refers.
\[hat plans are on the table? Vhat practical action can
be taken to develop them and bring them to fruition?
Vhat financing can be envisaged and what contribu-
tion is the Communiry contemplating, whether
through the Community itself or on a bilateral basis?
Vhat are the Arab Funds prepared to do? How can
we increase the number of viable projects and finance
them more expeditiously through actions which are
raditional round table exercises in which everyone
contributes his share? I consider this to be very impor-
tant. Once again, we are endeavouring to set matters
on foot, but I am fully prepared to examine whether
or not a cenain formalization is both desirable 
- 
thus
far we have flexibiliry, which is imponant 
- 
and also
possible; in such an initiative, both panies must work
together on the definition of the rype of affiliate that
we would like rc set up.
That, Mr President, is what I wish to say in reply rc
the repon, at some length, I am afraid, but I have still
fallen far shon of covering all the matters raised not
only in the very interesting report drafted by Mr
Purvis but also in Mr von Bismarck's question.
One final comment: I feel that we should be
approaching these problems in terms of strategy, polit-
ical action and mobilization of resources rather than in
terms of specific action by the Communiry. This is not
to say that the Communiry should not be taking act-
ion, and I for my pan hope 
- 
and we have placed this
on record 
- 
that in these various fields we shall be
able, in the midst of the changes that are clearly mking
place at the present time, to define our position more
decisively, to establish more clearly what we intend to
do, in other words rc formulate a policy in the funda-
mental, positive sense of the rcrm, and that, on the
basis of this poliry, we shall be able to display a spirit
of initiative, giving expression to it at the imponant
inrernational meetings, such as, in panicular, the \7il-
liamsburg summit. Since the debate was opened yes-
terday with a reference rc Villiamsburg, I shall con-
clude on the same theme now. I believe that these
major issues which we have been discussing now
deserve to be analysed more fully at Community level
and that we should make known how we ourselves
intend to act and how we think that acdon should be
aken at international level.
I have not dealt with the problem of energy policy, Mr
President; it has been discussed by several other speak-
ers. I would merely say that we have indicated the
course of conduct that we consider most appropriate
in the most recent document addressed to the Euro-
pean Council and also in a resolution adopted by the
Commission here in Strasbourg last March, but that
would be another debarc.
(Appkuse)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the neit voting time.
3. Cooperatioe nooernent in tbe Community
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon (Doc.
l-849/82) by Mr Mihr, on behalf of the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs, on the coopera-
tive movement in the European Community.
Also included in the debate is the oral question with
debate (Doc. l-35/83) by Mr Dalsass and others to
the Commission:
Subject: New legislation governing the election
of cooperative bodies in Greece
Is the Commission aware of the new legislation
urhich has come into force in Greece under the
rcrms of which cooperative bodies have to be
elecrcd on the basis of lists submitted by the var-
ious panies?
Does the Commission agree that the effect of this
legislation is to politicize the cooperative sector
and to prevent it from developing freely in the
future?
'Vhat 
srcps has it taken or does it intend to take to
ensure that the cooperative sector can develop as
freely in Greece as elsewhere in the {/estern
world?
Mr Mih (Sl, rapportear. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
decided to draw up a report on cooperatives on the
basis of rwo motions for resolutions of 18 July and
4 December 1980, in which Members from various
parliamentary groups drew attention to the social and
economic imponance of cooperative undenakings.
They were accompanied by several recommendations
to the Communiry institutions to pay greater attention
to the pan played by cooperative undenakings and to
recognize the associations of such undertakings, which
have been formed in the past two decades, as discus-
sion panners. It soon proved necessary to supplement
the informadon available for drawing up the repon by
organizing a hearing of the cooperative associations
based in Brussels. These European associations clearly
show the imponance of the cooperative form of activ-
iry to the various economic sectors and to the entire
economy of the individual Community Member
Starcs. This is briefly described in the repon. A hear-
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ing which took place in the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs on 25 and 27 Jawary 1982, in
which representatives of all the associations had their
say, provided information on two questions in pani-
cular.
First, it is clear that all the associations wanl the Com-
muniry to recognize cooperatives in their sectoral
variery, which ranges from agriculture to services of
various kinds and even to the production of goods, as
an entity and as an important element of the economy
and to pay special atrcntion to the cooperative form of
activity.
Secondly, cooperative undertakings, the majority of
which are small and medium-sized undertakings,
expect the Community and irc Member States openly
to support their aim of promoting the cooperative
form of activiry in general and making Ereater use of it
wherever it can successfully be brought into line with
the objectives of Community poliry and the policy of
the Member Sates. Perhaps I may point in this con-
nection to the fact that the year of. small and medium-
sized undenakings and the crafts began in January
1983 and that its aims largely coincide with the wishes
of the cooperative undenakings.
The report, which had to concentrate on giving a gen-
eral survey without being too long, attempts to iden-
tify those aspects which are most important in the
present situation. Vhat this repon could no[ do, but
which will be imponant to future cooperarive activi-
des, was to describe the organizational structures of
cooperatives in the individual countries.
Fortunately the Communiq/s Economic and Social
Committee is about to complete a study on this. The
motion for a resoludon before you includes a para-
graph requesting the Commission rc set in motion a
study to investigate cooperative structures and the
conditions for the existence and working conditions of
cooperative organizations in the individual Member
States of the Communiry.
In my view this is cenainly imponant, for example in
the field of cooperative law, which for very varied rea-
sons has evolved very differendy in the various Mem-
ber States, where the legal provisions should be exam-
ined to ascertain whether the procedures and require-
ments for founding new cooperatives are not too
complicated.
The legal form of the cooperative offers good oppor-
tunities for young people, such as those who have
mken action in a number of Community countries. to
create jobs, and it would be a pity if such initiadves
were to fail just because of legal precepts which have
perhaps long since lost any economic or social relev-
ance. If we examine the cooperative system more
closely, it becomes clear that there has been a keener
interest in cooperative acitivity almost everywhere in
recent years. This obviously has something to do wirh
the general economic crisis, especially with the shor-
tage of jobs. It is not suprising that the idea of the
cooperative is arousing increasing interest, since from
its very origins it has been based on principles which
could acquire a new meaning in times of crisis, when
people find themselves in need: the principles of self-
help and solidarity.
There has been a marked revival in workers' and
craftsmen's productive cooperatives in some Com-
muniry countries in recent years, especially in regions
which are in any case regarded as economically weak
and less favoured. \7hat is more natural than to con-
clude that cooperative action can serve as an instru-
ment to create new jobs? In this context, incidentally,
a small department of the Commission's Directorate-
General V has for some time been considering the
question of whether and how cooperatives deserve
special support as an element in a vigorous with a view
to promoting an employment policy. Funhermore,
serious thought should be given to v/ays of making use
of existing cooperative experience in the various sec-
tors in the service of the Community's regional
development poliry. The report and the motion for a
resolution refer to this, and we know that the coopera-
tive associations themselves are willing to be more
closely involved in these policies.
Of course, in spite of the common desires and aims of
all cooperadve associations, we must not forger that
the individual sectors of cooperative acdon aim to
promote specific interesm, while adhering to the com-
mon basis of the cooperative principle of organization.
For instance, no one would expect the association of
consumer cooperatives to have the same social inter-
ests as the associations of farming cooperatives or
retail purchasing cooperatives. In this conrexr avariety
of structures has evolved over the pasr decades, rooted
in the common principles of cooperative activity, yet
with each individual cooperative group performing its
own task and role in sociery as a whole, depending on
its specific interest.
Cooperatives are a fairly imponant factor in the econ-
omy, as can be seen from the examples of European
associations of cooperatives listed in the repon. One
could even say that the time has come ro pay more
attention to cooperatives and their economic and
social importance. This is also a European task, which
the European Community should take on, and that
not only because the cooperatives founded their Euro-
pean associations many years ago and are trying to
integrate them into European poliry-making. In the
same way all the political groups musr have_ a clear
interest in encouraging cooperative ac:ivita1, which has
proven itself in the most varied ways, to enrer rhe
wider dimension of a European market, provided the
common principles of cooperative activiry, such as vol-
untary action, solidarity and democrac!, are accepted.
Looking at the list of European organizations of coop-
eratives, it soon becomes clear that more attention
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must be paid rc them in European policy-making. The
large majoriry of these cooperatives, with turnover and
staff in all the Community Member States, have a
social economic role to play ois-ti-ois their members.
As a whole, these undenakings constitute a major ele-
ment of the competitive economy and have thus also
become an independent social force which, in the
interesm of all concerned should be given its freedom,
including freedom from national constraints. That
explains the request made in the repon to the coopera-
tive associations to work together as closely and con-
stantly as possible on all matters of common interest.
For that would create one of the preconditions for the
desired closer integration of the cooperadves into
Communiry poliry-making. If I am assessing the situa-
tion correctly, the question of cooperadves has
become increasingly topical in the Communiry coun-
tries in recent years. How seriously the cooperatives
themselves and their associations take their own tasks
and aims is clear from the keen interest with which
they have observed our activity here in Parliament.
I think ir is not too much to say that this repoit on
cooperatives in the European Communiry has given
the biggest impetus so far to bringing the imponance
and strength of the cooperadve movement to the
attention of society and the economy and at the same
time prompting the cooperative associations to work
together more closely at the level of the European
Community.
Turning now to the individual paragraphs of the
motion for a resolution, may I say one word about the
question of harmonizing the law on cooperatives. For
reasons I do not understand, the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs has deleted a refer-
ence to this effect on the basis of an amendment. I
know that the large majoriry of cooperative associa-
tions is in favour of approximating the legal provi-
sions, and in panicular thinks that a new attempt
could be made to create e European statute for coop-
eratives. That is why I think that the motion for a
resolution must call on the Commission to examine, in
consultation with the cooperative associations, empha-
sis on what should be done in this area in panicular.
In the course of my activities as rapponeur I learned
much, and it is only now, I freely admit it, that I really
undersand the scale and significance of the coopera-
tive sector in the economy and the unused potential
for performing valuable work in some areas with the
aid of cooperative action. This is true, for instance, in
the social field, where aid based on solidarity is per-
haps even more in demand today than in the past.
But I have also come to believe that the idea of the
cooperative as purely a means of self-help is more or
less a relic of the past, especially in those fields of
economic activity where massive cooperative under-
takings have come into being. It might therefore be
useful to create new and easier conditions for the
founding of cooperatives, and perhaps this would be a
wonhwhile European task. I think that this report and
the motion for a resolution represent a good beginning
to an interesting development, provided the Commis-
sion in panicular takes the request made to it ser-
iously.
(Appkuse)
IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
Vice-President
Mrs Baduel Glorioso (COM), dra.ftsman of an opinion
for the Committee on Social Affairs and Employnent. 
-(17) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, it was about
time this Parliament concerned itself with the coopera-
dve movement, which has a certain stature in Europe
as well as a radition and a history and which concerns
millions of our fellow citizens in all Member States. I
say 'it was about time', because this is the first time
that, to our great satisfaction as one of the first prom-
oters of this debate and this report, the European Par-
liament is devoting its attention to the cooperatives
and talking about them in this Chamber.
!7e feel this rc be a fact of some significance, focuss-
ing the attention of members so as to make them prop-
erly aware of the importance of the sector, overlook-
ing now what has happened in the past 
- 
namely, the
delay of which we are guilty 
- 
but remembering at
the same time that there is another European Institu-
tion, the Economic and Social Committee, on which
the cooperatives have traditionally been represented
and have the opponuniry to express their views. But
obviously, the sector is of such size and imponance as
to make it clearly a political one.
In my view it is very appropriate that the question of
the activities of the coopela1iys5 
- 
which cover such
wide fields, ranging from agriculture and industry to
the distributive and services sectors, including the most
modern services and the social services 
- 
should have
been raised at a time of crisis. A time of crisis 
- 
as the
rapporteur, Mr Mihr, has stated 
- 
in which we are
seeking, for the Europe to which we belong, the
opponuniry, the indicadons, the way and the oudets
to provide additional jobs and stop the increase in
unemployment.
This is a very difficult undenaking thar is not stricdy
linked to economic revival, because, as everyone can
see, we are faced with one of the most profound con-
uadicdons in the system, the contradiction between
technological progress and full employment.
'!7e have to tackle this by exercising a cenain amounr
of imagination, a certain political ability to identify
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those sectors and activities that can generate work;
and when I say that, I am not referring only to work in
return for pay but to all those forms of work that can
and must be found and identified in order to develop,
in a new and different way and in new and different
situations, employment for the workers.
Cooperatives can cenainly contribute to creating
work, and this is perhaps the aspect that the Com-
mittee on Social Affairs has given greatest attention to,
panly because it is the aspect most closely linked with
its institutional responsibilities but also because of the.
fact that in the cooperative the worker has a special
position. He is not simply a dependent worker, like
those in private commercial firms, but also a panici-
pant, a co-manager, a self-manager, together with all
the others.
The quality of work in cooperatives, especially as far
as young people are concerned, therefore has a special
significance that should not be overlooked or forgot-
ten. It is significant for the symbolic, moral value of
commitment that it can have for the young in those
circumstances, leading also to a degree of civil com-
mitment, both direct, deriving from this particular
form of activity, and indirect, due to the type of res-
ponsibility that springs from it.
I think therefore that I can say at this point that self-
management, in other words, the self-management of
one's work, is one of the features to be developed 
-if, where and when it is desired 
- 
in the cooperatives.
This should be one of the purposes of the training
courses that we are calling for from the Social Fund
and other financial instruments.
\7e should, in short, endeavour to arrange things so
that the members of the cooperadve all acquire the
powers and responsibilities of managers, but not like
private managErs who then become the sole persons
responsible for an enterprise. The aim should be to
have managers in abundance, with various powers,
who are together able to manage a cooperative firm.
From this standpoint we have had an interesting
debate in the Committee on Social Affairs and also
during a hearing arranged by Mr Mihr and the Com-
mittee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, in which
our Committee took pan.
'S7e noted the decision, taken by a group of coopera-
tive members, to define cooperative activity as the
third sector of the economy. I emphasise that 
- 
the
third sector of the economy. It is true that in French it
is called the social economy, but it should be recog-
nized as being very closely linked to the economic
problem. The first sector is the private economy, the
second is the public economy and the third the social
economy.
I feel that those 'cooperators' who are reluctant. to
accept this definition of the cooperative sector do not
perceive what enormous possibilities they could take
advantage of if they succeeded in gening this defini-
tion accepted. It would enable them rc deal direct in
their own right with the public authorities, govern-
ments, European authorities, etc., in the same way as
private and public business.
Mr Burke, Member of the Commission. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, the Commission very much welcomes the initia-
tive of Parliament in drawing the attention of the
Community institutions to the economic and social
imponance of the cooperative movemenl. As the
report i6elf mentions, ever since the Rochdale
pioneers of the early 19th Century, the cooperative
movement, the cooperative sector, has made a valuable
contribution to economic and social life in the Com-
munity countries and there is a strong case for bring-
ing the experience of cooperatives to bear in the
framework of Community regional and development
poliry.
Another important and appealing feature of the coop-
erative sysrem is the improvement of internal working
relations within enterprises, avoiding, as they do
generally, the more traditional industrial relations dif-
ficulties.
Thanks should be given to Mr Mihr and all his colla-
borators for the excellent report, which has taken
account of cooperative action as a whole. Indeed, con-
tacts between the cooperative movement and the
Commission have tended to take place on a sectoral
basis, perhaps owing to the fact that in the past the dif-
ferent cooperative organizations were not grouped in
an intersectoral organization at Communiry level. The
recent move towards such inter-sectoral organization
is an imponant step towards facilitating consultation
at Community level in order to ensure permanent dis-
cussion on imponant economic and social subjects
between the cooperative movement and the Com-
munity.
As far as specific financial aid for training is con-
cerned, the European Social Fund has already assisrcd
cooperatives in the past and is open to any new propo-
sal which falls within the provisions of the Fund. In
future, if the recent proposals by the Commission for a
revision of the Fund are adopted by the Council of
Ministers, there may also be more possibilities for aid-
ing job creation schemes, including those for coopera-
tives and for cooperatives support organizations. In its
communication to the Council setting out proposals
for developing vocational training policies in the 1980s,
the Commission has also laid the basis for new train-
ing structures which take account of the specific edu-
cational and training needs of cooperatives.
One good reason why one can argue that the coopera-
tive movement should receive particular support a[ the
present time is that parts of it at least have been highly
successful in creating additional new employment at a
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time when other q?es of enterprises in the Com-
munity have been forced to cut back drastically. Mr
Mihr's repon has mentioned the work of DG V, the
Social Affairs Directorate, panicularly regdrding thejob-creation porcntial of worker cooperatives.
Research findings and consultation with CECOP, the
European Committee of Vorkers' Cooperative. Prod-
uctive and Anisanal Societies have revealed a remark-
able performance with a sharp upward trend in the
number of worker cooperatives coming into viable
existence.
The promotion of worker cooperatives cannot be a
panacea for unemployment, but it can make a valuable
contribution to the revival of confidence ar rhe local
level and by encouraging self-help, in panicular in
areas and neighbourhoods badly hit by unemployment
and structural change.
The modon for a resolution also recommends a Com-
mission study on cooperatives in the individual Mem-
ber States of our Communiry. I think I can honestly
say that we would akeady have done more work in
this area if the budgetary limits applied had been a lit-
tle less stringent. Similarly, a conference on the lines
suggesrcd would require the kind of all-round contri-
budon that is being made for the Year of the Small
and Medium-size Enterprises, and resources for fur-
ther activity within the Commission are severely con-
strained.
However, Commission staff are akeady involved in a
series of some 20 local consultations in different Com-
munity countries aimed at generating insight into new
approaches to local employment creation which can be
fed into EEC policy-making and thinking in govern-
ment at all levels, as well as between the social parr-
ners. The consultations will run on until June, but they
are abeady bringing to light, among other rhings, a
good deal of information about the existence and
working conditions of cooperatives in Member States.
They show, for example, that in countries where legis-
lation is favourable to cooperatives, and where support
stnrctures promoting and assisting cooperatives exist,
Iocal initiatives of various sorts often choose rhe legal
status and form of a cooperative in order [o pursue
their objectives. In a counrry such as the Federal
Republic of Germany, however, the legislation is som-
what unfavourable, and the absence of a suitable legal
form for collective undenakings is seen as a serious
weakness.
On this, and on the question of possible constrainrs on
international dealings between cooperatives, the Com-
mission will pay close attention ro [he harmonization
of legislation and will consider, in consultarion with
cooperative representatives, the most practical steps
that can be taken in this direction.
At this poinr, Mr President, perhaps I should add, in
reply to the question put by Mr Dalsass and others on
the selection methods for management of cooperatives
in Greece, that while the Commission will endeavour
to promote the free development of cooperatives
within the Communiry through such practical mea-
sures as the ones I have just mentioned, the manner in
which people are chosen to run cooperatives is a mar-
rcr for the cooperatives and for Member States con-
cerned, and I do not feel it would be appropriate for
me to comment on the merits of any national practice
in this respect.
Two further points have clearly emerged from the
consultations. The first is the need for a preliminary
process of stimulation to help businesses launch them-
selves, together with a supponing network to provide
advice and channels of communication with financial
and other institutions. The second is rhe need for new
arrangements for raising venture capital which can
take account of the financial srucrure and objectives
of collective undertakings.
In the light of these findings and discussions, which
are still continuing, the Commission is looking ar ways
in which Community institurions and resources can
best be made available to cooperatives and other col-
lecdve undenakings and trying to see to what exrent
there are gaps in the existing provisions of the Com-
munity instruments which should be covered.
The Commission intends to bring forward in the next
few months a communication to the Council conain-
ing an action plan for small-scale job creation ar local
level, looking at the needs of uaditional small enter-
prises, cooperatives and other local initiatives. I hope I
can look forward to your active supporr for the propo-
sals we shall be making in this documenr for the fur-
ther encouragement of job-creating iniriatives.
Mr Presidenr, ro conclude, may I repeat that this
report is welcome, in panicular for the endorsement it
brings to the cooperative principle and the way in
which the development of cenain tlpes of coopera-
tives 
.has been making a valuable conribution ro job
creatron.
Over the next few months a good deal of work will be
done to examine how to exploit more fully the poten-
tial of local initiatives of all kinds to provide new job
opportunities and social sabiliry. This is particularly
imponant for the young unemployed persons, for
v/omen and those living in areas of rapid economic
and industrial decline: in shon, the groups which have
been worst hit by the recession.
The report represenm a valuable step forward in this
task. On behalf of the Commission, I hope that we will
make good use of the analysis it offers and that we
shall be willing ro acr in rhe direction it recommends in
our fonhcoming proposals.
Mr J. Moreau (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, my dear
colleagues, Mr Mihr's reporr on the cooperative
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movement in the European Community affords an
opponunity to open a debate in this House on the role
and status of the movement in the conrcxt of Com-
munity policy. I hope that this debate will bring home
the imponance of the cooperative phenomenon to this
House as a whole and that it will lead to action foster-
ing the movement's future development.
I should like to begin by congratulating our rappor-
teur on the job that he has done. He originally put for-
ward other innovadve proposals, but these do not fea-
ture in his repon because, during the debate in the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, a
majoriry of our colleagues voted down his most
imponant recommendations. Socialists in all countries
have always been strong supponers of the idea of
cooperation or association, which provides men and
women with a basis on which to pool their resources
the better to ply their trade, take care of their health
or protect themselves against the many hazards of life.
'S7e are most encouraged to note that, in the midst of
the difficulties besetting our industrial sociery and
perversities such as unemployment and social margin-
alization, we are now witnessing a cenain revival, in a
sense a rejuvenation, of the cooperative movement.
This can be seen in the various countries of the Com-
munity. There are obvious differences reflecting the
traditions and administrative and legal background in
individual Member States. The fact remains, however,
that cenain forms of cooperation are developing cur-
rently.
'S7e accordingly believe that it is incumbent upon the
Communiry 
- 
and the Commissioner has just said as
much 
- 
to create favourable conditions for the citi-
zens of our countries to engage in this form of prod-
uction, distribudon and organization. The cooperative
world is so diverse that it is difficult to discuss it as a
whole. Nevertheless, when we take a closer look, we
find a number of features common to the various
forms of cooperation.
It is true that changes over the decades have in some
cases so altered the sructures of certain types of coop-
erative that'their true character has been lost. Mem-
bers are playing a more passive role, more akin rc that
of consumer, leaving power in the hands of a techno-
structure, to such an extent that it is sometimes diffi-
cult rc distinguish between a cooperative and a capital-
ist enterprise. Vith this great diversity and the degen-
eration of pans of the movement, it is not easy to gain
an understanding of the problem and formulate pro-
posals for action, whether at national or Community
level. Despite these difficulties, however, in our opi-
nion cooperation should be assisted at various levels by
the Communiry, since it could prove to be one of the
ways of dealing with the difficulties that we are experi-
encing currently. Far be it from us to suggest that the
development of production cooperatives could be
enough in itself to solve the unemployment problem.
On the other hand, with changes in the legal frame-
work and the introduction of schemes to provide
financial assistance and other facilides, the formation
of cooperatives could make a constructive contribu-
tion to the solution of local and regional problems. In
today's difficult conditions, cooperatives can, under
cenain circumstances, provide a means of organizing
industrial redeployment on a more ordered basis,
securing and creating jobs, promoting social and tech-
nological innovation, and also 
- 
I was going to say
above all 
- 
establishing a new pattern of industrial
relations.
Europe is aware that it needs to make the fullest use of
its potendal for innovation if it is going to cope suc-
cessfully with technological, economic and social
change. Cooperation, as long as it sticks rc its original
path, can be a powerful force for innovation in the
various fields to which I have just referred. There is no
lack of examples 
- 
in manufacturing industry, service
industry, beleaguered regions 
- 
to demonstrate the
peninence of the cooperative response. At a time when
complaints are being heard on all sides of the lack of
initiative and passiveness among men and women in all
sections of society, cooperation unquestionably offers
a way forward for all those who are seeking more
involvement and a more active role in pannership with
others. Let me quote one set of statistics: between
1976 and 1980, 2 291 production cooperatives vere
set up, keeping 70 000 jobs in existence; this repre-
sented a 410lo increase in the number of cooperatives
and a 280/o increase in the number of people working
in them.
Contrary to what is suggested in certain quarters, the
cooperative is not an outmoded form of organization;
in a variety of circumstances, it is well-suited to pres-
ent-day needs. It cannot, therefore, be overlooked in
^ny 
stratery aimed at developing the European econ-
omy. At a time when jobs of public or social utiliry in
the tertiary sector are an increasingly topical subject in
various social-economy countries (even allowing that
these concepts are not always equivalent, since the
realities to which they refer vary from one eountry to
another), cooperation is becoming established as one
of the media for mobilization of energies directed at
attainment of development objectives. !fle hold that
the Community should recognize that the cooperative
movement as a whole is a significant economic and
social force and should therefore treat it accordingly
in its own right. This implies that the cooperative
movement should be consulted regularly, not only on
issues of direct concern to it but also on more general
matters. This raises the problem of involving the coop-
eratives in the work of various advisory committees
and giving them fairer representation on the Economic
and Social Committee.
In short, the Community institutions should look upon
the European associations of cooperative organiza-
tions as permanent discussion parmers on all economic
and social matters.
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'S7e are sorry that the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs did not adopt rhe idea of establish-
ing a kind of liaison office within the Commission,
which would have given official surus ro the coopera-
tives' role and facilitated communication between the
institutions and the cooperarive movemenr. Following
pressure from certain cooperative organizations, it
proved impossible to gain acceprance for such a srnrc-
ture. Despite what was claimed, rhere would be no
addidonal risk of bureaucrarization, but on rhe con-
rary closer linls would be established berween the
institutions and the cooperative movement. Our group
has moved an amendmenr incorporating this idea.
Vith zuch a liaison office, there could be a conrinuing
exchange of ideas and planning of practical measures
with the material and technical supporr of the associa-
tions of cooperarives, especially on rhe education and
training side.
Also rejected was a proposal to seek approximation
and harmonization at Community level with a view to
the eventual formuladon of a European statute for
cooperatives. A thorny problem if ever there was one,
that we grant. Hovever, this rejection stemmed from
various motives, some heavily impregnated wirh suspi-
cion of the cooperative movement. Nevenheless, har-
monization of our laws, allowing for differenriation
where legitimate and essenrial, is needed ro promore
the more widespread formation of cooperatives.
It is with a view to setring this process in motion thar
we have tabled an amendment reaffirming the need for
some progress along these lines. Here again, the aim is
not to introduce new constraints but to create more
favourable operaring conditions for cooperatives, jusr
as for other enterprises and companies, throughout the
Communiry.
Finally, the repon by our colleague Mr Mihr recom-
mended the serting-up of a Communiry fund for rhe
promotion and development of cooperatives. This pro-
posal was rejected. This is regrettable since the exist-
ence of such a fund would undoubtedly have facili-
tated the development of cooperatives. The fund
would have had legal personaliry and financial aurbn-
omy. It would have been set up by the Member States
and national associations of cooperatives. Ir could
have been the means of attaining cenain objecrives.
In conclusion, Mr Presidenr, my group will be voting
in favour of Mr Mihr's reporr, despire the excisions.
This is because it recognizes the imponant specific
role that the cooperative movement has to play in
today's world. It provides a basis for renewed discus-
sion of this topic, borh in the Community instirutions
and in individual Member Sates. The aim, in our
view, is not to introduce exceprional arrangements for
cooperatives but to oudine a legal, financial and
administrative framework within which they are able
to develop rheir activities in the same way as other
forms of enrcrprise or organization and thereby make
their contribution towards the soludon of Europe's
problems by involving and promoting the interests of
workers and all citizens.
(Apphuse)
Mr Franz (EPP). 
- 
(DE) Mr Presidenq ladies and
gentlemen, 'I am firmly convinced that there is only
one means of improving social and especially econo-
mic conditions, and that is by applying Christian prin-
ciples 
- 
irrespective of denomination, of course 
- 
in
free cooperatives.'
This is a quotation from Friedrich \Tilhelm Raiffeisen,
one of the founders of the cooperarive movemenr. Ir
reflects the close links of the cooperative idea wirh
Christian social teaching and with the principles of the
social market economy. The beginnings of the cooper-
ative movement in the mid-nineteenth century are
closely bound up with rhe names of Schulze-Delitzsch
and Raiffeisen. Raiffeisen was born in 1818, the same
year as Karl Marx, and like him lived in the Rhine-
land, that is, in a pan of Germany that was ar tha[ [ime
already highly industrialized with a well-developed
traffic network.
Social questions arose here earlier rhan elsewhere and
both Marx and Raiffeisen were aware of the problems
of their time, of the abuses which the early machine
age brought with it. Vhere Marx feared the alienation
of man, Raiffeisen feared his isolation. Like Marx,
Raiffeisen considered ways of improving rhe bad social
conditions of the people. But his point of depanure
was quite different. !7here Marx believed in revolu-
tion, Raiffeisen believed in self-help, in the creation
and preservation of independent ways of life, in
achieving equal opportuniry through community act-
ion. He ulterly rejecred the norion of State aid and
saw the cooperative system as a democrary of small
undenakings designed to realize the idea of liberry, rc
make every hard-working man his own masrer and
master of his labour and stimulate him to ever grea[er
zeal and better achievements (through thp free play of
competition) in the service of the community. Then as
nou/, the aim was to preserve rhe freedom of the weak
and to prevent the creation of new power sructures.
Unlike Marx rhe rheoretician, who was fortunately
unable to impose his rheories on us, Raiffeisen, the
practical man, himself helped to create an exrremely
imponant movement, a movement which has since
expanded successfully ro encompass nearly every
country in the world.
Not- everyone recognized or fully appreciated this.
Raiffeisen, who quarrelled vehemently with many
social democrats during his lifetime, would no doubt
enjoy 
_seeing his ideas and thoughrc now being wel-
comed by social democrats and even ar rimes raised m
a higher sphere of importance.
Raiffeisen would surely also have welcomed rhe facr
that with his report Mr Mihr has done much rc make a
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wide public more aware of the significance of the
cooperative movement in Europe. No doubt, however,
he would have been just as unprepared as the EPP
Group to go along fully with the arguments advanced
in Mi Mihr's explanatory statement. I must state quite
clearly that when it comes to the vote, we will have to
reject the explanatory satement. Like us, however, I
am sure Raiffeisen would also be grateful rc Mr Mihr
for drawing up this comprehensive rePort and for his
intensive srudy of the cooperative movement, which
has enabled him rc document the importance of coop-
eratives and outline the differences between them.
As the repon shows, there are large and small cooper-
atives. They are active in various sectors and have a
variery of structures and tasks. In spite of their variety
- 
and even if this definition cenainly does not apply
to all cooperadves 
- 
they, and especially the agricul-
tural cooperadves, feel as they did in the last century
that they are economic self-help organizations of a
voluntary nature which aim to promote the interests of
their members.
The definition of the coordination committee of the
associations of cooperatives in the European Com-
muniry is surely even more comprehensive: coopera-
[ives are economic undenakings which operate on a
voluntary basis according m the principles of self-help,
self-responsibiliry and self-management. May I stress
in particular the words on a aoluntary basis. The only
amendment which the EPP Group has tabled to Mr
Mihr's motion for a resolution, Amendment No 37,
tries to make it clear that cooPeratiYe economic and
business activity is based on the idea of voluntary act-
ion.
But even if they have many aspects in common, not all
undenakings which are called 'cooperatives' can be
ffeated alike. Of course we cannot solve all the prob-
lems in Europe through cooPeratives. Ve know this
better than the cooperatives themselves, who have
never made such a claim. Nor are they a third sector,
as Mrs Baduel Glorioso said again earlier, possibly
placed bemreen the public and the private sector, like
the social economy. The cooperatives see themselves
as part of a free economic and social order. Funher-
mole, they have to be economically conpetitive, with
the result that they promote entrepreneurial initiative
rather than hinder it. It is quite obvious that coopera-
tive undertakings in Europe rePresent an economic
and social force of major imponance, which has by
now firmly esablished itself.
As Mr Moreau has already mentioned, Mr Mihr's
modon for a resolution gave rise at first to heated con-
troversy in the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs, and in my view rightly so. I greatly w-el-
come the fact that close cooperation led to a fair
compromise, which highlights the imponance of the
cooperative movement while also ensuring that no
constraints are put on its proven power of atEaction,
which stems from its freedom and variety.
Mr Mihr and Mr Moreau again referred to calls for
such things as the creation of a common statute for
cooperatives, a common liaison office, a common
fund. Mr Moreau said that in spite of all that had been
cut out of it and in spite of the fact that so much had
not been accepted, his parrywould vote for the rePort,
but I would say exactly the opposite. Because the
motion for a resolution no longer contains many
points in the explanatory statement which we consid-
ired unacceptable, the EPP Group intends to vote for
this report.'S7e ca., fully support it in its Present form.
There is no question but that this motion for a resolu-
tion makes important points. Let me in conclusion
touch on three points which I consider panicularly
important.
1. The Commission is requesrcd to make use of the
wide experience of the cooperatives and their associa-
tions to help it in implementating Community regional
policy and development poliry.
2. The Commission is urged to investigate whether
special programmes should be drawn up, both for
rigions of the Community threatened by crises_ and for
cooperative development plans in countries which are
signatories rc the Lom6 Convention, to promote the
establishment of cooperatives in certain production
and service sectors.
3. The Commission is requested to consider what pos-
sibilities it envisages for granting cooperatives or their
associations material and technical aid for their educa-
tional, training and job creation Programmes.
The EPP Group thanks Mr Mihr for his report. It will
vote for the motion for a resolution before us. I hope
this motion for a resolution, which poina out the
imponance of the cooperative system without prejud-
icing its variery and freedom, will be supponed by a
broad majority in this House.
Mr Velsh (ED). 
- 
Mr President, broadly v/e very
much suppon the point of view put forward by Mr
Franz, and all I have to say is a small gloss on his
excellent speech.
The word 'cooperative' has a cenain emotional value
in British political circles. For some of us it means the
retail arrn of the Labour Party. It reminds others of
those days when Mr Tony Benn worked out his syndi-
calist obsessions in Meriden at vast cost to the British
taxpayer. But we know, of course, because . . .
(Intemtptions fron Mr Enright)
.. . I wish that rude man would stop shoudng. \7e
know, of course, because we have read the literature
put out by COGECA that what we are talking about
today is a very differen[ matrcr indeed. They are an
extremely sensible, well-organized, highly-modvated
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free-market set of organizations and we suppon them.
Ve believe that cooperarives have a valuable role to
play, panicularly in promoring the development of
small businesses and independent self-employed, and
that they can make a valuable contribution ro resrruc-
turing in the face of the current unemployment prob-
lem. A significant conribution, Mr President, bur nor
an exclusive one. 'V'e believe that cooperatives have
their place and that they deserve ro be encouraged and
supponed, but not, I repeat, not at [he expense of
other forms of economic organization which also have
their contribution ro make. These also are valuable
and these also should be encouraged.
Ve have tabled a few modest amendmenrs to the Mihr
report to this effect and we hope very much that we
shal be able to give it a fair wind when the vore comes
tonight.
Mr Adamou (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, the
Mihr report recommends that the cooperadve move-
ment should develop not so much on a national as on a
Community level, and here we begin to have reserva-
tions and objections with regard to the effects of this
on Greece.
The harmonizarion of the law on cooperatives and the
establishment of a sratute for a European cooperarive
society, as recommended in the reporr, will impede the
self-sustained growth of cooperadves in Greece where
they have an imponant contribution to make to the
country's economic development, given that the coop-
erative movement is spreading into many areas of
activiry in agriculture, processing, commerce, ffans-
pon and consumer affairs, etc.
The dismantling of controls and national protective
measures, in order to stimulate the growth of coopera-
tive activity across narional borders, will open up the
way for penetration by foreign capital and, as a result,
increase the dependence of our national economy on
Community-based monopolies.
Mr Presidenr, at present the cooperative movement in
our counrry is very weak. Irs share in the processing,
disribution and marketing of products 
- 
chiefly agri-
culcural 
- 
is very low and varies between O. 1olo ;nd
11.70/o aL a time when in other Communiry countries
rhis share lies berween 5Oo/o andgOo/o.Theie are many
reasons for this. The backward economy of the coun-
try, apathy on the part of previous governments, bad
managemenr. and general mishandling of rhe agricul-
tural cooperadves by a bunch of landed proprietors
who for years plundered rhe cooperative movement
with the tacit approval of right-wing governments.
That is why we are somewhat taken aback by the oral
question from Greek and foreign colleagues in rhe
Cristian-Democraric group concerning alleged politi-
cization 
_of the cooperative movement 
"t rhe presenttime and supposed obsracles to the unfettered develop-
ment of cooperatives contained in the new law on tlre
subject. On rhe conrrary, ir was in the past that the
cooperative movemenr was polidcized, and in quite
the worst possible manner. It became bogged down
and moribund precisely because right-wing elements
set themselves up ar the head of agricultural coopera-
tives and corrupted their governing association, the
Panhellenic Confederation of Agricultural Coopera-
tives, into an instrument of narrow and self-interesrcd
parry political expediency. As a result not only did rhe
cooperatives fail to flourish economically and multiply
in number bur the cooperarive idea was discredired in
the eyes of the producers.
Mr President, the implemenrarion of a national poliry
on cooperarives is essendal m the development of the
cooperative movement in Greece. Cooperatives must
be placed on a new legal footing and be supported fin-
ancially by rhe state. Those cooperative undenakings
which are in difficulry must be made viable, and the
activities of the Agricultural Bank of Greece must be
brought under the effective control of the cooperative
associations. There are some who believe that the
cooperative movemenr will be benefited by the provi-
sion of funds from the Communiry. \7e doubt this,
and we base our doubt on the poliry of the EEC
towards Greece in the past, which has had devastating
consequences for the Greek economy, as well as on
the measures proposed in the Mihr reporr.
For us the only sadsfacory arrangemen[ is, a+ we have
said, the implementarion of a narional policy on coop-
eratives outside the frame*ork of the Communiry and
free from dependence on its monopolies.
Mr Maher (Ll, drafisman of an opinion for the Com-
mittee on Agiculture. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, it is a pleasure
for me 
-ro 
suppoft the Mihr reporr.. I also had the plea-
sure of providing the agricultural input into ii on
behalf on the Commirtee on Agriculture.
This report comes ar a critical time in rhe development
of our countries when we have so many economic
problems and problems of unemployment. i believe the
cooperadve idea should be undersrood as a middle
way forward, rejecting over-capitalizarion, an extreme
from of the capitalist sysr.em, and also the exremes of
Communism, because what it does is to give responsi-
bility, power and influence to the individual wlthout
taking.away his independence. It is free and voluntary,
as has been said. Here I should like to issue a warning,
if I may 
- 
as somebody who has been deeply involvJ
in cooperative developmenr almost all my life 
- 
rc my
Greek friends, and I do so in a spirit oi friendship. i
1m ,no! happy with what is happening in Greeci. I
think the Greek authorities will make igrave mistake
and will set back the idea of cooperation if rhey insist
that cooperation can only come as a result of 'a state
edict or a government edict. Thar will never happen.
The very essence of cooperarion is that ir must come
as a sponraneous effort from rhe people rhemselves.
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This repon is also imponant in another way. Part of
the problems of unemployment and economic under-
development results from a system of industrial rela-
tions which is tending to become ourdared and is very
much questioned today, a system under which power
is concentrated in the hands of the few while rhe many
have more or less to accept rheir directions. The coop-
erative way, in my view, indicates a new parh forward
because what the cooperative says is that you are nor
only owners, you are workers and owners as well; so
that regardless of how small you are in a commercial
undertaking, you have a voice, you have an interest. In
the case of agriculture 
- 
and this has been very clear
for many years 
- 
the smallest farmer, regardless of
his acreage or the size of his commercial undenaking,
has one vote, the same as the biggest farmer, so that he
has an influence when it comes to making decisions. I
believe that industry generally should look at this con-
cept and see to what extent the workers in factories
and other industrial undenakings can have a say in
and an influence on their own destiny. Surely that is
rctally compatible with the ideas of democracy.
Mr President, I must be critical of the Commission for
so far not having understood the concept of coopera-
tion. I would call on them now to recognize the coop-
erative as a way for economic and social development
in the European Community. I would call on rhe
member goyernments also to remove any barriers that
are in the way of that developmenr. That is all we ask.
lrt us do the job, but do not put barriers in our way!
(Appkuse)
Mr Vi6 (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, my dear col-
leagues, I and other members of my group have
affirmed on more than one occasion that there can be
no social policy in the Community unless there is first
a common economic policy, and we are nor alone in
regretting that progress in this field is so slow. Social
poliry is concerned with distributing the wealth
created by expansion as equitably as possible, other-
wise it is bound to be limited to coping with poveny,
which is unfortunately the case in too many of our
countries. In our opinion, expansion in the Com-
munity can only be achieved through free enterprise,
which of course has nothing to do with any exrreme
form of capitalism, which is rightly rejected.
It is fruitless to aspire to social progress in the Com-
munity for as long as our Member States have not
developed a common economic, financial and mone-
tary stratery to meet the formidable challenge from
our rading parmers in the Unircd States, Japan and,
in many of our industries, not least textiles, various
other countries besides.
The cooperative movement is an excellent example of
free enterprise in that, as mosr of the previous speakers
have already stressed, it brings together elements
which are difficult to reconcile: freedom, responsibil-
ity and the human dimension.
'We in our group are fundamentally opposed 
- 
excepr
in very specific to the State assuming respon-
sibility for the running of economic aciviry. Vhere
this is done, the cost factor is ounweighed by an often
misguided nodon of public service, with the result that
the situation becomes so disrcned in relation ro com-
petition from abroad, where no such nodons apply,
that the inevitable result is not long delayed. This is
protectronism, u'rth alI rhe ills that it engenders. rntro-
version, withdrawal from the international com-
munity, a falling standard of living.
It is therefore vital for our Community to draw up the
ground rules for a modern economy. There is no sin-
gle formula and, I repeat, the cooperative movement
offers a solution, not universally applicable but of the
greatest interest in terms of freedom of enterprise
which, let us make no mistake about it, we need if we
are to enjoy freedom itself.
Our Parliament, to its great credit, is deeply commir-
ted to human rights. It is impossible rc find a single
example of stronger defence of human rights among
countries which deny free enterprise.
Mr Caborn (S).- Mr President, it is very unfortun-
arc that the British Conservative, Mr Velsh, has now
left the Chamber, because I think ir would have been
wise of him m listen ro some of the conrributions to
the debate. IJe may well have learned a little more
about the cooperative movement.
In the shon time available I want to draw the artention
of the House first of all to the removal in the Com-
mittee on Economic and Monerary Affairs of the
cooperative fund by an amendment tabled by the Bri-
dsh Conservatives on the right wing of that committee.
This was not only unforrunare but indeed removes any
seriousness that the commirree is attaching ro rhe
development of the cooperatives. Therefore, I ask the
Assembly, when the vote takes place later roday, to
support Amendment No 35, because rhat is going to
reinstate in the resolution the cooperative development
fund. I feel that this fund is central to the implementa-
tion of the Mihr repon and irc explanatory sraremenr
which, as you have already heard this morning, has
been rejected to a large exrenr by the right wing.
I think the role that the cooperatives are playing, par-
ticularly in the manufacturing sector, has seen a tre-
mendous growth over the last period. In that growrh a
number of problems have arisen. Ivor fuchard, the
Commissioner responsible, came to the United King-
dom a few months ago to the city which I represent in
this Parliament, Sheffield. There he sar dovn and had
a long discussion with a number of cooperatives and
tried to find out what their problems were. Ir was a
very constructive discussion, and it was quite evident
that many of the problems of the cooperarives 
-something like 14 have now been set up 
- 
were on
the level of expenise and on dhe professional level.
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These companies had been formed from redundancies
created in multinational companies and in some of the
smaller companies in Sheffield which, under the
economic policy of the present government, had hit
the ground. Now in those discussions Ivor Richard
said that there was a real need to create a reservoir of
expertise and fund it, not just in the UK and in rela-
tion to the points that we were making to him but, in
fact, on a much wider front. He expressed the point of
view that the things that were happening in this pani-
cular area were being felt throughout the entire Com-
munity. I was pleased rc hear the Commission this
morning responding positively to the possibility of set-
ting up, particularly in the manufacturing sector, the
type of funding arrangement that could really assist
these cooperatives.
You have heard a historical evaluation of the German
scene and you have heard the very right-wing reaction
which has actually gutted to a large exrcnt the resolu-
don that we will be voting on. I would now like to tell
you about a small cooperative that was set up in the
area that I represent. It consisted of seven men who
were declared redundant at the General Electricity
Corporation in the United Kingdom. They set up a
small cooperative to stan cleaning the traffic light sys-
tems in Sheffield and the surrounding area. They
called it the Traffic Systems Cooperative. That coop-
erative has in 'the last 12 months saved the County
Council gl00 000. It has made two of the big multina-
tionals in the United Kingdom, which had got a mon-
opoly on the cleaning of traffic lights throughout the
UK, cut their prices and their tenders by 600/o.Indeed,
having done this, they then tried to bring actions
against the County Council for accepting the coopera-
tive's rcnder. Not only, Mr President, have these seven
men saved S100 000 and forced the multinationals rc
cut their prices by 500/0, but they have given four times
more maintenance for a third of the cost. That is the
action of one small cooperative of seven men who
were declared redundant. Now if that is not taking on
the multinationals, if that is not breaking the mono-
poly, I do not know what is.
I believe cooperatives can play a vital role and are
imponant to the make-up of this Communiry and to
its social funcdon.
Mr Papaefstratiou (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President,
dear colleagues, because of the shonage of time, of
which you are aware, I am speaking also on behalf of
my colleague, Mr Dalsass. In the countries of the free
woild the great social value and economic imponance
of the cooperative movement is taken for granted. The
common features of the pluralistic societies of the
countries which belong to the European Economic
Community must be adherence to the principle of
represenmtive democrary, respect for individual free-
dom, the safeguarding and enhancement of social and
individual well-being and the maintenance and funher
development of the free economy.
For all these reasons we support the repon by our col-
league, Mr Mihr, wich contains many poinm of
interest. However, rcday's debate also includes the
associated question concerning the new regulations on
the election of managements of cooperatives in
Greece. I feel genuinely sorry about having co con-
demn and sdgmatize the self-styled Socialist govern-
ment of PASOK for the attitude and methods it has
adopted since it came [o power with regard to the
immensely imponant issue of cooperatives. In 1982,by
vinue of its parliamentary majority, it voted through
Law 1257 which enabled it to pronounce a formal end
to the terms of office of the lawfully elected manage-
ments of cooperative organizations on all levels. Pre-
viously such a step had been taken only by the colo-
nels' dictatorship when it did away with freedom in
Greece. This was followed by enforced new elections
based on a system of parry lists, whereas in the past,
and very rightly so, such elections were completely
independent and non-political.
The Athens press acquired and published a confiden-
dal circular sent out by left-wing parties urging their
local offices to do everfthing in their power rc engi-
neer a cakeover of the cooperative organizations. It is
worthy of note that before these elections took place
the government studiously avoided all forms of coop-
eration with the largest of the cooperative associadons
(the Panhellenic Confederation of Agricultural Coop-
eratives, KYDEP, SEKE, etc.), obviously because they
were to be numbered among its impending victims
along with the General Confederation of Greek
Vorkers and ADEDY, etc. During the run-up to the
elections pressure was exened through organizations
supervised by the state, such as the Agricultural Bank
of Greece and the Agricultural Insurance Organ-
ization which control, respectively, agricultural credit
and insurance malters.
In a letter to the elected management of the Panhel-
lenic Confederation of Agricultural Cooperatives 
-PASEGES 
- 
dated 16.4. 1982 the International
Cooperative Union (ICA) pointed out that measures
of this sort are leading to unwarranted political
involvement in the affairs of the cooperative move-
ment, which should be completely free of such unflu-
ences. Similar views have been expressed by the Con-
f6d6ration Europ6ene de l'Agriculture, by COGECA,
by the German Raiffeisen Confederation and by many
othe( international organizations.
Since these elections, which took place against a back-
ground of pressure, threats and transfers of agricul-
tural cooperative employees and management staff,
and which were widely condemned in the press, the
new management of PASEGES has undenaken no
cooperative activiry wonh mentioning. However, in an
article of his published in the Larissa newspaper 'Thes-
salos' on 16.3. 1983 its general secretary, Mr Samios,
declared that PASEGES is opposed to continuing
Greek membership of the EEC. In addition a resolu-
tion adopted by PASEGES in concen with the Federa'
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tion of Agricultural Unions calling for Greek with-
drawal from the EEC, and which 
- 
let it be noted 
-loudly proclaims their political affinity with PASOK
and the Communist Pany of Greece, was read out in
front of the Greek Prime Minister at the commemora-
tion of the Kileler anniversary on 13. 3. 1983.
These sad goings-on belie the fact that the overwhelm-
ing majority of Greek people and farmers approve of
full Greek membership of the EEC, which it is hoped
will make a valuable contribution to raising the living
standards of the stalwan Greek farmers and to ensur-
ing that the sructural problems of the Greek economy
are tackled effectively.
For these reasons, Mr President, we particularly sup-
port that part of the repon which refers rc the need
for harmonization of Community poliry towards
cooperatives. And I would say to the Commissioner,
Mr Burke, that members of cooperatives must be able
to elect their own managements freely and without
government interference, because such interference
destroys the meaning of the democracy of. which the
cooperative movement is a fundamental concomitant.
Mrs Elaine Kelett-Bowman (ED). 
- 
Just two points
in this very interesting report on paragraphs 2 and 5.
As it stands, paragraph 2 is perfectly workable in the
United Kingdom, but if amendments 27 and 37 were
to be adopted, and I am sure Mr Franz or Mr Papaef-
stratiou did not intend this, it could affect the exist-
ence of our milk marketing board, which is a statutory
body, throw our entire doorstep delivery of milk sys-
tem into chaos and jeopardize the very high per capita
liquid milk consumption which that system ensures.
Now, this cannot be in the interests of the Community
at a time of surplus milk production, and I would
therefore ask the Parliament to leave paragraph 2 as it
smnds.
A similar point arises on paragraph 5, amendment 28.
Also on paragraph 5, I am a staunch supponer of
Lom6, but I believe that the encouragement of cooper-
atives in Lom6 countries is worthy of a repon on its
own and should not be included in a repoft on cooper-
atives in the European Communiry. I therefore ask
Members to support my group's amendment 20 seek-
ing to confine our attention in this panicular report to
the ten Member States.
Mr Kyrkos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, we shall
vote in favour of the Mihr report because we want to
support the development of the cooperative movement
in every way, both in agriculture and in the craft
industry sector. In our country the cooperative move-
ment is in a humiliatingly embryonic condition. The
responsibility for this lies exclusively with conservative
governmenrc of the past which did everything in their
power to discourage or destroy every successful coop-
erative activity and to subvert cooperative organiza-
tions into instruments of government policy so that the
middlemen could have free rein. You need do no
more, colleagues, than look at the numbers of cooper-
ative developments in Greece to verify for yourselves
at just how paltry and humiliating a level the govern-
ments of the Right kept the cooperative movement.
Therefore it is unbelievable that colleagues belonging
to the New Democracy pamy should endeavour to
hoodwink the European Parliament by condemning
the new legslation in Greece as alleged government
interference when, in fact, and albeit hesitatingly, it
strives to encourage development of the cooperative
movemen[ and to return it to the control of its mem-
bers.
I would like rc remind my colleague who spoke earlier
that for whole decades any person seeking election to
the management of an agricultural cooperative was
opliged to produce a certificate of political and social
rectitude. And after that we have the temerity to talk
about the freedom of the individual and free elections !
'!7hile we are debating this crucially important resolu-
don I would request the House to be wary of and to
unanimously condemn attempts of that kind to introd-
uce pafly political rancour into the proceedings and to
turn the European Parliament into a haven for reac-
tionary politics rather than a forum for the exchange
of ideas.
Mr Delorozoy (L).- (FR) Mr Mihr's report brings
home the imponance of the role that the cooperative
movement cao play, not only in industry, agriculture
and distributive trade, but also in service industries,
credit in particular. This movement is based on free
participation by its members 
- 
as has been stressed on
several occasions during this morning's debate 
- 
but
there is an ambiguity which should be removed from
the report, which could give the impression that the
cooperative is a collective instrument designed for the
essential purpose of promoting what is erroneously
amriburcd to the social economy and a systematic, uni-
form brand of collectivism.
The cooperative movement is not a weapon with
which to do battle with private-sector businesses, Mr
Caborn, nor is it a substitute formula for private enter-
prise embodying miracle solutions to the economic or
social problems of companies or workers. It has m be
stressed in the strongest terms that it is to the vision,
creativity and dynamism of ir founders and members
that the cooperative movemenr owes the progress
accomplished over the better part of a century, which
has seen the development of a multiplicity of types of
cooperative providing services to their members with-
out any State intervention. If the work done by these
various cooperative movements is recognized, their
respective representatives should be accepted as valid
paftners. In view of the variety of forms of cooperative
and the differences from one sector to another, it
would be mistaken to attempt to bring them together
in a single represenative body.
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Cooperatives should be given the opportunity to
express themselves in all their variety, according to
whether they speak for farmers, independent enter-
prises or individuals. Cooperatives should be able to
carry on their business and develop under conditions
upholding the rules of free competition; they are not
seeking privileges, but greater understanding of their
obligations towards their members. They would like
legislation to take account of their panicular rype of
constitution, which is necessary in order to define
their rights and obligations, and it would be legitimate
for them to be given the same facilities as others for
access to the existing Community funds and instru-
ments. Through the pooling of resources, the coopera-
tive formula is capable of gathering together consider-
able energy, in pursuit of shared objectives and in a
spirit of mutual support. It can also create favourable
conditions for the development of wonhwhile indivi-
dual potential. All this deserves to be taken into
account more fully, and perhaps as a result of this
debate this will be done by the Community institutions
and the authorities in all our countries.
IN THE CHAIR:MR JAQUET
Wce-President
Mr Vgenopoulos (S). 
- 
(GR) First of all, Mr Presi-
dent, we agree with Mr Mihr's report on the coopera-
dve movement in the European Communiry. I want to
emphasize the great economic and social importance
of the cooperative associations, panicularly at a time
when the Communiry is racked by high unemploy-
ment and when there has been a large increase in the
number of businesses which are in trouble and which,
if they were to be organized on a cooperative basis,
could be saved and help to keep unemploymenl down.
By supponing and developing the cooperative concept
the Community will reinforce the desire felt by citi-
zens to play a more acrive role in economic and social
development and will help rc promote collective res-
ponsibiliry and mutual support in the sphere of work.
The present Greek government is totally convinced of
the major role that the cooperative movement has to
play and it has given a great thrust to the organization
of cooperatives. It is making every effon to promote
the harmonious and unimpeded development of the
cooperative movement along democratic lines, parti-
cularly in the agricultural sector where, since the
recent implementation of Law 1257 /82, the number of
farmers belonging to cooperatives has jumped by
100 000, by 150/o that is, in eight months.
Mr President, in view of the questions tabled by Mr
Dalsass and others, which is critical of the new regula-
tions governing the election of managements of coop-
eratives in Greece, I would like rc use this opportun-
ity, as one who represenff the governing parcy of that
country, to inform Parliament in a responsible manner
about the situation as it presently is 
- 
and also about
the way it used to be undl very recently.
The new law abolishes the multiple vote and provides
for the election of representatives in higher level coop-
erative organizations on the basis of the number of
members. The principle of one man one vote is being
implemented for the first time in agricultural coopera-
tives in Greece. The law also abolishes mandated vot-
ing and provides for voting to be monitored by super-
visory committees which are themselves elected by
farmers' general assemblies. The system of direct pro-
ponional representation is being used for the first time
so as to ensure [hat minorities have representation,
which was not the case in the past. For the first time
women farmers have the right to stand for election to
cooperative managements. The single list voting sys-
tem is used in 70o/o of cooperatives. The multiple list
system is used in only 300/o of cooperatives where the
number of persons to be elected to managements
exceeds 100 and it is thus impossible to use the single
list system. Lists of candidates are drawn up exclu-
sively by the members of the agricultural cooperatives
and never by the political panies, and the fairness of
cooperative elections is guaranteed by their being
supervised and controlled by a committee under the
chairmanship of a legal officer.
But let us take a look at what wen[ on under the law
passed by the government of the party to which the
co-authors of the question belong, under Law 921
passed by the Democracy p^rty. This provided for a
'first past the post' simple majoriry system of election
which excluded minority representation. Muldple vor-
ing was permitted, and this meanr thar one person
could vote on behalf of many others with one single
mandate. 44'50/o of the voting rights on the general
council of the governing agricultural cooperative asso-
ciation, PASEGES, were held by joint stock compan-
ies and shareholding institutions. Thus some coopera-
tives were able to vote in three differenr ways 
- 
as
cooperatives, as companies and in a shareholding cap-
acity. This helped to create anificial majorities and led
to the takeover of the cooperatiye movement by
landed proprietors who had no real links with the
movement, by lawyers, traders and engineers etc.
Hence the elections were always won by the favourites
of the New Democracy government and, what is
more, without an elected opposition because of the
first past the post sysrem of election. Mr President, it
seems that this is what has rankled with the Greek
co-auchors of the question who have clearly misled Mr
Dalsass.
As you have heard, their case is a complete distonion
of realiry. But, Mr President, in my turn I wanr ro ask
the Italian Member, who has left the Chamber, to tell
us what goes on in his country.
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I am at a loss as to how Mr Dalsass can claim thar
there is party political interference with cooperatives
in Greece without protesting about the situation in his
own country. At this moment, Mr President, the lead-
ership of the cooperative movement in Greece repre-
sents all points of view on cooperative matrers,
because only in this way can there be a basis for fruit-
ful dialogue and unfettered development of the move-
ment.
Mr Bocklet (EPP). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, honoura-
ble Members, in all the Community countries, agricul-
ture is inconceivable without cooperatives. This applies
in panicular to rural farming sructures based on a
multitude of small independent holdings which have to
survive as businesses in a free economy made up of
increasingly large units. As economic self-help organi-
zations operating on a voluntary basis, the coopera-
tives have hitheno achieved something of irreplaceable
value and offered a remarkable example of creative
adjustment to structural change. Conversely, the agri-
cultural and fisheries cooperatives are a forerunner of
the entire cooperative movement, for cooperatives
began in agriculture. As economically significant struc-
tural organizations, they are still considerably in adv-
ance of and more highly developed than other cooper-
auves.
The cooperative movement is not a homogenous one.
Rather, its success and power of attraction are due to
the fact that the individuality, imagination and creativ-
iry of its founders and members over more than a cen-
tury of development have led to a large variery of dif-
ferent types of cooperative, which are responsible for
major economic and social benefits. The strength of
the cooperative movement lies in its variety and flexi-
biliry. That is why the demand for a Community sta-
tute for cooperatives, designed to harmonize national
legislation on cooperatives, is a totally superfluous and
misguided way of promoting the integration of
Europe. Anyone wanting to preserve the variety of the
cooperative movement should not try to stipulate how
the cooperatives should try o organize the protection
of their interests. That is why the artempt to oreate a
uniform body to represent cooperarive interests over
and above the existing coordination committee is not
only foolish but also a st€p towards stare conrrol,
which must be categorically refused. The same applies
rc the creation of a cooperative development fund or a
cooperative liaison office in the Commission, rwo
measures which are no doubt well-meant but can eas-
ily be turned into instruments of political influence
and control over the cooperatives. The cooperatives,
which are a cornerstone of a free society, are entirled
to expect that they can promote the welfare of their
members independently of any state regimentation.
Mr J0rgens (L). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, if there were no cooperatives today, they
would have to be founded now, as they say in my
home town. This repon has been needed for a long
time. From my point of view, I could say rhar coopera-
tives are typical liberal organizations, but in fact coop-
erative have always stood out throughout their hismry
as being independent of pany politics and never reject-
ing or supporting any particular religion. Rather, they
were independent institutions, and this should remain
their basis of operation in future too. The cooperarives
have great economic and social imponance and it has
become almost a matter of course that the associations
are discussion partners of the EEC institutions.
In the past, the cooperatives guaranteed the survival of
many small and medium-sized undertakings in agri-
culture as in the trades, the crafts and small-scale
industry. Ve should encourage this, because they have
done much rc look after the people, panicularly in the
thinly settled rural areas. The method of action of
cooperatives, based on self-help and self-responsibil-
iry, is particularly necessary at the present time if we
consider the budgetary situation in our countries and
communities. And the cooperatives can do good work
here in future too. They can make a major contribu-
tion in the European Community if their experiences
are interchanged and exploited. But the cooperatives
also provide the European Communiry with much sta-
tistical material. Their structure and method of action
can serve as an example for the European Community.
The slogan of the cooperatives, 'one for all, all for
one', should also be the motto for rhe future develop-
ment of the European Communiry.
Mr Pesmazoglou (NI). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I wanr
to stress the need for a European regime on coopera-
tives, and in this respect the initiative contained in rhe
report we are debating is important and of value. I also
want to stress the panicular importance of coopera-
tives in countries which are in a development stage and
where there is a nped for agricultural restructuring.
Such a country is Greece, a country where land hold-
ings are often very small and which has considerable
potential for agricultural development.
There does exist a need, therefore, for such a sratute
in the European Community, and I would like to draw
attention to three points that are panicularly impor-
tant.
The first point concerns the basic regulations dealing
with the formation, organization, functioning and
development of cooperatives. I am glad that all polid-
cal persuasions and all of my comparriot colleagues
have condemned the politicization of cooperatives. If
in the past there was inrcrference along party lines, it
is not a solution for this m have been replaced by new
and equally grave interference of the sort which, in my
opinion, is taking place in Greece ar presenr. But that
is an exclusively Greek affair. Vhat does need to be
stressed, I think, is that pany political interference in
cooperatives must be proscribed. \7ith reference to rhe
strictures voiced by certain of my compatriots to the
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effect that the cooperative movement in Greece is
unacceptably weak, I feel obliged to praise the effons
of those people who pioneered the movement, who
were of a progressive turn of mind and who made an
important contribution to the development of the
cooperative system in Greece.
The second point, which is very imponant, concerns
the need for the European Communiry rc develop
vigorous mechanisms to assist the healthy growth of
the cooperative movement, and here there is great
potential.
The third point concerns the introduction of regula-
tions to govern the functioning of cooperatives and
their panicipadon in the economy and development of
each country in train with producer Broups and private
enterprise. Here I must stress how essential it is that
obligatory cooperadves 
- 
either formal or implicit 
-be prohibited, because these can debilitarc the work-
ings of the market and lead to high expenditure and
economic problems. I want to stress this because it is
fundamental to the healthy development of the coop-
erative movement.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting time.
4. Futurefinancing of the Community
President. 
- 
The next item is the interim repon (Doc.
l-72/83) by Mr Arndt, on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets, on the future financing of the Community.
Mr Arndt (S), rapportear. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, as
rappofleur of your Committee on Budgets I deeply
regret that I can only present an interim report on the
Commission's Green Paper on the future financing of
the Community. This is not the fault of the Committee
on Budgets or of Parliament. In fact, in more than a
dozen resolutions Parliament has set out in detail irc
proposals on the future financing of the Community
with a view rc eliminating the imbalance in the budget
and relieving the intolerable situation for some Mem-
ber States. Moreover, in all those resolutions, dating
from 1979 to February this year, Parliament has called
on the Commission to present practical proposals in
this area. The Green Paper presented to Parliament
and the Council in February this year does not contain
practical proposals but is a discussion paper. That is
why your rapporteur finds it necessary to quote from a
parliamentary resludon which defined this procedure
on the pan of the Commission years ago. It sated that
the European Parliament regrets that the Commission
is always presenting communications, instead of sub-
mitting proposals for directives, decisions or regula-
tions, and emphasizes that the Commission's activity is
inadequate since there is no evidence either of prac-
tical proposals or of a firm resolve to achieve political
efficienry.
Mr President, I am sorry rc find that on this extremely
imponant question of the future financing of the
Community the Commisssion has not so far kept its
promise, has disregarded Parliament's request, made
in more than a dozen resolutions, for the submission
of practical proposals and has not fulfilled its duty as
motive force and initiator in the European Com-
muniry. It is on this basis that the Committee on Budg-
eu is submitting this interim report, without actually
repeating in detail the positions adopted by Parliament
to date.
This point seems to me to be extremely important too
for those Members who inrcnd to propose supplemen-
tary motions to this interim report. For it would only
weaken Parliament's demands and practical proposals
if we now singled out some of them again and put
them to the Commisssion as being of panicular
imponance. \7e will adhere to the decisions of this
Parliament, as quoted in the footnote. For the same
reasons, it would not be useful either to take a definite
position now on the Commission's vaguely fomulated
proposals.
Instead, the Committee on Budgem wants to persuade
the Commission to give clear and definite answers by
putting specific questions to it. Let me comment a little
on these specific question. Ve all keep using the
phrases'balanced budget' and'budgetary imbalance',
but I do not think it is quite clear what they actually
mean.
For instance, Parliament stated that there is an imbal-
ance in the budget as a result of the price support mea-
sures for surplus agricultural production. It called for
effective measures to limit the rise in agricultural
expenditure and for measures [o restructure expendi-
ture in order to remove the budgetary imbalance. The
Commission must therefore explain clearly and pre-
cisely what it understands by these conceprs. The same
applies to the concept of an 'unacceptable situation'
for a Member State. This concept is also found repear-
edly in Parliament's decisions and in statemenr by the
Council and the Commission. If pracdcal proposals
are to be examined, the Committee on Budgets consi-
ders that the Commission must firsr define clearly
what it understands by this concepr. The expression
'unacceptable situation' is usually used in conjunction
with 'net contribution'. Many Members of rhis Cham-
ber, and the Committee on Budgets too, have conrin-
ually objected m the scintillating concepr of rhe net
contribution. It covers not only revenue from VAT but
also dudes and levies. But duties and levies are age-old
Community own resources. Vhat we need here is a
new system of calculation or even of assessment which
can show the actual, calculable financial and economic
benefirc and real burdens more objectively and more
comprehensibly.
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A funher idea put forward in the Green Paper is that
certain tasks, which a[ present are performed both by
the European Community and by the Member States,
should be carried out only by the Community. How-
ever, .to date the Commission has not proposed any
better way of distributing the tasks between the Com-
muniry and the Member States. This has resulted in
the constant recurrence of mixed financing, and
usually neither the national parliament which decided
it nor the European Parliament knows what resources
are made available for the individual tasks. As long as
four years ago, in March 1979, Mr Notenboom asked,
in this connection, whether in future the Commission
could indicate cases of overlapping tasks and mixed
financing. At the time the Commission replied that this
question would be examined in detail in the future.
And two years ago Parliament also expressed the view
that it must be ascertained whether individual tasks
were financed by the Community alone or whether the
financing was mixed.
If we are to judge whether it is more efficient and
cheaper for the Community to perform a task alone,
or whether mixed financing or financing solely by the
Member States would be more advantageous, the
Commission must at last answer these questions.
The Commission promised on several occasions, and
this Chamber requested it, that VAT would soon be
fully harmonized. The basis of assessment of VAT has
been harmonized w about 900/0.
Yet the exceptions ,.lrt. to extremely sensitive areas,
such as food in the United Kingdom and telecommun-
ications in the Federal Republic of Germany. So this
House must know the Commission's real timetable on
this question, so that it can take a position on all the
details. In a number of resolutions the European Par-
liament expressed the view that financial equalization
between rich and poor countries is necessary. Parlia-
ment found that the current VAT mechanism does not
contain any elements of progressivity.
The Council, by contrast, assefls that the VAT rules
aheady take account of the Member States' economic
strength. So the Commission must give specific details
on the ratio of per capita VAT payment to per capita
GDP. At first sight it would appear from the 1981
budget that per capita VAT payment corresponds to
the per capia GDP in Belgium, Greece, France and
the Netherlands. However, and this is most surprising,
in three countries the per capita GDP is considerably
higher than the per capita VAT payment, and these
three countries are Italy, the United Kingdom and
Denmark. And finally, there are three countries which,
according to the 1981 figures, have paid a per capita
VAT that is higher than their GDP, namely Luxem-
bourg, the Federal Republic of Germany and, interest-
ingly enough, Ireland too. So it is urgently necessary
for the Commission to make it clear now, on the basis
of model calculations, how high the per capita VAT
payment actually is, according to the larcst figures,
and what the rado of this payment is to per capita
GDP.
Lastly, the Green Paper mentions an agricultural
production levy. On this question too the Committee
on Budgets has deliberately refrained from making
any judgments now. At this point all it will say is the
following: firstly, as far as can be made oaut from the
Commission's statements, this would represent a par-
tial shift away from the own resources philosophy and
the reinroduction of financial contributions.
Secondly, according to the calculations of you rappor-
rcur, which, I admit, are not,foolproof, by comparison
with the present VAT share this agricultural produc-
tion levy would mean: (a) a small tax burden for Ire-
land, Italy, Greece, Germany and the United King-
dom and, if they join, for Spain and Portugal too, and
(b) a higher mx burden for Denmark, the Netherlands
and France. Parliament would have rc know all the
exact details here.
Your rapporteur would like to conclude with the fol-
lowing words. If we want to achieve the three aims 
-of eliminadng the imbalance in the budget, abolishing
an unacceptable situation for cenain Member States
and finding additional resources for new Communiry
msks 
- 
then, as Parliament has found in the past, this
can surely not be done purely by means of revenue.
Only if both revenue and expenditure are taken into
account can these aims be achieved in a medium to
long-term process. Because nearly all corrections on
the revenue side have to be ratified by ten national
parliaments, the European Community has already
lost an unwarrantable amount of time. It is now up to
the Commission finally to fulfil its European task by
giving specific answers to these quesdons and formu-
lating practical directives and regulations.
(Applause)
Mr Friih (EPP), drafisman of the opinion for the Com-
mittee on Agricahure. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, agriculture and the budget are closely
intertwined. The common agricultural poliry and its
financing are subjects which cannot be separated from
eachother. That is why the Committee on Agriculture
asked me rc draft an opinion. But you will understand
that at this stage, i.e. after hearing the statements by
Mr Arndt, the rapponeur of the committee responsi-
ble, it is simply not possible to deliver an opinion.
\fle thank the Commission for its excellent and com-
prehensive text. 'S7'e discussed it intensively at a com-
mittee meeting. And I have been instructed to put for-
ward some points which in our view should be taken
into account in any new document the Commission
submits or in any future deliberations.
The Committee on Agriculture welcomes the Green
Paper because we think that we must finally srcp
speaking only of enlargement, of new tasks and new
tr
ir
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policies of the European Community, while leaving
the question of financing hanging in the balance or liv-
ing in the illusory hope that somehow or other the
Communiry can be financed by budgetary restructur-
ing, as it is so nicely called, which is to say in effect at
the cost of the agricultural poliry. That is an illusory
hope and we should nor put faith in it.
The Commission also sets out many excellent ideas
and possibilities. But they are not sufficiently clear, so
that I would ask the Commission to give us a few
more details. Our view is rhat a system should be
created which guarantees balance and fairness 
-which will be extremely difficult 
- 
and yet is simple
and transparent and as fair as possible. Ve do not
regard the VAT system as quite so misguided as some
people suggest and we could well imagine that the 10lo
ceiling of the VAT basis of assessment must be lifted if
we are to fulfil our financial tashs.
As a member of the Committee on Agriculture, I must
make one comment on this, however. If the Com-
muniqy's financing problem were resolved in this way,
we could imagine that a levy might be introduced in
the framework of a common oils and fats policy 
-you are aware of this problems, which has already
been discussed at great lenght 
- 
with a view to the
accession of Spain and Portugal; and this would not
conflict with the GATT rules. Mr Gautier does nor
seem to agree; but I am merely putting the com-
mittee's view here, which I am sure could also be a
majoriry view of Parliament.
In my view the proposal to tax agricultural production
is cenainly not the vray to make the financing more
transparent or fairer. Mr Arndt has also touched on
this matter. That road could lead to financial contribu-
tions, although of course we should remember that
precisely because we only have a largely agriculture-
based financial system, the performance of agriculture
at any one time has a decisive impact on paymenm. It
would be much fairer to create a balance for the new
policies, as Parliament tried to do for the 1982 supple-
mentary budget, i.e. to create a balance by means of
new policies or by defining policies on the basis of
budgetary resources.
I think we must. make it clear again and again that we
need a new financing system, which must be thought
out in depth again, perhaps on rhe basis of these prin-
ciples. Ve must stop thinking that we will somehow
manage to get all we need out of the agricultural
policy.
In conclusion, a yery bold idea, which Mr Arndt also
touched on. It would be a great achievement if we
managed, in this new financing qfstem, ro ger away
from and free ourselves of the system of exclusive con-
sent on the pan of the national parliaments, for only if
we can dispose over both revenue and expenditure will
we have a complete and proper sysrem. Then we
would be certain that any additional tasks under other
Communiry policies 
- 
which would require funher
resources 
- 
did not fall to the cost of the national
budgets, because such tasks could then be tackled at
European level, as in the case of agricultural policy.
Mr Tugendhat, Wce-President of the Commission. 
-Mr President, in the coming months the Communiry
will have to take a crucial decision on its financing.
This decision will have very Breat significance on the
operation of all our policies, and thus on the livelihood
and wellbeing of all our citizens.
The draft interim report prepared by the Committee
on Budgets, under the rapponeurship of Mr Arndt,
recalls that Parliament has already adopted various
resolutions concerning own resources. But it also
includes a number of questions addressed ro rhe Com-
mission. I intend to deal with each of these quesr.ions
in turn, as well as with some of the additional matters
raised in the amendments to the reporr.
But first I would like, if I may, to make wo general
points. The first concerns the timing of the proposal.
Here I would recall, especially in the light of Mr
Arndt's strictures, that Parliament set the deadline of
31 May, and, as I indicated during the debate on rhe
1984 budget guidelines, the Commission is planning to
adopt its proposal early in Mry 
- 
certainly before the
deadline set by Parliament.
Ve have said for some time that we would proceed via
the interim step of a consultative document. I there-
fore, Mr President, reject the srricrures of Mr Arndt
concerning the discharge of our duty. I can also assure
Mr Friih, whom I would like to thank for his most
courteous and thoughtful speech, rhat in our proposal
we will cenainly cross all our'r's and dot all our 'i's
and seek to provide the specific ansvers m the specific
questions that arise during the course of this debate.
My second general point concerns the primary jusdfi-
cation for our fonhcoming proposal: namely, the fact
that, as both Mr Arndr and Mr Frtih, I think, have
already said, we are running our of money, and run-
ning out rapidly. The main reason for our seeking new
own resources is the preservation of the acquis conrnu-
nautaire 
- 
in other words, the existing range of Com-
munity expenditure policies, of which rhe common
agricultural policy is, in budgetary terms, by far the
most significant. !7e wish ro preserve what we have
already built up.
An additional reason is to develop new policies along
the lines indicated in the President's programme
speech of 8 February, some of which will, of course,
cost money. This money should not necessarily mean
greater public expenditure. Indeed, in the vast major-
iry of cases it is money which would anyway have to
be spent by narional governmenm rhemselves but
which, in the Commission's view, can be more cost
effective if spent in the context of Communiry policies
and programmes.
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Funhermore, account has m be taken of the cost of
enlargement 
- 
to which Mr Saby rightly refers in his
Amendment No 12 
- 
and of the problem of budget-
ary imbalances 
- 
to which Mr Arndt referred in his
speech and for which Parliament iffelf has, on several
occasions, demanded lasting solutions.
Mr President, as Mr Friih and Mr Arndt have made
clear, obtaining new own resources for the Com-
munity will not be an easy matter. It is not, I have to
remind the House 
- 
though both the previous speak-
ers have done so already 
- 
something which under
present constitudonal arrangemenff the institutions of
the Community are themselves capable of doing under
their own power, as it were.
'lThether we like it or not 
- 
and the Commission, of
course, by its past advocacy of a revision of Article 201
of the Treaty has made it quite clear that we do not
like it 
- 
a change in the Community's own resources
requires ratification by ten Member State parliaments
rather lhan by the Community's institutions. !7e must
therefore look for changes which will command a
broad degree of suppon within the Communiry. The
Commission would not be doing the Community any
service at all if it presented proposals which, while they
might be technically simple, did not, in the real world,
have the remotest political chance df securing accept-
ance. This point is, perhaps, relevant to Amendment
No 5, submitted on behalf of the Liberal and Demo-
cratic Group.
As our Green Paper makes clear, the Commission
regards VAT as the backbone of the Community's
revenue system and wishes to see the 1% ceiling lifted.
I would like to make that absolurcly clear so that there
can be no misunderstanding at all; we regard the VAT
system as the backbone of the Communiq/s revenue
and we wish to see the 10lo ceiling lifted. But the
removal of the ceiling will only be attainable under a
more diversified financial system. That, I think, is also
an important point to make.
That said, Mr President, I now turn to the content of
the repon which is before the House. In essence, it is a
list of questions asking for further information on
some of the ideas which the Commission has put for-
ward. I will do my best to provide such furcher clarifi-
cation as I can on the various points raised, but some
of them can in effeo only be answered when we pres-
ent our concrete proposals in early May. The propo-
sals will have to speak for themselves. Others pose, by
their very nature, subjective or value judgments on
which it is simply not possible to offer a quantified sta-
tistical response. For example, the first and third ques-
tions in Mr Arndt's reporc ask the Commission to clar-
ify or define the notion of a well-balanced budget and
judgments of budgenry imbalances and unacceptable
situations for a Member State. None of these phrases,
which Mr Arndt himself has employed and which are
incorporated in a host of parliamentary resoludons, is
a numerically measurable concept, and it is therefore
difficult for the Commission to supply a simple,
numerical reply. The Commission has always argued
that the budget by itself cannot provide an accurate
measure of the costs and benefits of Communiry mem-
bership; but this does not mean that, because other
considerations are of imponance, budgetary asp€cts
are not without their significance.
The Community, like any other successful political
entity, must be in a position to convince all im cidzens
that no one is being required to carry intolerable bur-
dens and that no one is getting disproportionate ben-
efits. !7e need to be able to convince all our citizens,
wherever they may happen to live. If a political con-
sensus can be achieved on this point, the argumenr
about national balances, unacceptable situations and
all these other phrases which have caused such pain
and grief and such difficulty to us, to Parliament and
perhaps even indeed to the Council, we shall be able rc
put behind us and get on with the essential task, the
prioriry'task, of actually building the Community on
behalf of the citizens of the Community.
The concept of balance is a political judgment and,
indeed, Parliament itself has had no difficulry in using
it in that way. For example, a recent resolution of Par-
liament has stated:
The European Parliament, aware of the present imbal-
ance within the budget, considers that the financial
imbalances which characterize the presenr situation
and the burdens which they place on cenain Member
States are a serious problem. It maintains the views
that a fair and balanced budget can only be achieved
by a fundamental reform of the Communiry budget.
Parliament has been able to make political judgments
and polidcal statements of drat son without requiring
interpretation from the Commission as to their mean-
ing, and I am making a similar political point.
The second question asks the Commission ro consider
replacing the present method of calculating ner con-
tributions by a method incorporating both the calcula-
ble economic and financial benefits of rhe European
Community and the real burden. The Commission
could cenainly do other calculations along the lines
suggested. \7e could, for example, calculate the rela-
tive shares of Member States in intra-Community
trade 
- 
what proponion Germany, France, Italy, the
United Kingdom has, and so forth. Or we could calcu-
late the nonbudgetary cos6 borne by individual Mem-
ber States in imponing agricultural products at prices
above those prevailing on world markets. But I have to
say, Mr President, that it is doubrful wherher such cal-
culations would be more objective than those which
we already have, and they would certainly be far more
open to dispute than the ones currenrly carried out.
The more sophisdcated the calcularions, the more var-
iables would need to be included. Vere we to do whar
is suggested, we should, I fear, enter into a never-end-
ing debate on the activities to be considered and the
relative weights ro be accorded to each.
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Many times in the past Parliament and, indeed, indivi-
dual parliamentarians have urged the Commission to
get away from the concepts of national balances and
national advantage and national disadvantage and
national gains and national losses; and I really cannot
believe that a further widening of the argument about
che gains and losses inherent in Community member-
ship would at this stage be desirable. It would certainly
run counter rc the injunctions that Parliament has laid
upon us in the past.
This is not say that the Commission considers the
present method of calculating net contributions to be
perfect or indeed immutable. Any such calculations are
always open to technical improvement. Still less, of
course, does it imply that our own calculations purport
to show the overall costs and benefits which member-
ship of the Community brings. Our aim for the long
term is to reach a situation where Member States will
no longer think it necessary to calculate resource
transfers through the Communiry budget, but so long
as those calculations are required, we believe that the
methodology we currently use is the most reasonable.
I wish to emphasize 
- 
and I hope that parliamentari-
ans will listen carefully to what I say 
- 
that our aim
for the long term is to reach a situation where Member
States will no longer think it necessary to calculate
resource Eansfers through the Communify budget.
I now turn to the founh question, which asks whether
the Commission can draw up a list of Community
expenditure items compared with those in one or more
Member States. I am not quite sure what the opera-
tional value of such a comparison would be. National
budgets are not prepared on an identical basis, nor on
the same basis as the Communiry budget itself. There
are, moreover, national expenditures carried out at the
regional level. These difficulties do not, of course,
exclude the establishment of such an inventory. They
would, however, mean a large-scale operation which
was heavily dependent upon the willingness of the
Member States to furnish breakdowns of their expend-
iture in sufficient detail and probably upon assistance
from national expens. Clearly, such a task would
require considerable time and cost. Before embarking
on such an exercise, it would be essendal rc define
very precisely im objectives. Vhether, for instance, the
aim would be rc identify specific items where duplica-
tion existed or to identify programmes best suited for
Communiry financing alone.
The fifth question asks the Commission to draw up a
binding timetable for the final abolition of temporary
exemptions in the value-added tax sys[em. The Com-
mission could draw up a timetable but would advise
Parliament against this line of approach. There are a
number of reasons for this. First of all we must distin-
guish between, on the one hand, the transitional free-
dom for Member States to choose between methods A
and B in calculating their VAT payments and, on the
other, derogations they enjoy from the sixth VAT
directive to depan from the directive in taxing or not
taxing certain goods or sectors.
As regards the methods for calculating VAT pay-
ments, the Commission, I must remind Parliament, is
already committed to making a report by the end of
1984 
- 
a date which Parliament itself proposed and a
date to which we shall adhere 
- 
on the basis of which
a definitive choice between the two methods should be
made. Parliament has laid down a timetable, we shall
stick to it.
As regards derogations from the sixth VAT directive,
Member States' VAT payments are already corrected
in respect of these derogations, so they do not impair
the own resources system. In any case, as Mr Arndt
rightly said, many of these derogations are of extreme
political sensitivity in individual Member States. The
Commission will continue to work for their abolition,
as our recent report on the operation of the deroga-
tions showed. But two caveaff need to be made. First,
abolition of these derogations should keep in step with
the general evolution of economic and political inte-
gration. Secondly, bearing in mind the ratification
procedure required to introduce new own resources, it
would not, in the Commission's view, be prudent to
include any provisions for terminating such deroga-
tions in the own resources proposal. To do so would
greatly complicate the issue and would, I fear, make
sdll harder the obtaining of new own resources in suf-
ficient time to avoid crises in the common agricultural
poliry and in other Community policies.
The sixth question asls for quantified examples rc be
given in respect of a system of financial equalization
where, for example, only Member States with an
abbve average GDP per capita should be taxed
through the value-added system or a special levy.
I suppose, Mr President, that a system of VAT modu-
lated by reference to GDP per capita, as mentioned in
Amendment No 20 by Mrs Castle and others, could be
regarded as a kind of financial equalization system,
although the Commission has not so far regarded it in
that light.
Progressivity calculadons could, of course, be readily
carried out where VAT would be modulated for those
Member States with above average GDP per capita.
The results would, of course, depend on the weighting
factors applied. One could, for example, work on the
hypothesis that a country wirh 1250/o of average Com-
munity GDP per capia should have its VAT payments
increased by 250/0. The figures concerned can be easily
calculated by reference to published Community sa-
tistics. There is no need for me [o quore them now in
full. I might only observe that one consequence of
such an arrangement would be a dramatic increase in
the contribution paid by the Federal Republic of Ger-
many. I must also point our to Mrs Castle that it
would not have any significant impact on the conribu-
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tion of the United Kingdom, which may possibly have
been in her mind.
Question No 7 asks for details of the idea of a tax on
the Member States linked tg agricultural indicators. In
this connection, I should like to try rc dispel some of
the misunderstandings which are apparent in, for
example, Amendment No 2 mbled by Mr Baillot and
others. The underlying purpose of such a tax would be
to establish, as our Green Paper makes clear, a better
coherence between the pattern of expenditure through
the Community budget and the pattern of revenue. At
the moment we have a generalized system of income
based notably on the comsumption-based VAT but a
particularized system of expenditure, whereby about
two-thirds of the budget is devoted to agriculture. It
is, of course, this incoherence, this polidcal imbalance
which is at the root of some of the Communiry's
budgetary imbalance problems.
The amount of revenue to be generated by the new tax
which we envisage could be determined on the basis of
the percentage of Community expenditure represented
by agriculrure and its incidence in individual Member
States in accordance with indicators related to their
agricultural production. The tax would be levied on
the economies of the Member States as a whole in a
way similar to that in which the current VAT arrange-
ments are applied, and the rpvenues which it generated
would be available to finance the whole of the budget
just like the revenues from VAT, customs dudes and
the existing agricultural levies. Consequently 
- 
and I
want. to emphasize this point to Mr Frtih and to the
people who supponed his amendments 
- 
such a tax
would be no more of a panicular burden on the agri-
cultural sector, on agricultural trade, on farmers or
indeed on consumers than is the current VAT system
of Community finance. There would be no separation
of the financing of agriculture from the financing of
the rest of the budget and cenainly no element of ren-
ationalization of agricultural policy or any undermin-
ing of the basic principles of the CAP. As I made quite
clear at the outset of my speech, our proposals are
designed first and foremost to safeguard the acquis
comm*nitaire.
Nor, as paragraph 7(a) of the motion for a resolution
seems to imply, would the introduction of such a tax
imply a maximum permitted level of agricultural
expenditure. To the extent that expenditure in the
non-agricultural pans of the budget expanded, the
receipts from the agricultural indicator tax would
decline and subsequently disappear completely once
the proponion of agricultural expenditure no longer
exceeded the percentage chosen. A funher point,
Mr President, which I wish to emphasize is that
account should be aken of the situation of certain
Member States whose general level of prosperity is
low but whose economies are panicularly dependent
upon agriculture.
As regards some of the other more specific questions
in the resolution about the way in which the tax might
apply, for example, the reference to products consid-
ered to be in structural surplus, the basic data are
readily available in Community publications. I would
refer honourable Members notably to the document
entitled The agicuhural situation in the Community for
1982 which se$ out tables in respect of all the main
products concerned.
The last question, in paragraph 8 of the motion for a
resolution, asls the Commission to provide demiled
information on a possible tax on hydrocarbons and on
the imponation and consumption of energy. This
question may have been prompted by recent develop-
ments in the oil market which occurred mainly after
the Green Paper was published. The Commission will
cenainly have to look at the matter again in the light
of this new situation. There are obvious attractions in
the idea of a Communiry tax on energy, provided 
-and I emphasize this point 
- 
it helps to secure sound
energy policy objectives. This is a key point. Ve need
to be quite clear that our budgetary and energy policy
objectives go and would continue to to in the same
direction. Certainly our energ'y poliry is to reduce
dependence on imponed oil, and a tax or dury on oil
clearly goes in that direction. None the less, I think it
is fair to say at this stage that whatever the attractions
of a tax on hydrocarbons and on the imponadon and
consumption of energy, it would not be right for the
Community now to consider making this a central fea-
ture of the fup,ure financing of the Communiry.
This, Mr President, is all that I think I can usefully say
at this srage on the Commission's behalf in response to
the questions lisrcd in Mr Arndt's report. The Com-
mission intends, as I have made clear, m bring forward
concrete proposals in early May on which Parliament
will be able to express a morte subsantive opinion. I
would therefore repea[ to the House what I said at the
beginning. The future financing of the Community is a
matter of fundamental imponance. Sfl'e must try to
develop our own resources system. In our view, all the
ideas which we have so far put forward are fully con-
sistent with the own resources system in a way which,
to the maximum extent possible, removes the system
from the realm of day-to-day political controversy and
enables us to concentrate our attention and our ener-
gies on the development and creation of policies which
are required to carry the Communiry forward. Ve
need a financing system which is fair and balanced and
which commands support throughout the Communiry.
In practical rcrms ure need in the shon run proposals
which can obtain ratification in the ten parliaments of
the Member States. As this Parliament knows better
than anyone else, if we do not secure more own
resources the Community will in the longer term
wither or retress. To obtain those own resources,
however, hard political choices will be necessary.
I ask the Members of this House, to whom we look
for suppon in considerint over the next few months
the proposal which the Commission inrcnds to bring
forward, to remember the wider political background
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and to judge the ideas which we will table in bonne et
due forme in the contexr of the interests of the Com-
munity as a whole.
(Appkase)
IN THE CFIAIR: MR VANDE\TIELE
Vce-President
Mr Saby (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, my dear col-
leagues, as far as the Commission's Green Paper is
concerned, the European Parliament has on many
occasions called for an examination to be made of the
own-resources system and, more generally, of the
basis on which the Community budget is financed. In
this connection, this Green Paper seems to us to be a
panial preliminary reply. For this reason the interim
repon by our colleague Mr Arndt fits well, as regards
both subsmnce and form, into the calendar for exami-
nation of this problem since, as we have just been
reminded, it is not until next month that concrete pro-
posals are to be put to the Council.
Vith regard to be substance, no-one will deny that
there is an urgent need for a thorough debate and pol-
itical decisions vital to the future of the Community.
The Commission ircelf anticipares that by 1984 own
resources could have fallen below the level required to
finance the existing common policies. Should this
prove to be the case, the acquis communautaire, and the
common agricultural policy in parricular, would be in
jeopardy.
At the same time, the problem of the United King-
dom's contributions can no longer be dealt with in iso-
lation, even on a transitional basis. This is the position
stated repeatedly by this House itself.
The accession to the Community of Spain and Ponu-
gal is now becoming a polidcal necessiry recognized
by all. This enlargement cannor be carried through
without a re-examination of own resources and a rais-
ing of the VAT ceiling, of rhis we are convinced; the
very feasibility of the Community of Twelve depends
on this.
Again, it is clear rhat this analysis musr be conducted
with a view to achieving the budgeury rigour and bal-
ance that the Parliament too has called for and which
today's States are having to maintain.
As regards form, it is only natural that Mr Arndt's
repon should ask questions seeking very clear defini-
tions both of terminology and of technical and finan-
cial indicators. I have ro say in this regard that
MrTugendhat's initial replies have not satisfied us;
there are various points in our quesrions which have
not received satisfacrory replies 
- 
or ar leasr not yer,
although we trust. that tirey will be fonhcoming.
'!7e also have the impression that once again an
attemp[ has been made in our institutions to use budg-
etary and financial techniques to solve the polirical
problems to which we have repeatedly drawn arren-
tion. This is something of a case of puming the can
before the horse.'S7e have had no deailed discussion
- 
and nor has this Parliament 
- 
of the course that
could be taken in new policies in the fields of social
assistance, the Regional Fund, or industry, and the
fact is that the Communiry budget, on rhe industrial
side, does not meet the real demands of the current
crisis.
Ve are also rather purting the can before the horse in
seeking to refine the financial insrrumenr when we
have not yet made a serious effort to undenake what
everyone is hoping for: an update, or indeed a reform,
of the common agricultural policy.
'!7e 
consider rhat we have reached a point at which
there are questions rc be asked. The question that we
have to ask is: what financial resources are to be prov-
ided for what poliry? This is where the problem lies. It
should be remembered that Mr Jacquet drew up a
report on reflation on behalf of the 'socialist Group
which would have given us an opporrunity to debare
these matters as a preliminary to this technical and
political debate on finance. \Vhat poliry can we make
together now, with ten Member States, and in future
with rwelve? Vhat changes can we make in the com-
mon agricultural policy? Unfonunately, we are dis-
cussing finance before having defined the policies.
However, this debate has not yet aken place, despite
repeated calls for it, including one between the lines in
the mandate of 30 May. Ve hope thar it will come
and, moreover, rhar the context will be right, since,
whatever the policies that we define together, wha-
tever the instruments that we refine in the interests of
grearcr efficienry, we shall be able ro use them m
good effect only if the European Monemry System
becomes established in the world, as an equal paflner
with the inrcrnational monerary sysrem. If we want
these instrumenrs ro be useful and usable under opti-
mum conditions, we shall also need to make veqy rapid
progress, through our political debates, towards unity
of the common market, which we have unfonunately
noc yet achieved.
It is for these reasons that we find Mr Arndt's repon
thoroughly judicious and expect the Commission ro
provide precise ansv/ers so that discussion can con-
cinue and progress can be made in decisionmaking.
My dear colleagues, the Socialist Group will accord-
ingly be voting in favour of Mr Arndt's repon and
invites you to do likewise.
Mr Adonnino (EPP). 
- 
UD Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, Mr Vice-President of the Commis-
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sion, the so-called 'Green Paper' on
financing the Community is frankly a
document.
methods of
disappointing
Despite the imponance of the problem, which is unan-
imously recognised, and the fact that it has been raised
again 
- 
first in connection with the answers to the
mandate of lo May and later in relation to the
enlargement of the Community to include Spain and
Ponugal 
- 
and despite the undenaking given by the
Commission 
- 
I€s, Mr Tugendhat, the undenaking
given by the Commission 
- 
a document has been
produced which makes the Commission look like a
European Communiry'studies Office'. In point of fact
v/e are talking about only one study, and that, more-
over, inadequate. It contains ideas and observations
that are undoubtedly interesting but too superficial to
elicit sound judgements or force people to relate them
to the other problems 
- 
those regarding expenditure,
as Mr Saby has just reminded us. Neither are they
backed up by any quantitative data, which are also
necessary.
This attitude not only makes the work of the Com-
mittee on Budgets more difficult but also raises again,
in the view of the Group of the European People's
Parry, the question of the relationships between the
Institutions of the Community and the role that each
should play. This is the most important political factor.
Once again the Commission, in our view, has failed to
exercise 
- 
it will do so in the near future, we are told
- 
its own right rc propose, which means making deci-
sions and giving reasons for them, thus acting as the
driving force behind the Communiry's progress; it is
trying instead to start discussions and sound out the
opinions of Parliament which, moreover, has already
made its views known on the question, as the rappor-
teur has aheady reminded us.
In this situation the Committee on Budgets has pre-
ferred to let its own contribution 
- 
one that is full of
political significance, moreover 
- 
take the form of a
draft interim resolution, designed in effect to stimulate
the Commission to obtain whatever funher deails and
clarifications may prove necessary for its own deci-
sions.
Of course, Commissioner Tugendhat tried this morn-
ing to give an answer, but I have to say that it in no
way satisfies us. '$7'e do not think that this half-hour
speech fully disposes of the matter. !7hat we expect
from the Commission is a very much more complete
ansver that will enable us to express a definite opinion
on its proposals. For the time being, we reserve our
judgement.
It is in the light of these observations, ladies and gen-
tlemen, and with these objects in view, that the Group
of the European People's Parry suppons the motion
for a resolution that has been put forward. If the prob-
lem of the future financing of the Community is rc be
dealt with in a comprehensive and 
- 
hopefully 
-lasting manner, Mr Commissioner, some fundamental
questions must naturally be clarified. !7hen we speak
of budgeary imbalance,'unacceptable' situations,
so-called 'net contributions', it is essential [o starc pre-
cisely when and why we consider these situations
occur and what form they take. And this raises the
problem which you also have mentioned and which we
have tackled in a very precise manner, i.e. the problem
of the basis for our calculations, which cannot be
financial alone, even though that is the simplest and
most precise method, but must also be economic.
Economic, that is, in rcrms of direct and indirect
advantages and disadvantages, costs and benefits, even
though, as we know, quantifying these is something of
a chancy business. Only in this way can we hope to be
progressive, applying the principles of equiry and
financial equality and differentiating carefully in adv-
ance between resources, so as [o make differentiation
possible in relation to expenditure. In this way the
problems can be resolved without running the risk of a
return to the contributions system.
Another point in the Green Paper which, despite the
clarifications we have had this morning, is difficult to
understand 
- 
at least with things as they are at pres-
ent 
- 
is the question of possibly achieving budget
equilibrium between agricultural expenditure and
other expenditure by means of a levy, based on agri-
cultural indicators.
In my group we are very uncertain, and wonder
whether it is correct to call such a levy an own
resource. Amongst other things, this would place pan
of the cost of the agricultural poliry on the shoulders
of the country most advantaged by that poliry. And
that might also be right. But it has still m be proved
that whoever has received most benefim is any the less
deserving of them. And since this is not normally the
case, the result could be an upheaval, a reversal of the
very principles of the agriculrural poliry, in quirc the
opposite direction to that indicated a shon time ago by
Commissioner Tugendhat.
The diversification of resources, which we all want to
see, is undoubtedly not easy. For this reason we need
more information! The taxation of consumption or
income on a generally applicable basis is hampered by
lack of harmonization. The possible taxation of spe-
cific activities and policies might be of more interest,
but it would be necessary to resolve the question of
how this type of resource should be allocated. And this
is all information that we lack.
Ladies and gentlemen, time is unfonunately very
short, and the question ought really to be dealt with
very fully. This we propose to do on a subsequent
occasion. One thing is certain: the resolution, which
we shall support, even though we have cenain reserva-
tions about it, is full of political significance, to which
I hope the Commission will be receptive. If so, it can
t,
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then call for the help and supporr that Commissioner
Tugendhat has asked of us.
Mr R. Jaclson (ED). 
- 
Mr President, speaking on
behalf of my group, could I say how much we regret
the form thar has been aken by the Arndt resolution.
After all the Parliamenr's srrong language ro rhe Com-
mission about rhe need for early and specific proposals
for a long-term soludon to rhe budget problem, it is
deeply unsatisfacrory that Parliament's contribution ro
the Commission's thinking at rhis crucial stage should
consist merely of a series of questions designed simply
to enable us to avoid expressing a clear view on the
issues at stake.
However, Mr President, perhaps it is berter to have a
series of questions rarher than a series of negatives,
and that is why we will be supponing this resolution of
Mr Arndt and why we have pur down no amendmenrs
to lt.
There is, if I may say so, Mr President, a wider moral
in this situation. Parliament musr be careful that its
role in the Communiry's deliberations does nor
become simply that of a 'spoiler' 
- 
rhe institution
which will always say'no' and never say'yes'. It is one
thing to be willing to diagnose a problem 
- 
which this
Parliamenr is always willing ro do 
- 
but it is another
to be willing ro assume the responsibiliry for finding a
solution to thar problem. Looking ac Parliament's
record, and particularly at the vote last monrh, I am
not so sure thar we are yet capable of rising to rhe level
of that responsibiliry.
Mr President, I see two different lines of approach
towards the problem of budgetary imbalances in the
Community.
The first is the approach set out in the Commission's
Green Paper. Irs underlying principles are simple: the
Community's revenues should be related to the tax-
payer's abiliry to pay 
- 
this is the idea underlying the
proposals for a progressive VAT key. And the cost of
financing Community policies should be borne in
some degree by those who benefit from those policies.
This is the idea underlying the proposals foi a new
Community own-resource based on indicators of agri-
cultural outpur.
Mr President, this approach commends itself to my
group. The principles that the burden of public finance
should be related to capaciry rc pay, and to benefits
from the resulting explndiiure,'arl the elemenrary
principles which underlie the fiscal sysrems of rhe
entire civilized world. Their introduction into the
Community budget is long overdue.
Let me say a word in particular, Mr President, about
the proposed agricultural own-resource. Ever since rhe
Commission launched this concept, we have heard a
great deal from colleagues whose counrries benefit
fr-om the presenr arrangemenrs about the undesirabiliry
of such an innovation because it would 
- 
so they say
- 
'1s1121i61tr1i2e the CAP'. Mr President, my group
cannot agree with this complaint. !7e all know that
agricultural policy in Europe has never yet in fact been
denationalized and that it has never been anything
more than only panially a Communiry responsibiliry.
Our good friend, Mrs Barbarella, is writing a reporr
for the Committee on Agriculture on national aids,
and she has nored thar in 1978 they amounted to 13.5
thousand million European units of account, as com-
pared with Communiry aids of 5.9 thousand million
units of account.
Moreover, Mr President, we also know that some
Mem[er States pay more, much more, rhan others in
respect of national aids to agriculture. I have here
some figures for 1980 which show that in the Nether-
lands national aids amounred to some 700 ECU per
hectare, compared with about 250 ECU per hectarC in
France, and only 120 ECU per hectare in Germany
and 70 ECU per hectare in Britain.
There is in fact, Mr President, a disdnct co-relation
berween the level of national aids to agriculture in a
given Member State and the size of its agricultural
outpur and, therefore, the size of im profim from rhe
Community's budget.
Dare one say that cenain Member States deliberately
manipulate narional aids so as [o maximise national
agricultural outpur, whose disposal they know will
l,ri to be financed by orhers through the Communiry
budget?
So, Mr President, let us hear no more about the rena-
tionalizadon of the CAP; let us have some recognition
insrcad of the way in which the Commissiont pro-
posed new agricultural own resources' tax could
strengrhen the Communiry character of rhe CAp by
obliging those Member Stares who abuse the present
system to face up to the real costs of their payments of
national aids rc agriculture.
Mr President, I said that we are faced with two differ-
entppproaches rc the solution of the problem of budg-
etary_imbalances. My group favours that adopted by
the Commission. Indeed, it would prefer it-to the
alternative approach which seems to be developing in
the Council, rhe approach which addresses the prob-
lem. primarily through financial and budgerary
mechanisms of the kind with which we have become
familiar since the Dublin Agreement of 1975.
Since these ideas for budgetary ceilings, for special
maximum rates, and for that new French phrase
'1cr|tement des soldes'- a new French phrase for that
old French poliry of juste retour 
- 
do rrot feature
explicitly in the Green Paper, it would not be appro-
priate for me ro say more about them at this stage.
Let me only say this about them, Mr President. The
reason why they are artractive in rhe Council is pre-
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cisely the reason why we in the Parliament should be
suspicious of them: for by dealing with the problem of
budgetary imbalance exclusively as a financial-prob-
lem, they tackle only the symprcms of our malady 
-and
they leave undisurbed the policies which are its fun-
damental cause.
And, Mr President 
- 
I conclude 
- 
as far as this
group is concerned, there can be no solution to the
budgit problem, least of all a solution which involves
*ori 
-on.y for the Communiry budget, until those
policies havi been brought under control and rendered
more cost effective.
(Applause)
says in the 'Green Paper' 
- 
that it has not yet Pre-
sented proposals, and instead Presents us for the ump-
rcenth time with statements and memoranda.
The second point on which we thought it necessary
for Parliament to make its position absolutely clear 
-
and I emphasize'clear', Mr President 
- 
is the proPo-
sal contained in the'Green Paper'for an agricultural
levy to reduce the impact of expenditure in this sector
on the overall budget. \7e think that the Commission
is attempting, by means of this proposal, to defuse the
drifting mine that is the CAP, as far as the Community
budgei is concerned. From some points of view this
attempt may even appear a clever one, even though, in
ou, uie*, it provides no solution m certain national
situations of imbalance, seeing that the resulm that
might be obained by the cross-section of parameters
proposed by the Commission could, in the extreme,
proue usel.is in furthering the aims that it is intended
to achieve.
Apan from this we believe, however, that the Commis-
sion's proposal is very dangerous, because it under-
mines a number of imponant principles of the Com-
munity and, on the other hand, does not appear in-any
way to provide solutions to the basic problems of the
.o--on agricultural policy, which cannot be dealt
with through the budget but must be ackled by mak-
ing well-considered alterations to Community regula-
tions, so as to absorb, on a lasting basis, the surpluses
that are at the root of excessive agricultural expendi-
ture.
It seems to us also 
- 
and this is very important 
- 
that
with this proposal we would still remain caught up in
the 'debits and credits' machinery of the Member
States, the 'net conribution' machinery that the Euro-
pean Parliament has instead said many times over it
wants to get rid of. Taken overall, Mr President 
-
and I am about to finish 
- 
sre are unable to avoid the
impression that the absence of any answers to the rwo
qulstions that I have indicated conceals, in fact, a cer-
tiin ambiguity 
- 
in other words, there is a desire in
some way to make any increases in own resources
dependent on the acceptance of a reduction in agricul-
tural expenditure or, going a stage further, the aim is
simply to reduce agricultural expenditure.
In our view, these two processes must go hand in
hand.
Because, therefore, of this lack of clarity that we find
in the interim repon of the Committee on Budgets, we
shall abstain from voting on this document.
Mrs Scrivener (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, my dear
colleagues, in thanking Mr Arndt for the speed with
which he has produced his report, I should like to
express our surprise at the form that it has taken.
Some weeks ago the Commission presented to us a
Green Paper in which it envisaged a number of
hypotheses for the future financing of the Community.
IN THE CHAIR: MR ESTGEN
Vce-President
Mrs Barbarella (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr President, as has
akeady been pointed out, Mr Arndt's repon has not
taken up any position on the Commission's 'Green
Paperl but simply asks for an analysis in greater detail
and more information.
In our view it would be difficult to reject Mr Arndt's
requests, some of which seem sufficiently obvious to
us whilst others 
- 
I think 
- 
will be very difficult to
meet. But it also seems totally inadequate to us to res-
trict Parliament's contribution 
- 
even though this is
only an interim stage 
- 
to simple requests for infor-
mation on basic questions, regarding which it is not so
essendal to have further technical clarification as it is
to take clear political decisions.
There are, in our view, two points on which Parlia-
ment should have given clear answers to the Commis-
sion, instead of asking for information.
The first concerns the question of increasing the Com-
munity's own resources. It is true that the European
Parliament's position has been stated many times, but
we think it not without political significance to
emphasize again, today, Parliament's decision in
favour of an increase in the rate of VAT.
In the 'Green Paper' the Commission maintains that
for the immediate future VAT mus[ remain the back-
bone of the financial independence of the EEC. In our
view, therefore the Commission should be urged most
emphatically to present immediately concret€ ProPo-
sali on the amount of increase in VAT and the rel-
evant procedures, and should at the same dme be
remindid, Mr President, of its serious delays, for
which there is absolurcly no excuse. It is in fact sur-
prising 
- 
if the Commission is convinced of what it
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The Commission was no doubt expecring 
- 
with jus-
tification 
- 
rhar Parliament would express specific
views on the various possible courses. Rathei than
state its opinion, Parliament has to a degree shirked its
responsibilides by doing no more than ask the Com-
mission a series of questions, even though we know 
-and this point has nor yer been made as far as I am
aware 
- 
thar rhe answers will be given after the Com-
mission has presented its concrere proposals for the
financing arrangemenm. One may well ask whether
this is not a totally absurd situation.
One thing at least is cenain: this is not an interim
report, since logic demands that such a repon would
have to be followed up by a final repon drawn up in
the light of the Commission's replies. One of -our
amendments accordingly calls for deledon of the word
'interim' from the first paragraph of the motion for a
resolution.
Having been presented with this situation, we have
attempted to remodel this text ro some extent by
means of the series of amendments that we have
tabled. \7e have thoughr it best to concenffate on reaf-
firming rwo.imponanr principles, the effect of which
in pracdce is to provide the Commission wirh the
framework within which ro formularc its proposals.
The first of rhese is the rejection of any method of
financing which would lead to a return io the use of
national contributions, which would set us back sev-
eral years. This is also why we cannor suppon para-
graphT, which could give the impression that parlia-
ment accepts a ceiling on agriculrural expendirure.
The second is the rejecdon 
- 
often repeared by us 
-of any solution involving reference in one form or
another rc the juste retour concepr. This makes it clear
that some of rhe suggestions proposed by the Commis-
sion cannot be accepted.
The nexr point that we make is thar it is essential, in
our view, to refer explicidy to Parliamenr,s conclusion
- 
reached in 1981 
- 
that raising the VAT ceiling
above the 1% limit is still the mosr appropriate solu-
tion for the shon rerm, in political, institutional and
administrative rerms. Indeed, the Commission comes
to a similar assessmenr of the situation in its own
document.
Finally, there are rwo more specific amendmenm
whose purpose is to take the rcndentious tone out of
the questions concerned. Mr President, my dear col-
leagues, we accordingly invite the Commisjion to sub-
mit its proposals in the light of these points.
As for voting on this motion for a resolution, we shall
be able ro supporr. it only if the Liberal Group,s
amend^ments are adopted, otherwise we cannor agree
to it, for the various reasons of form and substance
that I have just outlined.
Mr_ Ansquer (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr Presidenr, my dear
colleagues, this debate marks the staning-point of cru-
cial deliberations on the future of the Communiry. Mr
ArndCs repon has the merit of raising the vital isiue of
the future financing of the Communiry, bur it unfor-
tunately does so very ineptly.
'!7e genuinely welcome rhe opponunity to discuss this
most imporranr issue, at a rime when the schedule for
enlargement is becoming clearer while on rhe orher
hand own resources are running out. However, .we
find it unacceptable that the debaie should centre on a
questionnaire from rhe Parliament to the Commission,
'since the problems involved are so far-reaching that
they cannot be dealt with according to the sirictly
budgetary approach adopred by the -Arndt report in
order to identify and even circumscribe them. Our
main objection, however, is to the line taken by the
rapPorteur.
\flhat is Mr Arndt proposing when he asks for a per-
centage figure for agricultural expenditure as a pro-
ponion of the overall budget corresponding to a well-
balanced budget? The rapponeur ij in faci proposing
the.imposition of a ceiling on agricultural expenditurl
and.its corollary, panial renationalization oi agricul-
tural expendirure, the effect of which would be t dis-
mantle the common agricultural policy. The budget is
not the proper medium for making oi unmaking-poli-
cres.
Do you nor agree, my dear colleagues, that, on the
contrary, Europe's progress must be based on the
acquis communautaire. Yes, we accept thar improve-
ments are needed in the machinery of rhe common
agricultural policy. Bur. new policies cannor be built on
the ruins of the common agricultural poliry.
Mr President, my dear colleagues, this House seems ro
be under some sorr of spell which makes ir automad-
cally think in terms of calling in question the common
agricultural policy and reducing agriculrural spending
whenever it discusses the future financing of tlre Com-
muniry, new policies, or remedies for budgetary imbal-
ances.
Mr ArndCs repon fails to avoid the trap of adopting
this malthusian approach inherited frorn the tvtandatl
of 30 May, as though other, bolder courses were nor
available. The Council musr have the courage to tackle
the.na.tional parliaments, and we say thisluite cate-
g_orically. The solutions lie in a modeiate raiiing of the
Communiry VAT ceiling and in the creation -of n.*
evolutionary resources which are broadly based but
have only a very limited impact on the consumer, such
as a tax.on energy consumption. !7e should be explor_
ing such possibilities if we inrcnd to find 
"pp.op.i"r.constructive answers to the problem of the future
financing of the Communiry.
Mr President, my dear colleagues, we have made a
very careful study of Mr Arndr's report and find rhat it
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proposes a turning in, a turning back, whereas the
European Parliament has constantly reiterated its
determination to move the Community forward. This
is what we want to see, a reaffirmation by Parliament
of this dercrmination.
Mr Bonde (CDD. 
- 
@A) Mr President, I should
like to begin by asking the Commission wherher Agri-
culture Commissioner Poul Dalsager voted against the
Commission's Green Paper on the future financing of
the Communiry. I would also ask the Commissioner
for Agriculture to give a clear indication that he does
not inrcnd to sit as a Member of a Commission which
would have to pur forcrard concrete proposals on rhe
financing of the Communiq/s expenditure by the taxa-
tion of the Member States' agriculrural production.
You would have to look hard to find the like of such
arbitrariness! \[hy penalize the people who produce
the food for our daily sustenance? lVhy penalize the
people who, to stan with, have incomes far below the
average? Vhy penalize the Danish farmers, who today
only earn half of what they earned in the days when
they dreamt of the high prices within rhe EEC? Vhy
penalize rhe countries which have sunk billions of
investment capital in agricultural production in order
to become stable food suppliers, when those countries
would have drawn far greater benefir from investment
in industry? Vhy penalize rhose countries which, by
investing in agricultural production, have from the
outset taken on a heavy burden of foreign exchange
and employment problems, whereas by investing in
industry they would have achieved a much greater
return in terms of foreign exchange and employment?
Rather than tax counrries according to their agricul-
tural production, it would have made much better
economic sense to tax rhem according to their indus-
trial production. In thar connection I would ask the
Commission to supply precise figures indicating, for
example, the advantage to 'S7'esr Germany in having
duty-free access to the markets of the other counr,ries,
ro 'West German firms in being able tu buy up the
firms of other countries, of the advantages involved in
being able to butcher Danish production undenakings
and turn them inro trading companies selling, for
example, goods produced in Germany. The whole
argument over who is a net beneficiary and who is a
net contributor rests on false premises, because only a
very small proporrion of the countries'advantages and
disadvantages can be read from the budget. Denmark,
for example, has 40/o of the EEC's agricultural prod-
uction, but we receive 8% of the expon refunds.
Export support goes into the budget It is an advantage,
rc the EEC treasury that Danish farm products can be
sold in third countries rarher than end up on r,he Com-
munity's surplus mountains, but for Denmark the
economic advantage would be exactly the same if
instead we sold the produce ro orher EEC countries. It
would most certainly be a disadvantage to the Com-
munity treasury, but Denmark would come out of the
muddled net-values discussion as a ner contriburcr
rather than a net beneficiary and thus be in a much
stronger position to meet the agricultural punitive
expedidon which is now apparently on the way.
\7hile contribucions to and receipts from the Com-
munity budget do not give an indicarion of the advan-
tages and disadvantages overall, the annual figures
may possibly say somerhing about che trend in advan-
tages and disadvantages .In 1982 we got out 1 41 5 mil-
lion kroner more than we paid in. In 1978 we gor our
4 355 million kroner more. At consranr prices there-
fore Denmark's so-called exchange advantage had
fallen by 1982 to one-fifth of what it was in 1978. And
when the Communiry is extended ro include new
Member Sates, Denmark, according to this method of
assessment, will change its status from that of net ben-
eficiary to that of a net contributor, and that will hap-
pen even sooner if the Commission succeeds in cutting
back the level of supporr paymenrc and in introducing
taxation on agricultural production. But since the
Commission has now singled our the farmers as the
taxpayers, I would suggesr that assessments be pre-
pared for tax rystems based on trading surpluses or on
even more arbiuary criteria, such as the number of
people who wear berets, tartan ties or brown leather
shorts and braces.
Mr Pesmazoglou (NI). 
- 
(GR) Mr P.resident, I
would like to say rhar I agree with the direction taken
by Mr Tugendhat in his speech and with his technical
analysis, and straight away this leads me to make three
observations.
Firstly, that it is very difficult to place a value on rhe
benefit each country derives from the European Com-
municy, and that therefore rhe persistent assessment of
national balances with regard to rhe budget is not a
sure guide. On the contrary, I believe that the econ-
omically powerful countries reap grear benefits from
the Community, even though they make large contrib-
utions and are in deficit in the sense that they pay our
more than they recoup. This is a basic trurh which I
think we should always bear in mind.
My second observation is thar an increase in the Com-
muniry's own resources is absolutely essential. In con-
sequence, we should not link this wirh orher marrers
which must be considered as being, so to speak, at a
preparatory stage. If the Community is to respond in
full to its mission, it is essential that its budget be tre-
bled, and this is what we should be aiming for. If we
do not raise the budget from around O.7o/o of the
Community's overall domestic product to around
2.50/o, it will be impossible for it to fulfil its mission.
Such an increase is dictared by the inrerests and needs
of our peoples.
My third observation is as follows: I do not think it is
procedurally possible for us ro come to complete
agreement about all of the policies which will be
implemented by the Communiry. There are some gen-
eral lines of poliry where we all agree 
- 
I will not
lI
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mention them. The common agricultural poliry must
be retained and national aids must be cut back and
eventually srcpped. Of course, the agricultural poliry
needs modifying, and here I want to stress the great
imponance we Greeks attach to the bolstering of
Communiry preference for Medircrranean products.
But there is also a need for the regional policy rc be
strengthened, and this is related to matrcrs of that son.
Vhat is panicularly necessary, however, is for the
Communiry's own resources to be increased, and I
think the lines of approach presented today by
Mr Tugendhat are in accordance with our own
thoughts and aspiradons.
Mr Protopapadakis (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President,
the programme put forward by the Commission in the
so-called Green Paper paves the way for interesting
developments in the Communiry. Putting aside its
advantages and shoncomings, I want to express doubt
about whether the administrative mechanism of the
Commission is capable of implementing such a Pro-
gramme. I think it is necessary from today onwards for
the Commission to embark on a monumental effon to
cast off the laxity which characterizes it. First of all it
must apply to itself the financial discipline which it
seeks from Member States in the Green Paper. I have
put down an amendment rc this effect. If the Commis-
sion does not put im house in order so that it can react
promptly and effectively to the needs of Europe, then
- 
to use a biblical metaphor 
- 
the Green Paper will
become a green patch on a worn-out grey cloak and
will not win the support of the people of Europe.
The citizen who pays, who gives money out of what
he earns by his labour, wants in return stability and
hope, and for these rc be realized we must stan first of
all with the Commission itself by putting right its
administrative mechanism.
Mr Baillot (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, this is not
the first time that we have discussed the financing of
the Community in this House, but on this occasion it
is a panicularly serious matter as Europe sands at the
crossroads. There may not be enough resources to
finance new common policies, let alone enlargement.
The time has therefore come for a fresh stan, on a
new, more realistic and healthier basis. The institu-
rional stampede which dominated the debate on the
Spinelli report on own resources in January 1981 is no
longer topical. Moreover, the repon of the Committee
on Budgets is much more cautious and balanced: it
does not propose solutions, but asks questions of the
Commission. It is true that clarification is called for on
some points, if only to dispel the vagueness of the
Green Paper, and on behalf of the French Communist
and Allied Members, I should like to ask a few ques-
tions and express cenain misgivings.
First of all, I see that the Commission gives no under-
aking on the ending of the financial compensation
granted to the United Kingdom, which must be ended.
At the same time, clarification of what constitutes an
'unacceptable situation' is needed. Can the process of
European unification be assessed purely in terms of
budget transfers? Only if a basis for calculating net
contributions can first be agreed.
'!7hat is the justification for allocating customs duties
and levies to the Member State where they are col-
lected, when the place collection is not necessarily the
place of consumption? It may be easy to calculate the
balance of costs and benefits of membership of the
Community in budgetary terms but, as Mr Tugendhat
acknowledges, it is harder, if not impossible, to mea-
sure the economic and Social advantages or disadvan-
tages. There are other factors, such as trade, capital
flows and the common commercial poliry, which are
difficult to quantify but none the less fundamental
aspecff of membership of the Communiry.
To quote one example, the Federal Republic of Ger-
many complains that it is a net contributor to the
Community budget of over 10 billion ECU, or five
times the amount of im net contribution.
The Commission has rc take account of all these
aspects and propose a fair financial mechanism which
takes account of the need for solidarity with the least
favoured regions and the least prosperous countries
while at the same dme making no special cases, and we
are forced to the conclusion that this is not the course
plotted by the proposals in the Green Paper.
Of the various possible mechanisms, the Commission
clearly prefers taxation of Member States according to
the size of agriculture as a proportion of the national
economy, since it also envisages a correctinB factor to
be applied to the poorer agricultural countries. It is not
difficult to work out who will be paying, by a process
of elimination. Ve wish to make it clear at this stage
that France would undoubtedly be among the coun-
tries having to bear most of the cost. According to our
calculations 
- 
for what they are wofth 
- 
if this
method had been introduced in 1983, France would
have had rc pay an exra five billion francs into the
Community budget (* 250/o), whereas the contribu-
tions of the United Kingdom and the Federal Republic
of Germany would have been reduced by four billion
and six billion francs respectively. !7e believe that this
proposal from the Commission marks a serious depar-
ture from Community principles and should therefore
be rejected. It entails a return to national contributions
and is out of keeping with the spirit of the rules for the
financing of the Community as set fonh in the deci-
sion of 21 April 1970 on the own-resources system.
Despite the claims made by certain ill-intentioned per-
sons, we do not see the budget as a fund for financial
redisribution among Member States, but are in favour
of the development of new common policies as long as
they are not introduced at the expense of the CAP, in
other words on the backs of the farmers, whom those
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same ill-disposed persons would readily consign to the
dole queues.
There is in fact no need to wait for new resources
before introducing new policies. A real impact can be
achieved through the promotion of industrial coopera-
tion or the strenghtening of commercial policy without
rncurnng maror costs.
In conclusion, we also note that certain appropriations
readily approved by Parliamenr are underutilized or
not spent at all, and this in our view leads to consider-
able waste, which is difficult to understand at such a
time of budgeary austerity.
'!7ith your permission, Mr President, may I apologize
to the interpreters for the speed at which I have had to
speak in order to get through what I had rc say.
Mr Mouchel (DEP). (FR) Mr President, as
Mr Ansquer has just said, we welcome the opportunity
of a debate on the financing of the Community, a vital
matter, although the approach adopted in Mr Arndt's
report is most questionable, as Mrs Scrivener has
observed. Since we now have this debate, I should like
to make a few comments on the aspects which concern
the agricultural sector.
There is talk of a ceiling on agricultural expendirure
and a tax on the total value of agricultural output or
the value of agricultural products in which there is a
structural surplus. In other words, yet another blow to
the only real policy that we have in the Community,
the common agricultural policy.
In the debate on the general budget for 1983, we were
akeady being rcld tha[ resources for combating unem-
ployment would have to be found by cutting EAGGF
appropriations. In the debate on future solutions to the
budget problem and introduction of new policies, we
are nour being told that it will be necessary to scale
down if not dismantle the common agricultural policy
in order to release the necessary resources. However,
if we deduct from the EAGGF budget all those things
with which Community farmers have no connection,
such as the derogations from Community preference,
cenain trade agreements and food aid, actual agricul-
tural expenditure accounts for barely 45% of the
budget, whereas at the same time Community prefer-
ence is flourcd.
The Commission stubbornly refuses to propose raxa-
tion ofvegetable oils and fats, even rhough not all sup-
plies are imponed from developing countries. I would
remind you, moreover, that when I presented my
report on the fixing of farm prices, which was adopted
by Parliament, there v/erc those who protested at the
cost, and I did indeed propose cenain forms of
expenditure, but I also called for revenues through the
introducdon of a tax on oils and fats.
'S/hat is the purpose of this latest arrck on the common
agricultural policy? Renationalization of agriculture,
which, without the shadow of a doubt, would be a big
scep towards the destruction of what Europe is sup-
posed rc symbolize. If that is indeed the aim, it would
be better if it were spelt out, because then we would
really know where we stood in this debate. I am
delighrcd that the Commission has stated clearly in its
Green Paper that the continued role of VAT in the
gathering of Community resources is acceptable.
Nevenheless, the Commission should make clear pro-
posals in specific, unequivocal terms for raising the
1% ceiling. This is urgent.
Finally, when the Commission brings its detailed pro-
posals to us, it should indicare a framework containing
the basis for a settlement of the issue of the Unircd
Kingdom's contributions. This matrcr must be
resolved and my group will give careful consideration
to all porcndal solutions, as long as they do not jeo-
pardize the very principles on which the Community is
founded and the only common poliry that we have,
the common agricultural policy, which my group will
continue to defend.
Mr Lange (Sl, Chairman of the Committee on Budgets.
- 
(DE) Ladies and gendemen, may I make a few fur-
ther comments. I get the impression in this debate that
some Members are pretending that the repon pre-
sented by Mr Arndt on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets can be equated with decisions. '$7e have been
modest enough merely rc request further demils from
the Commission. !7e have drawn no conclusions, and
I must ask the Commissioner to give us this informa-
tion and not to let the impression of obstructionism
persist. This is a tendenry which has been evident in
the Commission for years. Mr Commissioner, Vice-
President Tugendhat, be kind enough ro provide
information even on marters on which, to judge by
your statement today, you believe you cannot give
such information. I describe this as a srrategy and
policy of obstruction.
Unfortunately we have reached a srage in the Com-
munity's development at which it is impossible to rcll
whether the Community will still be intacr tomorrow
or the next day. \flhat has slowly evolved at this stage
is a growing rcndency in all parts of the Communiry
towards protectionism, towards narional self-protec-
tion, a growing tendency to regard the Communiry as
merely a clearing house as far as finance is concerned.
So far, the Member States and the Council have still
not done what Parliament has asked for again and
again: make it clear what policies the Community can
pursue, what policy areas the Community can take
over, what poliry areas must be financed by the Com-
munity and the Member States jointly and what areas
the Member States should continue to be responsible
for alone. If in future we wanr ro pursue a sensible
financial and budgetary poliry on the basis of a sensi-
ble general policy, then the finances available rc the
r.l
Ir
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Community must be used reasonably and radonally,
irrespective of the individual areas of policy.
(Appkuse)
Ve cannot afford to throw money out of the window,
especially not in the present situation.
One of the Commission's most important tasks is to
ensure the reasonable and rational use of Communiry
resources by formulating the appropriate legal bases.
The Commission has the right of initiative in respect
of legislation, and if any results at all are to be
achieved, it must also make proposals 
- 
whether it
suits some people or not 
- 
which are compatible with
the Treaties and do not vinually annual pans of the
Treaties, as has unfonunately been the case over the
years in consequence of a cenain poliry.
I would advise the Commission to muster the neces-
sary courage to do this. Then you will have us on your
side and then we will be able jointly to convince the
Council and possibly even the Member States' govern-
ments of our case.
Every Member State knows that it cannot survive
without the Community. The growing protectionism,
the growing national egoism, the growing tendency
towards a clearing house 
- 
the jaste retour idea 
-would damage the Community, kill the Community
and create considerable political difficuldes for each
individual Member State were this trend to continue
unchecked.
Since we know this, it is our dury to counteract it,
even if the individual states are not entirely in favour
but think they can push their national egoism even fur-
ther. They should in fact be unmasked by public dis-
cussion. For otherwise policies would no longer be
pursued by Europeans but by people thinking on the
basis of national categories.
Any security we still have today would then be halved,
[o say the least. I want to warn you against such
rends. Ve have all experienced them in Europe.
Think of the period from 1933 to 7945. Ve should do
our utmost to prevent economic and social difficulties
which we do not manate to cope with from leading to
political developments which put us in situations such
as those we had to experience, tolerate and suffer in
the second third of this century. Some people in this
Chamber may even have been actively involved in
them. This must be prevented under all circumstances,
and that is our advantage when we try to counteract
such trends in national sectors and national govern-
ments. Then there will be a chance for the Community
to continue to evolve.
(Applause)
Mr Tugendhet, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-Mr President, I agree profoundly with the speech
which Mr Lange made about the dangers facing
Europe. Indeed, I was struck by the number of
speeches from Members of several nationalities which
were based on national balances and the juste retour.
People from a number of surprising nationalities made
speeches like that this morning. I must only say to Mr
Lange and Mr Arndt that I have provided all the infor-
mation that I am able to provide on behalf of the
Commission at this stage and that I have tried to be as
comprehensive as possible. The proposal, which I
assure the House we will make, will, I hope, satisfy the
House that at least it contains the necessary back-
ground, even if people do not actually like it, although
I hope they will. I can assure the House that our pro-
posals will be in accordance with our duty to be guar-
dians of the Treaty as well as developers of the Com-
muniry.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting time.
(The sitting was suspended at 1.05 p.m. and resumed at 3
P.m.)1
IN THE CFIAIR: MRS DE MARCH
Vce-President
5. Qaestion Time
President. 
- 
The next item is the second pan of
Question Time (Doc. l-116/83): questions to the
Commission.
As the author is not present, Question No 46 will be
answered in writing.2
Question No 47 by Mr Gontikas, for whom Mr Gero-
kostopoulos is deputizing (H-622 / 82) :
Mr N. Keramidas was recruited on 15 lune 1977
as a member of the local staff and has worked
continuously until now; as the repons from his
superiors in his personal file indicate, his work
was considered first-class. His contract was termi-
nated by the Commission as from I January 1983
without any reason being given.
Can the Commission state why Mr Keramidas was
dismissed since at the same time four more offi-
I Topical and urgent debate (objections): see Minutes.2 See Annex II.
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cials are being recruited as well as a large number
of hourly-paid workers?
Mr Burke, Member of the Commission. 
- 
This is a
matter which is presently being lidgated before the
Greek courts. Accordingly, the Commission does not
feel in a position to comment on ir.
Mr Gerokostopoulos (PPE). 
- 
(GR) I understand
the Commissioner's reservation. However, notwith-
standing this, I feel that he ought to reply to cenain
questions which are not relared to rhe litigation taking
place in the Greek courts. For instance, I would like to
know if the Commission is aware that the remporary
employee engaged to replace Mr Keramidas, abour
whom the question was asked, has lower qualifications
than Mr Keramidas, who has a docrorate from the
University of Graz, whereas his successor has only a
high school leaving cenificate?
I would also like to know if Mr Keramidas was barred
from a competitive examination for rhe posr on rhe
pretext that he did not have the requisite experience,
even though he had worked for five years in the Com-
mission's Information Office.
Mr Burke. 
- 
I am aware of the matrer raised in the
first part of the supplementary quesrion. I am affraid
that, for [he reasons given in my original answer, I am
not in a position to go any further into the matter. It is
not a question of any discounesy ro the House, it is
simply the usual practice in cases which are before the
court.
President. 
- 
Since they deal with the same subject, I
call
- 
Question No 48 by Mr Moreland (H-597 /82):
As at least one Member State has made it clear
that it cannot accept the Commission's proposals
if the maximum allowable gross weight is 40 tons
and if certain axle weights are not altered, will the
Commission now propose a fresh direcdve either
in terms of a range of key weights and dimen-
sions, determined by what Member States are pre-
pared to accept, or in the form of model rules
rather than a mandatory requirement?
and Quesdon No 82 by Sir James Scott-Hopkins (H-
lt / 83):
\Vhat additional resources does the Community
hope to be able to commir during 1983 in the UK
towards countering the adverse environmental
impact of the 38 tonne heavy lorry?
Mr Contogeorgis, Member of the Commission. 
-(GR) The Commission's proposal ro ser a maximum
limit of 40 tons on gross lorry weights in rhe Com-
munity follows the opinion expressed by Parliament. It
is intended as a compromise solution and represenm
what ii possible and realistic in the Communiry at
present. It represenr what is achieveable, given the
economic and technical arguments and from the
sandpoint of environmental protection. So, although
we recognize the difficulties to which the honourable
gentleman has referred, rhe Commission stands firm
on its proposal for a limir of 40 tons which is 
- 
as I
have said 
- 
in accordance with the opinion expressed
by Parliament. The Commission considers the har-
monization of lorry weights and dimensions to be an
imponant element in the common Eansporr policy.
Our proposal for a limit of 40 tons is currently before
the Council, and it is up to the Council to arrive at a
decision. As ever, of course, the Commission is willing
to offer all the help it can to bring abour an agreemenr.
Mr Moreland ,(ED).- \ftile I recognize rhe difficul-
ties that the Commission is labouring under with this
particular directive, does the Commissioner nor agree
with me that it now seems unlikely, to put it modestly,
that we shall have any agreement on the directive he
has put forward, which he described as a compromise
directive, and that therefore the Commission must
work for other solutions ro rhis knotty problem and
perhaps present rhose solutions ro rhe House?
Mr Contogeorgis. 
- 
(GR) The Commission's ori-
ginal proposal, which provided for a limit of 44 tons,
was the best for the Community from the economic
and technical poinrs of view and also from the envi-
ronmental smndpoint. Parliament came down in
favour of 40 tons. The Commission studied the views
of Parliament in depth and finally modified its original
proposal by setting a limit of 40 tons as a compromise
solution. Ve sand by our proposal, which is, as I have
said, in accordance with the almost unanimous view of
Parliament. Efforts will be made to find agreement in
the Council, and the Commission will provide every
possible assisance.
Sir James Scott-Hopkins (ED). 
- 
As the Commis-
sioner is aware, the United Kingdom has only gone up
to 38 tonnes, and he will have to accept that for the
moment.
'!flhat 
additional funds will he make available through
the Commission to deal with the environmenral impact
in the United Kingdom of going up ro even 38 tonnes,
which is quite considerable in view of the bridges and
the various bypasses of small villages that have to be
built?'lVhat can he do to help in that respecr? That is
the question I had put down, and I should be grateful
if he would answer it.
Mr Contogeorgrs. 
- 
(GR) The Commission's propo-
sal for the harmonization of lorry weights and dimen-
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sions in the Member States is designed to bring posi-
tive benefits to the Community in overall terms. Vith
specific reference to Great Britain, this was acknow-
ledged in the Armitage report which concluded that
the lorry weights and dimensions proposed by the
Commission will reduce environmental damage, while
the British state research body on road ransport mat-
rers, the TRRL, has recognized that the most impor-
tant factor with regard to the benefits accruing from
the proposed EEC vehicle weight limits is that Great
Britain will save 150 million pounds over the course of
ayear, mainly through savings on fuel.
The recent decision by the British government to raise
the maximum limit to 38.5 tons from the 32.5 tpns
previously in force is a move in the right direction, but
it falls shon of the Commission's proposal for an
upper limit of 40 tons. Even so, the five-axled lorries
- 
vehicles, that is, with five axles and a maximum
loading of 38 mns 
- 
which will be permitted in great
Britain from 1 May 1983 cause 150/o less wear to roads
and bridges than the four-axled 32.5 tonners currently
in use. Furthermore, the British government has esti-
mated that with this change the number of aniculated
vehicles required to transport the present level of
goods will fall by 10V0, something which will certainly
bring overall economic and environmental benefits.
In view of all this, I think that the honourable gentle-
man will agree that the situation is not such that the
introduction of a Communiry measure is adversely
affecting one particular member counrry 
- 
a situation
in which, of course, it would be proper for us to exam-
ine the possibility of providing Communiry funds to
offset the harm caused.
By way of indication I would like to point out the fol-
lowing faca. Studies carried out show that the road
wear coefficient of the four-axled 32.5 ton vehicles
currently in use in Great Britain is 9.5. The five-axled
40 ton lorries allowed for in the Commission's propo-
sal have a road wear coefficient of 6.9. The 38 ton
five-axled lorries permitted by the recent British
governmenr decison have a coefficient of 8 .3. This lat-
ter figure is greater than that for the lorries allowed
for in the Commission's proposal, though it is lower
- 
and this constitutes progress 
- 
than that for the
lorries currently in use in Great Britain.
Sir James Scott-Hopkins (ED). 
- 
Madam President,
on a point of order, I beg leave to give notice that that
is a totally unaccepnble answ'er, and I shall raise it
again at alater date in more stringent form.
President. 
- 
You have a perfect right to do so,
Sir James.
Mr Lomas (S). 
- 
Vould the Commission not agree
that although there may be savings in cost and conse-
quent increases in profit for commercial enterprises
concerned in ffansport, the 200/o inciease in weight of
the already heavy juggernaus that come thundering
through the streets and roads of our country would
have a devastating effect on the environment and on
the people who have to suffer this in those areas?
Mr Contogeorgis. 
- 
(GR) As I said before, the envi-
ronment will benefit because there will be fewer lorries
on the roads, less fuel will be used and the probability
of accidents will be reduced. On the other hand roads
and bridges will not suffer damage, because the load is
spread over more axles and thus the road wear coeffi-
cient is lower.
(Mr Seal askedfor thefloor)
President. 
- 
On this question I have already given the
floor to two Members from the same group.
Mr Seal (S).- Madam President, perhaps you could
explain to us your arbitrary decisions on who is going
to speak and who is not, and give the Members of this
House a fair chance to commenc on various things.
Heavy lorry weights are .very imponant to my own
and to other constituencies, and for you not to even
bother looking at who is putting up their hands is just
not good enough.
President. 
- 
My dear colleague, people simply have
to fall in with the modus oioendi that we have worked
out for ourselves. Vhenever I take the Chair as Vice-
President, I always insist on it, as the Rules of Proce-
dure of our Parliament require me to do.
Yesterday we had a Question Time where the same
problems were created for Lady Elles. It has been
agreed that we make the round of all the groups and
all the nationalities. Now the next Member down to
speak was of the same nationaliry and the same politi-
cal group as the provious speaker. Therefore I simply
cannot give him the floor.
Question No 49, by Mrs Ewing (H-731l82):
\7ill the Commission state what progress has been
made on fishery agreements with third countries
for 1983 following the Council's failure to con-
clude an agreement on a Com;non Fisheries
Policy before the lst ofJanuary 1983?
Mr Contogeotgis, Member of tbe Commission. 
-(GR) Since Mrs Ewing submitted her question, i.e.
since the end of last year, the Council has agreed upon
and ratified the common fisheries poliry and has
approved its main implementing provisions. It has also
approved the temporary implementing provisions for
1983 of the agreements which the Community has
signed with Norway, Sweden, the Faroe Islands and
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Spain. In addition, at the beginning of this year the
Community signed three-year fishery agreements with
Guinea-Bissau and Guinea Conakry.
Finally, I would like to inform Parliament that the
Commission is continuing its negotiations with Mauri-
tania and rhat it is proposed to begin negotiations on
fishery agreements with Equatorial Guinea and the
islands of the Caribbean.
Mrs Ewing (DEP). 
- 
Mry I congratulate the Com-
mission on its Lom6 efforu with Guinea-Bissau and
Mauritania? In the light of the debate held in this Par-
liament on the agreements with Scandinavian third
countries, where the date of July of this year is signifi-
cant, may I also ask for an assurance that no more
quotas will be given to Scandinavian countries? \7ith
regard to Spain, may I ask for an assurance that it is
made plain to Spain that there is no room in the Nonh
Sea for them and that the best thing they can do, with
our assistance, is to negotiate with \7est African coun-
tries ?
Mr Contogeorgis. 
- 
(GR) \7ith regard to the Scandi-
navian countries I would like to say that for 1983 our
relations and the quotas Branted 
- 
in terms of baner,
of course 
- 
have been settled. In the case of Spain we
have a long-term association agreement, in the frame-
work of which we have also settled matters for 1983.
There remains the question of negotiations of Spain's
accession to the Community. The Commission has
prepared its negotiating position on this and is mindful
of the fishery sector interests of the whole Community
as well as of the Community's more general interests
in respect of its enlargement.
Mrs Ewing (DEP). 
- 
I regret to say that the Com-
missioner did not answer the question about Spanish
access to the Nonh Sea, a question I have been putting
for five years in this House and that no Commissioner
has as yet answered.
Is it not time that nre got more than a statement to the
effect that they are negotiating? Could we get this
assurance? There is no room for the Spaniards in the
Nonh Sea!
Mr Kirk (ED). 
- 
(DA) Following on from what Mrs
Ewing has just said, may I ask the Commission
whether we should not be talking about reciprocal
fishery agreements, that is, agreements meaning that
the Community gives something and gets something in
return ?
Mr Contogeorgis. 
- 
(GR) Concerning our relations
with Spain in this period, that is, in the period prior to
Spain's accession to the Community, I repeat that
these are regulated by the five-year framework agree-
ment, on the basis of which the fishing quotas for each
side are fixed annually.
The quotas for 1983 have been fixed 
- 
just as they
were fixed in 1982 
- 
and they do not provide for any
Spanish access to the Nonh Atlantic. For next year,
for 1984, there will be new contacts and fresh negotia-
tions with the Spanish side.
Mrs Ewing (DEP). 
- 
It is very tedious and boring,
but the Commissioner just will not answer this ques-
tion. It is quite a simple question about Spain's access
rc the Nonh Sea. Could we not just simply have an
answer to it and get the matter dealt with one way or
the other?
President. 
- 
Mrs Ewing, you have already put the
question and the Commissioner has replied. In fact,
you have put the question three times. Members will
have taken note of this, as does also the Chair.
Mr Marshall (ED).- I would like to raise a more
legitimate point of order than Mrs Ewing. !7hen Mr
Seal raised the question of supplementaries to Ques-
tion No 48, you said that there had been two from a
particular group in the same language and that you
would not therefore allow a third person to speak. But
if you look at the two people who spoke, one was Mr
Moreland, who was asking a supplementary question
to Question No 48, and the other was Sir James
Scott-Hopkins whose question had been linked with
Question No 48. He asked Question No 82 and he
was asking a supplementary to that question. Surely it
is wrong that no member of the group who had not
actually put a question down was allowed to ask a
question, panicularly when heavy lorries are a very
important issue in many of our constituencies. I would
like to invite the Commissioner to come and see the
impact of heavy lorries when he is in London next
monrh.
President. 
- 
Members will have realised that this was
not a point of order but a speech, which, however, we
did not want to interrupt. Once and for all, however, I
think that during Question Time we must respect the
provisions of the Rules of Procedure in regard to sup-
plementary quesdons and also liscen to the answers
given by the Commissioner.
Sir James'Scott-Hopkins (ED). 
- 
pursuanl to Rule
45(1) I would like to request an hour's debate on
Question No 82 at the end of Question Time. I have
five colleagues here who support my request.
President. 
- 
Sir James, we shall decide on that when
Question Time is over.
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As the authors are not present, Questions Nos. 50 and
51 will be answered in writing.l
Question No 52 by Mr Seal (H-786/82):
In view of the Commission decision to examine
each of the proposed 'employment zones' put for-
ward by che Belgian Government and to veto the
one proposed for Brussels, can it now be assumed
that Anicle 92 of the EEC Treaty will be used for
all Member States who set up 'employment
zones'?
Do all the British 'enterprise zones' give aid which
is considered compatible with Article 92 of the
EEC Treaty?
Vere the proposals for these British 'enterprise
zones' examined individually before they were
allowed to be established?
Are the Commission to examine any proposals to
give measures of aid to industry by a future British
Labour government to ensure that they too will be
compatible with Anicle 92 of the EEC Treaty?
Mr Andriessen, Member of the Commission. 
-(NL) The answer to your first question is 'yes', not
because the Commission felt that the Belgian govern-
ment-sponsored 'employment zones' were per se in-
fringing the Treaty but quite simply because every
form of Member State government aid m industry
must be reponed to and have the prior approval of the
Commission.
The answer to your second question is also 'yes'
because of the relatively limited nature and level of the
aid involved in the British industrial enterprise zones.
On your third question, as to whether the British
government's proposed indusrial enterprise zones
were inspected on an individual basis by the Commis-
sion at the time before being given the green light, I
can say that the Commission requested the British
government to submit its proposals for inspection.
Had there been any reason to question the validiry of
the aid granted to one or other zone, the Commission
would have invoked the generally accepted Com-
munity responsibility of the Member States.
Finally, as to whether the Commission intends to
examine aid accorded to industry by a future Labour
government in the United Kingdom for possible in-
fringements of Ardcle 92 of theTreaty of Rome, I feel
this rc be somewhat irrelevant, given the Commission's
impression that a future Labour governmen[ would be
in favour of withdrawal from the Communiry.
(Laughter 
- 
appkuse from tbe European Demotatic
Groap)
Mr Seal (S). 
- 
I am very glad to see that at last we
have got through to the Commission that the Labour
Party is serious about withdrawing from the Com-
muniry.
I do not, however, Madam President, intend to ask a
supplementary question, otherwise you might stop one
of my colleagues in the Socialist Group from doing so,
but I do consider the answers unsatisfactory.
Mr Megahy (S).- I was going to make the point that
Mr Seal made, but since he was kind enough to allow
me to speak, I will raise another poinr.
The answer to the last pan of the question cenainly
does seem to indicate that the Commission is expect-
ing a future Labour Government to withdraw, so I
should like to ask another hypothedcal question. If the
pressures on a future Labour Government were such
that they decided to remain within the Community,
what would have been the answer to Mr Seal's original
quesrion?
(Laughter)
Mr Andriessen, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(NL) It
had been abundantly clear to the Commission that the
Labour Pany in the United Kingdom had the conrin-
genry plans to which I have referred. In the evenr rhar
a future Labour government should find itself unable
to honour the commitment to withdraw from the
Community, I can only say [har the Commission
would treat a future Labour governmenr. in exactly rhe
same manner as it would any other British govern-
ment.
President. 
- 
As the authors are not present, Question
Nos 53 and 54 will be answered in writing.l
Question No 55 by Mr Lalor (H-532/82):
Vill the Commission state why it failed ro garher
any information on Member States expenditure
on coastal prorccrion projects over the last ren
years2 and will it now give assurances that it will
carry out this request so rhar an evaluation of this
problem can be fully seen ar Community level?
Mr Naries, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(DE) The
Commission takes the question of coastal prorecrion
very seriously. It is doing a lot of work on the subject.
May I draw special atrcncion ro our ecological map-
ping which will enable us ro determine the especially
exposed areas and the scale of the problems involved,
while also seeking possible solutions. I too have noted
with concern that rhese activiries are nor proceeding
I See Annex II.
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with as much speed as the Commission would wish. As
in many cases, shoflage of staff is the main reason for
the delays. One official, who can only perform this
task pan-time, is not sufficient.
As for Member States' expenditure on coastal protec-
tion projects, the Commission does not have an overall
picture because there are no complete national statisti-
cal surveys of this area of expendirure. I have akeady
pointed this out in my answer to Question 53/82 by
Mr Nyborg.
The quesdon of coastal prorcction as such and that of
aid measures mainly concerns regional policy. Prelimi-
nary studies have shown that coastal prorcction pro-
jects could be assisted by the European Regional
Development Fund where such projects make a sub-
stantial contribution to developing the infrastructure
of the regions in question.
A funher requirement for obtaining aid from this
Fund is that the project is based in one of the regions
which the Fund considers in need of aid and, lastly,
that, the Member States actually apply to the Commis-
sion and the Fund for such aid.
I hope I have thrown some light on this subject. For
rhe rest, I am sure that Mr Giolitti is quite willing to
discuss this matter in detail in the responsible com-
mittee, on the basis of the information and knowledge
at his disposal.
Mr Lalor (DEP). 
- 
It is normal at this point for the
Member to thank the Commissioner for his reply.
However, may I ask the Commissioner how he can
come in here to the House mday and absolutely refuse
to reply to the question that is being asked.
The question asked was: '\[ill the Commission state
why it failed to gather any information?' I referred to
a previous question, and in his reply on that previous
occasion Commissioner Narjes said: 'The Commission
does not have any information on Member States'
expenditure on coastal protection projects.' I asked
him today, why? His reply is that he has only one man
in his office working part-time on this type of thing,
and that apparently is his only explanation. I must ask
him if the Commission takes the Members of this Par-
liament in any way seriously, when he can give a reply
of this nature to a straighdorward question as to why
the Commission did not do any research on this. They
could have written a letter to the ten governments to
ask how much has been done. Not all the Member
Stares have coasts, so for some there is no problem in
that regard.
Surely it is not asking too much for parliamentarians
rc be able to ask the Commission such questions and
to expect to receive a more considered, more
thought-out and more proper reply?
Mr Narjes. 
- 
(DE) I am quite happy to repeat again
what seems to have escaped the honourable Member. I
expressly said that there are no national satistics giv-
ing the information he wants and that the Community
cannot therefore compile them or make an overall
comparative survey.
Funhermore I expressly stated that our official can
only deal with this matter on a half-day basis, which
implies that we cannot go from region to region, from
town to town, from province to province and contact
semi-public institutions or agricultral associations in
order m carry out our own researches. That is the situ-
ation. So I am rather taken aback at being reproached
with not having done what is necessary.
President. 
- 
Question No 55 by Mr Rogalla (H-
617 /82):1
How does the Commission account for the fact
that most people confuse the European Com-
munity with the Council of Europe and does the
Commission think it can improve its public rela-
tions in the Member States, and, if so, how?
Mr Natali, Vce-President of the Commission. 
-(IT) The Commission is aware that many European
citizens are not familiar with the institutional struc-
tures of the Community, although their value as a
whole is not underestimated. However, on the public
relations side, the Commission has always felt it to be
its duty to give emphasis to the Community as such, as
well as to its work and policies.
Obviously, when circulating information on these
matters, the role of the individual Institutions is pre-
sented in the light of their individual powers, duties
and responsibilities. The question of how the Institu-
tions of the Community function is thus only one item
- 
undoubtedly important 
- 
amongst several, with
regard to which the Commission is trying its hardest
to carry out a many-faceted and complex information
programme aimed at about 270 million people living in
the Europe of the Ten.
Mr Rogalla (S). 
- 
(DE) May I ask the Commis-
sioner where he thinks the main emphasis should lie in
this information activity, to ensure that this public
relations activity which, as he pointed out, concerns
the whole Community, also shows the cooperation
between the Commission and Parliament, i.e. the
cooperation between the motive force of Europe and
the directly elected Members? Secondly, I would ask
him rc give a few demils on the means of information
used and in panicular to indicate whether the Com-
mission intends, in the next few months, to prepare in
cooperation with the appropriate television studios in
I Former oral question without debate (0-124/82), con-
vened into a question for Question Time.
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the Member States, short films on the activities of the
European Community, which can be shown after news
broadcasts, that is, at useful dmes, and whether the
Commission considers this son of thing at all effecdve
and would, where appropriate, be prepared [o encour-
age it.
Mr Natali. 
- 
(/,7) Mr Rogalla has fired off a burst of
supplementary questions. I will endeavour to answer
them.
First: with regard to our public relations work,
obviously we emphasise the role and the function of
the Institutions of the Community, giving proper
imponance also to the work and function of Parlia-
ment.
Vith regard to the cost of this public relations work,
expenditure under this head is shown in the Com-
muniry budget; however, if Mr Rogalla so wishes, I
will supply him with exact details of the individual
items of expenditure.
As far as television is concerned, we are endeavouring
to work in conjunction with the European Broadcast-
ing Union to provide the maximum possible informa-
tion on the acdvities of the Community.
President. 
- 
I have two supplemenrary quesrions
down from Mr Aigner and Mr Habsburg, who belong
to the same group, the EPP, and are of the same
nadonaliry, so they will have to decide between rhem-
selves which of them pu$ the question.
Mr Habbburg (EPP). 
- 
(DE) He knows more about
it than I do!
Mr Aigner (EPP). 
- 
(DE) May I begin by thanking
Mr von Habsburg for giving me the floor. I hope he
will take the same opportuniry anorher rime.
Mrs President, Parliament instrucred our commitree to
carry out its own research. Ve will draw up a report
on the matter and, Mr Naali, we will then have an
opportunity to discuss the individual deails. But my
supplementary question is as follows: your answer
indicates that we have 39 information offices wirh a
considerable number of staff; if I remember rightly
there are 240 full-time officials, quite apan from local
staff. Do you not think it is time for the Commission
to instruct the information offices that especially when
unwarranted attacks are made on rhe Community in
the media, they should issue corrections as promprly as
possible?
I am always struck by the facr 
- 
and I am not just
saying this about the Federal Republic but also about
other Member Stares 
- 
rhat our information offices
seem to be asleep when such atacks are made on rhe
Community. There are justified attacks, but 900/o of
the attacks are unjustified. \7hy do our information
offices remain silent? Do you not think it is time for
you to issue a directive on the matter?
Mr Natali. 
- 
(17) \fle shall have the opponunity for
a full debate on the work of the information offices of
the Commission. As far as Parliamenr is concerned, I
do not intend m go into the work of im information
offices, because that is a matrer for Parliament itself.
\fle shall certainly be able during rhis debate to pin-
point any changes that should be made. Broadly
speaking, I think I can say that our.offices try to do
their best; there are undoubtedly occasions when
greater promptness would be of considerable import-
ance, and I should like to assure Mr Aigner that,
where such a sense of urgency is lacking, I will take
the necessary steps. I must, however, also say 
- 
and
Mr Aigner knows this 
- 
rhat we are often faced with
difficulties arising from the fact that, fortunately, the
mass media are independenr and may often mke no
notice of our news and our press releases.
Mr Davern (DEP). 
- 
\7ould the Commissioner
agree that there is a lack of transparency in Europe
where funds are concerned, that national governmenrs
very often keep these funds, and that the public is not
aware that these funds have been made available by
the European Communiry so rhar regional and local
authorities in many areas are only aware of the bare
fact that a sum of money has been granted?'!7ould the
Commissioner consider that transparency where funds
coming directly from the Commission to regional
authorities are concerned would be a better system of
promoting the European Community?
Mr Natali. 
- 
(17) !7e always give emphasis in our
publications to action of this kind by the Community.
It is one of our duties to send out information on such
action by the Communiry.
President. 
- 
As the authors are nor present, Ques-
tions Nos 57, 58 and 59 will be answered in writing.r
Question No 60 by Mr Flanagan (H-676/82):
In view of the considerable worldwide public con-
cern aroused by the death of seven people in the
Unircd States caused by a criminal act of poison-
ing resulting from the introduction of cyanide into
inadequately sealed bottles, does the Commission
intend to propose any safery measures such as the
obligatory sealing of all medicines, prescribed or
otherwise in the Communiry?
Mr Naries, Member of the Commission.- (DE) Aher
learning of the criminal act of poisoning by rhe intro-
I See Annex II.
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duction of cyanide into a painkiller widely used in the
United Sntes, the Commission immediately entered
into close conmct with the US Food and Drug Admin-
istration. In Europe there is usually no self-service
counter for buying medicines so that it would be far
more difficult rc perpetrate such a crime here. Never-
theless, this question will be discussed by the Com-
mittee on Proprietary Medicinal Products for Europe
set up pursuant to Directive No 751319. Ve cannot
give a precise ansvrer to the honourable Member's
question about practical Commission proposals for
appropriate European safery measures until we know
rhe resuls of that committee's deliberations.
Funhermore, the recent repon about the poisoning of
orange juice in the medical faculty of a German univ-
ersity is shocking evidence of the fact that there is no
absolute protection against attacks of this kind, which
are usually the work of terrorists and can extend to all
areas of consumer goods. Here we must leave it to the
security organs of the individual states to take suitable
measures to ensure the greatest possible consumer
prorection.
Mr Flanagan (DEP). 
- 
I would like to thank the
Commissioner for his reply and for the concern shown
by the Commission in regard to this matter. I much
appreciate his reply.
President. 
- 
Question No 6l by Mr Simmonds (H-
828/82):1
Recognizing the gross imbalance of impon tariffs
on trade between the European Communiry and
Spain;
Recalling the British Prime Minister's demand at
the European Council on 3 and 4 December for
'quick and effective action to ensure more equal
access in our trade with Spain';
'!7hat 
action does the Commission now propose to
redress this imbalance?
Mr Natali, Wce-President of the Commission. 
-(17) Lt the Council's invitation, the Commission has
been in touch with the Spanish Government on a num-
ber of occassions regarding the imbalance in the indus-
trial and customs concessions granted within the
framework of the l97O agreement, bearing in mind
also how high the Spanish customs duties are. More-
over, in the context of the negotiations for accession,
there has long been a considerable divergence of posi-
don as regards the time-scale and procedure for the
abolition of tariff barriers in the context of industrial
and Customs Union and in relation to the ECSC.
I Former oral question without debate (0-145/82), con-
verted into a question for Question Time.
\7ith a view to assisting the membership negotiations
with Spain on the industrial question, the Commission
sent a communication to the Council on 29 March
containing a proposal for a joint solution to the two
ariff problems.
As far as the Customs Union question is concerned,
still in relation to the membership negotiations, the
Commission proposes a transitional period of seven
years, together with a time-able for phasing out tar-
iffs.
As far as the accessionary period is concerned, the
Commission envisages a system of modulated adjust-
ments to the Spanish customs duties, which are parti-
cularly high.
The Commission considers that this overall solution
may, in the near future, allow the membership nego-
tiations to be brought to a conclusion so far as indus-
try is concerned, since on the one hand it answers the
immediate problem of tariff inequality and on the
other it takes into account Spanish concern as to the
transitional measures leading to Customs Union.
Mr Simmonds (ED). 
- 
Nothing that the Commis-
sioner has said this afternoon gives me any indication
of early action to resolve the very severe problem
which exists. I hope that the Commissioner is aware
that if the constituency I represent, which is the home
of drop-forging of metal products in the United King-
dom, wishes to send drop-forgings to Spain we have
to pay a duty of over 350/o, whereas if Spain sends a
drop-forging to the United Kingdom it pays a duty of
about 3010. The drop-forging industry in my consti-
tuency has vinually ceased to exist.
Am I to mke it from what the Commission has said
that nothing is going to be done until Spain has com-
pleted an accessionary period of 7 years after joining
the Community? If that is the case, the drop-forging
industry in the United Kingdom will just cease to exist
during that period.
Mr Natali. 
- 
UD I beg the honourable Member's
pardon, but it does not seem to me that my answer
was totally devoid of content. I indicated a line that we
are at present endeavouring to pursue. Relations with
Spain are at the present time governed by an agree-
menr 
- 
the agreement of 1970.It is an atreement 
-and I have already said this 
- 
that is favourable to
Spain because, whereas Spain has maintained high
customs duties, we have considerably reduced ours.
At the same time there are the membership negotia-
tions, and it is for this reason that we have proposed a
solution, starting from the accessionary period, that
provides for the progressive reduction of Spanish cus-
toms duties. It is not correct to say that we have made
no proposals. 'Sfe have made a global proposal
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prompted panly by anorher factor, which is that
changing the situation would mean renegotiating rhe
1970 agreement, and I think it would be quite absurd
to renegotia[e a commercial agreement with member-
ship negotiations going on.
Mr Marshall (ED).- !7ould the Commissioner nor
accept that long as his answer was, ir was full of sound
and fury signifying norhing, and that his inaction is
causing a great deal of distress ro many people in the
Community who see jobs disappear and who are full
of anger at his almost complacent inactivity? If he does
not move on this, then perhaps this House will move
and will be more acrive abou[ his furure than he is
about the future Spanish tariffs.
Mr Natali. 
- 
(17) I will repear once again that it does
not seem to me that we have done.nothing. Indeed, we
are proposing that before membership takes place, the
reduction of the Spanish customs tariffs should begin.
Naturally, we cannot impose certain soludons by
force; it is the purpose of the negoriarions to rry ro
achieve balanced objectives, in the interests both of rhe
Communiry and of Spain. I think that our proposal is
along these lines.
President. 
- 
The Commissioners are often subjected
to a cenain amount of rough handling in our plenary
Assembly, but I must say rhar Mr Natali always replies
with good humour to quesrions that are carefully
phrased and of a serious nature.
As the author is not present, Question No 52 will be
answered in writing.l
Question No 63 by Mr Kazazis, for whom Mr Gero-
kostopoulos is deputizing (H-7 66 / 82) :
On 17 December 1982 it was announced rhat the
USA had signed a trade agreement with Eg'ypt
under which the USA would sell lm. ronnes of
wheat flour on very favourable rcrms (subsidizing
pan of the cost), thus cornering the Egyptian
market in an unacceptable manner. Since at the
same time EEC-USA talks were going on at the
highest level in the search for a 'framework of
conduct' for trade between them, particularly in
the agricultural sector, and as the Commission's
reaction to the Americans was very 'lukewarm',
does the Commission consider that appealing to
GATT will be its only response, or are additional
measures going to be mken if the USA takes sud-
den action of this kind again; and what steps are
to be taken against Egypt, which agreed ro rhe
conclusion of this agreemenr?
Mr Dalsager, Member of tbe Commission.(DA) Nter it was announced on 12 January 1983 rhat
the USA had signed an agreement with Egypt on rhe
supply of I million tonnes of wheat flour, which repre-
sents almost one quarrer of the world market in wheat
flour, at a fixed price well below rhe world market
price, the Commission immediately protesrcd to the
American authorities and asked for bilarcral consulta-
tions under GATT. In the course of these consulta-
tions it emerged that the United States expected to
meet Eglpt's entire requirement for the purchase of
wheat flour for as long as the atreemenr was to run 
-12-14 months from 1 March 1983. The selling price of
the flour was ser ar US $ 155. Export subsidies will be
paid to cover rhe loss arising from the low selling
price, and these subsidies will be paid out in kind in
the form of wheat from the American stocks.
The Communiry pointed our rhar the United States, by
extending this export aid, was completely excluding
the Communiry from the sale of wheat flour to Eglpt
and that the US prices were $ 15-25 below the prices
at which Eg'ypt's usual suppliers made their sales. For
these two reasons the decision ro extend the subsidies
in question is not in conformity with the GATT rules,
i.e. Articles 16 and 10 of the code on subsidies. The
United States claimed rhat rhey were compelled m
resort to subsidies in order ro increase the expon of
wheat flour and that they did not think the subsidized
sale was in conflict with GATT, although they did not
go into detail on the legal basis for rhis assenion.
There has been no reaction as yet to the Community's
request that a solution sarisfacrory to both panies be
sought, which may consist in the cancellation of the
sale in question, or in a modification of rhe condirions
of sale, or in the provision of compensation for the
loss incurred by the Communiry and its milling under-
nkings. In accordance with the GATT rules on the
procedure for settling disputes, the offended pefty, if
no solution satisfactory to both panies is reached
within 30 days, may through bilateral consultations
submit the matter to the committee on subsidies and
equalization arrangements, which consists of represen-
tatives of each of rhe signatory srates [o this agree-
ment, with a view to mediation. If this also fails rc
produce results, the matter can be put before a panel
which will pronounce on whether the GATT rules
have been observed and on ways of semling rhe dis-
pute.
I can also inform Parliamenr that in the meandme
Vice-President Haferkamp and I have been ro the
United States, where we have had discussions wirh
representatives of the American Government on the
overall situation on the world market in agricultural
products. These talks are conrinuing, and rhe Com-
munity has, of course, a very considerable interest in
solving the problems which may exist between the
United Sates of America and rhe Communiry in corr-
nection with the expon of agricultural producrs to the
world market. Narurally therefore we have nor yer
concluded our efforr in this matrer.I See Annex II
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Mr Gerokostopoulos (PPE). 
- 
(GR) I thank the
Commissioner for the thorough reply he has given to
the question by my colleague, Mr Kazazis. However, I
would like to ask him if he knows whether the United
States Depanment of Trade inrcnds to continue with
its unacceppable new-found tactic of selling subsidized
agricultural produos 
- 
butter and milk, for example,
as well as others 
- 
to various countries outside the
Community at prices lower than those of the world
market.
Secondly, I would like to ask what effective measures
the Commission intends aking to forestall further
agreements such as that between the United States and
Egypt on wheat flour.
Mr Dalsager. 
- 
(DA) I would say to the Honourable
Member that I do not think the matter is as simple as it
is presented. I hope very much that the discussions we
are having with the American Government will result
in a cessadon of activity of the kind we are talking
about here. It would be logical to assume that there is
e way in which we can solve our mutual problems
without measures of that kind. For, if they continue, it
will be at high cost both to the American Government
and to the Community, which would each be support-
ing exports of agricultural products with far greater
sums than is the case at present, and that would be a
development in our trade which cannot be in anyone's
interests.
Even though, of course, I am aware of the rumours
and repons which are circulating on these quesdons, I
still believe that it is in everyone's interest to find a
soludon to the problems, so that there is room for
both of us on the world market in a reasonable way. I
do not therefore think that we should pay too much
attention to all the rumours we hear 
- 
at least not for
the present.
Mr Eyraud (S). 
- 
(FR) Having just returned from
Egypt, which I was visiting with the Mashreq delega-
tion, I should like rc inform the Commissioner that
these are not rumours. I was able m ask the Egyptian
Prime Minister a number of questions about the flour
market and the butter market.
No, they are not rumours. I can tell him that even
while the European Parliament delegation was in
Cairo, Mr Block, the American Secretary for Agricul-
[ure, was also there to negotiarc a contract for the sale
of 25 000 rcnnes of butter and 12 000 tonnes of
cheese; I can confirm the accuracy of these figures,
since he made a statement to Reuters on the same day
as I did.
This is the contract that Mr Block was negotiadng in
Cairo ten days ago.
My question to the Commission is as follows: in the
face of such economic aggression, does the Commis-
sion inrcnd to meet fire with fire, by signing a multi-
annual supply agreement with Egypt? Secondly, since
the United States is, so to speak, venturing into our
hunting grounds, does the Commission intend to
authorize Member States to reciprocate in South
America or the Far East?
Mr Dalsager. 
- 
(DA) I did, of course, read in press
reports that Mr Eyraud and Mr Block visited Egypt at
the same time and that a war of words developed 
- 
at
least in the field of agricultural products 
- 
and I must
say tha[ the Commission wanted to refrain from any
form of verbal warfare. Even though Mr Block per-
haps expressed himself rather strongly on cenain
points, we still believe that it is necessary to try to find
solutions to the problems and not declare war. For a
war would be so costly both for the Americans and for
the Communiry that no one can be in any doubt that
we cannot afford to wage that kind of war. Ve there-
fore still believe that there is a way, as long as we have
talks in progress with the American Government, of
solving our common problems, for they are conn on
problems.
But I must add that, should these effons fail, the Com-
mission must, of course, assume responsibility for the
defence of our markets. The Commission will assume
that responsibiliry at the right time, because it is the
Commission's responsibility. But whatever happens,
we do not want rc be involved in a war of words,
either with the American Agriculrure Secretary or with
Mr Eyraud. Ve want to keep out of such exchanges as
long as is at all possible, because we believe it is neces-
sary to reach solutions to the problems and not to
declare avadewar.
Miss Quin (S). 
- 
There seem to be a lot of people
complaining in the EEC about the Unircd States tak-
ing over a traditional Community market. I am not
sure what the definition of a raditional market is, but
is it not true 
- 
and perhaps the Commissioner can tell
me 
- 
that a few years ago we replaced Australia in
this particular market in more or less the same way as
the Americans are now replacing us?
Mr Dalsager. 
- 
(DA) It would turn into a long dis-
cussion, if we were to hold it in Parliament, because it
would involve presenting a long series of statistics on
what markets, let us say traditionally, belonged to cer-
tain suppliers. There have been conflicts 
- 
at least
verbal conflicts 
- 
berween the Americans and the
Community, berween Australia and the Communiry
and between Ausualia and the Americans on all these
various agriculrural markets. I do think it correct to
say thar we have replaced Australia on these marketsl
but it is perhaps correct to say that we have been com-
petitors of the Americans for cenain products on cer-
tain markets, and that in a situation in which markets
are in decline, in which there is economic recession in
a large number of imponing countries.
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This can, of course, give rise to fricrions such as we
have seen between the American Government and the
Community and, in other product secrors, also
between the Communiry and other suppliers of agri-
cultural products. It is thus a discussion which would
be too involved to hold during Question Time; but
clearly a long development has taken place over the
years, in which we must also take into account what
has happened in the area of production increases. The
Community at all events has increased its production
of cenain products, and there have also been extensive
increases in the production of cenain American farm
products. Thus at a time of recession and economic
decline problems of this kind may arise, bur we in the
Commission still think that they should be solved by
negotiation and not by declaring that we can now sup-
ply a large quantiry of agricultural products at very
low prices. For that would be so cosrly both for other
suppliers and for the Community that no one could
gain anything by it.
Mr Davern (DEP). 
- 
People feel there is a danger of
complacenry in the Commission in view of the length
of dme it has taken them m react to developmenm on
the wheat market and the fact that sales now seem ro
be reasonably imminent. \7ill the Commission respond
to the aggressive attitude of the American Secretary of
State in his threatening rc starr a trade war with
Europe?
Mr Dalsager. 
- 
(DA) I would draw the Honourable
Member's artention to rhe fact that the American
Secretary of State explicitly snted that rhere was no
desire for a trade war. '!7hen the American Secretary
of State makes a clear pronouncemenr, as he did at the
meetint on 10 December 1982, it is equally clear that
the Commission is not going ro rurn round and
declare a trade war. I do not know what Mr Davern is
dissatisfied with, urhat quesrion it was he did not get
answered. But if it is about wheat in rhe Communiry,
the situation is precisely that which the Commission
forecast in January, that the trend in our wheat sales is
satisfactory. 'S7'e do, of course, have large stocks
because of a very abundant harvest, but there is no
catstrophic situation iq the whear sector.
Mr Provan (ED). 
- 
I rhink the Commissioner has
given us a very full ansv/er rhis afternoon and I hope
that the Community will be taking a first step towards
some from of convergence with the American cereal
price in the price determination when it comes out
who knows when, but let us hope very soon. Can rhe
Commissioner indicate to us whether he got any id,ea
at all from the Americans on his recent visit to rhe
United States of any desire on their pan ro move
upwards slighdy to ger trearer conyertence on cereals
in the world market?
Mr-Dalsager. 
- 
(DA) I did not, but tr can inform the
Honourable Member rhat the chief exporrers of whear
to the world market are [o have a meeting on the 27th
and 28th of this month, in which we shall jointly dis-
cuss the overall situation on the cereal market. The
problems raised by the Honourable Member will, of
course, also be discussed then.
President. 
- 
Question No 54 by Mr Kyrkos (H-49/
83):1
Can rhe Commission confirm rhat it has commis-
sioned a study on the 'strategy for agro-industrial
development in the Medirerranean regions of the
Communiqy' from an American research organ-
ization directed by professor Dale E. Hathaway,
Under-Secretary for Agriculture in the Caner
Administration?
If so, can it explain the reasons which induced it
to entrust this research project to a political figure
from a country outside the Communiry? Does the
Commission believe that nowhere in the Com-
munity is there a research centre capable of exam-
ining the agro-industrial problems of the Mediter-
ranean areas?
How much does it plan to spend on rhis research?
Mr Dalsager, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(DA) k is
correct that the Commission has asked Mr Dale Hath-
away from the Consultants International Group Inc.,
'l7ashington DC, to coordinate a study in connection
with a strategy for the development of the food indus-
try in the Community's Mediterranean regions. I
should like to stress to rhe Honourable Member, how-
ever, that the basic research work in conjunction with
this study and under the same conuac has been car-
ried out by four experrs from institutes in France, Italy
and Greece. The task for Dr Hathaway, who is a well
known and highly respected academic, is to undenake
a comparative analysis of the problems relating to the
development of the food industry in the Mediterra-
nean regions and, in consultation wirh the narional
expens, rc propose a suitable sraregy for accelerating
this development. By enrrusting this work ro an expen
outside the Communiry, the Commission is seeking ro
obtain a completely objective analysis of the present
situation which, in rhe Commission's opinion, is of
crucial imponance to the development of a realistic
strategy in the region. The costs of the study, includ-
ing the fees of the nadonal expens, come ro a total of
us $ 116 480.
Mr Kyrkos (COM). 
- 
(GR) I am afraid rhe answer
confirms our anxieties, because one cannot easily
fathom how the Commission arrived at the conclusion
th-at an American expen should scrurinize the findings
of European experrs on the development of 
" 
rr"t"gi"
I Former oral question without d,ebate (0-166/82), con-
vened into a question for Question Time.
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sector of the European economy, namely, agro-indus-
try in the Mediterranean regions. This leads to strange
thoughts related to the previous question.
'!(hether we like it or not, we are involved in a kind of
competition with the United States. How is it possible
for the Commission to entrust problems relating to the
development of a whole area to an American expen?
So, one way or another, either we completely despise
the existing sciendfic manpower or we are importing a
potential competitor to adjudicate on the problems
that concern us. I fear that the Commission has con-
veyed a very dangerous.impression of dependence and
of being in the grip of an inferiority complex. Ve
believe that there is unlimited scientific and technical
potendal within the European Communiry and that
ih" lrrt thing the Commission ought m have thought
of doing was to entrust a potential comPetitor with the
elaboration or final scrutiny of programmes that we
are capable of formulating by ourselves.
Mr Dalsager. 
- 
(DA) This is a piece of scientific
work which the Commission has commissioned, and it
has nothing to do with the American Government or
with the American agricultural organizations' The
Commission came to the conclusion that it would be
of value to have people completely oumide the Com-
muniry to undertake an overall assessment of the
results which our own national experts have reached in
the area in question. If we look at the development
which has taken place in the region in question over
the years, I think that everyone will agree with me that
we need to have the most, let us say special, exPertise
available when it comes to mapping out a strategy for
the development of the region. I cannot share the
Honourable Member's concern that an American citi-
zen happens to have been selected; he is an American
expert who is well known in the Community through
many years of cooperation and in whom we have great
confidence.
President. 
- 
Question No 65 by Mrs Dury (H-771/
82):
In connection with its proposed measures regard-
ing the Palestinian refugees in Lebanon can the
Commission indicate what, as far as it is aware,
the Lebanese Government intends to do for these
refugees in the way of protection and assistance?
Mr Pisani, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(FR) ln
addition to what it has been doing since June 1982 for
Palestinian refugees outside Lebanon and its contribu-
tion through international organizations such as the
United Nadons Organization, the Communiry has
helped Lebanon to cope with the situation created by
the war by mobilizing and placing at its disposal
22 million ECU, not including food aid. This money is
to be used for the benefit of Lebanese and Palestinians
alike, without distinction.
This said, the Palestinian population breaks down into
three groups. First, there are the Palestinians who have
been identified by the United Nations relief agency for
refugees, about whom there is no problem; they
receive aid in accordance with the agreements entered
into. The second group is made up of a quite consider-
able number of Palestinians who have been established
in the country for a fairly long time but have not been
through the Unircd Nations identification formalities,
and here there is a problem. '!(i'e are trying to persuade
the Lebanese authorities to treat these people who
have been in their country for a long time as eligible
for aid provided through the international organrza-
tions. The third group of Palestinians living in the
Lebanon consists of people who have not bothered to
declare their entry and are therefore staying in the
country illegally; the [rbanese Government wants
them to leave its territory.
Given these circumstances, it is not possible to give an
overall answ'er to Mrs Dury's question. I repeat that
the distribution of aid is proceeding normally in the
case of the refugees identified by the United Nations
relief agency. In the case of those who are established
in the country but have not been identified, there are
cenain problems over the provision of aid and we are
discussing these with the Lebanese Government.
Mrs Dury (S). 
- 
(FR) My question was concerned
primarily with the Lebanese Government's attitude to
ihese Palestinian refugees, and you have given a clear
definition of the three groups. But I should like to ask
a specific question: is it true that the Palestinian refu-
gees are not allowed to build what one might call
'solid' shelters, that they are obliged to remain in tents
in a climate which can he harsh? Is the Lebanese
Government making any provision for protection of
the Palestinian refugees, who are presumably still
exposed to sections of the kbanese populadon which
are extremely hostile rc them? Looking ahead to the
prospect of the withdrawal of foreign troops from
Lebanon, which is seen as an essential step in the pro-
gress towards peace in the Middle East, what arrange-
ments are being made for the future of Palestinian
refugees in Lebanon?
That is the point of my question. I of course do not
doubt the Commission's willingness to help the Pales-
dnian refugees, but I wanted to know that information
it had on the Lebanese Government's attitude to these
refugees.
Mr Pisani. (FR) I have already answered
Mrs Dury's second question, implicitly at least.
As far as we are aware, the problems of the first group
of Palesdnians are no worse than those which sadly
face all nadonalities in this country, who, it should be
sressed, are living under conditions of such tension
that, by any yardstick that we might use on the basis of
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our own experience, their problems are simply not
being solved.
Vith the second group of Palestinians there are diffi-
culties. Many of rhese piople are camping on sites
which do not belong to them and wanr to put up solid
structures on land to which rhey have no title. There is
a real problem here. I have to say rhat rhere seems no
possibility at this stage that the Lebanese Governmenr
will change the position that it has adopted on rhis
subject. However, this most certainly does not mean
that we shall not be trying to help mauers along. In
particular, among the aid programmes for the recon-
struction of Lebanon rhat we are examining currenrly,
we have been looking at a scheme for the crearion 
-with the Lebanese Governmenr 
- 
of housing develop-
ment zones oumide tov/ns, so that accommodation can
be provided on land suitable for building which is cur-
rendy vacant.
In the case of the rhird troup, it is clear not only that
the Lebanese Government will not agree ro the erec-
tion of solid structures, bur that ir will oppose it by all
means at irs disposal.
I should like to stress rc Mrs Dury that the situation in
this country is extremely complex and difficulq espe-
cially in Beirut and the surrounding area, and that it is
also very difficult for a foreign administration or dele-
gation such as ours to obrain the informadon that we
would wish to have at our disposal.
President. 
- 
Question No 66 by Mr Purvis (H-772/
82):
Can the Commission say what currenl EC safe-
guards exist regarding the self-ignition of stock-
piled coal and are any such safery measures pro-
posed by the Commission?
Mr Davigno4 Wce-President of the Conmission. 
-(FR) There are no Community regulations on spona-
neous combustion of coal scocks. This is a mar[er
which we have examined on several occasions since
the ECSC was established, and we find rhat the mea-
sures taken, using a well known method, to prevent
this happening are in the inrcrests of the stockholders
and that this rcchnical problem is therefore well under
control. Appropriate arrangemenr are being made in
practice and, whereas w'e are in favour of taking action
when a gap needs rc be filled, we see no call for regu-
lations which are not warranrcd by the siruation.
Mr Punris (ED). 
- 
This question was prompted by
recent press reporrs of self-ignition of coal in the
United States 
- 
both in stockpiles and on ships 
-which seems to be a peculiariry of American coal. If
we are to increase the impons of American coal into
Europe to meer future demands, is this going to
become an increasing problem and can the eomhis-
sioner assure the public in general, whose concern may
be increased, thar he is quite confident there is no risk
to the environment or for rheir safety in the future and
that no regulations are in fact required?
Mr Davignon.- (FR) I was referring more specifi-
cally to coal production within the Community but,
with regard ro any parricular problems arising in con-
nection with coal impons, I can confirm that, given
the obligations laid upon rhe ECSC and the regular
reporrs that we draw up in this connection, we shall
see to it that we are able to give the assurance
requested by Mr Purvis or to respond ro any difficul-
des which may arise and propose suitable acdon ro
deal with them.
Mr Moreland (ED). 
- 
Does the Commission not
atree that the main safeguard against self-ignition of
stockpiled coal is quite simply to reduce the amounr of
stockpiled coal, and as ar.the moment we have unpre-
cedented levels of stockpiles of coal in the Communiry
- 
I understand something like 400/o of annual ourpur
- 
is the Commissioner happy that his proposals in his
working programme for coal published last monrh;
which only amounr ro having discussions on stockpil-
ing, really meer rhe problem, or is more urgent action
actually needed?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(FR) It has to be granted that the
Honourable Member has stated an incontrovenible
truth: if there were no more stocks, the problem of
safeguarding srocks would have solved itself; on that
much I am in agreement with him, but we clearly can-
not inuoduce regulations to this end. On a more ser-
ious note, the present high level of coal stocks is of
course the result of the fall in consumption 
- 
by
abow 250/o 
- 
and the mildness of the winter.
The second question 
- 
which we shall be discussing
at the Council of Energy Minisrers on 21 April 
- 
is a
matter of whether or not it is possible, in the context
of an overall srrategy for coal, to reach a consensus
among Memter States which have 
- 
or think they
have 
- 
conflicting interesrs. A panicular point to bL
established is whether or no[ measures aimed ar boosr-
ing consumption of Community coal, thereby reduc-
ing stocks, c_an be incorporated into the Community's
straregy. I should point our thar the aritudes of ihe
Member Sates are nor yer known and that we have
decided to have a preliminary discussion with the
Energy Ministers next Thursday, following which the
Commission will be presenting im definitivi proposals
for the coal industry. 'S7e have always made ilear that
our document was a preliminary document presented
for the purposes of discussion 'both with parliament
and rhe Member Srates, and that the Commission
would discharge its responsibilities when the time
came. The problems with which we shall have ro deal
in one way or anorher include the level of coal stocks,
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which does indeed have a bearing on the Community's
strategy for the industry.
Mr Rogalla (S). 
- 
(DE) May I ask the Vice-Presi-
dent, in connection with the funher use of coal in the
Communiry and the safery aspects which he has des-
cribed very precisely, whether I rightly understood
him m say that the Commission has at its disposal a
survey of all pit accidents, all accidents involving coal
production, i.e. including the storage and transporta-
tion of coal, since the founding of the ECSC, whether
such surveys also exist on a world scale and, if so,
whether they might not be used in a kind of advertis-
ing campaign to publicize the safety risks connected
with coal production, or at least as an argument in
favour of the use of European coal?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(FR) I believe that these statistics
are available. However, a clear distinction is rc be
made between accidents occurring in the course of
production and difficulties arising during use, which
for our purposes includes stockpiling and transpon.
These statistics are of course available to anyone who
wishes to examine them, and we keep them to demon-
strate that there are no risks involved in the use of
coal. On the other hand, a number of environmental
problems have not yet been settled, and some of these
have been discussed in suggestions put forward by the
Commission and in observations made in the Euro-
pean Council, in the context of aid in particular.
President. 
- 
Question No 57 by Miss Quin (H-780/
82):
During their visit to Japan in February, did the
Commissioners discuss the subject of machine
mols and if so, what vas the outcome of their dis-
cussions ?
Mr Davignoa, Vce-President of the Commission. 
-(FR) I can confirm to Miss Quin that we did indeed
discuss machine-tools during our visit. This is a com-
plex subject. The arrangemenr in being for the year
1983 between Japan and the Communiry are in three
pafis. The first of these is the maintenance by Japan of
a system of expon threshold prices, under which
Japanese exporters are not allowed to sell on our mar-
kets at prices below a cenain level. This level was
raised from 1982 to 1983 to take account of higher
costs and other difficulties that have arisen. The
second part is the undenaking given by Japan to
export. only moderately to the Communiry, to use the
current term. The third is that we monitor Japanese
exports so that we can check that these assurances of
moderation are in fact translared into realiry, both in
the Communiry as a whole and in individual Member
Srates.
Miss Quin (S).- I would like to thank the Commis-
sioner for that informative reply. I am not quite sure
what the definition of 'moderately' is this time; it is a
word that would provoke different reactions, I think.
In view of the fact that the Commission's report on the
machine tool indusry talked of the interventionist pol-
icies in Japan and the way that these policies were used
in panicular to build up the numerically controlled
pan of the machine tool sector, does the Commis-
sioner feel that there are lessons for Community coun-
tries there and has he any specific proposals which he
is likely to make about this?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(FR) It is true that the word 'mod-
erate' is by definition a subjective word and that it
does not have any particular mathematical meaning. I
shall explain why. Berween l98l and 1982 Japan's
exports of machine-tools to the Community fell. Ve
would like to see them fall funher, so that one cannot
always use the last year's figure as the reference figure
if one is looking for a continuation of the trend.
This said, in the documents on the machine-tool
industry published by the Commission a few weeks
ago, w'e have tried, together with European producers,
to analyse why it is that the Japanese have been so suc-
cessful in Europe compared with their European com-
petitors, bearing in mind that Europe still has the big-
gest market of machine-tool users. \fle found that
there had been definition of objectives and establish-
ment of a consensus among the Japanese producers,
including a degree of cooperation among them and
between the mechanical engineering and electronics
industries, and that this had created the conditions for
achievement of the results that we have since seen.
At one stage, the Community was faced with a para-
dox: on the one hand we were worried about Japanese
market penetration, but on the other hand if we did
not import specific Japanese machine-tools our manu-
facturing output would not be competitive with
Japanese products.
Following publication of our document, we are now
hoping that, in our discussions with the Member States
and the discussions on this document that we should
like to have with the Parliament's Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs and with the indus-
try, s/e shall find ways of making the internal market
funcdon correctly, through research, cooperation and
incentives for productive investment, with guarantees
to producers. 'S7'e must make the most of these three
years of Japanese moderation to rebuild a solid foun-
dadon for the machine-rcol industry in the Com-
munity by applying the lessons learnt from the
Japanese strategic approach rather than merely leaving
the future of this key branch of European indusry to
chance.
I would add that similar developments are taking place
in the United States, where there is the same rype of
consultation among machine-tool prod,.,ce.i, fot
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whom the Japanese are creating problems of the same
kind as those we have in Europe.
Mr Seligman (ED). 
- 
I agree with the Commissioner
about America. They are having just the same prob-
lems with Japanese impons as we are. However, is it
not true that we should be careful of excessive protec-
tionism in this area and that to reduce the ability of
our firms to impon robotics into our motor and other
industries would be very damaging? \7ould he there-
fore encourage our own firms to take out licensing
arrangements with the Japanese in order rc be able to
produce the high technology machine tools in our own
countries, panicularly robotics ?
Mr Davigno* 
- 
(FR) In my reply to Miss Quin,
Mr Seligman, I tried to show how an attitude consist-
ing in refusing to impon without knowing what our
own industry is capable of and without knowing what
the impact on our manufacturing or productive indus-
try will be merely demonstrates how misguided a pro-
tecrionist poliry is. It leads to a loss, not a recovery, of
competitiveness.
In view of this, we are keeping a very close watch. It is
also the reason why I said that, as long as we take
advantage of this brief period during which the pres-
sure is not building up according to a geometrical pro-
gression, we can create favourable conditions for deci-
sion-making by producers with a view to setting up a
potential market in Europe which is based on their
competitiveness. I believe that this is the fundamental
quesrion.
A subsidiary question is as follows: if they do not have
the technology, is it not in their interests to take out
licences, either from the United States or from Japan?
This is common practice and there is nothing wrong
with it.
'lZhat is absolutely essential is that we avoid becoming
the technological subcontractors of large foreign com-
panies, since this would surely cost us our capaciry for
trovrrh.
Consider Japan's past and you will see that the
Japanese acquired most of their fundamental know-
how from the licences that they bought in Europe or
the United Starcs; this is a sensible way to bridge gaps,
and we see nothing but advantages in it as long as it
helps to strengthen our productive capacity in Europe.
President. 
- 
As the author is not present, Question
No 68 will be answered in writing.l
Question No 59 by Mr Seligman (H-789/82):
Does the Commission consider that the newly
incroduced PIK system in USA could be usefully
applied in the EEC, to reduce agricultural sur-
pluses ?
Mr Dalsager, Member of the Commission.- (DA) The
Commission draws the Honourable Member's atten-
tion to the fact that we in the Community have already
taken measures to gain betrcr control over the exces-
sive increase in the producdon of various agricultural
products. Even though the Commission naturally does
not exclude the possibiliry of other reasonable solu-
tions, we nevertheless prefer to await the results of the
present measures before proposing others. Ve con-
sider it important to stick to a cenain policy over a
number of years, and not to switch policies from one
year to the next so that sometimes the farmers and
somedmes the trade do not know how they are to con-
duct their operations. \7e feel it imponant therefore to
keep to the poliry the Commission has now introd-
uced in the agriculture sector, which involves amongst
other things setting production targets and the co-res-
ponsibility of the farmers for staying within them,
along with other principles which we have introduced.
I think therefore that I can say on behalf of the Com-
mission that of course v/e shall consider all proposals
which may be put forward regarding the necessary
measures. But we think we have already taken a num-
ber of measures, the effect of which will now be seen.
Mr Seligman (ED). 
- 
!flell, that is a rather more
negative answer than I had expected on this system of
allowing farmers to cease production on their land and
paying them in the actual cereals, which enables them
then to get the revenue they require and the seeds they
require but does not increase the grain mountain and
in fact uses up the grain mountain. This seems to be a
very pracdcal and sensible system, and I feel that the
Commission should give it much more attention
because the signs are that the present barley mountains
are not falling, they are growing, and as present poli-
cies do not appear to be 1000/o effective, I should have
thought we ought to be much closer to studying this,
reporting on it and possibly introducing it at an early
date.
Mr Dalsager. 
- 
(DA) As the Honourable Member
may have noted, I have not rejected his idea, which
sdll remains one of the ideas we are considering. But
when he singles out barley, I must say that, in a Com-
muniry such as ours, rhe barley stocks are not of such
proportions as to justify introducing a poliry of that
kind. It would perhaps be another marrcr where wheat
is concerned, of which we have large stocks because of
the abundant harvest last year. !7e do not know what
kind of harvest there will be in the coming year, but
we shall have stocks to counrer any difficult siruation
which may arise from bad wearher and a bad harvest,
and we may not therefore be in a position giving rise
to the concern the Honourable Member expresses.I See Annex IL
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This does not mean that I reject his idea. It can always
be considered, if we get into a particularly difficult
situation with regard to stocks.
President. 
- 
Question No 70 by Mr Marshall (H-
37 /83):1
Is the Commission aware that at London Heath-
row airpon there are special facilities at passport
control for Community citizens? \flhat other
Communiry countries provide such facilities?
Mr Naries, Member of the Commission.
(DE) According to the Commission's information,
only the twb London airpons Heathrow and Gatwick
have special facilities at passport control for nationals
of EEC Member States. But may I point out in this
connection that in the framework of its activities to
suenghten the internal market and the further work
on creating a passport union in July 1982, the Com-
mission has proposed to the Council a draft resolution
on facilitadng passport controls at internal frontiers.
Paragraph 4 of that resolution provides that sufficient
special crossing points reserved to nationals of Mem-
ber States must be set up at frontier posts, airpons and
ports to ensure that the crossing does not take longer
than at other control points. So the idea of setting up
special facilities is central to the proposal.
This proposal is currently being considered in Parlia-
ment's commiwees. I would very much welcome it if
this Chamber could give its opinion on the decision
soon. This is all the more imponant because the Com-
mission is urging the Council of Ministers, which
began to deliberate on the proposal in March this year,
to adopt ft at any early date.
Mr Marshall (ED). 
- 
Can I thank the Commissioner
for his answer and for pointing out that the Unircd
Kingdom is, on this matter at least, more commututu-
taire than any other country in the Community and
wish him God speed in his deliberations?
Mr Hord (ED). 
- 
Vould the Commissioner agree
that, compared to the very excellent facilities provided
rc Communiry passengers at Heathrow Airpon, Lon-
don, the charge made on all passengers leaving Brus-
sels International Airport is in effect a barrier to the
free movement of European citizens and conrary to
the Treaty of Rome?
Mr Naries. 
- 
(DE) I quite understand your question
but also beg you to understand that I will refrain from
I Former oral question without debarc (0-176/82),
vened into a question for Question Time.
passing judgment on individual airports, at least in
public.
(Laugbter)
President. 
- 
I thank the Commissioners for being
here and for the many answers they have given to our
questions.
Question Time is closed.r
I now wish to reply to the request made by Sir James
Scott-Hopkins, who asked for a debate on the weights
and dimensions of lorries pursuant to Rule 45.
Sir James, I am far from wishing to downplay the
imponance and the urgent nature of this problem.
However, during Question Time I consulted the
group chairmen, and I am sorry that I cannot accede
to your request. The fact is that there are so many
reports down on our agenda that it would be wrong to
throw in another item that had not been planned for in
the first place. I therefore turn down the request that a
debate be arranged on the weighm and dimensions of
lorries and remind the House that Parliament has
already been consulted on this question and has given
its opinion on the basis of the Carossino report. This is
not therefore a new problem. Rule 45 does not require
a debate on it.
Sir James Scott-Hopkins (ED). 
- 
Madam, what
amezes me is that you have told us that you have con-
sulted the group chairmen. As this has in fact nothing
whatever to do with the group chairmen 
- 
it is purely
the prerogative of the Chair 
- 
I am amazed that you
have done this, because naturally group chairmen
want to keep to the programme they have already
decided with you. That is not a matter for them to
decide. It is a matter for you, Madam, as the Presi-
dent, in the light of the circumstances of the debate 
-not what has happened in the past, not what is going
to happen in the future, not the possibly disrupdve
effects on the programme for the rest of the day, but
purely what is going on here in this House. As I said, I
would not dream of challenging your ruling, but I am
very disappointed that you had to take the decision in
the way that you have, Madam.
President. 
- 
Sir James, as the person occupying the
Chair, I have decided not to accede to your request
for a debate on this matter of lorries. I did, however,
ask the group chairmen about the advisability of alter-
ing the agenda. There will be no debate on this matter.
Mr Moreland (ED). 
- 
I wish rc speak on a point of
order, Madam President. First of all, for the record,
1 See Annex II.
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although the subject relates to the Carossino reporr,
the question also in fact relates to a situation which
has occurred since the Carossino repon and since the
debate on lhat report.
My point to you, Madam President, is that I think that
every time there has been a request for a debate under
this rule it has been turned down by the President in
the chair. I do not dispute your judgment, but I would
simply ask, seeing that ir has been turned down rhis
time, whether the Bureau of this Parliament regards
this panicular clause in the Rules as a dormant clause.
President. 
- 
Mr Moreland, I have taken note of your
remarks. fu the person in the Chair, I do not think
chat these problems are urgent or that they require that
we should alter our agenda. \7hen a really imponant
question does come up, the Bureau 
- 
and I would
hope to be one of its members 
- 
will possibly decide
to put it on the a8enda.
Mr Marshall (ED). 
- 
Madam President, in view of
the answers given by the Commissioner, I am sur-
prised that you do not consider it an urgent marrer.
The political realities of life are that in the United
Kingdom the 40-tonne lorry is dead and buried. There
is no chance of the Carossino report being imple-
mented, there is no chance of the Commission's pro-
posals being implemented, and it is surely dme that the
Commissioner recognized the fact and thar he also
recognize that the 38-tonne lorry will cost a lot of
money. If he does not do that, it is urgent that ir
should be brought to his attention. I am sorry rhar you
do not regard the environment of a large pan of the
Community as a matrcr of any urgenry.
President. 
- 
I think that the House will feel, as does
the Chair, that we are reading Rule 45 in rwo different
ways, since even though a debate has been refused you
have still tried to force it through. However, I take
note of your remark, and I think that we oughr to
take up the matter again with the group chairmen and
in the Bureau.
6. Ph armaceutica I p ro duc ts
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the report (Doc.
l-979/82) by Mr Deleau, on behalf of the Commirtee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs, on rhe produc-
tion.and use of pharmaceutical producm in the Com-
munl[y.
Mr Deleau (DEP), rd??orte,4r. 
- 
(FR) Madam Presi-
dent, Ladies, Gentlemen, the document that I have rhe
honour to presenr or you on behalf of the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs is a general repon
on the pharmaceutical sector in the Communiry,
encompassing the production, marketing and con-
sumption of medicinal products.
As you know, Ladies and Gentlemen, this sector of the
economy is both important and complex. It has a bear-
ing on the state of public health and a considerable
impact on [he exchequers of all Member States,
through their health and social security systems. It is
also 
- 
and I stress this 
- 
a controversial subject,
which has given rise to some thoroughly regrettable
problems.
\7ith your permission, I should like to make a paren-
thetical point. Your rapporteur has to inform you that
he has had to issue a formal rebutml of certain grossly
offensive comments published in the French press. A
parliamentary rapporteur should no[ be subjeced to
any pressure from any quaner. I must make clear that,
contrary to what has been said and written, I have not
been subjected to any pressure. I would not have
allowed it. It is no part of the parliamentary rappor-
teur's role to act as prosecuting counsel. He must
remain objecdve and faithfully report rhe opinion of
the committee by whom he is appoinred; I myself was
appointed unanimously in this case. I felt it necessary
to draw attention to this aspecr of the problem so rhar
the situation would be clear and unequivocal.'$7e can
therefore address ourselves m the subject with all due
equanimity and objectivity.
I was srying thar rhis is a complex and controversial
subject. The pharmaceudcal industry, as you will be
aware, attracts criticism, sometimes couched in very
stront terms, from those who take it to task 
- 
often
to an exaggerated exrenr 
- 
for making apparenrly
excessive profits and spending too much on advenis-
ing and publiciry. The industry in turn defends itself
vigorously, pointing to its key role in the improvement
of health, stressing its very high research cos6, draw-
ing attention to the reladvely low cosr of medecines
compared with the cost of hospitalization, and so on.
Your committee and im rapponeur have attempted to
rise above these controversies, which are often
immoderate in tone and even sterile, and present a
constructive, realisdc assessmenr of the situation in this
sector and its future. 'S[e have endeavoured to exam-
ine the production and consumption of proprietary
medicinal products from a mainly economic view-
point, but wirhour overlooking the specific narure of
this sector's products.
Our aim has been ro ourline a European strategy for
the pharmaceuticals sector. I shall be making frequent
references m this srrareg'y, for it is very imponanr,
embracing both the promorion of this major sector of
industry, which is confronted with high research cosrs
and increasingly keen international competition, and
improvement of public health at the lowest cosr and
under the best conditions possible. Ve have come ro
the conclusion that this European srategy should be
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developed along three main lines, discussed in the
three main sections of the report, and I shall comment
briefly on each of these in turn.
The first section discusses guidelines for production,
seeking to establish what direction could be given to
the industry within the framework of a European stra-
rcw.
The first area in which we find that guidelines are
essential is competitiveness. It has long been a charac-
teristic feature of the pharmaceutical industry that it
devotes a substantial proportion of its resources to
research, which is essential to its operations. In view of
che rising costs of research and the very keen interna-
tional competition that it is facing, from the United
States and Japan in particular, especially Japan which
is developing rapidly in this field, it is clear that the
European pharmaceutical industry, like other indus-
ries, must define its priorities and direct its research
effort accordingly. It is for this reason that our report
includes a paragraph calling upon the Community
institutions to play a coordinadng role in the field of
pharmaceutical research, although without arrogating
to themselyes the responsibilities of private research
laboratories. \7e also call upon the Commission to
conduct a review of the various national pharmaceuti-
cal research programmes to see whether they can be
coordinated so as to avoid duplication and fill any
gaps found.
I must make it absolutely clear what our intentions are
here. We do not wish to see pharmaceutical research
and laboratories subjected to rigid regulations, since
this would detract from the spirit of innovation and
flexibility that private laboratories have consistenly
shown hitherto. On the contrary, our aim is to secure
the future and the competitiveness of this sector
through coordination of effon, at European level in
panicular.
Similarly, we call upon the Commission to investigate
means of suengthening the legal protection of phar-
maceutical inventions, the value of which is currently
limited by the length of the test periods sdpulated.
In our view, however, this European support which we
would like to see the pharmaceutical indusry receive
through the Community deserves to be reciprocated
by the acceptance of responsibilities on the part of the
industry. Ve believe that although prescription-only
drugs should continue to account for the bulk of out-
put since they represent the fruits of recent innovation
in this field and correspond to public health needs,
productive effon should not be diverted from generic
and mass-consumption drugs, which have other mer-
its, match needs and are generally less expensive. As
we say in paragraph 7 of. the motion for a resolution,
rhe balance of output should correspond to the needs
of the market and the interesm of public health.
Similarly, the repon calls upon the Commission to
make efforts through the appropriate international
channels to set up arrangements for cooperation with
the developing countries in the pharmaceutical field,
where it is necessary to reconcile the needs of these
countries, which consume less than 200/o of worldwide
output of drugs, the requirements expressed by these
countries, and the pharmaceutical companies' concern
ro maintain their stability and a minimum acceptable
level of profitabiliry.
'S7e also stress the qualiry standards with which
exports should comply.
The second section deals with market conditions. In
the marketing of its products, the pharmaceutical
industry has a duty to observe the rules of competi-
tion, but at the same time it is entitled to expect the
Communiry to create a genuinely open market in
pharmaceutical products throughout its territory. Ve
make the point that, in view of the panicular structure
of the pharmaceutical industry, with the high degree
of concentration on the production side and the high
proportion of monopolies on the purchasing side,
there is a need for panicular vigilance in the monitor-
ing of compliance with the rules of competition, not
only by private-enterprise companies but also by public
agencies where they are to be found, as in Greece.
Our repon also stresses the need for transparency of
the market in pharmaceuticals, whether from the view-
point of parallel imports or from that of the fiscal sys-
tems in force. Application of the rules on competition,
coupled with transparenry of the market, should make
for a more satisfactory situation in regard to price-fix-
ing than that prevailing at the moment.
On this very important subject, we reiterate our
request to the Commission to carry out, without delay,
a study of the compatibiliry with the EEC Treaty of
the various national systems for monitoring the prices
of pharmaceuticals, and urge it to join forces with the
national authorities responsible for monitoring drug
prices to work out arrangements for coordination with
a view to harmonizing national systems, since without
such harmonization anificial flows of imports are
bound rc continue.
In return for accepting these obligations, the pharma-
ceutical indusry should enjoy the benefits of access to
the vast market offered by the Communiry, which it
needs in order to remain competitive. To this end we
urge the Council to adopt the proposal for a direcdve
on the mutual recognition of marketing authorizations
without funher delay, this being an essential step in
the progress towards free movement of goods.
On a more general level, we consider it essential rc
break down the compartmentalization of the market
to eliminate subsisting obstacles to the free movement
of pharmaceuticals 
- 
subject to the requirements of
safety standards, naturally.
\7e also consider that gradual harmonization of laws
on the dispensing of drugs on prescription would be
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desirable, panicularly in view of the fact that Com-
muniry citizens are travelling more and more outside
their countries of residence, visiting other Member
Sates, where they may wish to obtain medicines.
The third and final section is concerned with the con-
ditions under which pharmaceuticals are used, which
our committee has studied with a view to indicating
areas where there is room for improvement.
\7e paid panicular attention to four areas.
The first of these is the training of doctors, particu-
larly in the fields of therapeutic techniques and drug
control. The second is education of consumers, by
means of an information campaign on the correct. use
of pharmaceudcal products in panicular. The third is
the exercise of controls over marketing techniques
used to promote pharmaceuticals, by means in pani-
cular of regulations on advenising and publiciry in this
field and sanctions for any abusive practices. The
founh aspect is the need, essential in our view, for the
Communiry to have access to harmonized satistics on
the pharmaceutical sector as a whole so that the con-
sumption of pharmaceuticals and its impact on health
and public health spendint can continue to be moni-
tored and accurately compared on a Community-wide
basis.
To conclude, this repon is set firmly in the conrext of
the Community's industrial strategies, in which the
pharmaceutical industry, an innovative industry which
applies advanced rcchnology, creares little pollution
and employs a yery highly skilled workforce, has a
major role to play 
- 
as long as it remains competirive.
The European pharmaceutical industry can be com-
petitive if it coordinates its research activities at Euro-
pean level and enjoys access to a genuine European
market. However, the requirement for competitiveness
of the pharmaceudcal industry must be coupled with a
requirement for compatibiliry of its production and
marketing with public health needs and public spend-
ing considerations. It is for this reason that we have
made sure to make the cost of drugs a central factor in
our deliberations, on an equal footing with the quality
and safety factors.
The conclusions contained in rhe opinion of the Com-
mittee on the Environment, Public Health and Con-
sumer Protection drafted by our colleague Mr Sher-
lock are to a large extent complemenary ro our own
and I would emphasize that the conclusions of your
Committee on Economic and Monerary Affairs were
adopted unanimously.
I trust, Ladies and Gendemen, that you will also
accept the conclusions set our in this repon, in which
we have endeavoured to be constructive and objective,
both in the interests of this imponant sector of the
economy and, of course, in the paramount interesrc of
the health of our fellow citizens.
(Applause)
IN THE CHAIR: MR I"\LOR
Vice-President
Mr Ghergo (EPP). 
- 
(17) Mr President, ladies and
Bentlemen, the motion for a resolution on the produc-
tion and sale of pharmaceutical products presented by
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
deals with important problems and therefore deserves
to be favourably received by Parliament, even if the
solutions suggested do not deal with the most impor-
tant matter 
- 
namely, the free movemenr of pharma-
ceuticals between Member States.
A motion for a resolution has already been tabled on
this subject, and the Committee on the Environmenr,
Public Health and Consumer Protection has already
set out its position when the amendmenrs proposed by
the Commission to Directives 65/65 EEC and 75/31
EEC on the approximation of provisions laid down by
law, regulation or administrative acrion relating to
proprietary medicinal products were being considered.
The request in paragraph 12 of the resolution tabled
by the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs,
calling on the Council to adopt without delay rhe pro-
posal for a directive on the harmonizarion of marker-
ing authorizations for proprietary medicines, is there-
fore very opportune.
The Comminee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
rightly states rhar this decision would be an essenrial
step towards a market genuinely open ro rhe free
movement of pharmaceutical products.
Amongst the various points contained in the motion
for a resolution I would emphasize those relaring to
pharmacological research, which at presenr 
- 
as rhe
motion rightly points out 
- 
is limited within the
Community to a few programmes.
However, these points, as they stand, are of too gen-
eral a nature; Ereater detail is needed, greater preci-
sion, and a statemenr of what measures the Com-
munity should put in hand in this field. Funds for
research into sectors that have hitheno been neglected
could be increased, for example, and Member States
could be asked to orient the work of the public
research institutions in that direction, so as to obtain
more effective and at the same rime less cosrly drugs,
whilst avoiding imposing excessive resrrictions on rhe
research work of private enterprises or raking over
their role. I had proposed an amendment relating to
'---l
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these problems, suggesting that the views of both sides
of industry and the professional sectors concerned
should be sought, so as to obtain an overall view of the
situation and the problems involved. I shall say a few
brief words about this amendment in a few moments.
The motion for a resolution that w'e are debating very
properly points out the need to harmonize the legisla-
tion in Member States regarding proprietary drugs for
sale on medical prescription. The Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection
should state its views on this last matter, possibly with
a proposal for a directive requiring a single list of such
products to be prepared, applicable to all Member
States.
fu paragraph 20 of the motion for a resolution righdy
points out, advertising for proprietary pharmaceutical
products should be subject to a single set of special
rules throughout the Communiry.
These rules should relate not only to the indications
given for the use of the drugs but also the contraindi-
cations and secondary or side effects and, in parti-
cular, the illustrative texts on the packaging of the
drug itself.
It is also undesirable that the same proprietary drug
should be presented differently in different Member
States; that should be avoided.
The pans of the motion calling for the collection of
uniform satistical data regarding the consumption of
drugs in the Community and the consequences for
health and public expenditure are also deserving of
approval. On this point also a special directive should
be proposed, laying down strict regulations for Mem-
ber States and defining the manner in which the data is
to be collected.
'!7ith regard to the amendment to which I referred
previously this was duly submitted by me on 22 Febru-
ary, yet I was only advised yesterday that the deadline
for tabling it had passed, despite the fact that the
Deleau repon has been repeatedly put back 
- 
first to
March and then to April.
I will read the text of that amendment, which I ear-
nestly ask the committee to accept in the final version
of the motion:
Considers that the panicipation of all sectors
involved 
- 
both sides of industry and the profes-
sional sector 
- 
is essential to the proper consider-
ation and finalization of a European policy for
pharmaceuticals, and that special hearings by the
Commission and the Parliament are desirable for
that purpose.
Finally, we recommend that the Commission bear in
mind the suggestions and proposals put forward by the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection in its opinion on this motion for
a resolution.
\7ith these observations I declare that my group will
vote in favour of the repon by Mr Deleau, to whom I
should like to express my warm and sincere apprecia-
tion for the excellent job he has done.
Mr Beazley (ED). 
- 
Mr President, the European
Democratic Group suppofts the Deleau report. \tre
have, however, proposed cenain amendments which
we trust that the rapporteur and the House will sup-
pon in the interests of improving certain aspects of it.
The first point which I wish to make is that the major-
iry of pharmaceutical companies making ethical drugs
are international private-enterprise firms, bearing
themselves the heavy cosrc of research and of produc-
ing the necessary information to enable doctors and
hospitals to appreciate their characteristics and quali-
ties and to ensure their safe and correct usage. They
are not national companies needing to become Euro-
pean, but international firms, most of which originated
in Member States or have a strong European base,
who need big margets in which to cover their costs at
reasonable prices. This means that they are frusrated
by the compaflmentalizatioo of the European Com-
munity market, which makes their operations of prod-
uction, distribution and marketing unnecessarily cosdy
because of the different health legislations and
requirements of the various Member Sates.
Both the consumer and the producers would benefit
by every step taken to crearc a real common market in
pharmaceutical producm. This means that the rcsdng
procedures and manufacturing regulations are in
urgent need of harmonization by the removal of what
are clearly national technical barriers to trade, so that
the manufacturer does not have to set up rcn different
national companies in the Community to manufacture
and disribute his products. Likewise the health auth-
orities of the various Member States must also change
their purchasing approach from a national to a Euro-
pean one.
My group welcomes the statement in paragraph 4 of
the repon that the future of the pharmaceutical indus-
try will depend on its capacity for innovation, because
this is the mainspring of its very existence and its suc-
cess is the basis of ir costs and the motivation for its
actions. My group connects this with the proposal in
paragraph 5 drawing the Commission's attention to
the attenuation of the legal protection arising from the
length and multipliciry of test periods within the Com-
munity and emphasizes the need for extending facili-
des for product testing and screenings.
The strong quasi-monopolistic buying power of
national health authorities or mutuelles exercised over
different products in different Communiry markets
creates the circumstances in which speculative traders
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can benefit financially from parallel impons without
the cost and responsibilities borne by a research base
service-orientated manufacturer. This is no good basis
on which [o create a common market. The Com-
munity must do all in its power to open up the market
legally and pracdcally to enable bona fide manufactur-
ers, through fair arms-length competition, to establish
a common market for qualiry products at competitive
PflCeS.
This does not mean to say that there is no place for
generic and mass consumption products. Of couse
there is, but where health is concerned, let them take
their proper place according to the patient's and the
markets'needs.
Mr Coust6 (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the phar-
maceutical industry in the European Community is
healthy. It is innovative, it is dynamic, it creates
employment. In this industry, in fact, we almost match
the United States and are followed very closely by
Japan, which on its own has a 170/o share of the world
market. It is therefore vital that this industry should be
able to develop on its own market, and this means that
we must establish a genuine single market in pharma-
ceuticals throughout Europe.
How are we to set about this? \flhile my group
approves the repon by Mr Deleau, I should like to
stress four points in this connection on its behalf. First
of all, marketing authorizations should no longer
cover individual countries but should extend to the
Community as a whole. At the same time, the existing
procedure for consulting the Committee for Proprie-
tary Mcdicinal Products should, as the Commission
proposes, be scrapped and replaced by a system under
which products could be placed on rhe Community
market on the basis of a mutual recognition accorded
by all Member States.
In this connection, the Commission is right to maki
the funher proposal for clearer definition of the prin-
ciples to be observed during experimentation, to facili-
tate harmonization of national decisions. The Com-
mission is also to be congratulated on having rejected
the idea of setting up a European registration body,
which would have been administradvely cumbersome,
useless and costly.
'!7ith regard to parallel impons, on which Mr Deleau
spoke most judiciously, the Commission must tec pro-
gress on its communicarion of May 1982 and succeed
in getting facilities ser up ro monitor parallel imporrs
to ensure that rhey are jusdfied and thar they do not
represent a danger, but serve to meet the needs of
patients and conform with Anicle 35.
On the subject of prices 
- 
and this is my third point
- 
the system that we have is a nadonal, compaftmen-
:alized pricing system. In some Member Stares prices
are fixed freely, whereas in others they are completely
controlled by the State. The proper method would be
to have a single price for a given product throughout
the Communiry. I find that the Commission, having
set up a group of experts on drug prices, would do
well to encourage it to meet, which it has not done
since November 1980.
Finally, the question of patents is vimlly important. It
is not possible to operate in an innovative industry
without patenm to protect the results of research
effort, the scale of which is considerable, represenring
between 10% and 150/o of rurnover. It is for this
reason, Mr President, that I believe thar we should
adopt the idea of adding the period taken up by clini-
cal trials to the twenty-year lifespan of parents.
These were the four points that I wished to draw to
the attention of the House. I would add that our suc-
cess in establishing a single, organized market in this
field will depend, as in other spheres, on rhe srengrh
of our will to create European union.
Mr Petronio (ND. 
- 
(7) Mr President, the repon
presented by Mr Deleau on the production and con-
sumption of pharmaceutical products inside the Com-
muniry is of considerable interest, since it recognises
the imponance of this industry to the European Com-
munity, an industry that has been successful in main-
taining its own competitiveness, its level of employ-
ment and its ability to exporr., despite the economic
crisis gripping all sectors of industry.
The resolution is an excellen[ one because it gives pro-
per recognition rc the work of research and constant
innovation which have to cope 
- 
and v/e must not
forget this 
- 
with constanily increasing costs. A
poliry is therefore necessary rhat will not compromise
its capacity for innovation. That means giving betrer
protection for patents, with appropriate regularions
governing the time from which a parcnt is to run, and
speeding up approval by the Council of Ministers of
the Commission's proposals regarding mutual recogni-
don of national markedng aurhorizations.
I emphasize that this directive is essential in order to
achieve free movement of pharmaceutical products
and, as a result, a genuinely open internal market. It is
the most effective means of prorecring the productive
potential, competitiveness and, hence, the innovative
capacity of the pharmaceutical industry. Moreover, it
protects the fundamennl inrerests of public health.
Ve also agree with Mr Deleau's observarion to rhe
effect that the system of prices in some Member
Sates, including Italy, is not compatible with rhe spirit
and reguladons of the Community. Prices should be
fixed in accordance with rhe rules of comperirion and,
above all, taking rhe real cost elements inro account.
In shon, I think there are five essendal poinrs for the
protection of the pharmaceutical industry and the
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satisfaction of its panicular requirements, and these
are: first, a commitment to allocate more aid for
research; second, a need for more effective legal pro-
tection for inventions in the pharmaceutical field;
third, a need for quick approval of the Commission's
proposals for mutual recognition; founh, the impon-
ance of keeping a constant check on the prices policy
of some Member States, so as to ensure compadbiliry
with the regulations of the Treaty of Rome and elimi-
nate the underlying causes of the considerable dispar-
ity in market prices; fifth, an undenaking that all par-
ties concerned will religiously respect the rules of
competition. To this end we call for the active colla-
boradon of the Commission and the Council, not only
in giving urgent approval to the proposals in this field
that were aheady presented years ago and are still
bogged down but also in presenting new proposals for
Community action using EEC financial instruments.
It is with this hope that the Italian political Right feels
it its duty to support Mr Deleau's report together with
the amendment 
- 
unfortunately not printed, but
which, I hope, will be accepted by the rapporteur 
-put forward by Mr Ghergo, which proposes wide-
ranging consultation in this sector and which we fully
suPPort,
Mr Narjes, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(DE) In his
report on the production and use of pharmaceutical
products in the Community, Mr Deleau has given a
comprehensive survey of the problems confronting the
Community in the area of pharmaceutical products.
Ve can only congratulate him on doing such excellent
work on such a difficult and controversial subject and
thank him, as we heanily thank all the ladies and gen-
tlemen of this Chamber who have helped to ensure
that progress is made in this matter during the various
debates.
This is, indeed, not an easy task, since the rules are
especially complex in this particular sector, in which
four basic interests which are not necessarily compati-
ble join forces. I am referring to the interest in protect-
ing and improving public health, the interest in social
solidarity in the field of pharmaceutical expenditure,
the interests of industrial poliry in a key European sec-
tor and the interest of the free movement of pharma-
ceutical products throughout the Community.
The Commission is in broad agreement with the rap-
porteur's assessment of the current situation. In spite
of the crisis, the European pharmaceutical indusry
still makes an overall profit. This branch of industry
spends nearly l0o/o of im turnover on research and
thus has substantial know-how and capital available to
it. \7ith 315 000 employees in the Community, it
offers a large number of jobs to highly-skilled work-
ers. So it is not surprising to find that in fact half of
the pharmaceutical exports from the OECD countries
go to the Communiry. The Community's balance sheet
for pharmaceutical trade with third countries is quite
clearly positive.
In view of this situation, the Commission's most
urgent task is to creite a viable common market in the
pharmaceutical sector. For this branch is still one of
the most competitive in our industry. But the produc-
tion of new subsmnces calls for substantial and ever-
increasing investment and research. The present com-
panmenalization of the market is a result partly of the
business policy pursued by the pharmaceutical under-
takings themselves and partly of interuention by the
Member States and, in panicular, of the variety of
methods used in our Member States, for example to
check the rise in expenditure on pharmaceutical prod-
ucts under their various social insurance systems.
The present compartmentalization of the market has
led to major distonions of competition, tagether with
very different earning prospects for the undertakings
on the individual markets. But there is now agreement
about the objective to be aimed at. That is to produce
effective and safe drugs at low cost and also to offer
them to the customer at an attractive price. However,
there are considerable differences of opinion as to the
means to achieve this aim, which sometimes lead or
have led to sharp controversy. There is no drug that is
mtally free of risk. In fact, the most effective drugs are
relatively toxic.
As regards finance, it is worth noting that expenditure
on drugs, although it accounts for only a limited part
of social insurance expenditure as such, is nevenheless
so large and significant that we must make sure thar
existing drugs are used in the best possible way, in
order to keep the total financial expenditure on social
insurance systems under control.
Funher action is urgently needed in the field of lic-
ences for putting drugs on the market. You recently
received, for your information, the Commission's
fourth repon on the activities of the Committee on
Proprietary Medicinal Products and of its working
panies. The committee is paving the way for the furure
cooperation which is an essential prerequisite for the
mutual recognition of licences. Like Parliament, the
Commission feels that the Council should accept the
proposal to amend the existing directives, which has
been before it since December 1980, i.e. for three
years.
In the field of pharmaceutical prices and social insur-
ance, the use of Anicle 30 of rhe EEC Treaty against
certain national provisions and of Articles 85 and 86
thereof against cenain undertakings has so far proved
the most suiable means of action. Cooperation with
the national authorities responsible for fixing the
prices will continue, yet in the medium term it does
not seem realisdc to pursue a policy of harmonizing
price rules. The views of the Member Sntes and the
actual conditions diverge too widely.
But the Commission reserves imelf the right to put rhe
whole matter before the Council, on the basis also of
the resolution which this Chamber is now discussing.
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It is aware that this is a technically very difficult and
also politically thorny matter.
All in all, the European pharmaceutical industry has
made satisfactory progress in the innovation of prod-
ucts and procedures. Yet we regard it as our duty to
ensure that the burden on undenakings is reduced,
especially the burden of toxicological tests. One
reason we are doing this is because it could also
reduce the excessively high number of test animals
used and prevent too many test animals from being
sacrificed. At the same time we will observe and iden-
tify the future needs of the pharmaceutical industry in
specific areas, such as biotechnology.
The Communiry's third research programme in the
field of medicine and the research and raining pro-
gramme in the field of molecular biological techniques
are of basic imponance and involve work on specific
pharmaceutical projects.
The points raised in the amendments can be subdi-
vided into three groups. First, the amendments on
matters which have also been touched on in the
motion for a resolution. Secondly, those relating to
pharmaceutical problems in the developing countries,
and thirdly, amehdments and questions relating to
general public health aspects.
On the first group of amendments, I can say that in
general we see few problems. In principle we can
accepr rhem all. They are amendments Nos 2, 6 and 8
to 26.
On the amendmenm on the developing countries'
problems in the pharmaceutical sector I would like to
make the following comments. These amendments are
Nos I and 3 rc 7. The question of research into non-
profiable drugs involves a very complex matter, which
largely falls into the sphere of action of the pharma-
ceutical industry which, as you know, pays for 950/o of.
research into drugs on its own account and on its own
initiative. So the question is to what extent there is a
need for funher research on the basis of additional
Programmes.
The transfer of technology to the developing countries
is also primarily a question of the indust4/s ability and
willingness to do so and of that of the international
organizations which specialize in this field, that is to
say UNCTAD, UNIDO and the Vorld Health
Organization. Vithin its terms of reference, the Com-
mission will of course continue as in the past to take
pan in the activities of the UN commissions which
have concentrated on this subject matter and continue
to study it.
As regards developing countries associated with the
Community, we can use the procedures set out in the
-Lom6 Convention. \7e will cenainly have to discuss
this matter in connection with Lom6 III which, as you
know, will probably be negotiated from September
this year.
Finally, may I draw your atrcntion to the research and
development programme, aheady accepted by the
Council, in the field of science and technology in the
service of development for 1983-85. This programme
includes a sub-programme on medical care, public
health and nutrition in tropical areas.
A point which was also raised in written questions
concerns minimum standards for export. The high
qualiry requirements, which were fixed panly as a
result of Community-wide harmonization, are having
beneficial effects both in the industrialized countries
and in the developing countries. In future the develop-
ing counuies will have more securiry as regards drugs
manufactured in the Community, thanls also to the
cooperation of the Vorld Health Organization. The
production of all drugs is subject to approval and is
constantly monitored. In panicular, the Vorld Health
Organization has introduced a quality certificate spe-
cifically for the developing countries, which they can
require of any member country of that organization.
Some amendments refer to drug advertisments in third
countries. The advenising of drugs is already subject
to more or less stringent national regulations which
would seem difficult to harmonize at this stage, if only
for constitutional reasons. However, the official sum-
mary of the propenies of medicinal products proposed
by the Commission in 1980 could serve as a reference
work for obaining information on drugs and drug
advertisemenff throughout the Communiry.
Funhermore, pharmaceutical directives have already
harmonized the packaging and labelling of pharma-
ceutical products in the Communiry, so these docu-
ments are also available in third countries now.
The third group of amendments, Nos 27 to 30, con-
cern proposals for Commission action in the field of
general public health. \7here they can be incorporated
in the framework of existing activities and fall within
the Communiq/s terms of reference, these proposals
can and will be aken into consideration.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting time.
7 . Discharge decisions 198 1 
- 
Earopean Parliament and
European Inoestment Bank 
- 
Adninistrative expendi-
turefor 1982
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is a joint debate on six
reports drawn up on behalf of the Committee on
Budgetary Control:
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- 
by Mr Konrad Schcin, (Doc. l-75/83) on the
accounts of the European Parliament and the dis-
charge in respect of the 1981 financial year;
- 
by Mr Konrad Schcin, (Doc. l-112/83) on the
discharge to be granted to the Commission in res-
pect of the activities of the second and third'Euro-
pean Development Funds in the 1981 financial
year;
- 
by Mr Gaben, (Doc. l-97 /83) on the discharge to
be granted m the Commission in respect of the
financial sarcments of the ECSC for the 1981
financial year, and on the report of the Court of
Auditors on the accounts of the European Coal
and Srcel Community as at 31 December 1981,
and on the report of the Court of Auditors on
ECSC housing loans;
- 
by Mr Edward Kellett-Bowman, (Doc. l-70/83)
on the discharge to be granted to the Administra-
tive Council of the European Foundation for the
Improvement of Living and lTorking Conditions
in respect of the implementation of its budget for
the 1981 financial year and comments on this
decision;
- 
by Mr Edward Kellett-Bowman, (Doc. l-96/83)
on rhe discharge to be granted rc the Administra-
tive Council of the European Centre for the
Development of Vocational Training in respect of
the implementation of its budget for the 1981
financial year and commenm on this decision;
- 
by Mr Coust6, (Doc. 1-1309/82) on relations
between the European Parliament and the Euro-
pean Investment Bank and ways in which Parlia-
ment may supervise the budgetary operations
associated with the activities of the European
Investment Bank.
Mr Aigner (EPP), Cbairman of tbe Committee on
Budgetary Control. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, as chair-
man of the Committee on Budgetary Control I would
like to begin with a point of order. Your committee
has decided 
- 
I may put it the way we put it in com-
mittee 
- 
to stop the clock for four weeks; not, like
lastyear, to defer or refuse the discharge but in order
to reach a final decision in May. Ve wanted to give
the Commission an opponunity, in its answers to var-
ious statements which your rapporteur will put to you
on behalf of the committee, to gain some room for
manoeuvre, to the benefit of the Community; that
means, we wanted to give it a chance to move closer to
Parliament and to move a little funher away from the
Community institution which is putting a check on
development, namely the Council. Ve need these four
weeks simply in order to obtain a clear expression of
opinion from the Commission.
Parliamentary control must take account of two essen-
tial needs. One is to obain the possibiliry of applying
the sanction of publicity, the second is to examine and
evaluate politically the implementation of the budget
on the basis of the policies decided upon by Parlia-
ment, and the economic Eansparency and orderly exe-
cution of the financial operations, which here of
course also includes compliance with the Financial
Regulation and the internal procedural provisions.
Your committee is not able to give a definitive opinion
yet because it was only yesterday that the President
asked us, during the discussion on the report on Par-
liament's own budget, to give him another opponunity
to state his position on various complaints before our
committee. !7e should use this opponunity to clear up
certain contradicitions which appear to have come up
at the last minute.
May I make a second remark. A debate on discharge
naturally relates primarily to a past financial year, in
this case the 1981 financial year. But any political eval-
uation relating to mismanagement by an institution,
whether the charge is made by Parliament or the
Court of Audirors, musr of course also take account of
that institution's further conduct. That is to say, if for
instance after mismanagement has occurred, the Com-
mission then corrects the contested policy the follow-
ing year, this mrrst of course be taken into considera-
tion in the evaluation and analysis of the contested
matter. If the policy was corrected, Parliament has
achieved what it wanted and does not need to impose
any requiremenff, for then it is enough simply rc
establish that mismanagement occurred, but that a
positive development has occurred since. Conversely,
in the case of mismanagement in 1981, reinforced by
the continued pursuit of an improper policy, the Com-
mission's further conduct must also be taken into
account in the evaluation of the discharge findings.
In summary, may I say that this week we propose dis-
charge decisions for the following reports only: 1.
ECSC, 2. the Dublin Foundation, 3. the Berlin Centre,
4. the second and third development funds, and lastly
the so-called Saby repon where the question of dis-
charge does not arise but in which we put our position
vis-ti-ois the Commission on the 1982 accounts.
May I point out that both the discharge decision for
1981, which has not been submitted, and the Saby
report are inrcrim reports to Parliament and that the
final discussion on the Saby repon and on the report
on the 1981 discharge to Parliament will quite cer-
tainly take place in May. \7e want to observe the
budgetary provisions so that the Commission will
obtain the payments, but we will nor finally assess
these repons until May, unless of course we are forced
to discuss them now, which I would regret since some
facts still need to be discussed in detail in the com-
mittee.
President. 
- 
Mr Aigner, I gather that what you are
asking the Chair to do is to put to rhe House the ques-
tion of referring the repon (Doc. 1-75/83) to the
committee.
I
I
l
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Mr Aigner (EPP), Chairman of the Committee on
Budgetary Control. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, of course I
am, bur it is also a question of formulating a starcment
and of the committee's position, since we are not
observing the Financial Regulation. That is why I said
that we are stopping the clock, but the Commission
has a right to know why we are stopping the clock and
why we are not presenting Parliament's final repon
until May.
President. 
- 
I accept that. That is a recommendation
for referral to committee under Rule 85.
Mr Irmer (L). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, before we give
our opinion on Mr Aigner's proposal, I would ask you
for a binding declaration that new information really
has been made available. I do find it rather suprising
that the Committee on Budgetary Control determined
one or two weeks ago that it could propose a dis-
charge for Parliament for 1981 and that then, virtually
a day or two before the debate, new material is sud-
denly supposed to have come to light which puts this
decision in question again. So I would ask you to
make a binding statement to the effect that President
Danken's communication to the chairman of the
Committee on Budgetary Control, Mr Aigner, really
does contain new information which is essential to the
decision on this question of whether Parliament can be
given a discharge or not; moreover, I would like to
express my displeasure at the fact that this information
is being given virtually at the last minute.
Mr Edward Kellett-Bowman (ED). 
- 
On a point of
order, Mr President. It may have been a slip of the
tongue, it may have been misinterpretation, but
MrAigner has just proposed to the House that the
Saby discharge on 1982 be delivered to the House this
coming May. It will not, in fact, be before the House
before April 1984. Not a discharge on 1982.
Mr Aigner (EPP), Chairman of the Committee on
Budgetary Control. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I think a
few more remarks must be made in addition to what
has been said so far. President Danken had requested
a consultation with the bureau of the Committee on
Budgetary Control for yesterday. On the basis of what
the President said, that bureau unanimously agreed on
the need for funher discussion in the Committee on
Budgetary Control. It is impossible for an individual to
assess whether these are entirely new facts or only old
facts put forward in a new form. The committee must
determine this, and that is why this question will be the
first item we consider next week.
A further comment on what you said, Mr President
Ve did not defer the ircm on the agenda relating to
the discharge just like that, and we must make a state-
ment on it to the Chamber pursuant to the Financial
Regulation. For the Financial Regulation lays down
deadlines, and we must jusdfy ourselves before the
Commission and explain why we need four more
weeks; our rapporteur will make this statement now
on behalf of the Committee on Budgetary Control,
and only then can we refer the report back m com-
mittee. I ask you to take careful note of this.
Mrs Boserup (COM). 
- 
(DA) I should very much
like to know what is happening here. Ve took great
trouble on Monday to have the Saby report dealt with
separately. Is this decision valid? Is there a proposal to
defer the Saby repon? It has been proposed to take the
Saby repon off the agenda. I should like to oppose
that. The Saby repon has nothing whatever to do with
discharge. It is a special question, a dury we have, and
we can perform it regardless of discharge.
Mr Aigner (EPP), Cbairman of the Committee on
Budgetary Control. 
- 
(DE) I would like to try to
make clear to you what we have decided by a large
majoriry. AII we want to do today is rc make the state-
ment to rhe Commission which we are obliged to
make, and when the Commission expresses its position
on it 
- 
Mr Tugendhaq the Vice-President, told me
he will give an answer 
- 
then we can decide on with-
drawal or non-withdrawal. In my view we do not need
a decision at all now, because the committee has stated
that it will not take its final decision until the next
part-session. The Saby report is a different matter, for
according to the Financial Regulation we are obliged
to present the accounts so that the Commission can
continue its activities, and we shall do so. But ure can-
not give our opinion on it now, only at the next pan-
session. Similarly, we will only reach a final decision
on the discharge for 1981 after we have examined the
new facts presented by President Danken.
\7e are obliged rc do this because the President has
stated that he has new facts at his disposal, and if in
the view of the Committee on Budgeary Control new
facts have emerged, then they must be examined, even
if there is some suspicion that perhaps considerations
which are not relevant to the matter in hand play a
pan here. The Committee on Budgetary Control will
make sure that this is not the case. So I earnestly
request you to give the floor to the general rapporteur
and then to Mr Tugendhat. Afrcr that we can decide
what to do.
Mr Price (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I wish to speak on a
point of order. If refer you to the agenda. There is no
report on the agenda on a discharge to the Commis-
sion. If it is not on the atenda, then you cannor now
stan discussing that subject. It relates to a repon rhat
has not yet been prepared by the committee. Vhat is
on the agenda, Mr President, relares to Parliament's
discharge and only that. Mr Aigner moved the referral
back to committee. If there is any doubt about that,
then I move the referral back to committee of Parlia-
ment's discharge.
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President. 
- 
The situation at present is that Mr Aig-
ner has not moved the referral back to committee. I
am now calling on Mr Schon, the rapponeur.
Mr Konrad Schirn (EPP), fapporter.tr. 
- 
(DE) Mr
President, ladies and gentlemen, the purpose of the
statement I am making on behalf of the Committee on
Budgemry Control is to explain why we are not giving
our view on the final report. on the discharge, whether
to Parliament or specifically to the Commission,
today. Mr Aigner has said that we have metaphorically
stopped the clock. Vhy? For instance, because we still
want to discuss a number of questions with you in a
constructive s/ay 
- 
and I stress the word constructive
- 
for in our view the discharge imelf is a highly politi-
cal procedure, which also gives this Parliament control
over the political procedure. The budget is a political
declaration of intent in numerical terms and its imple-
mentation gives us a chance to examine whether this
political intent was followed. And here we come to the
first point, namely that the Commission on Budgetary
Control did not consider that the decisions of Parlia-
ment, as part of the budgemry authoriry, were imple-
mented satisfactorily in the implemenation of the
1981 budget. For instance, it was found that the imple-
menmtion of payment authorizations, and also of
commitment authorizations, came nowhere near Par-
liament's political demands. This brings us to what I
t€rm a requirement, on which the Commission must
state its position if we are to arrive at a discharge in
May. This requirement is that the Commission must,
in the framework of the procedure set out in the joint
declaration of July last year, take all possible measuresto ensure the utilization of the appropriations
approved by Parliament in amendments in the course
of the financial year, in line with the political objec-
tives set.
There is a second point which w'e want rc disc6ss in
more detail with the Commission. That is the question
of the management of own resources. You are all
aware that in 1981, thanks largely to Parliament's
pressure, some 800 million ECU were saved in the
EAGGF; but insrcad of regarding these savings as gen-
uine own resources and then udlizing them for other
Communiry policies, as you know they were left with
the Member States. Ve want to enjoin the Commis-
sion to declare that the appropriations saved during
the financial year should remain in the Communiry
budget and be carried over as a credit to the next
year's budget. That would also comply with Article 11
of Regulation No 2891/77.
'!7e 
also vant. to discuss with the Commission why it is
not prepared to charge interest on defaulted payments
to Member States which have delayed utilizing appro-
priations belonging to the Community.
My next point relates to irregularities and fraud. Here
c/e want to encourage the Commission to take even
sffonger action against those who misuse or under-
mine our common policies and commit fraud. Ve have
used a technical term for this and say that Commission
should set up something like a task force, because the
Communiry's reputation suffers if its citizens keep
hearing about fraud and irregularities.
'S7e want to combat this jointly with the Commission.
That means that the Commission must have our back-
ing and support. So our next requirement would be for
the Commission to explain, in connection wich these
matters, how it proposes to take stronger measures to
combat this fraud and, of course, to make proposals to
us, perhaps also for an increase in its smff. Ve are
quite willing to accept that, if the staff does not only
earn its salary but also prevents considerable damage
from being done to the Community and helps us to
achieve a fair use of the taxes paid by our citizens.
The fouruh point q/e want to discuss and which has not
yet been fully clarified is the question of food aid.
Various things have happened in this area.'!fle need
only look at the Court of Auditors' report. May I
draw your attention to the report by Mr Irmer on a
pan of that general report. Ve must discuss this with
the Commission, and our requirement here is that the
Committee on Budgetary Conrol reserves itself the
right m examine the Commission's new proposals. The
Commission should submit proposals to us on how it
intends to reform food aid and how it intends to
implemenr this poliry in a more efficient and effective
way, in the interests of those who are supposed to ben-
efit from it.
The next point is the question of the European
Development Fund. In view of the cash problems des-
cribed in the Coun of Auditors' report for the 1981
financial year, and in order to emphasize more clearly
the Community aspect of association poliry, v/e v/ant a
discussion with the Commission on the budgetizadon
of the Sixth European Development Fund. \7e want
the Commission to come closer to our position. The
Committee on Budgetary Control expects the Com-
mission to submit a proposal on lhe budgetization of
the Sixth European Development Fund before the
opening of the negotiations with the Council. I am
aware, gendemen of the Commission, that the German
Government, for instance, recently expressed a differ-
ent opinion, but we must have this discussion with the
Commission on the Sixth Fund, and the Commission
ought to determine the procedure in advance.
Our sixth point is research poliry. Ve regret that the
Commission has not yet managed to put its ideas
chrough, so that this extremely important Communiry
poliry can really bear fruit. Ve have set out our
requirement on this matter and it will have to be dis-
cussed.
One word on the question of Parliament's budget. It is
indeed surprising that we.also want rc defer this dis-
charge to May. That is simply because new assertions
were made, which we will have to examine first, in
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connection whith Parliament's cash management, to
ensure tha[ this repon can also be adopted in May.
(Applause)
Mr Bangemann (L). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I do not
wan[ [o get involved in this debate about pros and
cons, but would only ask you to follow the Rules of
Procedure strictly in these decisions which we must
now take.
Firstly, that means we cannot vote now on reports
which are not on the agenda. Secondly we cannot.
defer the vote, because the Rules of Procedure do not
provide for that either. Under the Rules of Procedure,
we can, on the proposal of the rappofleur or the chair-
man of the committee concerned, refer back to com-
mittee a report which is on the agenda, if a majority of
Members is in favour of this.
So there are only two possibilities. Ve can vote only
on that which is on the agenda, and I ask you to ascer-
tain which reports are on the agenda. Secondly, we
can vote only on a motion by Mr Aigner, the rappor-
rcur or a Member of Parliament for the referral back
to committee of the repon or reports on the agenda.
But we cannot defer a vote.
Mr Edward Kellett-Bowman (ED). 
- 
I should like to
follow up Mr Bangemann's point. He said that we may
only vote on something that has been proposed either
by the chairman or by the rapponeur. It is my under-
standing that the rapporteur, in the closing words of
the speech he has just made, proposed to withdraw the
report on the discharge in respect of Parliament's
budget, i.e. Doc. l-75/83.If that is the case, Mr Presi-
dent, is it in order for me formally to support that
referral back to committee?
President. 
- 
I did not hear that panicular proposal. It
had already been mentioned by Mr Aigner and then
withdrawn.
I am going to call Mr Tugendhat, because I was rcld
that the proposal was condidonal on what the Vice-
President of the Commission would have to say.
Mr Edward Kellett-Bowman (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I
do not believe that the Vice-President of the Commis-
sion can comment on Parliament's discharge, which is
the matter being considered.
President. 
- 
Mr Aigner withdrew the proposal the
last time he spoke.
Mr Aigner (EPP), Chairman of the Committee on
Budgetary Control. 
- 
(DE) Surely rhe Chamber can
give the Commission the answer which the committee
decided upon by a large majoriry, namely what the
rapporteur has just stated. 'Sfe now want an answer
from the Commission and then we will withdraw the
request for a discharge and will table it again in May.
Honourable Members, the discharge procedure is an
instrument rc persuade the Commission to follow a
certain path favoured, by all the specialized commit-
tees. Please do not now destroy the work of rhe Com-
mittee on Budgetary Control. Ve have worked on rhis
repoft for weeks and we decided what we are now
saying by alarge majoriry.
Mr Arndt (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, Mr Bangemann
is quite right. That is why I move that Mr Konrad
Schon's report on behalf of the Committee on Budger-
ary Control on the accounts of the European Parlia-
ment and the discharge in respect of the 1981 financial
year, and the report by Konrad Schon on behalf of the
Committee on Budgemry Control on the discharge ro
be granted to the Commission of the European Com-
munities in respect of the Second and Third European
Development Funds be referred back to the Com-
mittee on Budgetary Control wirh the instruction that
both repons be re-submitted at the next pan-session in
May and with the request to Mr Tugendhat, Vice-
President of the Commission, first to make a srarement
on Paragraph No 69, i.e. the referral back of both
reports, because this is necessary under our Financial
Regulation.
Mr Price (ED).- Mr President, mine is not a speech
on the substance, it is a point of order.
Mr Arndt actached to his proposition cenain com-
ments about when this should come back before the
plenary. Now, I would just ask you to rule that rhat is
not part of the motion which Parliament is about to
vote on. I say this because part of the information
which led the Bureau of rhe Commirree on Budgetary
Control to ask for referral back related to mar[ers
which will not be cleared up by the next pan-session.
The committee may well decide therefore that it needs
rather more time before bringing it back to the plen-
ary. I ask you, Mr President, to rule that the rule
under which Mr Arndt made his proposirion simply
requires the proposal of referral back rc the committee
rc be put to the vote, and that alone.
President. 
- 
Can I ask Mr Arndt to confirm rhat he
has asked me to put ro rhe House rhe question of
referring back Mr Schcin's reporr, Documenr 75/83?
Mr Arndt (S).- (DE) Yes.
(Parliament approoed tbe referral back to committee)
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President. 
- 
Since voting time has now arrived, we
shall adjourn the debate until tomorrow.
IN THE CHAIR: MR KLEPSCH
Wce-President
8. Votes I
ARNDT REPORT (Doc. t-72/83- FINANCING
oF THE COMMUNITT)
Afier paragraph 7 
- 
Amendments Nos 3, 4 and 17/reo.
President. 
- 
I see that Mr Baillot is complaining that
we are going too fast. However, if we go any slower,
we will never Bet finished in the time available.
Mr Baillot (COM). 
- 
I was not calling the impon-
ance of the vote into question, Mr President. All I
wanted to do was simply to ask you not to go so fast
with the votes by show of hands.
President. 
- 
Thank you
it.
(Tbe sitting was closed at
. for drawing my attention to
7.35 p.tn.)1
I See Annex I. r-11-.nd" f* next sitting: see Minutes.
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The.Report of Proce-edings records in an annex the rapporteur's position
on the various amendments as well. as explanations of vote. For ditails of
the voting the reader is referred ro the Minutes of the sitting.
ANNEX I
PURVIS REPORT (Doc. t-1197 /82 
- 
petrodollars): ADOPTED
The rapponeurwas:
- 
IN FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos 3, 5 (1st part), 12, 13/rev., 14/rev., 15/rev., 16,
17 /rev. and 25;
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, ll, 18, 19, 20, Zl, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28,
29 and 30.
Explanation ofoote
Mr Bonaccini (COM). 
- 
UD The voting in the Chamber on this morion for a resolution
; and I have no complaint against the Presidency, which acted quirc correcrly 
- 
took
place in an atmosphere of considerable confusion, since rhe resolution has-made its
aPpearance in the Chamber a number of times and then been postponed or withdrawn,
without any obvious reason being apparent in the end for all the manoeuvres.
I shall simply concern myself with yesterday's debate, recalling, to begin with, that Mr
Mtiller-Hermann and Mr Papantoniou stated that rhe siruation had completely changed.
Someone else stated that an international ffeaty on stability seemed absolutely p..-rt.ri..
Then, what can we say about rhe reservarions put forward by Sir Fred \7arner, ro rhe
effect that the manner in which the problem is being tackled ij cenainly unwonhy of the
imponance and weight of the subject? And to increase the confusion, rhe resoludon,
which initially shgyld have been about petrodollars, finished by dealing with almost every
aspect of the world financial sysrem.
Noy my party wanr what is best, but what is best consists, in fact, of preserving a sense of
reality and of proponion. It would be a far cry from reality to bring into .ii*..r". ,.,
instrument that could prove to be absolutely devoid of force, as Commissioner Onoli
poinrcd out to us this morning.
'I7e voted against three paragraphs in panicular of the ..rolurion in which rhe duties and
commitmen6 of the various Broups of countries are listed. '!7e believe, in fact, that we
have no right to tell others what they should do. In addirion, we criticiie the insufficient
attention given to the problem of the EMS and the ECU, and on this point we echo the
observations made by Commissioner Onoli this morning.
The fundamental problem before us is to produce at l7illiamsburg a coordinated effon, at
least in cenain fields, free from wishful thinking. Do not let us forget Versailles and ihe
disappointment that followed the solemn undenakings entered intoihere. For this reason
we cannor approve this resolution and we shall abstain from the final vote.
,i+
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MIHR REPORT (Doc. 1-t49l82 
- 
cooperative movement): ADOPTED
The rapponeur was:
- 
IN FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos 4, 10, 12, 19, 26, 29,30, 31, 32, 33,35,36, 37
and 42;
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos 1, 2, 3, 6,7, 8,9, 13, 14, 15,20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 27,
28,38,39, 40, 41, 43 ar,d 44.
Explanations ofoote
Mr Bonaccini (COM). 
- 
(17) \7e consider that Mr Mihr gave avery clear piccure of the
concerted effon made by the Committee on Economic and Monteary Affairs to give the
cooperapive movement its proper place in Communiry policy. But we have no such reason
to be pleased at the way in which a whole series of proposals, that were intended to
improve that resolution in the spirit in which it was put forward, were rejected. I refer not
only to the proposals put forward by Mr Leonardi and myself but also to those put for-
ward in particular by Mr Balfe, Mr Caborn and others, which deserve the approval of this
Assembly.
Ve consider it very bad that cenain of the proposals were not approved 
- 
in particular,
those regarding the setting up of a fund for the promotion and harmonization 
- 
note
that I said 'harmonization' and not 'unification' 
- 
of the different legisladons.
In spite of this, we shall vote for the resolution put forward by Mr Mihr, in appreciation,
cenainly, of the effort he has made but also co show a very big Imlian landowners' organ-
ization 
- 
which I understand has had something to do with some of the proposals here
coming from other political parties 
- 
that we continue to consider the cooperative move-
ment as an essential sffucture in the economic life of our country.
By approving this resolution, Parliament will acknowledge the fact the cooperative move-
ment can no longer be confined simply to the moral sphere or receive purely absract
recognition, but must become an integral part of the economic and financial life of our
Communiry and one of its supponing pillars.
For this reason we shall vote in favour of the resolution presented by Mr Mihr, despite
our regret that it fell shon, in pans, of what we might have hoped for.
Mr Balfe (S). 
- 
I begin, as I always do when speaking of the cooperative movement, by
declaring an interest, being both sponsored by the Cooperative Party and a Director of
the Royal Arsenal Cooperative Society and many of its companies.
I am therefore not surprised that the Conservatives in this Chamber have vorcd against all
of the positive amendments which have been put forward. They voted against the fund to
promote cooperatives; they voted against the information resolution at the end to pass
around information on what they are doing, which is very peculiar for a group which
sometimes says that it believes in Europe and sometimes says it wants its money back; and
they also voted against the positive amendments drawing attention to the role that cooper-
atives can play in creating new jobs for ethnic minorities, women, the disabled 
- 
for all
the groups they speak about so often and ignore whenever they are given a positive
opportunity to do anything.
Of course, the rruth of the matter is that cooperation aims to replace the capitalist ethic by
a cooperative one and to build a society not on the cutlass but on cooperation and genuine
assistance berween different members of society. That is why I am not surprised that the
Tories are, as alvays, against anythinB which seeks to end the divisions in society. I shall
vote in favour of this report. I am sorry we got no more positive assistance from them.
Mr Key (S).- I also declare an interest in that I represent in this Parliament not only the
British Labour Party but also the British Cooperative Movement. May I say this about the
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British Cooperative Movement: last weekend, at its annual conference, it rejected a
motion to take Britain opt of the Community.
(Applatse from the );ght)
The British Conservatives may applaud that statement, but by what they have done today,
by rejecting the amendments tabled, they have jeopardized the support that has been given
by the British Cooperative Movement to the ideal of Europe.
It is vitally imponant from the point of view of the Cooperarive Movement in Britain and
in Europe that its interests are recognized. Ve are a broad church in the British Coopera-
tive Movement. 'Stre recognize the interests of cooperative movements in various pans of
Europe, especially the agricultural cooperatives.
But we must plead with the Conservatives to concede that there are interests of rhe Bridsh
Cooperative Movement that must be recognized. By their rynical attitude in rejecting
some of the amendments put forward, which would have supponed reail cooperarives,
workers' cooperatives today, and given the Commission the opponuniry of providing
funds for the movement throughout Britain and Europe, they have put rhat opponunity
for us to continue to give our wholeheaned suppon in jeopardy. I wish they would recon-
sider their position. By some of their cynical anirudes today, they have slammed the
door. . .
Mr Adamou (COM). 
- 
(GR) The resolution on cooperatives does have positive ele-
menm. For instance, it poses the problem of the development and financing of coopera-
tives. However, it also contains points that worry us and cause us doubt.
In the first place everything is at the level of intention. Secondly, the repon conrains
harmful views and recommendadons. Everything is dealt with in the context of EEC legis-
lation, the Communiry law on cooperatives, the European starute for cooperatives, etc.
Thirdly, the EEC has a stifling effect on the development of the backward Greek econ-
omy and it would have the same effect on the development of the cooperative movemenr.
'!7e 
shall not vote against the motion, of course, but neither shall we vote for it. Ve shall
abstain from voting.
Mr PranchCre (COM). 
- 
(FR) The essential interest of the Mihr reporr is that it draws
attention to the imponance and the role of the cooperative movement in the Community.
In my country, we intend to give a bigger role in economic and social life to all forms of
cooPerative and mutual sociery. !7e give support and encouragemenr to cooperatives,
especially farmers' cooperatives. Their conribution to the development of agriculture is
specific and original, providing one of the main sources of its dynamism. The Commission
and the Council should take fuller account of their role in market organization. Specific
facilities should be made available to assist the formation and running of cooperatives. At
the same dme, however, it is necessary to recognize the originaliry and independence of
the cooperadve movemenr, which is not homogeneous but takes many forms varying from
one Member State to another, so that this does not mean confining it within a coiset of
harmonized European legislation on cooperatives. The Mihr repon contains many posi-
tive features, even though we have reservations about the legal aipects. However, in view
of the adoption of the British conservatives' amendments, which considerably play down
the cooperatives' role and are aimed at depriving them of the incentives that they need, we
are obliged to abstain, although we shall continue to lend our supporr ro rhe cooperarive
movement in France.
Mr Frischmann (COM). 
- 
(FR) I should have liked to draw atrenrion to an imponant
aspect of the modon for a resolution. This is in paragraph 3, which refers to measures ro
facilitate the'conversion into cooperatives of undenakings threarened by crises'.'!7e are
very much in favour of this idea and would like to see it acted upon in all cases in which
such a soludon appears viable. It is in fact remarkable rhat out of over a thousand workers'
production cooperatives in France 
- 
rhe number has doubled in rhe space of ayear 
- 
a
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third are former companies abandoned by their owners and now run by labour, staff and
management who decided to revive them in order to save jobs. In the midst of all the
efforts that have been made to find solutions during this period of crisis, this one 
- 
the
cooperative movement taking over from failed employers 
- 
has been put into practice.
'!7e could have voted in favour of Mr Mihr's report and the motion, but the approval of
some of the British Conservatives' amendments obliges us to abstain because they really
go too far in reducing the role of the cooperatives. The workers will once again draw the
only possible conclusion.
Mr Velsh (ED). 
- 
My group welcomes the fact that the Mihr resolution has passed the
House in the form that it left the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs. Ve
welcome it precisely because we are very much in favour of cooperatives.
( Interruptions fron the Socialist benches)
'$7e recognize them as valuable and useful bodies and we frankly believe that people who
profess to be the spokesmen of cooperatives and who move a lot of self-serving amend-
ments asking for commitmenff that they know cannot possibly be made or kept actually
do their movement no service whatever.
Our point is simply this. The status of cooperatives must be recognized, but a cooperative
is not a son of economic organization that is totally superior to or takes precedence over
every other son. That is the sole point of our amendments.
I would like to make one other poinq if I may, Mr President, and it is this. By adopting
the amendmenr to paragraph 2, the House has inserted the word 'voluntarl/ in reference
to agricultural cooperatives. In the unique terms of the British milk delivery system, this
could be interpreted as a weakening of the authoriry of the Milk Marketing Board. For
that reason members of my group voted against that amendment, and we are, of course,
quite sure that the .moyers did not undersand the implications in British terms of the
amendment they were moving. \7e will cenainly support the Mihr repon with happy
hearts, because we feel it accurately reflects the true aspirations of the cooperatives. But in
doing so we wish to dissociate ourselves from any implicadon at all that we wish to under-
mine the position of the Milk Marketing Board.
(Applause from the European Democratic Group)
Mr Seal (S). 
- 
It is very unusual for me to actually speak after Mr Velsh.
(Laagbter)
May I start by congrarulating Mr Mihr on this repon and on all the hard work he has put
into it. I should like to add that I am also speaking as a member of the British Cooperative
P^ny.
Just to put the record straight, I would like to say that Resoludon 29 which was passed
this year in the UK called for them to campaign for the Labour Pany poliry on withdraw-
ing from the Community.
The amendments which yre put forward, which unfortunately vere no[ supponed, were in
fact accepted by the rapporteur, Mr Mihr, who realized that they would improve the
report. But their rejection by the Tories, in spite of the fine rhetoric by Mr Velsh, showed
that Mr'lfelsh and his colleagues are not in favour of cooperatives as such.
As we know in the United Kingdom, the spontaneous rise of many cooperatives has
created hundreds upon hundreds of jobs. But, obviously, this goes against the kind of
reacrionaryTory Pany ideology preached by Mr \7elsh and his colleagues not only in the
United Kingdom but also now in this Chamber.
(Cies of 'hear, bear')
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Cooperatives are imponant, and it is very sad that the Conservatives in this House have
not accepted the advice of the rapporteur. But even so we will supporr this report.
(Appkusefrom the lefi)
Mrs Desouches (S), in writing. 
- 
(FR) The hopes that we placed in rhe report on coop-
eratives u/ere commensurate with the interest that we take in cooperatives and the
development of the cooperative movement.
However, Parliament has rejected all reference to agricultural cooperatives, deleting the
words recognizing the imponant role that they play in market organization and regional
development.
Parliament has also refused to investigate the need for complete or partial harmonization
of Member Starcs laws on cooperatives, to call upon the Commission ro ser up a liaison
office through which contact could be maintained between cooperarives and the Com-
munity institutions, and to draft the constitution of a European fund for the development
of cooperatives to support and encourage the cooperative movement in the European
Community.
It is to say the least strange, in the Year of the Craft Industry and Small and Medium-
Sized Undertakings and just when Parliament is about to devote a sirting to the employ-
ment problem, that a majority of this House should reject this rype of aid to cooperatives,
which could make a significant contribution to effons ro combat unemployment.
By what logic is it possible to nlk in one breath of the Communiry market and bringing
down the various barriers and in the next flady refuse to consider the possibiliry of har-
monizing laws? How is it possible to withhold from cooperatives what is allowed under
the law on commercial companies?
Despite these omissions, which reduce the report on cooperatives ro an empty shell, it has
to be recognized that it is at least on the record, that it has provided the basis for a tho-
rough debate on the subject, and that we can hope for better opponunities in rhe future m
flesh out this empry shell.
Mrs Elaine Kellet-Bowman (ED), in utiting. 
- 
I am very glad that Parliament acceprcd
the European Democratic Group's amendment to the resolution recognizing the pani-
cular importance of agricultural cooperatives in improving the efficiency of producers
while preserving the basic structure of the small farms.'They are invaluable in enabling
small farms to buy and sell on equal terms with large farmers and to compete successfully.
\7e have in the United Kingdom some of the finest cooperatives in Europe, namely, our
marketing Boards and hope these will go from srengrh to strength.
ARNDT REPORT (Doc. t-72/Et 
- 
Community financing): ADOPTED
The rapponeur was;
- 
IN FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos 7,8, lO, 14, 15/rev., 16 and, 17 /rev.
- 
AGAINSTAmendments Nos 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,9, 71, 12, 13, 18, 19 and ZO.
Explanations ofaote
Mr de la Malcnc (DEP). 
- 
(FR)'!7e have already had the opportunity ro express our
disapproval of both the procedural and the substantive aspects of the appioach adopted to
this debate on a marter of capital importance to the future of our communiry. Ve had
before us a document drafted by the Commission which invited our opinion, either
directly or indirectly. Ve have given no such opinion. ve have asked queitions, bur we
shall not have had the opponunity to state our position before rhe Commission draws up
its definitive tex[, since it will not be able to reply in the meantime.
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It has to be said that the procedure adopted on our behalf by the Committee on Budgets
has unmanned our Parliamenq although it must state its opinion on such a vital matter.
Ve shall be considering the substantive issues in May but of course the Commission will
not have had an opportunity to reply to our questions in the meantime, so that there will
nor even have been a guideline vote from this House. Ve deplore this and shall be voting
against the repon for the substantive and procedural reasons that I have stated.
(Applause)
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Those of us who belong to the Communist Party of
Greece will vote against the Arndt resolution, though not, of course, because we agree
with the Commission. Naturally, it is difficult for one to agree or disagree with questions,
but we disagree with the logic behind the questions, with the logic of increasing the Com-
munity budget which, in turn, means an ever heavier burden falling on our country
because of im membership of the European Community.
Ve should like to take this opportunity of calling on the Greek Government to be wary of
falling into the trap of espousing the 'logic of the beggar', towards which it is being
pushed by the Right. This means that the budget is judged by the sole criterion of whether
it provides fewer or more units of account, while at the same time the enormous cost to
Greek industry, Greek small and medium-sized businesses and the Greek farminB com-
munity of our remaining in the EEC is ignored.
Mrs Castle (S). 
- 
I know this is only an interim report. In many ways it asks some excel-
lent questions, and I would have no objection to it if it stopped there. But paragraph 5
makes it impossible for me to vorc for this report, because paragraph 5 does not contain a
question, it contains a positive invitation to the Commission to announce a binding timeta-
ble for the final abolition of the temporary exemptions from the value-added tax system.
Vhat that means in British terms is this. At present Britain and Ireland refuse to put
value-added tax on food 
- 
alone in all the Member States of the Community. In Britain
we have been allowed zero rating for food and for other vital essentials like children's
clothing and footwear, and the Commission is now keeping up the pressure and building
it up to get the zero rating allowance abolished! This paragraph is an open invitation to
the Commission to continue with this work.
(Tbe President urged the speaker to conclade)
'!7orse sdll, we also have pressure building up in the Commission for a move from the
right of veto on such changes to majority voting. Gaston Thorn's speech earlier this week
was full of the need to move to majority voting on crucial issues of national interest. I am
sorry ro say that the Bridsh Conservatives gave a shocking example of it last year when
they supported majority voting on the farm price increase. . .
President. 
- 
Mrs Castle, I am afraid that I must interrupt you. The speaking time at your
disposal for your explanation of vote has run out.
Mrs Castle (S).- Mr President, I have noticed that it is the practice to give everybody
else a warning when their one and a half minutes are up. Never does the chair extend me
that counesy! All that happens is that I am interrupted, and while I am being interrupred
my speech is cut off. May I ask for the same courteous treatment as every.other Member
gets?
President. 
- 
Mrs Castle, I must defend myself against your reproaches. \7hen your
speaking time was up, I gave you a warning sign, but you took no nodce of it. I inter-
rupted you ten seconds later, and it was only because you are a lady that I allowed you to
speak for a funher ten seconds. I really must ask you to appreciate that there is no other
way I could have acted.
Mrs van den Heuvel (S).- (NL) Mr President, I should like to .ake a formal protest
that you are discriminating against men.
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(Apphuse)
President. 
- 
Vell, I must say I like that! Mrs Castle criticizes me for discriminaring
against women, and you citicize me for discriminating agairist men !
(Laaghter)
Mr Baillot (COM), in utiting. 
- 
(FR) During the debate the French Communist and
Allied Members made known their opinions on the need for the Commission to presenr
proposals for the financing of the Communiry which took account of economic realities.
They had hoped that the debate would be taken as an opponuniry to give a positive lead
to the Commission. This hope has proved to be unfounded. Moreover, the rejection of
their amendmenm, particularly that calling for the development of new common policies
without compromising the common agricultural policy, leaves rhem no alternative but to
vote against the Arndt report.
*+
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ANNEX II
r. QUESflONS 7-O THE COUNCIL
Qaestion No 2, by Mr Balfe (H-710/82)
Subject: European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms
In response ro my questionH-553/82,1 the Council stated that it had no position on [he
matter of the accession of the Communities to the European Convention on Human
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms 'as it has not had occasion to discuss the substance of
this matter'.
Can the Council state when it expeca to have a discussion on the matter?
Ansaner
The Council, which has taken note of the European Parliament's Resolution of 29 Octo-
ber 1982 embodying its opinion on the Commission Memorandum of 3 May 1979, noted
that in point 7 of that Resolution, the Commission is requested rc submit as soon as possi-
ble to the Council a formal proposal for the accession of the European Communities to
the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. The
Council therefore prefers to wait until the Commission responds to this request from the
European Parliament.
**
Question No 3 by Mr Schwenche (H-717/52)
Subject: Community offices in the Federal Republic of Germany
Is the Council prepared to support, the call for establishing two more Community offices
in the Federal Republic of Germany, specifically in the capital of Lower Saxony, Hanover,
where an important :':.ade f.air is held, and in Stutqan?
Ansanr
The establishment of new offices falls under the information programme drawn up annu-
ally by the Commission within the limits of the appropriations allocated to it, for the
implementation of which it has sole responsibility. The Commission informs the Council
of its information programme and the poliry it intends to pursue in this matter but the
Council does not comment expressly on the various measures planned.
lr
rr*
1982 (provisional edidon).1 Verbatim repon ofproceedings on 15. 12.
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Question No 11, by Mr de Fenanti (H-701/52)
Subject: Establishing Community preference in the non-tariff field
Vhat progress has been made towards reaching agreement on the thiny Internal Market
Direcdves on which the European Council ordered a decision by March 30 specifically on
the vital central question of the testing, and granting rype approval of imports from third
countries ?
Ansaner
The discussions in the Council on I February and 1 March concerning the priority mea-
sures proposed by the Commission for srengthening the internal market have now made
it possible to concentrate on a draft clause relating to conformiry checks for products
from non-member countries. Discussions are now proceeding on Community procedures
for covering possible decisions to be taken under that clause.
The European Council on 21 and 22March 1983 tooknote of the progress made in this
field. It stressed the imponance of taking decisions between now and June in all priority
areas as defined in Copenhagen. The European Council noted with satisfaction rhat the
Council's work programme included insurance and other services. It agreed to pay pani-
cular attention to the improvement of border formalities.
The Presidenry is doing everthing possible to.enable the Council to achieve a balanced
compromise as soon as possible on these questions so that measures to abolish barriers to
rade, which are essental if the internal Community market is rc be srengthened, can con-
tinue.
The Council has made funher progress in respect of the internal rirarket.
On 28 March it adopted:
- 
two directives on exemption from duties applicable to temporary impons of certain
means of transport and to the permanenr impons of the personal propeny of privare
individuals;
- 
a directive on exemption from VAT of cenain permanenr impons of goods;
- 
a regulation on the introduction of Community arrangements for exemprion from
customs duties, together with
- 
a directive on the smndardization of provisions relating to the dury-free enry of fuel
contained in the fuel anks of utilitarian motor vehicles.
On 28 March the Council also adopted the directive on an information procedure in the
areaof technical standards and rules. Thus considerable progress has been made in regard
to the free movement of people and goods, fiscal arrangiments and simplificatioi of
checks at internal fronriers.
,"* o
Question No 13 by Mr Radoax (H-757/82)
Subject: 1983 as the 'Year of the Craft Industry and Small and Medium-Sized Undenak-
ings'
Vith reference to the preliminary starcment on the above subject which rhe President-in-
Office made in his address ro rhe European Parliament on 1l January 1983, could rheCouncil state whar initiatives it has in mind for the commission's opinion and proposal?
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Answer
The year 1983 as European Year of the Craft Industry and Small and Medium-Sized
Undertakings provides the opponunity of increasing awareness in the Communiry of
policy affecting small and medium-sized undenakings and giving greater importancc to
the interest of those undertakings in Communiry poliry. The Resolution of the European
Parliament of 19 February 1982 ard the opinions of the Commission and the Economic
and Social Committee offer useful suggestions to this end.
In discussing a European Policy for small and medium-sized undertakings, it is very
important to clearly allocate msks to the Community and the Member States respectively.
The fundamental concern here must be to include the interests of small and medium-sized
undertakings in the Community's overall economic and social policy, and to take account
of such interests when economic, legal, social and mx frameworks are being established by
the Communiry.
Specific measures o help remove disadvantages arising from the size of undenakings
should however be introduced in the first place by the Member States. But it could be
useful at European level to provide for certain information, coordination and voting
mechanisms for important measures to help small and medium-sized undenakings.
Panicular sress was laid on these fundamental aspects by the German Federal Minisrcr
for Economic Affairs, Graf Lambsdorff, in his speech at the conference in Brussels open-
ing the European Year of the Craft Industry and Small and Medium-Sized Undertakings
on 21 January 1983.
The Presidency welcomes the fact that there is agreement between the European Parlia-
ment, the Council and Commission on the aims of this European Year. !7e await with
interest an exchange of views at national and European level. \7e must wait and see what
steps the Commission mkes in the light of the outcome of that discussion when 1983 is
over.
ooo
Subj ect : Spanish,,. r"::::. :;,?:;: :{: 
s ( H - s 1 e/ s 2 )
Given the continuing commitment of investment from the ERDF, non quota section, to
help France, Italy and Greece prepare for the funher enlargement of the Community, can
the Council guarantee that the darc for Spanish and Ponuguese entry will be set before
the first of these programmes is completed?
Ansaner
Vith an eye to the fonhcoming enlargement of the Community, the Council, as part of a
first series of ERDF non-quota measures, adopted Regulation No 2615180 in November
1980 with the aim of enabling certain French and Italian regions rc adapt and develop in
preparation for enlargement. The regions in question are characterizedby an exception-
ally high rarc of employment in agriculture, dependence on Mediterranean agricultural
production, weakness of the industrial fabric, a low level of activity and a high level of
unemployment.
Still with enlargement in mind, the Commission submitted two proposals for Regulations
in November 1982; one was designed to amend the aforementioned 1980 Regulation and
double the financial allocation, while the other w'as designed to enable cenain Greek
regions also to adapt and develop in preparation for enlargement. Parliament has been
asked to deliver its Opinion on [hese two proposals.
Implementation of the measures covered by these Regulations is in no way subject to the
fixing of a date for Spanish and Ponuguese entry. If it were, the measures would be point-
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less. The same is true of implementation of the pre-accession aid which Ponugal receives
from the Community or the implementation of financial cooperation berween the Com-
munity and Spain in the ruq-up to Spanish accession.
\7hat is more, the date of Spanish entry and the date of Ponuguese entry obviously can-
not be prejudged, since the accession negotiations with each of those two counr.ries are
still under way.
*
,t
Question No 17, by Mr Antoniozzi (H-832/52)
Subject: \Torking hours
In the light of similar recent proposals by the Italien Employment Minister, does the
Council not feel that the Ministers for Social Affairs of the European Communiry should
hold an extraordinary meeting to consider the reorganization of working hours with a
view to submitting practical proposals at a forthcoming meeting of the European Council
at which the Heads of State and Government eould agree on common approaches in an
area which is so important for economic, commercial and social harmonization in the
context of progress towards European economic and political union?
Answer
Following the memorandum submitted by the Commission on the reducrion and reorgani-
zation of working hours and in accordance with the instructions given by the European
Council, the Council intends rc deliberate on this subject at its meedng (Labour and
Social Affairs) scheduled for the beginning ofJune.
*
**
Question No 2Q by Mr Seal (H-S/83)
Subject: Deaths of tourists in Ponugal
There have been at least sixteen deaths of tourists in the Ponuguese Algarve, due ro car-
bon monoxide poisoning from faulty heating sysrems.
In view of the fact that the Portuguese government has failed to respond effectively to
these deaths, would the Council of Ministers inform the Ponuguese Government rhat dis-
cussions regarding Ponugal's enry to the EEC cannot continue until they have effectively
remedied the situation?
Ansuer
The events referred to by the honourable Member, which are still being investigated in
Portugal, are the sole responsibiliry of the Ponuguese administrative and legal authorities.
+
**
Qaestion No 22, by Mr Rumor (H-15/83)
Subject: Information on an arrempt to abolish legitimate democracy in Greece
Both the international and Greek press have carried extensive reporrs of suspicious and
unexplained mobilization in Greece on 25 and 27 February 1983 at the instigaiion of cer-
tain parties and directed at rhe legitimate democracy of this Member State.
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Since the Greek Governmen[ has so far proved unwilling to inform the members of the
Greek Parliament and interested European and international circles of what actually hap-
pened, can the Council, after consulting the Greek Governmenr, indicate the dangers
which have threatened and may still threaten the democratic parliamentary regime in
Greece at the insdgation of the armed forces or of certain fanatic supporters of political
panies?
,!
**
Question No 23, by Mr oon Vlogaa (H-16/53)
Subjecc: Information on an attempr to abolish legitimate democracy in Greece
Both the international and Greek press have carried extensive reporr.s of suspicious and
unexplained mobilization in Greece on 25 and 27 February 1983 at the instigation of cer-
tain panies and directed at the legitim ate democracy of this Member Srate.
Since the Greek Government has so far proved unwilling to inform the members of the
Greek Parliament and interested European and international circles of whar actually hap-
pened, can the Council, after consulting the Greek Governmenr, indicate rhe dangers
which have threatened and may still threaten the democratic parliamentary regime in
Greece at the instigation of the armed forces or of cenain fanatic supporrers of political
panies?
,F
Question No 25 by Mr Kyrhos (H-35/83)
Subject: The position of the Council with regard m the quesrion by Mr Rumorl on the
mobilization of forces against democracy in Greece
In a question to rhe Council of Ministers, Mr M. Rumor, MEP, seems ro espouse the view
of right-wing circles in Greece to the effect that a mobiliz tion of suppoflers of Greek
panies including the government party occurred and that these evenrs amounted ro a
threat to democracy in Greece.
Does the Council intend refusing all discussion of this issue which, as ir concerns exclu-
sively Greek political panies, would clearly constitute interference in the internal affairs of
a Member State of the European Communities?
Joint Ansaner
The quesdons put by the Honourable Members do not fall within the Council's jurisdic-
tion.
Question No 27 by Mr Miiller-Hermann (H-23/83)
Subject: Composition of the Council of Ministers
Can the Council give an assurance that the proceedings of the Council of Minisrcrs will in
future be attended by polidcally responsible represenatives of the governments of the
1 Oral question (H-15/83).
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Member States and not by high-ranking officials who have no authority to reach political
decisions which inevitably complicates the course of the negotiations?
Ansaner
The Council would draw the attention of the Honourable Member to the provisions of
EEC Anicle 146, which stipulates that the Council is to consist of representatives of the
Member States, with each Government delegating to it one of its members.
It emerges from this that it is up to each Government to decide whom it judges fit to
represent it at meetings of the Council.
,t*
Qotestion No 28 by Mrs lVeber (H-27/83)
Subject: Dangerous waste
Ardcle 16 of Directive 78/319/EEC on toxic and dangerous waste requires the Member
States to submit at intervals of 3 years and for the first time 3 years after publication of the
directive, a report to the Commission on the elimination of toxic and dangerous waste in
their respecrive countries. The Commission then forwards the repon to the other Member
States. It must also report to the Council and the European Parliament every 3 years on
the implementation of the directive. Have the Member States and the Commission com-
plied with these requirements and what, if any, resulm has the Council arrived at in its
consideration of the Commission's repon
Ansvter
The Council has still not received the repon which the Commission must submit to it on
the implementation by the Member States of the Directive on toxic and dangerous waste.
*o*
Qaestion No 29 by Mr Denis (H-28/83)
Subject: Resumption of food aid to Vietnam
In answer to rhe question of 8 March 1983 on the subject of discrimination by the EEC
against Vietnam, Mr Genscher gave no commitment as regards the resumption of emer-
gency food aid.
\7as the President of the Council speaking on behalf of the Ten or nor, given that 3 Mem-
ber Sntes, including France, have already resumed emergency aid to Vietnam?
Ansaner
In my reply to Question H-787/82 on food aid to Vietnaml spoke on behalf of the
Council.
The fact rhat certain Member States have continued or resumed their emergenry aid to
Vietnam forms pan of their bilateral relations with Vietnam and in no way affects the
Communiq/s attiude as such to the question of food aid to Vietnam.
I would add that at the 4th Conference at Ministerial level berween ASEAN and the EEC,
all the Member States of the latter reiterated their position that no aid should be granted
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to Vietnam which would be such as to sustain or reinforce the occupation of Kampuchea
by Vietnamese forces.
Since food aid rc Vietnam was suspended (in Jr;Jy 1979), the Commission has not pre-
sented any proposal to resume this type of aid within the framework of annual proposals.
t
**
Question No 30 by Mr Bonde (H-40/83)
Subject: Embargo on Soviet goods coming into Denmark
\7ill the Council confirm that the regulation placing an embargo on Soviet goods has not
been legally valid in Denmark since I March; will the Council also confirm that Denmark
has not entered into any obligation to impose national sanctions from 1 March; and will
the Council in conclusion confirm that it is now quite lawful rc impon into Denmark
from the Soviet Union upright pianos and other goods covered by the earlier embargo?
Ansuer
1. The regulation amending the import arrangement for cenain products originating in
the USSR, which the Council adopted on 15 March 1982, and extended on 23 December
1982, is applicable in all Member States until 31 December 1983, unless amended or
repealed before that date. Furthermore, the suspension of these measures in respect of
impon into Greece which was decided by the Council in March 1982 remains valid.
2. At the Council meeting on 21 February 1983 the Foreign Minister of Denmark
declared that the Danish Government, with a reference to Anicle 224 of the Treary of
Rome, would cease to apply the provisions of the regulation as of I March 1983. The
Council took note of the Danish declaration.
3. The Danish Government has informed the Council and the Commission that it has
adopted measures which prohibit the re-export to other Member States of goods which
are covered by the Council regulation.
* 
*o
lI. Questions to theforeign ministers
Question No 33 by Mr Galland (H-755/82)
Subject: An international conference for Afghanistan
On the third anniversary of the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan Mr Genscher, Foreign
Minister of the'Federal Republic of Germany, called ag"ain on the USSR ro *it-hdra*its
troops from that country and to allow the Afghan people to excercise freely its right to
independence and autonomy. Mr Genscher also revived the proposal made by the Com-
mission of the European Communities for an international conference which he saw as the
only realistic way of finding an acceptable solution.
Do the ministers intend to associate themselves with this renewed proposal and, if so, in
what way?
Answer
The European Council's proposal of 30 June 1981 for a political solution of the Afghani-
stan question was conveyed to the Soviet Union, and this remains the position.
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The Ten feel that their proposal for an international conference in two stages constirues a
realistic approach to a solution of this kind.
The European Council and the Member State governments will continue to call attention
to this proposal, as was done by the European Council in Copenhagen on 3 and 4 Decem-
ber 1982.
+*
Qaestion No 36 by Mr Antoniozzi (H-802/82)
Subject: Invasion of Thai rcrritory
\flhat is the Council's reaction to the widespread repons of the invasion of Thai territory
by Vietnamese troops and what polidcal initiatives does it intend to take m encourage rhe
parties to reach a netotiated settlement of this situation which could become a rhrear ro
peace in the Far East?
Ansaner
Vietnam's military operations since the beginning of this year in the Cambodia-Thailand
border area, in the course of which there have been incursions into Thai rcrritory, have
been raised in the various institutions concerned with European polidcal cooperarion. The
Vietnamese operations and the matter of a political solution to the Cambodian question
were in the forefront of discussions at the EEC-ASEAN Foreign Ministers' Conference in
Bangkok.
The joint declaration of the EEC-ASEAN meeting of Foreign Ministers srresses the con-
sistent approach of the Ten to the Cambodian question and their full agreement with the
ASEAN states, who are making a particular effon to bring abour a comprehensive politi-
cal solution. The main points are the following:
- 
Regret at the attacks by Vietnamese armed forces on rhe Nong Chan border camp,
which constitute an infringement of basic humanitarian principles and of the UN
Chaner. lZhat has been said of Nong Chan applies with equal force to the more
recent attacks on other refugee camps.
- 
Concern at Vietnam's continuing military presence in Cambodia and its refusal to
heed the appeals of the international communiry to withdraw its rroops;
- 
support for resolutions on the Cambodian question adopted with large and growing
majorities by the United Nations General Assembly and declarations of the Interna-
tional Cambodia Conference;
- 
Approval of the effons of the ad hoc committee of the International Cambodia Con-
ference to bring about a peaceful solution, and appeals to Vietnam and orher states
concerned to panicipate.
*
**
Question No 38 by MrAdamou (H-4/83)
Subject: Statements by the Minister of the Interior of the Federal Republic of Germany
In a speech given on 2. March 83 in Munich, the Minister of the Interior of rhe Federal
Republic of Germany, Mr Zimmermann, stated that the governmenr coalition in Bonn
had not reduced its claims as regards the unification of the two parrs of Germany and was
also examing the border problem posed by the Oder and Neisse rivers (which foim pan of
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presenr-day Poland) and that Germany as a unified state had never signed a peace treaty
at the end of the Second'\7orld Var.
How do rhe Foreign Ministers of the European Communities meeting in polidcal cooper-
ation view these statements by Mr Zimmerman, which disregarcl the treaties signed by the
Federal Republic of Germany at the beginning of the 1970s 'with Poland, the German
Democratic Republic and the Soviet Union?
Answer
The Foreign Ministers of the Ten have not discussed this question. Consequently I cannot
commenr on it. Moreover, I would draw attention to the letter c,f the then President of the
Council, Mr Thorn, of 10 May 1976 to the President of the European Parliament. In that
letter, which was brought rc the attention of all Members of Parliament, it was poinrcd
our rhar the working rules of EPC do not permit answers to b,: given to questions which
relate to the individual policy of one or more Member States.
Qaestion No 39, by Mr Balfe (H-9/83.1
Subject: Release of Nelson Mandela and David Kitson
Are the Foreign Ministers willing to make representations to r:he South African Govern-
menr concerning the release of Nelson Mandela and David Kiu;on?
Ansuter
The Ten have repeatedly voiced their concern with regard tc, repressive measures being
taken againsr opponents of the apanheid system in South Africa, both in public statements
and also in communications to the South African Government.
The Ten will continue rc avail themselves of every suitable op[rortunity to demand respect
for human rights and to advocate the release of political prisoners.
,.
Question No 41, by Mr Moreland (H-31t/83)
Subject: Zimbabwe
Are the Ministers concerned about the current political situati,rn in Zimbabwe panicularly
in Matabeleland and about the reports of atrocities?
Ansuer
The Ten are paying close attention to the situation in Zimbabwe. Generous ributes were
paid throughout the world to Zimbabwe because of the exem;>lary policy of reconciliation
pursued by the Piime Minister, Mr Mugabe, after the attainment of independence. The
Ten welcomed this poliry and would like to see it continued to the benefit of Zimbabwe
and of that entire part of Africa. They are, therefore, very concerned about repons of
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political tensions and atrocities in Mambeleland. The Ten have noted the assurances given
by the Zimbabwe Governmen[ that reports of atrocities will be thoroughly investigated.
*
,+*
Qaestion No 42, by Mr Seligman (H-33/83)
Subject: Civil defence
In view of the impact of a nuclear atcack on social and medical facilities in each Member
State and berween Member States, will the Foreign Ministers place this marrer on their
agenda, (see my previous quesdon H-790/82)1 in order to ensure the best possible conrin-
genry planning among them?
Answer
The Minisrcrs for Home Affairs are basically responsible for questions of civil defence. In
addidon rc bilarcral exchanges of information, discussions on civil defence are also held
within the framework of the Atlandc Alliance, to which nine of rhe Member States belong.
The Foreign Ministers of the Ten do not intend to put civil defence questions on their
agenda.
Question No 43, by Mr Puruis (H-36/83)
Subject: Baha'i communiry in Iran
\7hat is the current position of the Baha'i community in Iran and what aoion are rhe
Ministers taking to bring pressure on the Iranian authorities ro respecr their right rc life
and liberry?
Answer
According to the information available to us, the situarion of the Baha'is in Iran has nor
improved in recent times. Iranian newspapers reported in February 1983 that 22Baha'is
had been condemned rc death in the rown of Shiraz. The only reason given for the death
penalry.was that they were leading members of the local Baha'i communiry and that they
had links with a Baha'i centre abroad. Baha'is living in rhe Vestern world have also
learned that three Baha'is were executed in Iran on l2 March.
On 23 March, in accordance with the European Parliament's resolution of l0 March
1983, the Council Presidenry, acring on behalf of all rhe EEC Member States, conveyed
an urgent request to the Iranian Ambassador in Bonn that there be no further executions.
This step became necessary after the Foreign Ministry in Teheran had refused ro receive
the representative of the Presidency about rhis matter.
T_hq T:l have repeatedly-called for respect for human rights in Iran and for the protection
of the lives and liberry of the Baha'i commuhity. Thus on 17 July and 27 December l9g2
the representadve of the Presidency (held at that time by Denmark) made approaches to
the Iranian Government in Teheran on behalf of the Ten and with the supion of other
'STestern countries.
t Verbatim repon of proceedings on 9. 3. 1983, p. 1 71 (prov. edition).
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At its 39th meeting in Geneva from 31 January to 11 March 1983, the UN Human Rights
Commission adopted a resolution on the subject of human righm in Iran, all the member
countries of the European Communities voting in favour. In this resolution the Human
Rights Commission voices its concern about violations of human rights in Iran, including
religious intolerance and persecution, and reques$ the Secrerary-General of the UN rc
take up this question with the Iranian Governmenr.
The government of the Ten will continue to keep a watchful e;,e in future on the situation
with regard to human rights in Iran, and panicularly the p,rsition of the Baha'i com-
munity, and will not hesitate to press the Iranian Government to exercise respect for
human righm.
Question No 44 by Mr Romualdi (H-t 1/83)
Subject: Objectives of the mission of the international peace-keeping force
Vhat view do the Foreign Ministers take of the military and political situation in Lebanon
following the attacks on the Italian and Americin contingents; of the international peace-
keeping force, and, in the light of this situation, do the conditions prevailing still jusdfy
the objectives of the mission of the international peace-keepinS; force?
Ansuter
The Ten have given their full backing to the deployment and mainlenance, at rhe requesr
of the kbanese government, of the multinational peace-keeping force in Beirut. Three
Member States 
- 
France, Italy and the United Kingdom sent rroop conrintents.
Other Member States are considering measures that will enrble them to make the besr
conribution they can, directly or indirectly, m the logistical and material suppon of the
force.
The objective of the peace-keeping force is to assist the LebarLese governmenr in restoring
law and order in Beirut, thereby strengthening its authoriry. Ihe force has performed its
duties with marked competence and has contributed effecti.rely, within the terms of its
mandate, to bringing about a peaceful solution to the Lebanorr problem.
In the opinion of the Ten the objectives of the force conrinue ro be justified.
*o*
Question No 45, by Mr Pattison (H-t-VS3)
Subject: Deportation of Irish priest from Chile
Are the Ministers aware of the recent expulsion from Chile of some Irish priests, and has
any action been taken to condemn these, and the many other deponations from Chile,
and what action is proposed rc bring home to the Chilean atuhorities the repugnance felt
in the Communiry at the continued arrests and deportations which are in infringement of
basic human rights and freedom?
Answer
The position with regard to human rights in Chile, as in other countries, is being followed
by the Ten with close atrcntion and keen concern.
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This concern on the pan of the Ten, which extends to resrictions on civil and political
rights, e.g. the practice of banishment and deponation, has been voiced by the Presidency
on behalf of the Ten (e.g. joint declaration by the Ten at the 37th UN General Assembly)
and by individual counries in various international bodies, most recently at the 39th meet-
ing of the UN Human fughts Commission in Geneva, and in bilateral contacts.
The Ten once again expressed the hope that the first measures taken by the Chilean
Government to facilitate the return of Chilean citizens in exile will be followed by further
steps designed to solve this problem.
Ill. Questions to the Commission
Question by Mrs Theobald-Paoli (H-721/82)1
Subject: Emergency aid for a region hit by drought
1. Since the beginning of the year the Provence-Alpes-Cdte d'Azur region of France,
panicularly the department of Var, has been experiencing an acute drought.
2. The economic consequences are disastrous for agriculture and industries drawing on
available water supplies and for the Mediterranean forests, which are being ravaged by
fire.
The tourist industry may also suffer as a result of the drought.
3. In recent years the Commission has demonstrated Europe's solidariry by granting spe-
cific aid to regions hit by natural disasters.
4. \7ill the Commission now grant emergency aid to this drought-affected region?
Ansuter
The Commission depanmen$ have not received from the French authorities any official
information as to the need for emergency aid for the region rc which the honourable
Member refers.
The Commission would point out that emergency Community aid under Article 590 of
the budget is intended for natural disasters of exueptional magnitude and gravity for the
local population and its purpose is rc offer a symbolic rcstimony of Communiry solidariry
by helping to support their lives and means of existence.
Question No 50, by Mr Schwenhe (H-759/82)
Subject: Communiry information offices in the Federal Republic of Germany
Vhen will the Commission submit its proposal on rhe serring up of one or possibly two,
additional Communiry information offices in the Federal Republic of Germany and will
1 Former oral question without debate (0-66182) converced into a question for Question Time.
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prioriry be given to Hanover in
centre ?
of that ciry's role as 'Lrnd' capital and trade fair
Answer
Ylew
The Commission has decided in principle to open, among other things, rwo offices in
Germany.
However, as the Commission has already pointed out in its ansver to '$Tritten Question
No 1383/82 by Mr Couste, the implementation of the project depends on the budgetary
authorities, who have not placed at the Commission's disposal lbr the 1983 budgetary year
the necessary funding for the office personnel.
As regards the siting of the office, the Commission will make a decision in accordance
with its information-policy priorities.
!.
Question No 51, byMr Balfe (H-785/6'2)
Subject: Invalidiry arrangements at the European Commission
\[ill the EEC Commission comment on reports that a growing number of its officials are
mking advantage of the very tenerous invalidiry arrangemenrc which allow premature
retirement on about 700/o of salary in cases of persistent sickness?
\7ill the Commission state how many Commission staff have been granted invalidity and
is it correct that as many as 50 or 60 cases occurred last year?
Vill the Commission also give an assurance that all those receiving invalidiry pensions are
given proper medical examinations at intervals after leaving EIIC employment?
Answer
Retirement on grounds of invalidity is provided for under Arricle 78 of the Staff Regula-
tions. Decisions on cases are taken solely on medical grounds by an independent panel of
doctors which is composed of one doctor selected by the crfficial concerned, a second
selected by the institution and the third by the agreement of rhe previous rwo.
The pension payable can equal a maximum of. 700/0 but only if the official concerned
would otherrvise have achieved this maximum. It is often much less.
A growing number of officials have been retired on grounds of invalidity; in 1982 a total
of 171 out of the mtal staff of 12 000. This reflects above all the increasing average age of
Commission officials, some thirty years after the creation of the European public services.
Periodic examinations are undertaken to cenify that groun,ls of invalidity remain valid
except where this is clearly unnecessary as wheie, for Exampile, the grounds of invalidiry
are clearly unalterable.
+
,l*
Qaestion No 53, by Mr Eisma (H-81 ;/82)
Subject: Medical training
Vhen did the Commission ask the Advisory Committee on Medical Training and the
Committee of Senior Officials on Public Health for their opinions?'$7hen were these opi-
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nions delivered, or when can they be expected, and when will the Commission submit a
proposal to the Council?
Ansaer
1. The Advisory Committee on Medical Training is required to deliver opinions and
make recommendations in the area of medical training either on its own initiative or at [he
request of the Commission. Since it began work in May 1978 it has delivered 8 opinions,
recommendations and reports on medical training addressed to the Commission and to
the Member States.
At the Commission's request the Advisory Committee on Medical Training delivered, in
paflicular, two opinions which are the basis for two amendments ro the so-called 'medical
docrors' directives of t9l 5:
- 
firstly, the opinion on part-time further training for specialism of 28 November 1978
played a very imponant role in the preparatory work for the corresponding adapta-
don of the 'medical docbrs' directives. These amending directives (82/76/EEC) were
adopted by the Council on 25 January 1982.1
- 
the second opinion which was adopted on 21 March 1979 was specifically concerned
with the funher training of doctors for general practice. The corresponding proposal
for a directive is being prepared and will shonly be submitted to the Commission for
adoption.
The Committee of Senior Officials on Public Health has advised the Commission on both
these initiatives, particularly on the question of the possible effect on the cost of training
doctors and national health poliry.
;l
Question No 54, by Mr Deniau (H-45982)
Subject: Development poliry with regard rc the LDCs
Vhat action does the Commission intend taking on the commitment given by the Euro-
pean Community at the Paris Conference on the LDCs to consider rhe establishmenr of a
system along the lines of Snbex for the benefit of the LDCs?
Ansuter
On the adoption of the New Action Programme unanimously adopted by the UN Confer-
ence on the Least Developed Countries (Paris, 1-14 September 1981), the Community
said it was prepared to consider, in a consr,ructive spirit, 'what arrangements might be
made and by what means the benefit of similar or equivalent provisions ro those of Stabex
could be extended to the leasr developed countries not included in the Second Lom6 Con-
vention'.
The examination conducted by the Commission depanments pursuanl rc this undertaking
has not yet been complercd. It will be finished by the end of April.
Vhen the Commission has taken up a position on the resulrs of rhe study, within the con-
text of the sixth meering of UNCTAD, it will not fail to make its content known to rhe
various bodies concerned including, of course, the European Padiament (communication
planned for May 1983).
/f
**
1 OJNoL43of 15.2. 1982,p.21.
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Qaestion No 57, by Mr Pedini (H-767/8,1)t
Subject: I.rf.ing"-"rrrs of Ardcle 30 of the Treaty
By circular of 20 October 1982 amending the circular of 14 lr[arch 1977 on the Law of
31 December 1975 laying down provisions on the use of the French language, the French,
Government made the use of the French language compulsory in connection with any
document relating to imponed goods or goods intended for salc on the internal market.
Does the Commission intend to complain to the French Government that these provisions
are incompatible with Anicle 30 of the Treaty of Rome, which prohibits Member States
from imposing quantirative restrictions on imports and all rleasures having equivalent
effect?
Is the Commission aw'are that the provisions adopted by the French Government are parti-
cularly harmful to the Italian toy industry, which has always occupied a considerable place
on the French market?
Answer
The French Government circular of 20 October 1982, referred to by the Honourable
Member, on the use of the French language stipulated: 'The French language must be
used in all company accounts and offers as well as in the impon: of goods and services'.
This circular differs from the earlier amended decree in that it now extends to impons.
On 9 November 1982, the Commission initiated, on the basis cf Anicle 30 of the Treaty,
proceedings for breach of the Treaties against the French authorities under Article 169 of
the EEC Treary.
A large number of contacts between the French authorities and the Commission have
taken place in the framework of these proceedings. I have just been informed that, as a
result of these contacts the French Government has just inr:roduced a new regulation
which is in conformity with the provisions of the Treaty concerning the free movement of
goods by means of the appropriate internal administration pro,:edure. (Bulletin Official de
Douane No 4332 of 13.4. 1983).
The Commission is aware of the difficulties which this and sinrilar measures can cause for
the economy. However, it has not yet been briefed on lhe special problems of Italian toy
manufacturers. It would welcome concrete information frorr the Honourable Member,
should these difficulties persist.
Finally, I should like to make it perfectly clear that, because of the damage which cases of
this sort can cause to the economy's confidence in the operaticn of the European internal
market, the Commission is determined to act decisively in cases of this sort.
4-
**
Question No 58, by MrAdam (H-646t82)
Subject: Liquefacdon of coal
According to the International Energy Agency, 'the liquefaction of coal is of strategic
interest to indusrial countries if they wish to reduce their dependence on oil even if this
process is unlikely to become competitive by the year 2000'. Does the Commission accept
this view, and what proposals do the Commission have to reverse the current trend in the
Community of abandoning liquefaction projects?
1 Former oral question without dpbate (O-135/82), convened into a question for Question Time.
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Ansuer
The Commission considers that conversion of solid fuels is a key element of Community
energy srategy and, like the International Energy Agenry, it thinks rhat the liquefaction
of solid fuels cannot possibly be neglected even if the economic prospecff are ar presenr
hardly encouraging.
As pan of its programme of demonsration projects the Commission has supported two
direct lieuefaction schemes.
In the new regulation on demonstration projects the Commission has proposed that it
Brants financial suppon also to smaller schemes, that it increase rhe amount of Com-
muniry support, and that it should not claim reimbursement on industrial pilot schemes. It
hopes that these facilities will make it possible to continue and even intensify work on
liquefaction. This regulation has come into force and calls for tenders have been issued.
Question No 59 by Mr Galland (H-670/82)
Subject: Holding-up of used oil at European frontiers
Has the Commission been informed that at the end of November the French Customs
were ordered by the Government to hold up lorries and railway wagons transponing used
oil to EEC countries?
Does the Commission not think that such measures are contrary to the fundamental prin-
ciples of the Treary of Rome on the free movemenr of goods?
Ansuer
At the end of 1982 the Commission's attention was drawn by several complaints to the
matter referred to by che Honourable Member.
It shares the Honourable Member's view that such measures are contrary to the funda-
mental principles of the Treary of Rome, in panicular Article 34.
It takes the view that no Member State is enticled to introduce a regulation for its own
territory on used oil, prohibiting deliveries by used-oil disposal {irms from other Member
States which are in possession of rhe appropriate permit.
For this reason the Commission, on 23 December 1982 introduced, on the basis of
Anicle 34 of the Treaty, proceedings for breach of the Treaty under Anicle 169 against
the French Government.
As the Honourable Member was already informed in the answer to his Vritren QuesrionNo687/82, a query has simulcaneously been submitted to the European Courr of Justice
for a preliminary ruling under Article 177 of theTreaty.
On 10 March the Coun of Justice delivered its preliminary ruling. The Coun upheld and
recognized as correct the Commission's view that the provisions of Communiry law forbid
Member States to issue a regulation on the disposal of used oil prohibiting deliveries by
authorized undenakings of other Member States.
*
*t
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Qaestion No 52 by Mr Vedekind (H-777,t82I
Subject: Border formalities
fu border formalities for intra-Community trade do not differ in principle 
- 
despite the
degree of harmonization already attained 
- 
from those applied to trade with third coun-
tries (according to one Community exporter 'it is easier to export to Samoa than to
France'), the Commission has now submitted a proposal for simplifying these arrange-
men$, according to which the various forms currently required would be replaced by a
single standard form. Is the Commission of the opinion that a standard form of this kind
will actually facilitate the free movement of goods or might it tre expected that, because of
the various special national features involved, this standard form will add to the difficul-
ties, especially as it may not be possible to use electronic dan processing owing to the
variety of supplementary information required for each countnr?
Answer
The Commission's view that its proposed single standard form will genuinely faciliate the
movement of goods between the Member States is founded, in panicular, on three consi-
derations:
1. It will lead to a substantial reduction in the administrative documents required for
border crossings;
2. It will no longer be possible to demand information other than that indicated on the
single standard form.
3. The rationalization of the required data coupled with the introduction of the single
standard form provides the basis and the n€cessary precondition for the development of a
coordinated data processing system for the European customs administration.
4. The reform aimed ar does not make any essential chanp;e in the existing simplifica-
tions.
The fact that only the data indicated can be entered on the single standard form will
already bring about an imponant simplification and rationalization of the mass of data
hitheno in existence. This in itself is an important step towards an initial coordination of
the data processing systems of the Member States. It is not, however, intended to carry
out a full standardization of the data. National features panicularly in the area of cur-
rency control will continue. In practice, this means that for the present the additional
information required by the importing country must, in a further processing procedure, be
added to the single standard form at the time of import. However, by comparison with the
situation which has existed hitheno, this represents no additional complication.
!.
+*
Qaestion No 68 by Mrs Poiier (H-781/82)
Subject: Restriction on imports of cereals substitutes
In its answer to my Oral Question No H-256l822 concernirrg imports of substitutes, the
Commission stated that negodadons were to be started with rhe United States very proba-
bly towards the end of September or the beginning of Octobe'r.
Can the Commission provide the European Parliament witJr regular information on the
content and outcome of these negotiations?
I Former oral Question without debate (O-156/82), converted into a question for Question Time.2 Annex to OJ, No 1-288, Debates of the European Parliament.
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Ansuer
The Commission can confirm that the European Parliament will be kept informed of the
development of the negotiations in the usual way.
Question No 71 by Mrs Desoaches (H-S2t/52)
Subject: Price imbalances in the pig sector
'Sf'hat measures does the Commission feel it could take to solve the problem of price
imbalances in the pig sector? Does it intend to propose to the Council an adjustment to
the system of calculating MCAs in the pig sector and to ask third countries to produce
import cenificates?
Ansv,ter
(a) The present difficult market situation in the pigmeat sector is due to the following
main reasons:
- 
demand for pigmeat is stagnating or slightly decreasing in the Community, mainly
because of the recession;
- 
The seasonal evolution tending generally to lower prices in spring has staned this year
already in January;
- 
the cyclical element in the pigmeat market is reappearing and will lead to a higher
production of. l.5o/o on average this year compared to 1982.
(b) The Commission already has reopened private srorage aid for pigmeat since 1.2.
1983 in order to take some pigmeat off the market and to help to maintain prices. It is also
advantageous to export pan of the pigmeat surplus, because the Community market may
have difficulty to absorb the pigmeat coming out of private storage larer in the year. The
Commission therefore considers an active poliry on exports for fresh pigmeac in the com-
ing months.
(c) The Commission is not proposing a modification of the basis of calculation of the
monetary compensatory amounts in the pigmeat sector. Such a modification would not
immediately change the market condition in the Community as a whole. Ir is, however,
the standpoint of the Commission to favour a reduction of the monetary compensarory
amounts by aligning, where possible, the representative agricultural exchange rares on rhe
central exchange rates.
(d) The Commission is not ar presenr proposing to introduce impon licences for pig-
meat. Imports of pigmeat from third countries have been reduced over the years ro not
more rhan 10lo of the total volume of supplies, which is by far counterbalanced by Com-
munity exports of pigmeau Vhere necessary, addidonal amounrs to be paid on impons
are fixed on the basis of the free-at-frontier offer prices recorded at the moment of impor-
tation.
-* -,
Question No 72, by Lord Bethell (H-822/52)
Subject: Landing cards
Is the Commission aware that Greece is now the only Community Member Stare that
demands landing cards from visitors arriving from other Member Stares and what efforts
has the Commission made to persuade the Greek Government rc abolish this requiremenr?
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Answer
In January of this year the Commission was able to inform tht: Honourable Member, in
the contexr of his Question H-648l82 that proceedings for breach of the Treary were
akeady underway against Greece. Meanwhile, the Greek Government has asked the
Commission for an extension of the deadline. The Commission has acceded to this request
and expects the Greek Government's ansver shortly.
+
**
Question No 74, by Mr Tyrrell (H-824/tl2)
Subject: Structural surplus of butter in the Community
Can the Commission oudine the measures it is taking to encourrage the use of intervention
butter by the food manufacturing industries of the Communiry and what funher measures
are envisaged ro encourage internal consumption, thereby obviating the necessiry of subsi-
dizing exports rc third countries.
Answer
1. Community regulations already include a number of measures aimed at developing
domestic consumption:
- 
aid rc direct consumption (permanent and temporary),
- 
aid to consumption of butter by persons in receipt of social assistance,
- 
subsidies for butter intended for special groups and the arrny,
- 
subsidies for concenrated butter for cooking,
- 
subsidies for butter and bumeroil used in the pastry making and ice cream industries.
All rcgether 545 000 tonnes of butter were subsidized within the Community in 1982.
2. The Commission is considering ways of expanding these measures to increase the use
of butter in the internal market.
However, in view of current resources, it would not appear l'easible to consider terminat-
ing butter exports which constitute the least expensive method for disposing of butter (at
present 135 ECUs/100 kg compared with the effective cost,rf internal measures which is
, at least rwice this amount).
*
lr ,,
Qaestion No 75, by Mr Pearce (H-826/82)
Subject: United Kingdom Youth Opportunities Programme
\7ill the Commission starc the amount of Social Fund money applied m the United King-
dom Youth Opponunities Programme in 1982, the percentage which this represents of
spending on schemes eligible for Social Fund spending and the increase of this expendi-
ture over the corresponding figure for 1981 ?
Answer
Social Fund aid to the UK's Youth Opportunities Programrne in 1982 was 9118.9 million.
This figure includes !21.8 million for the transidonal 'Neu' sryle training places' scheme.
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Fund aid for these schemes in 1982 showed a 570/o increase over that for rhe previous
year,180/o of the total expenditure eligible for support from the Fund, as revealed by the
applications received.
Question No 76 by Mrs Barbarelh (H-531/82)
Subject: Direct-dial rclephone numbers at the Commission
Can the Commission explain why the direct-dial shon numbers given in its telephone
directory include private organizations such as the Federazione italiana Consorzi agrari
(Italian federation of farmers' cooperatives), Federolio and Deltafina, and does it not feel
that, if this were found to reflect a real, demonstrable need for information and advice, all
the most representative organizations in the relevanr secrors should be included?
Answer
The Commission's new rclephone exchange has a system of abbreviated dialling for 350
correspondenrc.
Each Directorate-General has been asked to supply the names of the people they contact
by rclephone so regularly that they would like an abbreviated number.
The criteria according to which the administration allocates such numbers are no reflexion
on the significance of the bodies or sectors concerned, they are based solely on rhe modes
of communica[ions most frequently used between them and Commission staff.
The average frequency of contacts is by no means rhe only criterion, since, depending on
the administrative habits of the bodies or countries concerned, rhe telex and the ordinary
Post may be more heavily usedl account is also taken of access facilities, which m y vary
for purely rcchnical reasons, as where the capacity of a correspondent's switchboard is
limited.
The rysrcm is now saturated; no new numbers will be available until 1984. The numbers
aflocated are, however, reviewed regularly.
*
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Question No 78 by Mrs Squarcialupi (H-538/52)
Subject: Inflammable and toxic plastics
A fire in a Turin cinema caused the deaths of sixty four people suffocated by rcxic gases
released by plastics in the fittings. Since similar tragedies have occurred in'orher Com-
muniry countries, does the Commission not feel that it is time to investigare the question
of the rcxiciry and inflammability of cenain plastics by encouraging and coordinating
research in this field, introducing Communiry provisions concerning the most dange.oui
substances and ensuring that the citizens of the ten Member States are protected 6y fire
regulations determined in accordance with rhe highest standards?
Answer
The Commission is aware of the imponance of the problem of the rcxiciry and inflamma-
bility of_cenain plastics used in the construction of cinemas, hotels and other buildings
and establisments. This is evident from the numerous studies and investigarions alreaJy
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completed or still being carried our, the details of which the Commission is prepared to
communicate to the Honourable Member. The complexiry of the problem, the disastrous
lack of staff and the unwillingness of the Council rc adopt legislation on building materi-
als have, however, so far prevented the Commission from proposing legislation on this
particular problem.
Because of the disastrous lack of staff, the differing conditions in the Member States, the
complex structure of the numerous materials to be considered and the inadequate scien-
tific knowledge render the work of the services concerned with the internal market and
technical harmonization protracted and extremely difficult.
The Commission could not therefore deal simultaneously with all products and rypes of
buildings. In its preliminary work it was therefore obliged to concenrate on hotel building
and will forward a proposal for a recommendation to the Council before the summer
recess. The large number and complexiry of the provisions to be harmonized mean that.
The appropriate basis for a proposal for a directive is lacking.
Vith regard to other rypes of buildings (cinemas, theatres, dis,cotheques, etc.) the Com-
mission hopes to pursue the path followed for hotels in the next stage of its work. In
cooperation with the European Association of Professional Fire Prevendon Officers, it is
currently preparing for European colloquium scheduled to be held in Luxembourg in Sep-
tember 1984.
*
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Question No 81 by Mr Lagakos (H-3/63)
Subject: Increasing the number of Greek-speaking interpretenr
The Commission places as few as eleven Greek-speaking interJrreters at the disposal of the
Council. The lack of Greek-speaking interpreters has already been felt at meetings of the
various committees and working parties within the Council.
Does not the Commission believe that, in view of Greek presidenry of the Council of
Ministers in the second half of 1983, the number of Greek-speaking interpreters should be
increased and, if so, what steps has it taken to improve the situation?
Answer
The Commission is aware of the problems in connection wirh interpretation into Greek
and is continually endeavouring to increase the number of intt:rpreters available.
It began working with the Greek authorities on finding and training suitable interpreters
as early as 1977. In the Commission's accelerated training programmes for conference
intelpreters (which are open to universiry graduates), specirrl attention is being paid to
Greek. The raining course currently taking place is schedule,i to finish before the stan of
the Greek Presidency and the successful graduates from this course should be available to
augment the present number of interpreters.
Furthermore, a total of BFR 4 046 000 was spent on subsidi:zing the raining of interpre-
ters for Greek at Geneva University.
Given the fact that no other existing intergovernmental organization uses Greek as one of
its working languages and that accordingly, prior to the accr:ssion of Greece, the number
of trained conference interpreters for Greek was exceedingl z low, the results obtained so
far are by no means negligible. The Commission will naturally, however, continue its
effons to ensure the same high quality of Greek interpretation as is available in other lan-
guages.
lr*
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Question No 83, by Mr Gallagber (H-18/83)
Subject: Council Directive 72/464/EEC on taxes other than turnover taxes
Does the Commission consider that the social securiry surcharge on tobacco products, to
be implemented in France from 1 April 1983 further to Anicle 26 of. Law 83/25 will be in
conformiry with the provisions of Council Directive 72/464/EEC on taxes other than
turnover taxes which affect the consumption of manufactured tobacco?
Answer
The Commission will soon take a decision on whether to open the proceedings set out in
Article 159 of the EEC Treaty in the matter referred to by the honourable Member.
**,
Qaestion No 85 by Mr Miiller-Hermann (H-22/53)
Subject: Greenland's withdrawal from the Community 
.
How far have negotiations progressed on Greenland's request to leave rhe Communiry?
\Zill the Commission make sure that, if Greenland does withdraw, it will not be rewarded
by major concessions from the EEC in the sense that its righu as a member might remain
unimpaired while it would at the same time escape the commitments resulting from mem-
bership?
Ansuer
1. In accordance with its pledge to the people of Greenland, rhe Danish Government has
followed up the referendum held in Greenland on 23 February 1982 in which 520/o of the
population voted in favour of the territory's ceasing to belong to the Community and for-
warded to the Council on 19 March 1982, in conformiry with the procedures laid down in
Anicle 95 ECSC, 236 EEC and 204 EAEC a draft amendment of the ffeaties comprising:
- 
the withdrawal of Greenland from the territorial field of application of the ECSC,
EEC and EAEC Treades;
- 
the addition of Greenland to the list of overseas countries and territories contained in
Annex [V of the EEC Treaty and the application to that territory of the rules govern-
ing the association with the EEC of the overseas countries and territories (founh pan
of the EEC Treary).
The Council has requesred the opinion of the Parliament and Commission.
The Commission sent its opinion to the Council on 3 February 1983.r
\7ork began on that date in the Council; Coreper formed, to this end, an ad boc 'Green-
land' group which has already held two meerings, on 7 and 28 March 1983, and will con-
tinue to consider the marter.
2. The Commission was in favour of granting 'overseas countries and territories' sratus
to Greenland within the framework of the EEC Treaty, subject to cenain specific supple-
mentary provisions in the matter of fisheries.
3. This approach is in line with the mro objectives set by the Commission in this connec-
tion, namely the maintenance of close ties besween the Communiry and Greenland and
I Doc COM(83) 66finalol22February 1983.
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considerarion of rhe interests of the Community and Greenland in the formulation of a
new reladonship.
4. In substance, the Commission felt that the arrangements obtaining for the overseas
countries and territories could be applied m Greenland, notabl;'in the matter of trade in
industrial and agricultural products, free movement of people., services and capital and
Community financial aid, it being understood that such aid, (nr:cessarily a good deal less
than that received by Greenland within the Community as a priority region) would be in
addidon ro that already granted to rhe existing overseas countries and territories.
It also felt that specific fisheries provisions should be added which would be indissolubly
linked to overseas country and territory status.
*
,t*
Question No 86 by Mrs Veber (H-26/83.1
Subject: Dangerous waste
Anicle 16 of DirectiveTS/319/EEC on toxic and dangerous vaste requires the Commis-
sion to reporr ro the Council and Parliament every 3 years on the' application of this direc-
tive.
Vhen can that report be expected and does the Commission interpret Article 15 to mean
thar the reporr must contain details covering, e.g., the place ar: which residual material
from Seveso was disposed of and is the Commission prepared to make available to the EP
or in an appropriate form to its Committee on the Environme'nt, the reports from the
Member States referred to in Section I of Anicle 16?
Ansaner
The report on the elimination of toxic and dangerous wastes provided for in Anicle 15 of
Directive 78/319/EEC, which v/as to be submitted by the end of 1981, has so far been
drawn up and forwarded to the Commission only by Germany, the Unircd Kingdom and
Luxembourg. This is why the Commission in turn has been unable to submit to the Coun-
cil and to Parliament the triennial report likewise provided for in Article 15(2) of Direc-
tive78/319/EEC.
Reminders are senr out about these reports when they become overdue. Some Member
Stares have stated that they are not in a position to have the repons completed in the near
future.
This being lhe case, the Commission has commissioned a firm of consultants to draw up a
reporr on the position with regard to the elimination of toxic and dangerous wastes in the
Member States of the European Community and on the implemr:ntation of Directive 78/
319/EEC. This repon will be completed in the course of this year, and the Commission
hopes that it can then forward to the Council and to Parliament by the end of this year the
report envisaged in Article 15(2) of Directive 78/319/EEC.
As of now the Commission cannot yet say whether the report being prepared will also
contain information about the disposal of the residual material from Seveso. That depends
notably on whether the information in question is made available to the Commission and
released for publication.
+
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Question No 90, by Mr Harris (H-a3/83)
Subject: Citizen band radio
'!7hat steps, lf any, are being taken to rectify the disparity between the United Kingdom
citizen band radio system and that of the other countries of the Communiry and whar
consideration has been given to the request for a common European CB user's licence
with the 40 channels FCC and all modes of communicadon available?
Ansuer
The fact that the disparities mentioned by the honourable Member do exist is in itself no
proof that Community legislation is being infringed, even if this viewpoint is advanced by
many CB users in complainrs addressed to the Commission.
The Commission has studied this problem very closely in order ro ascertain whether the
United Kingdom or other Member States are infringing Communiry legislation in the
Present situadon. In this connecdon one must not lose sight of rhe fact that not only are
there differences between Bridsh rules and the legal provisions of orher Member States
but also that the latter are by no means in agreement amongst themselves. The Commis-
sion is not yet in a position to deliver a final opinion on this matrer. There is one poinr,
however, that can already be made quite clearly, and that is that even if it should'prove
that some of the doubtful reguladons do in fact infringe against Community legislation,
legal actions taken against individual Member States will hardly be rhe right *ay of doing
away with the disparities being complained about.,
This is why the Commission feels that the most promising way rc go about solving this
qrob]em is to suppol. the efforts towards harmonization being made it the present dme by
the European Conference on Post and Telecommunicationi (CEPT), which is primarily
responsible at F,uropean level for esablishing the provisions governing the use-of radio
equipment and for allocating frequencies.
The relevant administrative bodies in all ten Member States are represented on the CEPT.
A CEPI working pamy has already prepared the draft of a new recommendation on a
uniform standard for CB radio. This recommendation may well be formally adopted by
the CEPT in September 1983. The Commission feels that its own endeavours ro remove
the disparities that exist within the Communiry can best be based on this recommendarion,
but no decision has as yet been taken on the concrete form these endeavours will take.
The Commission would also like to add that there have been some cases in the past where
sanctions were imposed at border c-rossing points on drivers whose vehicles weri equipped
with CB radios. The Commission feels that these sancrions u/ere nor always jusdfiid. it is
therefore drawing up a communication to the Member States on rhis subject.
As far as the common licence is concerned, the Commission would point out that the
CEPT is chiefly responsible in this matter. It is aware of rhe wishes of CB .rs.r, and has
made considerable effons to work out common standards. Several Member Srares are,
however, not yet prepared to give permission for 40 channels and all modes bf communi-
cation instead of 22 channels. In suppon of this position rhey argue rhat otherwise rhere
could be interferences with other national radio services. Only-if ir could refute these
arguments 
- 
and that is not the case at the present time 
- 
could the Commission invoke
Articles 30 to 35 of the EEC Treary to bring about a change in the present situation. If the
cEPT's new draft recommendation had met wirh the demands of cB users, it is quite
certain that no agreement could have been reached on uniform standards.
*
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Question No 91, by Mr O'Donnell (H-44/83)
Subject: Irish flour-milling industry
'\7ith reference to previous questions on the problem of the Irish flour-milling industry
and in view of the represertriiorrs akeady made by the Irish Government, what action has
the Commission taken and with what results;
\(ould the Commission now assist the Farmers-'S7'orkers Cooperative, which is being
organized to take over Ranks Flour Mills at Limerick with a view to maintainingcmploy-
mJnt; providing a marker for Irish wheat growers and reducing Ireland's dependence on
imponed flour?
Ansuter
l. The Commission's services have examined the position of the Irish milling industry in
all aspects regarding Communiry legislation. As no infringement of Communiry rules has
been esnblished, this matter should be closed'
2. Under Council Regulation (EEC) No 355/77 on common measures to improve the
conditions under which-agricultural products are processed and marketed (OJ L 51, 23.2.
1977,p.1) the Guidance Section of EAGGF may aid investments-in the.sector for market-
ing and processing of agricultural products. Such projects must {all within the framework
of-an approued prog.amme drawn up by the Member State. In the case of provender mill-
ing sui-tr-aid would be possible under the Irish programme for the-cereals sector. No pro-
g.i-*. exists in Ireland for rhe flour-milling industry. In view of the general over-capa-
Iiry in the flour-milling industry throughout Europe investments in actual milling have
bein excluded from aid although it is possible that there may be cenain regions where.an
exceprion could be made. Othir invesiments in the flour-milling industry could be aided
and priority would be given to investments in storage facilities.
Invesrmenr aid for new invesrments under broadly similar conditions would be possible
under the European Regional Development Fund.
,a*
Qaestion No 92 by Mrs \Valz (H-a6/83)
Subject: ACP-EEC cooperation in energy
\flhen will the Commission publish its new initiative on ACP-EEC cooperation in energy
promised by Commissioner Pisani at the meeting of the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly
held in Rome from 3 to 5 November 1982?
' Answer
The Commission did indeed announce in Rome, last November, the publication in the
monrhs ahead of a general document on energy cooperation to assist the developing
countries. In spite oithe amo,rnt of work involved, which explains the slight delay, the
work is now well advanced. In view of the very real importance of this question for the
fuure of ACP-EEC negotiations, the Commission will be happy to make various ProPo-
sals in time for their proper consideration.
{.
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Question No 93, by Mr Key @-aZ/83)
Subjoct: Coal industry
The Commission's working programme on solid fuels considers that there is a need for a
high level of investment in the coal industry of the Communiry with a view to moderniz-
ing.economic production capaciry (or capaciry thar is, ar present, only marginally unecon-
omic).
vhat acdons are rhe commission proposing to take to fulfil this aspiration?
Answer
The Commission informs the Honourable Member that the 'work programme on solid
fuels' is now under discussion in the Council.
The programme refers rcthe difficulties experienced by Communiry coal undenakings in
financing investment needed for mining modernizadon to improve their competiriveiess.
To strengthen the modernization process the Communiry hal assisted with the financing
of cenain types of invesrments by means of low-interest loans.
Given the limited financial resources of the ECSC budget, interest subsidies to coal under-
takings in the last few years have only totalled 5-7 million ECU per annum.
The Commission proposes tD carry on with the exisring financial mechanism but to take
measures providing it with greater resources for interest subsidies. The Commission wants
the Council to decide on the advisabiliry of such an increase in effon and will in due
course submit proposals on financing techniques that might be applied.
,t
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Question No 94, by Mr Pattison (H-t2/83)
Subject: Healrh and social welfare of the elderly
\7ill the Commission state whether it panicipated in the recent '!fHO meeting in Dublin
which discusse.d asgegp of health care for the elderly and, if so, whar was its cJntribution;
a1d, in the light of this meeting and the colloquium it held in Luxembourg in Septembei
198.2.on.'Pol.i."y issues in the health and social welfare of the elderly', wiii it ouili.,e the
policies it believes should.be pursued in this area, both at national 
"nd Corrrn,rnity level,and any concrerc proposals it intends to make?
Answer
An advisory group of the \7orld Health organization mer in Dublin on 22-25 March
!rSl-. Tfre_ggrpose of this meeting and an Jarlier meeting in 1981 was ro advise theRegional Office on the development of policies for the hialth care of the elderly within
the framework of the SZHO European rCgional s v3tey for attaining health for 
"it Uy ,t .year 2000..Given the purpose.of the.meeting and the composition of-the group of exfens,
the Commission was not involved with either meeting.
In order to mark the ye-ar of the \forld Assembly on the Elderly and in response to parlia-
ment's stared concern for the elder_ly, the Commission held a workshop meeting in Lux-
embourg in late September 1982. The 45 panicipanm included poliry-makers ind social
and medical scientists from all Member Srates.
The discussion included a review of national health and social policies and the problems
arising from the existing size and the anricipated increase in tire population of p;.r;;;
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aged 60 and over in the Community. The major problem identified was that of developing
and maintaining a system of care which effectively and efficiently meets the recognized
health needs of the elderly and enables them to live a socially satisfying life at a reasonable
standard of living.
The proceedings of the workshop are being prepared for publicadon and will become
available during 1983.
The working parry health services research of the Committee on Medical and Public
Health Research has approved a development project for a major survey of health care of
the elderly in a number of Member States, within the framework of the 3rd Sectorial
Research and Development Concerted Action Programme of Medical and Public Health
Research adopted by Council in August 1982.k is hoped that the main survey will com-
mence in 1984 and meanwhile two smaller studies concerning drug use and the role of day
units are underway within the framework of interests in health education and prevention.
In the light of this research and also in the absence of an existing basis for action, it would
be premature to indicate any development of a Communiry poliry in the field of health
care of the elderly. The Commission will continue to seek to act by supporting narional
policies through concened action research, by collaborating with the \7orld Health
Organization and the Council of Europe whenever appropriate, and by seeking to main-
tain the health interess of this enlarging group of the population in all aspects of develop-
ing policies in the Communiry.
ooo
Question No 95, by Mr Treacy (H-54/83)
Subject: Drainage programmes for the Munster region
Vill the Commission state what programmes have been implemented in Ireland for river
drainage, and how much has been spent to date; how much of rhis has gone ro the prov-
ince of Munster, and for what projects; and what funher plans are there for anerial drain-
age for rivers in Munster?
Ansuer
The EAGGF 'Guidance Section' awards aid in the framework of Council Directive 78/
528/EEC and Council Reguladon (EEC) No 2195/81 concerning a programme ro acce-
lerate drainage operations in the less-favoured areas of the \7esr of Ireland of which
Munster is a pan. In these programmes approximately 28 million ECU is foreseen for
anerial drainage.
Reimbursemenr from the EAGGF 'Guidance Section' for the years 1979-1981 amounr to
IRL 3 976 s00.
However the programme only provides the northern pan of Ireland with three schemes
for anerial drainage but no plan is foreseen in Munster.
o 
oo
Question No 96 by MrAdamou (H-57/83)
Subject: Commission proposals on dried grapes and dried figs
In a recent proposal to the Council, the Commission proposes abolishing the Communiry
intervention system for dried grapes and dried figs and, moreover, in the case of dried
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grapes, imposes an upper limit on production. How does the Commission justify taking
measures which will adversely affect the income of dried grape and dried fig producers
and, indeed, reduce the areas under cultivation for dried grapes, which are produced
almost exclusively in Greece, given that the proposed 'minimum prices' to the producer
and those of imported products are not enough to balance out the existing consequences
of earlier Community measures?
Ansaner
The questions raised concerning dried grapes and dried figs are closely corqnected with a
Repon from the Commission to the Council on processed fruit and vegetable products
and are dealt with in the draft regulations relating thereto.
The Repon and regulations darc back to the end of March 1983 and the Parliament is
asked to give its opinion as soon as possible.
In these circumstances, it seems appropriate to take up the questions raised within the
framework of the more general debate which the Parliament will shonly be holding on
this whole matter, and thus to refrain from discussing these two specific questions right
nour ouride the general framework drawn up by the Commission.
Question No 97 by Mr Ahoanos (H-tS/83)
Subject: Delayed response by the Commission to the 'Greek Memorandum'
According to information in the press, there will be a further delay in the Commission's
response to the so-called 'Memorandum' of the Greek Government. Since the impact of
Greece's accession to the EEC is seriously affecting many groups of workers and the
national economy without any measures being taken to protect them, what is the Com-
mission's general attitude in response to the 'Memorandum', panicularly as regards the
application of Communiry rules on competition, the uniform customs tariff, production
quotas etc. ?
' Aor-r,
On 29 March the Commission adopted a communication to the Council and the Euro-
pean Parliament 'Greece in the Community 
- 
Assessment, and proposals'.
In this communication the Commission announced a set of specific proposals which will
complete its response to the Greek Memorandum.
A major pan of the response had already been given in the integrated Medircrranean Pro-
gramme for Greece recently adopted by the Commission. The Programme envisages an
investment by rhe Communiry in Greece of 2 500 m ECU in 1985-91.
Among the principal proposals now adopted are:
5 Year Pkn 
- 
Major projects
\7hen these projeca have been presented and examined the Commission will be
ready, rf necessary, to propose to the Council that special measures be added to the
intervention of existing Community instrumenrsl
- 
Agricuhure
Extension to all of rural Greece of measures concerning irrigation, forestry and
infrastructure;
Hiring and training of quality conrol personnel.
,-
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- 
Employment and social policy
Aid for the construction and equipment of training centres.
Aid for the construction and equipment of hospitals and the introduction of modern
techniques for certain categories of handicapped people.
Transport
A substantial additional measure in favour of transpon infrastructure projects in
1984/ 1985.
A number of actions for a limited period aimed 2t reducing the effects on productiviry
in the Greek agricultural sector of the cost of transpon.
- 
Enoironment
Assisnnce to the Greek authorities to develop a comprehensive depollution pro-
Bramme for Athens; when the programme has been esablished the Commission will
present proposals for panicipation in its implementation.
The proposals of the Commission in response to the Memorandum have swo objecrives:
- 
helping the government and people of Greece to achieve a far-reaching transforma-
tion of Greek economic structures, and
- 
accelerating the integration of Greece wirhin rhe Community.
+
**
Question No 98 by Mr Epbremidis (H-53/53)
Subject: Impons of cotton goods from Turkey
At the beginning of March 1983, the Commission reached a decision on imports of cotton
goods from Turkey.
Can the Commission explain why, despite the severe crisis in the Greek textile indusry, it
compels Greece rc import cotton goods from Turkey while, at the same time, ignoring the
political aspect of the matter, namely the existence of the oppressive regime in Turkey?
Answer
The Commission decision referred to in oral question H 63, namely the setting of quanti-
tadve limits at Community and pegional level for impons of cotton cloth and T-shins ori-
ginating in Turkey, is designed to protect the Communiry market from undue perturba-
tlon.
This type of action is based on the safeguard clause, Anicle 60, of the Association Agree-
ment between the Community and Turkey. It should be remembered that this agreement,
which forms part of the acquis communautaire accepted by Greece on accession, seels to
promote the development of trade berween the two parties, despite the existence of safe-
guard provisions.
Finally, as regards the political issue raised, the Community position was explained
Vice-President Haferkamp in the course of the European Parliament session
7-ll March 1983.
*
**
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Sub jec,:Economic,^,:::'::;:::?:::"ttigan(H-6a/$)
Given the fact the Danes have agreed to lift economic sancdons against the Soviet lJnion,
does the Commission agree that it would now be opportune to cease these sanctions on a
Communiry-wide basis, and will it take the necessary steps in this direcdon?
Ansuter
Since the factors which prompted the actions taken over cenain impons from the USSR
persist, the Commission doer not consider it advisable to propose thC repeal of Regulation
3482/82.
Question No 101, by Mr Patterson (H-57/83)
Subject: Commission reaction to Parliament's amendmenm on 5th Directive
Vill the Commission starc whether or not it now intends to accept Parliament's amend-
ment to the draft 5th Directive on Company law to increase the threshold number of
employees for its application of the directive from 500 to I 000 in each unitary soci1ti
anonyme?
Commissioner Narjes assured Parliament in September that this amendment was to be
included in the new draft. He specified however that dependent companies' employees
were [o be included in the I 000. This puts employees of dependent companies 
- 
which
are not soci1ti anonymes in their own right 
- 
in a position of being 'counrcd in' but
denied any righm under the 5th Directive provisions.
Does the Commission consider such a situation is fair to the employees of subsidiary com-
panies?
Ansarcr
1. In its amended proposal for a 5th Directive the Commission, in agreement with Par-
liament's opinion, lays down that cenain provisions of this directive are to be implemented
in undenakings employing more than I 000 workers within the Communiry. The Com-
mission feels that this number must also include the workers employed in dependent com-
panies of the undenaking concerned. Otherwise undenakings urith more than 1 000
workers could quite easily circumvest the directive by reorganizing themselves and break-
ing up into several companies, each of which would remain below the threshold of t OOO
workers.
2. The Commission realizes that, as far as the rights of workers employed in these
dependent companies are concerned, this solution is not the ideal one. Nevenheless, as
long as there is no supplementary harmonization of the panicipation of workers ar rhe
level of the undenaking, it would like to prevent undenakings from being encouraged to
set about the artificial structural changes mentioned in the first paragraph of this answer.
Question No 102, by Mr Pice (H-70/83)
Subject: Venue of Commission press conferences
In view of the fact that Commissioners spend most of their time in Strasbourg during Par-
liament's plenary weeks and that many of the same journalists wish to cover both Com-
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mission and parliamentary activities will the Commission change the venue of their daily
press conference from Brussels to Strasbourg during Parliament's plenary sittings?
Answer
The Commission has always been mindful, during the parliamenrary session, to inform
journalists following the parliamenary debates on the spot, in the same manner as rhose
who have to remain in Brussels.
Thus, journalists working in Strasbourg have access [o the same information and at the
same time as their colleagues in Brussels.
ir
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Sir Henry Plumb (ED). 
- 
Madam President, I refer
to a request made by Sir James Scott-Hopkins 
- 
this
is to be found on page 9 of the Minutes 
- 
for a
debate immediately following Question Time on the
Commission's answer to Questions Nos 48 and 82,
after whiEh points of procedure were raised by Sir
James, by Mr Moreland and by Mr Marshall. Now the
Chair yesrcrday ruled that in chat special request they
were asking for a debate on legislation arising out of
the decision made on heavy lorries and that the
request could not be granted because an agreement
had been reached with the group chairmen.
Madam President, I have checked this matter and as
far as I am concerned, whilst there might have been an
undersanding, there is no ruling on this. No agree-
255
258
258
258
268
275
278
10.
tt.
285
286
288
12.
IN THE CHAIR: LADY ELLES
Vice-President
(Tbe sitting opened at 10 a.m.)
l. Approoal of the Minutes
President. 
- 
The Minutes of Proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been disributed.
Are there any comments?
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Plumb
ment, therefore, was reached with the chairmen of the
individual Broups. I would ask, therefore, that you
look into this; and whilst it may be right that we do
not take this as a matter of precedent, I think Mem-
bers of this House have the right, if they wish, to raise
issues for debate which are of immediate concern ro
them. They have that right and no such ruling should
aPPly.
As far as I am concerned, if this is to be brought
before the chairmen of the polidcal groups, let it be
brought before them, but I just wanted to make it
clear that, as chairman of our group, I had no under-
standing that this was the fact, as was suggested by the
Chair yesterday.
President. 
- 
Sir Henry, I take note of everphing you
have said.
Under the Rules a Member has the right to ask for a
debate arising out of questions So, regardless of what
the political group chairmen may decide, that right
sdll resides with the Member. I will have an enquiry
made into the situadon and hope rc have a reply given
to Sir James Scott-Hopkins.
Mr Hopper (ED).- On a point of order reladve to
the last one, the Commission has written to the Presi-
dent of the European Parliament saying that the Com-
mission rejects the Parliament's opinion on the subject
of cigarette tax harmonization. I requested the Com-
mission to make a statement in this Parliament this
week on this subject. The Commission agreed, but the
President informed us that since it rras not on the
agenda the Commission had no right to speak on this
subject. After having studied the Rules, I have come to
the conclusion that there is no basis in the Rules for
this statement by the President, and I would be most
unhappy if it were allowed rc become a precedent.
President. 
- 
Of course, Mr Hopper, the Commission
and the Council have the right to requesr ro speak at
any time, as long as it can be fimed in timewise into the
proceedings of the Parliament. But if the Commission
does not make that formal request, it is clearly not
possible to put it on the agenda.
Mr Hopper (ED). 
- 
On a funher point, Madam
President, Commissioner Andriessen clearly indicated
a willingness to make a staement, but he was told that
it was out of order because it was nor on the agenda,
and I chink the Chair misled the House and the Com-
mission.
President. 
- 
I must repear, Mr Hopper, rhat in the
Rules of Procedure, both the Commission and the
Council have the right to requesr rhe floor of this
House and some means must be found to accommo-
date that request. I will have this matter raised.
Mr Manhall (ED).- Funher to chat ruling, Madam
President, as Mr Hopper asked for the statement and
the Commission was willing to give it, can we have an
assurance that if the Commission is still willing to give
it we shall have that statement at the nexr pan-session
in Strasbourg?
President. 
- 
Mr Marshall, I cannot speak on behalf of
the Commission. I can only reiterate that under Rule
65 the Commission has the right to requesr the floor of
this House. I would, therefore, ask the Commission to
ensure that, if it wishes to make that starement, that
request is put ro the President of Parliament, in which
case time must be allotted to the Commission to make
it.
Mr Narjes, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(DE) The
Commission is not in a position to make this statement
at the present dme.
President. 
- 
Thank you very much, Mr Commis-
sioner, that clarifies the issue.
Mr Beazley (ED). 
- 
Madam President, can I,
through you, ask the Commissioner why the Commis-
sion is not prepared to make that satement when they
have already written to our President explaining theii
views, and on Monday we requested this?
President. 
- 
Mr Beazley, if you will take that up with
the Commissioner concirn"i, I think this is a marrer
which should not be settled on rhe floor of the House,
at this moment.l
(Parliament approved the minutes)
2. Membership of Parliament
President. 
- 
I have received from Mr Deniau notifi-
cation in writting of his resignation as Member of Par-
liament with effect from 14 April 1983. Pursuant to
Article 12(2), second sub-paragraph, of the Act con-
cerning the elecdon of rhe represenrarives of the
Assembly, Parliament esablishes that there is a
.va,canq and will inform the Member State concerned.
Mr de Courcy Ling (ED). 
- 
Madam Presidenr, my
point relates to the sad announcemenr, which you
1 See previous debates.
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de Courcy Ling
have just made, of the resignation of Mr Deniau from
this Parliament and I take it that the dming of this
announcement is on account. of the assertion by the
Socialist Group that they actually do believe in violat-
ing the freedom of movement of rourists, not only
French tourists, but in the future Bridsh tourists. I am
very sad that this action by rhe Socialist Group should
have led apparently, according rc the timing of your
announcement, to Mr Deniau's resignation. I sym-
pathize very much with his modves.
3. Topical and urgent debate
Dioxinfrom Seoeso
President. 
- 
The nexc item is a joinr debate on:
- 
the motion for a resolution tabled by Mr \Val-
ter and orhers, on behalf of the Socialist
Group, Mr Capanna and orhers, on the disap-
pearance of poisonous waste from Seveso
(Doc. 1-139/83);
- 
the modon for a resolution tabled by Mr
Alber and others, on behalf of rhe EPP Group
(Christian-Democraric Group), on movement
and trade involving toxic substances within
and outside the Communiry (Doc. l-155/83);
- 
the morion for a resolurion tabled by Mr de la
Mal6ne, on behalf of the Group of European
Progressive Democrats, on the disappearance
of wastes contaminated by dioxin (Doc.
l-156/83); and
- 
the motion for a resolution tabled by Mrs
Squarcialupi and others, on behalf of th.
Communist and Allies Group, on the ultimate
destination of the dioxin from Seveso (Doc.
1 -1s8 / 83).
Mr Valter (S).- (DE) Madam President, ladies and
Bentlemen, the Commission, the Council and the
national tovernmenr are united in their indignation at
the events surrounding the disposal of the Seveso
waste.
My personal view is that rhis sense of indignation is
only really credible if it is not used as a front for get-
ting out of past failings. Let us take a look at the
Member States, who are rightly up in arms. For my
part, I am up in arms at the fact that the Member
States of the European Community are quite capable
of checking millions of people every year at national
borders to see whether they happen to have 2OO cigar-
ettes too many in their possession, bur that the very
same Member States are incapable of keeping a check
on waste materials taken across borders by a mafia-
like network of firms.
(Load applaase)
The Commission too is righdy up in arms, although I
must say, Mr Narjes, that it almost brought rears to
my eyes when I saw rhe Commission's commenr a few
weeks ago that it was nor compercnr rc deal with this
matter. \7e can do withour a Commission which
spends all its time bemoaning in public irs lack of pow-
ers. Vhat we need is a Commission which is prepared
to fight rcnaciously for powers in those areas which
are of vital importance to the Members of this Com-
munity.
(Applause)
The Council too is up in arms 
- 
that very same
Council of nadonal governmenrs which have no[ even
been capable of meeting the obligations arising from
the 1978 directive on rhe trans-frontier transport of
waste materials. I should like rc say to the Council and
its President-in-Office 
- 
that is to say, Mr Genschor
- 
that it has twice given erroneous answers to critical
quesrions put by Members of this House on the Seveso
issue. In so doing, the Council has lulled European
public opinion into a false sense of security. Atl I wish
to say is thar, in any national Parliament, a minister is
expected to accepr the consequences for giving wrong
information to Parliament. I deplore the fact that rhat
is not the convention in Europe.
(Applaase)
If as much energy had been expended in the past on
ensuring the safe disposal of trans-fronrier wasre as
has been channelled into today's indignadon, rhe Sev-
eso problem would never had arisen.
(Applause)
Seveso is not a one-off occurrence. Seveso is in fact
the dp of an iceberg, and is presenr every day on our
roads, because toxic waste and materials are being
shifted backwards and forwards across nadonal bor-
ders every day without our knowing what is in the
containers and where the stuff comes from. Seveso is
the hallmark of an industrially developed society
which is daily embracing new technologies wirhout
any regard for their possible repercussions. The draft
directive of January is a step forward so long as it is
given rceth at'rhe proper places. Ve are all aware of
the problems involved in getting directives imple-
mented by the Member Srates of the European Com-
munity, which is why I would like first of all to appeal
to [hose responsible ro change the directive into a
regulation, to make it immediately binding in rhe
Member States.
(Applause)
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My second appeal is for the system of checks to be
extended from just waste materials to all toxic and
hazardous substances crossing borders to enable us to
know for sure what is actually crossing our borders in
a daily sffeam. My third appeal is not to release com-
panies from their strict obligation to provide informa-
tion on the whereabouts of materials produced and
transponed by them. I should like to say on this point
that it is, in my opinion, right and proper and impor-
tant that a French waste disposal merchant should be
currently in coercive detention in France. But I also
think it an absolute disgrace that the sring-pullers in
the Board of Directors of Hoffmann-La Roche should
be getting away scot-free. Finally, I should like to
address a special appeal rc the Member States' govern-
ments in the Council not to wait for month after
month until we get a European solution, but to take
immediate steps and cut down the number of border
crossings at which poisonous waste and substances are
cleared for customs purposes' so that we can know
from tomorrow on what the waste disposal firms are
actually transponing over our national borders. Fin-
ally, I should like to say that it is of course right and
proper that we should be drawing attention to the res-
ponsibiliry borne by the unscrupulous qpe of waste
disposal firm. For the future, though, it is more impor-
tant to remind ourselves of the responsibility borne by
those who, for years, have watched what these firms
have been up to and not raised a finger.
(Applause)
Mr Alber (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, the question of what has happened to
the 41 drums of toxic waste from Seveso reminds me
of my schooldays, when we used to ask each other
unanswerable questions. I remember that one of the
questions I could never answer wa$: Vhat is where if
nothing is nowhere? Unfonunately, though, the ques-
tion facing us today is far more serious. '$fhat we have
here, quite simply, is a scandal of the very first water.
The question is not just what has happened to the
stuff. !7hat I am wondering is what has become of the
common sense of the firms involved, and in panicular,
what has become of the sense of responsibiliry of the
companies concerned and, unfonunately, a number of
goyernment institutions too in the countries which
have so far been involved in the matter.
The European Communiry produces an annual total
of 
.some 150 million tonnes of industrial waste, of
which between 25 and 30 million tonnes are toxic, and
thus dangerous. 100/o of this rcxic waste 
- 
in other
words something between 21/z and 3 million tonnes 
-
crosses a national border before being disposed of.
This fact alone shows that there is something vrong
somewhere, quite apan from the fact rhat suitable dis-
posal facilities are available for only half of the amount
that has to be disposed of, which just highlights the
fact that what we have here is a genuine scandal from
beginning to end.
The existing directive on toxic and dangerous waste of
20 March 1978 is not sufficient, and we must give
some thought too to how we can strengthen the moni-
toring and checls on the trans-frontier disposal of
dangerous waste within the Community 
- 
a proposal
dating from lOJanuary this year. So far, the control
element has always ended at the national borders,
where all that is done is the usual processing for cus-
toms purposes by references to customs declarations
which the customs officials cannot check in any case.
It is a scandalous situation when law-abiding citizens
are subjected to harassment at borders for piffling
amounts while rcrrorists can drive across borders with
a corpse in the boot of their car, and tons and barrels
of toxic substances can likewise be moved from coun-
try to country. It is high time we did away with the
personal checks because, even in those cases where
they might make some sense, they have no real effect
apart from harassing perfectly harmless citizens.
So what steps can be taken? If there can be no ques-
don of banning the producdon of such highly toxic
substances, it would at least be wonh considering
introducing a compulsory approval system. Vhat we
need is some regulation which will provide proof of
how this waste has been disposed of 
- 
before it is
actually disposed of and not afterwards. Nor will it do
just to come up with legally endorsed certificates certi-
fying only what the person in question is prepared to
admit to, and whose content cannot be properly
checked. '!7'e must also ensure that declaradons
including a confidentiality clause are denied any legal
force.
The Commission must be given appropriate watchdog
pos/ers, and the transport companies involved must be
properly licensed. The two firms VADIR and SPELI-
DEC are just one-man companies, and let me say
quite clearly and categorically 
- 
and I beg your par-
don for using this rcrm 
- 
these are dubious undenak-
ings. And, Jter all, what is the point of keeping a
check on waste dumps if no check is kept on the rans-
pon companies themselves?
'!flhat we need is for the Member States to be obliged
to burn or dump their own waste in their own coun-
tries, and not export it to other countries. Vhat we
need is encouragement for the use of suiable incinera-
tion plants and not an increase in the practice of
dumping waste in the ground or even sinking it at sea.
\fle also need clear costing provisions on the lines of
the'polluter pays' principle.
It is only by adopting a comprehensive series of mea-
sures of this kind that we can ensure that such scandal-
ous things do not occur again in the future. It is now
up to the national governments to say clearly and sim-
ply whether they are prepared to do what every ordi-
nary citizen knows has to be done. Vhat we are talk-
ing about here are not national sovereignty issues but
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simply government's obligation to prorect and care for
the people of Europe.
(Applause)
Mr Gauthier (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, when the Seveso tragedy occurred on
10 July 1976, the whole world was upser by it. News-
papers, radio, television, humanitarian bodies of all
rypes 
- 
in fact, everyone 
- 
agreed ir was an atro-
cious and inconceivable event. 'lfharcver be the case,
such an incident should never again occur because, as
we know, the effects were catastrophic. People died,
others were suffocated, burnt or contaminated; preg-
nanl women worried about their unborn children who
were subsequently born with various defects, crops
were relentlessly destroyed and, even w'orse, the
long-term consequences were incalculable. All well-
intentioned people swore that such an event was never
again to occur and that everyone would do all that is
necessary to prevent a similar catastrophe. Unfonun-
ately, they failed to keep their vow. Neglecr ser in.
Cenainly with the help of those who caused the tragic
event 
- 
dioxin manufacturers 
- 
and in whose
interest it was, of course, to hush up the matter after
having hushed up the inhabitants of Seveso, life went
on again as usual. Taking advantage of the situation,
these very manufacturers, namely, Hoffman-La-
Roche, Mannesmann, Valiers and Pelidec, among
others, assisted by thoughdess rranspofters, deceived
the public by taking enormous risks.
Imagine these lorries loaded with 41 dangerous barrels
and moving on the roads of the Community, crossing
our towns and being exposed to any type of accident
or incident. Along all the routes taken by these lorries
there were thousands of potential Sevesos. Can we
accept such folly? The ffansponadon and disposal of
poisonous and dangerous wastes is a problem that has
existed for many years but neither the governmenr nor
the Council of Ministers nor [he Commission have
taken any steps to solve it.
No, we cannot accept that. \7e in the European Par-
liament have a crucial role to play to prevenr the repe-
tition of such accidenr. As representatives of the
250 million people of this Community we are also res-
ponsible for their safety and the protection of the envi-
ronment. This is why we musr insist that the Commis-
sion address itself immediately to the disappearance of
wastes contaminated by dioxin and inform citizens of
the findings of im investigation and the measures
taken. But that, will not be enough. The proposal for a
Council Directive 
- 
Directive 82/892 
- 
which is
being prepared with regard to the surveillance and
inspection of cross-border ransportation of dangerous
wastes in the European Community should be adopred
fonhwith and implemented immediately.
Ladies and gentlemen, hencefonh, when speaking of
Seveso, we must say: never again.
(Appkuse)
Mrs Squarcialupi (COM). 
- 
(17) Madam President,
six years after the ecological uagedy of Seveso we
now have the mystery, the thriller and even the scan-
dal of Seveso. Vhere has the dioxin aken from rhe
reactor of the Icmesa faaory, which caused one of the
most serious ecological disasters in history, ended up?
Above all, how was this dioxin treated?
The problem of wastes contaminarcd by dioxin has
already been discussed in this Parliament as a result of
an oral question to the Council; but the Council knew
nothing about it or gave the impression of wanting ro
allow the dioxin to continue its journey through
Europe undisturbed 
- 
a causal journey which gave us
the impression that, at leasr for dioxin, frontiers had
been finally abolished.
The mysterious journey caused an explosion of con-
cern and justified indignation throughour Europe,
expressed through the representatives of the European
people. There is now an urgent need to give satisfac-
tory answers to the European people.
The amendment replacing three motions for resolu-
tions tabled by various groups, among them the Com-
munist and Allies Group which I represent, is clear,
even though it is cenainly the result of a compromise
which was sometimes difficult to achieve. However, a
few points stand out clearly.
The Commission and the Member States concerned
must provide guarantees, with the precision which
only documentary evidence can provide, on rhe jour-
ney and the uldmate destination of the dioxin. The
Commission must also determine the instances of neg-
lect at every level 
- 
from the Community authoriries
to the national authorities and individual undenakings
- 
There have been very serious cases of neglect in this
affair.
The firms responsible for the various rransport and
disposal operations, even if they are based outside the
Community, must, if they operate within it, comply
with the directive on toxic and dangerous wasres, and
must also comply with the directive on the supervision
and control of transnational transpon of dangerous
wastes, when it has been adopted.
In this contexr, I would like rc remind you rhar the
Council began discussion of the directives withour
waiting for Parliament's opinion. This dme, it is cling-
ing to the formality of waiting at all costs for Parlia-
ment's opinion, which will come much earlier. How-
ever, it is good that the Council should begin now to
clarify its ideas; it is necessary, so as nor to lose any
more dme in dealing with such a rhorny problem. The
Council and the Commission must also clarify their
ideas as to whether the Communiry directives cur-
rently in force are enough to deal with the very serious
problems which we have seen developing in the last
few days. First, however, it will be necessary to begin
to desecrate a few sanctuaries of industrial and com-
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mercial power 
- 
I refer to industrial and commercial
secrets, which must be regulated in an acceptable way,
because [hese secrets hide the most serious potential
disasters for nature and human beings.
I know that it is a delicate and difficult matter, which
will arouse very itrong opposition, but let us remem-
ber that the disposal of wastes is a very lucrative busi-
ness for some, as well as being a very serious danger
for others.
In the Member Sutes there is a whole range of laws
on industrial and commercial secrecy, which should be
compared to see which of these laws may be most
effective in safeguarding the health and safety of
European citizens while respecting the rules of the
market and of competition.
In conclusion, I would like to sress that, when they
knew that the dioxin had been taken away, the inhabi-
tants of Seveso no doubt heaved a sigh of relief. How-
ever, [heir worry has been transferred to others 
- 
to
all European citizens 
- 
and their minds can be set at
rest only by a clear and responsible attitude on the part
of the Commission and the Council.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I would like on behalf of the Parliament
to welcome Mr Hankopf, Secretary of State and
President-in-Office of the Council, and I give him the
floor.
(Applause)
Mr Hartkopf, President-in-Ofice of the Council. 
-(DE) Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, I
should like 
- 
with your permission 
- 
to make a
statement on behalf of the President of the Council,
and I shall be quite happy to discuss the matter with
you a little later, should this prove necessary. An envi-
ronmental issue has, over recent weeks, mobilized
public opinion in the Community like no other such
issue before or since, namely what has become of the
rcxic dioxin wasrc from Seveso. Suspicion, deceit,
rumours, fears and speculation surrounding this unu-
sually drastic case have brought out the fact that
doubm do exist with regard to the satisfactory and
harmonized treatment of dangerous waste. The
public's faith in forward-looking environmental pro-
rccdon has suffered a severe setback as a result of the
activities of certain companies. The victims of this cri-
sis of confidence are not only the government auth-
orities and bona fide companies, but also many people
in positions of political responsibility.
I had hoped, in my capacity as representative of the
Council of the European Communities, to be able to
find out or say more about what has happened to the
drums of dioxin. Unfortunately, I can give you no
such information. So far, we do not know where the
waste has been dumped. On this point, I would remind
you of the answer given to Mrs '$fleber's question,
repeating the information provided by the Italian
authorities on what became of the waste material.
I should like, at this juncture, to comment on what
was said by Mr Valter. At the time in question, the
President of the Council commented on the wherea-
bouts of the waste on the basis of official information
from a Communiry Member State 
- 
and you are all
acquainted with this material; it has been confirmed
on a number of occasions in this form. That was the
information he was given, and the answer to the hon-
ourable Member's question made it quite clear on
what documents the President of the Council was bas-
ing his answer.
No-one has been misled, and I categorically reject any
atack on the President of the Council.
(Mixed reactions)
Of course you can see the documents any time you
like. I should like now; in my capacity as a junior min-
ister in the German Government, to tell you what the
authorities in my country have found out over the last
few days in collaboration with their counterparts in
France and Switzerland. There are official documents
ro prove that the waste material crossed the border
berween Italy and France on 10 September 1982. On
20 September 1982, the French customs authorities
noted that the material w'as nos/ at the premises of a
waste disposal company north of Paris. That is where
the trail went cold, and all subsequent research on the
pan of the countries concerned, including my own,
has so far met with no success. 'Sfe have been given
access to documents by the firms involved, including a
so-called attested smtement made by the waste dis-
posal company, which claims it has disposed of the
material properly and legally, without however giving
any details of the exact location, nor even of the coun-
try of final disposal. Ve therefore have no choice but
to continue our research and to press [hose in the
know to come clean.
The Council and the Commission are well aware that
urgent improvements are called for in the legal and
practical situation concerning the disposal of special
waste in the Communiry. I can say on behalf of the
Council that the Member States are making genuine
atrcmpm to put this directive into effect, but the provi-
sions of the 1978 directive undoubrcdly do not go far
enough. In panicular, they contain no provisions relat-
ing to the trans-frontier transport of dangerous waste
substances. 'Sfhat we need here is supplementary legis-
lation, and the Council therefore welcomes the fact
that the Commission presented a draft direcrive on
17 lanuary 1983 designed to improve checks on the
international movemenr of waste and cooperation
besween the authorities in the Member States in moni-
toring such movements.
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I should like rc say on behalf of the President of the
Council that we shall be discussing the proposal with-
out further delay, and will in fact be discussing cenain
basic elements of the directive on 15 June 1983.
That being so, I would ask the European Parliament
to let its opinion on the draft directive be known as
soon as possible.'S7e have no intention of allowing the
direcdve to be a mere paper tiger, and in this respect I
should like to thank Mr Alber most sincerely for what
he had to say.
I should like to mention on this point that the German
Government too feels that the proposed directive
could do with some substantive improvement. Ve feel
that the authorities' watchdog functions should be
brought out more srongly, and that the impon,
expon and transit of dangerous substances should be
made dependent on express approval. \7e also feel that
thought should be given to how much leeway could be
left for the Member States to impose their own more
rigorous conditions. The German Government has
also called for a restrictive attitude to be adopted rc
trans-frontier waste disposal in the light of the risk
involved. S/e feel thaq by adopting such a stance, we
should be taking immediate steps towards dealing with
illegal or quite simply criminal activities.
In my capacity as Council representative, I should like
to point out finally that the proposed new directive
should remain confined to the disposal of dangerous
waste. The question of dangerous substances in gen-
eral must be viewed at a different, special level and a
decision as rc whether or not to legislate for such
substances must be taken separately. It should be up to
the Commission to investigate what would be the most
appropriate and most effective context for enacting
such legislation, bearing in mind the conventions
entered into under the auspices of the United Nations.
I agree with the European Parliament that the Com-
munity institutions owe it to the people of the Member
States to introduce regulations without delay as an
effective response to the problems of dangerous waste.
Any such regulations must be implemented in a suffi-
ciently transparent fashion if we are to gain the confi-
dence of the public atlarge.
(Applaase)
Mrs Veber (S). 
- 
(DE) Medam President, ladies
and gentlemen, there is a book in Germany entitled
'seveso is everywhere', and I think that, looking back
on the Seveso disaster after a period of a few years, we
can only endorse that statement. In the Federal
Republic of Germany 50 000 chemicals are now being
produced eyery year, and 
- 
and I think we can take
these statistics at face value seeing as they eminate
from the Commission 
- 
only 500/o of all the resultant
dangerous wasrc is actually disposed of in proper tips.
So long as we in the Community are producing such
large amounts of dangerous substances and dangerous
waste, we are bound to ask ourselves whether we are
really on the right course, that is, whether our econo-
mic growth is not being achieved a[ [he cost of things
like this.
Vithin the Communiry, there are a number of ways in
which we can dispose of waste. The simplest method
- 
the one used everywhere in our counffies at present
- 
is to secredy declare dangerous waste as reusable
material, which means that it is then no longer subject
rc the control provisions which already exist in our
countries. In other words, it can then be moved
around all over the place without let or hindrance or
without being checked.
The second way is to leave disposal of such u/aste up
to dubious waste disposal companies, which pass on
what is an extremely lucrative trade to each other
without any apparent concern for people or public
opinion. But of course we can extricate ourselves from
the matter entirely by simply working on the assump-
tion that everfthing is done to the letter and every-
thing is above board, as there are after all documents,
signatures and stamps. And even if the stamp was
provided by the firm entrusted with the proper dis-
posal of the waste, that can still be trotted out as
proof.
It is therefore quite reasonable to accuse the Commis-
sion of simply accepting the facts of the matter and not
pressing the Member State to call for the reports. I am
sorry to say that the Federal Republic of Germany too
is guilty of not applying the 1978 directive in an ade-
quate fashion and reporting back to the Commission.
Time and time again, the Presidenry of the Council
has fobbed us off with evasive answers with which we
could not possibly be satisfied. I think it is quite
obvious rcday that we were rilht in thinking rhat these
answers simply did not reflect the true situation.
A Swiss gentleman, when asked wherher the waste
from Seveso could possibly be in Switzerland, once
said that waste disposal was a matter of trust, and I
believe that is precisely the central point as far as we
are concerned. People will simply no longer allow
themselves to be fobbed off with the idea that every-
thing is right and proper if it is so ordained from
above.
Bavaria issues an annual total of some 100 000 cenifi-
cates to accompany dangerous waste. Just imagine 
-in an age in which we can send men to the moon and
people can don specially made suits and go for space
walks, these accompanying certificates for dangerous
chemical waste are still handread. Just imagine 
- 
in
the computer age, these things are still laboriously
soned and checked by hand. Am I alone in thinking
that data processing techniques should be used where
they can be of assistance to people 
- 
for instance, in
the accurate monitoring of the volume, nature and
routing of dangerous substances and waste throughout
the Communiry? Bureaucrary has its place where it
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can help to prevent people from harm, in other words,
in carrying out strict checks on dangerous substances
and waste wherever necessary. !7b can do without
centralization which merely produces a surfeit of
bureaucrary, but we need centralizadon in cases
where concentrated expertise can prevent dangerous
situations occurring, which is the case regarding tran-
sit arrangements.
The sense of outrage here is readily understandable,
but I should like to appeal rc all those Members whose
thoughts turn to economic Fowth whenever w'e get
round m discussing restrictions on rhe use of danger-
ous subsances. After all, by imposing such a restric-
tion, we are in effect also limiting the amount of dan-
Berous waste ensuing. The people of Europe y/anr us
to grasp the nettle. They expect us to make sensible
decisions. Vaste disposal is indeed a matter of rust,just as selling medicines is a matter of trust, and I
think it is a good thing that German doctors should be
thinking aloud about whether to continue prescribing
medicines made by these firms.
(Appkuse)
Mr Johnson (ED). 
- 
fu far as we know, Madam
President, these 41 barrels of waste containing
300 grammes of dioxin, wherever else they are, are
not, or not yet, in the Unircd Kingdom. But that is not
the point. The United Kingdom is concerned because
the European Community is concerned, and the
United Kingdom is, and long may it remain, a part of
the Communiry.
The European Commission can help in this affair. Let
me explain how. Hoffmann-La Roche have a disposal
contract with an Italian firm which is a subsidiary of a
German firm, Mannesmann Italiana. That contract
specifies total secrecy. Even Hoffmann-La Roche may
not know where the waste has been put. That secrecy
clause in the contract may, however, be breached in
the event of a formal judicial enquiry by a Member
State. 'S7e therefore call on the Commission to press
the Member Sates concerned 
- 
Germany, Italy and
France 
- 
to establish a proper judicial enquiry. That
is the way to proceed now.
It gives me great pleasure, Madam President, to see
Gtinther Hankopf here, a man who has for many
years devoted himself to environmenral causes. I know
[hat, whatever else may have been said, we can rely on
him and the German presidenry to help as well as the
Commission.
In the long run it is a mamer of urgency, as has been
said, that the Council should adopt the draft directive
on the cross-border disposal of dangerous and toxic
waste. This debarc is yet another example of the way
environmencal poliry has moved to the forefront of
the concerns of this Community. Later today we shall
be debadng the proposal for an environmental fund.
One aspect of that fund is the promotion of clean
technology. Prevention is always better rhan cure.
Mr Vurtz (COM). 
- 
(FR) Madam Presidenr, one
canno[ over-emphasize tha:, the new incident which
occurred in Seveso is revolting and intolerable.
You would think we were dealing with a Mafia group
with its secret connecdons, its law of silence and its
disdain for the consequences of its acr provided that
business goes well. But where the shoe pinches is that
this dangerous adventure was carried our by a big mul-
tinational firm, and what a mulrinational. The Hoff-
mann-La Roche company employs 40 000 people and
has a turnover of more than 10 000 million French
francs. Its head office is one hour's drive from here, on
Swiss territory.
How can it be accepted that once again, one of the big
owners of capital should thus, with impuniry, defy
laws and place its personal interests above the most
basic public interest?
Moreover, is it necessary to recall that the offender is
a notorious one? In the 'Morhange' ralcum powder
affair in France, one of the subsidiaries of Hoffmann-
La Roche was responsible for the death of 42 babies.
As for the Seveso tragedy, it is too fresh in our memo-
ries for anyone to need a reminder of the frightful toll.
It can be summarized in one word: dioxin, a terrible
poison which, a few years ago, Americans spread in
large quantities over Vietnam.
It is the dury of the authorities of the countries in
which these dangerous wasres are stocked to take steps
that will put an end rc the irresponsibility of the Hoff-
mann-La Roche company.
France is already doing so chrough legal action. In our
view, it is also necessary that strict rules which could
be harmonized at Community level be laid down to
define the conditions under which subsmnces of chis
nature should be handled and transported.
Ladies and gendemen, we hope that this incidenr will
moderate those who have an excessive rcndency in our
Parliament to elect themselves the zealous advocates
of multinationals because, as the srying goes, 'to be
forevarned is to be forearmed'.
Mr Irmer (L). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, 4l drums
of toxic waste are now somewhere in Europe and can
at any time presenr a risk to the life and health of peo-
ple anywhere, and that a[ a time when trans-fronrier
movemenm of people, currencies and other articles are
monitored and controlled in rhe urmost detail. There
have been ourbreaks recendy in Italy of African swine
fever, and as a result, no cooked meats are currently
allowed into Germany from Italy. Only a few months
ato, thouth, 41 drums of toxic waste were transponed
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with no problem at all from Italy to France. On the
one side of the coin, then, we have the health of pigs,
and on the other we have the health of people. Vhat
do rhe authorities think is more imponant? The real
problem,lies not in the fact that the stuff is crossing
nadonal borders, but that this kind of toxic material is
being transported at all from one place to another.
The scandal would be just as real if the toxic waste
had stayed in Seveso or had been transported, say,
from Seveso to Calabria. But the fact that it is possible
ro cross borders with this kind of material means that
we in the European Community must adopt joint mea-
sures. First of all, we must ask ourselves what consequ-
ences arise from the current situation.
'\7e demand a full and complete explanation of what
happened to the Seveso dioxin. It is intolerable that
firms which have acted in an irresponsible fashion
should not be keeping their lips sealed either because
of financial considerations or because their conscience
is troubling them or because they are afraid of the
consequences. Ve also demand a full explanation of
all other such cases. As Mr'l7alter said earlier 
- 
and I
regret the fact that he chose to devalue his statement
somewhat by engaging in pany political polemics
directed against Mr Genscher 
- 
this is the tip of an
iceberg 
- 
or rather, the tip of a toxic mountain.
\7hat we need is a central register of all the places in
which toxic waste is produced. Ve need rigorous
provisions regarding the reponing of such materials, a
cenvalized system for recording the quantiry, nature
and transport modalities of toxic subsances, along
with- details of temporary storage, all intermediate
transport arrangements and the final place of disposal.
Finally, the Commission must carry out rigorous
checks and, should we decide to enact new Com-
muniry legislation, it must be pitched at the highest
possible level and not be just the lowest common
denominator which the Member States can agree on.
There are a number of questions in urgent need of an
answer. !Vhy, for instance, have the existing provisions
not been applied? Vhy have the existing directives not
been converted into national law? \7hat steps has the
Commission taken to ensure that this is done? Vhat
we really need here is a regulation which is immedia-
tely binding on the Member States. There must be
some legal instrument to ensure that government auth-
orities no longer allow firms to transpon such material
unless there is some clear, guaranteed and safe form of
disposal for final storage. By the same token, firms
must be prevented from mking on this kind of trans-
port work unless these conditions are fulfilled. In con-
junction with this legislation, we need strict sanctions
to be imposed on anyone who fails to meet his obliga-
tions. And, if all else fails, we must simply put a stop to
the production of the kind of things that inevimbly
produce toxic waste until we can be quite sure that
cases like this cannot recur.
My Group will be voting in favour of joint Amend-
ment No 1 and Mr de la Maldne's motion for a resolu-
tion, and we would ask other Members to do the
same.
Mr Capanna (CDI). 
- 
(17) Mr President, I have
concerned myself with the 'Seveso affair' for seven
years now 
- 
since that fateful 10 July 1976 
- 
first as
a regional parliamentarian in Lombardy, and now as a
inember of this Parliament.
During these seven years the mystery has become
more and more involved, and many people have in fact
sought to ensure this outcome. Thus we have now
reached a situation of scandal and absurdity.
The primary responsibility undoubtedly lies with the
Italian authorities, and panicularly with the special
commissioner for Seveso, Luigi Nod; but the Commis-
sion and the Council also bear responsibility.
Replying to an oral question after about 3 months, the
Commission stated that it presumed that the disposal
of the dioxin had taken place in accordance with
Directive 319 of 1978.I would now ask how the Com-
mission can presume this, if the Governments of no
fewer than five Member States are not in a position to
comply with provisions of Article 9, Paragraph 2() of
the Directive in question, all denying the presence of
the 41 drums in their own territory?
The Council revealed a short time ago that it knew
which firm arranged for the final disposal of the waste.
It could tell Parliament which firm it was, and we
would then have a useful fact to enable us to begin to
ascenain the uuth.
One decisive question emerges strongly from this 
-that of democrary. In other words, the greater and the
closer the danger to the citizens, the more information
on this danger should be given to them. In this case,
however, the opposite principle is applied: the greater
the danger to the citizens, the less information 
-indeed none 
- 
is given to them. It is a question here
of democratic control to be exercised by the citizens.
This Parliament therefore has a great opponunity
today to demonstrate whether European actions are
those of servility to the interests of the multinationals
- 
such as Hoffmann-La Roche in this case 
- 
or
practical actions to defend the safety and health of the
citizens.
(Applause frotn the lefi)
Mr Eisma (NI).- (NL) Mr President, I should like
very briefly to express our sense of dismay, annoyance
and disquiet, as reflected in the motion for a resolu-
tion tabled by various Members, including the D'66
group. The real problem, though, lies much deeper.
It is a fact that our industrialized society needs toxic
substances, which of course have to be produced and
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transported. However, the case of the 41 drums of
Seveso dioxin has clearly shown that something is nor
quite right in our economic system. Economic inreresrs
have led to the introduction of production processes,
the repercussions of which are not even fully known,
let alone under control. Nuclear energ'y, for instance,
is being put to use without any real cenainry as ro rhe
controlled and safe recycling of the fuels used. Chemi-
cal processes have been set in modon, and we think we
can sdll dispose of the resultan[ wasre in much the
same way as we do of household refuse. This evid-
enced by all the cases of soil pollution which have
come to light over the recent years.
Ve cannot carry on like that. In cases where the wasrc
constitutes a lethal public hazard, the manufacture of
the product concerned must not be left in private
hands. In such cases, governments must do more than
carry out checks after the event. The whole produc-
tion must be monitored, from the primary materials
right up rc the final product stage, and including what
becomes of all the by-products. After all, our armies
and police forces are not private enterprise businesses
- 
that would be far too dangerous a rhing to conrem-
plarc.
(Appkuse)
Mr Bombard (S). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, in this exemplary case there is one
chief culprit, and that is the Hoffmann-La Roche
Company. The transport agen6 are only subsidiary
culprits. In France this culprit, Mr Paringaux, is in pri-
son.
There must be no securiry blackout on what happens
to toxic waste! Ve are entitled to clear information,
especially on waste as poisonous as dioxin. On 4 Nov-
ember 1982, Paringaux, rhe French link, signed a
statement relating to an agreement with the German
agent. But who is the next link? Europe musr know rhe
location of the 41 barrels of poisonous waste. Hoff-
mann-La Roche, the multinarional that has once more
disregarded and deceived the people by violadng the
law, must assume its responsibilities. Hoffmann-La
Roche must define the presenr and future location of
the 41 poisonous barrels and, if necessary, should be
threatened with legal acdon. 'Sfle have an absolute
right to know.
Right now, only-Directive 78-79 governs the checking
of processing centre registers. It is not enough,
because everywhere we are threatened by dioxin. I am
sure that this Parliament and the Commission will be
able rc recommend to the Council for approval appro-
priate measures against irresponsible multinationals so
that similar criminal acts should never again occur.
Tod,ay, such measures are, indeed, an urgent necess-
iry!
(Applaase)
Mr Naries, Member of the Commission.
(DE) Madam President, the Commission welcomes
the fact that the European Parliament has, on the
occasion of the second environmental scandal linked
with the name of Seveso, decided to take this oppor-
tuniry of expressing its indignation and dismay at the
irresponsible activities which have now come to light.
The Commission akes the view that this panicular
case is a challenge par excellence to the Communiry's
whole environmental poliry.
fu regards the firms involved, the Commission feels
that no-one can wheedle his way out of his share of
the responsibiliry under the pretext of supposedly
knowing nothing, especially when the circumsrances
he cites as proof of his ignorance were in fact created
by him. A smoke screen ser up with the aid of noaries'
attestations is in fact an atrcmpt to deceive, and cannot
be trotted out as an excuse or 
- 
worse still 
- 
justifi-
cation for what has been going on.
(Applause)
The accident and the scandal we are discussing here
today have occurred at a time when the European
environmental system is still in its infanry. There is still
a lot to be done, and many of rcday's starements and
the statements made in earlier debates on particular
directives and regulatiolls 
- 
q/irs1 the Chamber was
not as full as it is today 
- 
have shown us the problems
we are likely to face, especially in the Council, if we
are ever rc set up an effective European environmental
system. In engaging in this debate, the Commission
hopes first and foremost that the Council's future
work will be characterizedby a quicker pace, a more
decisive attitude and a greater sense of responsibiliry.
(Applause)
The challenge facing us is thar we should learn cenain
lessons from this lessons of a substantive and a
procedural nature. I shall not reirerate everything that
has been said, bur I must say rhat I would be quite
happy to call Mr Alber's list of proposed checks my
own.
There are, however, a few remarks I should like to
make on the history of environmental poliry and of
the waste disposal indusrry. As long ago as 1975, the
Commission tried rc gain acceptance for a commit-
ment which would have entailed sanctions being
imposed automatically on offenders in environmental
matters. At the time, all the Member States rejected
the idea. Some Members have called for a regulation
on rhe subject. I would point out that ideas of this kind
have been rejected even ar the preliminary stage by the
Council as having no prospecr wharsoever of gaining
acceptance. I would also point our thar 
- 
if I remem-
ber rightly 
- 
I have never heard any demand in this
House in the past, whenever directives have come up
for debate, for those directives to be convened into
regulations. I would therefore ask you ro be fair to the
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Commission officials and not heap demagogic abuse
on [hem for setting out what is the legal realiry, which
is that we are not competent to deal with individual
cases, these being exclusively the preserve of the
national authorities.
That does not mean to say that, having been made
aware of the problem by Mr Capanna's question and
the first press reports, we have done nothing in this
case. The fact is that, in December last year, we asked
the Italian Government what had become of the
dioxin waste from Seveso and about the circumstances
surrounding that case. The reply we received by rclex
on 31 January 1983 from the Permanent Representa-
tive of the Italian Government rc the European Com-
munities confirmed that the trans-frontier transporta-
tion and disposal of the Seveso waste had complied
fully with the provisions of Directive 78/319, in pani-
cular as regards the obligation to make a report to the
compercnt authorities in accordance with Article l4 of
the Directive.
The Italian Governinent has also informed the Com-
mission that the Seveso waste has been disposed of in a
controlled clay tip which was particularly suited to the
disposal of toxic waste. Exactly where this dp is was
not divulged to us by the Permanent Representative of
the Italian Government. I think thar answers 
.Mr
Capanna's quesdon as to our source of the informa-
tion. !7e have relied on a Member State's government
complfng with the obligations which that government
itself voted to adopt.
A number of Members have called for the Commission
and the Community to take direct responsibility for
keeping a detailed check on all trans-frontier transpor-
tation of toxic waste and substances. Given that
between 2 and 3 million ronnes of toxic wasre cross
Community borders each year, that would mean that,
assuming that an averate lorry can take about
10 tonnes, we would somehow have to record and
process between 200 000 and 300 000 lorry move-
ments a year. lt is wonh giving some thought to the
resultant amount of paperwork and problems in the
Member States so that, when this subject comes up for
discussion in the Committee, there can be no doubt as
to the consequences of the Commission being made
directly responsible for such matters.
In conclusion, I hope that the Commission's desire for
the outstanding directives from January to be dealt
with as a matter of urgency will bring about proce-
dural changes in that this House's specialist committee
will discuss the matter in good time so that the Coun-
cil meeting in June 
- 
and here I would address an
appeal to the Council 
- 
will not just have a non-com-
mital discussion on our draft, but will have the new
directive waiting for a decision by the end of the meet-
ing. I think that answers Mr de la Maldne's call for
intermediate solutions. The best possible solution
would be a much faster decision-making procedure in
Parliament and the Council. !7e could then ask the
Council to shorten the transitional period by six
months with the result that, six months after the June
meeting 
- 
in other words, at the end of the year 
-we would have new binding legislation. That would be
the uldmate in forcing the pace.
(Applaase)
Mrs Veber (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr Narjes, is it true that the
Commission can only intervene in cases where Mem-
bers have mbled questions? As long ago as last Octo-
ber, it was known for sure the Seveso waste had been
removed, but you did not request information from
the Italian Government until Mr Capanna had tabled
his question in January.
Mr Capanna (CDI). 
- 
(IT) The Commission has
told us that it had faith in the Italian authorities. I
would now ask whether the Commission is aware that
the firm ICMESA did not comply with the obligations
laid down in Anicle 14, paragraphs I and 2, which
require a firm to keep a regisrcr, showing inter alia 
-as the EEC Directive states 
- 
the place of final dis-
posal, where known. This is the decisive point which
the Commission, if it wishes to retain credibility, can-
not evade before Parliament.
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, I
should like to ask you a question. As a result of two
ircms of official information from official sources, we
now know that the Italian Government supplied the
Communiry with erroneous or inadequarc informa-
tion, and made claims which it cannot possibly check.
Could you propose to the Bureau that this matter be
investigated as a matter of principle and, if appro-
priate, propose to Parliament that a committee of
enquiry be set up?
President. 
- 
Mr von der Vring, that is neither a point
of procedure nor is it a matter for the President of this
Parliament. I think this must be raised by some other
means, but not on the floor of the House in this man-
ner.
Mr Hartkopf., Presidcnt-in-Ofice of the Council. 
-(DE) Madam President, with your permission, I
should like to thank the House for everything that has
been said in the course of this debate and at the same
time make the point that the circumstances surround-
ing the transportation of the Seveso dioxin are both
offensive and scandalous. Parliament has come out in
favour of putting an end to the soft-pedalling, and we
too reject all the attempm that are being made to play
the matter down. But if we are to make a show of our
indignation, that indignation must be factually based.
Perhaps you would allow me therefore to answer the
question which I think was put by Mr Capanna on the
basis of the facts as documented.
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According to the documents available to us 
- 
they
come from the two Italian firms ICMESA and Man-
nesmctnn ltaliana 
- 
what happened was as follows. At
the behest of the regional authorities, a contract was
signed on an agreed basis berween the two firms for
the waste material to be disposed of, and Mannesminn
Italiana subcontracted the work ro the Swiss and
French firms VADIR and SPELIDEC. The acual
ffansport of the dioxin took place under the auspices
of the French firm, a letter-box firm based in Mar-
seilles.
This firm 
- 
SPELIDEC 
- 
issued a cenificate to
itself, once the drums of dioxin had been deposited in
St Quentin, rc the effect that the waste material has
been properly stored, embedded in polyurethane foam
and covered with a 5-m thick layer of clay. That is all
we have heard from that firm. All other statemenm are
based on this same declaration, which was submitted
Lo a notary in Milan, who simply cenified that the
statement had indeed been made. This kind of proce-
dure is surely unique of its kind, and merely shows
that we are in urgent need of a new directive.
This is en area in which creduliry 
- 
at least that of the
Council Presidenry 
- 
is very much at a premium. 'We
are in favour of checking the facts rather that just
believing what we are told. And let me also add that
we would be in favour of imposing severe sanctions at
either national or international level. 'S7hat we have
here, quire simply, is a criminal act. fu regards the
facts of the matter, let me reiterate that the Presidency
would be quite ready and willing to make the docu-
ments in its possession available to this House for offi-
cial use.
(Appkuse)
Finally, Mrs Veber said that the Federal German
Government had failed to produce the report which
should have been due three years after adopdon of the
1978 directive. Possibly she got her facts wrong
because the Federal Geiman Government was in faci
the first government to make its repon to the Com-
mlssron.
(Applause)
Mrs Schleichcr (PPE). 
- 
(DE) There is another
question I should like to raise on this point.
There are only very few tips which could possibly be
used for this kind of material. \Zould it not be possible
to get details from these tips of the kind of stuff that
has been dumped there over recent months? It would
then surely be easier to find out precisely where any-
thing has been dumped. Should it prove impossible m
do anphing of the kind, it seems to me absolutely baf-
fling that things can simply be hanging around some-
where putting the population at a risk without our
being able to get ro grips with the problem.
I would ask you to look into whether this kind of
assurance can be given in the future, if it is already to
late to do anything about the past.
Mr Narjes, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(DE) Ve
made our enquiry of the Italian Government on
8 December. The answer was dated 31 January. The
press reports came in the previous November, so bear-
ing in mind our staffing levels, I think we reacted
fairly quickly. Given that we are not responsible for
carrying out direct checks, whenever our attention is
drawn to serious matters by press reports, questions in
the House or some other source, we have to rely on
Member States going beyond their mere obligations
and informing us of what they know for the sake of
goodwill. I think this particular case ought to result in
our being given greater powers than we have at pres-
en[ for carrying out direct checks on waste tips.
As regards Mr Capanna's supplementary question, I
should like to point out that the Commission is, under
present law, dependent on the national governmenB
to carry out direct checks. !7e neither have the legal
authority nor the necessary resources to act instead of
national governments in this respect.
Mr Capanna (CDI). 
- 
(IT) You also have the dury
not to believe the lies of the national governments !
Mr Sherlock (ED). Madam President, an
extremely interesting remark with came in the last
information from Mr Hankopf was that this waste
had finally 
- 
and I am not querying the wrongs of the
way in which it got there 
- 
been incorporated in a
process which I know is being implemented on a
research basis in my own constituency and by a highly
responsible research organisation. I wish to ask the
Commissioner if they have knowledge of any such
process in the nonh of France which might eventually
have disposed of this nasty stuff reasonably safely.
Mr Naries, Member of the Commission,
(DE) Madam President, I would firsr have to ask our
scientific advisers whether they know the details of rhe
process mentioned by Mr Sherlock.
Mrs Squarcialupi (COM). 
- 
(17) Madam President,
a brief question to the Commissioner: is there a list of
firms carrying out disposal activities?
Then a commen[ on what Mr Johnson was saying 
-that Great Britain is free from this problem. The most
recent 
- 
unchecked 
- 
press information in Italy was
that the dioxin had perhaps been burned in an inciner-
ator near London. So none of our countries is free
from this dioxin mystery.
Mr Naries, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(DE) I
should like to say to the Honourable Member that lists
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of this kind can only be kept by the Member States'
governments. The number of incineration furnaces is
relatively small. If I am not mistaken, there are some-
thing like 12 such installations in the Community
which are capable of generating temperatures in excess
of I 200', the kind of temperature which is needed to
burn dioxin.
President. 
- 
In view of the very great importance of
this marter of which the European Parliament has been
fully seized, I have, under Rule (64(4\, allowed a con-
siderable number of speakers to put questions rc the
Commission, and I am grateful to the Commission for
having replied so promptly to these questions. How-
ever, there clearly must be a limit to the number of
questions which can be put at the end of such a
debate, and it is within the competence of the Presi-
dent, under the Rules, to decide who should put ques-
tions. I have tried to take a Member who has
requested to speak from each of the main political
SrouPs.
The debate is closed.
Ve shall now proceed [o the vote.
Mr von der Vring (S).- (DE) Madam President, we
have two amendments here. Amendment No I is
almost a compromise amendment to replace all the
others and Amendment No 2 is an addition to another.
Is it possible for us to vote on Amendment No 2 as an
addition to this new joint text?
President. 
- 
Mr von der Vring, under the Rules of
Procedure, when a text to which there is an amend-
ment has been fully replaced by another amendment, it
is not possible to retain the amendment to the original
rcxt. Mr von der Vring, if you wish to put it as an
amendment to the amendment, then of course it is an
addition. If the House agrees that we can accept that
amendment, well and good, but let us see first whether
the amended text is adopted. If not, we will come back
to your point.
Votel
After the adoption ofAmendment No 1
Mr Gautier (S). 
- 
(DE) \/ell, Madam President,
what about the procedure? \7hen I tabled the amend-
ment I did not know that there was another amend-
ment to replace the joint cext. On account of the dead-
lines the author of an amendment who would like to
table an addition to an unavailable text has no option
but to do so on Tuesday. This means, in my view, that
the rules ought to be interpreted in such a v/ay that
this addition can be incorporated in the amended
texts. It makes no difference whether this comes under
3or4.
Mr Irmer (L).- (DE) Madam President, I am afraid
we might be setting a dangerous precedent if we
adopted the procedure proposed by Mr Gautier,
because then everyone who has tabled amendments to
original texts could say that even though a comprom-
ise amendment had been adopted all the other amend-
ments still stood. Compromise amendments would
thus have no more sense at all. I urge you to rule out
this procedure.
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, I
should like to reject the notion that this amendment
we are talking about is a compromise amendment. It is
a perfectly ordinary amendment to paragraph 1.
According to the Committee on the Rules of proce-
dure and Petitions, you have a compromise amend-
ment when other amendments are withdrawn in its
favour.
President. 
- 
Mr von der Vring, I would draw your
attention to Rule 54(2), which says an amendment
shall lapse if it is ruled out by decisions previously
taken on the text during the same vote, and I am
afraid this is precisely what has happened. I do not
argue with Mr Gautier that it may be a perfectly good
thing to have in rhe rext, but under the Rules of Pro-
cedure I am unfonunately not in a position to accept
it. The only other way that I can deal with it is for the
House to agree a viable amendment by saying that this
will be an amendment to Amendment No 1. If the
House agrees that this paragraph 3(a), contained in
Amendment No 2 tabled by Mr Gautier and others,
may be an amendment to Amendment No 1 
- 
the
text which we have now voted on 
- 
I would be will-
ing to accept that. Is the House in agreement, or not?
Are there any objections?
Mr Irmer (L).- I raise an objection.
President. 
- 
Vell, I am sorry, since there is an objec-
tion, I have to abide by the Rules of Procedure
adopted by this House and I must therefore not put
this amendment to the vote.
r
Mr Gautier (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, of course
you are right in your interpretation but I am not alto-
gether convinced by the logic. The question which is
raised in this amendment does not appear in any ori-
ginal motion for a resolution, not even in Amendment
No 1. This then is a genuine addition, which cannot be
replaced by such an amendment.I See Annex
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I should like rc ask the Christian Democrats how you
are going to force information out of a large pharma-
ceutical firm which is also involved in disposal. I am
surprised at the effort to remove this point by querying
the procedure.
President. 
- 
Thank you Mr Gautier, for making that
point. As you are well aware, logicality and the Rules
of Procedure are not always ad idem and we will send
this matter to the Committee on the Rules of Proce-
dure and Petitions to have it looked at.
Excbange control restictions in France
President. 
- 
The next item is a joint debate on:
- 
the motion for a resolution tabled by
Mr Nyborg, on behalf of the Group of the
European Progressive Democrats, on cur-
renry restrictions on French citizens (Doc.
r-132/83);
- 
the motion for a resolution abled by Mr Cal-
vez and others, on behalf of the Liberal and
Democradc Group, on the French Govern-
ment's decision to resrict travel abroad (Doc.
l-133/83); and
- 
the motion for a resulution abled by Mr Seit-
linger and others, on behalf of the Group of
the European People's P^rty (Christian-
Democratic Group), on the violation of the
freedom of movement of French tourisrs
resulting from the exchange control-regula-
tions introduced by the French Governmenr
(Doc. t-144/83).
Mr Nyborg (DEP). 
- 
(DA) Madam President, it is
an entirely different kind of poison we are alking
about now. It could hardly have come as a grearer sur-
prise to me to hear that a government of one of the
Member States of the European Community was seek-
ing to restrict its people's opportunities for ravel
abroad, and after some thought, my surprise changed
into a mixed feeling of concern and irritation, right up
to anger, disappointment and despair. \7har is the
point? How much store can we set by all the fine
words on the imponance of the Communiry if a
government is free, at its own discredon, to resorr to
such a selfish and destructive kind of behaviour? \Vhat
point is there in all the talk about a Community pass-
pon, fever border formalities and so on, if not all the
people in the Community are to have the same chance
to ravel to even the neighbouring countries? To my
mind, the imposition of exchange control restrictions
in France amounts to a serious cunailment of personal
libenies. I cannor imagine rhat we would be parricu-
larly keen on the introduction of Eastern European
methods in the Communiry. As a forum for public opi-
nion in Europe, we in this House must say what we
think in a way which can be understood in Paris roo.
The infringement of personal libeny is one side of the
story. The other side is that the French Government is,
by pursuing this policy, ruining the tourism poliry
which is now coming into being in the Community.
The Commission recently published its first guidelines
on a tourism policy 
- 
a commendable initiative from
our point of view. And the French Socialist Govern-
ment cannot be allowed to put a spoke in the wheel of
that kind of initiative. There are said to be four million
people in the Communiry who are employed in rhe
tourist trade, and a lo[ more are indirectly dependent
on the trade for their livelihoods. Ve realize that tour-
ism is making a contribution towards crearing new and
essendal sources of income for the poorer areas of the
Communiry; we also realize that, by bringing the peo-
ples of Europe into contact with each other, it is help-
ing to improve international understanding. There is
thus every reason to encourage tourism on a Com-
munity-wide basis, and the effecr of the selfish
nationalistic measures taken by the French Govern-
ment are therefore all the more repulsive, and may
well have entirely the opposite effecr. The fact is, after
all, that if you try to prevenr your own people from
travelling abroad, you will at the same time be prev-
enting other people from coming and panaking of the
delights of your ov/n country. In other words, it is
doubtful whether there will be any overall gain at all.
\7e agree with rhe Commission that life should be
made easier for tourists within the Communicy, and
that goes for all the people of the Communiry. Cus-
toms procedures need to be simplified, passpon checks
should be eased 
- 
and preferably done away with
altogether 
- 
and assistance to tourists, insurance and
the like all need improving. \fle should give some
thought to whether it would be possible ro ,sragger
holiday periods in thp Member States. There is plenty
of work we can get down to. And we should set about
the work in a positive, rarher rhan a negative, spirit,
eschewing the kind of attitude adopted by the French
Government. But what we have instead is a situation in
which the European tourism industry is facing grave
problems in an number of countries because the
expected business from French tourists will not now
materialize.
On the other side of the coin, foreign tourisrs who had
been looking forward to panaking of the many arrac-
tions France has to offer are presumably resigned to
not being able to panake of them after all. If the Com-
mission is not prepared to take the initiative and cen-
sure the French Governmenr, I would advise the
French people to take rheir case directly rc rhe Euro-
pean Coun of Justice. In my opinion, whar we have
here is a clear violadon of Anicles 3 and 7l of the
Treaty of Rome.
All in all, the exchange conrrol restrictions inroduced
in France are a reflection of the kind of attitude which
we European politicians must reject outright. That is
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why we demand that these restrictions be lifted very
quickly 
- 
today rather than tomorrow.
(Applause)
IN THE CHAIR: MR KLEPSCH
Wce-President
Mr Calvez (t).- (FR) Mr President, ladies and gen-
tlemen, among the austerity measures adopted on
25 March by the French Government we deplore the
restrictions placed on our compatriots to travel abroad
since they cannot take with them the amount of
money that would enable them to cover their expenses.
It is true that some modifications have been made to
the initial decisions or, in fact, the Malthusian mea-
sures that were taken without consultation and made
public without a proper assessment of their impact,
which is out of all proportion to the damage that will
be done to the French economy. I must raise this point
here because the measures taken do not take account
of the specific nature of the French tourist indusuy
and, at a moment when information reaches the most
remote areas of the world in a few seconds, the restric-
tion of the movement of persons has dismayed not
only the French but also our foreign panners. It is a
basic human right which has been called into question.
This basic right is the individual's freedom to travel
throughout the world and rc do so in accordance with
the Helsinki Agreement and that of the Vorld Tour-
ism Organization on the freedom of movement of per-
sons. It is true that freedom is a French word which
left France several hundred years ago to go around the
world and that it has not yet returned from that jour-
ney.
At the end of this 20th century we cannot accept any
interference with the freedom of movement of persons
and, moreover, it is surprising that through an official
communiqu6 the French Government recently
expressed satisfaction at the increase in the surplus of
its foreign exchange balance because it claimed that
France in the past accepted the free travel abroad of its
residenm but today the foreign currency outflows
which are related rc tourism are considered a cause of
our external deficit. It must be admitted that in France
we are not short of contradictions !
Ve should not forget that in July and August hotels in
France will not be able to accommodate an additional
number of French customers who, short of foreign
exchamge, are compelled to remain at home and the
usual foreign customers, who may be discouraged. In
addition, the harmful effects of these measures on
French airlines, major French hotel chains and
employment are not negligible.
Lastly, the present policy overlooks the fact that sev-
eral countries, particularly those in the Mediterranean
Basin and Eastern Europe, had signed tourist coopera-
tion agreements with France since the coming of
French tourists to these counffies encouraged them to
call on French undertakings to develop their catering
industry.
By adopting our motion for a resolution and that
tabled by other Members of Parliament, you will once
more be condemning protectionism and will be ensur-
ing compliance with the letter and spirit of Anicle 3 of
the Treaty of Rome.
(Applaase)
Mr Seitlinger (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, I would like to point out, right away,
that we should not be mistaken about the forum. Being
also a member of the National Assembly in Paris, it is
obviously in that forum in Paris, and only there, that
we can consider and 
- 
as Members of Parliament of
the opposition 
- 
dsn6un6e the political errors of the
Socialist-Communist administration during the last 22
months, which has led to three devaluations and the
measures under consideration.
Here, at the European Parliament, I would like to
limit my comments m the drastic exchange control
measures of 25 March 1983, which seriously interfered
not only with the freedom of movement but also with
the tourist and transpon industries in my country and
rhe rest of Europe. It is obvious that with the possibil-
ity of going abroad only once a year and of being able
to spend only the foreign currency equivalent of 2 000
French francs 
- 
considering the prohibition to use
credit cards 
- 
the tourist industry is seriously hurt, all
the more so as it was enjoying a surplus which would
now cenainly turn into a deficit. A country that closes
its frontiers to its own nationals does not encourage
foreigners to visit ir There are many induced losses,
for example, it must be recalled that not only Air
France takes off from Paris but also 125 foreign air-
lines which will also suffer from the repercussions of
this poliry. This policy will panicularly affect young
people and will first penalize neighbouring countries,
that is to say European countries. The corrective mea-
sures taken recently according to which travel agencies
can maintain three quaners of last year's capaciry will
lead to a paradoxical situation in which during the
summer of 1983 ir will be possible, through a travel
a3ency, to go to China or Mexico but forbidden to a
teaching couple to go with their caravan and spend
several weeks in a neighbouring country such as Italy.
These measures also penalize countries south of the
Mediterranean such as Tunisia, as well as Spain, which
has applied to join the Common Market. It is because
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these measures are inappropriate, totally ineffective
and obviously conrary rc the lerrer, spirit and objec-
tives of the Treary of Rome that we are appealing to
the Commission to denounce [hem. Since this resolu-
tion is in line with thar of Mr Calvez, the two are per-
fectly complemencary.
(Applaase)
Mr Saby (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and gen-
tlemen, I would like to refresh your memories. On
Monday, President Thorn on behalf of rhe Commis-
sion described the rcchnical measures taken by the
French Government as posirive and courageous. I
would also like to specify rhe exceptions ro rhese rech-
nical measures. Culrural and linguistic exchanges with
young people and others have, in fact, been raken into
consideradon in what has been done. Lastly, menrion
was made of contradictions. I would like to consider
that statement as humourous because those who are
mlking of conradicitons should remember what hap-
pened in the past, since there is a precedent. The per-
sons who today are speaking with so much wrath
against these measures are the very ones who ten years
ago took similar measures by creadng an exchange
control bookler which allowed for the exchange of up
to 700 French francs only. At that time no one talkei
of and-European policies, scandal or interference with
freedom. not only were the policies adopted but they
were supported. Consequently, when we look at the
past we see unpardonable and unacceptable contradic-
tions.
(Appkasefrom the Socialist Groap)
'\Zhen people talk of freedom . . .
(Boos)
. . . Mr President I would like you to nore that I res-
pectfully listened to the previous speakers and that we
remained calm. As I was saying, when people talk of
freedom they often forget the freedom of millions of
workers in Europe. They forget the freedom of French
people and Europeans, who are also entitled to stable
purchasing power. They often forget those who, hav-
ing no sense of civic dury, shamelessly take capital
abroad and who are rhus committing a real economic
offence against their country, French citizens, the
European Monetary Sysrem, in short against Europe.
That is the son of freedom that they enjoy with
impunity. They uphold with impuniry and deliberately
the interest of the few to the detrimenr of the inreresm
of all, a country and a Communiry as a whole. Not
only do they indulge in such misbehaviour but also
seek by all means to evade European narional mxes by
fleeing to tax havens throughout the world. The Euro-
pean Economic Commission should not only congra-
tulate us as it has akeady done through irs Presidenr
for the courageous measures taken by the French
Government but it should also express its gratitude to
us and encourage us because the foremost prioriry of
the Community is monetary solidariry, and any policy
that is intended to strengthen thar solidarity must be
considered as being perfectly in line with the Treaty of
Rome. I therfore call on all Europeans and all fellow
Members of Parliament who are serious and responsi-
ble m vote againsr these unrealistic and trivial resolu-
tions that are prejudicial to the repurarion of this Insti-
tution and Assembly. To all those who are against
European monetary stabiliry and the right of men ro
have decent purchasing power I musr say that they
cannot see the wood for the trees.
Mrs Pauwelyn (L). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, for all those who, years ago, set to work
with a will in the interests of the European Com-
munity, the exchange-control restrictions imposed
recently by the French Governmenl amount ro sacri-
lege to the European cause. There can be no denfng
that France is on an anti-European kick. Both the
French threar to leave the EMS and President Mitter-
rand's recen[ statement aiming to curb our own budg-
etary povers are still fresh in our memories. And not
only that 
- 
nor only the French people themselves,
but also the entire European Communiry are being
asked to pay the high price of ailing French Socialisr
policies. As the morion for a resolution tabled by *y
Liberal colleague rightly says, the exchange-control
restrictions are a violation of fundamental interna-
tional and European rights, and it is inconceivable that
a Member State of a free and democratic European
Community should be capable of the kind of regula-
tion which are imposed only in Iron Cunain countries
and some of the developing countries.
Nor should we undersdmare rhe real consequences of
the French faux pas. I am thinking here in panicular of
the freedon of movemenr of French people abroad and
of our own tourism industry. After all, can you still
claim that people are free ro move ar will if they are
not allowed the money they need to keep body and
soul together when they are abroad? The repercus-
sions for the rourism industry along the Belgian coast
will be subsandal, and I think that a few statisrics will
bring this point out clearly. In 1981, there were close
on 300 000 overnighr srays on the pan of French peo-
ple holidaying on rhe Belgian coasr. In 1982, in the
months of July and August alone, somerhing like
100 000 holidaymakers were recorded, and these
figures reflect only overnight stays in hotels, holiday
camps, holiday homes and on camping sites. In addi-
tion to those, you also have to bear in mind the thou-
sands of daytrippers who flock to the Belgian coasr
every year. As a result, these exchange-control restric-
tions will hit our catering and accommodation sector
hard, just as they will all the French rourists who will
no longer be able to enjoy all the faciliries along the
Belgian coast, ranging from exclusive localities to fam-
ily resorts.
Mr De Goede (ND. 
- 
@L) Mr President, ir is
entirely laudable that the French Governmenr and in
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panicular our erstwhile colleague Mr Delors, the Min-
ister for Economic Affairs and Finance, are trying to
revimlize the French economy. Parallel to, and as a
consequence of, the recent changes in the official
exchange rates, a number of measures have been
announced, the aim being to srengthen the French
currency and improve the balance-of-payments deficit
- 
which is very large 
- 
and the competitive position
of French business. All that is perfectly laudable.
But again the French Government, has resorted to the
kind of thing we are duty bound to criticize, to wit
exchange-control restrictions. Quite apart from the
fact that there is very little prospect of these measures
achieving the stated aim, they are in my opinion quite
clearly contrary to the Treaties. The free movement of
people and capial is ohe of the fundamenml elements
of our common economic policy as laid down in the
Treaties. Following on after Poitiers, this latest French
measure is another serious violation of fundamental
agreemenm and thus deserves to be rejected by us.
\7e hope that the French Government will lift these
restrictions with all due speed, but if it does not, the
Commission, as the guardian of the Treaties, will have
rc set in motion the established procedures, if neces-
sary taking the case to the European Coun of Justice.
Given that this is bound to take time, the best solution
would be for all the Member States to bring pressure
to bear on the French Government on this matter.
Mr President, we shall be giving our support to the
motions for resolutions before us noy/.
Mr Narjes, Member of ihe Commission. 
- 
(DE) Mr
President, so long as the Community remains a disun-
ited currenry area, unpleasant surprises at the national
borders will always be possible in the event of persis-
tent disparities and divergencies in the economic poli-
cies pursued by the Member States. And this is one of
the reasons why it is imponant for us to be debating
these questions today. Following the recent realign-
ment of the guide rates in the European Monetary
System, the French authorities decided, at the end of
March 1983, to introduce exchange-control restric-
tions as part of their general programme for economic
recovery. French tourists are now allowed to take
abroad with them an annual total of no more than
2 000 francs in foreign exchange per person and a fur-
ther I 000 francs for each child. Nor are they allowed
to take with them more than 1 000 francs per person
in French currency. These restricdve measures have
subsequently been eased somewhat, more panicularly
in the package holiday industry. Further concessions
have been announced for business and study rips and
for journeys abroad made for medical purposes, and
according to the French Government, the full range of
restrictions are expected to remain in force until the
end of this year. The situation in Paris appears to be
perfectly clear, but the Commission has so far not
been informed officially of these measures, nor have
any applications been made.
The entire French economic recovery plan is currently
being sub.iected to close scrutiny by the Commission in
conjunction with the authorities concerned, in the
course of which we are also taking a close look at the
exchange-control restrictions in the light of Anicle
106 et seq of the EEC Treaty.
Incidentally, France is not the only country to have
imposed exchange-conrol restrictions. Similar mea-
sures have been taken in the past, including earlier res-
trictions imposed by France in 1969 and 1970. At the
present time, there are exchange-control restrictions in
force in Iualy, Denmark and Ireland, as well as in
Greece as pan of the special siruadon resulting from
the Treaty of Accession. Experience has always shown
that none of these restrictions have been panicularly
effective.
An action of fundamental imponance which I should
like to draw your attention to concerning similar res-
trictions in Italy is currently before the European
Court of Justice in Luxembourg. It is expected that thejudgement in this case will be of major importance as
regards the French restrictions as well as the similar
restrictions in force in Italy, Denmark and Ireland, as I
mentioned just now.
Presidcnt. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Vote 1
Mrs Fuillet (S). 
- 
(FR) Pursuant to the Rules of
Procedure, Mr President, I would ask you to ascertain
if we have a quorum.
President. 
- 
I note that more than ten Members have
requested that the quorum be ascenained. As far as I
remember, this is the first time this has occurred
during a topical and urgent debate. The vote will be
taken tomorrow morning when there is a quorum.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman (ED). 
- 
Point of order, Mr
President! In the past we have always regarded the
attendance at these urgent debates as an indication of
the interest that Members had in them, and therefore
we. came to the conclusion that the time to take the
vote was immediately after the people present had
heard the arguments. Now, the whole point of that is
lost if we vote at some,subsequent time. This may be
the rule, Mr President, but it has never been done
before and the Socialists may well rue the day when
they chose to use this panicular rule in this way.
President. 
- 
I agree with you that this is not a good
idea since a precedent of this kind will of course occur
I See Annex.
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again on other occasions. But there was no other deci-
sion in accordance with the Rules of Procedure. I shall
ask the Committee on the Rules of Procedure and
Petitions to consider the matter.
Mr Galland (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, we are gov-
erned here by Rule 71 which refers us to Rule 85.
Tomorrow morning there will be another request [o
ascenain the quorum and Rule 85(4) can then be
applied. I therefore ask you here and now, in accord-
ance with Rule 85(4), that referral to the commitsee
responsible be subject to a minimum time limit and
that you make sure that these motions are voted on at
the next plenary part-session.
President. 
- 
As I see it, there is no provision for refer-
ring urgent motions to committee.
Mr Sutra (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I just want to
speak in order to say I agree with you. It is an annoy-
ing precedent, but Mr Narjes has just mld us that simi-
lar measures were taken in 1959 in Denmark, Imly and
Greece, as well as in France, I should like to ask him
whether, when Denmark rcok these measures, [he
Danes brought the matter up. \7hen Italy took similar
measures, did the Inlians bring the matrer up? Vhen
Greece took such measures, did the Greeks bring the
matter up? And when France took similar measures in
1959, did any Frenchmen bring the matcer up?
President. 
- 
I must stop you speaking, Mr Sutra,
because you are not speaking on a point of order.
Mr Nyborg (DEP). 
- 
(DA) Mr Presidenr, you
appear to have settled the problems, since what you
say is absolutely correct. The matter under discussion
in this topical and urgent debate cannot be referred to
- 
q1 ssf6r'1sd back to 
- 
commirree, since it did not
come from any committee.
President. 
- 
The quorum is not present. The vote on
this item will be taken first thing tomorrow morning.
Situation in Nicaragaa
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on four
motions for resolutions :
- 
motion for a resoludon (Doc. l-140/83),
tabled by Mr Boyes and others on behalf of
. the Socialist Group, on the situation in Nicar-
aSua;
- 
s161i6n for a resolution (Doc. l-152/83),
mbled by Mr Barbi and orhers on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Pany
(CD Group), on Nicaragua;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-159/83/rev.),
tabled by Mr Ephremidis and others on behalf
of the Communist and Allies Group, on hos-
tile action towards Nicaragua;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-136/83),
abled by Mr Glinne and others on behalf of
the Socialist Group, on the murder of Mari-
anella Garcia Villas.
Mr Boyes (S).- Mr President, I wish to wirhdraw
the resolution on Nicaragua tabled in my name and
ask for it to be referred under Rule 47 to the appro-
priate committee. May I just say that in view of the
imminent danger in that country, I really do regret this
Parliament was nor able to have a rexr to debate this
morning.
President. 
- 
I take your statemenr ro mean that you
are withdrawing this urgenr motion but that in accord-
ance with Rule 47 you are going to able it again and
we shall refer it to the committee responsible.
Mr Langes (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr Boyes' words srem
from an argument between groups. !7e are ready to
change our motion for a resolution, togerher with the
motions by the Socialist Group and the Communist
and Allies Group, into one morion pursuanr to Rule 47
of the Rules of Procedure and to refer it to the Politi-
cal Affairs Committee for funher consideration.
President. 
- 
!7e shall deal with the morion by the
European People's Pany in the same u/ay as we have
dealt with the Socialist Grodp's mor,ion.
Mr Adamou (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr Presidenr, since
the other groups have withdrawn their morions, we
shall wirhdraw our ovrn morion as well, on rhe under-
standing that the subject is referred to the appropriate
commictee under Rule 47.
Mr Hord (ED).- Mr President, ir does seem ro me
to be a total abuse of the parliamenrary operation if
people, having gone through all the procedure of get-
ting a motion down for urgenr and topical debate 
-and time is devoted rc it 
- 
when we are here in the
Chamber, decide to withdraw it and refer it to com-
mittee. I think this is a total abuse of rhis House, and I
feel that before a marrer, having reached the Chamber,
is put before the committee the decision should be
taken by a vote by the Members presenr.
President. 
- 
I ake note of your personal view on chis
matter, but the authors are entitled to act in rhis way.
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Mr Haagerup (L). 
- 
Mr President, may I say in reply
to what has just been said that prior to rhe recommen-
dation that all these resolutions be referred ro com-
mittee there had been long and prorracted discussions
as to how we could most usefully play a r6le and be
informed as to the situation in the area we are talking
about.
Speaking on behalf of a group which has not submit-
ted a resolution of its own, I would like to support the
proposal to have these resolutions all referred to the
committee so that a proper repon can be drawn up. In
fact, therefore, the intention is the exact opposite of
what has just been said.
President. 
- 
The three urgent motions for resolutions
have been vrithdrawn. The aurhors have stated that
they will table their texts again without urgency in
accordance with the relevanr rule in the Rules of Pro-
cedure, after which they will be referred to committee.
Mr Langes (PPE). 
- 
Afrcr what Mr Haagerup said, I
can only endorse that. The important thing here is rhe
subject and not the procedure, as the Member from
the United Kingdom suggested.
Mr de Courcy Ling (ED). 
- 
Mr President, this
morning w'e are having a series of topical and urgent
debates. All these matrcrs are urgent. On each motion
for a resolution we are vulnerable to the calling of a
quorum. \7e do not have a quorum now, and it is
unlikely that we shall have a quorum before 1 o'clock
unless the Chair takes some acdon to invite Members
to the Chamber. I think that the emptiness of the
House is a disgrace to the House. It is also an insult to
very many members of the public in the Public Gallery
who have ravelled from all oyer rhe European Com-
muniry to be here rc observe the proceedings of this
House.
I therefore propose, Mr President, a ten-minute
adjournment of the House and request that you send a
message to the chairmen of all the political groups and
to all the committees and urorking parries sining all
over this building to invite them to attend here at
12.10 p.m. in order to take pan in this rcpical and
urgent business.
President. 
- 
I cannot do that. I did my besr, because
when I was informed that there would be a reques! ro
ascenain the quorum I had rhe bells rung about ten
minutes beforehand in order to summon anyone who
wanted to take pan in the vote. I was not successful
and we are not going to achieve anything if I now
interrupt the proceedings for ten minutes.
Mrs Kellett-Boryman (ED). 
- 
Mr Presidenr, could
you please refer this maner ro rhe Committee on the
Rules of Procedure and Petitions? It would have been
perfectly easy for those three groups to have with-
drawn these motions when they came up for discus-
sion at the beginning of the proceedings today. There
are many people who organize their time in such a
way that they can be present for a particular debate.
For example, my colleague had to rush here because
one debate fell by the wayside and he was responsible
for the next one. Many people will be expecring quite
a lengthy debate on Nicaragua and will be attending
to other matters. They will not be expecing rhis
extremely imponant deLate on Ethiopia to be c6ming
up now. Therefore those who are very interested in
this will be denied the pleasure of hearing my col-
league and will not be here for what is, as you will
appreciate, an extremely imponant debate. Ve have
people from Ethiopia here to listen to it. They will
believe that we are nor interested in the plighr of their
country.
President. 
- 
I am sorry but I cannot follow you, Mrs
Kellett-Bowman. Ve are now going to stan rhe debate
on Nicaragua. Everyone knew rhat we were going to
have the topical and urgent debate this morning. No
one knows exactly beforehand how long a particular
subject will take. I take note of what you said, but it
had very little to do with procedure.
Mr C. Jaclson (ED). 
- 
Mr Presidenr, my point of
order relates rc the next debate, but I will make it now
since you have been kind enough to give me the floor.
I undersmnd that the Commission's investigation into
aid to Ethiopia is now complete and I wonder if we
might invite the Commissioner, before the debate on
Ethiopia, to make a brief sraremenr on his report on
aid rc Ethiopia.
Mrs Van den Heuvel (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the
world was deeply shocked by the reponed murder of
Marianella Garcia Villas. Memorial ceremonies took
place in a number of Member States of the Com-
muniry and the Socialist Group finds it a good thing
that today this Parliament should also be joining rhe
ranks of those who voice their abhorence of what has
happened. Anyone who is familiar with the work of
Marianella Garcia knows that with her death the
world has lost a great proponenr of human rights, and
anyone who knew her personally knows that the
world has, with her death, Iost a great human being.
She herself rarely spoke about her personal efforu.
She merely showed the results of her work, i.e. photo-
graphs she had taken of the victims found along the
roadsides in El Salvador, the horrific violarions of
human rights which, time and time again after rho-
rough investigation, she found had taken place. She
knew only too well the risks she was running. Her pre-
decessor as Chairman of rhe Committee on Human
rights fell into the hands of her murderers briefly after
this Committee had broughr our a reporr on rhe tor-
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tures to which prisoners were subjected. Later, when
her body was found it turned out that before her death
she had been subjected to virtually everything that had
been listed in that report. However, Marianella Garcia
felt it her dury to continue the work of her predeces-
sor and insisted that this work should not only be car-
ried out from the relative safety of Mexico. She
wanted the people in El Salvador who daily suffered
under the repression to be able to meet her regularly.
'!7hen the repons of napalm and phosphorus .bombs
being used reached her, she wanted to carry out her
investigations on the spot. Marianella Garcia staned
every day of her life in the knowledge that it could be
her last. The end finally came on 13 March 1983.
It is encouraging to that see the European Parliament
appears lively to express its horror at this murder rea-
sonably unanimously today, and in this way play its
pan in enabling others to continue the work of Mari-
anella Garcia. However, this is not only a task for the
citizens of El Salvador 
- 
it is not only they who have
a duty to continue this work in memory of Marianella
Garcia. Ve have an equal responsibiliry or, to put it in
the words of the Dutch journalist, Koos Koster, who
was also murdered in El Salvador some time pre-
viously, 'our survival places us under an obligation'.
Mrs Lenz (PPE). 
- 
(DE) On behalf of the Group of
the European People's Pany I support the motion on
the murder of Marianella Garcia Villas, as well as the
amendments tabled in our name. To our mind murder
will always be murder, and our Group would like to
express its horror at this act. 'S7e know from bitter
experience that a problem cannot be solved by this
method, least of all in a troubled situation, such as
exists in El Salvador. On the contrary, it only leads rc
new violence. Human rights are indivisible. They
deserve our protection here as well as throughout the
world. Those who campaign for the cause of human
righrc on behalf of us all should be able to rely on our
support and respect and also see their work safe-
guarded. Parliament will shonly be debating a report
on the situation in El Salvador and Cenral America,
in which the question of human rights will be a central
issue.
\?'ith this in mind, I now ask on behalf of our Group
for your support for this motion.
Mr Haagerup (L). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, you will be
pleased to know that I intend to speak for less than a
minute. Obviously, I find it perfecdy in order that we
should debate Nicaragua. I should merely like to stress
that it is vital that the entire situation in Latin America,
which is, afrcr all, so imponant, should be the subject
of thorough discussion and a repon from the Political
Affairs Committee, and this will indeed be the case. I
shall be glad to support the motion which has been
abled and which, as I understand, has become a joint
motion.
Mr Pisani, (Member of the Commission).
(FR) Marianella Garcia Villas and Issam Sanaoui,
these are rvro people who fought against violence
without resorting to it themselves. Vithin the space of
a few weeks, however, they were both murdered. I
think this reveals the state of our world, and I consider
it to be of utmost imponance that the European Par-
liament should adopt a position 
- 
as in fact it intends
to do 
- 
so that it can voice its suppon and respect for
those who rightly deserve it and who are fighting
against all odds on behalf of mankind and for peace.
The Commission, therefore, proposes that the docu-
ment before us should be adopted. Ve also think that
our debate on Nicaragua would profit from prepara-
tion, but it is clear that, in tackling this particular
problem, we will be forced to carry out a joint study
on the problem of Central America as a whole, both in
committee and in plenary session, as it is certainly one
of the major problems facing the world today.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Vote 1
Emergenq aid to Ethiopia
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate -o., th...
motions for resoludons:
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-123/83),
tabled by Mr Christopher Jackson and others
on behalf of the European Democratic
Group, on emergency aid to Ethiopia;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-134/83),
tabled by Mr Vergeer and others on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Pany(CD Group), on emergenry food aid for
Ethiopia;
- 
motion for a resoludon (Doc. 1-143/83),
tabled by Mr Vergds and others on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group, on aid to
Ethiopia in the face of exceptional droughl
Mr Jackson has suggested that we ask the Commission
to speak first. Does this mean that in future urgent
debates we are going to let the Commission speak
rwice, at the beginning and the end? To avoid setting
any precedenq I should like to consult the House on
whether it might not be better to let the Commission
speak after the debate as usual.
Mr C. Jackson (ED). 
- 
My group has seen the press
reports of the Commission's investigation into food
I See Annex
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aid to Ethiopia, and we ffusr that Members of this
House will have access to the full written repoft in
order that we may study it in detail to check its merho-
dology, its sources and its conclusions.
Mr President, I have recently met representatives of
the Echiopian Government and of the Liberation
Front. There is no doubt that a serious famine exists,
panicularly in Northern Ethiopia in the areas of
Tigrai, Valla, Gonda and Eritrea. Perhaps as many as
three to four million people are affected and some
700 000 people are starving, of whom maybe 500/o are
children under 12. Supplies of emergenry food aid are
urgently needed, and my group believes that the Euro-
pean Community must play its full pan in getting sup-
plies to all those in need. I stress the phrase 'to all tbose
in needi for tragicaf ly the famine is at its worsr in areas
affected by civil war. That is why we urge the use of
knowledgeable and competent NGOs, charities and
international relief agencies so that help goes directly
not only to those in government-controlled areas but
also to those in Liberation Fronr areas, where we are
satisfied transport routes exist, and to those in the ter-
rible 'grey' areas where the conflict sweeps to and fro.
It is absolutely vial that food supplies do not become a
political weapon and that people do not starve simply
because of their political allegiances.
Mr President, having studied the Ethiopian problem
intensively for the last few monrhs, I am left with one
overwhelming impression. It is an impression of the
folly and tragedy that one of the world's pooresr
countries should continue a 2)-year long regional war
which drains its energies, inevitably diverts resources
from its own development to fuel a useless conflicr and
ruins the lives and livelihoods of its citizens. It gives us
cause to ponder whether the world's general aid pro-
grammes to Ethiopia and to the Liberation Fronr are
not indirectly making possible the continuation of this
tragic civil war.
'\7e 
call today for emergency food aid for the starving,
but we are well aware that the famine results from
conflict as well as from drought. It is high time that
,the Ethiopian Government and the Liberarion Front
started to use the negotiaring table rather than arms to
solve their differences. There is also, of course, the
long-running border conflict berween Somalia and
Ethiopia.
So, Mr President, when this famine has been assuaged,
I hope that the Lom6 panners, the European Com-
munity and the ACP countries, who wanr nothing
more than Ethiopia's peaceful development ro pros-
periry, may be invircd by the various parties to the
conflict to help as friends in the difficulr negoriarion of
a settlement. I hope and believe that this House will
unite in the thought that today we can and must give
food aid to Ethiopia but that the best gift of all would
be peace.
(Appkuse)
Mr Vergeer (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the Group
of the European People's Party has emphadcally
called for this debate to be held and I should like to
explain briefly why and what we hope to achieve. The
food aid as provided by the European Communiry has
come in for criticism in recent years 
- 
from Parlia-
ment on behalf of the Court of Audirors, from privare
organizations and last but not least from public opi-
nion. I should like to make it quite clear that I do not
deny that there has been an obvious improvement and
that the good intendons and effons of the Commis-
sioner primarily responsible for rhis matter and his
assistants are beginning to show some results.
Nevertheless, as we see it, all is not well in this matter
and when we hear things that would rcnd to confirm
this view, we should react immediately and I am think-
ing here, among other things, of the recenr press
reports regarding food aid to Ethiopia. Ve should of
course be prepared to forget resports of this kind with-
out more ado if they should prove to be unsubstan-
tiated, and so far this has generally speaking been the
case. However, the man in the street only remembers
these initial reports, which come to form pan of the
picture he has of this aid. This is a political fact of life.
For this reason, one of the things we musr do here is
to establish the accuracy or otherwise of information
of this kind in public and obviously we all hope that
these reports will prove to be incorrect. I am sure,
moreover, that the Commissioner agreed to take part
out of the same preoccupation. No one will dispute
the fact that the situation and developments in the
Horn of Africa give cause for concern, and this is all
the more reason for keeping a close eye on the results
of aid provided by the Community in this complex
interplay of powers. As far as food aid is concerned,
our prime concern is that it should reach those for
whom it is inrcnded. In many cases it is regions of in-
stability which are involved where central government is
not represented or is not in control of events. For this
reason alone, it might be necessary to channel the aid
via non-governmental organizations which know rhe
areas and the people involved. However, as far as we
Christian Democrats are concerned, we generally pre-
fer to use theqe non-governmental and other aid
organizations in the provision of food aid. It is those
people who are endeavouring to build their own
futures or rc help others build their futures by means
of their organizations who primarily deserve our sup-
Port.
Finally, I should like to say how pleased I am that, in
view of the amendments which have been tabled, Par-
liament appears likely rc give irs broad suppor to the
immediate continuation of emergenry aid.
Mr M. Martin (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I am
mking the floor on behalf of my colleague and friend,
Mr Paul Vergds, signatory to the motion for a resolu-
tion tabled on behalf of the Communist and Allies
Group, who is absent today.
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No political movement in this Assembly can afford to
remain indifferent to the sufferings of the Ethiopian
people, who are faced with a terrible threat of famine.
In fact, 3 million people are threatened by famine
caused by exceptional drought which is only the
beginning of more widespread drought affecting the
entire Sahel. Everyone will agree that this aid is a mat-
ter of absolurc urgency. Ve should, in fact, ask our-
selves whether this is really the time to change the
system of aid distribution when millions of people are
threatened with starvation. \7hy be so much suspicious
of the Ethiopian government, especially since a dele-
gation of the European Parliament which visited
Ethiopia in July 1981 and comprised representatives
from all parliamentary troups, unanimously declared
that
'Ehdopia has used with competence and efficienry
the food aid and the conributions of the EEC to
irc projects for economic development and social
progress. These projects are an encouragement to
the European countries to further develop their
relations with Ethiopia.
Vhile we acknowledge the imponant role played by
non-governmenal organizations, the question is
wherher they have the structures needed on the spot
for the fair distribution of all the emergency aid. If it is
required that emergency aid be -channelled only
through non-Bovernmenal organizations, does it not
imply a reduction of the quantiry that can be distri-
buted? Consequently, in our opinion, apart from the
inmlerable nature of any pressure concerning food
aid, there is no reason to change the present aid sys-
[em.
To conclude, I would like to launch an appeal to Mr
Pisani and to emphasize the need to release an amount
of emergency aid proponionate to the seriousness of
the natural disaster Ethiopia is currendy facing.
Mr Ademou (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, it is to
be welcomed that the three motions for resolutions
acknowledge the need for immediate aid, for the
Ethiopian people is indeed suffering famine. Of
course, the first Ewo motions lay down cenain condi-
tions for granting this aid, which is why we disagree
with them. The third motion, tabled by the Commun-
ist and Allies Group, is unexceptionable, and it also
draws attention to the acknowledgement by the dele-
gation from the European Parliament that the aid
given earlier had in fact been used in accordance with
all the guidelines.
I think we shall have to stick to this statement and not
attach any condidons rc the aid. Ethiopia suffers from
poverty and famine not only because of adverse
weather conditions, but because it lived under colonial
rule for many years and remained very backward. 'S7e
hope that now, with the dawn of the new order, better
conditions for its people will develop.'
Mr IsraEl (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, two calamides jointly exist in Ethiopia,
namely: famine and civil war. In the face of this situa-
don the European Community can have a clear con-
science. As a matter of fact, it has been lavishing emer-
gency aid on that country. Unfortunately, there is very
saddening new's on how this aid reaches the popula-
dons that are suffering from the two calamities of fam-
ine and civil war. According to some sources, this aid
which, normally, should be distributed to the popula-
tion is used by the army. Others go as far as stating
that Soviet cargo planes carry this aid to the Soviet
Union in exchange for arms. Mr President, all this
hardly pleases us and it can be understood why our
Parliament insisted that the Commission and, in pani-
cular, Commissioner Pisani, should submit to us a
report on how the emergency food aid reaches the
needy.
Ladies and gentlemen, we are facing a serious problem
of principle. In the final analysis, in our conception of
emergency food aid we are not able m know how this
aid reaches its destination. Ve are not able to know
this because we think that, once we adopt a budget
and decide that aid should be granted, we should have
a clear conscience and feel that we have done our
drry.
It is necessary to go much funher and entrust to our
non-governmental organizations on the spot the res-
ponsibility of following up how this aid is used. !7e
should not only have a good conscience that. vre are
charitable but also that we are efficient. This is what
we are respecdully asking the Commission to report
on.
Mr Pisani, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(FR) Mr
President, I am sure that Parliament will forgive me
for taking up so much of their time, but the debate
which is coming to an end today 
- 
though debates
like this one never end 
- 
is one that deserves more
time.
I would first like to point out thar there are three
points which must be distinguished from one another.
There is the fundamental definition of food aid. There
is the political use that people want to or can make of
that aid. l,astly there is the verification that musr be
done 
- 
and is being done 
- 
with regard to the con-
ditions in which the aid is dispatched and then distri-
buted. In view of the background to this debate it is
obvious that my starcment will deal mainly with this
third point, although I shall have to wind up by speak-
ing once more on the spirit in which the Community,
Parliament, the Council and the Commission have
always seen food aid.
A few weeks ago, before rhe Political Affairs Com-
mittee of the European Parliament, I was the target of
pressing, indiscrete and sometimes fonhright quesrions
on food aid to Ethiopia. I therefore undertook rc
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ensure that an additional inquiry was carried out and
to submit the findings to the Parliament. Here is the
report, of which I have only a single copy because I
received it only yesterday evening. It has been sent to
me from Addis-Ababa, and in a moment I shall give
you the gist of its contents, on the understanding that
it will be submitted to the appropriate committee of
Parliament so that everyone can be as informed as I
am of the conditions in which food aid is managed in
Ethiopia.
I would first of all like to say that food aid to Ethiopia
as everywhere, has been subject to verifications, and
that the \forld Food Programme which manages part
of our aid has already written a report indicating that
Ethiopia was managing its aid satisfactorily. Funher-
more, in August 1982 an independent body, the Afri-
can Bureau, pointed out 
- 
after an investigation car-
ried out on the spot 
- 
that to the best of its know-
ledge the distribution of food aid was satisfactory in
Ethiopia. I will also add that, more on the basis of
impressions than on detailed enquiries, a delegation of
the European Parliament committee which went to
Ethiopia stated on its return that'Ethiopia has compe-
tently and efficiently used the food aid and the EEC
contribution to its projects for economic development
and social progress'. For the European countries these
achievements are an encouragement io further develop
their relations with Ethiopia.
Nevenheless, in spite of all that, some allegations were
broadcast or published in newspapers. Firstly, there
were allegations of widespread diversion, which
seemed to imply that, ships loaded with European
food aid were being emptied inrc ships alongside
heading for Russia. No proof in any form whatsoever
has ever been given to support such allegations. I
request those who think they have proof not to quote
such proof just like that in the middle of a debate, but
rather o substantiate them, because matters are so ser-
ious that no one has the right to say just anything.
(Appkuse)
The Canadian ambassador in Addis-Ababa said that
this allegation was unfounded. At a meeting of ambas-
sadors of Member States which was convened at the
request of the Commission's delegate in Addis-Ababa
the ambassadors, in reply to this question that was put
to them, said that to their knowledge nothing of the
son had taken place and was not likely to.
Before anyone cafi say that the allegations are well-
founded, I request that I be allowed to read the repon
and to submit that repon with all the supponing docu-
ments. '!7'e should not let ourselves be carried away by
political emotions because what is at stake here, is not
so much. . .
Mr President, it would eppear that a Member is put-
dng a question to me. . .
Fresident. 
- 
Mr Pisani, it is not in fact normal prac-
tice to allow interruptions for questions.
Mr IsraEl (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I would like
to ask Mr Pisani a simple question, if he would allow
me to.
Do not infer any animosity from my question. I am
simply surprised that you are telling us of a repon that
you are preparing to submit although, apparently, we
had m insist a Breat deal before you agreed to do so.
In our view, your first answer was negative.
Mr Pisani, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(FR) Is it
still necessary for the Commission, in an obvious
attempt to create some problems where apparendy
there are none, to ask for another inquiry when, in
fact, a system of management is subject to the verifica-
tion of the Coun of Auditors, or the supervision of an
administrative unit of the Commission, or when it is
the subject of formal reports by the lVorld Food Pro-
gramne; when, at rhe initiative of the Commission, an
investigadon has been carried out on the system by a
specialised bureau and the repon of that bureau is pos-
itive or, lastly, when the European Parliament,
through one of its delegations, says that everything
seems to be normal?
Quite frankly, that was not my feeling, and it was to
comply with the wish of the Political Affairs Com-
mittee that I asked for this repon which I will submit
m Parliament for it to pass judgment on.
After having talked of this widespread diversion, I
would now like to mention another type of accusation,
according to which some of our food aid does not
reach those for whom it is meant. In this connection, I
would like to give you a detailed analysis which will
show you that everything is above board.
The routing of eighteen different deliveries of food aid
- 
deliveries made between January 1981 and the
present date 
- 
representing 77 722 tonnes of cereals,
5 700 tonnes of powdered milk and 4 000 tonnes of
butter oil was, at my requesr, followed up by the dele-
gation from the wharf to the distribution centre.
As concerns the verification of the conditions of final
distribution to the population, the delegation based its
investigation on the information gathered by represen-
tatives of international bodies and non-governmental
organizations that directly follow distribudon of food
aid on the spot.
Vhen food aid arrives at Samasa or Djibouti it is
unloaded and stored in the pon warehouses, from
where it is transferred to the hinterland.
Entry formalities at the pon are carried out by a
semi-governmenal body, the Maritime Transit Service
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Corporation. All instructions relating to unloading,
waybills and store receipts are regularly made available
for the verification carried out by representatives of
the donor bodies. It must be pointed out that, contrary
to what some newspaper ardcles have implied, Ethio-
pian ports are supervised not by the military auth-
orities but by civilian port authorities. Pon installa-
tions are therefore usually accessible to those who
have valid reasons for visiting them, as is the case with
representadves of donor bodies.
As soon as possible, food aid leaves the poft for one of
the 153 supervised storage centres of the appropriate
bodies. Any consignment of our food aid which leaves
the pon by road must be accompanied by a consign-
ment note as well as s/ay bills containing all the infor-
mation necessary for the identification of the cargo:
the ship which transported the food, donor body, and
final destination of the.food in Ethiopia.
'\[hen the food reaches the storage centres the official
in charge issues a receipt which is then attached to the
consignment note. Supplies of food aid sent by differ-
ent donors are warehoused separately. This facilitates
idendfication. Stocks of food aid are not combined but
kept separate on the basis of origin. The warehousing
documents are drawn up in accordance with this pro-
cedure. This system of storage is followed even for
consignments of the same origin arriving at different
times. It is not only the origin of the consignment thal
is recorded but also the date of arrival. This highly
bureaucratic system facilitates constant verification. It
must also be emphasized that the largest consignments
of food aid are transferred to the major warehouses of
the Relief Commission.
Community aid, in panicular, is stored in rwo ware-
houses in Addis-Ababa that are reserved for it alone.
The withdrawal of foodstuffs from these storage
centres is subject rc a complex system of authoriza-
tions issued by various civilian authorities. Any wirh-
drawal document contains clear information on the
destination of the foodstuffs taken from the cenre.
Lastly, every six months, verifications are made in
storage centres to ascertain the amount of aid received
and withdrawn. From the storage centres, foodstuffs
are taken to distribution poinm where they are given to
the population. There are 750 of rhese distribution
points. Nevertheless, in more remote areas, the Relief
Commission supplies food to the population from lor-
ries which come on specific dates. On the basis of the
withdrawal documents, it is possible for donor bodies
to identify 
- 
as, in fact, they do 
- 
each delivery
point to which their food aid is transferred. It is rela-
dvely easy for the delegation to follow the routing of
food aid up rc distribution centres. As a marter of fact,
with this sysrcm it is possible to carry our numerous
verifications and cross-checks. The documents 
- 
of
which you will receive photocopies 
- 
held by the
delegation or readily supplied by the Relief Commis-
sion, provide adequate proof that any re-expon of
foodstuffs is most unlikely as a result of the verfica-
tions carried out in the pons and storage centres. In
any case, any diversion of food would necessarily
imply that it did not reach the storage centre in
Addis-Ababa. This is impossible, considering the num-
ber of verifications, and if there y/as eny diversion it
would cenainly have been discovered. All these verifi-
cation measures are applied even in cases where
cereals coming from donor bodies are exchanged for
local cereals by the Relief Commission. Vit[in the
country there are exchange and compensation
mechanisms through which one region can be supplied
with foodstuffs from another region. If the region
producing the local cereals is closer ro the porr, sav-
ings are made on transport facilities. Donor bodies can
follow up the various exchange operations between the
Relief Commission and the Agricultural Marketing
Corporation, which is the Ethiopian body supplying
local cereals.
Although it is thus possible to follow rhe procedure as
a whole up to the point where the aid reaches the stor-
age centres, and it is also possible for non-governmen-
tal organizations to srate positively rhat stocks set up
in villages or small towns are distriburcd to the popula-
tion for which they are meanr, ir is obviously impossi-
ble to follow up the kilo-by-kilo or bag-by-bag distri-
bution of the food aid to the population. This is not
part of day-to-day administrative verification. More-
over, all non-governmental organizations 
- 
there are
nineteen of them 
- 
which have been asked how the
food aid from abroad was in fact used have been cate-
gorical in their answers. They are all of the opinion
that the-on-rhe-spot use of the food aid is satisfactory.
Does that mean that there has been no pilfering or
losses here and there? There is no human endeavour
that is totally satisfactory, and I cannot guarantee rhar,
sporadically or occasionally, there are no diversions.
But what I am saying is rhat the sysrem set up is one
that guarantees the good managemenr of food aid. To
support my view, I think I must inform you that the
conclusions reached by the Commission's delegation
were submitted to a meeting of ambassado.s of i{.e--
ber States and of other donor countries, such as Aus-
' tralia and Canada, as well as ro rhe appropriate repre-
sentatives of the international food aid organizations,
and that there was no dissent from this generally
favourable opinion on rhe managemen[ of the Com-
munity's food aid to Ethiopia.
I hope I have proved 
- 
and rhe relevant documents
will furnish funher proof 
- 
that the food aid is satis-
factorily managed. I would like to say a few words on
the fact that the first accusations levelled against the
management of the food aid concerned all food aid,
irrespective of its origin. These accusations were made
with regard rc aid from the Vorld Food Programme,
Australia, the Communiry and bilateral aid. But
through a process of slow 
- 
though seemingly irrev-
ersible 
- 
distonion, it happened that what remained
in the newspapers was criticisms of the management of
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the Communiq/s aid although, without doubt, it is by
far the most closely supervised and the best-managed.
Must I see in these criticisms, do I have 1sxs6n 
- 
[
think so 
- 
to infer from this a malicious intention to
bring into question the Community's aid as such, as a
component of food aid to poor countries and as a part
of development aid? I only hope that the press 
-informed as it is now, and as it will funher be from the
documents that will be made available to it 
- 
will give
to today's clarification as much room as it did to the
accusations which it echoed during recent weeks.
(Applause)
'!7hat is being questioned 
- 
I am coming to an end 
-is the very spirit of food aid. Should we use it as a pol-
itical weapon? Or should we keep to the essential and
primary definition that we have given it, while only
making sure thar it really reaches those for whom it is
meant? The greatness of the Community is to continue
distributing food aid, in the face of all vicissitudes,
provided that the aid reaches the people who need it.
This is the principle that the Community will continue
to apply so long as the prevailing food situation in
Ethiopia remains bad, and even dramatic in some res-
pecr. \fle shall use all the means at our disposal. Ve
shall, in panicular, work through non-governmental
organizations. But we shall also use other means when
we deem them more suitable and we shall, without
respite, continue verification because we want our aid
to be used in the best way possible. Nobody in this
House should count on the Commission to use food
aid as a political weapon!
(Applause)
Lady Elles (ED).- I wish to put a question to the
Commissioner under Rule 66(4). I appreciate his very
full and detailed statement on the control of smrage
and pon entry. Nobody doubts the efforts being made
by the Commission on that score. I want to make this
clear.
The question I would like to ask is whether it is possi-
ble from storaBe points in Addis Ababa to reach by
transport and controlled means the 1 .2 million people
who are starving in Tigre and in areas not under the
control of the Ethiopian Government, but under the
control of the liberation forces. I would like an assur-
ance from the Commissioner on that point.
Mr Pisani, Member of tbe Commission (L). 
- 
(FR) In
facr, Lady Elles, besides the aid that is officially given
m the Ethiopian government and which through
government bodies, non-governmental organizations
or international organizations is sent to areas under
government control 
- 
but sometimes to other areas as
well 
- 
there are other types of aid which reach the
areas you are referring to through other frontiers.
Here again our only concern is the interest of people
suffering from hunger. \7ith the help of non-govern-
mental organizations we go to areas which are not
under the control of the Ethiopian government.
(Applaase)
Mr Clinton (PPE). 
- 
Mr President, I just wish to ask
whether it was reasonable that the Commission should
have unlimited time to speak when the proposers of
important motions only get 3 minutes to speak.
I bear no ill-will rc the Commission, but I think it is
totally unreasonable, because a lot of our motions will
not be reached and we shall have no possibility of
inroducing them. I think it is appalling.
Mr d'Orrresson (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, there
is something I want to say concerning the Rules of
Procedure. Parliament's television recording van
recorded the debates on Seveso and Ethiopia 
-during which there was strangely no mention of Eri-
tea 
- 
but it did not record the debate on emertency
aid. This means that the people in the Community will
not be informed of our work here this morning. Mr
President, I request you to open an inquiry into this
neglect of our work by telefision.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The matter will be looked into.
Mr Van Minnen (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, you
clearly said that the matter will be looked into. But I
think it is scandalous to interfere in the freedom of
choice of television directors. The matter should not
be looked into.
President. 
- 
Naturally it can be looked into only
insofar as it comes within the compercnce of Parlia-
ment.
Mr Pisani, Membbr of the Commission. 
- 
(FR) At the
risk of extending the Commission's speaking time I
should like to reply to Mr Clinton. The Commission
has an administradve role and it was asked to present
the results of an inquiry. How on eanh do you expect
the Commission to be able rc present its conclusions
and the political conclusions which it was asked to
make in less than thiruy minutes?
(Appkuse)
Mrs VeiI (L).- (.FR) On a point of order, Mr Presi-
dent, regarding the television coverage, by way of
reply to Mr Van Minnen. In every parliament where
there is television all the debates are televised from a
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set angle. In the case of a private company it naturally
chooses irs own subjects. But if we are talking about
Parliament's own rclevision, everfthing should be rcl-
evised in the same way.
(Applaase)
President. 
- 
Thank you for your comments. As I said
to Mr Van Minnen just now, the matter will be looked
into.
The debate is closed.
Voter
Mr Provan (ED). 
- 
Mr President, following what
Mr Clinton said, can you give us any guidance on lhe
last two debates that we w'ere meant ro have under
urgent procedure this morning? It is now a few min-
utes to one o'clock and you are going on ro 1.15 p.m.
Are we likely to have more than one debate or not?
President. 
- 
All the people who have raised poinm of
order rcday have prevented us from dealing with agri-
culture. I should like to make that clear.
Madid conference of CSCE
President. 
- 
The next irem is the joint debate on three
motions for resolution :
- 
motion for a resoludon (Doc. l-137/83),
tabled by Lord Bethell on behalf of the Euro-
pean Democratic Group, on the Conference
on Securiry and Cooperation in Europe in
Madrid;
- 
morion for a resolution (Doc. l-147/83),
tabled by Mr Habsburg on behalf of the
Group of the European People's Pany (CD
Group), on the Madrid review conference of
CSCE;
- 
motion for a resoludon (Doc. l-138/83),
nbled by Mr Donnez on behalf of rhe Liberal
and Democratic Group, on rhe arrest of the
French doctor, Mr Augoyard, in Afghanistan.
Lord Bethell (ED).- Mr President, this debate arises
from a recent visit to the Review Conference of CSCE
in Madrid by the Bureau of your \Torking-Group on
Human Rights: Mr Isra€l, Mrs van den Heuvel and
myself. .
I would like, first of all, to say a word of thanks to the
German presidenry and especially to Ambassador Kas-
tel for the warm welcome and the facilities that they
accorded us during our two days in Madrid. If I may
say so, the cooperation of the ten Ambassadors in
Madrid is an example to the ten Foreign Ministers. It
works extremely well, and we were delighted with the
spirit of European uniry we detected among our Com-
muniq/s representatives there.
Ve found that there were some reasons for optimism
about the Helsinki process, but we were concerned
that there were blockages and worries on Basket III
and over the principles of the Helsinki Agreemenrs.
Ve were happy that there was agreement, or some
movement towards agreemenr, on [he basis of the
French Governmenr's proposals on disarmament,
trade, scientific exchange, the environment and energy
exchange; but I believe that we concluded 
- 
all three
of us 
- 
and I hope that you and rhe House will con-
clude when this matter is put to rhe vote, rhat Basket II
alone provides no basis for the resumprion of d.6tente
or indeed for the continuation of the Helsinki process.
One has to look at this agreement in irs entirery. It has
to be a balanced agreement, otherwise it has no future.
It was appalling that four years ago, at a rime when
the matter was being reviewed in Belgrade, a number
of Soviet citizens who were themselves monitoring the
agreement were arrested, others were forced out of
the country. Mr Shcharansky, Mr Orlov and Mrs Lan-
der were all subjected ro Soviet police harrassmenr,
and I do not believe that it would be possible to have
much continuadon of Helsinki so long as these people
continue to be persecuted by the Soviet police.
Likewise, we have found thar the provisions for the
reunification of families have deteriorated since Hel-
sinki was last reviewed. In the last year just over 2 000
Soviet Jews were permirted to emigrate, whereas the
figure in 1979 was over 50 000 and the figure for Jan-
:uary 1983 was a mere 81. The same problems affect
Soviet citizens of German nationality who wish to join
their families in the Federal Republic.
At a time when we are meanr to be thinking of an
improvement in relations between East and Vest, we
have a resumption of the jamming of radio broadcasts
to Poland and rhe Soviet Union coming from many of
our countries. Journalists in the Eastern bloc are being
discriminated against while they pracrice their legiti-
mate trade. Automatic telephone links between Mos-
cow and'$Testern Europe have been suspended.
I hope that the House will decide that such deteriora-
tions in East-Vest relations provide a very severe
threat to the continuarion of the process. It will not be
possible to complete this process although, in princi-
ple, it should be completed before the end of this
month. That is why this maner is urgent. It will hardly
be possible to end it satisfactorily unless these prob-
lems are resolved. Vhen I go to Moscoq/ next week, It See Annex.
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shall cenainly be raising some of these points with the
people I meet there, and I hope rc report more fully
about the human rights provisions when we assemble
in Strasbourg next May.
'l7estern public opinion takes very seriously the viola-
tions of human rights in Eastern Europe, and I do not
believe that the Foreign Ministers, even if they wished,
would be able m conclude the sort of agreement that
the East wishes simply on the basis of what has been
agreed so far. Helsinki must continue in its entirety 
-including Basket III, including human rights 
- 
if it is
to have a future. Otherwise let it die.
(Appkuse)
Mr Habsburg (EPP). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, since
the signing of the Final Act of the Helsinki Confer-
ence in 1975, and not least in the course of the Bel-
grade and Madrid reviews, it has become more than
clear that the interests of the democratic governments
and those of the totalitarian dictatorships lie in com-
pletely different directions. For us, the three baskem of
the Final Act have equal weight, although we regard
Basket 3 as the treatest achievement. This is the one in
which we are most interested, believing as we do that
man, being made in God's image, takes precedence
over impersonal concepts such as State and society. In
the Communist hegemonies, on the other hand, man is
no more than an object: the Stare can abuse or kill him
at will, and the State controls his every movemenr. The
Marxist dictatorships are mainly interested in Basket 2,
since they see here a chance to use the market econ-
omy to mask the failings of their own economic sys-
tems.
In the circumstances, therefore, we must note with
concern that after lengthy negotiations in Madrid
there has been no real progress excepr on Basket 2;
there has cenainly been no commensurate progress on
the question of human rights. In fact we must acknow-
ledge that there has been all mo little real progress
since 1975, as shown by the worsening of the situation
on the border berween the two Germanies, the new
barbed-wire barriers and mine-fields, the currency
exchange swindle perpetrarcd by the so called German
Democratic Republic, the events in Poland, the bar-
baric measures aken by the Ceausescu government in
Romania against Germans wanting to leave the coun-
try. An agreement in Madrid could have helped here,
but the truth is that none has yet been reached. As
representatives of the people of Europe we musr srare
clearly that we are only interested in a balanced agree-
ment; on no account are we prepared to make unila-
rcral concessions. Progress on Basket 2, all well and
good, but this must be matched by similar progress on
Basket 3. Europe cannot sign a document which gives
one-sided advantages to the totalitarian regimes and
dashes the hopes of ordinary people. At the same time,
we cannot tolerate these stalling tactics forever. Ve
must press vigorously for a balanced agreement, fail-
ing which we should freely acknowledge that the
attempt has failed, while making it clear which side is
to blame.
Mr Donnez (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, many of you
know the name of Dr Philippe Augoyard, age29, a
former hospital doctor in Rouen, who was arrested by
the Afghan authorities for 'illegal enry and collabora-
tion with the rebels' and was sentenced to an eight-
year prison term following a rial oddly reminiscent of
the worst moments of the Stalinist era.
(Applause)
Dr. Augoyard belonged to an association called Aide
Medicale Internadonale, which, in common with other
associations such as M6decins Sans Frontidres and
M6decins du Monde, attempts to fill the gaps in the
cover provided by the International Red Cross. Since
the latter is not allowed to intervene unless a war in
the true legal sense of the term has been declared,
there is clearly a gap to be filled and a need for men of
goodwill to offer their services. Dr Augoyard was one
of those men. Today, France has 700 volunteer doc-
tors ready to be sent wherever they may be needed: to
Central America, El Salvador or Nicaragua, or ro
Africa 
- 
Eritrea or Chad for example 
-, 
ro Asia,
South-East Asia or Afghanistan. Dr Augoyard was one
of the 700 French doctors prepared to give their all to
help those who are suffering and dying. Dr Augoyard
did not go to Afghanistan to indulge in politics, but to
succour the helpless victims of this war, rhe women,
the children and the elderly. I believe it is our duty
today rc show our solidariry and suppon for organiza-
tions like Medecins sans Frontidres and M6decins du
Monde, to let them know how much we appreciate
their good work and how much we deplore trials of
the son to which Dr Augoyard has been subjected.
This House claims to uphold the rights of man, to take
a keep interest in all human problems: let it show its
true stature today by supporring the modon which I
have tabled.
(Apphuse)
Mr Segre (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr President, we Italian
Communists think it necessary and importanr for the
European Parliament to make a clear pronouncement
at a time when the Madrid Review Conference seems
to be about to enrcr rhe final straight.
It should make a clear statement and express a clear
and conscious hope, particularly in such a difficult
international situation. The Helsinki structure, if it is
imponant at a time of detente, is even more so at times
when East-\7est relations are characterizedby serious
tensions.
\Vhat is the Final Act in terms of international law and
political assessment? It is not a teaty in the normal
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sense of the term, but a declaration of principles and
intentions 
- 
a code of behaviour, an expression of a
rend 
- 
somethinB which is at once a point of arrival
and a point of depanure. Hence, too, the decision to
hold regular review conferences 
- 
first in Belgrade,
now in Madrid 
- 
precisely because the Final Act pre-
supposes a gradual movement towards its full and har-
monious implementadon.
I mention this precisely in order to sress that the
netodating philosophy rightly adopted by the Ten is
to encourage a positive and dynamic process 
- 
the
gradual achievement of progress in all three 'baskets'
- 
and therefore conceptually excludes a strategy of
all or nothing 
- 
of which, however, we heard some
heavy echoes just now.
Now, in the delicate international situation in which
we find ourselves, when the need for a reversal of the
current trend towards tension and 
- 
to a large extent
- 
breakdown of communication is becoming ever
stronger, no one can fail rc see the rymbolic value of
the way in which the Madrid conference will end.
Although it is difficult m achieve an optimum result, if
it is at least positive it will be a funher sign that it is
high time to change direction, and it will therefore be
a victory for reason. If the results were unfortunately
to be negative, the clouds on the horizon would
become even darker.
That is why, Mr President, we are voting for this
motion for a resolution, interpreting it as a message
from our Parliament, in the hope that, transcending
dissatisfaction with this or thac aspect of the negotia-
tions and the conclusions, the Madrid conference may
end on a positive note.
Mr Isra€l (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should like to begin by saying that the
three of us who went to Madrid 
- 
Lord Bethell, Mrs
van den Heuvel and myself, representinB the main pol-
itical tendencies in this House, all found it an
extremely interesting experience.
For the benefit of the German Presidenry I should
first of all stress that our meeting with the ten Ambas-
sadors of the Communiry was not simply a matter of
protocol but was a working meeting which lasrcd two
hours, in the course of which a genuine feeling of
camaraderie and cooperation developed among us on
the subject of the observance of human rights. Ve also
met the United States Ambassador. Normally, as you
know, America tends to be critical of Europe. Yet this
man said to us, in so many words, 'Not at all. The
European Community gives us better suppon than we
could ever dream of on human rights'. That was very
pleasant to hear. !7'e also met people from the Eastern
Bloc. Ve met Poles, Yugoslavs and East Germans, but
if I had to summarise the contents of any one conver-
sation it would be that which we had with Mr Kon-
drachev, head of the Soviet delegation. He stated, ''$7'e
will improve the human sights situation in the Soviet
Union as soon as the international situation has
improved', to which I replied, 'Mr Ambassador, how
can you make the welfare of the people of the Soviet
Union dependent on an improvement in the interna-
tional situation? You yourself are responsible for the
welfare of the Soviet peoplel I cannot see why d6tente
should be a factor in improving or aggravating their
lot . . .'.
(Tbe President arged the speaker to concludc)
I am going rc finish, Mr President, but I beg you to
consider the terrific stress you are causing by waving
that hammer about all the time.
I would like to conclude by saying that the Madrid
Conference is of major importance, representing as it,
does the only forum in which we can discuss with
Eastern Europe a panicularly vital subject: the observ-
ance of human righm on both sides of the ignoble
frontier which separates us.
Mr Pisani, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(FR) Mr
President, as far as the Madrid Conference is con-
cerned we agree with the analysis which has been pre-
sented and consider that nothing less than a balanced
agreement is acceptable, since nothing else would be
viable. Let me emphasize, in passing, that the Commis-
sion is only there to assist the Presidency and that it
therefore cooperarcs at that level with the official dele-
gation of the European Economic Community. It will
continue to do so in the same capacity.
A word now about Dr Augoyard. I saw his confession
the other night. It was visibly obvious that, even as he
was accusing himself, he did not agree with what he
was saying. His behaviour rcstified that he was rhere ro
care for injured men, v/omen and children. To me, this
false confession was a blow m everything I believe in
most dearly. This House, this institution to which I
belong, must therefore continue to exen political pres-
sure to ensure [hat such situations do not arise again,
to ensure that no man is coerced into denouncing his
noble nature as a crime.
(Appkuse)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Vote 1
Eurocontrol
President. 
- 
No one has asked to speak on rhe
motion for a resoludon (Doc. 1-112/83) on Eurocon-
1 cf. Annex.
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trol and the author of the motion does not wish to give
an explanatory statement. Ve can thus vote on the
motion.
Vote 1
President. 
- 
\7e have thus come to the end of the
topical and urgent debate.
(The sitting was suspended dt 1.20 p.m. and resumed at
3.20 p.m.)
IN THE CHAIR: MR LALOR
Wce-President
Mrs Salisch (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should like m raise the question of the
agenda for the special pan-session on employment to
be held in Brussels.
If my information is correct the enlarged Bureau yes-
terday decided that the reports for this meeting should
be presented in a different order to that originally
scheduled, with the Papaefstratiou report coming first,
followed by the Salisch report, the Leonardo repon
and finally the Ceravolo report.
I am completely at a loss to know why a repon which,
like the two others, was produced by the Committee
on Social Affairs and which will form one of the main
planks for debate in this special part-session, should
suddenly be separated from its stable-mates and
tacked on rc the end of the first day.
If this is the case, I consider that Parliament should
discuss the amended agenda and, most importantly,
should be kept properly informed. Mr President,
would you please therefore inform this House whether
the report that the enlarged Bureau has changed the
original agenda is correct? If so, could we please fix an
early dare for Parliament to discuss this question?
I am aware, of course, that Parliament normally deals
with such questions at the stan of the sitting. How-
ever, given the imponance of this panicular pan-
session I do not think it would be a good idea for
Parliament to be wasting valuable debadng time dis-
cussing the revised order of business resulting from the
enlarged Bureau's decision.
Could you please therefore confirm whether what I
have said is correct. If it is, I would ask that Parlia-
ment be given an early opponunity to decide on any
amendment to the agenda.
President. 
- 
Mrs Salisch, I am sorry that you raised
this matter on a point of order, since you went on
quite a while asking for information. I would, how-
ever, say in this regard that the practice has developed
whereby it is the enlarged Bureau that discusses to a
great exrcnt and makes preparations for pan-sessions.
Certainly, they will have been discussing the agenda
for the special pan-session in Brussels; but I would
draw your attention to Rule 56, which says:
At the beginning of each part-session, Parliament
shall decide on the draft agenda submitted to it by
the President.
That in fact is what will happen on the occasion of the
special part-session in Brussels.
I call Mrs Yieczorek-Zeul on a point of order.
Mrs Meczorek-Zeul (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, Mrs
Salisch was not calling the procedure into question,
she was merely asking whether Parliament could be
informed about the new agenda. I think it would be
only proper to provide this information at the earliest
opportuniry, tomorrow morning for example. I appre-
ciate that this is not the usual procedure, but as Mrs
Salisch has just remarked, it would save an hour and a
half of next week's sitting being wasted on debating
the agenda. I agree with Mrs Salisch and should there-
fore like to request that Parliament be informed of the
agenda tomorrow morning. Meanwhile the Bureau
can decide whether it is not simply common sense for
Parliament to at least be allowed to debate this ques-
tion tomorrow.
President. 
- 
I think I can confirm m the honourable
Member that there will be no problem about that. The
proposed agenda will be outlined tomorrow morning
here in the House.
Mrs Vieczorek-7-eul (S). 
- 
At what dme?
President. 
- 
At the beginning of the sitting.
'$7e shall not have the vote tomorrow; that will be
taken at the beginning of the special part-session, but
tomorrow morning I will endeavour to arrange with
the President to have the announcement about the
agenda made.
Mr Collins (S). 
- 
Mr President, owing to some con-
fusion arising from the different texts that have
appeared in English and German on Item 52 of rcday's
agenda, it is not at all clear which set of amendments
I
1 cf. Annex.
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we shall actually be voting on 
- 
those from the Com-
mittee on Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection or from the kgal Affairs Committee.
Because of that, I beg leave to withdraw this item from
the agenda today and bring it back when it is clearer
to eYeryone concerned.
President. 
- 
This agenda was agreed by Parliament
and I can only accept the withdrawal with the House's
agreement. Are there any objections to the withdrawal
of Item 52 from today's agenda as proposed by Mr
Collins?
Mrs Schleicher (EPP). 
- 
(DE) I would like an
explanation. Simply vianting to put something off until
a later date is not an adequate explanation. \flhy
should the item be withdrawn, and until when?
Mr Collins (S). 
- 
I thought the first sentence I
uttered made the reason clear.
If one reads the German text available to the Members
and compares it with the English one, one finds that
they are different, because the German text stans with
a corrigendum making it clear which amendmenr.s are
to be voted on, while the English one does not make
that clear and, moreover, the sets of amendments that
appear are slightly different. In order that the House
will not be confused more than it needs to be in this
particular matter, I beg leave rc withdraw the item
from the agenda so that ure can bring it back at a more
convenient time when we are all aware which amend-
ments are which. It is a simple marrer of clarification.
President. 
- 
Mr Collins is anxious that the House be
fully alerted to what is going on, so I now rule that it
will be up to Mr Collins to move the withdrawal of
this item from the agenda when Item 52 is reached.
This enables the Members in the House to know that
this matter is coming up. If rhere is an objection ar thar
stage to withdrawing it for the reasons stated by Mr
Collins, it will be for the House to decide.
4. Heahh policy
President. 
- 
The next item is the oral question, wirh
debate, by Mr Collins, on behalf of the Committee on
the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Pro-
tection, to the Council (Doc. l-1278/82):
Subject: Public health policy
It is now 4years (17 November 1978) since the
Council of Health Ministers has met. At thar
meeting the Council requested rhe Commission to
make suggestions for Community action in var-
ious spheres and rc give such acion priority. The
European Parliament has several times urgently
requested the Council of Health Ministers to meer
(March 1980, October 1981) and has, in rhe
meantime, adopted resolutions on such problems
as carcinogenic substances, drug abuse, alcohol-
ism, smoking, a European Health Card, etc.
l. Could the Council dispel the rumours indicat-
ing that no meeting of Health Ministers will take
place in the foreseeable future?
2. \7ould the Council indicate whar are the
priorities of the German Presidency in the field of
public health?
3. \7ould the Council nor agree that the time is
now ripe to develop and to launch a European
health policy in accordance with the wishes
expressed by the European Parliamenr?
4. \7ill the Council undertake to allow for an
increase in the number of staff working on health
and safery in the Commission in order to develop
and implement this poliry?
The following oral questions ro the Commission are
included in the debate:
- 
by Mrs Squarcialupi, Mr Bonaccini, Mr Ceravolo,
Mrs Cinciari Rodano, Mr Papapietro and Mr
Veronesi (Doc. 1-30l83) :
Subject: Indusrial accidents and occupational
diseases
There has been no decrease in the number of
industrial accidenrs and occupational diseases in
some countries of the European Communiry
despite the constant increase in unemployment
and the reduction of working hours.
Because of the economic crisis, many workers
prefer not to reporr, minor acciden$ thar occur
while they are moonlighdng or doing a second
job. In many cases, moreover, they prefer to settle
the matter privately with their employers.
In view of this, will rhe Commission state:
1. \7hat is the general trend of indusrial acci-
dents and occuparional diseases, broken down
by sector and size of undenaking?
2. Vhar is their relationship with the present
level of unemployment in the countries of the
European Communiry?
3. Vhat results have been achieved by the action
programme on health and safery at work?1
4. IThen does the Commission plan ro report ro
Parliament on rhis programme as specifically
requested in Parliament's resolution?2
-------------+i--
' 
OJNo C9, 11. 1. 1978,p.2.2 Res. 97 /78 oI 13.6. 1978, OJ No C 763, 10.7. 1978.
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5. How widespread are pathological conditions
caused by job insecurity and unemployment,
including insomnia, anxiery, digestive prob-
lems, ulcers, congestion, diarrhoea and nau-
sea and cardio-vascular problems that can
affect the unemployed person's family,
including his children, and that may even lead
to suicide?
- 
by Mrs Clwyd, on behalf of the Socialist Group
(Doc.1-35l83):
Subject: The Commission's failure to act on Par-
liament's resolution on social and econo-
mic integration of the disabled
On 11 March, 1981, the European Parliament
adopted a resolution requesting the Commission
to act in favour of the disabled with very precise
propositions. As yet, the Commission has done
very little on this matter.
1. Can the Commission tell the Parliament what
has been done on every point of its resolu-
tion?
2. Can the Commission tell the Parliament what
will be done on each point and present a
timeable?
Mr Collins (S). 
- 
In introducing this oral question, I
would like to reiterate some of the points made in it,
because it is disturbing that the last Council of Health
Ministers was held as long ago as November 1978 
-during, in fact, a German presidenry. That was well
over four years ago and, just to emphasize the point, it
did not even fall within the lifetime of the present Par-
liament. There has been no meeting of the Council of
Health Ministers during the lifedme of this Parlia-
ment, in spite of the fact that this Parliament has
debated a number of items which fall within this field.
I find this less than satisfactory; my committee finds it
less than satisfactory; indeed, many Members find it
downright unacceptable.
'!7'e are now being told that no meetint is even likely
to take place in the foreseeable future, and that is notjust unaccepmble, it is downright disgraceful. As
indeed, I may say, is the holding of a subsidiary meet-
ing of staff and Members at the back of this Chamber
at the moment . . .
President. 
- 
Could any meetings that are being held
- 
if there are atry 
- 
be held outside the Chamber,
please?
Mr Collins (S). 
- 
The last meeting of the Health
Council did not break up in disagreement; it reached
substantial agreement on broad guidelines of policy
for the Commission m follow. That set 
- 
or ought to
have set 
- 
a very good precedent, and the Commis-
sion ought to have been able to go away and provide a
framework for a coherent health poliry for the Com-
munity. That does not seem to be happening, and we
do not, as I say, have any indication that a Council
meeting is going m be held during the present presi-
dency. Indeed, we have no indication that there is
likely to be one even this year during the Greek presi-
dency.
So my question to the Council is: what are its real
plans? How does it see the future of health policy in
the Communiry? Is it prepared to build on that 1978
meeting? Is it, indeed, prepared to provide adequate
staff for the Commission so that any poliry that we do
develop can be carried out properly and logically?
That is the question, and I look forward to hearing the
Minister's reply.
Mr Chory, Presidenrin-Off.ce of the Council. 
-(DE) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, since the
last Council meeting and the meeting of 17 November
1978 of Community Health Ministers, the Council has
not received any communications or proposals from
the Commission which would justify the holding of
another Council meeting on health matters in the
coming six months, quite apart from the work under-
taken in other Council meetings 
- 
agriculture, inter-
nal market, social poliry, research questions etc. 
-and taking into consideration the activities of the
Council of Europe and the \fHO.
The Council has taken note of the resolutions passed
by the European Parliament and mentioned by the
honourable Member and would like to emphasize that
it continues rc be convinced of the great importance of
questions of public health in the Community. It is
always willing to examine any initiatives or proposals
from the Commission in this area.
Mr Collins (S).- I am very interested indeed to hear
the Council's reply. The President-in-Office tells us
that there has been no communication from the Com-
mission at all to justify the holding of a Council meet-
ing. He refers us to the activities of the Council of
Europe and of the !7orld Health Organization, and
he tells us that the European Parliament's debates have
been valuable, and perhaps interesting, and they have
been noted.
I find that a fascinating reply because, in the first
place, the agreement of 1978 v/as to send the Commis-
sion off to engage in certain studies, to collate infor-
mation, to collect research information, and to try to
mould this into a suitable framework for a Community
poliry. But, as long as Council remains the execudve
authority of the Community, it must be able to say
what these priorities are. I would have thought that a
Council meedng was necessary in order to assess the
progress made by the Commission at this stage.
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In addition, the Commission has brought forward pro-
posals 
- 
admimedly in slightly different fields 
- 
on
the exposure of workers to various hazards, such as
lead, asbestos and so on, and we are developing a kind
of health policy on an a"d boc basis. But it is not called
a health poliry, it just happens to be relarcd to health. I
do not find that terribly satisfactory, and I would have
thought that tlie Council, if it gave some thought rc
this, would not find it very satisfactory eirher. !7e
need to bring things together, to focus rhe effon a lit-
tle more.
'$7'e are referred to the Council of Europe and the
Vorld Health Organization. The Council of Europe I
find an entirely laudable organization; it is marvellous
that you ge[ nation-states coming rogether so rhar rhey
can discuss areas of common interestl but the point
about the Council of Europe, when you compare it
with the European Community, is quite simply that it
lacks legislative teeth. If the European Communiry has
a benefit 
- 
and there are people (not many of them in
the Chamber at the moment, admittedly) who do nor
think that it has very much of a benefit 
- 
nonetheless,
if it has a benefit to offer, it is that it provides a frame-
work where people can come together and discuss
matters of common interest, they can reach agree-
ments, and there is a legislative framework so rhat
these agreements can be enforced. That seems to me
to make the European Community infinirely more val-
uable in this field than the Council of Europe will ever
be. The same applies, frankly, however laudable I
think the !florld Health Organization is, to rhe work
coming from there. So I would respectfully suggesr
that the Council needs not only to consider the work
of the Council of Europe and the Vorld Health
Organization, but also to try ro bind it all rogerher in a
poliry for the Communiry itself.
Of course, I am fascinated to learn that the European
Parliament's debates are 'interesring and perhaps valu-
able' 
- 
or maybe it was 'valuable and perhaps inrer-
esting'. I am not very sure whether I agree entirely
with that all of the time, but I am confident that in this
particular field we have discussed some very imponant
matters. 'S7e have discussed carcinogenic substances;
we have discussed drug abuse; we have discussed
alcohol abuse; we have discussed a European healrh-
card, and here again I would have thought rhere was
sufficient material for the Council to come rogether
with the Commission and rry to work out some kind
of poliry for the future.
The Community is, among other things, concerned
with the freedom of movement of workers, a raised
standard of living and raised expecations of the citi-
zens of Europe, and I would have thoughr that one
way to achieve this was to look very clearly at health
poliry; and yet somehow or orher this has slipped out
of sight, and I regret that very much indeed. This is a
fundamental area, and, so the question that I raise, in
the first place on behalf of the committee, is one rhat
has to be taken away by Council from here and it has
to be communicated very forcefully ro rhe other Mem-
ber States. It also has to be taken away from here by
the Commission, bec4use, while we are convinced, of
course, that the Commission's hean is in rhe right
place, we are not always very sure that irc hean is in a
very healthy condition.
And so, I would like to see the Commission take rhis
away and remember what the Council has said 
-namely, that they have not brought forward any pro-
posals to justify the holding of a meeting. In that case I
would have thought that rheir first priority now is to
bring forward such proposals so that we in the Parlia-
ment can debate them and so that Council can come
together and produce this policy, which will do a great
deal to make the Community mean more 
- 
even to
those people who have not thought it wonhwhile to
turn !p in spite of their habitual criticisms of the Com-
munlty.
(Applause)
Mr Dalsager, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(DA) Mr
President, obviously I can accept, on behalf of the
Commission, the fact rhat Mr Collins should have
addressed this question to the Commission and I am
pleased that he is confident that the Commission has
its hean in the right place even if he is somewhar con-
cerned about the condition of this hean, although I
hope that we can convince Mr Collins that the Com-
mission's hean is also in a condition to enable ir to
meet Parliament's wishes.
The Commission has repeatedly expressed its hope
that the Council 
- 
in this case rhe Council of Health
Ministers 
- 
would meet ro discuss a number of topi-
cal health quesdons and with this end in view, prepar-
atory work has been carried out over the past four
years on occasions when a meeting of this kind was
proposed. However, since no unequivocal promises
that a meedng would in fact be held have been fonh-
coming, this work has not resulted in concrete propo-
sals to the Council.
Clearly, as far as this matter is concerned, we are in a
situation whereby we cannot move either forwards or
backwards and, with a view to overcoming this appar-
ent deadlock, rhe Commission depanmen$ are cur-
rently drawing up proposals to be submitted to the
Healrh Minisrers. However, we realize that the Treaty
of Rome does not provide any panicular legal basis for
a joint health policy. Nevenheless, the Health Minis-
ters are not and should nor be completely disregarded
- 
and this is also the Commission's view. I hope that I
have given Mr Collins and orhers what I regard as the
right impression, i.e. rhat the Commission is prepared
to continue its work wirh a view to bringing about a
meetint of this kind and that it will draw up the neces-
sary proposals for a meeting between the Health Min-
isters.
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Since we are dealing with two other oral questions
jointly with the one mbled by Mr Collins, I should like
[o answer these as well as far as I can.
Firstly, there is Oral Question No 123183 by Mrs
Clwyd.
In October 1981, the Commission submitted a com-
munication to the Council containing proposals for a
new Communiry programme aimed at promoting the
social integration of handicapped persons. This pro-
gramme was adopted by the Council and the represen-
tatives of the governments of the Member States on 21
December 1981 and, also in December, the Commis-
sion decided to set up its own office for the handi-
capped. For this reason, the Commission cannot
undersand or accept the allegation by the honourable
Member to the effect that the Commission has done
very little on this question. The Commission has made
it clear, both during Parliament's debate in February
1982 and in irc answer to a number of questions by
Members of Parliament concerning the programme as
a whole or certain aspects of it, that, when drawing up
the abovementioned communication, it took consider-
able account of the points contained in Parliament's
resolution of March 1981 and will continue to do so
during the implementation of the programme.
In addition to the rial measures in connection with
projects in this field, which cover all the various
aspects of independence for handicapped persons, the
Commission is currently preparing concrete initiatives
involving all the most imponant aspects of social inte-
gration, such as employment, environmental ques-
tions, social security and preventive measures etc.,
which take more account of the various points put for-
ward by Parliamenu There is also the fact that the
Commission's ability to keep to its own schedule for
the implementation of the programme depends on the
availability of the necessary funds and it has emerged
that, in spite of the unexpected cutbacks in the 1983
appropriations under Article 620 
- 
that is to sa/,
Chapter 62 of the Social Fund, i.e. preparatory studies
- 
which Parliament adopted on 1 December, all the
areas to be covered by local projects were designated
in good time. However, I should like to point out that
this was vinually a miracle and that the Member States
find it deplorable that they should be obliged to
change their plans at such shon notice.
In addition to the political initiatives I mentioned pre-
viously, the programme concerns the establishment of
a European data base on matters concerning the han-
dicapped, the programme for pilot projects in the field
of housing, the network of rehablilitation centres, aid
to non-governmental organizations carrying out activ-
ities at European level and projects to promote the
social integration of young handicapped persons by
means of visits, exchanges and international contacts.
\7ork is going ahead in all these areas, even if work is
obviously now proceeding littel more slowly now as a
result of the disappointing budgetary cutbacks under
items 6441 and 6470. Unless more money is made
available in 1984, the success of this entire project
might be jeopardized.
Mr President, I should now like to turn to the final
point under this item on the agenda, i.e. question by
Mrs Squarcialupi and others.
The Council has received [wo reports on the first act-
ion programme on safety and health at work, copies of
which have been sent to this Parliament. A third and
final repon is currently in preparation. As regard acci-
dent statistics for the Communiry, the data available to
the Commission is insufficient either to confirm or
refute the allegations contained in the question. As is
so often the case, the available statistics are unfortun-
ately incomplete, nor is it possible to make compari-
sons between the various Member States, and for this
reason it has only recently become possible to start
collecting data for Community satistics on indusrial
accidents for every sector, and considerable progress
has been made in three sectors, building agriculture
and sea fishing.
The only Community statistics on industrial accidents
currently available relate to the coal and steel indus-
tries and show that accidents have been steadily drop-
ping at a rate of about 50/o per year. Vith a view to
improving the statistics, a study was carried out into
the causes of serious accidents in these [wo sectors
within the Community. The results clearly show the
usefulness of srudies of this kind with an eye to intro-
ducing preventive measures, and the experience gained
is being put to use in connection with studies to be
carried out covering the entire Community.
\fith a view to improving statistics on sickness and
mortality at places of work, two studies were carried
out, one of which was an epidemiological study into
lung diseases among agricultural workers and another
inm the causes of sickness and death in the chemical
industry. Both these studies are expected to provide
new information on the health risks in the sectors in
question and to indicate how the routine statistics
might be improved.
As regard industrial illnesses, on 23 July 1962, the
Commission called on the Member States to draw up a
European list relating to indusrial illnesses and to
exchange information on the number of cases and the
problems arising in connection with compensation.
The national figures show that there have been some
changes over the last 10 years 
- 
not as regards the
total number of cases, but in the breakdown. For
example, while the incidence of silicosis has dropped,
there has been a substantial increase in asbestosis. Skin
ailments and industrially induced deafness have also
increased.
\7ith a view to updating the list of industrial illnesses,
the Commission recently called on the Member States
to provide information which can serve as a basis for
.'..*.|-11r1F.tr',tiijt-
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drawing up proposals. In spite of the efforts which
have been made, much still remains to be done before
it will be possible to compile comparable Community
statistics and the Commission has mken account of this
in its proposal for a Council resolution on rhe second
European Communiry action program on safety and
health at the place of work, the aim of which is to con-
tinue work in this field from now undl the end of
1988.
My colleague, Mr Richard, who is responsible for the
problems we are discussing here today is unfonunately
suffering himself from ill healrh this week, which is
why he has not been able, much to his regret, to attend
today's meeting. However, he asked me rc give rhese
ans$/ers on his behalf and I hope that Parliament finds
them satisfactory.
Mrs Clwyd (S). 
- 
Mr President, I do not w'anr ro
speculate funher on the Commission's anaromy 
-whether it has a hean or nor or where it keeps it 
-but from the answer that has just been given it quite
clearly keeps its brains in its boots.
The Commissioner suggested thar he was rather sur-
prised at the questions raised in rhe oral quesr,ion. I
would like m remind him that there were 45 recom-
mendations contained in that reporr. I have been
through them trying to tick off acrion against recom-
mendations, and I can only find chat the Commission
has carried out 5 of the recommendations made by this
Parliament. Now that can hardly be called dynamic
action on the pan of the Commission.
I will remind you of what the Commissioner said rwo
years ago, in March 1981. He said:
'I7'e 
should beware of fine vords. Disabled people
themselves are by now very accustomed to, and
indeed somewhar tired of, listening to poliry
starcments and declarations of intent which so
often find only a very small reflection in terms of
actual implementation and the allocation of
resources.
I am suggesting to the Commission thar that is pre-
cisely applicable to the Commission. The whole pur-
pose of this oral quesr.ion is to draw attention ro the
Commission's deplorable lack of acdon on behalf of
disabled people.
There was one panicular matter that I was very anx-
ious that the Commission should follow up. (I ihould
be glad if people who are ulking rc the Commissioner
at this point would listen to rhe debate, because I shall
ask the Commissioner to answer me in greater detail.)
First of all, the Commissioner mentioned the setting
up of a bureau for action in favour of the disabled.
'!7hat does this mean in practice? Ve heard a few
weeks ago that the Commission was also ro set up a
bureau to look into minoriry languages and cultures.
In practice, that means one person in an office in Brus-
sels. Again, hardly the kind of acrion that one wan6
on behalf of the 11 to 25 million disabled in the ten
Community countries. I am not impressed by that
Promlse.
Secondly, he talked about setting up district projects.
That means in practice that rwo projects have been
allocated m each of our Member Stares. I would like
to know where the projects are, whar criteria have
been used in choosing them and what the prospects
are of continuing to finance those projects a[ rhe end
of their budgetary allocation. \7e know already what
has happened to the poveny projects in this'Com-
munlty.
One panicular problem I want the Commission to fol-
low up is the employment situation as far as the disa-
bled were concerned. At a time of very high unem-
ployment in all our cunrries, the disabled are parricu-
larly badly hit. Amongst the disabled, unemployment
is now two-and-a-half dmes as high as the general
average in each of our countries. This high rate has
often been due more to prejudice on lhe pan of
employers than to the disabiliry itself. I asked the
Commission to produce a quota sysrem of posirive dis-
crimination on behalf of the disabled. Ir varies at the
moment in most of our countries between 20/o and
60/o.ln general, however ineffective, it is supponed by
disablement Broups as a necessary minimum safeguard
until a more effective sysrem is found.
One of the best sysrcms for earmarking jobs for the
disabled is in \7est Germany, where 60lo of places are
kept for disabled workers. Parliament asked the Com-
mission in March 1981 to draw on the experience of
the Member States and to assess the different ways of
improving job opportunities for the disabled. In July
1981, Commissioner Richard, again in a written
answ'er, told me that he was carrying our fufther
research inm the quora sysrem for rhe disabled. Mr
Presidenq that was [wo years ago. Unemployment
amontst. the disabled has got much worse. I am calling
on the Commission ro take effective acdon, because
unless the disabled have jobs, then mlk abour social
and economic integration will be even more far
fetched rhan it is ar presenr.
I feel that the answer of the Commissioner was totally
unimpressive and I would ask him to consider the 45
recommendations we made then and please acr on
them on behalf of the disabled in this Communiry.
Mrs Schleicher (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, I would like to rerurn ro the original
subject under discussion, namely the oral quesrion
abled on behalf of the Commirtee on rhe Environ-
ment, Public Health and Consumer Protection on rhe
subject of a Communiry health poliry. The way in
which today's discussion has developed is somewhat
disappointing, because in 1981 we asked exactly the
- 
l--- -- T --
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same questions, and at that dme the answers vere
much more positive; we were told that there were a
number of ideas in the pipeline, that the Commission
had received Council proposals to work on, and that
there would be a meeting of Communiry health minis-
ters in rhe second half of 1982 at rhe latest. Today, we
have reached the point where we are being told, that
there is no real Community competence in this area.
Ve are well aware of that. There are at the momenr
no European powers in the area of health, but there
are a number of problems which should in our view be
mckled under the heading of health, because they are
transnational in nature and taken together, of huge
importance to the public. I would just like to menrion
general disaster precautions, which in my view and
that of my Group, are not adequate at Community
level to ensure that, in the event of a disaster, all the
necessary requirements would be met.
My second point is the problem of drug abuse. '!7e
dealt very thoroughly with this problem in our Com-
mittee. Although we appreciate that the criminal
aspect is a matter for the penal system, the effects of
drug abuse, as well as of the associated problems of
addiction, are transnational in nature.'S7'e believe that
it is the Communiry's duty to develop ideas as to how
to solve this problem. Another area which deserves
mention is the promotion of research in the field of
preventive medicine, which is of internadonal imporr-
ance, not only for the exchange of information but
also in order to exhaust all possibilities. The whole
field of radiation protection, which is extremely
imponant and which must be dealt with at Communiry
level, or the whole spectrum of training in the health-
related professions can be included here also. It is not
just a question of coordinating training, but of ensur-
ing high standards in training for health-related pro-
fessions, in order to keep the risks associated with
these professions, as low as possible in the interesr of
the population; that means that there should not only
be mutual exchanges, but also that training in all the
Member States should be of a similarly high standard.
Ve are aware lhat there are always new problems aris-
ing in this area. '!7'e are waiting for a clear answer
from the Council as to whether the health ministers
are going to be able to meet in the furure to discuss
these matters and to deal with them under the aspect
of health, or whether the authority to do so lies with
the other ministeries. The discussions. in committee
have raised our hopes, but they seem to have hardly
any bearing in practice.
Ve are of the opinion that the intentions stated here
do not go far enough; what we need are actions to fol-
low them up. In 1978 the health ministers dealt with a
comprehensive catalogue of questions, and if this cata-
logue perhaps needs to be reviewed, because the more
important issues are different today, then we would
like to hear from the Council whether it is in fact
interested in listing these problems. !7e would also like
to ask the Commission to what exrcnt rhe Council has
called for proposals, and whether such proposals have
been submitted by the Commission, for even here
there are always contradictory statemenr and we
always end up getting unsatisfactory answers. I am
convinced that these health issues are of primary,
rather [han secondary, imponance to the Community
and im 270 million citizens. This becomes apparenr
every time something unexpected happens and regrets
are expressed that nothing was done in time.
Mr Shedock (ED).- Mr President, I am using the
time available for an omnibus contribudon on rhe sev-
eral topics on this afternoon's agenda which concern
my committee, the Committee on the Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection 
- 
especially
on Items 48 and 49, which refer to poliry issues cov-
ered by rwo of the three functions of that commirree.
My group 
- 
and I must point our rhar this afternoon,
except on Item 54, I am the sole spokesman expressing
a group point of view 
- 
emphasizes that we take as
our startin8point for supponing any proposals,
whether coming from the Commission or made on our
own initiative, that they are demonstrably bener ack-
led on a Community basis than by narional legislation.
In matters of health one has only to see rhe percenate
of each national budget spenr in this field to under-
stand the reluctance of Member States to pass a consi-
derable share to any supranarional authority. Perpaps
it is remarkable that we are doing so much. It might be
considered cynical to reflect that this is also an area
where legislation might win or lose a great many vores.
Nevertheless I feel, with the author of the first of these
questions, that more frequent meetings of the Council
of Health Ministers are certainly desirable. Although
the existing and projected programmes in this field
seem unlikely to be widely exrcnded, there is some
comfort to gained from recent reports on anti-smok-
ing campaigns showing some success, though our
work against drugs is bitterly disappointing and we
could advocate, even now, a further strengthening of
the Community's outside ring of control against this
terrible trade by the merchants of death.
At this point, I would like to srress a further require-
ment of my group that proposed legislation should be
implemented and that it should be enforceable and
enforced. \7e have already heard some very sad stories
about Seveso rhis morning. I am at presenr engaged as
rapporteur on proposals for a directive designed to
protect workers against rhe damaging effects of noise
in their place of work. The accusations and cross-
accusations of non-observance and non-enforcement
of existing legislation in the Member States rhat I have
heard in the past weefts have been hair-raising, and if
they in any w^y foreshadow the future pattern of
enforcement they hold out the prospecr of contempt
for the law if it is not brought truly home to those who
are required to observe it. Highly skilled, well-trained
and motivated personnel are needed to ensure proper
compliance with the standards demanded. Few are, a[
present, available.
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Turning ro consumer affairs, I must smn with the old
dictum that it is primarily up to the buyer to take care.
Nevenheless, modern products of advanced technol-
ogy leave the average consumer 
- 
indeed the above-
average parliamentarian 
- 
f.ar behind in understand-
ing of, for example, the safety or the wholesomeness
of the good they would buy. \7hile much argument
turns on the nature, sryle and content of information,
on the extent to which the consumer should be pro-
tected and even the extent to which the consumer is
able to be protected, we all are determined on the
same path.
However, political attitudes vary widely from those
who think that the infant consumer should be unadul-
terated exclusively suckled at the State breast to those
who are accused of exposing it on the windy hillsides
of self-protection. The sensible way must lie some-
where between. In my submission, the best signposts
down such a road are those of sober, scientific truth
insofar as it can be ascertained and the accepted stand-
ards of a legal approach 
- 
systems of laws which
have guided all the best developments of Vestern civi-
lization. My colleague this morning, in his contribu-
tion to the Seveso debate, was the only one to point
our that a legal remedy for some of the sins described
already exists.
So much in the field covered by this committee is of
such immense importance to our electors, and so little
receives the attention it deserves in the media. My
group claims to have its ear close m the elector, to the
consumer. 'S7e refuse to be blown about by gusts of
wind from cheap journalism and sensational pseudo-
science, such as may come a little later in a contribu-
tion from one of my coleagues, on the subject of
2-45T for example. There is a wide range of agree-
ment, as you will observe, Mr President, among all
polidcal shades in this committee, not only today but
in so much of the work we have been proud to submit
to this parliament for its approval. I am able to support
in particular today with no objections those resolu-
tions penaining to Items 48 and 49. There are two
small objections to Item 50, but Items 51, 54 and 55
we naturally view as in order, and we are able to add
our support to Mrs Clwyd in her plea for funher help
for the disabled, in which my group can also claim to
have led the way.
I ask you therefore to approve the reports coming
from this committee this afternoon.
President. 
- 
I have received from Mr Collins and Mr
Glinne, on behalf of the Socialist Group, a motion for
a resolution with request for an early vote 
- 
that is,
without reference to committee 
- 
to wind up the
debate on this question. This motion has been printed
and distributed as Document No 1-167/83. The vote
on the request for an early vote will be held at the end
of this debate.
Mrs Squarcialupi (COM). 
- 
(IT) Mr President, I
think I have only one minute in which to speak, and to
say how astonishing it is to see the two institutions 
-Commission and Council 
- 
trying to offload the res-
ponsibility onto each other. Each accuses the other of
not havint done enough on this or that, when the citi-
zens' health is at stake 
- 
undoubtedly the highest
good, panicularly in times of crises when many thints
threaten their health.
It is surprising enough 
- 
and I think that we shall
never cease to be surprised 
- 
that the Council of
Ministers of Health has not met since 1978, almost as
if to reach Brussels one still had to use stage-coaches,
rather than aeroplanes which reach Brussels from most
Community capials in an hour at the most. I therefore
think that a meeting of the Council of Health Minis-
ters has now become essential, all the more so since it
laid the foundations in 1978 for dealing with the very
serious problem of dependence on cigarettes, alcohol
and drugs. The problem of drugs has been mentioned.
But should not we Europeans be ashamed that every
year more than a thousand young people die in
Europe, almost with the acquiescence of society and,
undoubrcdly with the acquiescence of the Community
authorities?
I therefore think that any delay on the drug problem
should be ended and that a few sensible and precise
decisions should be taken which may assist the Mem-
ber States in this tremendous struggle against powerful
forces, and above all against the lack of will of some
young people to overcome their problems. !7e have
seen the cost of health care rising incredibly, while at
the same time social expenditure has been cut back. It
is therefore necessary and urgent to take action in
order to retain credibiliry.
A final remark about the statistics. Mr Commissioner,
we cannot go on like this, for if every country provides
statistics on a different basis we cannor compare them
or analyse the phenomena which cause accidents, ill-
ness and death. The harmonizadon of statistics
through a European policy is one of the first things
which should be done in order to act effectively and m
be able to carry out a truly active policy to ensure the
health and safery of our citizens.
(Applaasefrom the Communist and Allies Group)
Mr Flanagan (DEP). 
- 
Mr President, I wish rc fol-
low up the remarks made by Mrs Clwyd and Mr Sher-
lock with regard to the disabled and handicapped
generally. As so often happens here, I had other things
to do and missed most of the conribution of the Com-
missioner on this subject, in which of course we have a
particular interest.
I am only a scrummager in the pack led by Mrs
Chryd, Dr Sherlock, Mr Parterson and others, but I
wish to join with them in expressing disappointmenr
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that so little progress was made before, during and
since the Year of the Disabled, especially by the Euro-
pean institutions.
The figures given by Mrs Clwyd are really very bad,
especially from the employment point of view, and
surely it should cause all of us who have any funcrion
in trying to ameliorate the position of rhe disabled to
consider a more deeply the action required on their
behalf. It is a truism to say that even in good times it is
difficult to find the sympathy and the cooperarion
necessary to place the disabled and the handicapped in
the way that the Vest German Government does, and
all credit to them. They show that it can be done.
There is therefore no reason why the other Member
States should not follow their example, and that is in
regard to one element only, namely the quota of jobs
to be made available for the disabled and the handi-
capped.
But if that is so in the green wood, how is it in the dry?
If the situation is difficult in good times it is demonstr-
ably f.ar more so in bad, and therefore casts a com-
mensurate obligation on the Commission and every-
body concerned to act on behalf of the handicapped
and the disabled.
I would urge that this be done. I do not like saying
hard words about the Commissioner or anybody else;
I do not doubt the sincerity of those involved; but the
record is not good. The record is one which the Com-
mission and all of us should try a grean deal harder to
correct so as to give pracdcal hope to those who can-
not help themselves.
Mr Eisma (ND. 
- 
@L) Mr President, something I
find astonishing is the peculiar role-playing or theari-
cals going on between the Commission and Council
who are each blaming the other in turn for the fact
that nothing has been done in the Communiry on the
question of public health. The only body which is still
doing something is Parliament, but neither the Coun-
cil nor the Commission will risk taking on the respon-
sibility of following up the proposals put forward by
this Parliament 
- 
and this not 6 months after we had
thought a meeting of the Council of Health Ministers
would take place during this German Presidency.
Furthermore, it would have been high dme for a meet-
ing of this kind as the last was held as long ago as
1978. Mr Collins made this point fairly subsantially in
his oral question. However vre were greatly disap-
pointed when it turned out that the German Presi-
denry could not manage to achieve this either. There
are a whole range of questions involved, such as
alcohol, drugs, tobaccoo and a European medical
card, but I will not mention them all since on the one
hand dme does not permit and, on the other, they
have already been mentioned by previous speakers in
this debate. I should also like to stress once more rhe
problems of refresher courses for general pracritioners,
which is also a matter involving decision-making in the
Council and Commission. The time will soon be ripe
for decisions on a wide range of other proposals as
well, such as those concerning the use of medicines
and price increases, the formation of monopolies in
the pharmaceutical industry and dumping in the third
wodd of pharmaceutical producm which are banned in
the Communiry, recognition and protection of
patient's rights, organ transplants and the health prob-
lems peculiar to women. Even if we must conclude
that the Treaties do not contain any provisions directly
reladng to a Community health poliry, this should not
be an obstacle to decision-making at Council level.
Political will must be able to overcome this obsracle,
since if the Member States are agreed about the
necessity of a joint solution, the Treaty does indeed
afford possibilities. The decision-making process can-
not be held up by one single Member State 
- 
I am
referring here to Denmark, as I am sure you will real-
ize 
- 
and we must, therefore, appeal to the Danish
government, through our Danish colleagues in rhis
Parliament, to change its mind. The agenda for a
fonhcoming meeting of Public Health Ministers is full
to overflowing: all that is needed is for the meering
actually to uke place. The least thar we can expecr
from this German Presidency is the most intensive pre-
paration possible, including bilateral contacts which
have hitheno been lacking. It will then be possible for
the following Presidenry to pur the results achieved by
this Presidency to some practical use without delay
and, organize a meeting of the Health Ministers in the
second half of 1983. \7e would be pleased if the Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council would be willing to
make these preparations without delay.
Mr President, I should like ro conclude by saying that
recently we brought the Council before the Coun of
Justice, which declared it to be in defaulr as regard
transport poliry. I realize that in the health sector, we
as Parliament are in a somewhat weaker position if we
want to do the same [hing again but if the Council
continues in its dilatoriness, we should seriously think
in terms of initiating this procedure on rhe question of
public health too.
Mr Ghergo (EPP). 
- 
(IT) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the oral quesrion tabled by Mr Collins on
EEC health poliry rightly stresses the substantial lack
of commitment by the Commission and the Council to
an organic European health poliry, the main expres-
sion of which so far remains the five-year programme
of research and developmenr in the secror of medicine
and public health (1982-1986) approved last year by
Parliament. This is undoubtedly a concened measure
of great imponance, but it cannot alone constitute a
'poliq/.
In fact, we have already bemoaned the inertia of the
Community institurions here a number of times. On
23 lantary 1980 I and other Members (Schleicher,
Alber, Cassanmagnago Cerrerti, Maij-\7eggen, Ver-
roken, Estgen, Michel, Menens and Nordlohne)
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tabled an oral question recalling that at the second
session of the Council of Health Ministers, held on
16 November 1978, various subjects were discussed
(possibility of limiting the use of superfluous medi-
cines, tobacco abuse, vaccinations, mutual aid in the
event of large-scale disasters, European health cards)
on which, as [he then Commissioner Mr Vredeling
reported to the Committee on the Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection, the Council
itself had expressed an encouraging willingness to con-
sider favourably any proposals on the subject which
rhe Commission might present.
In connection with this oral question I made a report
to Parliament at the plenary sitting of 12 February
1980, following which Mr Vredeling stated that the
Commission would examine the matters in question
and that it intended to present practical proposals in
the first half of that year, for the planned meeting of
the Council of Health Ministers.
After that meeting had failed to take place, I and other
Members (Schleicher, Alber, Verroken, Mertens,
Lenz-Cornette, Maij-Veggen, Rabbeth ge, Lenz and
Michel), in a second oral question of 2l September
1981, deplored this inenia and urged the Commission
at least to inform us of its intentions in the field of
health poliry.
At all events, the hoped-for third meeting of the
Council of Health Ministers (the desirability of which
was also stressed by the Commissioner for Social
Affairs, Mr Ivor Richard, on 10 November 1981) has
not yet taken place, and Mr Collins is right to urge
now, on behalf of the Committee on the Environment,
that health poliry should at last be freed from the
ambiguity of silences and broken promises.
It should be made clear, once and for all, whether the
hopes expressed on several occasions by Parliament
are answered or not by a real *'ill on the part of the
Commission and the Council to put forward a Euro-
pean health policy as a strategy and not as a mere col-
lection of sectoral measures, all undoubtedly com-
mendable but lacking in coherence. Public health con-
cerns this whole population, since it is a basic pan of
the quality of life in its most general sense, and
deserves much greater attention than it has received
hitheno.
(Appkuse)
Miss Brookes (ED). 
- 
Mr President, ladies and gen-
tlemen, as a Member of this Parliament it is not my
duty to indulge in journalism, and I do indeed give Mr
Sherlock that reassurance. However, it is my duty to
put forward the fears of many of my Euro-consri-
tuenm who live and work in Nonh \[ales. I ask on
their behalf that the herbicide 2-45T should be banned
until such time as it is proved absolutely safe wirh no
condidons on its use.
Mr President, many people 
- 
scientists, area health
authorities, doctors, Bovernment report 
- 
have made
claims with regard rc the safety of drugs over [he
years, but the drug thalidomide is the classic example.
All claimed that thalidomide was safe, but it proved
tragic. In spite of all claims that 2-45T is safe, provid-
ing it is used as recommended, there have been many
individuals who have suffered from health problems,
such as a Mrs Gillian Scheltinger, who claims she suf-
fered a miscarriage after eating berries which, un-
known to her, had been sprayed with 2-45T. Two men
employed by the Foresty Commission suffered chronic
chest complaints after working with the herbicide. In
addition, the governments of Italy, Germany, the
Netherlands and Denmark have banned the use of
2-4sT.
Therefore, there must be serious doubt. I cannot
believe that countries would have gone to the length of
banning this chemical without good reason. Scientific
advisers to the Transpon and General'Workers' Union
have produced a repon on this herbicide in the UK,
which advises against its use.
I am not indulging in sensational journalism, Mr
Presidenr I ask for 2-45T to be banned throughout all
EEC countries pending further investigations, and I
urge the removal of any doubts as to its safety before
resumption of its use.
Mr Dalsager, Member of tbe Commission.- (DA) Mr
President, I have not many points to make, panly
because a number of the questions raised are very spe-
cific and detailed and I have recommended the honor-
able Members to consult the Commission directly on
them.
I see that one of the questioners at least has left the
chamber, perhaps because he is not interested in hear-
ing what the Commission might have to say on lhese
points. I should like to say rha[ the complainr ro rhe
effect that the office we have ser up ro deal with these
matters consists of a single official is not entirely accu-
rate, since this office forms pan of the entire secrerar-
iat in Brussils. It is true, on the other hand, ro say thar
we so far have only one official responsible for the dis-
trict projects. As regards employment, rhis is obviously
a general problem but one which ineviatably also
afficts handicapped persons and rhis is something
which we must keep a very close eye on. On the orher
hand, it should be borne in mind that a great many of
the measures which should be taken with a view to
preventing the situations w'e are discussing here are
still matters for the national aurhoriries and will pre-
sumbably remain so for some time to come, which
means tha[ the Commission and the Council will find
it somewhat difficult to make the effons which many
people are calling for in this debare.
Finally, I should like to repeat that in spite of the unex-
pected cuts in the Commission's budget, wich were
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adopted by Parliament, certain members of this Parlia-
ment are now complaining, after cutting our budget,
that we have failed to do the work envisaged. How-
ever, despite these custs, the Commission nevertheless
managed to play its part in setting up the local projects
pointed out to us and in good time to boot. I will leave
it at that therefore, and pass the quesrions and points
raised by the honorable Members on to my colleague,
Mr Richard, so that he will also be able to ansver the
many deailed questions on behalf of the Commission.
As regards the final quesrion on rhe use of 2-45T, this
point is not on the agenda so I have no answer to give
at the present time. However, I will also pass this on to
my colleague in the Commission and ask him to exam-
ine whether or not it is something the Commission
should deal with.
IN THE CFIAIR: Lq.DY ELLES
Vce-President
Mr Chory, Presidenrin-Offce of the Council. 
-(DE) Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, let me
supplement the Council's answer by adding a few
remarks in connection with the questions raised here
today and the discussion on holding a meeting of the
ministers of health.
The German Government considers a meeting of the
ministers of health to be useful and indispensable from
the point of view of maintaining and expanding the
Communiry and in view of the need for a European
health poliry. It is our opinion that it would emphasize
the European dimension of health policy and also
improve cooperation.
After the second meetinB of the ministers of health,
already mentioned earlier, which took place on 17
November 1978 under the German presidency, we
supponed all the effons of following presidencies to
arrante a meeting of health ministers; however, we
pointed out thar there must be specific topics on the
agenda in order to justify a ministerial meeting, and
that the Council must be prepared in such a way as to
be able co take ministerial decisions level of political
significance.
For this reason, we began working totether with the
Commission as early as the second half of 1982, in
preparation for a Council meeting which we had ori-
ginally planned for the first half of 1983. However, rhe
necessary preliminary work on the catalogue of sub-
jects under consideration has not yet made enough
progress for there to be an adequate basis for a Coun-
cil meeting at this juncture.
The planned directives, for example, in panicular
these on general practitioners, which have akeady
been mentioned today, will not be ready for a deci-
sion. Likewise, preparations have not yet progressed
far enough as to the format and content of a European
Health Programme, covering the particular problems,
touched on by the European Parliament, such as
alcohol, smoking, drugs, or other considerations such
as a European health card and recommendations gov-
erning experiments on animals; any meeting of the
ministers of health would not be in a position rc deal
with all these.
If, in the past few years, there has been no meeting of
the ministers of health, this does not mean that no
major questions of health have been discussed during
this period at Community level. There are also 
- 
and
I would emphasize this point strongly 
- 
a number of
legal questions and complicated institutional problems
which are difficult to solve before there are regular
meetings of the ministers of health. I do not, however,
intend to be put off by this. !7e would like to over-
come these problems and for this reason originally
made efforts to hold a meeting of health ministers in
the first six months of tsgl. The efforts of subsequent
presidencies to hold a Council meeting on health mat-
ters as soon as possible will be given our support in the
future, as has been the case in the past.
I would like to refer again briefly rc the problem of
drug abuse, which I consider to be important particu-
larly, when it is also the subject of discussion in other
transnational bodies, and in this area we must go
about establishing the necessary cooperation, e.g. with
the work carried out by the Vorld Health Organ-
ization.
I was impressed during the debate by how much value
and imponance the European Parliament lays on a
meeting of the ministers of health and on a European
health policy as a whole. I now feel myself greatly
encouraged in my effons, and we will take it upon
ourselves to report to the Council on what has been
said here today and also to give it our support.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. Ve shall now pro-
ceed to the vote on the request for an early vote on the
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-157/83) by Mr Col-
lins and Mr Glinne, on behalf of the Socialist Group.
(Parliament adopted tbe requestfor an early oote)
The vote will be taken tomorrow morning at
9 o'clock.
5. Consumerprotection
President. 
- 
The next item is a joint debate on:
- 
the oral question, with debate, by Mrs Krou-
wel-Vlam, on behalf of the Socialist Group,
to the Commission (Doc. l-1273/82/rev).
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Subjecr,: Consumer protection poliry in the Com-
. muniry
l. A number of proposals for directives for-
warded by the Commission to the Council as part
of the first action programme are still pending
before the Council. These include the following
proposals in particular:
(a) Approximation of laws concerning liability
for defective products (Doc. COM(76) 372
final 
- 
ESC 834/78) EP 246/78;
(b) Protection of the consumer in respects of
contracts negotiarcd away from business
premises (door-to-door sales) (Doc.
COM(75) 544 final 
- 
ESC 657 /77) EP
227 /77;
(c) Approximation of laws concerning misleading
and unfair advenising (Doc. COM(77) 724
final- ESC 900/78) EP/79;
(d) Rapid exchange of information on dangers
arising from the use of consumer products
(Doc. COM(79) 725 final 
- 
ESC 121180)
EP 207/82;
(e) Control of the possession, distribution and
administration to domestic animals of subst-
ances with a hormonal action (Doc.
COM(80) 614 final 
- 
ESC 238/81) EP
840/80;
(f) Materials and anicles made of regenerated
cellulose film intended to come into contact
with foodsruffs (Doc. COM(81) 5 final 
-ESC766/81) EP tt1/82.
'Vould the Commission state what stage has been
reached in the consideration of the above-men-
tioned proposals and when they are likely to be
adoprcd?
2. Vith regard to the directives on consumer
protection adopted by the Council under the act-
ion programmes on behalf of consumers, would
the Commission inform the European Parliament
and the Economic and Social Committee
(i) of the extent to which these directives have
been incorporated into narional law in the
Member States and of the extent to which
they are applied in practice;
(ii) of any cases of which it has been nodfied by
the governmenrc of the Member States or any
other interested parties where these directives
have not been incorporated into national law
or have not been applied, and of any legal
action brought before national courrs or rhe
European Coun of Justice?
3. \7ould the Commission
(i) inform Parliament to what extent it took
account of the opinion of the Consumers'
Consultative Committee in drawing up the
action programmes on behalf of consumers
and what proposals it submitted to the Coun-
cil on this subject;
(ii) submit to Parliament a written report indicat-
ing the extent to which account was mken of
the European Parliament's opinion in the pre-
paration of each of these proposals;
(iii) submit a similar written report to the Econo-
mic and Social Committee indicating the
extent to which account was taken of its opi-
nion?
4. Vould the Commission inform Parliament
(i) what areas are covered by the proposals
which it is currently drawing up for submis-
sion to the Council as part of the second act-
ion programme on consumer protection, and
what questions are being studied by the Com-
mission's depanments with a view to submis-
sion to the Council in due course;
(ii) whether it has established an order of prioriry
for these questions, and which are of high
prioriry and which less imponant?
5. Since it is currently considering the question
of foodstuffs in the context of various Community
policies and in relation to various legal provisions
of the Treary of Rome, would the Commission
submit a memorandum proposing a draft uniform
policy on foodstuffs, designld rc p.otect the inter-
ests of the consumer, on which the European Par-
liament and the Economic and Social Committee
could deliver opinions and begin discussions with
the Commission?
- 
the oral question, with debate, by Mrs Krou-
wel-Vlam, on behalf of the Socialist Group,
to the Council (Doc. l-44/83):
Subject: Consumer protection poliry in the Com-
munity;
1. A number of proposals for directives for-
warded by the Commission to the Council as pan
of the first acdon programme are sdll pending
before the Council. These include the following
proposals in particular:
(a) Approximation of laws concerning liabiliry
for defective products (Doc. COM(76) 372
final 
- 
ESC 834/78) EP 2a6/78;
(b) Protection of the consumer in respect of con-
trac6 negotiated away from business premises
(door-to-door sales) (Doc. COM(76) 544
final 
- 
ESC 657 /77) EP 227 /77;
(c) Approximation of laws concerning misleading
and unfair advenising (Doc. COM(77) 724
final 
- 
ESC 900/78) EP 36/79;
(d) Rapid exchange of informarion on dangers
arising from the use of consumer products
Fr
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(Doc. COM(7e) 725 final 
- 
ESC 121l80)
EP 207/82;
(e) Conrol of the possession, distribution and
administration to domestic animals of subst-
ances with a hormonal action (Doc.
COM(80) 614 final 
- 
ESC 238/81) EP
840/80;
(f) Materials and anicles made of regenerated
cellulose film intended to come into contact
with foodstuffs (Doc. COM(81) 5 final 
-ESC766/81)EP lt1/82.1
\7ould the Council state what sage has been
reached in the consideration of the abovemen-
tioned proposals and when they are likely to be
adopted?
2. \7hile the Commission has the right of initia-
tive when it comes to drawing up proposals for
legislation, is the Council of Minisrcrs nonetheless
prepared to organize regular meetings at Council
level between the Ministers for Economic Affairs
and the Ministers responsible for consumer pro-
tection to discuss problems in this area?
- 
the report by Mrs Squarcialupi, on behalf of
the Committee on the Environment, Public
Health and Consumer Protection, on the pro-
tection of the European consumer against
impons into the Communiry of products
declared unfit for consumption by US legisla-
tion (Doc. l-91/83).
Mrs Krouwel-Mao (S). 
- 
(NZ) Madam President,
there is a saying to the effect that promises are made
to be kept, and this is very apposite in connection with
the work of the Commission and the decision making
in the Council of Ministers, since both bodies have
made promises which they have failed to keep at the
expense of the European consumers.
It all looked so promising at the beginning in Paris in
1972, when the European Council, i.e. the heads of
state and government issued a notewoflhy statement
to the effect that economic development could not be
an end in itself but was a question of improving the
qualiry of life, after which the Commission got down
to work with unprecedenrcd speed and in 1975 came
up with the first consumer action programme, which
contains a number of excellent proposals for consumer
protection measures. This was even followed in 1982
by a second action programme involving even more
compulsory information and even better protection
and legal status for the consumer.
'$(i'hat, however, has become of these two pro-
grammes? The vast majority of the proposals con-
tained in the first action programme are still a waiting
a Council decision, while the Commission has still not
submitrcd the proposals promised. The situation as
regards the second action programme is even worse 
-
so far che Commission has not submitted a single pro-
posal. Vhat is going on? I cannot imagine that the
Commission has been sitting rwiddling its thumbs for
the last three years. Are we to conclude, then that this
was merely a cheap publicity stunt involving promises
to the people of Europe to which the Commission had
no intention of keeping? My Group will have no part
in such a thing, nor will we Bo on accepting the Coun-
cil and the Commission's excuses for their failure to
introduce a genuine consumer poliry, since whenever
legal problems arise, possibly involving major differ-
ences in the various national legislations regarding
competition, they are soon solved, whereas if the same
problems occur in connection with consumer protec-
tion, they are suddenly insoluble. No, Madam Presi-
dent, it is simply that the Council has not got the polit-
ical will necessary to get a serious consumer poliry off
the ground.
However, I should like to draw the attention of the
Council and the Commission to the fact that this
Europe is still working hard on strengthening and
extending the common market in spite of the econo-
mic recession and the increasing protectionism in the
Member States, and if this development of the com-
mon market is not accompanied by a European con-
sumer protection policy I would like to warn you of
the probable consequences, i.e. the Member Sates vill
use consumer protection for purposes of protection-
ism, which would be in the interests of neither the
Community nor industry, and certainly not of the con-
sumer. Consumer poliry is not a group interest, it is a
policy which affects everyone. I can imagine the Com-
mission being frustrated at the indecision on the part
of the Council. How does it intend to encourage the
Council to act more swiftly? Certainly not by failing to
come up with new initiadves as is the case at present.
The Commission is on the wrong track here and is
leaving the consumer in the lurch. Europe is shonly to
go to the polls and I should like to ask the Council
what it intends to say about 5 years of consumer poliry
when the time comes? And what will the Commission
say? 'Sorry, we are still waiting for the Council to deal
with everything'?
I will not go into all the proposals before the Council
but merely mention one example of dilatoriness and
indecision, i.e. the directive on door-to-door sales, on
which Parliament issued an opinion some six years ago
in 1977. Surely six years should have been enough to
come to some result by means of consultation and
adaptation of the directive, the interests of the con-
sumer being the prime concern? It is not for nothing
that the public get the impression that the Commission
and the Council take more notice of the various
groups in industry than of the consumer organiza-
tions. In the Commission budget, the number of meet-
ings of cenain advisory committees is limited, includ-
I A number of other proposals in the general field of veteri-
nary medicine and public health are also awaiting deci-
sions and the Council is requested to summarize these
proposals and comment on them.
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ing the consumers' advisory committee, the members
of which represent the general interest and have very
litde in the way of their own financial resources,
unlike those who represent industry. This is nor fair
and I hope and expect the Commission ro reverse its
decision in this respect.
Madam President, I should like, if I may, to ask the
Council what it intends to do wirh a view to keeping
the many promises it has made in connection with
improving consumer protection, since during this
period of unemployment and economic crisis con-
sumer protection is not a luxury but a stern necessity.
Consumer policy to date has been inexcusable and
cannot, be allowed to continue along the same lines.
The Commission, the Council and Parliamenr mus[
get together to devise and implement a consumer
policy in the interests of the 280 million inhabirants of
the Community. I would like to conclude by quoting
the memorable words of Jean Monner, who said that
the common market w'as not set up in the interests of
the producer but primarily in rhe interests of the con-
sumer.
(Applaase)
President. 
- 
I have received from Mrs Krouwel-
Vlam, on behalf of the Socialist Group, a morion for a
resolution with request for an early vote, to wind up
the debate on these quesrions. This motion has been
printed and distributed as Document 1-156183, and is
available from Distriburion. The vore on rhe request
for an early vote will take place at rhe end of rhe
debate.
Mrs Squarcialupi (COM), rapportear. 
- 
(17) Madam
President, until a few years ago the consumer protec-
tion legislation in the United Srates was of interest
from various poinr of view, and even provided pro-
tection for the health of consumers. Apart from that,
the legislation covering harmful products laid down a
system of rigid controls within rhe United Smrcs and
imposed a considerable burden of responsibiliry on the
producer when dealing with foreign purchasers. This
legisladon was morivared by both erhical considera-
tions, linked with national presrige, and by considera-
tions of political convenience.
I have ofren quoted that legislation, ar meerings of the
Committee on Consumer Protecrion, as an example
for us. But when, some years ato, there was a change
of administration in the United Smtes, other things
changed too, including the situation in respect of con-
sumers, which was what decided Mr Glinne and other
members of the Socialisr Group to table the resolution
which gave rise to rhis reporr.
'$fhat happened was that a bill passed in January 1981
by the Caner administration 
- 
the Federal Hazar-
dous Substances Act 
- 
u,.as repealed a month later by
the incoming administration as it was considered
'inconvenient and costly for the public and private sec-
tors'. The repeal of this bill resulted amongsr other
things, in the elimination of the need to provide notifi-
cation of consumer products which did nor come up ro
accepted safery standards, on the grounds that in
developed countries notification of rhis kind would be
superfluous whilst in developing countries the level of
knowledge of such matrers was nor adequate to make
use of such data. These q/ere the reasons given for the
repeal of this important legislation. But that was nor
all: a repon by the under-secrerary at the department
of commerce, Mr Baldridge 
- 
rhis is to show you
what the poliry of the American administration has
been in recent years 
- 
recommended ending the ban
on the export of medicines which had nor been
approved for use within the United Stares, obviously
medicines which are principally intended for the coun-
tries of the Third !7orld.
'S7hat concerns European consumers more directly,
however, is the freeze in negotiations between the
United States and the European Community. Negotia-
tions were opened in 1977 with the aim of looking for
ways of reaching agreemenr on rhe implemenrarion of
the Toxic Substances Control Acr, one of the most
interesting laws passed in the United States. The
points for discussion between rhe United Stares and
the European Community were numerous and even
complex. In a Commission report of November 1980 ir
was revealed that the authorities in the United States
were seeking to indulge in unfair pracdces which rhe
European Communiry could naturally not accept, for
example by subjecting subsrances produced by Euro-
pean industry to excessive checks and controls.
The resolution which has been voted on by the Com-
mittee for Consumer Protection contains some very
simple points on which I hope we can reach an agree-
ment. In the first place, the Commission is invited to
submit to the Council at the earliest possible momenr
an amendmenr to the directive on restrictions on the
markedng of certain dangerous subsrances, rhe aim
being to speed up the amendmenm to such accompan-
ying documents as might be necessary. Another point
on which I think there will be an agreemenr is rhe
recommendation, or rather the request, that negotia-
dons between rhe European Community and rhe
United States should be resumed as soon as possible.
The third point is a requesr that the Government of
the Unircd Sates should nor implement its plans to
permit the free sale of dangerous products abroad; we
also hope that there will be a consensus on rhese points
so that we may avoid more serious problems in the
future.
This morning we discussed the question of Seveso and
we saw that a little severiry at the beginning is pref-
erable to crying over spilt milk. I shall therefore be
grateful to other members of this House who wish to
speak on the marrer, especially if rhey are able to give
support to this resoludon, which represenm an
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immense effon at mediation between the various
points of view, and, in my opinion, faithfully reflec*
the demands of European consumers.
Mr Chory, Presidenrin-Offce of the Council. 
-(DE) Madam President, ladies and genrlemen, as rhe
President-in-Office recently told Parliament in his
answer m Mr Collins at Question Time during the
February 1983 plenary session, the competent bodies
within the Council are further considering the files on
consumer protection, in panicular those files men-
tioned by the honourable Member, namely the propo-
sals on door-to-door selling, misleading and unfair
advertising, liabiliry for defective goods, the rapid
exchange of information on dangerous substances, the
use of hormones, and packaging materials for food-
stuffs.
In view of the impon of the problems, which largely
derive from the differing legal provisions within the
various Member States, it does not seem possible to
say when these proposals will be approved. Moreover,
the presidency is not at presenr planning to hold a
spicial meeting at Council level of minisrers responsi-
ble for consumer protection. As regards the two pro-
posals mentioned by the honourable Member, which
concern both the question of consumer protection and
the problems of agriculture, I should like rc make it
clear that the directive concerning cellulose packaging
for foodstuffs ought to be coming up for approval by
the Council in the near future.
As regards the proposal for a directive on rhe moniror-
ing of hormone substances in animals, the Council is
waiting, before giving its opinion, for a new proposal
from the Commission on the effects of five funher
hormone substances.
Mrs Seibel-Emmeding (S). 
- 
Madam President, lad-
ies and gentlement, the making of solemn declarations
is a highly popular spoft rhe Council, as we have this
week once again been able, or rather been forced, to
see. But the picture is quite differenr when it comes ro
abiding by these declararions. Having heard what the
State Secretary rcld us abour waiting and evaluating
the relevant depanments and files, wairing for reports
on five more substances and the like, I musr say rhat
neither the Socialist Group nor rhe people of this
Community can or will be satisfied with rhat.
The public in our Member States have a right to
expect that now' at last 
- 
or at least 
- 
they will see
some action in consumer politics. The Council is giv-
ing a shameful demonstration here of im helplessness,
of the paralysis of European policy and of the jeopar-
dization of the Communiry for which it is responsible.
All these important Community projects in the sphere
of consumer protection came into being years ago but
have been delayed and not solved within this Com-
munity.
Mrs Krouwel-Vlam quite rightly reminded that next
year, the year of the European elections, the European
electors will insist on these promises, and rhe worst of
it is that the European electors will hold us, Parlia-
ment, responsible for something which is not actually
our fault.'!7e ought all so learn a lesson from this dis-
cussion and this answer from the State Secrerary. \tre
shall inevitably be made rhe scapegoats for a poliry of
the Council which we do not $/anr. \tre have really
worked hard on consumer poliry in this House, and
everyone knows that many of the proposals we are
outlining today have been the subject of controvers in
this Chamber and that my group cannor by any means
declare itself in agreement with every passage in every
directive which we are demanding today, but that is
not the question at issue. \7e have worked on [hese
matters and have taken majoriry decisions and have
approved consumer policy accordingly.
I believe, that I am speaking for rhe whole House
when I say that we have had enough of working for
the safes and waste paper baskets of rhe Council. Ve
- 
and we are not alone 
- 
now demand action at last.
The consumer associations of the Community are
absolutely unanimous, at the level of both European
trade union consumer policy and of other large-scale
associations. '$fle declare, together with them, that rhe
balance of the Council's consumer policy invites com-
plaints that the Council has gone back on its solomn
promise of 1972 and indeed has broken it. My parlia-
mentary pany is working for the future and so I shall
conclude my lament and strike up a [une of hope. It is
admittedly very late, but it is nor yer too late to realize
at last that the crisis and incipient poverry in many
countries of the Communiry and dwindling purchasing
power in all counries urgently require an answer from
the Council, not an answer which kowows to rhe
industrial and trade lobby, which has always been
opposed to a consumer policy, and rc realize also that
this crisis and the situation in Europe demand thar act-
ion should be taken at last. Vhy do we need a first and
a second consumer programme? \7hat is ir all for
when nothing happens? It is our task ro challenge the
Council in the name of the people of this Communiry
and to throw the switches which will bring funher
help. I sress once more rhar these switches must be
set, even if some individuals are nor fully satisfied, and
that this must be on the basis of a majority decision.
I hope that what che Secrerary of Sate has presented
to us as the final conclusion of wisdom will not in fact
turn out to be the final conclusion of wisdom. If the
Council is waiting to see whether rhis or that subsr-
ance is found before taking up a position as regards all
other dangerous substances, rhen we, if we are still sit-
ting at all, will still be waiting 20 years hence for a
consumer policy from this Council.
The Parliamentary Socialist Party has inroduced a
proposicion based on Mrs Squarcialupi's report. I
should like to state once again what has led the Parlia-
mentary Socialist Pany to table rwo related amend-
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ments although only one of them is before us today. In
the first proposal it is stated that we are simply not
ready to swallow everything that people want to sell
us, especially when its dangerous nature is known so
that in other countries it cannot be offered to the
public. That briefly summarizes the content of one of
rhe amendments. The second is to the effect that we
are not prepared either to endanger other countries by
such products which may be produced but not sold in
this Communiry and out of which we merely make
profits by throwing these producr on to the market in
non-Member countries without reflecting about the
consequences for those other countries. These swo
themes must be considered together. '!7e see them as
an integral whole and would like to see them funher
interrelated, but above all we desire protection of the
population in our Member States as Mrs Squarcialupi
has mentioned rc us today.
Mrs Schleicher (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Madam President,
ladies and gentlemen, we have once again before us
today a proposal, a contribution to the debate on the
subject of gewing through the Council legislation
which was long ago adopted by Parliament. Basically,
Parliament did its duty a long time ago as regards con-
sumer'poliry and, as you have just heard from Mrs
Seibel-Emmerling, it has actually done so effectively,
for we reached majoriry decisions on legislation which
could apply throughout the whole Community. It was
really not easy to reach these decisions. Ve simply
cannot imagine why it is that the elected Members for
ren countries, with 55 different parties represented in
this Parliament, can manage to take majoriry decisions
to produce reasonable solutions, but that the Council,
with ten members, cannot manage to devise a joint
soludon to these problems. That is a regrettable sate
of affairs.
I should therefore like rc explain the course these
problems take, since those outside are not especially
familiar with that. But, as I have said, it is not us who
should be the scapegoats.'!7e believe that it is even our
dury to follow up matters which get bogged down. If a
political problem comes up, the Council as a general
rule first asks the Commission to draw up a proposal
for a regulation. A draft is then prepared. The draft is
checked and put before the Council, which discovers
that cenain problems are so treat that they defy solu-
tion. And so that Commission is requested to present a
further proposal on one detail of the problem. The
Commission must then submit a proposal on this
detail, whereupon the wheel turns full circle until it
stops once more at the Council. The final result is that
the public rightly complains that we get ever more fin-
icky rules which please no-one. But the Council itself
could make the rules differently and not always side-
step issues and take refuge in the details. \fle simply
cannot go on in this way.
I should like in this context to take up again one prob-
lem which has been considered here frequently, and
that is the whole area of misleading and unfair adver-
tising. It is totally incomprehensible why no decision
has yet been taken on this matter. I know of no-once
who does not wish to see action taken as quickly as
possible. Persons concerned, whether they are trade
representatives or consumers or whether they are
industry or advertising, are pressing for action. And
yet the Council, that is the Bovernments responsible, is ,
not able to solve this problem. It is strange that elected
governments with political responsibility cannot man-
age to achieve anything in such matters, in which all
those concerned have essential reached agreement. It
is strange that the Council does not recognize its dury
to finally take a decision in this matter. I do not under-
stand either where things are to Bo from here once
international television, now ineviable, appears on the
scene with its advertisemenrc, or how it will be possible
rc whold existing national legislation. The factors
involved will be quite different at that stage.
I could show, for each mpic mentioned in this motion
that we are simply not making any headway. The con-
tent of the motion is moreover not new, since we have
already debated the same motion on the basis of
motions tabled by other groups, including my own,
e.g. by Mrs Maij-\7eggen. !7e must therefore of
course use the fonhcoming elections to clarify matters
and to show that responsibility should be laid at the
door of the elected representatives but at that of the
respective tovernmenm. I cannot even blame any par-
ticulare Council presidency. So far as I can see, the
various presidencies to date have always been willing
to get things moving, but they have been blocked by
the other members of the Council. In my view this
should be much more clearly expressed in public. The
public must be made aware that it is those with politi-
cal responsibiliry who must be made to carry the can
when complaints are made against the European Com-
rnunity.
I do not in any case understand 
- 
and this is also the
opinion of my group and, presumably, the opinion of
man Members in this House 
- 
how the European
Community, which can basically boast that it is mak-
ing progress unparallerled throughout the world and
which has outstanding possibilities for funher action,
should be defeated by such problems. In my opinion,
we must also appeal to the polidcal responsibiliry of
politicians in governments, so that the public is not left
in any doubt about the usefulness of the European
Community, despite these problems. I should there-
fore like to ask the Council representatives to report
back to their own countries and put these problems
before their own governments, since we consider that
decisions must finally be taken on this question as a
matter of urgency.
Mr Eisma (ND.- @L) Mr President, I have very
litde to add following the impassioned contributions
by 
-y colleagues, Mrs Seibel-Emmerling and Mr
Schleicher. Ve also join Mrs Krouwel-Mam, who
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mbled the motion for a resolution, in deploring the
fact that things are moving so incredibly slowly in the
field of consumer policy in the Community. Only the
labelling directive represenm a step forward. The
blame lies principally with the Council, but also with
Parliament which recently rejected a Commission pro-
posal on the implementation of the labelling directive,
so we should look nearer home when we start with
our criticisms. Is the producer's lobby so stront that
this Parliament is forced to give in to it, I wonder? Mr
President, it is our view that this Parliament should
also stand in the breach for consumer interesm and
that a European consumer policy should finally get off
the ground. Obviously, we will give our wholeheaned
support to the motion for a resolution by Mrs Krou-
wel-Vlam.
Mrs Van Hcmeldonck (S). 
- 
(NZ) Madam Presi-
dent, various ,major internadonal undertakings 
-principally American-based multinationals 
- 
take
advantage of the inconsistencies between the various
nadonal legislations on consumer protection to export
produc* which are banned in the United States them-
selves to the European Community or the developing
countries. The products in question are primarily pes-
ticides, toxic chemical unsafe or ineffective pharma-
ceutical products, medical equipment and rejected
biological and medical products such as plasma and
vacclnes.
Until recently, the United Smtes had a reliable safery
sysrcm and a procedure whereby the recipient coun-
tries had to be informed of any shipments of danger-
ous products. The American Government has now
decided to suspend this system of protection for the
European consumer on lhe prercxt that the notifica-
tion procedure constitutes an obstacle to American
foreign trade. The procedure aheady had its weak
points in that the designation did not always accom-
pany the product in question right up to its final des-
tination and it also happened that American firms set
up subsidiaries in other countries to manufacture cer-
tain products for export which were banned in the
United States.
Madam President, the OECD is currently preparing
an agreement regarding strict monitoring of the expoft
of all dangerous substances and this morning's debate
on Seveso has reminded us once more what a useful
thing this would be. Pending this agreement and undl
we in the Community also introduce stricter regula-
tions and directives governing transfrontier ffansport
of dangerous substances and products, this Parliament
and Council must urge the American Government not
to put its plans into practice and to suspend the expon
of dangerous products.
Ve would also appeal to our colleagues in the Ameri-
can Congress not to go along with a weakening of
American legislation on toxic chemical subsances,
pesticides and pharmaceutical products.
Mrs Lentz-Cornette (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Madam Presi-
dent, I should also like to speak on the motion for a
resolution tabled by Mrs Squarcialupi.
As the title indicates, we are concerned here with two
problems. In the first place protection of the European
consumer as regards poisonous or toxic products and
in the second the level of impons of such products
from the Unircd States.
'S7hat are our means for preventing poisonous subst-
ances from entering the Community? Figst of all, in
principle, imponing countries must be responsible for
defining their own conditions for the marketing of the
products offered.
The Communiry has two Directives:
The Directive of 17 September 1979 on the classi-
fication, packaging and labelling of dangerous
substances. Under that Directive, the Community
may request the imponer to provide all details
concerning toxicity, the potendal risks for man
and his environment and the conditions for use.
Vho, therefore, could prevent the Community
from banning the imponation of any dangerous
product from any country? Article 23 of that
Directive emposrers each Member State to refuse
to impon dangerous subsances. The Glinne reso-
lution for its part refers to a certain number of
poisonous products. The Commission should
check these references and submit to us proposals
for the amendments required to the Directive. The
Consumer Protection Committee will not, how-
ever, be able to give a favourable opinion to these
modifications very rapidly;
Directive No 76 of 27 JuJy 1976 providing the
legal basis required for banning the importation of
preparations presenting cenain risks.
If the rapid information system which we installed
about a year a3o is working as we would wish, Mr
Narjes, a Member Smce should be able to inform the
Commission in a short space of time of the presence of
these products within its territory, so that the other
countries may also order withdrawal from the market.
These are the three essential means which should
between them suffice to protect the citizens of Europe.
As regards the imponation of poisonous producr
from the Unircd Sates, we have more than a mere
pladorm for discussion with our American friends for
persuading them not to send products whose sale is
banned in their os/n country. Ve should clarify the
situation within the context of various multilateral and
bilateral negotiations at OECD, United Nations,
\7HO and FAO level.
President Reagan in fact repealed Executive Order
12 264 in order to revise the procedures for notifying
and informing imponing countries. In the interim, the
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Ameriban Government is continuing its survey of
substances which are banned or the use of which is
restricted. In the SEP report (Hazardous substances
expon policy) there are positive points which have not
been quoted by our Socialist or Communist col-
leaguis, such as the preparation and worldwide distri-
bution of an annual compendium of regulations on the
various poisonous and dangerous substances or [he
encouragement of international action for the setting
up of a very high-speed information system at world
level. This point goes againsr paragraph 3 of Mrs
Squarcialupi's resolution, which states that the United
States is taking steps to see that dangerous substances
manufactured in that country are sold freely abroad.
'!7e in the EPP Group do not agree with paragraph 3
nor, moreover, do we agree with paragraph D in the
preamble.'![e therefore demand a separate vote on all
the paragraphs of the resolution. Ve consider, more-
over, that whilst Europe has still not defined a policy
for the exportation of potentially dangerous subst-
ances [o third countries, it is in a weak position to start
asking the United States to give a clear statement of its
poliry.
Mrs Maij-Veggen (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Madam President,
Mrs Krouwel-Vlam's oral question, on which I would
like to speak, concerning the sagnation in European
consumer protection poliry is extremely apposite since
the inidal enthusiasm which surrounded the first Euro-
pean consumer programme in 1975 and which subse-
quently infected the European consumer organizations
too has slowly but surely evaporated and it could even
be said that there is a growing cynicism and negative
attitude with regard to European consumer poliry and
the Coinmunity as a whole 
- 
and the reasons for this
are obious.
A large number of proposals for European directives
contai4ed in the first programme have never been put
into practive. They are still with the Council of Minis-
ters which is simply not getting round ro taking a
definitive decision. Some of these directives have been
before the Council for some 3 or 4 years while others
- 
I am thinking for example, of the directive on lia-
bility for defective producs or the directive on house-
to-house selling, which has already been mentioned,
and the directive on misleading and dishonest advenis-
ing 
- 
pill soon be celebrating their 5th birthday in the
Council's bottom drawer and I should like to say,
while we are on this subject, that if the State Secretary
really thinks, as he has just stated, that the whole busi-
ness is so complicated because the Council musr go
througtr the entire legislation in this field he is talking
utter nonsense since whenever the Commission sub-
mits its proposal for a Directive it examines the exisr-
ing legislation and when Parliament issues its opinion
on the piece of legislation in question, the national
legislat{on is examined once more, and the same is crue
in the case of the Economic and Social Commirtee.
Thus, by the time these proposals for direcrives end up
on your desk, they have already been examined from
the point of view of all the various national legislations
by three different high-level bodies, which means that
you do not have to to through the whole business
again and if you then leave these proposals lying
around for 5 years you can hardly come up with
excuses of this kind 
- 
it is simply a question of lack of
political will.
The second consumer protramme, which was drawn
up by the Council in May 1981 was in fact originally
given an enthusiastic reception by the European con-
sumer organization, but Mrs Krouwel-Vlam is right in
saying that not a single point contained in rhis second
programme has so far been put into practice. Nothing
has even come of the proposal by the European Com-
mission aimed at establishing better coordination and
dialolgue with the European consumer organizations,
although this is perhaps understandable to a cenain
extent since if the Commission and Council have such
a guilry conscience and are getting nothing done, they
will obviously prefer to avoid contact with rhe Euro-
peanlConsumer organizations.
However, the Commission and Council should bear in
mind that a well coordinated consumer policy is pani-
cularly vital at this time of economic recession, panly
because with falling incomes, increasing unemploy-
ment, rising prices and diminishing purchasing power
it is panicularly important that the consumer is able m
make a carefully considered choice of which of rhe
various products on offer to buy with the increasingly
limited funds at his disposal.
On the other hand, however, it is necessary ro protect
undenakings from unfair comperirion since if the leg-
islation in one country makes differenr requirements
than that of another country for a particular product,
this can give rise rc distortion of competition, indirecr
protectionism and unnecessary price differentials. The
result of this is that not only the consumer but industry
too come to suffer from the harmful consequences of
the lack of well harmonized legislation, at least when
exports are involved.
This, I think, is the key ro gerring things moving again
in this area. lf you can make it clear to European
industry that European legislation on consumer mat-
ters is not, as it were, a millstone around the neck of
European industry but is primarily there to back up
the common market, it might be possible to turn the
resistance which sagnation of this kind always leads
to into positive cooperarion. However, this will require
the necessary political will and positive acdon on the
pan of the presidency of the Council of Miniscers and
for this reason we endorse the quesrions which have
been raised and suppon the appeal rc the effect rhat
the European Ministers of Consumer Affairs should be
finally convened to examine the question of whether
or not a number of decisions could be made.
For the rest, how does rhe Presidenr of the Council of
Ministers expecr ro re-establish the faith of rhe Euro-
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pean consumer organizations in this European poliry?
I would be grateful for an answer rc rhis quesrion and
would point out, in this connection, rhar if we in the
European Communiry lose the confidence of the con-
sumer organizations, we will also lose the confidence
of the citizens of Europe and we will be called to
account in a year's time. However, it is you who are
responsible and this cannor be repeated often enough
in this House, Mr President.
Mrs Vayssade (S).- (FR) Madam President, I might
perhaps be repeating what Mrs Maij-\(eggen has just
said, but I was, like her, very surprised to hear the
Council reply that it had not had time, in six years, to
approve the directives on consumer protection.
The fact is that when the directives come before Par-
liament the Commission has already prepared its text,
the consultations, contacts and analyses have been
made, and the texts which are presented ro us are
abeady the result of an agreement between the Mem-
ber States to produce a drak directive. To tell us now
that it is too complicated to implemenr them seems ro
me to be almost an expression of bad faith. And, like
Mrs Maij-'!7eggen, I am convinced rhat it is the Coun-
cil's lack of political will which leads to the shelving of
problems conneded with consumer protection.
This seems all the more serious since it presenrs a dou-
ble risk: the first is that, during this delay, the legisla-
tion in the Member Stares is conrinuing to diverge
considerably, thus ruining projects which had already
been outlined. This is the fault of the Council, and of
the Council alone and I think that ir should acknow-
ledge that facr The second risk is that the delay thus
incurred might jeopardize the solutions once envis-
aged, so that we find ourselves lagging behind in rcch-
nical problems or technological advances. I am think-
ing, in particular of the fact that we have nor yer seen
the Council adopt a directive on advenising. Vhat will
happen when we wanr to regulate radio and television
advenising by satellite in Europe? \7e shall certainly
be defenceless when we v/anr to examine in detail how
advenising is carried out, since we were not even cap-
able of coming to grips with it ar a rime when the
means used were much less sophisticated and easier
for each country to control.
I should like to ask the Commission to give us a very
clear and very firm answer to point 4 of Mrs Krou-
wel-Vlam's oral question. I think it is very imponant
for us to know what is to be done with this second acr-
ion programme 
- 
that is, what is ro be done in prac-
tice? And by when? '!7hat are the priorities? I cannor
suess this too highly, since I f.ear that, if we do not
have a clear and firm undertaking by the Commission
on this programme, it will rurn round and tell us that,
in the last instance, these programmes for consumer
protection are more a matter of misleading advenising
than polidcal reality.
Moreover, the Commission must make it clear m us
what type of relationship we are going to have with
Community consumers as a whole and how we are to
mobilize them to allow them ro express their opinion,
to allow them perhaps also to meet producers ar Com-
munity level, with a view ro gefting things moving on
consumer rights, and so rhar each of us, as daily con-
. sumers, feels both informed and protected on an equal
basis throughout all countries in Europe.
Mr Narjes, Member of the Commission.
(DE) Madam President, first of all I should like to
express my hearty thanks rc Mrs Krouwel-Vlam and
Mrs Squarcialupi for their questions which have given
us the opponunity to have this urgenr debate about the
poor state of consumer protecrion in the European
Community. Perhaps I might refer to rhe remarks in
the February debate on a question pur by Mr Collins
at that dme. The Commission rhen wanted to make it
clear to Parliament that ir would' never be frustrated
and would never allow itself to be thwaned by any
Council red tape put in the path of persistence and
tenacity. Furthermore it would be more determined
than those experts who claimed to be expens in con-
sumer protection but who were in fact expens in
obstructionism and in preventing the adoption of deci-
slons.
In connection with the speeches of some Members I
should like to take the opportunity of referring first to
the fact that in the Council of Ministers there is no
one who does not belong ro one of the parties in this
forum and that there are rherefore definitely oppor-
tunities for exerting influence on rhose sectors of the
Council of Ministers which, for one reason or
another, may have conrributed to the sate of affairs in
which we have to wait as a rule for five or six years for
a decision from the Council.
My second remark relates to Anicle 5, of the EEC
Treaty which imposes a duty ro promore the interests
of the Community. This applies also to expens and
specialists meeting as the Council of Ministers and
anyone who instigates and signs measures for all kinds
of sidestepping to delay or prevenr the adoption of
decisions is offending against the elementary duties
arising under the Treaty of Rome.
(Applaase)
I should be very glad if the honourable assembly
would refrain, when discussing and evaluating such
facts, from dismissing everphing under rhe general
heading of Brussels, and would insread draw a distinc-
tion between Council and Commission. \7e have
enough problems because we are in the same place and
the public gives us many a thrashing under rhe general
heading of Brussels for things for which we are nor
responsible. Thus we would suess all the more the
imponance of drawing a distinction between ourselves
and the Council and its methods of putting a brake on
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integration. For that reason, moreover, we have no
part in the bad faith about which Mrs Maij-Veggen
spoke.
In the first pan of her question Mrs Krouwel-Vlam
quoted a list of proposals and administrative provisions
in favour of consumers since 1976 and linked it with a
question on the position regarding that list. In fact
nothing is less readily calculable than the unfathoma-
ble decisions of our Council of Ministers. It is thus
impossible to forecast as regards specific dam. Vhen
you and Mrs Vayssade ask me how we can even entice
decisions out of this Council of Ministers, I can rcil
you that for this purpose we have introduced into the
so-called enlarged domestic market package, made
possible by the Copenhagen summit decisions, three
decisions on consumer protection which are particu-
larly dear to our heans. These are responsibiliry for
products, door-to-door selling and unfair advenising.
'S7'e assume that we'shall be able to propose these three
initiatives to the Council of Ministers in the course of
the next two months and funher compell them to
make progress. In this connection progress is not to be
equatid with partial agreement but, in our view, with a
compulsion to adopt decisions with respect to various
options, as frequently demanded. At all events, if these
wishes and hopes which are cherished also by the
Council of Europe are not fulfilled, we shall report to
the Council of Europe in June on the malffeatment of
the matter of consumer protection at the hands of the
Council of Ministers.
I should like to add a brief footnote to the remarks of
Mrs Schleicher; the sate of affairs which she has des-
cribed is not yet a matrcr of course, for which we are
truly thankful. The normal state of affairs with us is
that initiatives come from the Cpmmission and that as
a rule when our initiatives are on the table the Council
of Ministers trys at all costs to persuade us to alrcr
them so that they are more likely rc be adoprcd by a
majority decision, which mostly involves diluting them
and watering them down. It is very painful for us to
have go through such second and third simings with
gritted rceth. If we do so it is only for the sake of uniry
and concensus in order to make initial inroads into a
topic and not to deliver a placebo to the consumer for
years lo come.
The question has been raised as to how the rules
regarding consumer protection are put into practice by
the Council of Ministers. This is a complicated subject
with many facets, but from the political point of view
there are only very few cases of genuine delay, and in
such cases 
- 
speaking quite generally 
- 
we have
naturally never hesitated to make use of Anicle 169 to
force the governmenr concerned to fulfill their obli-
gations by threatening them with the relevant penalties
and, with the exception of three cases oumide the field
of consumer protection, we have always been success-
ful.
The question of the consideration to be given to the
results in the consultation procedure has also been
raised. The Consultative Committee on Consumer
Prorcction has been an advisory body to the Commis-
sion since 1973. Thus it may give its views either on
the initiative of the Commission or of im own accord
with respect to all questions concerned with Com-
muniry policies and programmes for the protection
and informing of consumers. In addition I should like
to refer in connection with this matter to the fact that
the committee on Consumer Protection need not
necessarily take the initiative itself or bring in the
Commission if it wishes to consult other circles, prod-
ucers or farmers. It may without,funher ado meet
representatives of other interests or producer circles
on its own initiative. Since 1973 the Commission has
received more than 100 opinions from the Consumer
Committee, including particularly important opinions
on the first and second programme. That gives me an
opportuniry, Mrs Krouwel-Vlam, to refer to the fact
that even in the February debate I mentioned, by
means of examples, which initiatives we had brought
rc the fore despite all the inenia holding back the
wheels of business; I should be glad to point out to
you at one of your future committee meetings the
details of subjects which we regard as the focal point
of our work 
- 
and that moreover in agreement with
the present constructive Presidency of the Council.
Ve have always taken due note of the opinions of the
Economic and Social Committee which has also been
mentioned here. '!7e have frequently adopted amend-
ments under the second paragraph of Anicle 149. A
list of proposals for amendments under the second
paragraph of Anicle 149 is being prepared and will be
put before the relevant committee.
Ve give pride of place in all the priorities within the
sphere of the protection, health and security of consu-
mers, to foodstuffs policies for the immediate future.
In many respects it gives cause for concern, as has also
been mentioned here in this debate. The Commission's
latest measures are based on the considerations which
the Commission mentioned in its communication to
the Member States in September 1980. This communi-
cation, moreover, goes back to a judgment of the
Coun of Justice in 1979 
- 
the well-known Cassis de
Dijon decision. I do not need to repeat the details
here.
I should now prefer rc go on to Mrs Squarcialupi's
question. It is a very interesting question on a subject
which has been giving us a cerain amounr of concern
for a considerable period. First of all I should like to
congratulate her on the way in which she has pre-
sented the subject so impressively and placed it in the
conrcxt of the problems concerned. Our concern
relates in particular to the development of the Ameri-
can legislation known as the Toxic Substances Control
Act (TSCA). On 30 May 1978 
- 
five years ago 
- 
the
Council empowered the Commission to open negotia-
tions with the United States government and, I am
quotint, to go into the possibilities for the conclusion
of an agreement on the provisions for applying the
TSCA to products for the EEC on the one hand and
l!
I
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the Community provisions regarding products for the
United Smtes on the other hand. Since then there has
been many meetings with the American authorities
responsible for applying the TSCA.
Then in February 1981 the Commission sent an
interim report to the Council, to which it has already
referred, and in which they stated that negotiations
were cenainly proceeding well but that there remained
some dcklish quesdons in connection with the reliabil-
iry of statements on the priority list of substances and
special precaudons with regard to the provision and
control. It emerged from the 1981 report that the
United States authorities would attempt to use against
the Community the machinery for unfair competition
interpreted according to American legislation. I think
an interpretation of that repon lies a little outside the
sphere we wish to cover. I mention this only to give
the proper background to the American position.
But this general statement reladng to [hat period is
imponant now since we must admit that the govern-
ment change in \Tashington has had a perceptible
influence on the dialogue about the control of chemi-
cal substances, particularly as regards environmental
policies. According to the current position ve must
assume that the most recent proposals from the Envi-
ronment Protection Agency for the implementation of
the TSCA have actually put back the agreement on
both sides of the Atlantic. It is already some time since
the Commission sent its comments ro the government
in Vashington referring once again to the need for
international harmonization of chemical substances as
regards both the protection of mankind and his envi-
ronment and also to the elimination of non-tariff bar-
riers to rade.
'!7hat is more, we have read with panicular inreresr
point 2 of Mrs Squarcialupi's motion, according to
which the Commission is asked to put before the
Council as soon as possible a proposal for an amend-
ment. to Directive 76/769 of July 1976 in order to
make it possible rc set up a Committee responsible for
technical advances so that supplementary provisions
and amendments may be adopted in the annexes. Such
a committee procedure might in fact lend greater flexi-
bility and speed m the process of Community legisla-
tion in such cases. The Commission did in fact provide
for such a procedure in its original proposal of 1976,
but at that time the proposal met insuperable opposi-
tion from the Council of Ministers. In this respect the
Commission regards the new decision as a welcome
sqpport for its initiative which did not succeed in the
latter half of the 1970s. Perhaps the situation has now
changed a liule. At all events, a preliminary check has
shown that the chances for acceptance by the Council
are rcday initially no more favourable than in 1976,
but I have given instructions that the initiative of this
assembly is to be taken up at once and that the rel-
evant proposal for an amendment is rc be drawn up.
Ve are expectint a detailed sunrey before the summer
recess. Afterwards details my perhaps be discussed in
Committee.
Mr Chory, President in Ofice of the Council. 
-(DE) Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, in this
very impressive treatment of the question of consumer
protection the difficulties and the delays which have
occurred in the treatment of directives in this sphere
have become known. It should nor, however, be
thought that, as has been said here, proposals on rhis
subject have been shelved; such factors are due to the
fact that there are technical problems of considerable
scope, particularly of a legal nature, but related also to
the various concepts in the Member States in the
sphere of consumer protection which, as has also pre-
viously been mentioned in this debate, may on
occasion present difficulties to Parliamenr too. The
competent depanments of the Council are at present
discussing a series of the directives mentioned in the
motion, e.g. the proposals about deception and unfair
advenising, the directive on the rapid exchange of
information on dangerous substances; consideration is
also being given to the file on door-to-door selling and
liability for defective products. In this very difficult
province we shall moreover certainly not be able rc
spare the Commission the difficulties which it has pre-
viously complained of here. However, we shall not
ourselves sidestep these difficulties either, panicularly
in view of the encouragement we have received from
this lively debate.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The vote will be
taken at the next voting time.
'!7e 
shall consider the request for an early vor.e on rhe
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-166/83) by Mrs
Krouwel-Vlam, on behalf of the Socialist Group, to
wind up the debate on the oral questions on consumer
protection policy in the Communiry (Doc. l-1273/
82/rev. and Doc. l-44/83).
(Parliament accepted the requestfor an early oote)l
6. Medicated feedingstffi
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the repon by Mrs
Squarcialupi, on behalf of Committee on the Environ-
ment, Public Health and Consumer Protection (Doc.
1-79/83), on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council(Doc. l-987/81 
- 
COM(81) 795 final) for a
directive on the manufacture, putting into circula-
tion and supply of medicated feedings-stuffs in the
Community.
I Agenda: see minutes.
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Mrs Squarcialupi (COM), rd.pporteur. 
- 
(17) Madam
President, I want to give the House a short introduc-
tion to this repon, which concerns a proposal for a
directive on the manufacture, the marketing and the
supply of medicated feedingsuffs in the Communiry.
This is another attempt to make the Community's
internal market in meat more transparent, which will
result in an addidonal advantage for consumers, but
also for meat and milk producers. The fact is that
medicinal products may constitute a serious danger for
consumers if they are mixed with the feedingstuffs
given to animals. The directive therefore only consi-
ders feedingstuffs and veterinary medicines which are
officially approved and which may only be sold on
presenta[ion of a prescription signed by a veterinary
,surgeon, and only for the animals he is treating. Public
opinion is still rightly alarmed at various practices
involving the use of additives in animal feedingstuffs,
in particular hormones, which may have so many dif-
ferent consequences for public health.
I am sorry that the President of the Council has just
left the chamber, because a shofi while ago, in one of
his replies, he said that he was waiting to take a deci-
sion on hormone ueatment. I should have liked to ask
the Council 
- 
but I hope that someone will refer this
matter to it 
- 
what it was waiting for in order to
approve this directive on hormone treatment. Maybe it
is waiting for our children to be born with beards and
moustaches? Mryb. it is waiting for our children to
develop luxuriant bosoms like those of the cinema
stars of the 1950s? I should have liked to ask the Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council whether the Council of
Ministers y/as more responsive to the interests of a few
thousand livestock breeders or a few hundved hor-
mone producers than ro rhose of zzo million European
consumers. But the representative of the Council of
Ministers has left the chamber. '$7'e can sympathize
with him, because it has been a yery tedious day,
which, as far as he is concerned, has been far from
satisfactory.
Coming back rc this directive, I must say that the main
aim is to set up in the Member States a common, uni-
form system of rules, which, as such, will not penalize
or favour any one country. The need to adopt a direc-
tive on the production and the marketing of medicared
feedingstuffs arises from the ever increasing, general-
ized spread of intensive breeding processes, during
which animals are subjected to stressful living condi-
tions which result in an increasing frequency of dis-
ease.
The causes of such pathological conditions are pre-
dominantly environmenal in nature, so it is much
more convenient and cheaper for breeders to adminis-
ter the necessary medicines directly via the animals'
food.
In the notion for a resolution, the Committee on Con-
sumer Protection asks, amongst other things, for rhe
Commission to take urgen[ steps to reduce the quanr-
iry of medicinal products inrcnded for animals and, in
addition, asks for the setting up of a system for check-
ing and monitoring withdrawel periods, that is to say,
the periods which elapse between the administration of
medicines, or medicated feedingstuffs, and the
moment of slaughrcring, Our committee is also asking
- 
again with a view to protecting consumers' interests
- 
that the administration of medicines and medicated
feedingstuffs for auximic purposes, that is, with a view
to increasing animals' weighm, should be forbidden.
Apan from that, we are asking that the illegal market-
ing of veterinary medicines and medicated feeding-
uffs, which happens rather frequendy, should simi-
larly be banned, and we want the problem of vegeta-
ble, animal and synthetic residues in foods intended
for men and for animals to be looked into in detail.
Among the requests submitted by our committee,
which we hope the Commission will mke into account,
there is, finally, a request for a more precise definition
of the term 'manufacturer', which is used in the direc-
tive, and for more precise marking of products, incor-
porating not only the name of the manufacturer but
also a reference number, which would make it possible
to identify producs more accurately and more rapidly,
thereby facilitating checks.
I hope that this report, which has been unanimously
approved by our committee, will meet with similar
approval in this House, given that, in my opinion, all
the amendmenrc are acceptable. I hope that the citi-
zens of Europe, thanks to this directive, will be able to
enjoy cheaper steaks with greater flavour and, above
all, steaks which are of greater benefit to their health,
to their wellbeing and that of their children.
Mrs Krouwel-Vlam (S). 
- 
(NL) Madam President,
the Socialist Group goes along with the report by Mrs
Squarcialupi. The Commission's proposal is aimed at
increasing the ransparency of the market in medicated
feedingstuffs via measures which guaranree thal the
products in question are of a consistently high quality.
This would be in the interests of both the producer
and the consumer. However, I hope the Commission
will be willing to modify its proposals in the light of
the amendments. There are, it is true, a few points
which come in for criticism, such as the granting of
exemptions to the standard regulations and the Com-
mittee on the Environment, Public Healrh and Con-
sumer Protection has rightly proposed an amendmenr..
The same Committee has also proposed a number of
other amendments which have the full support of my
group since they all tend to strengrhen rhe directive.
I should like to make two funher poinrs regarding the
amendments I have tabled myself. Firstly, if we com-
plain about the impons into the Communiry of harm-
ful subsances and dangerous products 
- 
as we have
just done in the previous report by Mrs Squarcialupi
- 
it would be hypocritical if rhe Communiry were
itself to expon products which are nor up to scratch.
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The provisions of this directive should therefore also
apply to medicated foodsruffs for expon to third
countries. Secondly, it is my conviction that it is not
only for the national authorities to ensure the imple-
mentation of provisions contained in European direc-
tives, but that the Community itself has its pan rc play,
panicularly in the interests of credibility and with a
view to reducing discrepancies in the checks which are
carried ou[ in the various Member Sarcs. I should
like, on behalf of my group, to ask the Commission to
indicate which of the amendments mbled to this direc-
tive the Commission finds acceptable.
Mrs Lentz-Cornette (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Madam Presi-
den6 this proposal will make the market in medicated
feedingstuffs more ffansparent, as has already been
said by a number of speakers before me. There exism a
parallel market in combined veterinary medicinal
products or for mixing with animal feedingstuffs. This
directive aims to put an end to this practice by intro-
ducing regulations and strict controls as to the manu-
facture, marketing, and especially the use of medi-
cated feedingstuffs. The abuse of these feedingstuffs in
one country, whilst strict regulations are implemented
in another, leads to very different condirions for ani-
mal raising, which in turn creates disrortions in com-
petition and can involve harmful effecr for the consu-
mers of these animal producm.
Let us take, for example, the intensive raising of
calves. On one farm they avoid every kind of infec-
tious disease by using a feeding sruff rich in andbiotics.
On another the breeder does not use it at all, or only
the very minimum and only on prescription from a
veterinarian ; here there is naturally more risk of los-
ing calves than in the first case.
As m the side-effects of these meats, rhere is no point
in raising that subject again. The effects are know well
enough and were described a few minutes ago. Every-
one is aware that the vital interests of the producer
and the consumer are at stake. This is why we are glad
that only those feedingstuffs and pre-mixes of veteri-
nary rnedicinal products, authorized by Community
provisions, can be used in the manufacture of medi-
cated feedingstuffs. \fle do not see the purpose of the
exemption provided for under Anicle 4, and we would
like to see the deletion of Anicle 5 of the directive
which no longer provides for the use of an authorized
pre-mix. This abuse is pracdcally eliminated by the
very f.act that a veterinarian's prescription is obligatory
The control and moritoring of these prescriptions, and
therefore of the feedingstuffs in question, are another
means of restricting these pracdces. Funhermore, it is
imponant that the packaging should give sufficient
information as to the contents and the manufacturer,
as was requested by Mrs Squarcialupi.
However, the major problem is and remains rhe con-
trol of the substances in use, the time required for the
medicinal product to be resorbed before the animal is
slaughtered, and uniform methods of analysis. Mrs
Krouwel-Vlam's proposal is very attractive, but we do
not really see where or how we could introduce a
European system of control at the present rime.
I am in favour of it, having aheady proposed it at
some other time myself, but I know that it would not
be realistic. Nevertheless, I hope that we will be able to
achieve it in the future.
'!7e hope that the annual report on rhe national con-
trols, which each Member State will compile for the
Commission, will at long last enable us ro have animals
raised on more naturally-based feedingstuffs and also
animal products which are once and for all free from
any medicinal product.
The PPE Group will, of course, give its suppon to this
directive, as modified by the amendmenrs which the
Commission has accepted in their entirety.
(Apphuse)
Mr Dalsager, Menber of the Commission.
(DA) Madam President, I should like to begin by
thanking Mrs Squarcialupi for the repon which, I am
pleased to say, represents a general backup m rhis
Commission proposal, and for rhe construcive propo-
sals for amendments to our text which the reporr con-
tains.
Veterinary medicine, medicated feedingsruffs and the
monitoring of residual concencrations are matters of
considerable scope and complexiry. The proposal
regarding medicated feedingstuffs currendy before us
is inrcnded as a supplemenr ro rhe directive on veteri-
nary medical products, since only feedingsruff mixes
meeting the requirements of thar directive may be
used. The proposal deals in parricular with the correcr
mixing, from the point of view of hygiene, of permit-
ted ingredients and the monitoring of the production,
marketing and use of such mixtures. These products
can be used only on rhe basis of a prescription made
out by a veterinarian the formula of the medicine used
by him to treat the animals in question. Under the
terms of the directive, penalties will be applied in the
event of non-compliance with the requirements.
Since this directive is very broad in scope and provides
for a wide range of penalties, it is up m the Member
States to adopt implementing provisions concerning,
for example, production conditions, premises, staff,
equipment and rhe period of validity of prescriptions.
I can accept the majority of rhe amendments proposed
by the Committee on the Environmenr, most of which
are of a formal nature and are aimed at making the
text clearer. Generally speaking, they are sensible pro-
posals. However, two of the amendments proposed
would have further-reaching consequences, i.e. Nos I
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and 5. As far as Amendment No 1 is concerned,
according to Article 4 (3) national production of med-
icated feedingsruffs is permitted if it takes place on the
basis of a nationally approved standard prescription,
but the provisions ofthe proposal concerning produc-
tion conditions must obviously also be observed. Until
there is a standard Communiry prescription, the Mem-
ber States must be able to allow production on the
basis of a standard national prescription. I should also
like to make a few remarks regarding Amendment No
5. According to Anicle 6, medicated feedingstuffs
come under the same heading as veterinary medicines
and as such require authorization under Directive 81/
851/EEC. The proposal might be useful in connection
with medicated feedingstuffs produced using a fee-
dingstuff mix which is not permitted. In such cases,
medicated feedingstuffs would be regarded as a veteri-
nary medical product and for this reason the Commis-
sion regards this Article as useful.
The Commission cannot accept Amendment No 11 by
Mrs Krouwel-Vlam since it could well happen that
third counries lay down requirements for the produc-
tion of medicated feedingstuffs which are different
from those laid down in our proposal.
fu regards Amendment Nos 12 and 13, I can go along
with the proposal to introduce Communiry-level
checls but I should point out that if such an arrange-
ment were to be inroduced it would have cenain
financial implications and the Commission cannot give
Parliament any assurance'that a solution could be
found to them. For the rest, the same priority applies
in the case of a number of closely related fields, so it
might be difficult to introduce the same provision
again in the case of this proposal. Ve could make a
proposal to the effect that the Commission should
examine the question of introducing supervisory mea-
sures of this kind.
IN THE CFIAIR: MR DANKERT
Presi.dent
Mr Chory, Presidcnt in Offce of the Council. 
-(DE) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, after I left
the Chamber for a few minutes, the rapponeur Mrs
Squarcialupi, asked another question, as to how far
discussions had reached in the Council on the direc-
tive: I would ask you to excuse my absence. The direc-
tive has not yet been dealt with in the Council, so that
I cannot yet give any general statement on its progress.
I would like to say, however, that in the fonhcoming
consultations the already high sandards of health pro-
tection achieved in many Member States will naturally
not be jeopardized. The individual questions which are
to some extent of a very technical nature, will be
examined closely in the Council working parties, and
at tha;t staBe the Parliament's position will also be
aken into consideration.
Mrs Squarcialupi (COM). 
- 
(17) It is obvious that
the question I put to the Council has not been prop-
erly understood. I asked for elucidation of the Direc-
tive on hormone Eeatment which the President of the
Council himself said had been awaiting approval for at
least three years: it is not clear to me what the wait is
all about.
Mr Chory, President in Ofice of the Council. 
-(DE) Mrs Squarcialupi, I suspect that this is one of
the direcdves mentioned previously in Question 49 on
the use of substances, having a hormonal or thyrostatic
effect on doinestic animals. The investigations by the
scientific Committees inm the use of, e.g. Trembolon,
have not yet been concluded. \7e can only take a deci-
sion when the results are available.
President. 
- 
The debarc is closed. The vote will be
hken at the next voting-time.l
7. Votesl
8. Agenda
President. 
- 
The next item is the report by Mr Col-
lins, on behalf of the Committee on the Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection Doc. l-82/
83),
on the proposal from the Commission to the
Council (Doc. l-192/82 
- 
COM(82) 170 final)
' for a directive amending Council Directive 70/
220/EEC on the approximation of the laws of the
Member States relating to measures to be taken
against air polludon by gases from positive-igni-
tion engines of motor vehicles.
Mr Collins (S), rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, in spire of
that very impressive build-up, I have to say that under
Rule 87(1), because of some technical difficulries of
printing amendments and relaying accurate informa-
tion to the House, I would like to request the House's
permission to have this adjourned so that we can in the
future supply the Parliament with accurate informa-
tion on which they can vote properly.
t For the item relating to the verification of credendals, see
the Minutes. For the votes mken at voting-time, see the
Annex.
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President. 
- 
The Chairman of the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection
and at the same time the rapponeur for this item asks
for the adjournment of the debate because of technical
problems.
Mr Alber (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Ve agree in principle but
we should like to have the matter dealt with during the
May pan-session. The reason is that environmental
problems are going to be on the agenda at the June
summit. If we have not dealt with the matter in May,
then Parliament is going to have absolutely no contri-
bution to make, and that would not do our reputation
much good. I would therefore urge that the matter be
considered during the May part-sessioh. It will not
mke up much time in the proceedings.
President. 
- 
Since no one has asked to speak against
Mr Collins' request, I shall put it to the vote.
(Parliament agreed to Mr Collins'request)
9. Enoironment (ACE)
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon by Mr John-
son, on behalf of the Committee on the Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection (Doc.
r-tot / 83),
on the proposal from the Commission to the
Council (Doc. 1-1210/82- COM(82) 849 final)
for a regulation on action by the Community
relating to the environment (ACE).
The following oral questions, with debate, will
included in the debate:
- 
by Mrs Th6obald-Paoli, Mrs Pantazi, Mrs Mac-
ciocchi, Mr Loo, Mr Markopoulos, Mr Schieler,
Mr Bombard, Mr Rogalla, Mr Van Minnen, Mr
Percheron, Mr Linkohr, Mr Schmid and Mr
Yeronesi, to the Commission:(Doc. l-1277/82)
Subject: Commission plans for the protection of
forests in the Community
According to press reports, the Commission is
preparing to release one or more plans in Febru-
ary concerning the protection of forests in
Europe.
Can the Commission state what practical measures
it inrcnds to take to protect forestry?
More specifically, can it state
- 
what connection these plans will have
with Regulatior 269 /79 ;
- 
whether emphasis will be laid on the pro-
tection of the Mediterranean forests so
severely damaged by fire last summer;
- 
the scale of measures to promote reaf-
forestation and the timber trade?
Do the new measures take full account of the
resolution calling for emergency aid for the Medi-
rerranean forests (Eyraud-Theobald-Paoli resolu-
tion) adopted by the European Parliament on 15
October last or provide for a programme such as
that called for in motion for a resolution No
l-517/82 by Mrs Th6obald-Paoli on the protec-
don of Mediterranean forests?
- 
by Mrs von Alemann and others, on behalf of the
Liberal and Democratic Group, to the Commis-
sion (Doc. l-1285/82):
Subject: The destruction of foresm
1. Is the Commission aware that acid rain is one of
the causes of the destruction of forests, and does it
not therefore believe that the authorized limits for
sulphur dioxide (SO) should be reduced to 50
microgrammes/m3?
2. Has the Commission already made, or does it
intend rc make, recommendations to the Member
States with a view to promoting a coordinated
effort of research into the causes of the desruc-
don of forests and the measures aheady taken or
which need rc be taken?
3. Does the Commission inrcnd to conduct a study
in order to determine the measures to be mken at
Community level regarding the construction of
pow'er-stations, domestic heating systems and a
reduction in motor-vehicle exhaust gases?
4. Does the Commission intend to devise a Euro-
pean programme to combat atmospheric pollu-
tion, including in particular a revision of emission
limits at European level?
5. Could the Commission also evaluate the cost of
the actions taken to combat acid rain and the
other factors responsible for the destruction of
forests ?
Mr Johnson (ED), rapporteilr. 
- 
Mr President, the
Community has had an environmental policy since
October 1972, when the Heads of State of the six 
-as they were then 
- 
countries of the Community
decided we should have one. They decided at the same
time that that the Communiry should have a regional
poliry and a social poliry.
The environmental policy has been fairly active, but it
has been based essendally over these last ten years on
legislative measures 
- 
directives, recommendations,
regulations and so forth. \fhen we had the first direct
elections to this Parliament in June 1979, the Com-
mittee on the Environment, Public Health and Con-
sumer Protection and then the Parliament itself subse-
quently decided it would press for the creation of an
environmen[al fund. \7e have had over the years, Mr
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President, several milestones signifying the Parlia-
ment's intention in this respect.
I refer in particular to the report by Mr Alber (he is
still here), the repon by Mr Hume on coastal erosion,
the guidelines by my honourable colleague Robert
Jackson, who sits next to me, on the guidelines for the
1982 budget. All these reports, all these resolutions
adopted by the Parliament pressed the Commission to
come forward finally with a proposal for an environ-
menal fund, a source of Communiry finance for the
environment to set alongside the reguladons and the
directives which had already been adopted 
- 
all 60 of
them. This, Mr President, is at last what we have
today. It is another example, if I may say so, of the
Parliament calling on the Commission to do some-
thing, the Commission heeding that call, coming for-
ward with the draft regulation so that we now face the
possibiliry on June 16 this year, when the Environment
Council mee6, of the Council itself being able to
approve an environment fund.
Now, let me make myself quite clear, Mr President. I
happen to stand here as the rapponeur. I happen to be
a European Democrat. But this is an all-party affair.
By that I mean it has the support of all sections of this
House 
- 
to make gryself really clear 
- 
and it is nice
rc know that there are sdll so many people around
today m listen to me say this.
I want in panicular to give credit rc Hemmo Mun-
tingh. Many people groan at the mention of Mr Mun-
tingh's name, but it is not right, because he has done a
signal service m this Parliament in consistently press-
ing for environmental measures. I applaud his col-
leagues in other parts of this House too..
So we have a proposal. \7hat does the proposal consist
of? It is a two-pronged proposal, Mr President. One
prong relates to the protecion of nature, rhe creation
of proper sites, or habitats, ro prorec both fauna and
flora. There are certain things which happen which are
irreversible in this world, and the disappearance of
species is one of them. \7e treat this too lightly, but it
happens. V'e are concerned now that the Community,
acting as a Community, should seek to proteo (and I
am going to use a technical word for the benefit of my
colleagues) those biotopes, rhose species, which are of
importance on a European basis.
'!7e have heard a lot in this Parliament in recent
months about Irish bogs. \7e have heard abour the
pristine foresc along the Rhine. There are very few of
them left, but they still need to be supponed. There
are applicant countries to the Communiry 
- 
Spain
and Ponugal 
- 
vrhich contain within their boundaries
areas absolutely crucial for the prorection of wild life.
So the first prong of this proposal 
- 
I know it is a
modest proposal, I can tell you rhar 
- 
relates to the
protection of nature, nature sites, conservation and
habiats of European interest.
One aspect of it is nature conservation, the other
relates to the promotion of low or non-polluting tech-
nology 
- 
so-called clean technology. This morning
we had a classic example, the debate on Seveso. It is
fine to deal with prevention. Prevention is the most
imponant aspect, and if you have clean technology,
low-polluting technology, you have a real chance of
achieving prevention.
So the second prong of the proposal is that rhe Com-
muniry should use money now to offer inducement to
industries all over the Community to come forward
with proposals for clean technology which they con-
sider to be deserving of Communiry supporr.
I commend this proposal to the House. Above all, I
commend it rc the Council on June 16. I ask your for-
giveness for being 15 seconds over time.
(Applause)
Mr Muntingh (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should like to begin by for once 
- 
just
once 
- 
complimenting the Commission on this pro-
posal for a regulation. The Commission has strongly
supponed the idea of an environmental fund ever
since 1980, when the Socialist Group tabled an
amendment proposing the introduction for four
budget items for an 'Environmental fund', and
throughout the subsequent period, during which my
Group has endeavoured to put these budgetary items
into practice (and has, incidentally, also had to expend
a good deal of missionary zeal on the Christian-
Democratic Group and used all its powers of persua-
sion on the Members of the European Democratic
Group).
I should also like to compliment Mr Johnson, who had
such kind words to say about me. He too has had an
uphill task over the years to see rhar something became
of this regulation.
(Appkase)
And we are very pleased with his report. Our thanks
are also due to the members of the Committee on rhe
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection
for their enthusiastic supporr over rhe past in their
somewhat reluctanr groups for the environmental
fund.
Mr President, the Socialist Group feels that rhe regu-
lation before us now could be a major breakthrough in
European environmental policy. It could act as a cata-
lyst in channeling investmenr in rhe direction of non-
polluting technology and jobs 
- 
and no-one would
deny that we are in urgent need of jobs ar the moment.
And it could also give us the chance to clean up our
unbelievably polluted Europe, our worked-our Com-
munity. It would, for instance, give us the chance to
take more rigorous measures against the acid rain
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which is eating av/ay at our forests, our lakes, our
buildings, our monuments, our libraries and our
health. It would give us the chance to clean up our fil-
thy, polluted rivers and our chemical-ridden soils.
And, as Stanley Johnson rightly said, we should at the
same dme be helping our flora and fauna to survive.
Ve could, for instance, set up a network of major
international biogenetic reserves for migratory species.
Ve could save the last remaining Irish bogs. \fle could
save the international \Tassen Sea and increase the
chances of survival of virtually extinct European spe-
cies of mammals like the brown bear, the wolf, the
capercaillie, the black Brouse and 
- 
last but by no
means least 
- 
that magnificent marine mammal the
monk seal.
As I said earlier, Mr President, this regulation perhaps
ushers in a new era of environmental policy in Europe.
The initiative for this regulation stems quite deliber-
ately from this House; in fact 
- 
and here I can fully
endorse what MrJohnson had to say 
- 
the whole
House, including all the parties represented here. As
such, it is evident that this House, and in particular the
Socialist Group, is prepared to accept its responsibility
on environmenal issues, despite all the noisy rhetoric
emanating from the ecological parties. This attitude
proves that we can make progress on an effective envi-
ronmental policy even without the 'green' panies. But,
Mr President, this will only be possible if the Council,
that repository of hidebound nadonalism, gives its
approval to this regulation in the near future and thus
abandons its past unwillingness to set up an environ-
mental fund. Another condition is that the Council
and Parliament must together make adequate financial
resources available for the two budgetary items. On
this point, I should like to address an appeal to mem-
bers of the other groups who have in the past tended
to let things go by default and who have not exactly
been overgenerous with the budgetary resources.
Mr President, I should like to conclude by saying that,
if we get this environmental fund, and if we are allo-
cated budgetary resources, the Commission will have
plenry of work to do, and will of course have to have
the staff it needs. Time and time again in this House,
we have called for an increase in the staffing levels of
Directorate-General XI. Mr Narjes said this morning
- 
and what I am saying is not aimed at him person-
ally, so I hope he will forgive me 
- 
during the debarc
on the Seveso Directive that the Commission could
only undenake cenain tasks if it had adequate staff
available. Mr President, umpteen times in the past, this
House has called for additional posts to be made avail-
able in DG XL But whenever it came to allocating the
posts among the various Directorates-General, the
Commission always claimed that, as an autonomous
institution, it could decide on the allocation of posts.
Experience has shown, though, that the extra staff
vere not allocated to DG XI.
Finally, Mr President, allow me 
- 
through you 
- 
to
ask Mr Narjes whether he will be calling on the Mem-
ber of the Commission responsible for DG XI to put
his foot down in the Commission at long last and
ensure that the new officials are indeed allocated to
DG XI. I am gradually getting a bit fed up with the
Member of the Commission claiming in this House 
-both in the debates and in reply to written questions
- 
and in the Committee meetings that the Commis-
sion is unable to do this or that because it does not
have the requisite staff. It is gradually dawning on me
that this state of affairs is not the fault of the European
Parliament. I would therefore urge you, Mr Narjes, to
ask the Member of the Commission who is responsible
for this matter 
- 
something which it should be easy
enough for you to do as you know who I mean 
- 
to
stand up for his righm in the Commission and say right
out thal he needs at least 25 more officials rc enable
him to administer the environmental fund. That is all I
have to say, Mr President.
Mr Ghergo (PPE). 
- 
(17) Mr President, ladies and
Bentlemen, through the regulation in question the
Commission seeks to create a Communiry instrument
to make possible financial aid for rwo rypes of priority
action in the environmental sector:
1. the development of clean technologies caus-
ing litde or no polludon and which are more
economical of natural resources, particularly
raw materials;
2. the protection of the natural environment in
some areas of panicular Community interest.
One point of immediate and considerable importance
to be stressed in the Commission proposal is that it to
some extent accepff the principle 
- 
stated by the
European Parliament in its own guidelines for the
1983 budget 
- 
of the interdependence of the various
policies and the consequent need for every sectoral
poliry to be accompanied by an assessment of its envi-
ronmental impact. This regulation also constitutes an
inidal response to the request by the Committee on the
Environment that regulations be issued which would
make possible specific measures in the environmental
sector. The Commission stresses that environment
policy must take account of the qualitative aspects in
the planning and organziation of economic and social
development. This is still a vague formulation of
limited scope, but it is a step in the right direction.
Similarly, the Commission is right to stress the need to
go beyond the essentially corrective policy followed up
to now 
- 
which alleviate to reduce the most serious
pollution after the event 
- 
and replace it with a poliry
of prevention, aimed at incorporating the environmen-
tal aspect in decision-making processes prior to any
initiatives which may have effects on the environment,
and to achieve this incorporation by means of pracrical
supponing and accompanying measures.
This correct and praisewonhy approach is subse-
quently confirmed, when it is stated that environmen-
tal policy has become an essential element both of
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economic policy in general and of the various sectoral
policies. The measures proposed by the regulation in
question are undoubtedly very important aspects, and
the regulation should therefore be supponed and
approved, as the rapporteur, MrJohnson, proposes. It
is wonh mentioning Anicle 9, which specifies the
information to be given on the projects. In panicular,
it is worth citing the requirement for information on
'how it is proposed to disseminate the results of the
project', since the practical utility of the projecrs is
increased by the dissemination of their results.
Another rule to be sressed, for the importance of the
principle which it introduces, is that laid down in
Article 8, Paragraph 2, which provides for financial
aid for expenditure intended to compensate for res-
trictions on economic activities which may be imposed
in some areas in order to safeguard habitats of Com-
munity interest.
Although timid and limited in relation to the general
principles invoked, the proposed measures constitute a
specific implementation of the third action programme
on the environment, recendy approved by Parliamenr,
and a practical expression of the Commission's atti-
tude to environmental problems. It is ro be hoped that
other regulations will soon follow, covering the other
points of Article 661 which could not be included in
the present regulation. Indeed, it must be stressed once
more [ha[ the implementation of an environmental
poliry presupposes a real strategy, suitable, among
other things, for giving a common 'European' base to
all the measures taken at the national level. For exam-
ple, the proposal to grant aids to public authorities or
other bodies recognized by them is all well and good,
but it would then be necessary to complete the mea-
sure by suggesting joint guidelines in order to apply a
more homogeneous approach to local initiatives. I
would also like to point out that the planning of finan-
cial resources for given measures is naturally based on
the logic of the principle that 'the polluter pays', borh
because there are forms of pollution for which a spe-
cific and quantifiable responsibility cannor be estab-
lished, and because compliance with the legislative
measures which the Communiry has taken in imple-
mentation of the three action programmes approved
over 10 years could impose burdens which are difficult
to bear on Member States with weaker economies.
This applies above all rc countries which have recenrly
acceded or are about to accede. That said, I would like
to devote the shon time left for my speech to explain-
ing the two amendments to the regulation which I
have proposed on behalf of my group. The firsr calls
for the deletion of Article 6, which provides that, in
the event of commercial exploitation of the results of a
project, the Commission may requesr repayment of its
financial contribution in accordance wirh procedures
rc be laid down in the contract. Now, two eventuali-
ties may arise:
1. that subsequenr to either the design or the
implementation stage, a possibiliry of com-
mercial exploitation is identified which does
not in any way modify or diminish the main
aim of the project;
2. that the possibility of commercial exploitation
is foreseen frcim the outset and is a natural
consequence of the process envisaged by the
project. In both cases the anicle in quesrion
appears to be irrationally restrictive. It is
imponant that the Commission, when exam-
ining requests, should establish that the aim of
the project is not commercial, notwithstand-
ing that where there exists or emerges a possi-
bility of subsidiary, complementary and
naturally ancillary commercial exploitation,
this must not constiture grounds for disquali-
fication. Moreover, Article 5 conflicts wirh
the spirit and the letter of Article 4. For this
reason q/e have asked for Arricle 6 to be
deleted.
The other amendment calls for the addirion of an
Anicle 5 bis, containing the same provision for Tide I
as that provided for Tirle II in Anicle 11 
- 
that the
Commission, after consuldng the Advisory Com-
mittee, shall examine the applications submitted for
financial support. Finally, I would like to recommend
to the Commission that Article 5 be worded more
clearly. Subject to the changes proposed, I would like
to express my group's approval of the regulation and
of the repon by MrJohnson, who has carried our his
work with great skill and with the enthusiasm which
never fails him when he is dealing with environmental
problems. I therefore thank him wholeheartedly.
(Applaase)
Mrs von Alemann (L). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, the
ways of the Bureau, which is responsible for drawing
up the agenda, are indeed unfathomable. I really can-
not understand why our oral question on the desffuc-
don of forests should belong to this part 
- 
which
undoubtedly also covers measures to do with the pro-
tection of the environment 
- 
rather than be included
in another point on the agenda for a later part-session
after we have had a chance to think over the results of
the hearing on acid rain which is due to be held next
week in Brussels. Nonetheless, we must take every
opponunity going to discuss issues ro do with the
environment. and environmental pollution, so I too
shall take this opportuniry today to make a few brief
remarks.
To begin with, I should like to state 
- 
before I forget
to do so in rhe heat of the battle to get rid of acid riin
once and for all 
- 
thar my group is in favour of this
regulation and welcomes the Johnson reporr. \7e are
pleased that this repon will enable us to take another
step rcwards setring up, on behalf of rhe Communiry,
a joint poliry on the protection of the environmenr
which, as we all know, is so urgently necessary. This
oral question on rhe destruction of foresrs, which I
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tabled on behalf of my group a few weeks ago, shows
quite dramatically how a problem can suddenly enter
into the realm of public awareness and all of a sudden
- 
at least in my own country 
- 
have a major impact.
The full impact has been felt by the Scandinavians for
years now', ever since they discovered that their lakes
had become so acidic that no fish could live there. The
same kind of impact is being felt in all the countries in
which trees are dying, plants are failing to thrive and
-the 
natural fauna is in danger 
- 
I believe that public
opinion has now come to the point of realising that
what we need here are European, rather than just
national, countermeasures.
It is fortunate that the Geneva Convention came into
force this March, and there is a question I should like
to put to the Member of the Commission on this point.
The Scandinavian countries have called for a number
of additional measures to be taken, and I should like
to know exactly what measures they have in mind. So
far, I have only read press reports. Has the Commis-
sion already decided what steps it should take regard-
ing this list of proposed measures? Is the Commission
for or against?
The Communiry is playing an increasingly positive
role in the protection of the environment, and we are
pleased that the idea is now not only to get certain
projects and activities under way, but also to ensure
rhat a modest fund continues to be available for these
purposes. I believe that these measures can genuinely
set in motion the kind of thing we need so urgently if
we are to prevent our forests from being desroyed.
'!7hat it boils down to is whether we are willing to
stump up the cash needed to make good the damage
which is being caused largely by our industrial produc-
tion methods. As we all know, the 'polluter pays'prin-
ciple 
- 
however neat it may sound 
- 
probably can-
not be applied to such a complex problem as environ-
mental pollution without help from the public auth-
orities, however regrettable a state of affairs'this may
be.
Bearing in mind the point made by Mr McNeal of the
OECD in 1981 that a reduction of only 50%o in the
level of sulphur dioxide emissions would even then
have cost 4 500 million dollars eachyear, you can ima-
gine the scale of the task facing us. It is up to the
Communiry too to help solve the financial problem,
and there are a number of options available to us. It is
unlikely that small and medium-sized undenakings
alone will be able to have access to all the requisite
modern technology. It will be difficult to persuade the
owners of individual heating systems to join in a dis-
trict heating scheme, although that is the kind of thing
we need if we are to reduce the level of air pollution.
Here again, it is up to someone to give a lead.
Someone must take the initiative in getting the public
authorities at local and central Bovernment level to
make a start and give that lead.
1 read in today's paper that the city of Munich has
changed all its official cars, vans and lorries to run on
lead-free petrol. So you can see 
- 
things like that can
be done at a stroke. Only a shon time ago, people
were saying that that kind of thing was quite impossi-
ble and, from the technical point of view, vinually out
of the question. Then all of a sudden, a city like Mun-
ich takes the lead, and it is seen to be possible after all.
That is surely proof that the pressure of public opinion
can help in the long run to bring about a quicker solu-
tion to the outstanding problems.
Of course, the research projects 
- 
which, inciden-
tally, are in need of coordination 
- 
will still have to
be subsidized. Ve heard something on that point earl-
ier this spring, and we welcome what was said on that
occasion.
Vithout going into all the deails on what could be
done, I should like to say that I expect the Commis-
sion to continue along its promising path and in pani-
cular to persuade the Council to take actual decisions
at its conference in June, rather than just issuing
declarations.
I think we should also bear in mind that this is not just
a European but an international problem, and that it is
essential that we mke the point up with the countries
from behind the iron cunain too. After all, we know
that the GDR is running low on low-sulphur lignite
and is turning increasingly to highly sulphurous types
of lignite, with the inevitable result that air pollution
will increase accordingly. Here too, something must
be done, and contact must be made with the auth-
orities there. This is a subject which is of concern to all
of us, and I hope that the Commission will find ways
of enabling us to make genuine progress on the issue.
Mr Eisma (NI). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, we are
delighted at the initiative taken by the Commission
with a view to making funds available for two kinds of
environmental projects, to wit the development of
clean technologies and the protection of the environ-
ment in sensitive areas. 'S7'e regard this as just the first
step leading to the creation of. a bona fide European
Environmental Fund, from which in the future many
more types of projects of environmental importance
can be financed, and which will provide a foundation
for a genuine European environmental policy.
Ve would, however, draw your attention to the
remarks made by the European environmental bureau
on 25 March, with which we fully associate ourselves.
It is a fact that the Communiry has a number of other
funds which provide finance for projects which are in
fact derimental m the environment. It would make
sense to modify these projects to make them environ-
mentally more acceptable and to finance them from
this fund 
- 
that is to say, the fund we are discussing
here now. 'S7'e must also bear in mind the fact that
some countries receive no aid for things they are
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required to do by virtue of other directives 
- 
and I
am thinking here particularly of the bird proreoion
directive.
The private institutions concerned with the prorection
of nature and the environment do not come off well in
the Commission's proposal. Indeed, not even their
very existence is acknowledged, and I should like to
ask the Member of the Commission whether he could
not give some consideration to appointing co the advi-
sory committee one or more representatives of the
nature and environmental conservation organizations
- 
especially the private organizations.
Finally, I should like to highlight once again the enor-
mous imponance of education in making people more
conscious of their environment. Educational projects
should also come under the aegis of this regulation. In
a nutshell, while there are a number of criticisms to be
made of this proposal, we think it represents a good
starting point for a general environmental policy some
time in the future.
IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
Wce-Presidcnt
Mrs Pantazi (S). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, Mr John-
son's report, which proposes the creadon of a Euro-
pean Environment Fund, consritures an imponant step
towards the future solution of environmenral problems
and therefore has our full agreement. Undoubtedly,
however, we must stress the fact that the credits allo-
cated by the Commission are insufficient and it is clear
that they will not satisfy all the demands. Communiry
poliry on protection of rhe environment musr be
directed more towards improving the qualiry of life
and protecting the natural world. All the efforts hirh-
eno have been mainly of a legisladve kind. Neverthe-
less, it has been amply demonstrated that legal provi-
sions, regulations and guidelines are nor enough to
implement an effectively dynamic policy on the pro-
rcction of the environment, unless they are accompa-
nied by positive financial stimuli and investmenr pro-
trammes in this sector.
Ve therefore think that Communiry acrions will have
to be based on the idea of seming up a European Envi-
ronment Fund, called for in the pasr by Parliament 
-a fund which will undenake not only the financing of
specific projects according to an order of prioriry, but
also back up the endre environment policy of the
Community, conributing to the best possible balance
among the various policies of the Community, provid-
ing technical assisrance where it is needed and under-
taking positive acrion with a view to informing the
public about, and increasing its awareness of environ-
mental problems. Public panicipation can play a deci-
sive r6le in ensuring the complete and dynamic imple-
mentation of an environment policy.
In conclusion, Mr President, I would like to stress the
fact that the worldwide economic crisis must nor be
made a prercxt for reducing funds allocared to rhe
environment, but on the contrary a reason for a
change in the productive system and for the funhering
of ecological causes.
Mr Protopapadakis (EPP). 
- 
(GR) Mr President,
the protection of the environmen[ in sensitive areas to
which the regulation we are debacing today refers, is a
question which is as sensitive as rhose areas rhem-
selves. Indeed, ecologists often call for the implemen-
tadon of measures to protect the environment which
result in decline and economic disaster for the local
population. Such measures prohibit the inhabitants of
those regions from repairing their houses or building
small stables for their scarcely adequate herds of ani-
mals, or from changing rheir occuparion. \7e find
examples of this in many Greek islands, and many
other areas of Greece. The consequence of this illogi-
cal policy on environmental protection is that the local
population leaves rhese sensitive areas, migrates to rhe
cities and creates 'ghettos' living under unhealthy con-
ditions. Thus on the one hand the sensitive areas are
left in a state of neglect, and on the other the unpleas-
ant environment of the cities becomes worse. Of
course, the ecologists who have proposed such mea-
sures are satisfied because they and their friends who
are tired of the cities, the inhabited countryside and
the tourist areas, because they had enough money to
visit them many times, now find in unpopulated nature
a way of resting their tired spirirs. But rhat is nor envi-
ronmental prorection, it is satisfaction for the neurodc
rich. Let the Commission bear this in mind. The pro-
tection of sensirive areas is essenrial, but it must begin
with the protection of the local population and of its
economic development so rhar it becomes a good
guardian of the environmen[ once its material needs
are satisfied, for the philosophy of environmental pro-
tection is the philosophy of a man with a full stomach.
Mrs Th6obald-Paoli (S).- (FR) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, of all the Community measures in
favour of the environment, those concerning forests
seem to me to be rhe most urgent. The forests of
Europe are suffering, and in some cases rhey are
dying. In Nonhern Europe age-old forests are being
inexorably destroyed by acid rain. In the Sourh, persis-
tent droughr causes blazing infernos which destroy
thousands of conifers in a few hours. By way of exam-
ple, the Departmenr of the Var alone lost more rhan
20 000 hectares last summer, that is to say, twice as
much as the previous year. Now, I am sure that no one
here is unaware that forests constiture an undeniable
source of ecological wealth for the Communiry. The
disappearance of forests would have incalculable con-
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sequences for man and the earth's climate, not to men-
tion wildlife, which we have already discussed. \7hat is
more, forests represent a precious source of potential
economic wealth which is often inadequately
exploited.
The government of my counrry is aware of rhis prob-
lem and it has just decided ro ser up a governmenr
depanment specially responsible for the problem of
forests. The imponance of forests rranscends frontiers,
as indeed does the interest, and even the love, which
people feel for them. This.is somerhing on which there
is unanimous agreemenr throughout the regions of the
Community.
For my part, I first sounded the alarm on 9 July last
year, when I called for an emergenry Community plan
to save the Mediterranean foresrs. Unfonunately 
-and what happened subsequently proved me right 
-what I wanted to do was to organize measures to fighr
and control forest fires, using the vasr resources avail-
able to ten Member States with a total population of
270 million persons.
In October Parliament adopted a resolution along
these lines calling for rhe implementation of these
emergency measures. Since then the European Com-
mission has been developing overall plans for the pro-
tection of European forests.
I, as a representative of a Medirerranean region, along
with the twelve other Members of this House from
regions throughout the Community who have agreed
to submit this oral quesrion along with me, now call
upon the Commission ro'inform Parliament of the
contents of the various plans which are being exam-
ined at this moment.
If we are to provide efficient prorecrion for forests in
the Mediterranean region we must make an immediate
250/o increase in the appropriations allocated to the
prevention of forest firii under the terms of Regula-
tion No 269 of 1979.
A sysrcm of intra-Communiry aid should be organized
as from next summer, so thar, in the event of a serious
forest fire in a Member State of the Communiry, the
modern equipment and techniques available in the
other Member States can be immediately mobilized.
Serious measures in favour of re-afforestation and the
development of the forestry sector are also desirable,
from the production srage ro the marketing stage, par-
ticularly as regards Mediterranean rrees, which often
have greater aesrheric qualities and are very solid and
workable.
Finally, along with individual measures, a vasr pro-
gramme should be set up, as a matter of urgenry, to
combat the pollution caused by a number of indusries.
I would have been very glad to sign the oral quesrion
which was tabled by Mrs von Alemann.
I urgently call upon the Commission and the Council
to adopt as soon as possible 
- 
if possible before the
summer 
- 
those measures needed to prevent a recurr-
ence of a natural catastrophe comparable to what hap-
pened in 1982, panicularly in the forests of the Medi-
terranean region.
Mrs Schleicher (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, as parr of this joint debate, I should
like to put forward the opinion of the Group of the
European People's Parry on Mrs von Alemann's
motion for a resolution on the descruction of forests,
which is in fact all grist to our own mill. After all, the
European Parliament did not suddenly become inter-
ested in this subject when it became a public hot
potato. 'S7'e were involved much earlier. In fact, the
entire Group of the European People's Pany, lead by
Mr Menens, abled a motion for a resolution on
10 May 1982, calling on rhe Commission to take act-
ion immediately regarding emissions and imissions of
airborne pollutants, with particular reference to the
levels of sulphur dioxide and heavy metals, which
require a joint solution at Communiry level. It is essen-
tial that research on this subject should be given a
boost, which is why our commirtee has proposed rhat
the next step 
- 
again at che suggestion of the EPP
Group 
- 
should be to arrange a hearing to give us at
long last the basic material we need to enable Parlia-
ment to come up with specific proposals on this issue. '
'S7'e are very pleased that this hearing will now be tak-
ing place in Brussels on Tuesday and S7ednesday, l9
and 20 April.
As long ago as 1981, I received an answer from the
Commission to the effect that widely varying laws
apply to airborne pollutants in the European Com-
munity, and that rigid maximum values had been laid
down so far only in the Federal Republic of Germany.
In reply to the quesrion I asked ar rhe rime, the Com-
mission agreed to supply Parliament by the end of
1982 with details of the currenr srate of legislation on
this subject in the Community. The Commission has
so far failed ro meer its promise. \7e would be very
grateful if the requisite information were to be forth-
coming in the very near furure, as rhe committee will
be discussing 
- 
in connection with the hearing 
-what proposals Parliament should be formulating on
the subject of air pollution, with special reference ro
acid rain.
Ve are therefore expecring the hearing nexr Tuesday
to come up with some resul6, and we are pleased that,
not only will the Commission be making its contribu-
tion, but also that the Council Presidenry has agreed
to take part at a meering at which Parliament can
show thar it is fully aufaitwith rhe subjecr.
Mr Narjes, Member of the Comtnission.(DE) Ladies and gentlemen, we are now nearing the
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end of a highly revealing and stimulating debate on
two subjecu which have been lumped totether some-
what arbitrarily, and I should like rc deal with them
separately.
Beginning with Mr Johnson's report, I can only say
that so many congratulatory bouquets have been
handed out that I feel somewhat loath to add mine
too. After all, were I to do so, I should be suspected of
contravening the principle of conservation of our
flora. Nonetheless, I should like to express my hean-
felt thanls to the whole House for its willingness to
discuss the Commission's proposed regulation at such
shon notice and to place the debate on today's
agenda. That is a vial fact, in that the House has, in so
doing, complied fully with the deadlines laid down in
the tripanite discussions of 28 June 1982.
In view of the fact that the Economic and Social Com-
mittee plans to table its opinion in May, the Council is
now formally in a position to reach its decision by the
end of May, in other words by the deadline laid down
in the final section of the ripartite atreement. Vhile it
is true that the Council of Environment Ministers is
not due to meet until 16June, I trust that no-one will
have any basic objection m the Council overrunning
the 31 May deadline by a mere two weeks.
I am far more concerned about whether the Council
will in fact give its approval on 16 June. As you know,
a number of Member States are by no means con-
vinced of the need for the measures which have been
advocated so emphatically in today's debati. An over-
whelming vote of approval for the regulation on the
pan of this House would at any rate play an imponant
pert 
- 
indeed, is an indispensable element 
- 
in get-
dng the Council to give its approval. And let us not
forget that the European Parliament has for a long
time 
- 
as has been brought out again in today's
debate 
- 
advocated the creation of special Com-
muniry financial insruments for specific environmen-
tal purposes. Let us never forg'et that it is only by act-
ing in concen that we can achieve anything; rivalry is
a sure recipe for failure.
So it is in this spirit that I would like to address a
special word of thanks to Mr Johnson, the rappofi,eur,
for an excellent report which, in precisely and suc-
cinctly formulated terms and with great conviction,
supports our proposal.
I think rhis gives me the chance to say to Mr Mun-
tingh that, if it would help matters for me to put my
foot down, I should be quite happy to do so for as
long as it mok to get the necessary saff for Directo-
rate-General XI. The problem, though, is a much
more serious one. The fact is that, for years now, the
Commission's staffing requirements have been syste-
matically and methodically 
- 
and I would stress those
points 
- 
hampered so as to make it more difficult for
us to ake the initiative, and that is rue of all the sec-
tions of the Commission. As you know, I am in charge
of five separate aspects of the Commission's work,
both administratively and politicaly, and in none of
those areas am I able rc do what I think is my Euro-
pean duty, precisely because staffing levels are inade-
quate. This is true of the internal market, radiation
protection, consumer protection, innovation, environ-
mental protection and all the other policy sectors.
If the Commission, in a moment of desperation, makes
use of its automonous rights, it is only, fire brigade-
like, to plug the most gaping holes, in areas like the
proper control of the Communiry's expenditure and
finances. As our various funds gradually increase, we
are faced with not inconsiderable conffol and watch-
dog functions 
- 
if we are to take our responsibilities
seriously, that is. I should be very pleased if this
House, with the backing of its specialist committees,
were to pursuade the House's own Committee on
Budgets to modify its policy along the lines I have just
sketched out.
Returning to Mr Johnson's repon, you will see that
the Commission's proposal is, pursuant to the tripartite
agreement, confined to two areas of activiry, rc wit the
support and development of non-polluting technolo-
gies and the protection of the natural environment in
cenain sensitive areas of Community interest,
although the 1982 and 1983 budgets provide for a
total of four new items. The Commission deliberately
decided to impose these restrictions so as to concen-
trate on the two specific areas cif activity and thus
improve the fund's chances of acceptance.
There is undoubtedly a certain degree of parallelism
berween the other two budget ircms 
- 
the implemen-
tation of Communiry law and employment measures
- 
whose aims accord to a certain extent with those of
the Regional Fund, the Social Fund and other such
existing Communiry instruments. The Commission has
for the time being postponed its decision on whether
the field of coverage of the other new budget items
should be so wide as to require additional legal auth-
ority pursuant to the tripartite agreement. Vhat we
decide on finally will depend on what happens during
this budgetary year and the one to come.
Another general comment I should like to make is
that, in the light of the limited budgetary resources
available for the coming years, the Commission has
decided to keep ir administrative structure as simple
as possible. Ve have thus decided, on the basis of the
information available to us, that a rational allocation
of resources is perfecdy feasible with the assisance of
just ad hoc consultative committees.
On a point of terminology, I gather that a lot of Mem-
bers were disappointed that the Commission did not
use the expression 'European Environmental Fund'.
This was for the very good reason that we wanted to
make sure that this expression did not give rise among
the public at large to excessively high hopes, and
among the governments of the Member States to
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exaggerated fears at this panicular momenr in time.
Initial reactions from cenain national governmenm
have already shown that we were right to hide our
light under a bushel. 'l7hereas some governments have
pledged their unstinting suppoft for the Commission's
proposal and even gone so far as to call it inadequate,
others have made no bones about the fact rhat they
intend to ffeat it with a great deal of caurion, for both
financial and institutional reasons. Over the coming
weeks, the Commission will be sparing no effon to
ensure that these fears are allayed by 15 June.
I should like rc reply very briefly to a few of the com-
ments which have been made on our proposal in the
course of this debate. I would draw Mr Eisma's arren-
tion to Article 9, which sets out our view of the prob-
lems raised by him. I should also like to draw Mr
Protopapadakis's attention rc Anicle 8(2), which pro-
vides for cenain precautions for sensitive areas, which
I think will go some way towards allaying his fears.
I rather doubt whether I can share Mrs Th6obald-
Paoli's great hopes of this fund, but perhaps she is
thinking of the Commission's integrated Mediterra-
nean programmes, which are now in preparation and
which will of course include such rcpics as afforesta-
tion. The Committee on Regional Poliry and Regional
Planning will probably have to discuss this matter
separately.
I am afraid I am going to have to disappoint Mr
Ghergo, as I cannot possibly go along with his propo-
sal to delete Anicle 6. Article 5 is in effect an enabling
clause designed to give us the necessary flexibiliry rc
react to abuses or unforeseen use of the funds. The
room for manoeuvre available to us under this provi-
sion of course also gives us the chance rc bear in mind
the reservations expressed by him. I would therefore
prefer to retain Article 5 and make our judgemenr in
the light of his reservations. At any rate, we could not
possibly go along with simply deleting rhe whole
anicle.
Moving on to Mrs von Alemann's oral quesdon, I
think the subject of acid rain probably deserves more
thorough debate, and so as not to give rise to any mis-
understandings I should like to answer this question in
rather more detail.
First of all, we have the question of authorized limits.
The Commission is acquainted with all the environ-
mental damage which appears to have been caused by
'acid rain'. Apart from the damage to forest3 normally
referred rc in this context, I would also mention the
adverse effects of acid rain on varerways, soil and 
-in particular 
- 
buildings. In other words, what we
have here is not a specifically agricultural and rural
problem.
For a number of years now, we have been trying to
make some headway on this complex problem. For
instance, Council Directive No 779 of July 1980 on air
quality limit values and guide values for sulphur diox-
ide and suspended paniculates ser rhe limit value for
the protection of human health at 80/120 micro-
grammes SO2 per m3 as an annual average.
Recent investigations into the probable limit values
needed for the protection of certain plant species indi-
cate an exposure limit in the range 20-100 micro-
grammes per m3.
In other words, the limit of 50 microgrammes per m3
mentioned in the question calls, in our view, for a cer-
tain degree of flexibility in terms of interpretation to
ensure lhat all plant species are given adequate protec-
tion. Nor should we forget that SO2 broughr in from
outside can ruin even the most costly efforts under-
caken by Member States of the Communiry. The acid
rain problem is an international one with worldwide
ramifications.
Perhaps I may take this opponuniry rc say ro Mrs von
Alemann that I would cenainly have reservations
about linking the 'polluter pays' principle from the
word go with any hopes for public subsidies, bearing
in mind the situation of public finances in all the
Member States of the Community and bearing in mind
the natural behaviour of those who are and are bound
to remain the culprits in cutting back on their own
efforts as soon as there is any talk anywhere about the
possibility of public subsidies. By giving the wrong
kind of signals, we might prevenr what is possible
because a polluter hoping for state intervention might
be rcmpted at least to slow down his own effons. That
is all I wanted to say on this matrer. Ve should be
wary of arousing hopes and expectations of state inter-
vention at too early a stage, because I have my doubts
as to whether governments would be in a position to
fulfil those expecrarions.
As regards your question on the measures taken by the
Scandinavian countries, I would indeed think it the
most, appropriate course of action to submit the Scan-
dinavian governments' paper ro the committee in ques-
tion. After all, it is, generally speaking, in line with the
Community's own environmental poliry. I would pre-
fer not to comment in detail on the limit values
expressed therein. \7e are involved in discussions with
Scandinavian counr.ries, and I think it vital that we
should reain our full room for manceuvre in deciding
whether or nor to associate ourselves with their
demands in terms of both limir values and general
aims, or whether we should come up with our own
results, bearing in mind of course rhe outcome of the
hearing and this year's series of scientific conferences.
I should like to point out ?r rhis juncture that rhe
Commission has decided to hold a kind of 'conference
of conferences' in September, in view of rhe fact that,
since last July, we have had a never-ending stream of
seminars, conferences and congresses on rhe subject of
air pollution, and there is at the moment an undeniable
need for the results of all these garherings ro be col-
lated in the light of research requirements, solid results
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and the avoidance of duplication. On the other side of
the coin, we must, make sure that no gaps are left in
our research and development effon just because
someone is trying to palm that particular area off on
someone else.
One of the more major conferences due to take place
over the coming weeks is the one being organized by
the European forestry commissions in Geneva, and we
shall be awaiting the result of that conference with
interest. To answer your question about concrete mea-
sures, the Commission has confirmed its intention,
within the framework of the third action programme,
to strentthen the clean air policy in the Community,
and to introduce additional air qualiry sandards and
emission norms for fixed installations. \7e are also
making rapid progress on funher reductions in the
motor vehicle norms. Ve therefore andcipate the sub-
mission of a comprehensive interim report for the
Council of Environment Ministers meeting on
16 June, following on from our global nuisances cam-
paign, which I am sure you will all be acquainted with.
Ve also forwarded to [he Council a few days ago a
first proposal for restricting emissions from fixed
industrial installations, and we have already staned
preparatory work on restricting emissions from large-
scale furnace installations. This work has been delayed
somewhat, and I would beg your indulgence for the
fact that we have been unable to comply with the
31 December 1982 deadline. I hope chat, by the end of
April at the latest, we shall be able to complete the
work which should have been completed at the end of
last year.
As regards the cost element, the Commission will of
course be assessing the cost-benefit aspect of the pro-
posed measures. As regards destruction of forests, I
should like to point out that the countries concerned
themselves estimate the annual damage 
-by ^ varietyof methods 
- 
at some 100 million ECU.
As regards the oral question tabled by Mrs Th6obald-
Paoli and others, I should like rc say that the Commis-
sion is currently working on a variery of specific mea-
sures in the forestry sector with a view to achieving the
general aim I described earlier. I would prefer not to
go into more detail on this point. I think it would be
more appropriate if I u/ere to write you a letter on this
point, which could then perhaps be passed on to those
members of the Committee who are interested in the
matter. Finally, I would make the point that what we
are faced with here in the forestry sector is a top-
priority problem of environmental policy and Euro-
pean environmental management. Ve are well aware
that, particularly in the Mediterranean regions, we
shall be judged by whether or not we succeed in prev-
enting the damage which is passed on from generation
to Beneration and bring about a change in a trend
which is several centuries old.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The motion for a
resolution will be put to the vote at the next voting
time.
10. Organ transplants
President. 
- 
The next, ircm is the report (Doc. l-94/
83), drawn up by Mr Del Duca on behalf of the Com-
mittee on the Environment, Public Health and Con-
sumer Protection, on organ transplants.
Mr Del Duca (PPE), rdpporteur. 
- 
(IT) Mr Presi-
dent, from the medical point of view a state of physical
well-being is that panicular condition in which we are
not aware of the presence of any pan of our bodies. In
other words, q/e are only aware of the presence of our
bodily organs when we feel pain in them. Parliament is
in excellent health and our hope is that it will always
continue to enjoy such a state of well-being. But the
cry of pain uttered by a sick man, by someone in need
of care, by someone condemned, in some cases, to a
premature death, calls us back to a reality of suffering
which does not simply concern us doctors, but con-
cerns the whole of this Parliamenq which feels and
which experiences [he existence of these sick persons
as the obvious presence of a pan of the Communiry
which we represent: in this case, the most needy part.
The progress of medicine has brought with it innumer-
able advantages for mankind. Doctors do not fight
Nature 
- 
they collaborate with her. Nature herself
helps in curing the patient. There are some cases
where the progress we have made is still not sufficient
for us to adopt this approach, in which case we resort
to surgery. Surgery is a branch of medicine which has
always aroused enthusiasm, but I should say that it
really becomes thrilling when one enters the field of
organ transplants. The most recent statistics available
- 
which are certain to be out of date by now 
- 
men-
tion 452 hean transplants, 37 lung transplants, 430
liver transplants and 102 pancreas transplants. Bur the
field where surgery really exceeds all expectations is
the field of kidney transplants: more rhan 50 000 rran-
splants have been carried out throughout the world.
Innumerable cornea transplants have been carried out.
But surgery of this kind also extends to bone marrow
transplants, rc deficiencies in the body's immune sys-
tem and to aplastic anaemia and leukaemia, with a
good percentage of cures or improvements.
Now, ladies and gentlemen, what w'e must do is pro-
vide funher opponunities for patients of this kind to
be operated on: you cannot even imagine how many
and what kinds of needy cases are still to be dealt with,
even today. Just to give you some idea of the problem,
let me say that in one region of Italy alone, Piedmont,
there are 1 350 patients in need of kidney dialysis
treatment, whereas the maximum number of trans-
planm that can be carried our ar rhe Ospedale delle
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Mulinette in Turin is 50 a year.
I must thank Mrs Krouwel-Vlam who, by mbling a
second motion, has given us the opportunity rc keep
the House's attention concentrated on a problem
which has been and continues to be a source of hope
for so many suffering people. This resolution again
calls upon the Commission, to prepare legislation
which will improve coordination, as well as coopera-
tion, amongst European organ banks. The resolution
enumerates the various occas,ions on which Members
of this Parliament have spok('n in favour of this prob-
lem, with the aim of highlighdng the imponance
which all of us attach to it; thLe fact that the resolution
was approved unanimously b1'the Committee provides
further confirmation.
Coordination does not imply interference in the Mem-
ber States' national legisladon by amending it, or even
ovenurning it: instead, it mcans 
- 
bearing in mind
the considerable amount of human suffering on which
this request is based 
- 
improving research, offering
improved help to suffering humanity.
In April 1979, that is to say ,at the moment when the
previous resolution was bein6; approved by the Euro-
pean Parliament, Mr Davignon announced that the
question of organ transplantr; would be submitted to
the Committee on Medical R.esearch, a subcommittee
of the CREST, in order rc l,ook at the scientific and
technical problems with a view to determining the
desirability of action in this sp,here by the Commission.
kt us hope that four years are enough to establish the
desirability of such action, which Parliament has
akeady considered, once before, m be of exffeme
interest and which it will, I hope, confirm entirely
through this second vote.
There is no doubt that the problems we have to deal
with are many: legal problems, ethical problems, prob-
lems of establishing standards. It is a road strewn with
obstacles, but at the end of it there is the cenainty of
having travelled in the right direction. No one can
loiter along this road, because we are guided by a
vision of mankind, mankind with its problems and im
anxieties. Let us at least offer a hand to suffering
humanity, and let us do our best to see that in the ser-
enity of a healthy life, or, at least, a life to which health
has been restored, mankind can look to its own future
and that of the generations to come with greater con-
fidence.
(Appkase)
Mrs Krouwel-Mam (S). (NL) Mr President,
underlying the enormous demand for organ tran-
splants 
- 
for which there are long delays because of
the shortage of donors 
- 
there is unrcld human mis-
ery. The demand for organs is increasing as a result of
the fact that medical and technological progress is
making it possible to make many people's lives liveable
again, but there are still not enough donors. For exam-
ple, the compulsory wearing of seatbelts has resulted
in fewer kidneys coming available, which means a nice
sense of security for some and an intolerable uncer-
tainty for others since they must wait even longer for a
transplant. At the moment, skin from donors is being
used to good effect in the treatment of serious burn
victims. However, this means that a large number of
donors must be available if this possibility is to be open
to a substantial number of patients, and for this reason
alone the Community should look into the question of
whether it could promote the development of exten-
sive and appropriate informadon campaigns in the
Member States. Young people in panicular tend to be
very willing to make their organs available in the event
of their death. However, they do not know how to go
about it because of lack of information.
Furthermore, it frequently happens that it is impossible
to use an organ because the potential donor had not
given the necessary authorization and the family's
consent came too late. It is perfectly understandable
that in some cases traditions, mentalities and emotions
are sffonger than logic and that we will have to wait
some considerable time before we can see much pro-
gress in this respect.
The Commission should not delay in proposing mea-
sures to promote and coordinate effective transplant
arrangemenff. The success of a transplant depends to a
large extent on the highest possible degree of compati-
biliry between the tissues of the donor and recipient.
This requires a network of specialized organ banks in
the Community for the registration of supply and
demand since this would permit better coordinarion of
studies into the preservation of donors' organs and tis-
sues and the detection and prevention of rejection
symPtoms.
An initiative on the pan of the Commission would
represent a step forward towards a humanitarian atti-
tude to difficult situations in the lives of our fellow
men, for whom an organ transplant could mean a sub-
stantial increase in their life expectancy or improve-
ment in their quality of life.
(Tbe sitting was adjoumed at 8 p.m.)
IN THE CHAIR: MR MOLLER
Vce-Presidcnt
(The sitting resumed at 9 p.m.)
Mr Dalsager, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(DA) Mr
President, as is clear from the motion for a resolution
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by Mrs Krouwel-Vlam and the repon by Mr Del
Duca, organ transplants give rise to legal and ethical
questions as well as organizational problems.
The Council of Europe has examined the legal and
ethical quesdons and considerable progress has been
made. Since the resolution 
-No78/29 - on the har-monization of legislation was adopted in May 7978, a
number of Member States have introduced various
changes so that four of them are now in accordance
with the Caillavet law on passive consent, while two
are currently debating draft laws on the same subject.
Obviously, it would be desirable for all the Member
States to have sandard legislation in this field, not for
bureaucratic reasons, but to ensure that the all patients
in question could expect to receive similar ffeatment. I
therefore welcome this development and hope that it
will continue. However, there is no denying that cul-
tural differences affect both the pace and scope of
these developments.
The Council of Europe has played a very significant
role and it would be wrong to interferq with its work.
As in other areas, the Commission intends to try and
find the best way of coordinatint cooperation berween
the Council of Europe and the \fHO. Following the
answer given by Mr Davignon in April 1979, the
Committee on Medical Research and Public Health
looked into the organizational aspects of organ banks
in the Member States and concluded that there would
be no panicular advantage in introducing a computer-
ized communication sysrcm. It was found that the
European Dialysis and Transplant Association played
an imponant coordinating role and I am pleased to be
able to inform you that there has been fruitful cooper-
ation berween this Association and the Commission
during the last year.
Organ transplants ere a \ery imponant matter, parti-
cularly in the case of kidney ffansplants, of which
many thousands are carried out in the Community
every year.In view of the importance of the problem
from a human and economic point of view, the Com-
mission is prepared to examine the provisions regard-
ing organ transplants and to repon on im findings and
possibly put forward some practical proposals in rhe
course of 1984.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The motion for a
resolution will be put rc the vote at the next voting
time.
ll. Discharge decisions 198 1 
- 
European Parliament
and European Inztestment Banh (continuation)
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the continuarion of the
debate on five reports on discharge decisions and rela-
dons between the European Parliament and the Euro-
pean Investment Bank.1
Mrs Boserup (COM). 
- 
(DA) The repons listed
here are uncomplicated in the sense that they have got
through the Committee on Budgetary Control without
protest and in the sense that we feel convinced that the
rapponeurs in question have done the necessary
research and would vouch for the accuracy of the
figures quoted. Both the Development Fund and the
Coal and Steel Communiry are difficult things to keep
track of and it is valuable therefore that our rappor-
teurs managed to clarify these matters so quickly, not
least with the help of a particularly efficient Secretar-
iat. Apan from the reports on the Deve.lopment Fund
and Coal and Srcel Community, which I think Mr
Gaben will possibly deal with himself, there is Mr Kel-
lett-Bowman's on the Foundation for the Improve-
ment of Living and Vorking Conditions. I am assum-
ing that Mr Kellett-Bowman will deal with this himself
and I do not think there is any need for us to go into
them now. Our colleagues here in this House can, I
think, be confident that these repofls are in order and
I would therefore urge the House to vote in favour of
them.
Mr Aigner (EPP), Cbairman of tbe Committee on
Badgetary Control. 
- 
(DE) Mr President may I first
of all remind the House that in yesterday's debate we
deferred the rwo reports on the discharges to be given
to the Commission and the Parliament. Mr Tugendhat
was to have given an explanation on behalf of the
Commission. He is unable to be here today and has
therefore promised that he will give the explanation at
our Commictee meeting next week, so that we should,
hopefully, be able to present the Commission's point
of view at the May pan-session.
'$7e therefore come to the repons drafted by Mr Kel-
lett-Bowman, Mr Coust6, Mr Saby and Mr Gabert. I
would suggest that we take these in the order laid
down in the Agenda.
Mr Konrad Schtin (S), rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr Presi-
dent, I shall be brief, for we announced yesterday eve-
ning that the discharges could be granted, with the
exception of those to be given to Parliament and the
Commission. I should like to make a few additional
observations on behalf of my group. Ve have no com-
plaints about the ECSC repon drafted by Mr Gabert.
It is an excellent, factually accrxate reporr, and we
fully accept it. The same goes for the reporrs concern-
ing Dublin and Berlin. fu regards the discharge to be
granted to the Commission in respecr of the activities
of the second and third European Development Funds
I should like to point out thar the Developmenr Fund
is administered by the Commission's Directorate-Gen-
1 See previous day's debates.
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eral for Development and that it is not, strictly speak-
ing, a true budget but a set of accounts, which we
should examine in the light of the objectives set out by
those responsible for the Fund..
The activities of the first Development Fund, which is
on the agenda for discussion today, were audircd by
the Committee on Budgetary Control, and this audit,
like the General Budget of the European Community,
was in turn audited by the Coun of Auditors of the
European Communities. Our Committee's delibera-
tions were based on the detailed investigations of the
Coun of Auditors and the observations it makes in its
1981 Annual Repon. The Court's observations are
based on the results of its audit visits to a number of
ACP countries. The total value of the projects it
audited was 362 million ECU, representing approxi-
mately 650/o of the rctal EDF finance.
It is true that the Coun's repon contains cenain criti-
cisms, but taken overall we regard the results as posi-
tive, panicularly when one considers the imponance
of the contribution made by EDF aid to the develop-
ing cduntries. Ve should also, in my opinion, acknow-
ledge that the high esteem in which the Community is
held ouride Europe is due in no small degree to this
development fund. One occasionally geff the impres-
sion that the European Community is held in much
higher regard outside Europe than we on the inside
imagine, although of course we still need to apply our-
selves constructively and critically to the problems
existing within the Community if we are to get the
Community firmly on its feet.
The Court of Auditors confirms in its report that the
systems used to record in the accounts the financial
operations of the EDF are reliable, with funher
improvements having been made to the presentation of
the accounts in 1981. Accordingly, the Committeb on
Budgetary Control has unanimously approved the
Commission's request for discharge of the second and
third European Development Funds. I would therefore
recomment that this House grant the discharge.
Mr Gabert (S), rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr President,
ladies and gendemen, firstly I have today discovered
that even a Commissioner can make a shon speech,
considerably shorter, in fact, than we had actually
expected. Secondly, I should like to place on record
my confidence in Mrs Boserup. I am sure that every-
thing she said in her introduction was correct.
I shall be very brief since there have been not objec-
tions to my report, the Committee on Budgetary Con-
rol having had previous experience in matters relating
to the High Authoriry of the ECSC. The repon covers
the revenue and expenditure account of the High
Authoriry as at 31 December 1981, the repon of the
Coun of Auditors on the ECSC's accounts and the
repon of the Coun of Auditors on ECSC housing
loans.
Vhat it does not cover, and what my motion for a dis-
charge does not therefore include, is the repon of the
European Court of Auditors on loans by the High
Authority of the ECSC to coal and steel undertakings.
This will be the subject of a separate report, which has
aheady been discussed with the European Coun of
Auditors and the Commission and which will be sub-
mitted to Parliament before the summer recess.
Thinking back to the observations made by the Coun
of Auditors in their previous year's report, most of
which were acted upon by the Commission and hence
the Coal and Steel High Authority in 1981, I am
struck by the fact 
- 
and this is not meant to be a criti-
cism of the Commission but a very serious general
observation 
- 
that once again two Member States
defaulted on their special contributions to the High
Authority. The legal position, as we know, is some-
what complicated. Nevenheless, I would ask the Com-
mission to do all in its power to ensure that these
special contributions are paid, since it is not fair on the
Member States which do pay up. The two defaulters
still get the benefits. That surely cannot be right!
As the Coun of Auditors notes, the High Authority
has introduced computerization in many areas since
the previous year. Hopefully, therefore, the entire
accounting system will soon be computerized. The
Committee on Budgetary Control has noted with
satisfaction the Commission's undertaking to accede
m a number of requests by the Court of Auditors
relating to greater ffansparency in the accounts.
I would just like ro comment briefly on the ninth pro-
gramme for subsidized housing in the ECSC sector.
The Committee on Budgetary Control notes that this
could represent an imponant contribution to restruc-
turing in the coal and steel sectors. However, greater
concentration of resources would make it possible to
exert much greater influence in encouraging urorkers
to move to locations near viable ECSC undenakings.
The Committee on Budgetary Control points out that
the criteria for selecting projects for financing must be
aken into account in each individual case, and that
the conditions to ensure sarisfactory monitoring must
always be met. It also believes 
- 
as does the Commis-
sion 
- 
that greater harmonisation of the terms of
loans between the various Member States is desirable.
Finally, it believes that the procedures should be sim-
plified, since decisions taken in 1981 resulted in the
use of only half the resources available.
-I should like to conclude by observing that since the
Coal and Steel High Authority has already acted on
many of the Coun of Auditor's proposals the Court's
reports on this subject should theoretically become
shoner and shoner over the years. Apart from one
abstention, the Committee on Budgetary Control
unanimously approved the present report, and I would
ask the House to grant the discharge to the ECSC for
I
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the 1981 financial year on the basis of the documents
in question.
(Applause)
Mr Aigner (EPP), Chairman of the Committee on
Budgetary Control. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, we have
two reports by Mr Kellett-Bowman. I am not sure
which you have called first. Is it the Dublin repon, i.e.
document l-294/83 final, or is it document l-70/83?
If it is the latter, I should be pleased to present it
myself.
The organizadon in question is one of the so-called
sarcllircs of the European Community. In the begin-
ning we had cenain problems with the financial man-
agement and accounting procedures of the satellites.
Now, thank God, these have all been resolved. For
this we must give special thanks rc Mr Kellett-Bow-
man who, as the rapporteur, visited the satellites and
carried out the checks. He has done an excellent job.
Unfonunately, there was one point on which the
Committee found imelf in difficulties. The rapponeur
proposed that we reject the Coun of Auditors' idea for
a financial controller to be appointed at the Centre.
After some deliberation, including a discussion with
the Coun of Auditors, we decided to defer our deci-
sion for the dme being since we believed that basically
we should be looking for a solution which could be
applied equally to all the satellite organizations. I hope
that when Mr Kellett-Bowman submits his general
report on the satellite organizations we can then agree
on a decision.
I should point out, Mr President, that the management
of this institution have been very conscientious and
have accepted our proposals for improvements. I only
hope that the input/output ratio, to use a modern
expression, continues to remain the same on the rising
graph. At all events the Committee recommends the
House to accept the motion for a resolution and grant
the discharge.
(Appkuse)
President. 
- 
Doc. l-70/83 is the one in question.
Mr Kellett-Bowman (ED), rapportezr. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, there is a very well-known song 
- 
I do not pro-
pose to sing it 
- 
where the first words say: 'It ain't
what you say but it's the way that you do ir'. Anyone
reading the last report. on Dublin and my report on
Berlin might be forgiven for thinking that I was off my
rocker for having declined to move the first report on
Dublin when the two are vinually the same. I am now
moving the one on Berlin. The fact is that the one on
Dublin was altered in committee after the vote on the
resolution and after the vote on the discharge. That in
my book, Mr President, is not on. But let bygones be
bygones.
The last line of the song is: 'Let's call the whole thing
off'. I do not propose that we should call off the dis-
charge for Dublin or for Berlin, because both of them
have been shown to have a clean bill of health by the
Coun of Auditors. You will notice that the one on
Berlin contains only two paragraphs. There cannot be
many resolutions which get before this House which
are as shoft as that, panicularly after a committee has
been to work.
As mentioned by the chairman of this committee, there
was one point on which we did not agree. The Coun
of Audircrs, in respect of the Centre for the 1981
financial year, pointed out that over 800/o of the
expenditure by that satellite had been carried out on
the system of advances. My investigations show that
acually 88Vo were carried out on imprest accounts
and by these advances.
Of course, Mr President, that is excessive, especially in
view of the experience of this House in the past year.
This son of thing should be put to an end wherever
possible and as soon as possible. The Coun of Audi-
tors proposed a solution 
- 
namely, that an official at
the Centre should be appointed Depury Financial
Controller to work on the spot in Berlin. The Court
knew what they were proposing. They carry out rhis
very system themselves, and I believe the Coun of Jus-
tice is about to do the very same rhing. Berlin told me
that they would eliminate completely the r6gie
d'aaances if they had a financial controller on the spot.
His duties would not be onerous, because the amounts
involved are not very large; but the rigours of financial
control would apply to this official as they do to all
financial controllers. He would have to pay out of his
own pocket if sums were wrongly dispersed against his
signature.
Further, this Depury Financial Controller would be
under the strict supervision of the Central Financial
Controller in the Commission on their regular,
although infrequent, visits to the satellirc. They would
confirm if everything were in order. This was rhe vieu/
of the Coun of Auditors. It was a posirion which I
endorsed. It was also a position which the Council
endorsed, so what on eanh was wrong?
I see that an amendment has been put down to this
report proposing that a depury financial conrroller be
appointed. If I can appear not to be schizophrenic on
this occasion, I would recommend that the House give
the discharge decision for Berlin and that the resolu-
tion accompanying that discharge decision be
approved by the House.
Vith my other hat on, I hope that the amendmenr that
has been put down and which brings sanity into this
situation of advances which we should nor rclerate will
also be approved.
(Appkuse)
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Mr Aigner (EPP), Cbairman of tbe Committee on
Budgetary Control. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, Mr Coust6
is unfonunately unable to be here today and has there-
fore asked me to present the repon for him.
I should like to extend heartfelt thanks to Mr Coust6
in his absence for all the hard work he has put in. The
repon itself seems very simple. The aim was to reach
an atreement on Parliament's powers of supervision
over the European Investment Bank. Under the terms
of its constitution the latter is completely independent
where its own funds are concerned 
- 
it has its own
structure and its own powers of responsibility through
the Board of Governors. However, when the Bank
acts as an agent for Communiry funds these funds
must clearly be subject to full parliamentary supervi-
sion, even when they are being administered and spent
by the Bank.
I can assure you that we have put in a great deal of
work on this subject, and that after numerous discus-
sions involving the President of the European Invest-
ment Bank, the Commissioners concerned, the rappor-
teur and myself we have.managed to achieve a solid
aBreement under which the institutional relationships
besween the Commission, the Bank and Parliament, in
its supervisory role, is set out with absolute clarity. I
would therefore ask the House to accept this motion
for a resolution, which was unanimously approved by
all concerned. I believe that this agreement represents
a major achievement for all the institutions involved.
(Appkase)
Mr Nqtenboom (PPE). 
- 
(NL) After all rhat has
been said, Mr President, I should still like [o make one
brief remark on behalf of my group concerning our
wish rc put the clock back a month as regards the dis-
charge for the 1981 budget. Various arguments have
been put forward, but one which my group regards as
important has not been mentioned, i.e. the fact that
while we trant, or refuse discharge on the basis of the
imponant annual report by the European Coun of
Auditors, we must neveftheless take account of the
Council's opinion and this month would also be useful
if we wished to devote some serious study to this opi-
nion. In cases where we issue our opinion and the
Council decides 
- 
and there are many such cases 
-we in Parliament always w'ant the Council to take full
account of our opinion. Thus, in this case, where it is
the European Parliament which decides and the
Council which issues its opinion, we feel that Parlia-
ment should take full account of the Council opinion,
which is panicularly important this year since it is a
substantial document of many pages. The Council has
a right to expect us to devote considerable attention to
it and this extra month will be useful from that point
of view too. If we wish to maintain good relations
between the institutions 
- 
although conflict can
obviously not always be avoided 
- 
we must, also take
account of the considerable work which the Council
has done with a view to submitting an opinion to Par-
liament in connection with the discharge procedure.
Thus, this is an additional reason for the extra month
which my group wished to be made known here,
panly because not many people realize that there are
some cases in which it is the Council which acts in an
advisory capacity and Parliament decides, rarher than
the other way round.
(Applaase)
Mr Price (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I want to concen-
ffate on the Berlin and Dublin Foundations, which are
two useful bodies that the Community has, and which
represent two of the discharges that we have before us.
First of all, let me make it clear that I am moving the
amendment put forqrard by our group, which would
provide for a deputy financial conroller in each of
these two institutions. The imponance of this has
emerged from what the rapporteur, Mr Kellett-Bow-
man, said in respect of the Berlin Foundation, but
exactly the same point applies in the case of Dublin.
Looking at the report of the Court of Auditors at the
end of the Dublin Foundation report, I norc that it is
one page in length; I note that the bulk of that page is
devoted to the question of imprest accounts, because,
happily, there is nothing much to be found wrong with
the general financial administration of the institution.
But there is this one issue which the Coun of Auditors
felt that they should pay some attention to: namely,
that most of the expenditure was incurred through the
use of imprest accounts and, therefore, there was inad-
equate conrol in advance over that expenditure.
Bearing in mind that that is an imponant point raised
by the Court of Auditors 
- 
indeed, the only point of
significance they raise 
- 
we would have expected to
have before us the positive reaction of the Committee
on Budgetary Control, and I find it regrettable chat it
is not in the resolution as at present before Parliament,
either in respect of Dublin or in respect of Berlin. I
think it is important that we should put rhis right,
because the Court of Auditors' report indicares a
weakness and they say quite clearly that consideration
should be given to the appoinrment of a depury finan-
cial controller; they say rhe duties of such a post
would not be onerous, and the Court does not feel
that such an appointment need necessarily lead to an
overall increase in staff. They make ir quite clear that
if there was this dual responsibility, there would be no
fundamental change of principle 
- 
and I quote them
on that 
- 
because the official would still repon to his
superiors in the Commission, who would, of course,
be in the financial control directorate.
So, I must say that I cannot understand why there was
any resistance in the committee to following the
recommendation of the Court of Auditors, and I hope
that the House will do that.
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Finally, Mr President, may I comment on the Coal
and Steel Community report just in this way? I think it
is excellent that this year we have that report on time.
It has been well prepared by Mr Gaben, and it indi-
cares that at last the accounts of the Coal and Steel
Community have been brought up to date, indicating a
very satisfactoqy situation.
Mr Dalsager, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(DA) Mr
President, I should first of all like to thank Mr Gaben
on behalf of the Commission for his report and motion
for a resolution on the ECSC accounts.
The'Commission shares the rapponeur's satisfaction at
the fact that Parliament will be able to discuss and
grant a discharge for the ECSC accounts for 1981
within the time stipulated. I only regret that, for rea-
sons outside the Commission's control, it was not pos-
sible to give this discharge at the same time as the
discharge for the general budget 
- 
a point also made
by the rapporteur. In this repon Mr Gaben acknow-
ledges the fact that there have been some genuine
improvements.
I should like to make the following remarks on the
various recommendations and proposals contained in
the motion for a resolution:
As regards paragraph 3, the Commission is continually
urging the Member States in question to take the
necessary steps to ensure that their special contribu-
tions for social measures in the srcel stector are paid
without further delay. It should be the last time we
have this problem to contend with, since as from 1982
the amounts concerned are included in the general
budget.
As regards paragraph 4, we are currently remedying
the lack of consistency between the various items,
which the Coun of Auditors commented on.
The internal depanment responsible for scurtiny is
currently working on ways to avoid similar difficulties
in the future.
As regards paragraph 5, the crircria to be applied for
adjusting items where there is a risk that the payment
of amounts originating from loans and levies must
remain outstanding, are the same as those generally
used by credit institutions.
This brings me to paragraphs 5 and 7. Vork on the
new EDP accounting system is approaching comple-
tion, and the sysrcm fulfils the various wishes
expressed by the Coun of Auditors, which has been
kept informed of the progress made.
As regards paragraphs 9 and 10, the Commission is
endeavouring rc find a better solution, along the lines
of the system used in the case of investments, to enable
it to assess the need for restructuring and the trends in
building costs and State subsidies. In addition, mea-
sures have been inuoduced with a view to improving
the monitoring of loan applications and stricter appli-
cation of che relevant criteria.
I should like to say in connecdon with paragraph 11
that regional and local circumstances will inevitably
lead to differences in the terms of loans. The Commis-
sion intends, in this connection, to provide the funher
statements the Coun of Auditors has requested and go
through them together with the Court of Auditors.
The new computerized accounts system mentioned in
paragraph 12 is approaching completion and will,
among other things, meet the rapporteur's request that
the accounts should in future be broken down into
loan decisions and loan contracts.
As regards paragraph 13, the rapporteur has stressed
that the procedures are complicated. However, steps
are akeady being taken to simplify them. This should
ultimately enable loans to be dealt with more swiftly.
As regards the loans to officials mentioned in para-
graph 14, it should be sressed that it would nor appear
advisable m abolish the ceiling, since only relatively
small amounts are available, and any other measure
would lead to a regrettable reduction in the number of
officials receiving loans.
As regards the checks on the use of the loans, these
will again be made on the basis of the widest possible
samples, account being at the same time taken of the
costs involved.
Finally, I should like to add in connection with para-
graph 15 rhat the Commission has already taken steps
to ensure in future that the ceiling on resources for
loans to officials is not exceeded.
I should now like to say a few words on the report on
the European Foundation for the Improvement of Liv-
ing and lTorking Conditions and the European Centre
for the Development of Vocational Training, and I
should like to thank both the Chairman, Mr Aigner,
and the rapponeur, Mr Kellem-Bowman, for their
rePorts.
First and foremost, I should like rc stress the extensive
cooperation between the European Centre and Foun-
dation in Dublin on the one hand and the Commission
depanments on the other, which akes the following
form. !7hen the annual working programmes for the
rwo institutions are drawn up, the Commission indi-
cates what it regards as the priority tasks for the year
in question, and these are also stressed by the repre-
sentatives of the Commission at the meerings of the
Boards of the two institutions at which the decisions
on the programmes are made. In other areas, duplica-
tion of work in Berlin, Dublin and the Commission
depanments is avoided by exchange of informadoh on
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studies and work in progress in the various Commis-
sion directorates-general.
Finally, the Commission depanments take part in eval-
uation seminars at which the results of studies carried
out by the ru/o institutions are examined. I should like
to add that, in their own work, the competent Com-
mission directorates-general make the widest possible
use of the many studies carried out by the European
Centre and the Foundation.
As regards financial control in these two institutions,
the Commission intends, in accordance with the
wishes expressed by the Europehn Parliament, to do
all it can with a view to finding an effective solution
within the framework of the revised financial provi-
sions applied in these institutions.
I think it is too early to appoint an official exclusively
responsible for financial control and accounting in
these small institutions, and would therefore advise
against adopting the proposal contained in Amend-
ment No 1 by the European Democratic Group.
Finally I should like rc say a few words on the report
on the European Investment Bank. I can be brief, since
Mr Coust6's motion for a resolution sheds light upon
an imponant point. The rapporteur has stressed the
most vital aspect. He agrees that Parliament can
already fully exercise its supervisory powers, without
altering the autonomous status of the European
Investment Bank, and that these powers enable it to
assess how far the Bank's operations contribute to the
achievement of the Community's objectives. The
Commission fully agrees on this point and thanks the
rapporteur for the work he has done on this report.
Finally, I should like to remind you, in connection
with Mr Coust6's proposal that the preamble to the
Communiry budget should contain a definition of
Communiry policies and prime objectives, that the pre-
liminary draft budget which the Commission has sub-
mitted to Parliament and the Council contains an
introductory section on the policies, underlying
including Community loans policy.
Finally, there is the question of a general discharge.
No repon on the discharge for 1981 figures on Parlia-
ment's agenda, since the committee on Budgetary
Control has not yet finished its work. !7e have heard
that a new draft repon by Mr Schtin will be submitted
to the Committee at its meeting next week. Mr Tugen-
hat has been invited to ake pan in the meeting to dis-
cuss the question, and has agreed to do so.
If the report is included on the agenda for Parlia-
ment's next part-session, the Commission will make a
detailed starcment on that occasion.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed, but Mr Aigner has
asked rc speak.
Mr Aigner, Chairman of the Committee on Budgetary
Control. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, as Chairman of the
Committee on Budgetary Control I would just like to
add two brief observations. The first concerns the
remarks which have just been made about financial
controls. Examination has shown, Mr Dalsager, that
all the controls which have been carried out, both in
your special sector, agriculture, and in connection
with the ECSC, have paid for themselves. Thus, it
would be foolish to make any cutbacks here. Take the
ECSC for example. Out of 18 or 20 audits rc/o-thirds
have contained criticisms which have led to considera-
ble financial savings. Hence, the Commission should
not be trying to cut back on random checks. My
second point is to do with the scheduling of this
debate: the lateness of the hour could give people the
impression that discharges are a mere formaliry. I
would remind you that this debate today is not the real
discharge debate. That will not come until May, when
the huge amounts budgeted to the Commission and
the Parliament will be debated.
I am pleased that one of the group chairmen,
Mr Glinne, is present. I say that because the group
chairmen ought to make their groups more aware that
in its power of discharge this House possesses a formi-
dable weapon which ought to be used more forcefully.
Fonunately the majoriry of the House has not aban-
doned us, but I would like rc make a plea for a little
more active support. In the May debate we hope that
the Commission's starcment 
- 
and I am pleased rc say
that the three Commissioners with whom I have spo-
ken have fully supponed the political direction we
have taken 
- 
will show the public, and more espe-
cially the Council, that the Commission needs to draw
nearer to Parliament in order to distance itself more
from the Council. I sincerely hope that Parliament will
support this poliry. It came as a considerable shock to
me, however, that a member of the Committee on
Budgetary Control imelf, Mr Price, should yesterday
have uied to desroy this policy, despite the fact that
the supponed it during the voting in Committee. It is
not delays that we want, but a sronger pannership
berwein the Commission and Parliament, and I hope
that this is what we shall achieve at our May debate.
(Appkuse)
Mrs Boserup (COM). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I
should just like to ask whether I have misunderstood
something. The President announced 
- 
in my own
language to boot 
- 
that the debate was closed. I
therefore find it strange that the chairman of the com-
mittee, Mr Aigner, should get up and attack a member
of his committee, Mr Price, who I assume has no right
of reply.
President. 
- 
Mr Price can reply but he has not asked
to speak.
The debate is now definitely closed. The motion for a
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resolution will be put to vote at [he next voting time.
I 2. Adminis tratio e e xpenditure for 1 9 8 2
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon (Doc.
1-100/83), drawn up by MrSaby on behalf of the
Committee on Budgetary Control, on the administra-
tive expenditure of the European Parliament in the
period I January to 31 December 1982 (1982 financial
year).
Mr Saby (Sl, rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I shall
be fairly brief since everyone akeady has a copy of my
repon and the annexed accounts. The Committee on
Budgetary Control proposed that the report be taken
without debate since a debate is due to be held on this
subject in a few months time.
The Committee's aim in this repon has been to try to
put our words into practice. You will recall that in our
1983 budget presenation report 
- 
for which I was
the rapporteur, and which you approved almost unani-
mously 
- 
we said that for the implementation of the
administradve budget of the Parliament and the other
institutions we needed to make a transition from a
quantitative phase to a qualitative phase.
I believe that effons in this direction have been made
by the Presidency and by every official, but that prob-
lems still remain. !/e hope to present to you in a little
while a report which will be both critical and construc-
tive. Vork has already begun, and we look forward to
being able to hold a debate in the not too distant
future to record the tremendous progress which has
been made.
Mr Hord (ED). 
- 
Mr Presidens, I would first of all
like to say that I am not intending in any way to criti-
cize the good work of the Comminee on Budgetary
Control, in particular the excellent leadership given to
that committee by Mr Aigner. My remarks are mainly
directed at the administration of the Parliamenr.
I am rather concerned that it was inrcnded that this
repon should be uken without debate, because I feel
that, more than anything else, we Members of this
Parliament should ensure [hat our accounts are fully
and properly dealt with. It was a pity that the annex to
the report was not made available sooner 
- 
I only had
two days in which rc look at it, and I do not believe
that the report was available to rhe groups for their
meedng the week before. Vhat I am really saying Mr
President, is that Parliament mus[ ensure that its
accounts are whiter rhan whirc, panicularly with
regard to the substantial amount of adverse, albeit mis-
guided, criticism of Parliament's expenditure in 1982.
As for the accounts themselves, they could be des-
cribed as marvellous. Not one line, not one chaprcr,
Mr President, was overspent 
- 
not even the petty
cash. I would draw attention to the fact that perhaps
not too many people have read them, because Item
2402 refers to expenditure under Rule 53 of Parlia-
ment's Rules, but Rule 53 was in fact superseded in
198 1.
However, over and above that particular error in the
accounts, it seems to me that there has to be a substan-
tial criticism of the accounts, because there is much
too much fat in them. I have said it before, and I shall
say it again, Mr President, we in this House are over-
budgeted, and in respect of 1982 it is quite clear that
v'e were over-budgeted in every line and in every
chapter. I vould submit again that the reason for this
over-budgeting is that we base our budget, not on pre-
vious actual expenditure, but on irrelevanr, over-sized
previous budgets. Such policy is a recipe for exrrava-
gance and overspending. There is not a shred of dis-
cipline in Parliament's budgel
Vith regard to the 1984 budget of Parliamenr, rhere-
fore, I sincerely hope that we can change the practice,
base the 1984 budget on the previous year's actual
expenditure and so bring in the necessary degree of
discipline. After all, v/e are one arm of the joint budg-
etary authoriry and have a big responsibility for the
Commission's budget, and I believe it is incumbent
upon us to show the other instirutions how to do it by
doing for ourselves what we expecr orher people to do.
Mr Aigner (EPP), Chairman of the Committee on
Budgeury Control. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, the Com-
mittee on Budgetary Control approved Mr Saby's
interim repon by a majority. This was necessary
because the Commission needs rhe figures for its own
work.
'!7e also decided by a majority that the explanatory
starcment for the repon should not be given until Mr
Saby was in a position to do so. Mr Saby will shortly
be submitting the final reporr.
I agree with the previous speaker on one point: quite
clearly, we must measure our or/n budget by the same
standards as those we apply to the orher institutions.
The rest ofwhat he has to say, however, bears no rela-
tion to the views shared by the groups in the Com-
mittee on Budgeary Control.
Mr Boserup (COM). 
- 
Mr President, s/e are having
a most enjoyable evening; discussions which had been
finished are now conrinuing. The Rules of Procedure
are being used as an excuse to inroduce long
speeches. It is nor easy ro see where this will end.
I should like to comment briefly on whar was said by
Mr Saby, who was also of the opinion rhat the repon
should be debated. Ir cenainly should, and thar leads
me to Mr Aigner. He says so frequently and so rightly
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that the Committee on Budgetaqy Conrol is not
merely a collection of book-keepers. Irs job is to help
our colleagues who do not deal with such msks and to
exercise political and democratic control on behalf of
our electors. But do you know something, boys and
girls? I don't think we have succeeded here! \7e have
delivered a report which is incomprehensibly weak and
an annex which is meaningless to the layman. And so
we say that we'll come back to it. But it is not neces-
sary to come back to things we know, and which Mr
Saby has already mentioned in committee, and here I
am thinking panicularly of the notorious transfer of
17.4 million ECU for electioneering purposes. \7as
that legal? Has the committee any idea of the extent to
which that was legal? I have my own idea! But could
the committee not have formed some idea on such an
imponant matter? Is there some reason why we should
hide the fact that we in the Committee on Budgemry
Control have made fools of ourselves 
- 
and I am
sorry to have to say so 
- 
and have approved transfers
to accounts which this substantial annex shows have
lapsed and are therefore not being used for any pur-
pose at all? \flhat kind of way is that ro treat us? It will
not take six months or a year m find out.
I rhust also say that I suppon Mr Hord in his sand on
poor budgetary drafting. 10 million ECU have lapsed,
in spite of the fact that we scraped the bottom of the
barrel to find the 17 million ECU. Thtre is too much
fat in this budget, and the left hand has no idea how
much money there is in the right. This is a scandal
which Parliament cannot mlerate. It is not my wish ro
besmirch Parliament, but I demand that the public be
told the ruth, and we might as well stan today.
Mr Aigner, Chairman of the Committee on Budgetary
Control. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, there are one or tv/o
misconceptions which I feel ought to be cleared up.
First of all, however, let me say 
- 
and by the way Mr
Hord, thank you for the flowers 
- 
that there are
three things which need to be kept apart. The first is
the discharge of the budget for 1981. Ve decided to
defer this because there are a number of very serious
quesdons which we want [o examine in depth and
because the Bureau did not give us the apparently new
information until the last minute. Ve need to examine
this very closely, and that is what we shall be doing
next week and the week after with the administration
and the Bureau.
Vhat we are doing here is presenting the accounts for
1982 so that the Commission can pass them on. At this
point, allow me to express heartfelt thanks m Mr
Saby, who has put in an enormous amount. of work. It
is not so much a question of controlling every indivi-
dual item of expenditure, as of organizing the proce-
dure in such a way as [o ensure that there can be no
funher contraventions of the Financial Regulation. Let
me make it clear that I am not talking about irregulari-
ties, but simply about contraventions at many levels of
the existing Financial Regulation. If we criticize the
Commission we must be prepared to apply the same
standards of criticism to our oq/n financial adminisrra-
tion. All we have done for the moment is to pass on
figures; we prefer to delay the discussion until a later
date, because the rapponeur is still, on his own initia-
tive, engaged in trying to work out new proposals, i.e.
proposals of direct practical consequence. He has mer
with a great deal of understanding 
- 
even from the
administration 
- 
and I should like to thank the
adminisrration of the Parliament on rhar accounr. It
shows that cooperation is possible even when Parlia-
ment is performing a control function.
Our experiences in this connection 
- 
and this was
what Mrs Boserup was concerned about 
- 
will be
reflected in our deliberations for the 1984 budger
I hope that as a result of our experiences and Mr
Saby's analysis we shall be able to achieve the same
political effect at a lower cost. I believe there are still
considerable savings to be made, even in our own
budget, and when all is said and done that is what par-
liamentary control is supposed to be all about.
Mr Saby (S), rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) Ii"u. h."rd a num-
ber of inaccurate starcments which I cannot let pass
unchallenged. I cannot accept that there has been
fudging in the Parliament's accounts, because it is sim-
ply not true. The Parliament's accounts are clear, there
is nothing illegal about them. The 1982 budget was
spent in accordance with the mechanisms and proce-
dures laid down, and if our colleague Mrs Boserup has
any problems I shall be pleased to sit down with her,
whenever she wants, and justify rhe expenditure for
her point by point, line by line, figure by figure.
(Appkuse)
Ladies and gentlemen, it is imponanr nor ro confuse
the issue. Vhen we say that we are going to refine cer-
tain things, when we ask for extra time to produce
proposals to improve the quality of our budgetary
methods, procedures and mechanisms, this does not
mean 
- 
and I want to make this quite clear 
- 
rhat
our accounts are not good, that our accounm are not
transparent. It is a different issue entirely.
Mr President, I would also like ro say thar we should
not delude ourselves. In my 1983 reporr 
- 
which, as I
said before, you approved almosr unanimously 
- 
we
spoke of improving methods, of introducing new tech-
niques. I do not intend to dwell on all the problems 
-the problems with buildings, the problems of paper
consumption, the problems of computerization and
office automation 
- 
but computerization and automi-
zation are what our institution needs, and I am not
among those who say rhat the budget will be sysremat-
ically reduced in 1984. No. If we vant modern, effi-
cient techniques to help us in our work we musr go
out and tet them, and rhey do not come free. There
will be savings, of course, in the long term. Once these
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methods have been introduced we will see considera-
ble progress in the quality of our budgetary controls,
but without them this Parliament will be unable to live
up to its ambitions and the role which the Communiry
ought to play in the world.
Mr Kellet-Bowman (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I would
like to raise two points of order. They do say that
Homer can nod, but we have had two Homers nod-
ding just now.
Mr President, you introduced Mr Hord as speaking
on behalf of the European Democratic Group. In fact,
he was not. He was speaking on behalf of the ten
Members who exercised their right, as Members of
Parliament, to insist that a debate be put on and that a
report be not just nodded through. It was a matter of
principle. The rcn Members of Parliament signed as
individuals, not on behalf of the group.
Homer Aigner nodded when he thought that Mr
Hord referred rc the 1981 accounts. He did not.
Never once did he refer to the 1981 accounts. He did
refer,.in a teasint way, to a point in the figures which I
bet will not have been read by more than ten people in
this House, becuase the Annex was very hard to get
hold of, and those are the figures which we are sup-
posed to be pushing through tdnight. In that ser of
figures it mentions, Mr President, that some expendi-
ture was made according to Rule 53. If you look in the
rule-book, you will find that in 1982 Rule 53 did not
refer to' expenditure of money. It is a very old rule
which was being referred to. It was only a teasing of
the administration! The 1981 accounts were never
referred to.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The motion for a
resolution will be put to the vote at the next voting
time.
13. Data processing
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
l-1312/82), drawn up by Mr Herman on behalf of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, on
the
proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc.l-553/ 82 
- 
COM(82)356 final) for a deci-
sion amending Council Decision 79/783/EEC of
11 September 1979 adoping a multiannual pro-
gramme (1979-83) in the field of data processing.
The debate will also include the oral question with
debate (Doc. l-42/83), tabled by Mr Sieglerschmidt
and Mr Glinne on behalf of the Socialist Group, to the
Commission:
Subject: Drawing up of a Communiry directive
on the protection of the rights of the
individual in the face of technical devel-
opments in data processing
On 29July 1981 the Commission addressed a
recommendation rc the Member States calling
upon them to sign, during lhe course of 1981,
the Council of Europe convention for the
prorcction of individuals with regard to auto-
matic processing of personal data, and to
ratify it before the end of 1982.In rhe recom-
mendation it announced that'if all the Mem-
ber States did noc within a reasonable time
sign and ratify the convention', the Commis-
sion reserved the right to propose that the
Council adopt an instrumen[ on the basis of
the EEC Treaty to create a uniform level of
data. protection within the European Com-
munlty.
In view of the deadline set in Section II of the
recommendation, it must be assumed that the
'reasonable time' allowed by the Commission
for ratification has now elapsed.
However, only six Member States had signed
the Council of Europe convention by the end
of 1982. No Member State had ratified the
convention by the end of tgSZ and this had in
fact been done by only one of the 21 Member
States of the Council of Europe.
The European Parliament, in its resolution of
9 March 1982 on the protecrion of the rights
of the individual in the face of technical
developments in data processing, considered
that 'rules on the protection of personal data
are also feasible and necessary for the Com-
muniqy' and that the adoption of a Com-
muniry directive should be envisaged.
In the light of the above, we would ask the
Commission:
1. Now that v/e are at the beginning of
1983, has the Commission begun rc draft
a proposal for a directive ro ensure a
unform level of data protection within the
European Comlnunity?
2. ![hen does the Commission intend to
start work in this area, if. it has not
already done so, and when can we expect
the proposal rc be submitted?
3. Can the Commission outline the provi-
sions of such a directive and to what
extent do these reflect the proposals made
in the relevant resolutions of the Euro-
pean Parliament and the associated
reports drawn up by its Legal Affairs
Commitcee?
Mr Herman (EPP), rdpporteur. 
- 
(FR) Mr Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen, rhe enemy is at our door
(a)
(b)
(c)
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and we are arguing about the sex of the angels. That is
how Byzantium perished. One wonders whether peo-
ple in the year 2000, when they realize the extent of
the disaster in the European telematics industry, will
think not of Byzantium but of a much more modern
and striking example, namely the European discus-
sions, because as far as telematics is concerned these
leave Byzantium in the shade. It was way back in 1976,
when it was already evident that the European tele-
matics industry was fast being outstripped by Japan
and the United States, that the Commission first pro-
posed a fairly broad, fairly coherent multiannual pro-
tramme.
After three years of nitpicking, which reduced this
programme to a skeleton, *re Council finally gave the
Commission the go-ahead for a programme which
clearly has not yet produced any results. In fact we
have fallen even further behind, and our dependence
on impons of rclematics equipment has grown even
treater. Ve now meet linle more than 35 0/o of our
own needs, yet if we had become entirely self-suffi-
cient we could have created one and a half million new
jobs in Europe. \7ith all our debates on unemploy-
ment, this is a figure wonh bearing in mind.
Naturally, we welcome the Commission's present pro-
posal to exrcnd im programme a little funher. Ve will
give wholeheaned support to any move by the Com-
mission in this direcdon. Nevenheless, there are a
number of comments we would like to make about the
programme and the priorities.
The muldannual programme did in fact have two
parts: the first pan was mainly concerned with creat-
ing favourable general conditions for the development
of the telematics industries, whereas the second part
- 
the pan which it is now proposed to develop 
- 
was
more specific, being concerned with aid for specific
research projects and experiments.
It might be asked whether it is not more important,
and whether it would not in fact make more sense, to
continue to work towards the standardization of da:.a
processing systems, the opening up of public markets
and the elimination of the barriers which cause us to
have ten separate rclematics markem in Europe rather
than a single huge European market.
It seems to me that concentrating on coordinating
research, in particular in the Esprit programme, is to
some extent putting the can before the horse. Surely
the first prioriry should be to achieve all the declared
objectives, even if cenain Starcs are not yet ready to
accept them entirely, or at any rate to continue to fight
for the implementation of the first part of the multian-
nual programme?
My second point concerns the problem of priorities.
The Commission seems to me to be proposing a strat-
egy for research on all fronts. But our resources are
limited and we must therefore select our priorities. In
certain sectors we can still catch up, but not in others.
In certain sectors the Japanese or Americans are so far
ahead that we stand very little chance of catching them
up, and it may be asked whether we should even waste
our energ'y and resources trying.
I am panicularly sceptical about the priority given to
the new languages. ADA, for example, on which so
much of recent European research has been concen-
rated, is a language designed for computers operating
on sequential processes. Yet in view of the extremely
promising and rapid progress being made in the
so-called fifth generation of computers it might be
asked whether new designs of computer might not
necessitate another rype of language. Here too, there-
fore, we are in danger of arriving too late, i.e. afrcr
our rivals have already moved on to neu/ sectors.
Finally, Mr President, I should like to state that
despite these reservadons 
- 
which, I am sure, will be
borne in mind by the Commission when it comes to
invite tenders and adopt the definitive programmes 
-your Committee and, I hope, this House, will suppon
the C6mmission's initiative. The Council are sure to
give the proposal a rough ride, and we wish the Com-
mission well in its msk.
Mr Sieglerschmidt (S). 
- 
(DE) Ve have a debate
with an oral question by the Socialist Group. Vhen
can the author of this question speak on it, Mr Presi-
dent?
President. 
- 
I think we should deal with the Herman
report first.
Mrs Baduel Glorioso (COM), drafisman of an opinion
for tbe Legal lffairs Committee. 
- 
(IT) Mr President,
I am in full agreement with what Mr Herman has said,
just as I also share his perplexity with regard to the
Community's backwardness in this important sector;
this backwardness is not just imponant and significant
in respect of the problem of employment, but also and
above all because of the role which our Community
must play in international markem. This is the sector
which we must look to in order to promote economic
recovery within the Community and within the frame-
work of international competition.
The Legal Affairs Committee has decided unani-
mously to give its opinion in the form of two amend-
ments.
The first amendment concerns the protection of the
individual's rights ztis-,i-ois the development of the
data-processing industry. The Legal Affairs Com-
mittee has raised this problem on each occasion that
the need to develop and suppon the data-processing
sector has been discussed.
Ever since the Coust6 repofl was published in 1977 we
have always stressed the need to protect the rights of
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the citizen ois-ti-ois data-processing sysrems. First of
all, the individual needs rc be able to check the infor-
mation which is put into the computers, and secondly
he needs to be assured of the confidentiality of such
data. To this end, from the same dme, that is to say
from 1977 onwards, we have been calling for a Euro-
pean directive on this topic and, secondly, as far back
as 1981 Member States were asked m raify by 1982
the Council of Europe convention for che prorecrion
of individuals in respect of computer-processing of
personal data.
I want to emphasize the major imponance of a Euro-
pean directive in this field. In any case, our concern is
to look after the individual's rights with respec ro
data-processing, which is something that we intend to
support, moreover 
- 
and this should be quite clear.
This is the purpose of the Legal Affairs Committee's
first amendment.
The second amendment concerns something new,
rather than the tradidonal questions 
- 
if I may say so
- 
of the type contained in the first amendment.
Today we have to face the phenomenon of crimes
connected with data-processing. Suffice it to mention
the misappropriation of sums of money using compu-
ters, using matnetic cards which have expired, robber-
ies in data-banl$, measures concerning the insallation
of daa-processing systems which are in force in one
State and illegal somewhere else, and consequendy the
theft of data between one State and another.
This leads us to wonder whether [ax havens will not be
followed by data-processing havens. In the face of rhis
most serious situation, which has aheady been dis-
cussed by data-processing specialists at various confer-
ences (amongst which, most. recently, one in Cannes),
we are submitting an amendmenr so that these con-
cerns of ours will be taken into account. \7e hope that
the rapponeur will be able to accepr our two amend-
ments.
Mr Seal (S). 
- 
Mr President, may I say that I agree
with you entirely thar there are [wo very distinct pans
to this debate. Alrhough, cenainly, the oral question
with debare has been lumped together in this debate, I
feel that it should not really have been. In fact, whilst I
have no objections to the rwo amendments that have
been put down by Mrs Baduel-Glorioso, they do not
deal specifically with Mr Herman's reporr. They deal
with something slightly different. Mr Herman's reporr
on data processing and on the multiannual programme
is concerned with the hardware, the actual construc-
tion and use of computers. The oral quesrion wirh
debate, and also the amendments, are concerned with
the sofrware, the work thar is actually done by the
computers and the data used in this work. So, whilsr I
feel the secretariat has seen the word 'data-processing'
and lumped the two togerher, really they are rwo very
distinct irems, and it is a shame that they have been
lumped together in this way. Flowever, Mr President,
they have, and we will deal with them as such.
Let me first deal with Mr Herman's report. For once
- 
and this is rather unusual 
- 
I do compliment him
on his repon, because I complercly supporr. him on it
and on his conclusions.
However, I would like to deal in a little more detail
with one aspect that Mr Herman has covered 
-namely, the usefulness of the research aided by the
Communiry, and particularly rhe research into ADA,
the new language.
I agree absolutely with Mr Herman rhat where the
programme is concerned it is a matter of too little, too
late, and it is dealing with something rhat is already
out of date. I feel that they are pursuing a line of
research that is nor going ro be fruitful at all.
The Communiry, as usual, is not adapting fast enough,
and it is not planning ahead fast enough. As I have
said before, the Commission should concenffarc on
helping us achieve self-sufficienry in micro-electronics
in Europe. If we are going to compete in any way with
Japan, or with the USA, we must work on an inrerna-
tional basis. But we must also, as Mr Herman rightly
said in his speech mnight, specialize in other fields 
-fields which are nor already being covered, panicu-
larly by the Japanese. N7e too musr use the so-called
laser approach that rhe Japanese are using and concen-
trate on areas where we are going to make progress. If
the Communiry cannot encourage this 
- 
as seemingly
it cannot 
- 
then to me there is no point at all in hav-
ing a Community, because Member Sates in the past,
before the Community, have demonstrated that they
can work together quire adequately without a Com-
muniry. I will not go over the joint research pro-
grammes that have been done, but the Community has
not improved upon this cooperarion one bit. In fact, in
most cases, in my opinion, it has been a hindrance.
I agree with Mr Herman: the Community is doing too
little and they are doing it too late and we are falling
funher and further behind in micro-electronics. The
Communiry is not looking into the problems of plan-
ning or of coping with the effects of rhe work that has
been done in micro-electronics.
So those are my comments on Mr Herman's report. I
support him, and whilst I have no objection to rhe rwo
amendments, I do really think rhe amendments are on
the wrong tack.
But I should like to add, Mr President, a little abdut
data protection. At rhe momenr this is being dealt wirh
by the United Kingdom Governmenr, and is in fact
being debated at this moment in the United Kingdom.
The United Kingdom Governmenr is working very
hard 
- 
belaredly 
- 
ro come into line with other
European countries in ratifying the Council of Europe
Convention.
But there are many glaring exemprions in the Tory
proposals that are being put forward. I can obviously
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accept exemptions for reasons of national security, but
I must say I cannot, and people should not and the
Communiry should not, accepr exemprions because of
the problems of immigration conrol. This is some-
thing that musr be looked at.
Neither should rhere be an exemprion allowing access
to medical records or hospital records. I feel that the
data protecdon we are trying to achieve is not being
helped at the moment by the United Kingdom bill. It is
a hindrance. It has a kind of Big Brother effect as far
as the government is concerned.
I would just like the Commission for once ro try and
bring the United Kingdom Government into line. You
are not going to have much time left to do this,
because we are about to leave the Communiry; but
perhaps before we do thar you could bring them into
line with the other Member States.
Mr Van Rompuy (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I
should like to say on behalf of my group that we can
endorse the conclusions contained in the Herman
report. Like the rapporreur, we have certain critisms
and reservations regarding the extension of the multi-
annual programme. Ve have our doubts as to whether
it is sensible from a strategic point of view to exrcnd
par[ two of this programme before part one has been
implemented. As Mr Herman has said, the first pan of
this programme is important, aimed as it is at crearing
a more favourable environment for the development of
data processing in Europe through such measures as
coordinating procuremenr policies, promor.ing stan-
dardization and establishing a free market in equip-
ment of this kind.
The extent to which the European data-processing
industry is lagging behind can be seen from the figures
quoted in the repon. fu producers we accounr for
some 59/o of the world market in computers as against
250/o as consumers. Our turnover is about one-eighth
of that of the United States and I do not agree with
my Italian colleague who maintained that this debate
had nothing to do with the unemployment problem.
On the contrary, Mr Herman pointed out that it
would be possible ro creare a million jobs if we were [o
come up to the same level as regards development in
data processing, and this would lead m a funher mil-
lion jobs since we know that there is a connecrion
berween the manufacturing sector and the supply sec-
tor and we should also take account of the million jobs
in connection with the use of data processing in other
industries. Consequently, data processing is rremen-
dously important for employmenr, bur the technology
cannot put people out of work. In the United States 15
million new jobs have come inro being since 1923 and
5 million in Japan, compared with a mere 1 million in
the European Community. This is no mere coincid-
ence.
It is obvious that technological backwardness can have
serious negative effeca on employment but there are
nevertheless srront anri-rechnological feelings among
the younger generations which are encouraged by
ecologists and cenain socialists who continue ro swear
by zero growth and the prorecrion of internal markets
instead of calling for renewal. \7e must take a stand
against this defeadsm and we regrer, therefore, rhar
the projects are too limited in scope, that we are not
making sufficient efforts in connecrion with the key
areas and that the financial resources are too limited,
although we are currenrly speaking in rcrms of
hundreds of millions for plans for the steel industry,
while this money should really be used for a policy
aimed at geffing rhe data processing industry back on
im feet again.
I should to conclude, Mr President, by drawing your
attention to an initiative in my pan of the world,
known as 'Flanders technology', which will come ro
inflirence the Commission's projects in the coming
months. Mr Davignon has promised that the regions
will also be involved in rhe muldannual programme on
. data processing and I hope that there will be coopera-
tion between Europe and the regions in this area. The
national regions should have nothing more ro do with
subsidies for obsolescenr secrors. 'S7e musr work for
the future and I regard the Herman reporr as a valua-
ble contribution to this work.
Sir Jack Stewart-Clark (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I
know how much Vice-President Davignon has done in
getting indusrialists togerher to ter rhe Esprit pro-
gramme off rhe ground in an attempt to produce
dynamic proposals for new information technologies,
for Communiry action in microelectronics and for the
harmonization of standards in telecommunications
and data processing. However, one really despairs ar
the Community's lack of progress. Everyone knows
that the Americans and increasingly the Japanese are
getting way ahead in these field. Yet what do we see
since 1979?
Firstly, a Council delay in responding ro the Commis-
sion's requests for saff and then failure to meet rhem.
Secondly, monies requested in the field of mini-com-
puters and peripherals rejected, a requesr for money in
support of electronic component developmenr
rejected, monies in suppon of sofrware standardiza-
tion and data processing drastically reduced. On the
Commission side, we witness almost no progress on
standardization and nor even a beginning ro
coordinated public procuremenr. Even with che Coun-
cil's had behaviour, how can this be justified?
The Commission is no doubt right ro concenrare on.
well-defined areas. Bur is ADA, the development of a
new, modern programming language, really the right
avenue? Is it wonh 19.5 million ECU when w-e see
new and advanced software coming out of rhe USA
every month? Is this delay not making ADA obsolerc?
Can the Commission confirm that the project is still
viable and that the money is being wisely spent? As far
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as standardization is concerned, if this in itself cannot
be achieved, then let the Commission at least give sup-
port to the development of hardware and software
which facilitates compatibiliry bemeen different sys-
rcms.
Many national governments, including my own, have
Ministers for Technology and are providing substan-
tial funds for the development and expansion of a
modern compurcr industry. But, Mr President, indivi-
dual nations cannot take on the Americans or the
Japanese by themselves, particularly when the USA
has space expenditure to nuflure its industry and the
Japanese are closely coordinating the activities of
government and industry. The Commission's role and
the purpose of expenditure in the Communiry must be,
firsdy, to indentify and carry out, together with indus-
try, those projects which cannot be achieved success-
fully except on a joint Communiry basis; and secondly,
[o act as the catalyst bringing national governments,
universities and industries together to pursue separate
but compatible and closely coordinated roles in the
development of advanced electronic components and
data-processing technology.
Of course, individual governmenr and nations of the
Communiry will mark up some successes from time to
time. But unless we see integration at a European level
of advanced research and development projects, unless
we see the establishment of European technical stan-
dards rc enable better production scale, and inter-
changeability to be achieved, unless cre see a more
uniform market, panicularly in the public sector, by
the opening up of procurement policies across the
Community and unless we see incentives given to
industry on the basis of a Communiry strategic plan
for data processing, Mr President, we shall fail.
'S7'e cannot afford to fail, and we therefore ask both
Council and Commission to get on with it and do
something about it. I suppon Mr Herman's excellent
rePort.
IN THE CHAIR: MR VANDE\TIELE
Vce-President
Mr Sieglerschmidt (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, what I am about to say is not a criti-
cism of Commissioner Dalsager. Rather, it is a criti-
cism of an absurd situation for which the Bureau and
the Commission must take joint responsibility. Vhen
the largest group in this House tables an oral question
with debate it naturally expects its interlocutor to be
the appropriate Commissioner and not a Commis-
sioner who 
- 
although I greatly respec his work 
- 
is
nevenheless obliged to read off his speech from a writ-
ten stalement and who is scarcely in a position to
answer any additional questions unless prompted by
his colleagues.
I would ask you, Mr President, to take this matter
back to the Bureau. It is quite clear what the Socialist
Group's oral question is all about. In summer 1981 the
Commission recommended the Member States to sign,
by rhe end of 1981, the Council of Europe convention
for the protection of individuals with regard to auto-
matic processing of personal data, and to ratify it
before the end of 1982. The Commission announced
- 
and Dr Narjes repeated this in March 1982 
- 
that
it would otherwise immediately begin drafting a pro-
posal for a directive on data protection in the Euro-
pean Communiry. The reaction to the Commission's
recommendation has been very depressing. By the sti-
pulated deadline only one Member State 
- 
pp4ns6 
-had ratified the convention and two Member Sates
had not even signed it. I would therefore like the
Commission to state whether it has, as promised,
aheady begun drafting the proposal for a directive on
data protection in the European Communiry, and if
not, when it plans to start and when Parliament can
expect to see the proposal. Naturally we should also
very much like to know on what broad lines this pro-
posal will be based.
Mr Dalsager, I should like you to be in no doubt that
the citizens of our Member States are extremely con-
cerned about data-protection in the context of their
individual rights, as well-publicized events this very
week in the Federal Republic will tesdfy. Neither the
Commission, nor, unfortunately, the Parliament, has
yet established adequate data protection for its saff. I
can see the day when an official of the Commission
complains to the European Court of Justice that his
citizens' rights are endangered as a result of inade-
quate data-protection, and very possibly wins his case.
I would recommend the Commission not to sit back
and wait for this to happen but to put a suitable propo-
sal for a directive before Parliament without delay. I
spoke of an absurd situation, but I do not want to Bo
on about it too much. I merely wanted to say what I ,
thought needed saying, and I hope you are in a posi-
tion to give some precise replies to my questions.
Mrs Desouches (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, in Decem-
ber 1982 I took part in an extremely interesting inter-
national symposium organized in Rome by the Coun-
cil of Europe, at which there was a long, very con-
structive debate on precisely the problem which
Mr Sieglerschmidt has just raised.
In panicular, we talked about what son of an informa-
tion policy there should be in our society and we
affirmed that there could be no cutting corners in any
discussion of this subject. Of course there is a wide
range of different interests involved. But to subscribe
to one point of view only, say commercial secrecy or
companies' needs for a maximum of information,
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seems to me rc be shormighted. If there are differences
of opinion these should be discussed, not kept secret.
Moreover, we are talking about a technology which is
developing at breakneck speed, and which has socio-
logical and political implications which we must not
underestimate. I am afraid that the Community is fall-
ing too far behind, and it seems to me irresponsible to
decide to promorc a technology, as we are doing,
while at the same time refusing to consider the conse-
quences.
In March 1982 I was one of those who wanted a
European directive, both for reasons of standardiza-
don and for better protection of the citizens of
Europe. I accept that ratification of the Council of
Europe's convention would have been a srcp forward,
since cenain countries have no legislation in this field
while others are preparing texts which fall shon of the
minimum requirements of the convention. The law
currently being drafted in the United Kingdom is a
case in point.
Nevenheless, the Council of Europe convintion
affords only minimal protection. There is nothing, for
example, on the control of data banks; disturbing
exemptions have been included to ensure that States
need not apply the convention to certain computerized
registers. Furthermore, many of these provisions are
recommendations rather than obligations.
Nor does the convention, like national legislations, do
anything about trans-frontier flows of information;
shis at.a time when the OECD is constantly reasserting
worrying principles m the effect that there should be
no barriers to the transfer of personal daa but that
such data should be uansferrable between Member
States with no major obstacles. It therefore seems to be
essential, and entirely in accordance with the objec-
dves of the Community, to produce a directive setting
out first and foremost to extend data protection to the
trans-frontier transmission of all types of personal
data.
Of course the directive should also cover such topics
as systematic personal information, the responsiblities
of those who keep registers, the setting up of a Com-
munity monitoring committee and the control of data
banks. I entirely agree with Mr Sieglerschmidt on the
need for this directive.
Mr Dalsager, Menber of the Commission. 
- 
(DA) Mr
President, Mr Davignon is naturally sorry that he was
not able to attend the debarc on this important ques-
tion. On the other hand, Members will already be
aware that members of the Commission often take
over asls for one another, in view of their many other
obligations, and we naturally discuss the problems
under consideration together. The experts we have for
each of the various fields also hold joint discussions, so
that we are able to answer the questions which arise in
Parliamentary debates and which we naturally accept
are matters of great imponance and great interest.
I am not sure that there is any need for the Commis-
sion to influence the work of the Parliament more
than it has done. I believe that the Commission will do
its utmost to be present here during these negotiations
which shows that the Commission has more interest in
these negotiations than some Members appear to have.
(Applause)
I am very grateful to Parliament for the speed with
which they have dealt with the draft programme and
for the support in their motion, which will help to has-
ten the resolution through the Council. I am referring
here to the Herman report. Like Parliament, the Com-
mission regrets the delay in Council approval of the
multi-annual programme and the reduction in
resources granted as compared with what was
requested. But apart from some results here and there
achieved as the programme was implemented, this has
made it possible m define more clearly and evaluate
the need for Community intervention in cenain areas
and to confront the Community with cenain chal-
lenges which it has been obliged and able to mke up. It
was by taking advantage of these positive aspecm that
it was possible to reach a more rapid decision on the
micro-electronics programme and to develop fully the
Esprit programme.
In spite of its limitations, the multi-annual programme
on data processing has therefore played a positive r6le
in the development of Community intervention in that
field.
I would point out in this connection that the Esprit
programme will be the first Community project with a
strategic aim 
- 
that of putting European industry on
the same footing as its competitors by 1990. This wilt
be complemenrcd by various projects within an overall
strategy, the definition and implementation of which
will undoubtedly be assisted by activities in the muld-
annual programme.
In view of the difficulties with the administration of
the programme in the first rq/b years, the Commission
has had to give priority to the second part. As a result
of the success with the system of aid for applications in
the second part of the programme, the funds allocated
ran our at the end of 1981. The first pan, which
requires the greatest effon the most smff, had to be
implemented more slowly. Budgetary implemenation
for that part will therefore extend over the whole of
the period laid down 
- 
i.e. until rhe end of 1983. A
proposal for the extension of the first pan will be
placed before the Council and Parliament as soon as
possible. It will contain an outline of the resources for
the continuation and expansion of the general projects
planned for this first pan for an additional three-year
period. This will make it possible at the same time to
continue both pans of the multi-annual progamme.
In the field of standardization the Commission has,
within the framework of the multi-annual programme,
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used the resources allocated rc aid the development of
European standards on the prioriry fields 
- 
i.e. stan-
dards for communication and programming lan-
guages, and to pave the way for coordination between
national organizations in the standardization field
with a view to achieving a joint stance in defending
European interests in the international sundards
organizations 
- 
the ISO and CCITT. Studies rc help
in the elaboration of standards are under way, as is the
survey concerning the multilingual keyboard. A pro-
gramme has also been drawn up for prioriry projects
which, above all, will help to see that standards are
respected by authorities.
It is true that owing to a lack of resources the project
for the public purchasing project was somewhat late in
starting, but it is now in protress, and the definition of
supplementary projects for Esprit within the context of
an overall srategy will undoubtedly enrich the Com-
mission's projects in this field, as in the case of the
project in the field of standardization.
The second part of the multianriual programme is con-
cerned with the application of new technologies. This
entails the transfer of rcchnologies already developed
at the research and development stage to practical situ-
ations and marketing. This second part of the pro-
gramme is not therefore concerned with research, nor
does it contain any broad aims.
On the basis of the experience gained over the pasr
two years with a view to making optimum use of the
system, of aid, the Commission has nevenheless felt it
advisable to concentrate upon swo main fields which
need to be given prioriry 
- 
namely the ADA pro-
gramming language and the ransnational information
systems which use decentralized dam bases.
It is true that very rapid progress is being made within
the information technology sector and that it is essen-
tial to carefully monitor that progress to orient
research and applications in the most promising direc-
tions. Such a mechanism is envisaged for Esprit.
ADA is no longer a new language; several applications
of this language are being implemented or have
already been completed. It has been registered as a
sandard with the ANSI 
- 
American National San-
dard Institution 
- 
since 17 February 1983, and the
procedure for making it an international standard will
begin at the ISO at the end of this monrh. ADA is,
moreover, designed as a procedural language, and as
such differs from certain other languages now being
examined. It is not especially suitable for rhe imple-
mentation of programs intended for purchase for
existing computers with sequential processing. It may
also be used for a description of parallelism and is
therefore suitable for use with furure compur,er
designs.
On this poin6 which was raised especially by Mr Sie-
glerschmidt and Mr Glinne in their quesrion, I should
like to make a few comments concerning the prepara-
tion of an EEC directive on individual rights in the
light of the developmen$ we are now witnessing in
data processing.
In the debate on 8 March of last year on Mr Sie-
glerschmidt's report on individual rights in the light of
developments aking place in that field, the Commis-
sion stated that, in accordance with its recommenda-
tion of 29July 1981, it would as a matter of priority
endeavour to persuade Member States to sign and
radfy the Council of Europe Data Protection Conven-
tion. The Commission also regards this initiative as a
sign of good cooperation with the Council of Europe,
which has frequently been called for by Parliament,
and the Council of Europe has also done some out-
standing work in the field of data protection.
So far as the Commission is a'vare) eight Member
States have so far signed the convention, and only Ire-
land and the Netherlands have not yet signed. None
of the Member States has yet to our knowledge rati-
fied the Convention, but we expect that France at least
will deposit the instrumenm of ratification this year.
In the meantime the Commission has embarked upon
the preparatory examinations for the drafting of a pro-
posal for a directive. All those who know about data
protection will, however, confirm that this is a highly
complex question and that a comprehensive and inten-
sive preparation will therefore be required before such
a proposal can be put forward.
The Commission will need to seek the help of experm
in the various Member States for the preparation of
the directive. It is not at present possible to give a pre-
cise date for presentation of such a proposal.
Nor is it possible at the moment to give a precise indi-
cation of the content of such a proposal. lVhat is cer-
tain is that it cannot simply be confined to taking over
the Council of Europe's convenrion. A proposal for a
direcdve must ansc/er a whole series of questions,
which that convention does not solve, but which are
expressly mentioned in Parliament's resolution of
9 March 1982, e.g. responsibility for passing on false
da:.a.
In conclusion, I should like to draw attention ro one
funher point. The Commission does not ar presenr
have sufficient smff ro draw up at high speed an
acceptable proposal on data prorecrion, which requires
meticulous prepararion. I should like to remind
Mr Sieglerschmidt that, in the debate last spring, he
stated that Parliament would suppon the Commission
and would try to ensure that the prepararion of such a
proposal for a directive was nor thwarted for lack of
saff. That time has now come. By supponing the
expenditure required for staff, Parliament musr also
demonstrate its political will rc promore data protec-
tion within the Communiry.
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Mr Sieglerschmidt (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I am
almost moved ro tears. All I can say to the Commis-
sioner is that I remember my promise very well. Since
the . Commission has shown a willingness to set ro
work on preparing rhe proposal for a directive, I am
also prepared to do all I can to achieve rhe necessary
staff increases. I have one quesrion however. I appre-
ciate, Mr Dalsager, that the Commission cannor yer
give a precise date for submission of the directive.
Nevenheless, I should be pleased if you could tell me,just so that I can have an approximate idea of the
time-scale, whether it is likely to be submitted before
or after the 1984 elections, or even before or after the
turn of the century.
Mr Dalsager, Member of tbe Commission.- (DA) Mr
President, I cannot give any precise date before or
afrcr 1984, but I can say that it will be before the year
2000.
Mr Kellett-Bowman (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I rise to
ask the Commissioner whether he really expec$ rhe
House to approve this opinion of Parliamenr romor-
row when the debare has not been answered. I ask this
question because he did complain about their not
being many people here. The box offices have not
been busy and I think the absentees knew what I did
not know 
- 
namely, that we were not going to get an
ansver to this excellent debare introduced by Mr Her-
man. I do think some of the points raised by these
speakers should have been answered by the Commis-
sioner. I ask him the question, in the absence of a reply
to our debarc other than a prepared speech, does he
really want the opinion passed?
Mr Dalsager, Mernber of the Commission. 
- 
(DA) I
am not quite sure whar rype of answer Mr Kellett-
Bowman feels is lacking, but if rhere is some area I
have not clarified we musr of course take up the ques-
tion and try to answer it.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The motion for a
resolution will be pur ro rhe vore ar the nexr voring
time.
14. Information and con-wlution procedurefor tax
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the repon (Doc.
l-1331/82), drawn up by Mr Beumer on behalf of the
Committee on Economic and Monemry Affairs, on
the
proposal from rhe Commission to the Council(Doc. 1-918/81 
- 
COM(81)729 final) for a
directive establishing a prior information and con-
sultation procedure for tax matters.
Mr Beumer (PPE), rdpportear. 
- 
(NL) Mr President,
I will be very brief. The Economic and Monetary
Committee finds the Commission's proposal extremely
apposite and can therefore suppoft it. Indeed, we can
regard the proposal as necessary since we can unfor-
tunately witness an increasing trend towards diver-
gence in the field of taxation, which is a piry and for
this reason the proposed prior consultation would be
very useful. It also strikes us as a good thing that prov-
isions have also been included concerning confiden-
tiality and that exemption from this consultation pro-
cedure can be obtained in cases of urgenry. However,
I should like to pur one quesrion, Mr President. Is it in
fact necessary to take confidentiality as far as the Par-
liament? \7ill it not turn our in practice that the Parlia-
ment finds out about government intentions anyway
and would it not therefore be better if the Commission
and the national parliaments were ro be informed
simultaneously? I do not think rhis need necessarily
give rise to excessive problems and I think the Com-
mission could perhaps look inrc this matrer once more.
Mr President, the question of wherher this proposal
might not prejudice possible subsequent harmoniza-
tion proposals was also discussed and I think that the
Committee was right, when it reached its majority
decision, in assuming that this measure was not so
far-reaching as to justify things of this kind and I
should like to conclude by saying that I think the
Commission will go along wirh this view.
Mr Provan (ED).- Mr President, it is a great plea-
sure for me to take parr in this debate tonight. I wel-
come the repon by Mr Beumer, especially para-
graph 3, where he points our that the proposed proce-
dure is in no sense a guarantee that the measures
adopted by the Member Stares will help to bring about
convergent development of axing within the Com-
munlty.
I come from Scotland, and one of our major expons,
of course, is a product called whisky, which is very
often consumed by various Members of rhis Parlia-
ment at this time of night. The Scotch whisky industry
has recently been experiencing a period of great diffi-
culty,'with a drop of at least 50% in capacity in recenr
years and a 250/o fall in employmenr in the last three
years. Scotland is one of the rural and peripheral areas
of the Communiry, and there are really no ocher job
opponunities. 'S7'e must ask ourselves, therefore, what
is the cause of this problem. One of the major causes is
discrimination in taxation and I think Mr Beumer has
got the problem well under control in what he is sug-
gestint in this report, although it is all very well to mlk
and we really need to develop a far greater sense of
urgency and try and achieve what musr be achieved if
we believe in fair competition berween Member States
in the various rypes of alcohol rhar are produced in the
Community.
Unfortunately, there is an erroneous impression that
Scorch is losing irc popularity in the world. Thar is not
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the case. Discriminatory taxation is the real cause of
the problem both inside and outside the European
Communiry. Since we entered the European Com-
munity, tax discrimination against Scotch whisky has
increased. \7e have only to look at the French bottle
tax that was introduced recendy: 8 francs was placed
on every bottle of spirits, and there was no tax increase
wha$oever on wine and beer. Alcohol, Mr President,
should be ueated as such; it should be taxed as such,
and there should be no discrimination against different
rypes of alcohol in the Community. That, I believe, is
true of all taxation: we should not have discrimination
where it can be avoided. Ve therefore welcome this
report, and will be in favour of it when it comes to the
vote.
Mt Dalsager, Member of the Commission.- (DA) Mr
President, the Commission attaches great imPortance
to this proposal. It has in fact observed that Member
States frequently adopt measures regarding taxes and
duties without regard either to the effects which those
measures will have upon Communiry development or
rc the views of other Member States concerned. Such
srcps entail a serious risk of divergent development in
the tax systems and may therefore hinder the tax har-
monization which is so urgently required. The pro-
posed procedure is intended to avert this risk and to
Lnco.rrage the approximation of systems of taxes and
duties. In connection with the adoption of measures
concerning axes and duties, the national legislative
bodies and, in panicular, the parliaments will be able
rc take account of Communiry interests and possibly
of the views of other Member States by vinue of the
information they shall be able to gather.
I am pleased to note that your Committee on Econo-
mic and Monetary Affairs recommends the approval
without amendment of the Commission's proposals. I
hope that the plenary assembly will follow this recom-
mendation, and I can also assure you that we in the
Commission shall keep Parliament informed of devel-
opmenrc in this field. I should like to thank the rappor-
teur and the committee for their work on this report.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The motion for a
resolution will be put to the vote at the next voting
time.
15. Fishfillets
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon (Doc. 1-89l
83) drawn up by Mrs Pery on behalf of the Committee
on Agricilture, on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc, l-938/ 82 
- 
COM(82)698 final) for a regu-
lation determining the impon dudes applicable to
fish fillets obnined on board Community vessels
from fish originating in third countries.
Mrs Pery (S), rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, lad-
ies and gentlemen, I apologize for having to inflict on
you ar this late hour a repon which is perhaps a bit
technical, perhaps a bit sterile, but which nevertheless
is not without interest. I would therefore ask you to
bear with me for two minutes.
The repon concerns fish fillets obtained on board
Community vessels from fish originating in third
counries, and more panicularly the customs duties
payable on such fillets.
It may seem to be merely a technical measure, yet it
could have significant economic and social consequ-
ences. As things stand at present, when a Communiry
f.actory ship buys fish from third countries for process-
ing on board it has to pay a tax on the value added
resulting from the filleting process, although no such
tax is payable by land-based factories which process
whole fish imponed from third countries.
One might therefore consider, quite rightly, that this
amounts to discrimination against the factory ships
and that it would be logical to change the rule by abol-
ishing this supplementary tax, panicularly since, with
the extension of the limits of territorial waters to 200
miles, the Communiry ships have lost some of their
fishing grounds and are therefore obliged to use fish
bought-in from third gountries in order to make their
fishing operations economic. From this point of view,
the Commission's proposal can be approved.
However, I would like to make one or two additional
observations, and I would like to know the Commis-
sion's opinion on this subject.
The abolition of the tax would favour the factory
ships, which could then provide a finished product
more cheaply than the land-based factories. This
would put jobs at risk in the land-based factories and
would endanger the small-scale non-industrial fishing
industry which supplies a part of the factories' require-
ments, thus resulting in disruption of the market. The
value added tax which the factory ships pay is only
one factor. 'S7e need to study all the factors which
affect the cost of the finished product on board fac-
tory ships and in factories on land.
I would therefore like to see very serious consideration
given to the possible repercussions of this new mea-
.sure. One solution might be simply to lower rather
than abolish the tax, or to introduce certain limiting
conditions, for example by fixing minimum prices to
be respected by the factory ships, which after all are
nothing less than mobile factories. These suggestions
are aimed at finding the best possible balance befi/een
the fi/o rypes of processing and eliminating distonions
of competition.
Mr Helms (EPP). 
- 
(DE) The Commission and the
Council have both come in for some hefry criticism on
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fundamental problems and procedures in the course of
this debate, and in my view quite rightly so. You, Mr
President, said just a little while ago rhat we ought to
be nice to the Commission. I shall now try rc follow
your advice, because I would like to praise the Com-
mission for submitting this proposal for a regulation
on import duties applicable rc fish fillets.
Ve are delighted to see the Commission acting so
quickly, particularly when the agreemenr on rhe com-
mon fisheries poliry was only reached on 25 January.
As far as we are aware there is also wide agreement in
the Council on the common fisheries poliry.
The rapponeur, Mrs Pery, has already menrioned
some of the main principles in her introduction.
I must mention, however, that although the Vorking
Group on Fisheries twice debated this question it was
unable to come to a conclusive decision, with the
result that we had no proposal to submit to the Com-
mittee on Agriculure. The repon was only approved
on 22 March because the Council was pressing us on
the grounds of urgenry. The decision was pushed
through in only one minure, despite the fact that there
were many points which were still unclear. I should
therefore like to add a few corrections to Mrs Peqy's
commen6. Her motion for a resolution unfortunately
contains a number of misundersandings and even
contradictions. She had promised ro include a number
of points which, unfonunately, do not appear in her
report. I have therefore tabled a number of amend-
ments on behalf of the Group of the European Peo-
ple's Pany in order to clear up cenain points. I want to
make it absolutely clear that my group welcomes rhe
Commission's proposal to the Council.'W'e vanr to see
the proposal implemented in full so that rhe Com-
muniry's factory ships can remain viable by being
allowed to process extra fish bought-in from third
countries under the same conditions as those applying
to factories on land.
This regulation, in our opinion, would not affeo the
basic principle of the new marker organization, which
is to ensure adequate producer prices for fish foi all
the Communiry's fishermen, although very tight con-
trols would need ro be introduced.
The amendments abled by the EEP group cover all
these points and I hope your will bear this in mind and
support them in the vote tomorrow, both to ensure fair
play and equilibrium in rhe Communiry's fishing
industry and to eliminate the uncenainties facing
everyone involved in the industry. Finally, I would
urgendy ask the Commission to fix the catch quotas
for each type of fish well before the start of the season
so that our fishermen can plan their operations ro
maximum advantage in the light of the quotas laid
down and the market conditions. Otherwise the whole
exercise is meaningless and uncerrainty will continue
to reign. I believe I speak for all groups when I say
that we regard this as an exceptionally urgenr necess-
ity.
Mr Battersby (ED). 
- 
Mr President, Mrs Pery, as
always, has presented an excellent and realisdc reporr,
and in it she has expressed the justifiable concern of
the \Torking Group on Fisheries and the Committee
on Agriculture.
\7e do not want the Commission inadvenently to
open the door to a practice where fish caught by non-
Community vessels in third-country warers, and pro-
cessed after transshipment on board Community ves-
sels, is landed in the Community at prices below the
levels set for our inshore and middle-water fishermen.
The distant-water faaory fleet is an integral and very
important component of our fishing industry and must
be maintained, because it provides fish in round and
block form, and as processed products, at all times of
the year, including the bad-weather months when the
other sectors of the fleet are storm-bound. Of course,
it can fish anywhere in the world.
However, the great majority of our fishermen are in
the inshore and middle-water flee$, and their liveli-
hoods must also be protected. I do not believe it is the
intention of the Commission, or of the factory fleet
operators, rc depress landed price levels. However, we
believe there is a potential weakness in rhe regulation
here, which must be corrected. Ve ask the Commis-
sion to look very carefully at this aspect.
I have submitted two amendments which aim at clarifi-
cation and I would ask the rapporreur, if she can, to
accept them, because they are not aimed at weakening
the report, but I do feel they are essenrial.
Mr President, under the common agricultural policy,
agricultural prices for the main commodiries are
approved by the Parliament. Now we have the com-
mon fisheries poliry, and I would like to suggest that
reference prices for the main species should also be
approved by the Parliamenr. I atree rhar this is a very
complex matter and will require considerable consul-
tation and negotiation between Parliament, Commis-
sion and Council. But I wish to put down a marker
that we will wish to examine this possibility in depth.
Mr President, I believe that Parliamenr musr insist in
future that all proposals submitted by the Commission
to the Council for measures to implement the common
fisheries policy by presented to Parliamenr prior to
final adoption in order to give us the opponunity to
express our opinion and to be informed. Moreover, as
has been the case in the past on external relations, we
must continue to be consulred before ratification. I
think this is a most imponant point.
On Tuesday I asked for, and was given, the Council's
full suppon in consolidating our panicipation in estab-
lishing and developing rhe common fisheries poliry. I
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am now asking the Commission for the same full sup-
port, and I hope that we shall receive tonight the same
very positive and encouraging reply.
Mr Dalsager, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(DA) Mr
President, I should like on behalf of the Commission
to thank Parliament for supponing this draft regula-
tion. I thank the Committee on Agriculture and in
particular, of course, the chairman of the committee,
Mrs Pery, for the thorough and objecdve approach to
this proposal.
The Commission's proposal is intended first of all to
abolish the duty on the value added on board Com-
munity vessels m fish originating in third countries and
used as a rau/ material. The abolition of this duty
entails applying the same rate in the Common Cus-
mms Tariff to Communiry processing undenakings,
irrespective of their geographical location. Undenak-
ings might thus be situated on land within a Member
State or at sea on a faaory ship flying a Member
State's flag. The Commission has painstakingly exam-
ined the comments and the practical proposals con-
ained in the repon, specifically as regards the conse-
quences of the proposal, partly in connection with the
pricing poliry followed by the producer organizations
and partly as regards the need to preserve a balance
besween processing undenakings on land and at sea.
The Commission wishes in the first place to assure
Parliament that those goods manufactured on board
factory ships from fish originating in third countries
are covered by the same rules and reference prices as
equivalent goods imported without prior processing
directly inm the Communiry. As regards the consequ-
ences of the system for landed prices, as formed under
the common organization of the market through
producer organizations, the Commission intends to
take steps to ensure that the figure used as a basis for
the calculation of import duties is compatible with the
rules applied when the same goods are imponed inrc
Communiry waters.
Finally, the Commission has noted Parliament's reser-
vations on the possible expansion of processing meth-
ods on board factory ships using raw materials origin-
ating in third countries. It does not consider it possible
to subject identical processes to different rules, and it
cannot therefore a8ree that the proposed system
should have limircd scope and apply to only some of
the processing methods listed. In order to take account
of the reservations of a general nature which emerge
from the repon by Parliament's Committee on Agri-
culture, the Commission is prepared to subject the
rules for controlling the proposed system to a fresh
examination in the light of experience gained, and will
send a detailed report to Parliament at the end of the
first year on the way in which the system has been
applied, so that we shall be able to get some idea to
what extent and on what conditions the system can be
retained.
I have a great deal of sympathy with Mr Helms' desire
to see quotas for the various species laid down at an
earlier stage and with greater rapidity, but I would
point out to him that the Commission would naturally
also like to see that, but it had to take account of the
difficulties involved in the setting of quotas as soon as
Mr Helms would like, since we must always wait for
the results of negotiations with third countries and
also from advice from biologists based on quite differ-
ent data from those required to enable us to set the
quotas before the beginning of the year, for instance.
These are therefore the difficulties, but I do of course
share Mr Helms' wish to see fishermen informed as
soon as possible of the conditions governing their fish-
ing activities for the years to come.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The motion for a
resoludon will be put to the vote at the next voting
time.
16. Peas andfield beans
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc. l-95/
83), drawn up by Mr Eyraud on behalf of the Com-
mittee on Agriculture, on the
proposal from the Commission rc the Council
(Doc. 1-1165/82 
- 
COM(82)785 final) for a
regulation amending Regulation (EEC)
No 1431182 layin! down special measures for
peas and field beans.
Mrs Pery (S\, deputy rdpporteur. 
- 
(FR) Mr Presi-
dent, I shall be very brief. I am standing in for Mr Eyr-
aud, who was called away urgently. He thought that
his report would not be called until tomorrow morn-
lng'
I would simply say that the rapponeur, with the
approval of the Committee on Agriculture, supports
the Commission's proposal to maintain the system of
aid for peas and field beans, but that, as mentioned in
the motion submitted rc Parliament, we would like to
know whether the implementation of the regulations
laying down these special measures has led to
increased producdon of these crops.
Mr Dalsager, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(DA) Mr
President, I should like to express my thanks to the
depury rapporteur and to the rapponeur, who is not
able to be present this evening, for their report, as well
as Parliament's Committee on Agriculture for support-
ing the Commission's proposal on this matter.
The system of aid for peas and field beans used as
feedingstuffs was introduced in 1978. This is a system
which should be seen against the more general back-
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ground of Community policy on the supply of proteins
in feedingstuffs, and which is intended in panicular rc
promote the producdon of peas and field beans in the
Community. ln 1982 the system of aid was extended
to cover peas and field beans for human consumption.
The proposed regulation is intended to adjust the
amounts of aid to be granted in cenain special cases,
in panicular when peas and field beans are used
unprocessed 
- 
i.e. not mixed with any other ingre-
dients 
- 
as feedingstuffs for certain animals. In these
special cases, peas and field beans of Community ori-
gin do not compete with soya cake imponed from
third countries. In such cases the aid should therefore
be calculated on the basis of world prices for peas and
field beans, and not on the basis of world prices for
soya cake, which is not a competitor. This is why we
consider there should be two systems.
Under present market conditions the aid granted for
the products in question for the purposes in question is
higher than it needs to be, and the Commission there-
fore considers that a reasonable level of aid must be
found for these cases. As mentioned in the financial
summary appended to the proposal, the Commission
estimates that the proposed measure would save
1 .25 million ECU in the Community budget. Clearly,
if we wish ro promote production within the Com-
muniry of producu which we impon on the world
market, then those products must be competitive wirh
products on thal world market. Here is where a dis-
tinction must be drawn regarding the purpose for
which the beans are used, and that is why we have
suggested this amendment.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The motion for a
resolution will be put to the vote at the next voting
dme.
17. Vneyards
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon (Doc. l-92/
83), drawn up by Mr Delatte on behalf of the Com-
mittee on Agriculture, on the
proposals from the Commission to the Council for
I 
- 
a regulation amending Reguladon
(EEC) No 456/80 on the granting of
temporary and permanent abandonment
premiums of certain areas under vines
and of premiums for the renunciation of
replanting (Doc. 1-1209 /82 
- 
COM(82)
890 final);
[ 
- 
a regulation amending Regulation
(EEC) No 458/80 on collective projects
for the restructuring of vineyards (Doc.
1-1204/82 
- 
COM(82)887 final).
Mr Delatte (L), rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) Mr President,
several years ago regulations were introduced with the
aim of improving the quality of vineyards in certain
regions of the Community and reducing areas produc-
ing poor qualiry wine. The aim was to encourage wine
growers, by means of premiums paid panly by the
Member States and partly by the Community, either to
restructure their vineyards or to grub up their vines
and plant other crops instead.
The Regulations in question are No 458/80 on collec-
tive projects for the restructuring of vineyards and
No 456180 on the granting of temporary and perma-
nent abandonment premiums in respect of certain
areas under vines and of premiums for the renuncia-
tion of replanting.
Regulation 458 provides for the restructuring of a
total area of up to 240 000 hectares over a period of
seven years, financial aid being restricted to vineyards
producing so-called 'table wines'. Experience has now
shown that cenain vineyards producing quality wines
psr should also be entitled to this aid, and this is the
idea behind the proposed amendment, namely to give
such vineyards access to the premiums available. The
Commission proposes fixing a ceiling of 50 000 hec-
tares for vineyards producing qualiry wines psr out of
the toral of 240 000 hectares which I menrioned a
moment ago, the balance of course being strictly
reserved for table vines.
As for Regulation No 455, this provides for the pay-
ment of temporary and permanent abandonment
premiums and premiums for the renunciation of
replanting in respect of certain areas under vines. It
excludes the Charentes region for the simple reason
that this region has its own directive providing for
financial aid for the conversion of 7 500 hectares.
Although 4 000 hectares have so far been converred,
the directive has now expired. Charentes therefore
needs access to Regulation 456 to enable the remain-
ing 3 000 hectares to be converted, and this is what rhe
Commission proposes.
The additional cost of this over five years would be
5.5 million ECU, which amounrs to 1. I million ECU
per year. The I . I million for 1983 is already provided
for in the budget. The Committee on Agriculture pro-
poses that the Commission's proposal be accepted. It
also notes that a special directive for the Languedoc-
Roussillon area is due to expire on 18June 1983 but
that the problems of wine-growing in this area are far
from being resolved. It therefore proposes rhar the
directive in question be extended so thar this viral pro-
gralnme can be continued and calls on the Commis-
sion to submit a proposal to this effect. At the same
time, it calls for a report on rhe acrion taken up ro
now.
Mr d'Ormesson (EPP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the
hour is late and I shall therefore be brief. The granting
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of relatively large premiums for the conversion of
areas under vines has in fact sabilized wine-growing
in the Communiry. The mtal area under vines in 1980,
including Greece, was approximarcly 2 600 000 hec-
tares. The reduction in the following year was in the
order of 20 000 hectares, i.e. less than l0/0. This is a
low average decrease, but it includes decreases of
approximately 30/o in the Federal Republic of Ger-
many and over 2.50/o i! France. The decrease in Italy
was less than l0/0, whereas the area under vines in
Luxembourg remained constant. The accession of
Greece in the same year meant it was impossible to
make a true assessment.
The Commission's proposal that the reguladon be
amended to include within its scope the Charentes
region seems especially justified 
- 
and I thank Mr
Delatte for having emphasized this point- given that
the over-producdon of cognac is seriously disturbing
the market by spilling over, quite naturally, into the
table wines sector. Equally, it seems reasonable to
extend the programme of restructuring and conversion
of vineyards in Languedoc-Roussillon, since the crisis
in that area is giving even the most hardened souls
cause for concern.
I must say, however, that the inefficiency of the Lan-
guedoc-Roussillon programme owes a very great deal
to the technocratic and socialistic nature of the
scheme, whereby Browers, in order to qualify for res-
tructuring aid, need to belong to a producers' cooper-
ative and to propose restructuring at least 100 hec-
tares.
For my part, I attach more imponance to the measures
already voted by this House, such as the obligation to
produce, and regularly update, a viticultural land
register, which is the only real way of monitoring the
areas grubbed up or planted, and, on the same princi-
ple, to set up a Communiry fraud investigation service.
Before such ineasures can be aken, however, the
Council of Ministers will need to stir itself and awaken
the Sleepirrg Beaury which it has made of Europe.
Mr Hord (ED). 
- 
Mr President, perhaps I should
apologize for introducing a norc of disharmony into
this debate at this late hour. I am conscious that I am
surrounded by a huge number of Members who are
very much in favour of the wine sector. However, I
think we should recognize that there are always two
sides to any story or situation and that, apart from the
benefit ro the cdne industry of the Communiry, we are
alking about taxpayers' money. As Mr Delatte says,
something besween 5 ar,d 6.6 million, depending on
how many years you take into consideration, is to be
spent as pan of a restructuring exercise. This is over
and above something like 453 million ECU which goes
annually to the q/ine sector in the Community.
It is so easy to forget that the Community does not
want any more wine. Ve have millions of litres of sur-
plus wine and we have millions of litres of surplus
wine alcohol. I suggest that the Commissibn should
seriously consider whether it should go on pursuing all
sorts of restructuring ideas with financial aid, having
regard to the structural surplus situation that prevails
here. I agree that it makes good sense to assist those
people who currently produce poor-quality grapes and
that they should be encouraged to grub up and move
into some other product. I have no quarrel with that at
all. Vhen it comes to conversion premiums, however,
I am not sure that we are on such good ground. \Zhat
we are really saying is that we want [o encourage the
production of more wine, and I believe that as pan of
this situation we shall see, not unreasonably, a high
degree of improved production and with it a substan-
tial upgrading of efficienry. I believe that the wine sec-
tor, with its long history, should be able to reorganize
itself. If the premiums paid and the general subsidies
which come from the Communiry are of a reasonable
order, surely that industry can restructure itself in the
light of the demands without extra feather-bedding
from the axpayers of Europe..
I am reminded of what has happened in the dairy sec-
rcr. Again you had a structural surplus, lots of aid for
conversion premiums, suckler premium: and so on.
Now, however, we have a growing production of
milk, and many dairy farmers who had got out of the
dairy business, certainly in the nonhern hemisphere,
now realize that it was a good area to be in and are
going back, and there is a very wonhwhile market in
secondhand dairy equipment. So I would submit, Mr
President, that we should think rwice before we have
structural aid being spread around the wine sector and
that it is incumbent upon the wine sector itself to put
its own situation in order in moving up to the higher-
qualiry wines, rather than expect to be nursed by the
European axpayer for ever and a day. This may well
be the year in which we shall break through the 1olo
VAT ceiling because of excessive agricultural spend-
lng.
I am appreciadve of the fact that the Commissioner is
here, and I hope he will take the message back that the
Commission might reconsider the manner in which it
deals with structural aid in the areas where there is
such a large surplus of produciton.
Mr Dalsegcr, Member of the Commission.(DA) And so gradually we have touched upon some
of the fields in which I have responsibiliry, namely the
proposals which we are considering here and on which
Mr Hord has just commented somewhat fonhrightly.
The proposal is in fact inrcnded to improve the struc-
ture of wine production, and the result should be that
we produce slightly less wine but of a better qualiry.
This is one aspect of our agricultural poliry, but I take
Mr Hord's comments, as usual, to heart. Ve are con-
stantly monitoring the various systems which have
been staned, panly in Parliament and panly in the
Council on the Commission's proposal.
t
i,lii:
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As regards these two proposals, I would nevenheless
ask Mr Hord to try to supporr them, and I should like
to thank the rapponeur for his outsmnding and com-
prehensive report. The Commission attaches grear
imporunce rc this highly sensitive field and has on
many occasions made proposals on restructuring mea-
sures to the Council rc promote a,better and more
lasting balance.
The restructuring measures adopted in 1976, which
paved the way for the reallocation of 85 000 hectares
in France and Italy, were supplemented in 1980 by
other measures which, taken as a whole, constitute the
programme of action in this field for the period 1980-
1986. These measures, introduced by means of regula-
tions or directives so as ro take account of highly spe-
cific situations, are inrended ro create a better balance
berween supply and demand, particularly as regards
able wines.
Since effective implementation of these measures will
nke a considerable dme, the Commission is proposing
extensions or amendments to enable the problems
encountered en route to be overcome once this system
is re-implemented. These two amendments, on which
the European Parliament is to give its opinion, musr be
seen in this lighq and adoption of these proposals will
make it possible ro conrinue the vork of implementing
the programme of action even more effecdvely. Ve
believe that this is ultimately in our interesr.
President. 
- 
The debarc is closed. The motion for a
resolution will be put rc the vorc ar the next voring
time.
(The sitting was closed at 11.45 p.m.)l
1 Agenda for next sitting: see Minutes.I
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Votes
The Annex to the Report of Proceedings contains the rapporteufs opinion on the
various amendments and the explanations of vote. For a detailed account of the vot-
ing, sce Mhutes.
MOTIONS FOR RESOLUTIONS'DIOXIN'
- 
VALTER (Doc. t-tre/9l)
- 
ALBER (Doc. 1-155/83)
- 
SQUARCIALUPI (Doc. 1-15t/83)
replaced by
AMENDMENT NO 1 VHICH VAS ADOPTED
- 
de la MALENE (Doc. 1-156183): REJECTED
*
**
GLINNE MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. t'r36/t3 'Murderof Marianella
Garcia Villas') : ADOPTED
*,*
MOTIONS FOR RESOLUTIONS'ETHIOPIA'
- 
CHRISTOPHER JACKSON (Doc. 1-123183)
- 
VERGEER (Doc. t-134/83,
- 
YERGES (Doc. 1-1a3l83)
replaced by
AMENDMENT NO 1 VHICH \TAS ADOPTED
lc
,&+
MOTIONS FOR RESOLUTIONS'CSCE'
- 
LORD BETHELL (Doc.t-137/t3)
- 
HABSBURG (Doc. 1-147/83)
replaced by
I
t'
I
r1
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AMENDMENT NO 1 VHICH\WAS ADOPTED
- 
DONNEZ (Doc. 1-138/t3): ADOPTED
>b
SEEFELD MorIoN FoR A RESOLUTION (Doc. r-r22/t2'Eurocontrol,):
ADOPTED
rr*
DELEAU REPORT (Doc. r-979/E2 'Pharmaceutical products'): ADoprED
The rapporteur was:
- 
IN FAVOUR of Amendments Nos 2, 4,7,9,11,23,27 and 2g (secondpan);
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos l, 3, 5, 6, lO, 13, 75, 16, ZO, 21, 24, 25, 26, 29 and 30.
Explanations ofoote
Mr Bournias (EPP). 
- 
(GR) Since I have expressed my surprise that five years had to
pass before such an-important subject, dir-ectlyioncerning rhe healrh of ou. peoples, *as
debated, I now declare that I shall vorc for ihe motion Ior a resolution as amended, in
which the rappofteur, Mr Deleau, care_fully_examined all aspecff of the problem and p.o-
posed the bes-t Possible solutions earning the congratulations of rhe Commissioner, Mr
Narjes, and of rhe other Members of Parliament.
I would like to think that the competent Communiry bodies will take the necessary mea-
sures in good rime, in accordance with Anicle 100 of the Treaty of Rome, with a view m
the harmonization of national legislation on the supervision ani checkingof rh. p-Ju"-
don and consumption of pharmaceutical products in the Community.
In Greece the health sector is undervalued. In 1978 the Social Securiry Insritute allocatedhalf of its funds to pensions 
- 
29 915 million drachmas as against' 13 905 million for
health 
- 
and the same ratio also applied to the period 1979-il.|n 1982 the funds for
health were limited to one third of the total, and ihe esrimated ratio for 19g3 is l2l 677
million for pensions as against 40 223 million for medico-pharmaceutic al care.
\rith- regard to the Greek pharmaceutical industry, which has recendy been facing serious
problems as a result.of the socialistic prog."-rnir of the presen, gou.rrr-.n., tf,e com-
muniry measures and the harmonization of national laws are .rg.r"ly awaited in th. hop.
that they will improve the situadon of public health in Greece.
Mr Adamou (coM). 
- 
Fry Mr Deleau's motion for a resolution does not put forward
effective measures for su^ch an important sector as that of health. It is essentialiy restricted
to. coordination by the Community authorities and to the acivity of the private research
laboratories, which are in essence in the hands or under the conriol of muitinational com-
panies which make vast. profits by charging a hlsh price for pharmaceutical products.
Hovrever, whereas the pharmaceudcal industry of ihe-multinationals srill retains its com-
Petitiveness and exPon porcntial, and thus 
-ai<es excessive monopolistic profits, this does
not apply ro rhe national pharmaceutical industry of small Stares such 
", 
G..."".'
Th-ere are a[ present in Greece 96 pl-rarmaceudcal factories which are working at only
!00/o of their productive.capacity and account for scarcely l5o/o ofproduction,"*h...r.,in 1964, 640/o of the pharmaceutical productr 
"orrrr-"d in Greece were produced by
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Greek industrial undenakings. Yet today Greece is absolutely dependent on the multina-
tionals for both technology-a"d raw materials. The cost of pharma-ceutical _products is
hrgh, 
"r,d 
3.5 million p.Jit. are, obliged to obtain supplies on the free market because
,tr!y'f""f. pharmaceutiial ia.e. Pharmaceutical products are alsoturdened with various
ta*Ls, drries, advertising cos1' erc. which raise their final price by 40-450/0.
According to a study of pharmaceutical 
-producrs in Greece by the Foreign Trade. Infor-
-"rion SJrvice of the f.det"l Republic of Gertn"t y, monopolistic profits have quadrupled
in eight years. The Greek Social Services Ministry took cenain measures in an attempt to
;;";; ihi, ,."ro, from prbfiteering.and..false or misleading advertising.. However, the
bEC oppos.d this attempi directly and indirectly, and is trying to frustrate it.
The motion for a resolution before us, although it has some positive asPects, sffen$thens
tt. 1nonopolies instead of attacking them, and for this reason also we shall vote against it
\7. ;., iri frrrou, of any measur. i,hi"h constirures positive action to prorcct the national
pharmaceutical industries of the Member States and contributes to international coopera--
iion in the field of reserach, technological cooPeration, production and distribution of
pharmaceutical products.
Mr papantoniou (S). 
- 
(GR) The PASOK Members of the European Parliament will
"*. "g"i"rt Mr Deleau's rePort 
because two amendments by lvlr \7elsh. were accepted 
-
AmenJments Nos 15 and li 
- 
which conrain unfounded criticisms of the Greek Govern-
ment's poliry in the field of pharmaceutical products.
I would like to sress the srructure of the national pharmaceutical industry in Greece is
such that its is only concerned with the production of certain basic 'inputs' and not with
ifr. find p.odr"ts. However, all possible care has been taken to ensure that the Greek
pharmaceutical industry will compete on equal terms with private undertakings whereas
ihe legislation does not'discriminate at all against imponed products'
I would also like ro express my surprise at the fact which the rapPorteur, Mr Deleau, also-
-.rrion.d 
- 
namely thrt 
"-.nd-ents containing specific 
criticisms of the policy 
-of
Member States were laid before the whole Parliamint without first being submitted for
consideration by the appropriate committee.
Mrs Krouwel-Vlam (S). 
- 
(NL) Those who keep a close eye on health matters, includ-
ing health in the developing countries, will cenainly be aware of the existence of cenain
de"ceitful pracrices. to givJan example: anabolic steroids are very_rarely used in Europe
because oi their seriousiide-effects. i'hey can cause tumours of the liver and are very {an-
terous for children. Yet they are sold in Bangladesh -bx a.Dutch firm, organon,.which
Idrenises them, would you believe, as 'ver1 good for children, makes 
-them big and
strong'. There is no menrion of the possible side-effects. I could give. lots of similar exam-
ples. it was ro counreracr such abuses that I submitted. my amendments, and I greatly
i.gr.t th"t this House did not see fit to suPPort them; in rejecting them, it also under-
.in., the work of the Vorld Health Organization and the United Nations on behalf of
our fellow-men both at home and abroad. Nevenheless, I support Mr Deleau's report
since it seems ro be based in large pan on the motion tabled by the Socialist Group, and
that is a good thing.
Mrs Desouches (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I am somewhat surprised at the amendments
which have just been voted and at the way in which this House views the pharmaceutical
industry. In my opinion the pharmaceutical industry simply cannot be regarded as an
industry like any oiher, since healrh is such a vital matter. 'S7'e are living in a world 
- 
41d,
as we in this House are only too well aware, in an economic system 
- 
where everything
has a price, where anything can be bought or sold and where there is nothing which can-
not be urned into profit. Accordingly, i considered it essential that cenain texts aimed at
restricting abuses be adopted. The texts in question have been rejected. Parliament has
refused t6 put information on pharmaceutical products under public health control. Par-
liament has deleted the report's-provisions on abusive commercial practices' and I find this
totally unacceptable.
t
ii.
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fu.happened_during Monday's discussion of the relations berween Europe and the devel-
oping countries in connection with the report on breastmilk substitutes, Parliament again
seems to have overlooked what I would call the rights of the developing countriJs. I
believe that. the developing counrries have rhe righr not to be swamped b/ over-priced,
sometimes dangerous products, products which are ill-suircd to their living ionditions and
which Europe, in some cases, does not want for itself..I believe that the diveloping coun-
tries have the right to be properly informed at all levels about the properdes of thI medi-
camenm sold on their markets; that they have the right not to see Veitern drugs ousring
their own traditional medicaments, which are often cheaper and just as effectiveithat the|
also have.the riglt go develop their own pharmaceutical industries so as nor to be depend-
ent on others. All this was contained in the amendments which, much to my regrer, were
rejected. I shall therefore abstain from rhe vorc on this repon.
Mr Bonaccini (coM), in witing. 
- 
(17) The Italian members of the Communist and
Allies Group will be voting in favour of Mr Deleau's reporr on the production and use of
pharmaceutical-products in the Community. In such a dilicare field, which is wide open ro
the influence. of pressure groups and of the multinationals involved in today's markit, the
report contains a number of aspects which we consider imponant: the fundamental role
which the Commission must play, firstly in orienting produidon via research; secondly in
coordinadng research within the Community; thirdly in creating an orderly markei by
ensuring that the rules of competition are strictly applied; founhly in creating a European
market by harmonizing Member States' legislation in this field; and fifthly, il monitoring
consumPtion and-user information- In addition, we are pleased thar the riport recognizei
the importance of this industry, which, despite the preslnt'economic crisii, has maiaged
t9 rgmajn comPetitive, to maintain its workforce and to retain its expon capacity.To c6n-
clude, therefore, we are in favour of attempdng m develop the pharmaceutical indusry by
seeking solutions, even if.only partial soludons, to rhe ,arious problems involved, panicu-
larly in view of the fact that the Japanese, who have so far been ner imporr.ers, a.i on the
point of breaking into this sector too and becoming dangerous competircrs on the world
market.
SQUARCLALUPI REPORT (Doc. t-91 / Si'Consumer protection,) : ADOPTED
,+ ,1.
SQUARCIALUPI REPORT (Doc. t-7 9 / E|Medicated Feedingstuffs') : ADoprED
The rapponeur was:
- 
IN FAVOUR of all rhe amendments.
Expknations ofoote
Mr Petersen (Sl, in witing.- (DA) On behalf of the Danish Social-Democrats I should
like to express our regret at the fact that we are unable to vore in favour of the Deleau
rePort. The reason is not that we are against common regulations on the manufacture and
use of pharmaceutical products in the EEC. The reason ii, firstly, that points 18 and 19 of
the report, in p-anicular, touch upon more aspec$ of health policy rhan we feel is jusdfied
on the basis of the Treaty of Rome. Secondly, these poinis aflot rc the commission a
supranational_role 
- 
panicularly as regards implementing an information and education
campaign in the individual Member States 
- 
which is neither formally justified nor rea-
sonable.
I
!
{
I
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Ve regret that, as so often in the past, Parliament has once again found it difficult to
restrict"itself to cooperation between the ten Member States on the basis of the Treary of
Rome. That, Mr President, is why we have no choice but to vote against Mr Deleau's
rePort.
Mrs Seibel-Emmerling (S), in writing.- (DE) I shall be voting for the repon, although.I
very much regrer thJao that the majoriry has seen fit to delete the clause 'noting with
dismay and c6ncern that US legisladon on harmful products is not as stringent as.it used
to be'and, indeed, is tending progressively to reduce or even to abolish altogether the
seller's responsibilities to forelgn purchasers of dangerous substances', as well as the pro-
posed item 3 which criticized th" trr..nt state of US legislation on Protection of the con-
sumer against harmful substances.
I much preferred the repon in its original form. It grieves me that_the right-wing majoriry
in the European Parliament should be so reluctant to voice the slightest criticism of cur-
rent US poiiry, even rhough this poliry is clearly also detrimenal to the citizens of our
Community.
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by Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti:
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Mr De Goede; Mr Jobnson; Mr Contogeorgis
(Commission)
IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT
President
(Tbe sitting utas opened at 9 a.m.)t
l. Votes2
DEL DUCA REPORT (Doc. l-94/83: Organ
transplants)
President. 
- 
The first item is the vote on the motion
for a resolution (Doc. 1-94/53) by Mr Del Duca: Organ
transplznts
Mr IsraEl (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I should like
to make a purely semanric commenr. The French
3. Adjoumment of the session
Annex:
Mr lrmer; Mrs Tb1obald-Paoli; Mrs Eaing; Mr
Forth .
order paper contains the words 'rransplantation des
organes' 1 I would prefer'transplantation d'organes'.
(Laaghter)
SABY REPORT (Doc. 100/83:' l982EP
Expenditure')
(A,fter the oote on the motionfor a resolution as a atbole)
Mr Aigncr (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr Presidenr, I assume
this means that rhe corrigendum as it stands was
passed and paragraphs 8 and 9 deleted.
President. 
- 
That is correcr, Mr Aigner.
HERMAN REPORT (Doc. t-1312/ 82:
'Data-processing')
After paragrapb 7 
- 
Amendment No 1
Mr Sieglerschmidt (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr Presidenq I
wished to point our rhar the second pan of the amend-
ment has been made superfluous by the answer given
yesterday to the oral quesrion with debate tabled by
301
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Approval of the Minutes 
- 
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- 
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- 
Transfers of appropriations 
- 
Procedure without
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Sieglerschmidt
the Socialist Group, but I leave it to your discretion
whether we still vote on the second pan.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Mr Sieglerschmidt, if the amendment is
not withdrawn by the kgal Affairs Committee, things
will remain_as they are.
PERY REPORT (Doc. l-89/83: 'Fish fillets')
Paragraph 1 
-Amendment 
No 3
Mrs P6ry (Sl, yapporteur. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I
should like rc make a shon comment for the attention
of my colleagues, especially those from the Committee
on Agriculture and the Vorking Party on,Fisheries.
This repon was taken very late yesterday evening and
Commissioner Dalsager, in view of the points in chis
report, proposed coming back in a year's time to give
this House a full report on the effects of this new
regulation. I therefore feel I can withdraw a certain
number of reservations in my repon and I leave it up
to the House in a free vote to decide on Mr Helms's
amendment.
Paragrapb 3: Amendment No 5
Mrs P6ry (S), rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, if Mr
Helms agrees that this amendment be an addition, I
think we can accept it. If it is a replacement, I would
suggest a free vote.
President. 
- 
Mrs Pery, the amendment clearly seeks
rc replace the original rcxt, since it says 'this paragraph
to read as follows'. It should therefore not be regarded
as an addition but rather as an amendment seeking to
replace the whole rcxt.
Mr Helns (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gendemen, Commissioner Dalsager said yesterday that
this regulation would be fully applied for one year,
which is our wish. That is why these amendments were
tabled on behalf of my grbup. I agree with the addi-
tion as formulated in Mrs P6r/s proposal. Ve agreed
on this yesterday. The regulation is now worded the
way we wished in my amendments.
Paragraph 4: Amendments Nos 6 and 1
Mrs P6ry (S), rapportear. 
- 
(FR) I should like to
comment on Mr Helms's amendment. If he agrees to
an addition, I think we can accept it.
I am in favour of Mr Batterby's amendment.
President. 
- 
I do not think it would be a good idea to
add too many amendments to the existing text.
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, since
this results from yesterday's debate, for its own sake
you ought not rc discourage it. I think that Mr Helms
atrees to take this as an addidon. This covers real
interests and is not mere verbiage.
2. Hanger in tbe asorld
Presidcnt. 
- 
The next item the repon (Doc. l-ll4/
83) by Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti, on behalf of the
Committee on Development and Cooperation, on the
Proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council (Doc. l-1302/82 
-COM(83) 15 final) for a regulation on the imple-
mentation of the special programme to combat
hunger in the world.
Mr Seligman (ED).- On a point of order, Mr Presi-
dent, last night we had a dury Commissioner here, Mr
Dalsager, who was patendy incapable of commenting
on the subjects discussed in the debates, except for his
own subject. It was a perfunctory p6rformance, and
when he was asked what his comments were on the
points made in the debate he said: if you will repeat
those points, I will find an anscrer for them. In other
words, he was asking us to go right through the debate
again. Now this is a rcchnique brought in by the Com-
mission because they think the Thursday night sitting
is not imponant. It is imponant.
I do think you should protest to the President of the
Commission that the Commissioners available that
night should be in a position to comment on the
debate. I do not think we should accept this idea of a
perfunctory dury Commissioner on Thursday nights.
President. 
- 
Mr Seligman, I have taken note of what
you said.
Mr Deschamps (PPE), deputy rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) Mr
President, the campaign against hunger in the world
has quite rightly been debated frequently in this House
over the past fevr years, and I wish to remind you,
briefly but sincerely, that it was the last concern of our
late colleague Victor Michel.
The report drawn up by Mrs Cassanmagnago, which I
have the honour of introducing on her behalf, deals
with the implementation of the special programme set
up to organize the anti-hunger campaign in the most
effective way. Formally speaking, it concerns the regu-
lation drawn up by the Commission and presented to
Parliament by the Council for our opinion.
Ve shall proceed on the basis of a report which Mrs
Cassanmagnago-Cerretti wished to keep brief, clear
rl
l
t'i
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Deschamps
and precise, a report which because of this, I hope
most of you will have studied, a repoft which has been
adopted unanimously by the Committee on Develop-
ment and Cooperation. In my introduction, therefore,
I need only take up five points which I think essential.
The first point is that the European Parliament should
approve the draft regulation, as the Committee on
Development and Cooperation has done 
- 
and this
because it believes that this regulation will facilitate the
implementation of this special programme which it
considers very valuable. There are, however, two
reservations on that score which are expressed in two
amendments which I have every reason to believe rhe
Commission is prepared to accept. \[e think the Com-
mission should supervise the implementation of this
programme and that therefore the Council should not
merely set up a manatement. committee, as stipulated
in Anicle I of the regulation, but a consultative com-
mittee so that there is proper consultation except in
emergencies calling for a rapid decision; in these cases,
consultation would be difficult if urgent action was ro
be assured.
The second point is that the action suggested in this
regulation is both important and novel. But I must say
that in view of the real importance and innovatory
nature of these actions the accompanying budgetary
proposals are highly inadequate; 50 million, Mr Presi-
dent, is better than nothing, but does not really enable
us to do much.
Thirdly, we think that this regulation is a good stan-
ing-point but little more than that at the presenr srage.
Indeed, cenain resolutions passed by the European
Parliament which contained many other ideas have not
been taken up by the Commission. This means that we
shall not have heard the last of it once the regulation
has been approved and this motion for a resolution
adopted; mind you, I do not think the Commission
has any illusions about that. As I said, it is a good
starting-point; but we expect it rc be followed through
and would like to see other initiatives proposed by this
House resurrected.
Founhly, we simply must take up the Council's deci-
sion on principle to authorize mulri-annual financing.
Mr President, one characteristic of the development
cooperation policy which Commissioner Pisani and
the Committee on Development and Cooperation
wish to pursue is that we should no longer be limited
to reafiing to even6 but should pursue development
srarcgies.
But how can we pursue development strategies if we
are restricted by annual budgets? It is absolutely essen-
tial for us to have multi-annual budgets if any wonh-
while action is to extend over a cenain number of
years.
Fifthly, and finally, we think the Commission should
keep the responsibility of management and that this
regulation should enable it to act with flexibility and
thu.s to meet emergencies when the dme for action
arflves.
Mr President, as I said, the Committee on Develpp-
ment and Cooperation adopted this motion for a reso-
lution unanimously. And I invite all Members of [his
House to follow its example and adopt the motion for
a resolution unanimously. But there is another thlng,
Mr President, because the importance of this vote in
the House goes *ell beyond the mere problems of
development, imponant though they may be. This
vote will enable Parliament for the first time to use phe
budget as a means of promoting new policies. This is a
step forward for Europe and for this House, and I am
pleased that this step has been taken in the field of
cooperation, which we have long wanted ro pee
become a real policy for this Parliament, for Europe
and for the Community. That is a further reason for
asking not only all those who are especially concerned
about the problems of development but also all thqse
interested in Parliament extending its powers and
becoming more effective in legislative matters to srip-
port this motion for a resolution. Mr President, I do
not consider it necessary rc dwell on this point at grga-
ter length and I place my trust in this House.
(Applause)
Mr C. Jackson (ED). 
- 
Mr President, the Commis-
sion proposal says that this special programme ro cofr-
bat hunger in the world, inserted in the 1983 budget as
a result of the firm will of this Parliament and accedbd
to by the other arm of the joint budgeury authority, is
the culmination of Parliament's great debate on tfre
subject. Indeed, it is true that this is an imponant
achievement, and achievement completely supponCd
by my group.
But it is not the end of the road, far from it. The moie
we see of the problems of hunger, the more we realize
the vital imponance of agricultural developmenr m rhe
poorest countries of the world. Food strategies, which
this aims to support, are an approach that is ybt
unproven but of major promise, and we think it is of
grea[ importance rhar the European Communiqy
presses forward as fast as possible in helping develop-
ing countries to grov/ their own food. To continue t6
pour out our expensive food surpluses in food aid ls
wrong save in rwo cases 
- 
first for the emergencigs
that, alas, arise all too often, and second, as part of t\e
food srategies of which I have been speaking. So de
see this regulation to implementthe-1983 budget as ah
imponant step on a new road. The funds provided this
time are small, a mere 50 million ECU. Funhermorq,
they are non-differentiating, which means that thej,
have to be spent during this budgetary year or they
will be void. This means rhar speed in administration is
imponant.
For this reason, I am entirely with the rapponeur'E
view on the subject. Ve shall supporr the Committeg
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on Development and Cooperation's important amend-
ment, which reinforces the executive power of the
Commission by using a Consultive Committee rather
than a Management Committee. Like the rapponeur, I
see this as an exffemely imponant rePort, imponant
both constitutionally and for European Communiry
development poliry, and I hope it will be supported
unanimously by this House.
Mr De Goede (NI). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, we wel-
come this proposal for a regulation for two reasons,
firstly because this is the first time that Parliament has
used its authority to use the budget to promote new
Community actions, and also because of the specific
content of the proposal. Ve have long been convinced
that a development poliry should basically be aimed at
removing the causes and not just combating the symp-
toms.
As regards food aid, this means that top priority
should be given to helping the developing countries
themselves to become as self-sufficient as possible.
That is the most effective way of combating hunger.
As for the loss of farming land through the formation
of deserts, the Commission proposal opts for measures
for prevention in addidon to cure, specifically not only
reafforestation but also a rational use of energy, and
this approach meets with our total approval.
Mr President, on the management of the programme
we agree with the opinion from the Committee on
Budgets and the motion for a resolution in para-
graph 5.
\7e shall therefore also suppon the amendments
tabled by the Committee on Development and Coop-
eration to Anicles 8 and 9 of the proposal for a regula-
tion.
Otherwise we rctally support the Commission propo-
sal, as we do the rapporteur's motion for a resolution.
'!7e shall vote in favour of both.
Mr Johnson (ED).- Mr President, I will take advan-
tage of the somewhat quiet period this morning to
allude rc a topic which is not very often raised in this
House but which, I think, is fundamental rc the kind
of 
.proposal we are talking about today, and that is the
demographic question, which is very much implied
whenever we talk of programmes rc combat hunger in
the world. The total population of the world in 1982
was estimated at 4 586 million people 
- 
4.6 billion
people. Of this total, 3.5 billion people 
- 
750/o 
-lived in the developing countries. Historically, from
the origin of mankind to the end of the 18th century,
the world population reached only I billion people.
The second billion followed in linle more than a cen-
tury, between 1880 and 1925, and the third and founh
billions occurred in 50 years, between 1925 and 1975.
\7orld populadon today, Mr President, is growing at
7.70/o a year, which means a doubling time of
41 years. The developing countries are growing at a
much faster rate, with a doubling time of 35 years.
In 1950, there were only four countries with a popula-
tion exceeding 100 million. The number of such coun-
tries is expected to increase to I I by the year 2000,
and I name them: China, India, the USSR, USA,
Indonesia, Brazil, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Nigeria,
Mexico and Japan.
The level of feniliry, of course, as measured by the
crude birth-rate, varies from country to country. It
exceeds 500/o per thousand population in some coun-
tries, including Kenya and Malawi, Mauritania and
Niger. A crude binh-rate of over 450/o is quite com-
mon in 28 countries of Africa and 7 countries in South
and South-Vest Asia.
Despite current and projected declines in fertiliry, the
world will be adding another I .5 billion people by the
year 2000. The projected world population of 6.1 bil-
lion for the year 2000 will continue to Brow in the 2lst
century and is expected to reach 8.1 billion in the year
2025.
I do not think it is possible to have a perspecdve on the
problem of hunger in the world without having also a
perspective on the demographic question. The demo-
graphic question, to my mind 
- 
and I have believed
this now for over 30 years 
- 
is fundamental when we
are dealing with the questions of food, housing,
health, education, social security or environmental
pressures. These are fundamental issues. For many
years there has been an international attempt to bring
the international agencies to address these problems,
and to address them seriously. Ve had a world popu-
lation confere nce in 197 4. \7e have had the creation of
the United Nations fund for population acdvities,
which, working together with the Internadonal
Planned Parenthood Federation, has been at an
increasing rate trying to assist those countries who
wish to receive help in dealing with their demographic
problems.
I stress this very clearly. A lot of nonsense is talked
about those people who are concerned with popula-
tion problems and population pressures. Glib words
are spoken about people wanting to take a shon cut to
development, wanting to economize on the resources.
'Get a better bang for the buck', I remember, was a
phrase used. This is glib talk. There is nothing in this
talk of racialism, of genocide, of imperialism, of neo-
colonialism. I do beg people who use these words to
give credit to the opposition which they seek to attack.
The main corrcern, I think, now is that there should be
a way of assisting counries who wish such assistance
to come to grips with the appalling pressures of popu-
lation which they face. No amount of special aid pro-
grammes, food programmes, assistance of one kind or
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another, will help if they cannot at the same time get
to grips with the demographic factor.
Over the last few years, in the framework of develop-
ment policy and development programmes, there has
been an attempt to build in demographic thinking,
demographic planning into the general sructure.
I do not want to presume too long on our time this
morning, but I was very encouraged 
- 
I think we all
were very encouraged 
- 
to read that at the last meet-
ing of the ACP-EEC delegadon in Kingston, Jamaica,
a resolution was passed which called upon the two
parties to the Lom6 Convention to give some serious
thought rc the ways in which the demographic ques-
tion could be addressed 
- 
to study it jointly. In spe-
cific terms, of course, we stand here as a Communiry
institution disposing of Community resources. The
Commission has an aid and development programme.
More than that, it seeks to coordinate, after a fashion,
the development policies, the aid and cooperation pol-
icies of the ten Member States. Increasingly, I think,
we must look to the Communiry institutions to over-
come the natural redcence which they have felt over
the years in this area. Ve must look to the lom6 insti-
tutions, to the bilateral-aid agencies of the member
countries, to give help to those countries who ask for
help in this area of population policy. It is to my mind,
Mr President, one of the most valuable things which
can be done. \7e have been encouraged here, of
course, to hear Professor Pisani speak in realistic terms
about this problem. Ve have been encouraged by the
support which is now being given to the United
Nations agencies by Communiuy countries. But I hope
it will, in the long run, be possible to go further. And
in a completely non-Malthusian way I am desperately
anxious to Bet away from polemics on this issue and to
make it clear that we are talking about a pannership. It
ought to be possible rc go funher and to bring to the
attention of the world, and certainly the world within
Europe, the dimensions of the problem.
(Appkuse)
IN THE CHAIR: MR MOLLER
Wce-Presidcnt
Mr ContogeorgSs, Member of the Commission. 
-(GR) Mr President, first of all I would like to thank
the rapponeur and the speakers for their observations
and for the care with which they have examined the
Commission's proposal for a reguladoh on combating
world hunger. I also thank the Committee on
Development and Cooperation and the other commit-
tees from which opinions were sought for their con-
scientiousness, and for the speed with which the pro-
;;:l$ j#-inins the proposal for a regulation was
This proposal by the Commission is of great impbn-
ance. It has, in fact, a special significance in two v/ays.
Firstly, it puts forward an experimental plan of acdon
aimed at helping the developing countries to achieve
self-sufficiency in foodstuffs 
- 
gradually, of cou[se,
because great effon will be required 
- 
and ro safe-
guard their natural environments. It is an initiative qhat
can rendervery positive results as the years go by, and
only its success will reduce the reliance of these coirn-
tries on food aid in combating hunger.
Secondly, for the first time it implements the joint Ee-
claration signed by the Council, Parliament and the
Commission on 30 June last year at the end of phe
so-called ripanite iiscussions. In facr, we now flnd
ourselves facing one of the characteristic situations
presaged by that declaration 
- 
namely, that the Cqm-
mission is unable to embark on an imponant new
course of acdon by simply writing in the respecdive
budgetary appropriation, but that this requires phe
issue of a reguladon beforehand.
Vith regard to the rapporteur's observation that the
sum of 50 million ECU is inadequate, I would like to
say that, cenainly, this sum does not suffice for tackl-
ing the matter fully. However, we should be pleaSed
that a start has been made. Of course, if the pqo-
gramme is m be gradually extended much will depend
on the allocations made available next year and in fbl-
lowing years, and in this respect the r6le of Parliamqnt
will be decisive.
The opinion that it seems Parliament is abour to pron-
ounce on the Commission's proposal for a reguladgn
is basically positive. Nevertheless, there is an amend-
ment which makes reference to the decision-takifrg
procedure on matters to do with financing and to tlre
mode of operation of the Managemenr Committge.
The Commission has chosen ind proposed ti,e
so-called ERDF type of procedure. This is the procE-
f,H;ro,"T"#;:'iil:o:'&i."[,lL'.,',i::?:x,
cedure the Commission is able, as has been shown In
practice, to act very quickly in taking decisions wilh
immediate effect provided that rhe Managemenr Corn-
mittee, consisting of representatives oflhe Memblr
States under the chairmanship of a Commission reprt-
sentative, gives prior sancrion. \Zhen this is not fonh-
coming, the Commission has immediate .ecou.s. do
the Council and rhe implementadon of its decisiorts
may be delayed by two months or more. However, t\e
Council may, if it wishes, take a differenr decision by
special majoriry within turo months. The honourable
rapporteur is proposing that this commirtee should
take the form of a Consultative Committee, that it
should have, that is, simply a consularive capacity.
I would like now to refer briefly to rhe reason, *hi"f
impelled the Commission ro submit the proposal yot
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have before you, and to emphasize that in submitting
it the Commission has remained tnre to the position it
has taken on this matter in the past. The Commission
believes that even though the establishment of a com-
mittee with only a consultative capaciry would be the
ideal arrangement, the choice of an ERDF type com-
mittee, which'makes it possible for the Council to
intervene in cases where there is disagreement 
-which, in practice, however, are very few 
- 
consti-
tutes perhaps the most balanced arrangement. In fact,
as experience has taught us, this arrangement does not
unduly deprive the Commission of its budgetary pow-
ers and does not impede the rapid taking of decisions.
The Commission remains convinced that, between the
divergent viewpoints of Parliament and the Council,
its own views 
- 
as I have said previously 
- 
provide
the basis for compromise soludons. For these reasons,
the Commission regrets that it cannot accept the mod-
ifications proposed by the Committee on Development
and Cooperation.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
(Votes)l
3. Adjournruent of the session2
President. 
- 
I declare the session of the European
Parliament adjourned.
(Tbe sitting uas closed at 10.30 a.m.)
See Annex.
Motions for resolutions entered in the Register under
Rule 49 
- 
Forwardine of resolutions adooteii durine the
sitting 
- 
Dates for the-nexr pan-session: Sie the Min"utes.
I
2
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ANNEX
Votes
This Annex indicates rapporteu/s opinions on amendments and reproduces the text
of explanations of votes. For further detafu of the voting, the reader is referred to
the Minutes.
MOTIONS FOR RESOLUTIONS: Currcncyrestrictions in France
- 
I$YBORG (Doc. [-132/83)TADOPTED
- 
CALYEZ (Doc. 1-133/t3): ADOPTED
- 
SEITLINGER (Doc. 1-ta4/$)z ADOPTED
*
,&+
COLLINS MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. t-167lt3:Hcalthpolicy):
ADOPTED
The rapponeur was:
' 
- 
infaoozrof Amendmenm Nos 2 and 3
ti.
*tl
KROLML-WAM MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. t-166/ttz Consumer
protection): ADOPTED
*
{.+
JOHNSON REPORT (Doc. 101/83: Enviro'ment): ADOPTED
The rapponeur was
- 
infaooar of Amendment No 2, and
- 
against Amendment No 1
x.
DEL DUCA REPORT (Doc. l-94 / 83: Organ transplants) : ADOPTED
The rapponeur was againsl all rhe amendments
++
'\
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KONRAD SCHON REPORT (Doc. 1-112183: Discharge decisions for 19t1):
ADOPTED
Explanation ofvote
Mr lrmer (L), in wrhing. 
- 
(DE) I can only vorc in favour of the Commission's request
for a discharge in rEspect of the implementation of the 2nd and 3rd Development Fund on
the understanding that the Commission fulfils the condition to submit a specific plan of
action (before the beginning of the negotiations for the follow-up agreement to Lom6 II)
as to how the 5th European Development Fund should be budgetized, as the Committee
on Budgetary Control has done for rhe discharge for the 4th and 5th European Develop-
ment Fund.
It is particularly important for the Commission to fulfil this condition as cenain represen-
tatives of Member States governmenrc have recently raised objections again rc the budge-
tization. Thus, the Federal German Parliamentary Secretary of State for Economic Coop-
eration, Mr Kohler, has found it 'strange' that the Commission should again have
proposed that rhe European Development Fund be financed from the Community budget
even though this request had already'been received critically' during the discussion of the
Pisani memorandum in the Council of Ministers.
Mr Ktihler can ar besr plead attenuating circumstances in that he has only been in office
for a relatively shon time and so has not yet mastered the knowledge and points of view
necessary to be able to express a qualified opinion on this subject. In that case he would
have done better to remain silent.
If, however, he really means what he said, then he should ask himself whether he really
wants to instigate an open conflict with the European Parliament, and that at a time when
his government has the Presidenry of the Council too.
Parliament has long demanded budgedzation, first, because it can only properly fulfil its
dury as a discharge authority if it, as one arrn of the budgetary authoriry, has taken pan in
the approval procedure; secondly, because only then the financial means can be made suf-
ficiently flexible, and it is panly due to a back of this that the Stabex system has practically
collapsed; rhirdly, because only then the restraining and often paralysing influence of the
Member States on Communiry development poliry can be held in check and this develop-
ment policy really flourish as an imponant Communiry instrument.
Starements like those of Mr Kohler go against these aims and cannot be tolerated by
Parliament.
The Federal Chancellor, Mr Kohl, and Federal Foreign Minister, Mr Genscher, should
call members of their government to order when they hold forth in such anti-Community
terms. Otherwise they run the risk of having their own higly constructive statements to the
European Parliament, which were welcomed here by a large majoriry, no longer taken so
seriously.
,t
s{.
GABERT REPORT (Doc. l-97 / t3: Discharge decisions for 1 9t 1 ) : ADOPTED
*
+*
KELLETT-BOVMAN REPORT (Doc.l-70/83: Discharge decisions for 1981):
ADOPTED
The rapponeur was:
,t
:l
ir
li
li
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- 
against Amendment No 1
,t
**
KELLETT-BOIIMAN REPORT (Doc. 1-96183 : Discharge decisions for 1 98 1) :
ADOPTED
The.rapponeur was
- 
against Amendment No 2
+
++
cousTE REPoRT (Doc. 1-130el82: EP-EIB): ADOPTED
+
**
SABY REPORT (Doc. 1-100/t3: EP Expenditure 1982): ADOPTED
+
*+
HERMAN REPORT (Doc. l-13 12/82 : Data-processing) : ADOPTED
Explanation ofoote
Mrs Th6obald-Paoli (S).- (FR) Our Socialist attitude when voting for this report will
be coloured by the pessimism of analysis and the optimism of action.
However, I should like rc make some short comments on data-processing.
As you know, the Community has dropped behind considerably over the past ten years; its
sales, already mediocre, show this.
Our colleague, Mr Herman, quite rightly drew attention to f,wo major difficulties in Com-
munity research: a specific decision-making process with disastrous effects, and its corol-
lary, a budgetary impotence entailing here a sprinkling of credits, there limited choices
resuldng in certain techniques being abandoned, without the Community ever having
managed to decide on a consistent'line of action.
The slowness of the decision-making procedure up to Council level 
- 
and this on ques-
tions which, though essential to our industrial future, presuppose technical risks much
more than high policy stakes 
- 
is literally undermining Communiry incentives and risks
paralysing the Commission or leading it to propose or have adopted remarkably complex
Protrammes.
The French government. has on various occasions protested against such a system, which
admittedly respects the-letter of the treaties but which runs seriously counrer to their
spirit. Under such a system 
- 
and one can understand how it almost becomes legitimate
- 
each parry tries to 'authorize' programmes of benefit rc it. Instead of deciding on pro-
grammes and credits in the light of overall needs and resources, decisions are ofrcn taken
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on the basis of srange parameters which do not take the interests of the Communiry into
sufficientaccount...
President. 
- 
Mrs Thdobald-Paoli, your speaking time is up.
*
**
BEUMER REPORT (Doc. 1-1331/82: Tax consultation): ADOPTED
!&
*+
PERY REPORT (Doc. 1-8els3 : Fish fillets) : ADOPIED
The rapporteur was
- 
infaooarof Amendment No 2
Expknation of oote
Mrs Ewing (DEP). 
- 
My reservations about the report are concerned not with what is in
the repon but with the question of enforcement. I am very alarmed to hear that it is going
to be a year before any disruption caused by this regulation is looked at.'!fe know that we
have inadequate policing in the Communiry. Twelve cases have akeady been reponed to
me in which there was no policing of vessels that were where they should not have been.
That happened recently. Ve know that policing is not adequate.
How on earth are these excellent proposals that Mrs Peryputs forward to be enforced? If
we were coming back to this House with the actual situadon in six months time I would
be prepared to vote for it, but in these circumstances I have to abstain.
,?
++
EYRAUD REPORT (Doc. 1-95183: Peas and field beans): ADOPTED
Mrs Pery, deputizing for the rapporteur, was
- 
infaoourof AmendmentNo I
*
**
DELATTE REPORT (Doc. t -e2 / E t : Vincyards) : ADOPTED
+
*1&
CASSANMAGNAGO CERRETTI (Doc. 1-1 14lt3 : Hunger in tle world) : ADOPTED
Mrs Deschamps, deputizing for the rapporteur, was
I
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infaoourof. Amendments Nos 1,2 and 5, and,
against Amendments Nos 3, 5 andT
Expknation of oote
Mr Forth (ED).- I shall be voting against this repon, because it exhibits the usual finan-
cial irresponsibiliry to which, unhappily, we have gor accuaromed in this House.
I refer colleagues to paragraph 2, which once again ritually criticizes the inadequacy of
the funds earmarked for these measures in the 1983 budget. I see nowhere mentioned in
the report where any increased funds would come from. There are no volunteers to tell
me which other portions of the budget would be reduced. \7ould the money come out of
the Regional Fund or the Social Fund? Are we sufficiently generous of heart ro take some
money out of funds earmarked for European Communiry purposes to give it to these peo-
ple, or are vre asking for a reduction in the agricultural poliry to pay for this? Or, indeed,
do we want the budget as a whole to be increased? Until I hear colleagues telling me in
such repons as this where the monies are to come from, these ritualistic calls for more
money for everything 
- 
and they come up in nearly every report we produce 
- 
are not
worth the paper they are written on. I really hope that the House will attend seriously to
this matter in the future.
The thin attendance here, of course, is another indication of how casually people regard
this kind of matter. I really do ask 
- 
and this is why I am voting against this repon 
-that future r'epons of this kind, when asking for more funds for this purpose or any orher,
should specify where the reductions are to come in other lines or where the overall
increase in monies is to be found for the budget. Until that happens I shall conrinue to
vote against such repons.
+
**
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